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LOLE OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE IN LAW
ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

MONDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCMfT31 'EE ON ADMINISTRATION

OF THE INTERNAL REVINtUE CODE
OF TIE CO313m'EE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

Ihrksen Senate Office Buildhng Senator Floyd Haskell presiding.
Present: Senators Haskell, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Curtis, and

Slransen.
-Senator HASKELL. The hearing of the subcommittee of the Finance

Committee on the Administration of the Internal Revenue Code will
commence.

[The press releases announcing these hearings follow:]

PRESS RELEASE

For immediate release
November 19, 1975

Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on Administration

of the Internal Revenue Code
United States Senate
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE ('ODE
SETS IEARIN(;S ON Tile ROLE OF TIlS INTERNAL . ItEVNUE SERVICE IN FE)EU-At
LjAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

S-nator Floyd K. Ilaskell (D.-('olo.), C(hairman of the Subcommittee on Ad-
ministration of the Internal Revenue Code of the Senate Comnittee on Fin..ance,
and .Senator Bob Dole (R.-Kaus.). Ranking Minority Subcommittee .Mmiber,
today announced that the Sulliiittee will conduct public hearings on the role
of the Internal Revenue Service in Federal law enforcement activitie.

The hearings will begin on Monday, December 1, 1975, at 10 a.m. in Room 2221
of the 1)irksen Senate Office Building.

Tlme objective of this hearing will be to publicly air the numerous views con-
cerning the appropriate role of the Internal Revenue Service in general Federal
law enforcement efforts. One of the key issues o(i which these hearings will focus
is the extent to which the -special authority grante(I to the Internal Revenue
Service for tax collection purposes, such as the right to conduct noncourt-ordered
searches and seizures and tie right to administratively summon taxpayer and
third Imarty records,. should also he utilized in peripheral or nontax-related
Federal criminal inquiries. The discussion of this and other related issues will
begin with statements by the ('ommissoner of Internal Revenue, Donlald C.
Alexander, and the Attorney General of the United States, Edward H1. Levi,
followed by an IR--Jiustiep Department panel of experts which will spell out and
discuss present relationships and responsibilities.

(1)
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'hese witnesses will be followed by a series of individuals representing a broad
orange of views and will include former United States Attorneys General, former
Internal Revenue Service Commissioners, law enforcement personnel, American
Bar Association spokesmen, academics, criminal lawyers, and other interested

-persons.
Vritten Te8timony.-The Chairman stated that the Subcommittee would be

pleased to receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who
wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion
In the record should'be type-written, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in
length, and mailed with five (5) copies by December 31, 1975 to Michael Stern,
:Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Build-
ing, Washington, D.C. 20510.

PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on Administration

of the Internal Revenue Code
United States Senate
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION OF THE INTERNAL, REVENUE CODE
SETS FURTHER HEARINGS ON THE ROLE OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE IN
LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES AND THE PRIVACY OF FEDERAL TAX RETURNS
AND TAX INFORMATION

senators Floyd K. Haskell (D., Colo.) and Bob Dole (R., Kans.), chairman and
ranking minority member of the subcommittee, today announced that on Janu-
ary 22, 1976, the Subcommittee on Administration of the Internal Revenue Code
will hold further hearings concerning the role of the Internal Revenue Service
in Federal law enforcement activities. "Our earlier hearings have indicated that
the extent of IRS involvement in these efforts has been determined on a case by
case basis with little attention given to the broader question of whether limits
should be set for these activities." Haskell said. "This additional day of hearings
will focus on the need for setting appropriate limits and their impact on the

-administration of the tax laws and on individual rights." It is anticipated that the
witnesses appearing before the subcommittee on this matter will include both
academicians and constitutional law experts.

In addition, on January 23, 1976, the Subcommittee on Administration of the
Internal Revenue Code hopes to wind up its hearings on the privacy of Federal
tax returns and tax information, hearing from members of the public and repre-
sentative state tax administrators who have indicated their concern with respect
to this matter.* Haskell said, "The statutory rules governing the disclosure of
tax information have not been reviewed by the Congress for 40 years. and over
that period a number of rules concerning the disclosure of tax information have
been established by Executive Order. regulation, and common practice. "In order
to insure that the development of these procedures does not in any way impair
the effectiveness of the voluntary assessment system-which is the key to Federal
tax collection-we have tried to conduct exhaustive hearings on this matter.
"The subcommittee hopes to bring out information which will help the Congress
fashion legislation on the privacy of tax returns and tax information that is
compatible with the Privacy Act of 1974 and the Freedom of Information Act."

Reqiests to Testify.-Senator Haskell advised that witnesses desiring to testify
during this hearing must submit their requests in writing to Michael Stern, Staff
Director, Committee on Finance. 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washing-
ton. D.C. 20510. not later than Wednesday, January 7, 1976. Witnesses will be
notified as soon as possible after this cutoff date as to when they are scheduled
to appear. Once the witness has been advised of the date of his appearance,
it will not be possible for this date to be changed. If for some reason the witness is
unable to appear on the date scheduled, he may file a written statement for the
record of the hearing in lieu of a personal appearance. The hearings will be held
in Room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building and will begin at 10 a.m. on each-
day.

*Printed as a separate volume.
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Consolidated Te8timony.-Senator Haskell also stated that the Committee
urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the same general interest
to consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present
their common viewpoint orally to the subcommittee. This procedure will enable
the subcommittee to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise
obtain. Senator Haskell urged very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum
effort, taking into account the limited advance notice, to consolidate and coordi-
nate their statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act.-Senator Haskell stated that the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before
the Committees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their pro-
posed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of
their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify must comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by the close of business two days

before the day the witness is scheduled to testify.
(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of

the principal points included in the statement.
(3) The written statements must 16 typed on letter-size paper (not legal

size) and at least 75 copies must be submitted by the close of business the day
before the witness is scheduled to testify.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the subcommittee,
but are to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points
included in the statement.

(5) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed for oral presentation.
Written Testtimony.-The chairman stated that the subcommittee would bd

pleased to receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who
wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion-
in the record should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in
length, and mailed with five (5) copies by February 13, 1976, to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Build.
ing, Washington, D.C. 20510.

Senator HASKELL. This is basically an oversight hearing.
The ioue to be addressed today and in a couple of days in the future,

one the day after tomorrow and one after the beginning of the year,
is the public policy and use of the powers granted to the Internal
Revenue Service, whether those powers should be confined to enforcing
the revenue laws of the United States, or whether those powers should
be used in a more broadened fashion to enforce or help enforce the
general criminal laws of the United States.

Being an oversight hearing, I would hope that certainly our panel
of Justice and IRS would address themselves to the mechanics of.
the request for help back and forth between the Justice Department
and the Internal Revenue Service, and I would certainly hope that
our other witnesses who occupy policy positions would address them-
selves to the matter of public policy.

I may say that there are several former persons who held policy
positions, both in the Treasury and in the Commissioner's Office, who
were unable to appear. They will be given further notice. I do not
know whether their failure to appear on short notice was in fact
that the notice was short or whether the issue is hot. I do not know
what the answer is. but I think it is terribly important that we get
former Attorney's General and many formerCommissioners to articu-
late their viewpoint. And, also, I think it is important that we get
people who possibly are in a more dispassionate situation and who
represent the law schools and other law enforcement institutions
of the country.
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So, with that very brief prelude and summary of what the hearings
are all about, I look forward with great pleasure to hearing from
the Honorable Donald C. Alexander, Commissioner of Internal
Revenue.

It is a pleasure to welcome you here today, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD C. ALEXANDER, COMMISSIONER,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, ACCOMPANIED BY MEADE
WHITAKER, CHIEF COUNSEL, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE;
WILLIAM E. WILLIAMS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE; SINGLETON B. WOLFE, ASSISTANT COMMIS-
SIONER (COMPLIANCE), INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE; AND
THOMAS J. CLANCY, DIRECTOR, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Mr. ALEXAN-DER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to introduce those with me who may take part in this

)preliminary session.
On my immediate left is Meade Whitaker, Chief Counsel of the

internal Revenue Service.
Senator HASKELL. Pleased to have you, Mr. WVhitaker.
Mr. AT.EXANDER. And to my right, behind me, Mr. William E. Wil-

liams, the Deputy Commissioner of Internal Reveune; Mr. Singleton
Wolfe, our Assistant Commissioner of Compliance; and Mr. Thomas
Clancy. the Director of our Intelligence Division.

Mr. Wolfe and Mr. Clancy will be a part of the panel later, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I have a somewhat lengthy statement. With your
permission, I would like to have it inserted in the record.

Senator HASKELL. It will be inserted in the record, Mr. Comis-
sioner.

Mi1. ALEXANDER. I prefer no to read it.
The issue, as you point out, Mr. Chairman. is a very important one

and, I am told, a hot one: Whether IRS should play a significant
role beyond that of enforcing and administering the tax laws, and
the extent to which IRS, its people, its powers, and its information
should be used for purposes other than enforcement and administra-
tion of the tax laws.

The issue is not whether the Nation should have a strong and an
effective and a continuing drive against organized crime and against
corruption, that is not the issue at all. Of course organized crime
figures should be called on to meet their tax responsibilities and, of
course, they are somewhat slow, to put it mildly, to meet them unless
they are so called on. Of course, the IRS should make strong efforts
as it is making and as it will continue. to make to see to it that those
who gain illegal income by corrupt activities share their gains with
the Federal Treasury. That is not the issue.

The issue instead involves the proper and most effective utilization
of the vast store of information that the IRS obtains voluntarily and
obtains involuntarily from those who do not give us sufficient informa-
tion or correct information voluntarily and the utilization of these
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great powers of ours; the power to obtain additional information by
the use of the administrative summons, for example, and the power
to take property in a most peremptory way, the power of seizure,
the power to terminate a taxable year, the power to make a jeopardy
assessment.

And our people-we have almost 2,700 special agents, criminal in-
,vestigators, in the Service, and these people are good people, doing a
difficult job well. These people have a vast job to do, a vast job, because
our tax system is almost unique in the world. Our tax system calls
on more than 80 million individuals to file tax returns assessing them-
selhes, and about 2 million corporations and a, large number of part-
nerships and trusts and others to do the same thing. Our tax system
dtqends upon reasonable confidence by the public in our law and the
basic fairness of the Internal Revenue Code, and the reasonable con-
fidence by the public in the way we go about administering the law
in the fairness and the effectiveness of tax administration.

And the effectiveness of administration is vital, I think, to the con-
tinuation of this tax system of ours, which is far different from that
of England or Japan, for example, depending as it does upon the
willingness of the vast number of people to tell us what their taxes
are and to meet their tax obligations voluntarily.

Oh, sure, a lot of taxes are withheld, we know that. But at the end
of the year, the taxpayer can file a return claiming that the Internal
Revenue Service owes him or her these amounts which have been only
temporarily retained during the year.

Putting this in context means that we need to examine our activities
in law enforcement, and law enforcement against figures suspected
of organized criminal activities and figures suspected of corrupt activi-
ties, in the light of our overall job of law enforcement and law admin-
istration, because, unlike other law enforcement agencies-the FBI,
for example, which is a fine agency-we have the basic job of admin-
istering a system which calls for the voluntary production of more
private and confidential information than any other. by far, in the
country, and which calls for the voluntary cooperation of most of
the adults in the country.

So, unlike other law enforcement agencies, whose missions are con-
fined to enforcing particular laws-in the case of the FBI they have
general underlying law enforcement responsibility over all Federal
crimes-our work includes dealing not only those who have committed
crimes against the tax system and who have committed other crimes,
but also with those who have committed no crimes at all but who have
understated their tax liability or failed to pay as much as they should
have paid when it was due.

-Last year we made almost 2 million audits of individual taxpayers,
and we had more collection contacts than we had audits. If we mis-
allocate our resoures, if we concentrate on one sector to the detriment
of others, while we may help in achieving a national goal, a goal we
share with other agencies, we may well risk the achievement of our
mission, which is to maintain the health, the effectiveness, and the
soundness of tax administration.

That is one of the issues, and I think, the central issue.
But we have been called on to fill voids, actual or perceived, voids

in the law itself, or voids in law enforcement.
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An example is our recentknarcotics program where we were called
on to deprive narcotics traffickers of their working capital through
the use of the tax system. Well, narcotics traffickers are surely not the
first to march up to the counter and pay their taxes, but the use of the
tax laws to effect forfeitures is impermissible, and the courts have so
found in a number of cases.

This program was unproductive from a revenue standpoint. Our
costs through fiscal year 1975 were about $68 million; the amounts
collected from this progam were about $38 million. That is a far cry
,from the relationship of collections to costs in our programs generally.

And this program resulted in some counteractions. The Ways and
Means Committee has reported a bill, with which I am sure this com-
mittee is familiar, which specifically mentions the use of terminations
of taxable years as a weapon in the narcotics program,- and specifically
provides for new restrictions and grants of new taxpayer rights with
respect to terminations and jeopardy assessments.

This is an example of the use of tax powers and tax people to fulfill
other goals. Now, however worthy the goals, one can question whether
the tax system is the proper way of achieving them.

With respect to narcotics trafickers, the proper way to separate a
narcotics trafficker's cash from the trafficker is through an amend-
ment to the forfeiture provision, section 881 (a) of title 21, to call for
the forfeiture of cash, I do not know why this was not done. I am con-
vinced that this is the way to achieve this particular goal if Congress
wishes to achieve it.

We do not have enough people to go around. Next year is going to
be a year of extreme budget stringency for the IRS, so it appears, and
we are going to have less people next year than we have this year,
possibly up to 4,000 less, as we now compute it. We have a hard ques.
tion of allocation of resources. This brings me to the cooperative effort
that we share with the Department of Justice and with other agencies,
called the Strike Force, is an effort to prevent overlap or underlap, an
effort, through sharing of resources and personnel and information,
to achieve greater andbetter enforcement results for each of the par-
ticipating agencies. Several issues are involved here.

The first issue, I am glad to say, appears to be one on which the IRS
and the Department of Justice are now in complete agreement. On
page 74 and also on page 76 of the transcript of the April 21 hearing
before this committee, Judge Tyler, a man for whom I have great
respect, stated in discussing the Strike Force, "Each agency partici-
pates in the planning and retains absolute control over its own opera-
tions. .. "

"Absolute control over its own operations" would mean to us not
only control through our decentralized organization over what infor-
mation we gather and what techniques we use, but also over what
cases we work. Less than 2,700 special agents and about 15,000 revenue
agents are an insufficient number, Mr. Chairman, to accomplish this
vast obligation of ours to enforce and administer the tax laws and to
assure the many who do comply that the few who do not will be called
on to do so. If resources are diverted, if people-are diverted, into cases
which do not meet our standards, cases which will have little deterrent
effect, and which are cases, although the taxpayer involved might be
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a figure in organized criminal activities or suSpected of such, not
worth working as tax cases, then we have misused the resources which
Congress has given us.

Furthermore, if our people-and they are good people--are side-
tracked into working on cases in which it is clear that there is no crimi.
nal tax evasion or possibility of a conviction, then we have a question
of going beyond our appropriation acts and also a question of im-
pairing or perhaps destroying the immunity of our agents against
claims and suits based on their action.

Now, this question of immunity was discussed by Judge Tyler at the
prior hearing on page 72 of the record, and I am sure it is of concern
to the Department of Justice just as it is to us. We cannot ask our
people to engage in activities where they take substantial risk of per-
sonal liability, and we are not going to do so.

Another matter I touched on is that of techniques. The Internal
Revenue Service has been in the press quite a bit this year with re-
spect to certain tecliques, and these allegations, like many recent al-
legations, have been vastly overstated. (There are many recent allega-
tions that are not only overstated; they are totally false.) But these
allegations about techniques, particularly the use of informants, have
some foundation, and accordingly, Internal Revenue has developed
and on June 23 promulgated new guidelines with respect to the infor-
mation we gather, and we put stringent controls-which we are re-
considering at this time-on payments to informants.

In this respect, I am delighted to see, according to the transcript of
Wednesday, November 19, before Senator Church's committee, that
Mr. Adams for the FBI testified with respect to informants that the
FBI has much of the rules that Internal Revenue has recently in-
stalled. In answer to a question by Senator Tower about control of in-
formants' activities, Mr. Adams testified on page 1816 that not only the
special agent in charge has control of the activities involved, but FBI
headquarters. "We maintain the tightest possible control of the utili-
zation of informants. We require Bureau approval to utilize a person
as an informant."

And on page 1818 Mr. Adams stated further:
We don't permit an Informant to engage in any activIty that an agent couldn't

do legally himself.
In other words, you can't have an extension of the agent out here engaging in

illegal acts, and the agent saying I abide by the law.

That is all Internal Revenue is trying to do. We agree completely
with the statement of Mr. Adams about the way the FBI conducts it-
self with respect to informants. And we are proud of the recent and
growing activities of the FBI in areas of organized crime and white
collar crime.

This brings us to another point.
The point has been made, and perhaps it will be again, that if the

IRS does not stop organized crime and does not stop white collar crime
or political corruption, no one can.

In the 1975 annual report of the FBI-and this is mentioned in my
statement-the FBI states that it recorded a number of significant
achievements in the fight against organized crime during fiscal year
1975. And the report leads off on p. 2 with these words: "With in-



vest-igations resulting in more than 1400 convictions of hoodlum, gam-
bIing anid vice figures." A chart on page 3 of this ailuual report shows
wm increase in convictions of organized crime and gambling figures as
i result of FBI investigations. from 631 in 1971 to 1,417 in 1975. As to
tt white collar crime, oi page 11 of the FBI annual report, for the
xconmleted fiscal year, is this statement:

Crimes investigated by the FBI which fall into the white collar category have
JinreasNl over 25 percent since fiscal 1971. These offenses include fraud, em-
Iezzleient, bribery, antitrust, perjury, conflict of interest and others. duringg
fiscal 1975, 3,427 convictions were recorded in white collar crime matters investi-
gated ly the FBI.

Anid the report then says:
T ill has set high priority in this area of its re.osIl.,iities and Is training

Special AgeiiF2 ccountants In the latest accounting systenmg being utilized by
the Government and private business. Also research is being conducted in the
highly complex and sophisticated techniques used by the white collar criminal to
perfe(t. these crimes. The FBI is presently devoting approximately 14 Iereent of
its agent manpower to white collar crime investigations in an effort to increase
convictions and eventually reduce the rapid rise in this type of crime.

Fourteen percent means about 1.200 agents. We have offered to assist
the FBI in recruiting those possessed of the necessary trading midlearning to investigate crinlinal financial matter. We tre glad to work

with them. e are delighted to see this interest, this interest which will
,help both the Internal Revenue Service and the Departinent of Just ice
meet our responsibilities, those that we. share, and those which the
Internal Revenue Service alone bears.

So we are talking about information and powers and people, proper
techniques-not techniques like those which have been in the pre&,
however overstated, which cost us about $8 million in our current
budget--proper techniques of information gathering, proper use of our
powers, our powel which are iow being reconsidered l)y Coigrress be-
cause of feared excesses, and proper use of our limited people to (10 a
limitless job.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to the questions of this
conminittee.

Senator TI,\sKrL. Tl'ank you. 'r. Commissioner. very much in-
deed. I do have sonme qistioils. bitt since we opened the hearing Sen-
ator Hansen and Senator Byrd have cone . so I would (lefer to Sen-
ator Hansen to see if he has any statement or quesJ-ions lie would like
to n ake at this time.

Senator hN .- . Thank yon. Air. Chairman, I do not at this time.
Senator LIASKELL. Senator Byrd, do you have any questions or any

statement at, this particular time?
Senator Bym. Not at this tine. Mr. Chairman.
Senator I-, SKHAWLL. Mr. Alexander. I gather-and I woul,1 like to be

corrected if I am 'wrong-I gather that your general viewpoint, is that
the Interlal Revenue Service. which is chari'ged statutorilv with the
collection of taxes due and owing to the 1United States, sl16uld in ef-
fect not necessarily not Cooperate with other law-enforcement agencies
It, should make a judgment that the particular instance in which they
aro cooperating serves tile primary function of the IRS, which is the8
collection of taxes due and owing the United States.

)oes that fairly summarize your viewpoint or not?
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Mfr. ALEXANDER. It fairly does, but I would like to amplify that, if
I may.

Our mission includes the collection of taxes, but our mission i,-
eludes also the. enforcement of the tax laws. We are cognizant of tliat.
part of out mission, and we devote a substantial l)al't of overall In-
ternal Revenue Service resources to enforcement of the tax laws. W
need to work effectively and closely with others. We need to beat- in
inud, however. the restrictions that we disc d'v with tle committee

on April 21 with respect to the privacy of tax information entrusted
to us.

We need to work, as I said, in a cooperative and snsible and sound
way vith others wlio have different missions from ours. I ant not slig-
gesting that we withdraw into splendid isolationism, and( I am not sug-
gesting that we are unaware of the probability. a Jpresutmption wwhiit
you questioned to sonc e xtent on page 49 of the April ,21 hearings. that
those who make their living from criminal activities do ot pay taxes.
We believe that 1l111ny of those that make tlir living fromt erittinal
activities are likely to pay their taxes, and We have all obligation to
do something about it.

lut we have all obligation not to take the position that these are
the only l)eople that we nuist. do something alb)olt. ]Because tllere a'e
other l;eople whose only crime is tax evasion, we have to bXear in iu dimd
the, deterlrent effect of a conviction for tax evasion. We liave to h.1ar il
mind the factt , of our major citizens in this comntrY. our
major Cor-porate cutienlls, have not lived up1) to their responsibilities of
citizenship. We are. devoting substantal reson rces to this aira now.

These obligations of ours require people-vwe are ta lking about all al-
lo.-ationi of resources we are, talking about coolperation. W . itenl to
continui e to participate and cooper-ate efiectiv ely in tl h strike for,'e.

Senator l -I\siIKF-.L. Now, in your varticul r relate iolli)p to the s1 t riko
force, apparently in 1974, the Audit Division representative was with-
drawn as an IRS representative on a strike force team.

Are you familiar with that particular situation?
And if Non are, I would ask why ttat a(.tiom was taken. and tlien

I would go further to ask when w:as the Audit divisionn relwresenta-
tive. vli was taken off originally put on the strike force?hereee are several questions wrappedl up in one.

Mr. ALErXANDER. I am going to ask Mr. Wolfe to supplemiet my
answer; to these questions.

First. I am familiar with the situation, as it, was I Wilo accepted
the rccomnmendation made bv t'hw career people in tile Internal Revenue
Service tlit the second IRS Str-ile Force rmepresentati ve---we wer'e
the only agelecy withi two-be removed, that tie (liversiom T'" I IN re-
smurces anld the cost, of that diversion was not matltced in the oliiitiOn
of tilese people iby an equivalent benefit. That rev'omnmendat ion is not
new. The recommendation that there be only one strike force repre-
sentative of tlie IRS was made in at 1971 paper which I would like._
to submit for the record, Mr. Chairman.

Senator ITASKEILL. It will be received and reproduced.
Mr. ALxANDER. On March 1'2, 1971, more than 2 years before I

became Commissioner, there was a report by a study group apl'oinlted
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by the then Assistant Commissioner (Compliance) -at this time the
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Unit was part of IRS, so IRS had
three strike iorce representatives. The recommendation was that IRS
have only 1 out of those 3, not I out of the 2 we had later when ATF
was removed from IRS and put in the Treasury Department.

On page 6 of this particular part of this report the study group
,states that the presence of three men to coordinate one program re-
sults in a duplication of effort, excess costs, and greater delay and
confusion in getting th6 job done. We were convinced that one strike
force representative is sufficient for Audit, Intelligence, and ATF.

Mr. Wolfe ?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, in answer to your first question, when was the audit

representative first put on, it was -in 1968 when we formalized the
program. We had one each from Audit, from Intelligence, from
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. Also, it was later at the report that
the Commissioner just mentioned, which will be furnished for the
record, I was interviewed by that task force. I was then the Director
of the Audit Division, and Irecommended that we not have an Audit
strike force representative. And, actually, when we finally made the
decision, when we recommended-it came from my office to the Com-
missioner recommending that we eliminate one of the two remaining
representatives. I did not care whether it was Audit or Intelligence.
In fact, we left it up to the field to determine which representative
would better serve the needs of the strike force, eitl, r the Audit or
the Intelligence. Most of them decided to leave the intelligence on
there because the objective was to get criminal convictions for income
tax evasion. The Intelligence strike force representative, in our opin-
ion, would be the most logical person to keep on that as a strike force
representative. So that was why the decision was made that way.

Senator HASKELL. Mr. Commissioner, either you or perhaps one
of your assistants, I think for the benefit of the committee, might
very briefly describe how a strike force comes into existence. Wlhat
is the composition of a strike force? What is the objective of a strike
force?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is rather difficult for me to answer this question,
Mr. Chairman. I am sure that Judge Tyler can answer it better than
any one of us.

But I would like for Mr. Wolfe or Mr. Clancy to give their views.
Senator H1ASKELL. Perhaps just from their perceptions of how it.

comes into existence.
Mr. CLANCY. Mr. Chairman, I believe the strike force location is

identified by a committee-I forgot the precise name. but I do not
believe they have bad a session since 1971, the -last time thev sat-
composed of the Attorney General-again, I do not remember who
is on this particular committee because it has not-

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think I am supposed to be on it. but it has not
met since I have been Commissioner, to my knowledge.

Mr. CLAvNcY. And then they, based on the information furnished
to the committee by, I believe, the Department of Justice, identify the
location where they will place a strike force. Once that iq decided,
the Attorney General communicates to the other Federal enforcement
agencies and to the Commissioner, in our situation, and then we provide-
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a-if the Cc:nissioner concurs-we provide a strike force repre-
sentative top articipate in that strike force and under today's stand-
ards, we will provide it to the extent necessary to provide liaison.Senator HASKELL. May I interrupt you?

To your knowledge, has any Commissioner ever refused on any
grounds whatsoever to participate in a strike force?

Mr. CL NcY. Not to my knowledge, no, sir.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you.
Now, I do not want to monopolize the questions.
Senator Byrd or Senator Hansen?
Senator BYRD. I have no questions.
Senator HANSEN. I have no questions.
Senator HASKELL. My understanding, Mr. Commissioner, is that

the intelligence community,-the Internal Revenue Service, as far as
powers go, has, by statute, three special powers over and above what
maybe other law enforcement agencies may have. These special powers
would be the administrative summons, the so-called early termination,
and the jeopardy assessment.

Now, have I left out any special powers that the IRS has which
are not available to other law enforcement agencies, generally?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I do not know.
Do you know of any, Mr. Whitaker?
Mr. WHITAKER. No, sir, I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. All right.
Then the next availability as a possible law enforcement tool would

be the information that the IRS has by virtue of the filing of income
tax returns and possibly the auditing of income tax returns. This
would be the special information available.

Am I stating that correctly?
M[r. ALEXANDER. That is correct.
Other agencies do not have this information. We have this vast

store of information.
Senator HASKELL. And then the third area which would make the

Internal Revenue Service attractive to assist in general lgw enforce-
ment would be specially trained personnel, particularly in the financial
field.

Would that be an accurate statement?
Mr. ALEXANDER. That is correct.
Senator HASKELL. Now you said, Mr. Commissioner, in the course of

your statement that one of the possible problems was where, let us say,
the Justice Departmhent decides we as a national effort should crack
down on crime A, and crime A might involve a great deal of your
resources but not bring in a great deal of revenue.

Is that one of your problems?
Mr. A LEXANDER. Yes, that is a problem area.
An example of that, as I mentioned, is the narcotics field. Our crimeA is the province of the DEA, and the DEA has jurisdiction with

respect to violations of the Federal narcotics laws. IRS jurisdiction
with respect to those violations is completely absent.

The FBI. of course, as I stated, has underlying jurisdiction with
respect to all violations of Federal laws by statute, although I believe
that administratively the Attorney General has imposed certain restric-
tions. The IRS simply lacks jurisdiction.
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Now,-someone engaged in narcotics trafficking, particularly a king-
pin rather than a street pusher, maybe failing to meet his tax obliga-
tions, and there is a reasonably substantial likelihood that that person
will be so failing. Then the IRS has an obligation, given its limited
resources, to do something about it. But the IRS should evaluate that
case in the light of other demands upon its resources to determine
whether that case should be worked. If another case cannot be, there
we need to evaluate the strength i of the particular case, the importance
of the particular case, and the deterrent effect of the particular case.
We should be the ones, we think, to make this decision.

Certainly, we need to prosecute narcotic traffickers for tax evasion
when they-have committed tax evasion. But certainly the DEA should
have the primary responsibility to do something about this. We do not
have the manpower, or the legal power.

Senator HASKELL. Well, now, in your capacity as Commissioner, have
you set forth any guidelines as to when the Internal Revenue Service
-wit-or-will not participate in a Strike Force or-

Well, the first question is: May, as a matter of authority, the Internal
Revenue Service say, no, that in this particular strike force you do not
think it is worthwhile our participating?

Do you have that authority?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I would doubt whether we have that authority,

unless our budget situation is so stringent that we have large curtail-
inents of manpower.

The Executive order signed in 1968 by President ,Johnson assigned
basic responsibility to the Attorney General and called for the agencies
to cooperate and work effectively with the Attorney General. We are
doing our best to cooperate with the order.

The order also gave recognition to limitations on manpower, and the
order, I-aimsure, did not transcend the limitations on our jurisdiction.
Our agents do not have the authority to work nontax cases. Not only
would that be an apparent violation of our appropriation act, but also
it would expose our agents to the type of risks which both Judge Tyler
and I have described.

Senator IIASKELL. Do you happen to have any exanl)les of in the past
a misuse. or overuse of aly of the three unique enforcement powers that
I mentioned a little bit earlier?

Mr'. AIEx.iNDEIR. I would be glad to supply you, Mr. Chairman, with
judicial comments on the use of our powers. Let the courts speak rather
tlan I.

I think our people have done a good job under difficult circumstances.
Senator HASKELL. Well, I think that would probably be more appro-

l)ilate than getting your comments. If there are court comments, for
the record, I would appreciate it very much indeed.

[C:gopies of the following reportedly decisions have been supplied for
the record by Mr. Alexander, and were made a part of the official files.J

MATERIALS SUBMITTED BY DONALD C. ALEXANDER

JEOPARDY AND TERMINATION CASES

Kabbaly v. Riehardson, 520 F. 2d 331 (5th Cir. 1975)
Willit. 1. Richard.?on, 497 F. 2d 240 (5th (ir. 1974)
Clark v. Campbell, 501 F. 2d 108 (5th ("ir. 1974), petition for cert, filed sub noin.

United ,tates v. Cl'irk. 43 U.S.L.W'. 34,133 (W.S. )ec. 9, 1974) (No. 74-722)
Aguilttr v. United States, 501 F. 2d 1627 (5th Cir. 1074)
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Rinierl v. Scanlon, 254 F. Supp. 469 (S.D.N.Y. 1966)
Pizzarello v. United States, 408 F. 2d 579 (2d Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 396 U.S.

986 (1969)
United States v. Bonaguro, 294 F. Supp. 750 (E.D.N.Y. 1968)
Lucia v. United States, 474 F. 2d 565 (5th Cir. 1973)
Shapiro v. Secretary of State, 499 F. 2d 527 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. granted 8ub

nom. Commissioner v. Shapiro, 420 U.S. 923 (1975) (No. 74-744)
Woods v. MeKeever, 73-2 U.S.T.C. 82, 358 (D. Ariz. 1973)
Lisner v. MeCan less, 356 F. Supp. 398 (D. Ariz. 1973)
flall v. United States, 493 F. 2d 1211 (6th Cir. 1974) cert. granted, 419 U.S. 824

(1974) (No. 74-75)
Laing v. United States, 496 F. 2d 853 (2d Cir. 1974), cert, granted, 419 U.S. 824

(1974) (No. 73-1808)
Sliaw v. MeKeever, 74-1 U.S.T.C. 83,804 (D. Ariz. 1974)

?anbo v. Lnited States, 492 F. 2d 1060 (6th Cir. 1974), petition for cert. filed, 43
U.S.L.W. 3115 (U.S. July 10, 1974) (No. 73-2005)

Schreck r. United 8,tates, 301 F. Supp. 1205 (D. Md. 1969), reaff'd, 375 F. Supp.
742 (D. Md. 1973)

Fancher v. United States, 10 A.F.T.R. 2d 5925 (D. S.D. 19062)
Shcrman v. Nash, 488 F. 2d 1081 (3d Cir. 1973)

SUMMON'S CASES

United States v. Henry, 491 F. 2d 702 (6th Cir. 1974)
United States v. O'Connor, 118 F. Supp. 248 (D. ,Mass. 1953)
United States v. Humble Oil & Refining Co., 488 F. 2d 953 (5th Cir. 1974), va-

(ated and remanded, 421 U.S. 943 (1975), on remand, 36 A.F.T.R. 2d 75-5749
(5th Cir. 1975)

United States v. Friedman, 388 F. Supp. 963 (W.D. Pa. 1975), appeal pending sub
non. United States v. Pittsburgh National Bank, No. 75--1480, 3(1 Cir.

Third Northwestern Nat'l Bank v. Sathre, 102 F. Supp. 879 (D. Minn. 1952),
appeal (lismised by stiplation 196 F. 2d 501 (8th Cir. 1952)

Lord v. Kelley, 223 F. Supp. 684 (1). Mass. 1963), appeal dismissed, 334 F. 2A1 742
1(1st Cir. 1964), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 61 (1965)

Senator BYRD. Mir. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Senator I-!,SKELl,. By all means, Senator.
Senator Bylu). Mr. Commissioner, in your statement, you quote a

Robert Ozer as speaking enthusiastically of an investigation by ter-
rorism.

Would you identify Mr. Ozer?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Ozer is, I believe, the chief of the Detroit strike

force.
Now, perhaps Mr. Ozer was misquoted. People have been misquoted

lately, as I know so well, and I am sure that Judge Tyler could
l'espond.

Senator BYiID. Is he a Department of Justice employee?
Mr. ALEXAX.-DER. Yes, sir.
Senator Byn). Then in your statement you say "what it does not sup-

port." The "it" the Internal Revelue Service does not support, how-
ever, is conduct which involves the law enforcer becoming the law-
breaker.

Mr. L,,XA.n,-I. We certainly do not support that. conduct.
As I mentioned, Mr. Adams testifying for the FBI made it clear- he

does not Sup)ort it. either.
Senator ByRD. To what extent does IRS participation in the pro-

viding of tax information to the I)epartnient of Justice through its
)a rticipation in the strike force present serious fifth amendment prob-

hems which could hamper ordinary noncriminal tax administration?
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Mr. ALEXANDER. I think the question is before the Supreme Court
now, Senator Byrd, that touches on the issue you just raised, in the
Garner case, which--

Has that been argued, Mr. Whitaker?
Mr. WHITAKER. Yes, sir. The Garner case has been argued,' Senator

Byrd. It has not yet been decided.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Could you spell out the issue?
Mr. WHrrAKER. The issue there was at what stage a defendant is

required or entitled to make a fifth amendment claim with respect to
information which is on his tax return. The question is whether or
not the claim of the fifth amendment can be made when the tax infor-
mation is sought to be used for a nontax purpose in a criminal prose.
cution or whether the claim must be made on the tax return itself.
That is an issue on which we will have to wait for the Supreme Court
to speak. That is one aspect that is involved-a very difficult aspect-
involved in the use of tax return information for nontax purposes.

Senator BYRD. Commissioner Alexander, you have referred to the
IRS national program concerning improper reporting of political
campaign contributions.

What has been done in this regard?
Mr. ALEXANDVI)ER. We have done a great deal, and we are going to do

a great deal more, Senator Byrd. We have referred a verylarge num-
ber of leads or information items, as we call them, to the field. We
checked a large number of political committees of both parties, and-
we have referred items to our field offices for development of what
we think will be important tax cases.

We also have great concern about what we have developed, and what
we have heard about, in the way of improper corporate activities, both
in the political arena in this country and in slush funds and other
improper payments outside of this country. We are devoting a sub-
stantial part of our skimpy resources to this effort. This is a difficult
area. We think our efforts are important to the tax system, and we
also think that it serves a sound nontax national goal as well.

Senator BYRD. Thank you sir.
Your Service has a very difficult balancing act, I suppose. You have

an obligation to protect the privacy of the individual, but you have
an obligation to protect all of the taxpayers in the sense that individual
taxpayers must pay their just share of the taxes. I think you have a
difficult balancing act. I am sure the Service has not been perfect, but
I am inclined to think that overall the Service has done a rather good
job.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Commissioner, you mentioned section 881 (a), of

title 21.
Mr. ALEXANDER. That is the forfeiture provision.
Senator HASKELL You mentioned that some other agency asked you

to use that in connection with the taking of cash away from narcotics
dealers.

To your knowledge, has the Justice Department, or whoever it is
that asked you, ever requested a comparable power be granted to it
in its own right as opposed to through the Internal Revenue Service?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Not as far as I know.
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The question deals with the use of our powers to terminate taxable
years and then to take property after we had determined the tax. Some
courts regarded actions taken in a few instances by a few officers of
the Service as being excessive. They stated, in instances that I will
provide to this committee, that the tax was apparently based not upon
a reasoable determination of liability but instead upon a determrna-
tion of how much cash the trafficker had at the time of his arrest.

Now, the amount of cash that the trafficker had at the time of his
arrest is indeed important if the forfeiture provision, section 881 (a)
that I mentioned, were broadened to provide for the forfeiture of cash,
but it is hardly controlling and perhaps entirely irrelevant to the de-
termination of the proper tax liability. And we camiot terminate a
taxable year and take property unless we make a reasonable determi-
nation of tax liability on the then facts; otherwise, there could be a
violation of section 7214 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Senator HASKELL. There has been some evidence at one hearing that
this committee has had that in this area-and by criticizing the In-
ternal Revenue Service I want to preface this by saying nobody is
perfet-but in certain areas the early terminations and the jeopardy
assessment of tax, or determination of tax, which preceded the early
terminations were not based upon very much in the way of facts.

We had some testimony here the other day along those lines.
And, of course, although it is great and proper to put narcotics

traffickers out of business, it seems to me-and I guess this is getting
into a statement more than a question-that this is not a proper func-
tion of the Internal Revenue Service, and it was for that reason that I
asked you whether any other agency had asked for a comparable power
which it could use separate and apart from-borrowing the power of
the Internal Revenue Service.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Not as far as I know, in answer to your question.
We have sent our recommendation for a broadening of the forfeiture

provision to the Department of Justice, to the FBI, to the DEA. This
provision was considered by the Ways and Means Committee in 1974 at
our request, but the committee found that it did not have jurisdiction
over title 21 and did not proceed with the enactment of a broadened
forfeiture provision which would legally deprive the narcotic trafficker
of his cash.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Commissioner.
I think, in essence, one of the things you are saying is that you

believe the Service should have a greater role or final say in deter-
mining which criminal tax cases to pursue depending upon a great
many circumstances. I think you said that.

M'r. ALEXANDER. I did say that, because we think that effectively
cooperating and responsibility cooperating does not mean that we
should take orders to work a specific case when it does not meet our
selection criteria.

Senator HASKELL. NOW, what would be your selection criteria?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I am going to ask the career people who know the

selection criteria far better than I to respond to this question.
Mr. Wolfe?
Mr. Clancy?
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Mr. CLANcY. Sir, we have basically two policy statements that We
rely on when we are selecting a potential criminal case. And I will just
read the policy statement, if you don't mind.

Senator HASKELL. As long as they are not too long.
Mr. CLANcy. They are not very long, sir.
The enforcement program will be administered uiiformly, apply-

ing the same standards to hll violations investigated. It is niot incon-
sistent with this principle which would select more aggravated cases,
or those whose. prosecution is believed to be most effective in acting as a
deterrent to discourage similar violations, when available resources
preclude investigation and development of all cases.

This is one of our basic policy statements.
The other is, basically-P-9-18-of course these are public. We

would be happy to furnish them for the record, too, Mr. Chairman.
But this one is a little bit longer. But I will paraphrase it, if you
don't mind.

[The material referred to follows:]

P-9--3 (APPROVED 2-24-61)

ITNIFORM ENFORCEMENT REQUI{EI)

The enforcement program vill lie admiinistered uniforinly, applying the samIe
standards to all violations Investigated. It is not inconsistent with this principle
to select the more aggravated cases, or those whose pro(eclti)l is believed to
be most effective in acting as a deterrent to discourage sliniar violations, when
available resources preclude investigation anl development of all cases .

P-9-18 (Approved 7-18-T5)

BALANCED ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM NECESSARY

To foster voluntary comiliance with the Internal revenue laws bY all taxpayers.
the Intelligence Division iust provide a baiinwed program of eiifire,,uieint. In
addition to the (h veloi)nient of successful irosecutiolf cases, consideration must
be given to the need to:

(1) provide some coverage of all types of taxes and violations ill all strata
of society and geographic areas within districtt Jui'isdictiol.

(2) direct enforcement efforts toward those seginents of the polillation where
noncompliance with the tax laws is highest. including niajor raclketeers and
those taxpayers with inicoie front illegal sources or corrult practices;

(3) give priority to investigations of alleged criminal vio'atlons which olistruct
thi administration of internal revenue laws. such as (a) multiple false refund
cmlains, (b) attempts to lbrilie or assault eliployees di uig raids or arrests con-
ducted by Intelligence or during ui arnied( escort assi lnu et. ' €) forcibly res-
cuing seized property and (d) hazardous situations requiring arined es(,4irts.

TRUST FUNID CASES

The enforcement program will inelud investiqatio-4 of alleged vi-,0lni-',n of
the trust fund penalty prois iolns of the code that in(licate disregard of the oh-
ligation to withhold or collet mid pay over such taxes.

INVESTIGATIVE PlROCEDtURE-P-9-29 (-AkPPROVED 3-23-61)

ixVEiTIGATIVE POI.ICY

All crinlnal Investlgattin should Ie Coilmeilleed and coeludel a4 -XI,(lilt.
ously as possible. They should be conducted impartially an( thoroughly to ols-
tain all lrtinent Informallon il1d evidence. luiuication ill illestl-,a titu. is. 1ii-
necessary inconveniences to the pliic and necessary e(iltarrassnivint to tim
ta paver should be avoided. Appropriate courtesies should be showui when
soliciting information.
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Full-scale investigations should he terminated when sufficient evidence t6
convict has been acctunulated and there are no reasonable grounds to expect
that further investigation may produce significant results in relation to tile avail-
able evidence and to the additional investigative time and effort Involved. All
who are implicated ii a crime will be sought out and definitive evidence
obtained as to their implication, to the extent reasonable. Investigations of lesser
prosecution potential sliou'd be closed when there are insufficient resources in
the foreseeable future for completing them and there are others of greater po-
tential for development as substantial or flagrant criminal violations or having
-a greater deterrent )otential.

SPECIAL ENFORCEMENT-P-9-46 (APPROVED 9-19-72)

ENFORCEMENT 'MEASURES AI'PLICABILE TO PERSONS DERIVING INCOME
FROM ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES

The Service's overall enforcement effort will include special progams and
procedures for identifying those taxpayers wh,) derive substantial income from
illegal activities and for a continuing scrutiny of the tax affairs of those so
identified.

ANNUAL REVIEW OF RETURNS AND RELATED INFORMATION

Once each year the latest returns filed by persons identified as major special
enforcement subjects, and related information, shall lie scrutinized by desig-
nated district office enforcement officials for the purpose of recommending or
initiating any Service action warranted.

PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENT'S DRIVE AGAINST SIGNIFICANT AREAS OF
CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

The Service will participate in the Government's special drives against orga-
nized crime and other significant areas of criminal activity. This will include
cooperation with the Iepartment of Justice and other Treasury enforcement
agencies in special programs aimed at individuals and criminal activities of
lluntual c oncernl.

Mr. Ci,.\cY. It says a balanced enforcement program is necessary-
That is the purpose of tie policy statement. It is to foster voluntary
con pliance- with the Internal Revenue laws b-v all taxpayers, and the
Intellig-ence I)ivision must provide a balanced program of enforce-
Iuent. Wve must assure that we provide sone coverage of ill types of
taxes and violations in all strata of society, in geographic areas, within
districtt jurisdictions. Tie enforcement efforts are directed against
those segments of the pOl)ulation whelre nonlcoln)liance With the tax
laws is highest, including major racketeers and those taxpayers with
inco me from illegal sources or corrupt practices.

And then, of course. we give prioritv to investigations such as false
refund claims. attempts to bribe or assault employees during raids
(r arrest conducted by Intelligence or during armed escort assign-

inents, forcibly rescuillg seized property in a hazardous situation re-
quiring arum(d escorts.

We also lave a program ill the trust fund area.
So we have to maintain with our limited resources of something

less than 2,(_)() special agents a 1)alanlced enforcellmelt covering all of
our 58 districts throughout the country.

Senator IIASKELL. Thank you, sir.
(1ommlwioner, just one more line of questioning. And that is, Sen-

ator Byrd asked you the question of illegal political contributions and
what was (lone; "and I l)e1ieve voi said that you were Pursuing that,
that you had sent instructions into the field.
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Let me ask you two questions: Does the national office keep in con-
tact with the field, or to what extent do they keep in contact with the
field to find out what is going on in that area?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, the national office is responsible for develop-
ing programs, including this program, and for implementing these
programs. Through our decentralized structure, the field offices have
direct and day-to-day control over our people who are engaged in
these investigations. They report on the status of their programs,
including this one, to the national office, in this case to Mr. Clancv
and to Mr. Wolfe, who in turn keep me advised. We eliminated the
old sensitive case system.

Senator HASKELL. I realize that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. So we do not have this reporting on so-called sensi-

tive cases that we formerly had, because it seemed to me that the detri-
ments of that system far outweighed whatever benefits it might have
served.

Mr. WVolfe, would you care to amplify what I haOe stated?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, particularly in the large corporate area-we are

talking about, now, the giants of industry-we keep in the national
office a record in Washington of every case that is under examination
in the field, the progress of that examination and any particular issues
that are being raised that should be distributed to other areas within
the United States for use by our agents examining similar corpora-
tions. So we know about those; we know the status of them.

In addition-and that runs about a thousand cases.
In addition, as a result of information we gathered from the Senate

Watergate hearings, the Special Prosecutor's Office, we accumulated
a great deal of information on what was happening and contributions
to various political committees by various individuals and corporate
structures. We have made all of that information available to all of
our field offices. We also require that they advise us of the status of
the cases involving those matters.

So in those two areas, in addition to issuing very explicit instruc-
tions, we are also keeping up with where they are.

Senator HASKELL. Did you ever perform an inspection function to
see that-you know the old army game--they send you in a nice
report?

Do you ever go into the field to check that report and see if it is quite
as nice as it says it is ?

]Mr. ALEXANDER. We certainly do, both with our analysts and with
our Inspection Service. Internal Audit certainly does check up with
how our programs are working and whether the figures that may be
submitted to us have substance behind them.

Senator HASKELL. One last question along these lines: Assuming that
you have a case which you are satisfied with, that there was in fact an
illegal political contribution, do you make a recommendation for
prosecution of individuals to Justice, or do you merely pass on the
factual matter obtained?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We make recommendations for prosecution where
we have a case that we believe should be prosecuted.

Senator HALKEL. Thank you, Commissioner, very much indeed.
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Senator Curtis, do you have some questions or a statement?
Senator Curris. Well, call on the others first because I am scanning

here what the Commissioner had to say. I am not a member of the sub-
committee, but I am interested.

Senator HASKELL. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, I, too, am not a member of the

subcommittee. I appreciate very much the presence of the Commis-
sioner here this morning and would add my general word of commen-
dation to that already uttered by Senator Byrd, in that I think most
people are in general agreement with me when I say that the IRS has
done a good job.

The way we have of collecting taxes in this country, the basic
respect that the Service has earned over the years, I think makes us
the envy of most other nations around the world.

Commissioner, is any of the information that the IRS has in its
files denied other law enforcement agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Some of it is, Senator Hansen. But "denied"--the
Commissioner has the right under Presidential regulations issued pur-
suant to section 6103 of the Code to make information available or to
refrain from making information available to certain agencies asking
for information upon the request of the head of the agency as to a
matter officially before them.

Now very, very infrequently a question does arise as to the scope of
the request, as to the need for the information, but nearly every time
a request comes in in proper form, making what appears to be a proper
request for information needed by that agency in the fulfillment of its
mission, we grant such request.

Senator HANSEN. Do you know of any instances wherein, or any
instance wherein an accused has been able to sustain his position by
virtue of the charge that the information was conveyed improperly
or the impropriety of giving information to another law enforce-
ment branch of the Government that would have held that information
secret or privileged information?

Mr. ALF.XANDER. Well, in the Garner case that Chief Counsel
Whitaker described, the basic issue is raised as to the application of
fifth amendment privilege to information supplied on the tax return.
In the past in two cases involving-

Senator HANSEN. If I could interrupt you right there-I am not as
familiar with that case as I would like to be-is the contention there
made by the defendant that the information he supplied on his IRS
return is not public information and as a matter of fact should not
be made available to other governmental agencies, and what he may
have said or what he may have declared on his tax return could be
properly withheld from a court, that it would result in self-incrimina-
tion if it were to be made available to other Federal ageineies? Is that
his contention?

Mr. WHrAKER.. It is a self-incrimination contention, Senator.
The issue arose when, as I understand it, the prosecuting attorney

sought to introduce in evidence, or did introduce in evidence, prior
tax returns as corroborative evidence, and the defendant Garner
claimed the right to exclude that evidence on the basis of the fifth
amendment. That is the narrow issue.
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As far as we know, there is no case in which the question of the
Service's disclosure to another Federal agency pursuant to the regula-
tions has been challenged; that is, a case in which the disclosure within
the Federal Government has been challenged as violating rights,
although that may come up now under the Privacy Act.

There has been a good deal of law on the books and not much oppor-
tunity to develop it as yet.

Senator HAN E.N. I have two other questions, Mr. Chairman.
Is the basic issue whether the IRS ought to be involved in Strike

Force activities or whether the IRS ought to have a greater say in
which cases to pursue?

Mr'. ALEXANDER. The issue is not whether the IRS ought to be
involved in Strike Force activity; the IRS is involved and it should
)e involved. The IRS increased its involvement this year, as I men-
tioned on page 7 of my statement,. In fiscal year 1974 the IRS
devoted 1,792 man-years, a substantial number, to Strike Force and
other Justice related cases.

The issues are: one, of control; two, of the amount of resources
allocated to the Strike Force.

Senator HANSEN. YOU are talking about budget now?
Mr. ALEXAN-DER. Right. And budget will be a tougher issue next

year than it is this year because if we have to administer the tax
system and enforce the tax laws with 4,000 less people, then we are
going to have less people in our special agent ranks, and the job is
going to be bigger next year than it was this year.

The issue also relates to case selection, because with fewer people
and a larger job we need to make the optimum use of our people to
carry out our mission, and our mission is the administration and
enforcement of the tax laws of the United States.

Senator HANSEN.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKE'LL. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. I have just one question, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Commissioner, what is the mechanism for selecting individual

returns for audit?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Most individual returns are selected for audit by

computer, Senator Byrd. About 60 percent., I believe, are selected
b)y the application of.our DIF, our discriminant function system,
to the return when it passes through our service centers. Returns are.
scored and those most likely to be in need of audit are audited.

Some are selected because of a selection of another return that in-
dicates that we should look back a year and select a return because
the issue which causes us concern arose in a prior period.

And some are selected because they are related.
For example, we are now auditing., as we should be, a substantial

number of these tax shelter syndications. Some of them have met
their tax responsibilities well, but a number have not. Tlre they have
it host of partners and we need to examine the returns of the partners.

Vo select those for audit.
Some returns are selected by reason of a belief that there has been

,substantial underreporting of income, for example, and now I am
touching on the gi'oup, the small group of taxpayers to which we
devote a large percentage of our resources, those who are engaged in
-organized criminal activity.
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Senator BY-D. Generally speaking, tien, the returns are selected on
a mechanical basis.

M r. ALEXANDER. Generally speaking.
We do have all sorts of gradations here, Senator Byrd. Our audit

program is like an inverted pyramid. We examine a much larger
percent age of retu 'ns at the top of the income strata than we do at
the bottom, as we think we should. We examine 100 percent of the
major corporations in this country, as we think we should.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
TIhank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuirris. Mr. Comnmissioner,- I have just barely scanned

part of your statement, so my questions will be rather brief.
How many individual iiicome tax returns are filed now, approxi-

iately, this year?
Mr. AEx,:ANDER. About 84 million, as I recall, Senator Curtis. I will

get the exact, number for the record.
Senator CURTIs. That is near enough.
I believe it is true that when I came to Congress the number of

individual taxpayers was 5 million. This was before World War II
started in Europe. Would 1939, about 5 million be correct?

Mr. WOLFE. That, is correct.
Senator CURTIS. But even before that, the practice had been rather

well established, whether it had been in the statute. or not, that the
tax angle was used to reach certain criminals and gross violators of
the law. Some of our most notorious gangsters were prosecuted for
income tax violation.

Is it not true that in all probability a great many types of crini-
nal activity do also have a very material tax angle to them?

M r. ATLXANDERa. Crimes of l)assion, of course, should be excluded
because those are committed, I think, without regard to gain of a
type that we could subject to tax. But organized crime, yes; those
people do not rush forward and pay their taxes.

Now, with corruption, Senator, you have a different problem. There
has been a recent indictment that all of us have read about in the
papers of a Governor of a nearby State that does not involve any tax
count, as least so far as I know.

Senator (URTIS. But on the other hand, all of those illegal activities
which would lead to unlawful attainment of money or income would
in all l)robabilitv have some tax involved, is that not true? Because if
activities were illegal, the chances are that they would be hidden, and
at least there would be sufficient tax problems involved that it would be
inc umbent upon the Service to examine it; is that not correct?

Mtr. AiLEXANDER. We believe that those engaged in organized crime
do not meet their tax responsibilities very well, and we believe that
Mr. Al Capone was properly prosecuted. And we believe that we need
to make major tax cases here against this segment of our taxpaying
or nontaxpaying population, and we shall continue to do so.

The question is one of allocation of resources; the question is also
one of control of our people and their powers and their techniques.
So thi'e is no disagreement, as I see it, with respect to our obliga-
tion to enforce the tax laws against those who violate other laws.
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On page 49 of the transcript of April 21 I stated that those who
tend to earn their money by violating other laws surely can be reason-

-abt expected to have little respect for the tax laws. And the chairman
stated in response:

You are making a presumption that they violated other laws, Commissioner.
And r am suggesting that the Justice Department, absent the regulation that
you recently put into effect on mere suspicion or mere *him, could in effect
piggyback on any of your powers.

And then he stated-_
I am not talking about present company; I am talking about past company or

possible future company.

Senator CURTIS. Is it not also true that the responsibility in the con-
duct of an investigation where the subject of the investigation may
be involved in criminal activity, the responsibility for maintaining the
admissibility of the evidence you gather is more important now than
ever before?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It certainly is important, and that mearus that we
should not use methods which will result in cases having to be dropped
or in acquiring evidence which is going to be thrown out. That is not
an effective way of making a tax case, nor a sound way for an agency
like the IRS, which affects so many people in so many ways.

Senator CuRfTg. And part of that problem is increased by the vol-
ume of work and is also being altered by Supreme Court decisions of
the last decade; is that not correct, the two?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, the Supreme Court decisions of the last dec-
ade have gone a long way toward striking a balance between law en-
forcement and constitutional or civil rights, more toward the consti-
tutional and civil rights than toward the other side.

Senator CURTIS. That has had a very material effect upon the re-
sponsibilities and procedures of the IRS; has it not?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It has, but perhaps a more material effect on mat-
ters that Judge Tyler would be in a better position to discuss than I.

As to the IRS, one of the effects is the giving of our Miranda-type
warning. That has surely been an effect.

A second effect, of course, is the exclusionary rule with respect to
illegal investigative efforts, and that has been i'n the papers recently.

Mr. Whitaker, do you have any further thoughts on this point as
Chief Counsel for IRS?

Mr. WrTAKER. No, I am not sure I do, Commissioner. It certainly
is true that we are all much more conscious of individual rights than
we have ever had to be before. The courts have gone a long way in
that direction, which makes it all the more important within the
Revenue Service to be very precise in the proper use of our investiga-
tive powers and techniques.

Senator CURTIS. Now, as a matter of law, suppose that in spite of
the best efforts, the best instructions to the agents, something does
happen, an action is taken that renders your evidence obtained inad-
missible in any criminal case; does that stop you from proceeding
civilly to collect the taxes, including penalties and interest?

Mr. WHITAKER. That issue is pending before the Supreme Court,
also, Senator Curtis, in the Janus case. The cases which have focused
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on it, most recent cases, which came out of the Tax Court, the Fifth
Circuit and Javw, have held that we could not use for civil purposes
evidence which is suppressible for criminal purposes. We anticipate the
Supreme Court will, in the Janus case, give us more information on
that point.

Senator CURTIS. I might delay you just one minute to tell you that
I served on the Special Select Committee of the Committee on Ways
and Means that investigated the Internal Revenue Service in 1951
and 1952, and became very sensitive because a few people took advan-
tage of it. And they would show up and make accusations against
field aorents and others with whom they had had a disagreement and
accused them of improprieties. And It was very important to the
members of the committee in discussing the matter to make sure that
it was stated that the vast majority of all of the people working for
the IRS were honest and conscientious and so on, because there was
sort of a blanket indictment against them all.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There frequently is, Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. Well, we were very sensitive abo'it it, and when I

was called on to comment about it. I tried to observe that. And I
was in San Francisco holding hearings on the San Francisco Office.
The University of Nebraska had a luncheon; and I was invited, and
spoke a little "bit. And afterwards they had questions. And a very
large and husky fellow who looked like he would be a good athlete
himself, at about the end of the question period he got up and he said,
"Congressman, I work for the Internal Revenue Service," and he said,
"I would like to ask you a question."

Well, I thought, here it comes. All of the excesses of the committee
and so on will be tied up in this question. And I said, "All right, go
ahead."

And he said: "What the hell happened to our football team?
[General laughter.]
Senator Haskell. Cormnissioner, we all appreciate your being here.

I would just really like to close with an observation. Think you have
made a very impressive case for the Internal Revenue Service to
operate first and foremost with the collection and enforcement of the
tax laws.

To give you an example-you gave the example of some resources
being siphoned off because somebody felt that getting heroin or other
drug traffickers in jail was of first national importance. I think if I
were in the position of being able to exert comparable influence, I
would, if I were the Justice Department, say that tracking down
people who make illegal political contributions is probably of higher
public policy, because it subverts the system. But I think the very fact
that I have'that different prejudice than those other people did per-
haps illustrate the desirability of having the tax laws enforced for the
benefit of the tax laws and use our public policy elsewhere.

Now, maybe some of the subsequent witnesses will make a case that
changes my mind. But I must say, you have been very impressive,
-an1 I thank you for coming.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank y-ou. M r. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Alexander follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DO.NALD C. ALEXANDER, COMMISSIONER, INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE

r-ain pleased to appear before you today to explore with you the subject of
(he role which the Internal Revenue Service can and should play. The Internal
Revenue Service has a large, difficult and important role--the collection of the
revenues and the administration and enforcement of the Federal tax laws. If
the Internal Revenue Service's ability to carry out its role is impaired, there
will be a serious adverse effect on our systeni of taxation and government.

The subcommittee today begins considering what this base role entails. what
additional roles the Internal Revenue Service can aid should be called upon to
play. and what the costs will be. This analysis is necessary because most of the
additional jobs that the Internal Revenue Service Is called upon to perform from
time to time are necessary and In many cases quite important to society and if
they could be performed by the IRS without significant social costs, the service
shoul undoubtedly do them. Unfortunately, however, in most instances, a social
cost must be paid when the energies of the IRS are diverted from its primary
rote. In many cases these costs may not be apparent at the outset.

The responsibility for the investigation and (development of eases involving
violations of Federal law are assigned throughout the Federal establishment.
Many agencies and departments, such as the S.E.C.. Departments of Labor and
Housing and Urban Development, and the Drug Enforcement Administration.
have the primary responsibility for administering laws within their jurisdi.-
tion and for investigating violations of those )rovisions. The Internal Revenue
Service is similarly situated-it has the obligation to administer a complex _. ys-
tem which touches more Americans than any other, and to-investigate viola-
tions of those provisions. Congress should be aware of the costs likely to lie in-
curred and dangers which may arise if the limited law enforcement capacity
of the service is diverted from a method of operation considered to be in the
best interests of sound tax administration.

The issue on which your subcommittee is holding hearings today is onie on
which I have spoken several times before. It was probably in my speech bi-for,,
the tax section of the American Bar Association in honollu, in August 1974,
that I first attempted to focus public attention ol the fact that the Internal
Revenue Service has been performing a number of functions unrelated to tax
administration and that such activities had "n measurable effect on lboth the
level of resources devoted to the tax administration effort and the quality of that
effort . . ." In a later address before the tax section of the New York Bar
Association I noted that the issue is not whether organized criminal activity must
be prevented or deterred. Of course it must, and of course organized crime figures.
like others must meet their tax obligations, but the issue is the extent to which
the IRS, with its limited resources, can participate In these endeavors without
rendering itself incapable of effectively carrying out its almost limitless task of
administering the tax system. More recently, before Chairman Rosenthal's sub-
comnmittee on October 0. 1975. T ren firmed my s0lil sumpmrt for a ti rm and comn-
prehensive program of tax law enforcement, but discussed in sonic detail with
the subcommittee some of the steps which the service has taken to insure that.
In the Information it gathers, in the techniques it employs, and in the applica-
tion of its lmwers ana resources, the Service is engaged in matters that relate
oniv to tax administration and enforcement.

I have described before other forums the numerous actions which the Internal
Revenue Service has recent)" taken to re-tore coufidriep in the tax admiistra-
tion system and to insure that the job of tax administration and enforc(emnet
which is the Service's only mission. be carried on in a fair an( effective manner.
The Internal Revenue Service probably Intrudes more deeply and more frv-
ruently into the private affairs of more Americans than any other organiza-
tion, public or-private. During the last fiscal period, for example, 85 miTlTon
individuals filed Federal Income tax returns and almost 2 million individuals'
income tax returns were audited by the Serviere. Confidence in our self assess-
ment system, which is a prerequisite to its effectiveness, will be severely mi-
paired If the Service v)ermit, its iinhiilU civil enforcement powers and expertly
trained personnel to be diverted to non-tax uses. The Internal Revenue Service
has. therefore, taken a number of internal actions designed to insure that our
agency doe.q not exceed itq atld piirvos-. Tbe Service now has. for example,
clear guidelines on the gathering of information, designed to insure that it
collects "only information necessary for the enforcement of the tax laws".
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Because of the fact that engaging, in the recruiting and use of paid informants is
it risky process that may lead to abuses, and because of difficulty of policing
it-the confidentality of informer relationships may be used as a means of
blocking review, and supervision-it is now required that payment of amounts
to informers receive specific national office approval. We are considering a re-
delegation of this authority to the office of regional commissioner, the next
highest level of authority.

There is a great deal of Interest now, among law enforcement agencies. in
waging war aganist organized criminal activity and white-collar crime. The
IRS supports vigorous enforcement of the law against those suspected of

__ organized criminal activity, official corruption and narcotics trafficking. What It
()es not support, however, is conduct which involves the law enforcer becoming
the law breaker. Robert Ozer, chief of the Detroit strike force is quoted in the
recent issue of New' week magazine as speaking enthusiastically of "investiga-
tion iOy terrorism". We question whether this would be an appropriate standard
for the Service to employ.

The actions which have been taken by the Internal Revenue Service recently
are designed to implement what should be a guiding principle of tax adininistra-
tion--the Service's power, and its people, should iot be used to further an end
other than tax adininbtration and ttx enforcement. For example, our partici-

-)atioon in the narcotics traffickers' program not only misapplied our prerogatives in
some cases but produced poor results insofar as collected revenue is concerned.
Although the Servi-ce's power of seizure, terminations of taxable years anl
Jeopardy assessments may have accomplished, In some Instances, the objective of
depriving the arrested narcotics traflicer of his working capital (by construct-
ing an arbitrary tax assessment and seizing that amount of the cash which
represented the unpaid tax liability), such practice would clearly represent an
abuse of the Service's power. Even before the Service's action in these narcotics
cases drew judicial criticism, we had taken steps to insure that the same stand-
ards would be applied in narcotics cases as are applied to tax cases generally.
There must be a reasonable basis for making in assessment, and the circum-
stances must show that collection of taxes is in jeopardy, if these weapons which
the Comgress has granted are to bre used. It is simply not al)prol)riate to use
th, lax laws as a means of effecting forfeitures. Further, while the central oh-
jective of our criminal enforcement prograin should be the establishment of a
deterrent ()r corrective effect, the narcotics traffickers' program produced such
a poor cost-to-collection ratio, in comparison with our general program, that that
alone dictated a fundamental reexamination of that activity. The objectivity of
(lepriviug suspected narcotics traffickers of their working capital would be
far b tter accomplished by an amendment, suggested by the Internal Revenue
Service, to broaden the forfeiture provision dealing with drug abuse, preven-
tion and control to provide for the forfeiture of cash as well. If this were done
it wo'mld not be necessary to use the tax laws for a purpose for which they were
not intended.

The strike force activity, coordinated lby the Department of Justice, is another
area in which there is consideral)le potential for the misuse and abuse of the
Internal Revenue Service's authority and resources. While the recently released
relp)rt to the Administrative Conference of the United States on Tax Adminis-
tration would have the Service completely remove itself from strike force activity,
(finding. as it does, that the cost to effective tax administration is simply too
great). the Service does not prol)ose to withdraw from this unified Investigative
and prosecutorial effort. In fact, the staff years expended during the first
quarter of fiscal 1976 (16.9% of total Intelligence Division Investigative time)
shoew in increase (from 13.2%) from the first quarter of fiscal 1975. Of all the
aiveimcies cooperating in the strike force activity the Internal Revenue Service has
historically made more personnel available to that activity than any of thV
other participating agencies, Including the FRI. Effective and fair tax ,nforce-
ment assumes that all taxpayers, including those suspected of organize-l crimi-
mial activity-. anld so called white-collar criminal activity, be appropriate sub-
jects for the investigation of tax law violations. The strike force, under the
coordination of the Department of Justice's strike force attorney, and cases
(leveloped as a result of direct cooperation with the U.S. attorneys should con-
stitute an effective vehicle for the identification, investigation, and subsequent
prosecution, of those involved in criminal activity who are suspected of com-
mitting tax law violations.



Despite the fact that the strike force approach may, indeed, be a sound maiinet
in which to develop tax cases involving suspected organized criminal activity,
the Service has some concerns about its participation in this effort. For pur-
poses of analysis it is possible to classify the potential problem areas in two
categories, those dealing with "control"-who should have supervisory control
over the IRS agents assigned to the strike force-and those dealing with the
parameters of the Service's commitment of resources to such activity.

We have been, and currently are carrying on discussions with the Department
of Justice concerning the areas in which a difference of view exists between us
and the Department. These discussions are not proceeding at as fast a pace
as IRS would like and agreement on guidelines controlling each agency's par-
ticipation may be difficult to achieve. On the question of whether the Service
is to have the right to control its personnel assigned to strike forces, there
appears to be agreement. Deputy Attorney General Tyler testified before Con-
gressman Vanik's Subcommittee on Oversight during September that "each
agency participates in the planning and retains absolute control over its opera-
tion." It would seem reasonable to assume that retention by the IRS of control
includes the right of appropriate IRS supervisors to decide what tax cases should
be selected for investigation. Given our limited resources-only 2,700 special
agents--for the investigation of all tax law violations, those committed by the
small criminal element and the large noncriminal portion of the taxpayer popu-
is t_ L. ", must select those cases which serve our compliance objectives.

Though our enforcement program produces substantial amounts of revenue,
it does not exist for this purpose-its central mission is to bolster and make
our voluntary self-assessment system more effective through the establishment
of a deterrent and corrective effect. If IRS agents participating in a strike force
"team" work on a case which they would not ordinarily select to serve compliance
objectives, the limited enforcement resources of the Service are not being prop-
erly utilized. We think that the Internal Reveune Service, which has the respon.
sibility for administering our Nation's vast tax system, should decide which
cases best serve compliance objectives. If the Service is compelled to choose,
in the allocation of its resources between a case involving a suspected member
of an organized crime group and a respected professional, it may well choose
to develop the case involving the latter taxpayer. The recently released report
to the Administrative Conference of the United States on Tax Administration,
found, for example, that since average taxpayers may not associate themselves
with the taxpayer involved in an organized crime criminal tax case, and may
be misled into believing that tax law prosecutions are more or less reserved for
organized crime figures, that "there is grave doubt that the investigation,
prosecution, and conviction of organized crime figures promotes the objectives
of the general program."

Our point is simply this--sound tax administration and enforcement Is not
benefited or served by directing IRS agents to spend their time developing
criminal tax cases which fall short of the case selection criteria which the
Internal Revenue Service has specifically designated as furthering the estai-
lishment of the corrective and deterrent effect which is essential to a well
functioning, voluntary compliance system. This is not to say, of course, that
the Service should not investigate and develop criminal tax cases against indi-
viduals suspecte-d of organized criminal activity. Of course it should. Agents
participating in strike force activities should receive, from the strike force
attorney acting In a coordinating capacity, information regarding potential
subjects for tax investigation. This information should serve as the basis for-
the development of cases which are consistent with the 8ervice's case selection
criterift. Service personnel should not, however, be directed to work cases simply
because organized criminal activity or white-collai'crtMin'I activity is suspected.

Also. IRS agents assigned to strike force activity should not end up working on
so-called title 18 criminal violations, that is, cases which involve non-tax
criminal violations. This, however, may well occur if Internal Reveune Service
personnel begin working cases which fall below the Service's own criteria. In
such situations, it Is likely that the agent, working a substandard potential
criminal tax case, will actually be involved in developing a so-called title 18
criminal violation ignoring for the moment the fnct that such activity does not
further the goals of revenue administration, other problems are created by
the Involvement of Internal Revenue Service personnel In non-tax investigative
work. Such activity, since it exceeds the agents' authority (which s to investi..
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gate tax law violations) might well involve a misuse of our appropriated funds.
Further, the involvement of Internal Revenue Service personnel in Investigative
activity unrelated to the development of sound tax cases, might possibly well
subject special agents to loss of immunity for the consequences of their actions.
Recent cases have held that the notion of absolute immunity for officials of
the executive department no longer exists. Instead there is only a qualified
ifimunity-the extent of that immunity being dependent upon the scope of
discretion and responsibilities possessed by the individual involved. The court
of appeals for the ninth circuit recently pointed out in Mark v. Groff that the
scope of the immunity possessed by an IRS agent is, by definition, relatively
narrow since his range of official discretion and responsibility is also narrow.
If the actions of the Service employee were not in the course of his official
conduct, and they would seem not to be if the agent was involved in investigating,
or developing leads in, a case which had no tax potential, he might not be
entitled to immunity. Regardless of what this line of decisions portends insofar
as liability for the United States is concerned, it does not seem appropriate for
the United States to place its employees in situations in which they might be
individually liable.

Questions relating to tire Service's allocation of its resources constitute the
second group of considerations involved in the Service's participation in strike
force and Joint investigative activity with United States attorneys. The recently
released report to the Administrative Conference of the United States states the
issue succinctly: "First, and quite obviously, to the extent that Service personnel
are assigned to work (special enforcement program) cases, they will not be avail-
able for (taxpayer in general program), where deterrent objectives of the entire
enforcement program are more fully served". While our special enforcement
program activity, which Includes the strike force as well as cases developed as
a result of cooperation with U.S. attorneys, does produce cases which are pro-
motive of the Service's general compliance goals, It would be inimical to sound
tax administration for the Service to overemphasize its involvement. in cases eon-
cerning individuals suspected of organized criminal activity to the detriment of
its other responsibilities. As the report to the Administrative Conference sug-
gests, such an action might adversely affect "the reputation of the Service for
fair and impartial administration of the tax laws."

The Service must continue to subject its participation in the strike force effort,
and other joint investigations, to the closest scrutiny. While it is certainly appro-
priate to commit some resources to strike force investigations, and investigations
carried on in cooperation with a United States attorney, our participation in such
activity should be limited to the extent that it produces tax cases which are pro-
motive of the best interests of our compliance program. The Administrative Con-
ference report contains some observations that should concern us. The report
notes that frequently "criminal tax cases which are investigated by a strike force
group tend to be dropped at the indictment stage in favor of title 18 criminal
cases." To the extent this is done, it can be readily seen that the advantages to
tax enforcement may be nil, despite the significant amount of time that may have
been devoted by Service personnel to the development lof the tax case. The notion
that the Service benefits by having its tax cases handled in a speedy and ag-
gressive manner by the strike force attorney is also questioned by the Admin-
istrative Conference report. The report notes that "the strike force attorney has
no particular interest in obtaining criminal tax convictions in preference to

a,', non-tax criminal Convictions." In view of the fact that tax cases are often more
complex and difficult to prove, the report notes that "this creates the distinct
possiblity that the cases which he (the strike force attorney) pursues will not be
tax cases".

The Internal Revenue Service feels that it must subject its participation in
the strike force program to the same kind of scrutiny which it applies, on a reg-
ular basis, to all of its activities. This is particularly true in a period of budgetary
stringency such as 1976-1977. A recent study by the Internal Audit Divisilon of the
Service's participation in the strike force program In the three largest strike
force locations present somewhat the same kind of discouraging picture, from a
revenue point of view, as that presented by our participation in the narcotics
traffickers' program. T1e study reveals. that deficiencies of $122.15 million were
proposed In 157 strike force cases developed during fiscal years 1972 and 1978 by
agents in these three locations. Of this amount, as of July. 1975, only $12.1 mil.
lion had actually been assessed, and as of the same date, only $1.8 milli )n in taxes
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and penalties had been collected. It is obvious that the amounts actually assessed
represent a very small percentage, only 10% in this Instance, of the deficiencies
originally proposed. Further, the amounts actually collected in these cases seem to
represent a disproportionately low percentage of the amounts actually assessed.
Of the $12.1 million actually assessed, $6.0 million bad either been abated or dis-
posed of as uncollectable. Thus even if the remaining $4.8 million of the $12.1 ill-
lion actually assessed is eventually collected-a possibility which must be con-
sidered remote--the total amount collected will be just auout the same as the
$6.0 million which was either abated or found to be uncollectable and a very small
percentage of the amounts originally proposed. These figures seem to indicate that
we may not have been making the most effective use of our investigative re-
sources.

The argument Is vigorously made that the Service's participation in tax
cases Incolving those suspected or organized criminal activities is essential to the
success of the general commitment which this Nation has against organized
crime and white collar criminals. The validity of this proposition is questionable.
First, it is misleading to imply, as is often done, that tax law violations constitute
the only, or even the main, weapon to be used in the drive against crime, white-
collar criminals and political corruption. The recent indictment of Governor
Mandel indicates that the Department of Justice call proceed to develop evidence
and obtain indictments in cases of this type which do not involve alleged tax
law violations.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, which possesses broad investigative
powers, has underlying Jurisdiction over all Federal offenses and is specifically
charged, "subject to the general supervision of the attorney general", to "In-
vestigate violations of the laws of the United States and collect evidence In
cases in which the United States is or may be a party in interest.. ." There are
recent indications that the FBI is participating to at considerably greater extent
in the type of investigation that most people think fall within its province. For
example, the 1975 annual report of the FBI states that during fiscal year 1975
"the I131 recorded a number of significant achievements in the fight against or-
ganized crime . ., with investigations resulting in more than 1,400 convictions
(if hoodlum, gambling and vice figures". The report goes on to state that "approxi-
mately 1,900 other organized crime subjects including three national syndicate
leader, were in various stages of prosecution as the fiscal year ended". In the
area of white-collar crime, the recent annual report recites the same type of
substantial activity. It is noted that "crimes investigated by the FBI which
fall into the white-collar category have increased over twenty-five percent since
liseal 1971 and that "during fiscal 1975, 3,427 convictions were recorded il white-
collar crime matters investigated by the FBI, nearly fifteen percent more than
the previous fiscal year". This increased effort by the FBI in this tylW of in-
vestigation is highly commendable. The FBI report states that, it "has set a
high priority in this area of its responsibilities and is training special agent
accountants in the latest accounting systems being utilized by government and
private business. According to its annual report the FBI now has about 1,200
agents (roughly 14% of its total force) committed to white-collar crime investiga-
tions. This significant commitment of its resources to that effort should be of
great assistance to the successful development of cases of that type.

It is simply not true that only the Internal Revenue Service has the capability
to penetrate the quite sophisticated systems and intricate busiess transactItous
in which organized crime and white collar criminals are Involved. With the
special training which FBI agents receive, and (he research which the FBI
report states is "being conducted into the highly complex and sophisticated techni-
ques used by the white collar criminal", the drive against this kind ol f activity can
be carried on in a manner which is effective and does not divert IRS resources
from general tax enforcement.

Criminal tax cases involving those suspected of criminal activity should be
developed and brought to trial if they further the Service's compliance goills.
Soinetimes in the past, however, investigators have strained to develop tax
cases against organized crime suspects. In the Aceadro case, the txpayer was
itoseeuted for indicating an incorrect source of income and thus falsely claim-
ng relatively small amounts as business automobile expense deductions on his
return. As the report to the administrative conference points out. "the selection of
that type of case for enforcement purposes is likely to subject the Service to
criticism and ridicule". Such counterproductive effects should not be allowed to
exist in a program which is designed to produce a positive deterrent and cor-
rective effect.
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I think that you will see that the subject matter of these hearings Is closely
tied with the question of tax return privacy on which this subcommittee held
hearings in April of this year. The issues involved in making tax return infor-
mation available for use in connection with the Investigation of non-tax criminal
offenses raises, as I think the administrative conference report indicates, serious
statutory and constitutional questions.

Even If the Supreme Court decides, in the pending Garner case which it has
uider consideration, that no 5th amendment problem is created by using a tax-
payer's return' (or information from that return) in a non-tax criminal in-
vestigation, serious problems for revenue administration would continue. Tax-
payers claiming the 5th amendment at the time the return Is filed, by omitting
pertinent data from the return, will be filing what must be regarded as an in-
complete return, thus necessitating audit. When secondary sources are not suffi-
cent, the information needed for revenue administration will be obtainable
only from the taxpayer. Obtaining such information from the taxpayer would
generally be at the price of a grant of use immunity, with result that the informa-
tion would not be available to the Department of Justice. The announcement
that, 5th amendment rights must be claimed on the return would be accom-
panted by the imposition of severe problems for tax administration.

It is imperative, of course, that a discussion of the issues that should not be a
part of the proper IRS iole not cloud the fact that the Service is proceeding
vigorously to discharge its obligation to administer and enforce the tax laws.
For example, in the recent past the IP11has conducted (as part of its political
campaign contribution compliance project) a national program to identify im-
proper tax reporting arising out of campaign fund raising activities. This pro-
grain, which has a significant number of both audit and intelligence division
personnel assigned to it, has resulted in sending a sizeable number of informn-
tion items to the field for further investigation. Generally speaking, also, our
activity in the development of criminal tax cases involving corporations has been
n(tive-the number of completed intelligence division cases involving corpora-
tions (many of them major corporations) increased substantially in fiscal 1975
over the prior fiscal period. The Service has also intensified its attention in areas
of those tax shelters which defy economic reality and is currently dealing with
prlhlenig arising out of the abuse of foreign subsidiaries.

In the performance of its criminal law enforcement responsibility the Service
fully understands the need to work closely and effectively with the Justice De-
partment to see to it that the tax laws are effectively and responsibly enforced
both against those suspected of other criminal conduct and those whose only
crime is tax evasion. This spirit of cooperation must, however, be marked with
two extremely important aspects. As is stated in our publicly available policy
statement, our investigative activities must be "in all respects . . . within the
boundt of the law." Next, these investigative responsibilities we assume must
give due consideration to the service's limited resources and the allocation of
those resources should be made in the way best suited to the fulfillment of our
mission.

Senator IIAsKErLL. Our next witness is Judge Harold Tyler, Deputy
Attorney General of the United States.

Judge Tyler, it is a pleasure to welcome you here. The last time we
talked, I believe, you had just left the juding business and had gone
into the Attorney General's Department. I hope you do not regret the
decision. But it is nice to see you here.

STATEMENT OF HON. HAROLD TYLER, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

..fr. TYLER. Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
I was going to say that I would sympathize with you if the com-

mittee had a sense of deja vu to see Mr. Alexander and me back again.
I can also add that I am a chastened and perhaps somewhat wiser man
after having been here several months.

We, Mr. Chairman, do have a statement which I would ask your
leave and that of the committee to incorporate in the record.

66411-76----3
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Senator HASKELL. It will be so reproduced.
Mr. TYLER. Let me just very briefly summarize our position in the

Justice Department in the matters which you just took up with Com-
missioner Alexander in substantial part.

As the committee knows, it has been some 9 years now since the
President of the United States, President Johnson, noted fo the depart-
ments and agencies-of the Government that there must be cooperation
between the Justice Department and other agencies, including the
Internal Revenue Service, in the investigation of organized crime and
corruption cases.

Two years later the President uttered his Executive Order 11396 in
F ebruary 1968, fleshing out that direction.

Until this year, or perhaps, to an extent, last year, there had been a
pattern of very pleasant, effective cooperation, particularly between
the law enforcement agencies and litigative offices of the Department
of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service. I am frank to say that
this year there has been considerable discouragement and indeed down-
right concern on the part of the Department of Justice, the 94 U.S.
attorneys, and the heads of the strike forces as to whether or not this
long-established cooperation in law enforcement is going to continue
as effectively as in the past.

I have heard the issue, or issues, as stated by Commissioner Alex-
ander. Perhaps he is right in part. But I believe most strongly that
the issue really has not been stated here this morning, or at least we
have not gone to the very core of the problem. The real issue is whether
or not there should be IRS participation in any cooperative activity
of law enforcement unless the Justice Department, either through its
IT.S. attorneys or the Criminal Division or a given strike force, can
assure the IRS that the investigation is certainly going to lead to a tax
prosecution. As I understand the Commissioner, we will not get any
cooperation from the IRS unless we can make such a flat representa-
tion at the very outset of whatever the investigation may be.

That is the real issue which has divided us-in this area, at least dur-
ing the months that I have been in on the deliberations.

I might note, as the committee may know, that shortly after my
appearance last April before this subcommittee, we arranged to have
a series of meetings between IRS officials and our own officials on this
and related issues. We have had a number of meetings. Quite frankly,
they have been a grave disappointment so far. They have dragged on
longer than I think they should. T note Mr. Alexander agrees, appar-
ently, in his printed statement. We have not come to a resolution of
our differences.

At the moment we are trying to work on a set of guidelines for joint
l)articipation in certain areas of law enforcement. That is a worthwhile
goal fand I do not want to give up on it yet. I think Mr. Alexander,
or at least I hope you would agree, that he would not want to give up
on it.

I want to emphasize a point, that is often overlooked in public dis-
cussion of this issue, and that is that it is not just the strike forces, so
called, that are engaged in prosecutive effort; -it is also the U.S. attor-
neys who are concerned about the current thinking of Commissioner
Alexander. The week before last, we had a conference of the 94 U.S.

I
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attorneys in which we covered a number of subjects. I am not over-
emphasizing the point, however, when I say that the major concern
of those gentlemen ias just what we were talking about here today.
They are concerned that if the apparent views of the upper echelon of
the IRS are followed, we will not have the contributions of those
gifted men and women of the IRS which have historically been so
supportive and indeed of crucial importance in any white collar crime
investigation or political corruption investigation that has been forth-
coining in modern times.

I might emphasize a point that is also overlooked, and you, Mr.
Chairman, hit upon it this morning as I heard you in one of your
remarks. The contribution by the IRS in these investigations which
is so valuable from the point of view of public interest is the audit
function which is performed by the IRS agents who participate in
these teams, whether it is a strike force team or U.S. attorney's office
team.

Tet me give you an example which Mr. Alexander himself raised at
page 10 or so in his testimony. He mentions it in writing. He men-
tioned it orally, as I heard. He refers to the recent indictment filed in
Maryland involving various public and private people of some no-
toriety. Contrary to what the Commissioner says in his written testi-
mony, the fact is that although that indictment eventually did not
include tax counts, the investigative work was contributed to most
substantially by IRS people. I would be remiss if I did not have the
record show how valuable and long and difficult their labors were. even
though it was ultimately determined by both IRS and the Justice
Department, a decision in which I partidipated and with which I agree,
that there would be no tax evasion counts or tax law counts, if you will,
included in that indictment.

Moreover, the fact is that at the time that investigation was started,
it was thought quite realistically that there might be tax law viola-
tions. That is why the tax agents participated and, in my judgment,
most properly so.

It ended up that there were no tax counts, but desipte that conclu-
sion, there was fortunately no effort made by the IRS people in Balti.
more to remove the tax agents and indeed, realistically there could
not have been, as they were crucial to the case. But to reiterate, you
just cannot start out an investigation and say you know where you
are going right when you start. And that, I think, is the big rub'be.
tween Commissioner Xlexander's position, as I understand it, and ours
in the Department of Justice.

Now, I would like to take issue with a couple of other statements of
Commissioner Alexander. With some pain Inote that lie suggests in
his written testimony before the committee-for example, at pages 7,
10, 13, and 14-that the Administrative Conference of the United
States has issued a report about the very subject which we were dis-
cussing here this morning. I hate to sound as if I am a Mr. Know-it-all,
but r ha ppen to be a member of the Administrative Conference of the
United States. Indeed, I am what is tastefully known as the Vice
Chairman. The Administrative Conference has issued no such report
whatsoever. As a matter of fact, the counsel of the Conference has not
even approved the material to which the Commissioner refers. That
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material was prepared by some consultants in professional and aca-
demic life. It is not necessarily at all the judgment of the Administra-
tive Conference. Indeed, that Conference will not make an effort to
decide their views in these areas until December 11 and 12 when the
Conference meets here in Washington.

Senator HASKELL. Excuse me, sir. Is this the report that I have seen
in the paper the'last few days on the-administration? '

Mr. TYLER. There have been voluminous portions of the consultants'
reports which have come into public view, Mr. Chairman. I am stag-
gered. They kind of pile up about like this.

Senator HASKELL. I have not read that much, but it seemed to me
last week there was a series of articles in the local paper.

Mr. TYLER. There was.
Senator HASKEJ. And that is the one you are referring to?
Mr. TYLER. Yes, sir.
Senator HASKELL. I see.
Mr. TYLER. But that is not the Conference report.
Senator HASKELL. I understand.
Mr. TYLER. As a matter of fact, a gentleman who is now employed

by Commissioner Alexander, Professor Emory, is one of the authors
of that material, which is very helpful.

The only point I am trying to make is, contrary to the way I read
the Commissioner's testimony, the Administrative Conference has not
yet voted on these things, let alone support them. Now, they may well
support them in whole or in part.

The third thing I would like to emphasize, and that is this. The
Commissioner quite rightly says that he and the IRS do not intend,
or at least we have heard no indication from him or elsewhere, that
t lie IRS intends to withdraw from Strike Force activity. The problem
as I see it, and I believe all my colleagues in Justice see it the same
way, is that of trying to comply with the Commissioner's idea that
at the outset of a Strike Force investigation we decide whether we are
going the tax route exclusively or some combination of title 18 and
title 26 offenses or purely title 18 offenses.

I maintain, and I submit to the committee, and I submit to the IRS,
that it is impossible to make that determination before the investiga-
tion is completed. The fact of the matter is, as experience teaches,
that when you deal with sophisticated white collar offenses, public
corruption offenses, you are dealing with money; and when you are
dealing with money in any amount, particularly large, amounts, but
indeed any significant amount, it is almost as sure as night following
(lay that there will be a potential of tax violations. That being so, we
cannot accept the Commission's apparent view that there must be a
simplistic bifurcation at the start before the investigation is even
completed as between tax charges and other criminal charges. WVe
maintain that that cannot be done, that it would be a public disservice
if-we tried to do it in advance, and that it is just impossible to go along
those lines and still follow the law and commonsense in any kind of
a criminal investigation in these important areas of public corruption
and white collar crime.

Now, finally, I do agree with the Commissioner if, and to the extent
that he argues, that when IRS personnel are good enough to cooperate
with us under the Presidential Executive order, that does not mean
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that we have the right to remove the IRS people from the control of
the IRS supervisor. I have stated that earlier this year before other
committees of the Congress. I will repeat it here. Of course, it is true.

My own experience sug ests that this has not been, except occasion-
ally, a very serious problem, and I do not really believe that Com-
missioner Alexander seriously thinks it is a problem except in isolated
instances.

Based on my own participation in these teams as a young lawyer 20
years ago, it appeared to me that the IRS people always check back
with their -bosses. As an assistant U.S. attorney, I did not think I
had the power, nor did I think my boss, the U.S. attorney, had the
power, to direct these IRS gentlemen, who were helping us so nobly
and so effectively, to do something if they thought it was wrong.

As a matter of fact, in the biggest white collar case in which I
participated as a young prosecutor, our decisions were carefully
monitored by the Baltimore Appellate Division, as it was then known,
of the Internal Revenue Service. I at least would not suggest that
otherwise should be the case, and if the Commissioner feels that that
is the case, I wish he would tell me so that we could get to the bottom.

I think, though, that this really is not the main difference, as I
see it; the main difference between us appears to be that the Service
wants to know in advance, before the investigation even gets off the
ground, where the investigation is going. And if we can assure them it
is going to be a tax case, then they will participate; if we cannot, ap-
parently they want us to allow them to withdraw.

The Department of Justice feels that this is an absurd and irrational
position' to take. IWe do not believe that on the working level the IRS
takes it. We certainly hope that we can persuade Commissioner Alex-
ander if he feels to the contrary that this simplistic approach will not
work and would not be to the public interest in a country of our kind
with our particular form of tax statutes.

I see no point in going further. I would rather suggest, Mr. Chair-
man with your leave that I be available for any questions that the
committee may wish to pose.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you Judge Tyler.
I do have a series of questions. It is obviously not a simple issue.
I first might advert to the three special powers that the Commis-

sioner said the IRS has that perhaps some other law enforcement
agencies do not. These special powers would be the early termination
jeopardy assessment. and administrative summons.

Now d1o you find in enlisting the cooperation of the IRS the use of
one or more of these powers helpful, essential or unessential?

Mr. TYLER. I would not want to say unessential, because I am sure
there have been cases where one or more of the powers has been hell)-
ful. But I believe that everybody in the Justice Department would
agree that these are matters *vhich are really well, well down on the
priority scale as far as we see it.

Very simply, Mr. Chairman, the thing that helps us, and that we
think helps the United States in its prsecutive efforts, is the audit
and investigative accounting skills that these men and women bring
to us. They are infinitely the best available.

That, very simply-as I am sure Mr. Lynch would agree-that is
what interests us. That is what is so effective. The IRS statutory
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powers that you have mentioned, and the Commissioner -mentioned,
are really well down the scale. We are not seeking to get that kind of
preferential statutory power so much as we are the skill and know-
how that these gentlemen really do have.

Mr. Lyc.c Mr. Chairman, may I add a general comment?
Senator HASKF.LL. Yes.
Mr. LY-cH. There are several other agencies that also have admin-

istrative summons powers, including, as I recall, Customs Agency
Service and also the DEA---at least in its prior incarnation as BNDD.
They had an administrative summons power.

The Labor Department has administrative summons power. So it
is not a tool peculiarly unique to the IRS:

Senator HASKELL. 8o you would confirm what Judge Tyler's thought
was-that the use of those powers was pretty low on the totem pole.

Mr. Ly.xcn. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. Putting fiside for the moment the use of these

very skilled individuals, Judge Tyler at what scale of usefulness do
you put access to just raw data in the form of tax returns?

Mr. TYLER. Well, that, as you know from our previous testimony
in the spring, Mr. Chairman, is very important. There, the fact of the
matter is that very frequently it is useful in these white collar, public
corruption matters, to have acess under appropriate safeguards to
that kind of tax return data.

Again, however, I think it is worth making the point--it may be a
small one, but I think not-and that is that the investigative know-how
and the auditing capacity and know-how of IRS agents in these com-
plicated cases are probably, in most instances, the most important thing,
even where we ask under present statutory and Executive order
ground rules for tax return information.

Senator HASKELL. So the importance from your viewpoint is basic-
ally the immense skills of some of the personnel within the Service.

Mr. TYLER. I think that puts it very simply, 'but correctly. We have
found that because they are so good, and ,because white collar offend-
ers-paiticularly sophisticated ones-are so discreet and camouflaged
in their methods of moving about sums of money and other assets it
is only by dint of the special skills and competence of the tax audit-
ing people, and the special agents as well, that these big cases-or
even smaller cases-can be put together.

Now if I could just add here, Mr. Chairman, I have to sympathize,
of course, with Commissioner Alexander's point that neither the
eJustice Department nor any other agency should divert or swallow
up so many of the IRS people that they cannot do the other important
missions assigned to them by law. In our meetings this summer with
IRS representatives, including the Commissioner we tried to stress
that point. We also suffer and presumably will suffer, under 'budget
constraints with similar p problems. PerhapS the budget problems will
equalize each other, but if they do not, I would still add that, of course,
we understand that problem.

As a matter of fact, despite what he said this morning the Com-
missioner -has been, in my judgment, extremely generous with us, and
on specific requests this summer, even when we have asked for addi-
tional help in New Jersey and in New York City. Our people went
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to him directly and he responded generously. And we have assured
him that we will always try to treat with him, or his people, wherever
they perceive a problem of that kind, and I am sure they will.

Senator HASKELL. Let me ask you this. To what extent do you think
that the Federal Bureau of Investigation could be used for some of
the work that is now assigned to IRS personnel?

Mr. TYLER. Well, that is a point which has received some discus-
sion-and understandably so. At the moment I would have to say

S that the FBI accountants do not have the experience or the skills for
the kind of investigations that are so important in the complicated
white collar crime field and in so-called public corruption cases.

In all of the years that I can recall, of my professional lifetime,
FBI accountants have been busy in bank investigations and the like,
and they do not have, in my judgment, the experience or the skill req-
uisite for these big cases.

Senator HASKELL. How about SEC personnel?
Mr. TyiF.R. SEC people, in stock fraud cases, have been very useful

and helpful. My own experience in New York, as both a lawyer and a
judge, has been that in most of those cases there are both SEC people
and IRS people because of the point I was trying to make, basically,
that when you stat one of these kinds of cases you are almost sure
that there will be tax consequences. And there usually are. --

Senator HASKELL. Judge, you know there does exist-at least it oc-
curs to me--some kind of a jurisdictional problem with the FBI on
the one hand and the IRS on the other.

Do you care to comment on that at all ?
Mr: TYL.R. I am not sure I understand your point, Mr. Chairman.

Do you mean that-
Senator HASKELL. Well, for example, the Commissioner raised a

question that I had never thought of. He said that sometimes the use
of IRS personnel in some investigations, admittedly at the beginning,
are not tax-related and may subject some of the personnel of the IRS
to the charge that they are going beyond the scope of their authority,
and therefore, presumably put them crosswise with certain criminal
inhibitions.

This is something that never occurred to me before, but it is a real
possibility.

Mr. TYLR. Well, I am frank to say it had not occurred to me either,
sir. until I had read his testimony and heard him this morning.

Senator HASKELL. What is your reaction ?

Mr. Ti-iE. Well, let us start out with a simple case, which I hope
fervently is not happening at the moment, at least.

Let us assume that some U.S. attorney's office somehow forced
IRS agents to go out and do straight narcotics investigations. Clearly-,
that is wrong. Apart from the point that Commissioner Alexander
makes, it should not be done. I hope that it never is done. That is an
easy case.

_Vhat I think however is the answer to him is that where these collab-
orations are done properly there is no case law, including the case he
cites in his written testimony. that comes close to holding that any IRS
agent would be held to be guilty of ultra vires acts if he were partici-
pating in a case where there was a reasonable possibility of a tax vio-
hition, even if after the investigation an appropriate decision was made
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not to go with a title 26 count. I just cannot imagine that the courts
would go that far in one of these investigations where it looked likely
to any reasonable man that very possibly in the outcome would be
some tax counts. I just cannot believe that the law would erode the
principles of presumptions of regularity and respondeat superior to
the extent that Commissioner Alexander's argument implied.

I would agree with him if somehow the Justice Department coopted
IRS people to do bank robbery cases or narcotics cases in the straight,
simple sense that I imply.

Senator HASKELL. Let me ask you another question.
To what extefit does the Department of Justice have an interest in

nontax information? For example, you have somebody under investi-
gation and you want to know who his associates are, and therefore you
ask for a bunch of tax returns to see if he happens to be in a-- oh,
I don't know, an oil drilling syndicate, a feeding syndicate.

To what extent is nontax in formation desirable to the Department
of Justice to be obtained from the IRS?

M'. TYLEi. It is a little difficult for me to answer that because I am
a little unsure of its thrust. It is true, as your question implies at least,
that with certain tax information which IRS has, if you isolate its
parts you could read some as non'tax provisions, such as the business
that a taxpayer asserts he is in in a given tax-year.

Is that the kind of thing you mean?
Senator HASKELL. Yes; or, let us say that he reports some income

from a limited 1)artnel'ship, and you are rather curious as to who the
other limited partners and the general partner are in the hopes that
that may give you a lead. You are on a fishing expedition, let. us
atSSume.

So that is what I mean by nontax information.
Mr. TYLER. Well, I would rather doubt that our people would go to

that kind of material to get leads on other people.
I would thinK- it would be easier and better, and less of a burden on

the Service, if our people went to other sources. Now I cannot deny
but what if they get. tax return information for other reasons they
may get some help along the lines you say. But I would hope and trust
they would i-ot go first to do that , because I would not think it would
be the best way, No. 1. And No. 2, as I say, if that. is the only reason
they are asking for tax return information I would be inclined per-
sonally to think that is a, bit of a. burden on the Service and should not
be sufficient reason to do it.

Senator HASKELL. What I am really trying to do is explore where
the Service is helpful to you.

For example, sUpl)ose a special agent was doing an investigation
on somebody. It might not be the person you were interested in, but
it. might be an associate. Would you want to see that special agent's
investigation of Mr. Jones because you know Mr. Jones and Mr. Smith
have been friendly just to see what you could pick up through Mr.
Jones?

•Mr. TYLE.R. Well, I am not so sure. that that would be the bqsis on
which they would want to get it. I think they would want 'to see it if
they had reasons to suspect that Mr. Jones, along with taxpayer Smith,
was involved in some kind of fraudulent activity. And they would
)robably, there, ask for both tax returns, or tax return data to be a
ittle more precise.
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But I do not thik, as I said, this does not strike me as a way that
it would realisticalIl happen very often. I cannot say it never hap-
pened that way. I do not know that. But it just does not sound to me
like a sensible way of doing business from the prosecutor's point of
view,

Senator HASKELL. Well, what is the difference?
Where do you get additional help from the IRS over and above your

right to convene a grand jury, for instance? I do not know too much
about grand juries, but as I understand it you can go on a fishing
expedition through a grand jury.

Where does the IRS come in to help you where you would not be
able, to-

,Mr. TYLER. Very simple. They take books and records and they can
audit them and explain them. And no grand jury. particularly since
January 1, 1969, when our present grand jury bill'went into effect, is
likely to be able to do that on its own.

I am frank to say as a lawyer., Mr. Chairman, I do not think that
we are a profession which is very good at this type of auditing and
translating books and records of any kind of complicated

Senator HASKELL. And you do not think you could employ account-
ants as assistants?

Mr. TYLER. Oh, of course. We could ask for money, I suppose, in
theory, and hire a whole raft of accountants.

Senator HASKELL4 . I mean in an individual case. You have Mr. -Jones
mider investigation, you convene a grand jury, you subpena his books
and records. And I agree with you that as lawyers we are not red hot
at, interpreting. But also, it would seem to be p osible to employ some-
body who was.

Mr. TYFm. In theory we certainly could do that. But I hesitate to
think they would be very good-at least for a few years until they got
used to this kind of work.

But the other problem with it is what I tried to make as my main
theme here. To ie it seems to be alnot an absurdity to argue that
there should be a wall built between the IRS and the Justice Depart-
ment when we all know as a matter of experience that any kind of
white collar criminal investigation, or public corruption investigation
as it is called, generally is going to cast up a likelihood of straight tax
Counts.

Now it may not turn out for one technical or factual reason or
another, that in a, given indictment that will always happen. I have
to accept that. I adhere to the example that Mr. Alexander gave of
the recent Maryland indictment. But most of the time it does. There-
fore, it seems to me that it would be really a waste of Government re-
sources and capabilities already in existence to take the course of hir-
ing accountants from private life on a case-by-case basis.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, very frankly, that one of the puzzle-
ments to me in this whole dialog, this whole last month, is this: If you
talk to any IRS agent in the field you do not hear him opposing this
kind of thing, and the reason is veil, simple. ie knows, just like out
lawyers know, that the chances are good that when you start one of
these things you are. going to end up with both title 18 counts and title
26 counts, and, therefore, it is really kind of absurd and impractical
to think that you can build a big fence or wall and say, well, we are
all going to go down one road, title 18, and we are going to announce
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it in advance. And where we announce that in advance, no matter
what the facts show later, we are not going to have any IRS help.

If, on the other hand, we want to be a little bit cutesy and mis-
leading about this, we can assure the IRS in advance that we are

going to go with tax counts. That means we will get tax agents' help.
do not think that is going to do the United States a bit of good.
Senator HASKELL. i would agree with you. You certainly do not

want to build a wall.
Would there be any justification in having the Justice Department

have a preliminary finding that tax matters were involved?
Mr. TYLER. Well, again, I think I have answered that when I said

earlier, Mr. Chairman, that when you start an investigation it would
be unfair to the targets of the investigation, it would be unfair to the
IRS, it would be unfair to us in the Justice Department, to announce
in advance where we are going when we do not have all of the facts
before us. I just do not think we can do business that way for other
reasons which you and I well know.

Mr. LYNCH. May I add to that, Judge Tyler, particularly in the
area that Judge Tyler has addressed himself to, in the area of white
collar crime, corruption, organized crime, there is almost an organic
interrelationship between the kinds of crimes being committed. And
one facet of that interrelationship is a t" facet, a criminal tax suit,
a potential criminal tax case.

And the converse of what Judge Tyler says is also true. As often
as not we will obtain information from the Internal Revenue Service
in the course of one of their normal, but possibly more complex, in-
vestigations that other Federal crimes are being uncovered by their
investigations, such as loan sharking, extortion, any one of a number
of other Federal crimes.

Senator HASKELL. Gentlemen, I have no desire to build this wall, but
I an exploring and turning around-and I have finished my ques-__
tioning. What it really boils down to is the use of skilled personnel.
That is what it boils down to, as I gather.

Mr. TYLER. Yes.
You see, that certainly is the top of the priority list. I suppose in

theory that you could say, but for this we coufd be happy if we
could get access to tax return data, and if we had the skills we could
make both a tax case as well as a title 18 case. But we do not think-
we admit the IRS have been valued partners because they are so good
at what they do.

Senator HASKELL. And vet, before I turn to Senator Curtis, would
you have any objection to having IRS say, Well, my friend, we have
limited resources so we do not think we can assign our people to this
particular case. Now, would that kind of thing upset you if they had
that power?

fr. Tyr.R. I do not see how we could be upset, because we. cannot
think that we run the IRS. And that is why I said what I said a
moment ago. I sympathize with the Commissioner, and even before
we get to these so-called budget constraints we have no right to tell
his p3eoSple where to go? And we know that-or at least I hope we do.

Senator HASKELL. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRTIS. Very concisely, what are the responsibilities on your

office? What are your responsibilities under the existing Federal
statutes? --
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Mr. TYLER. You mean of the Deputy Attorney General ?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. Tym. Well, the Deputy Attorne.y General is the so-called

second man in the Department. His responsibilities include supervision
of a whole'line of litigation divisions, a good number of the bureaus,
and other agencies. He is responsible for the Freedom of Information
Act and Privacy Act appeals now; he is responsible for processing

S judicial and other nominations.
Senator CURTIS. I will narrow my question.
What are the responsibilities, not only of your particular office,

but of the Department of Justice, in reference to law enforcement?
Mr. TYLER. Well, the responsibilities of my office include, among

other things, working with the Criminal Division of the Department
of Justice, the Tax Division of the Department of Justice, and the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of Justice, and the Antitrust Divi-
sion, all of whom have some criminal responsibilities as you know, sir.

I also work closely with the FBI and the DEA, and so on, in their law
enforcement activities, reviewing major-

Senator CURTIS. What is the responsibility, in reference to law en-
forcement, for the Department of Justice in the overall?

Mr. TYLER. The Department of Justice is assigned the responsibility
of enforcing the criminal laws of the United States, and also, as I
stated earlier, under an Executive order still in effect, promulgated by
President Johnson, the Attorney General and the Department are re-
sponsible for coordinating all agencies of Government, including
Justice and IRS, in law enforcement activities in the field of white
collar crime and corruption.

Senator CURTIS. But this latter is something established by Execu-
tive order?

Mr. TYLER. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Under the statutes, Department of Justice is re-

sponsible to enforce the laws.
Mr. TYLER. Right, sir.
Senator CURTIS; Now, what is the responsibility on the IRS, and

of course, th6 Commissioner as the head of it, under the Federal
statutes?

Mr. TYLER. The Commissioner, as I recall the statutes of course,
is obliged to collect the revenue. But as part of that overall Commission,
the Commissioner and the Service have a criminal law enforcement
role. They are to enforce the tax laws, including the criminal tax laws,
of the United States in collaboration with the Department of Justice.

Senator CURTIS. Would it be an oversimplification to say the IRS re-
sponsibility is to collect the taxes that are due, and if, in that process
they must enforce criminal laws relating to taxes, that that, likewise,
is their responsibility?

Mr. TYLER. I would agree with that, sir.
Senator Cuwris. 'This is an unusual departmental controversy. To

listen to your testimony-and I did not get in on all of the Coin-
missioner's testimony-it would indicate it was sort of an adversary
proceeding, this hearing between the two. And I do not think it is quite
that serious. I really do not.

Mr. TYLEn I am inclined to accept what you just said.
One of the reasons why I told Chairman Haskell that I think that

I refused to give up on us getting together is just what you said.
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Senator CURTIS. Now, often departmental controversy instead of
wanting to get the help of another department-is wanting them to keep
their hands off what a particular department or branch or section
wants.

Mr. TYLER. We feel like unrequited lovers, Senator Curtis, because
we love these people, and they, apparently, according to some, do not
want to be loved by us.

Senator CURTIS. Now had you ever thought of this, that here, by
statute-and I make a distinction-between that and Executive order-
here, by statute, the Congress had invested with one agency the right
to collect the taxes; if they find some criminal action, why use the
criminal laws, but collect the taxes. And we--have said to another
agency, you enforce the law, you put the rascals into jail.

Maybe it will make it worse, I do not know, but have you ever
thought of letting the Congress decide the policy question as to any
modification, blending or overlapping of those two general commands
that are found in the existing statutes?

Mr. TYLER Well, if I understand you, sir, I assume that Congress
certainly could make that determination. Indeed, I regard this, in
essence, as one of the concerns of this subcommittee, for example, in
your oversight function.

Senator CURTIS. I think probably the Congress will do a worse job
of it. I do not know; they usually do.

Mr. TYLER. I think what we should do is, first of all, I think the
Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General are very anxious
that we work out our differences, which, as you state, are by no means
as grave as one would assume .from hearing some of the arguments
here and elsewhere.

Senator CunTIs. I think that is very true.
Now, of a certain number of cases that do involve primarily tax

matters, where do they originate? Do they originate With the many
acTivities of the IRS in their quest to carry out tieir responsibilities?

Mr. TYLER. Yes, they do, as I understand it. There are occasions, of
course, where some activities within the Department of Justice raise
evidence of possible criminal tax violations which we then inform the
Service of. But basically, the Service is the prime initiator.

Senator CURTIS. These cases are brought to attention primarily when
the IRS are carrying out their responsibility of having everybody pay
their just share?

M[r. TYLER. Right.
Senator CURTIS. Then does the departmental jurisdictional contra-

y vrsy or problem, arise only with those cases where Justice-and I
include in that the U.S. attorneys-are in there first and want some
help from IRS V

Mr. TYLER. Very frequently that is the kimd of problem a U.S. at-
torney's office, or a strike force office, will be engaged in.

Senator Cuwis. Now whose strike force office?
Mr. TYLER. That is the Justice Department.
Senator CURTIS. Strike force.
Mr. TYLER. Basically, although it is made up of people from other

agencies too.
Senator CuxRs. But it is under the jurisdiction of the Justice

Department?
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Mr. TYLER. Yes. Correct.
Very frequently those fellows will be doing some investigating and

they will say to the IRS, if they are not already on the scene, look,
we have some information which suggests we may well have some
criminal tax responsibility of such and such a firn or people. And
then comes the problem as I state it.

The Commissioner, as I understand him would like us to assure him
O at the outset that we are going down, exclusively, the tax road, or, at,

the very least, we are going to come up with some fax counts. And
that is where I think wehI ave our big difference.

Senator CURTIS. Well the big difference is you want the IRS to come
in and assist because of the-

Mr. TYLER. If it is reasonable to assume that there could be. some
serious tax consequences.

Senator CRTis. So all of the cases which originate in the field, or
otherwise, by informant or what not, in the IRS, this is not a problem?

Mr. TYLER. Not so much so.
Senator CURTIS. Well, the IRS is already in there?
Mr. TYLER. If the IRS hands over a criminal tax case to us, that is

not the kind of problem we are discussing.
Senator CURTIS. I am talking about the period before it is a case

ready to be filed. All those cases that originate with the IRS, you do
not have any substantial problem with?

Mr. TYLER. That is right.
Senator CURTIS. SO it resolves down to those cases that the IRS have

not been in, but that some
Mr. TYLER. The problem arises when they are not the sole origina-

tors, if you will.
Senator CUiTs. Well the sole originator is a relative term.
Mr. TYLER. The reason I put it that way, Senator Curtis, is this:

Very frequently, as a practical matter, some IRS agents and some
assistant U.S. attorneys who are working together on something
else-a case in being, let us -say-stumble across something which
indicates some other criminal activity which might be both criminal
tax activity and violation of some of the other criminal statutes in
title 18. Then they sometimes jointly, as a practical matter, say, Aha,
we'd better push into this field.

'Then there is the other type of case where you have an assistant
U.S. attorney and, let us say some SEC investigators, and they are
going along and they say, Aha, we have something here that may
well lead not only to some violations of the securities laws, but also
to violations of the tax laws. So they seek to get the tax people in on
the case.

You see, there are myriad possibilities.
Senator CURTIS. Do you have any problem with IRS running into

phiases of cases where there appears to be nontax violation of law
that are not turned over to you?

Mr. TYLER. I do not know of any such situations.
In other words you are asking does the IRS refuse to turn over to

us information o? violation of criminal laws, not tax laws.
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. TYLER. I do not believe that is any particular problem that I

know of. Do you, Mr. Lynch ?
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Mr. LYNCH. No; if they are familiar with the fact that certain
indications or evidence may indicate other Federal criminal violations.
That sometimes is a problem. That is a lack of knowledge.

Senator Cuirris. But when they do have that information they
voluntarily turn it over to you?

Mr. LYNci. And where they have the knowledge of it they advise
us they do have such information.

Senator CURTIS. And they do so voluntarily?
Mr. LYNchi. Yes.
Mr. TYLER. I might say, Senator, that this
Mr. LYxci. Well, it may be operation of law, also Senator. They

also-
Senator CuRTis. What I mean is, they do not put the burden on

you to go ask about it.
Mr. LYNCH. Yes, they do put the burden on us to inquire of them.

They advise us that they have information of interest to us in the
Criminal Division.

Senator CURTIS. No, no, no. But they advise you first?
Mr. LyNcH!. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Sure. But they do not put the burden on you to

ask, have you found anything.
Mr. LYNCHa. Not if they have the knowledge and the information.
Senator CURTIS. They put the burden on you to ask, to say if you

want it or not. Is that right?
Mr. LYNCH. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. Well, now, does this disagreement, or this problem,

boil down, then, to the cases that originate with the Department of
Justice-and by that I mean strike force and U.S. attorneys-where
you would like to have the help of the IRS in investigative stages
of building a case, and they ask the question, are there any tax con-
sequences or not. And does the controversy boil down as to when that
question shall be asked and how much shall be required of you before
you get their services?

Mr. TYLER. That is pretty close to what I think the main issue is.
Senator CURTIS. Well, I do not think you have much of a disagree-

ment then. By that I am not taking sides.
M r. TYLER. No.
Senator CURTIS. What I mean is, I think that-
.Mr. TYLER. I understand. That is why I do not want to give up yet

in our meetings which we have had.
Senator CUirTIS. I can understand the desire, and rightly so, of

everyone connected with the Department of Justice. They want every
weapon they can get to do justice, and to bring offenders to trial. I
can also understand the position of the IRS. They have a machinery
set up that must investigate the taxes of a great many people where
sizable amounts of taxes may be in controversy and still no crime.
And I think that our voluntary system of tax returns is something
that we have to maintain in this country. And one of the other Sena-
tors alluded to the problems of nonpayment of taxes and so on in
some other countries.

I think that in spite of what we read and hear, I think the IRS is
pretty well respected overall. I think that if the same machinery that
puts thugs and criminals and gangsters in jail is the machinery that
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walks in on citizens who have tax controversies where sizable amounts
are involved, whether it is owed or not, but no criminal activity, I think
a problem might arise. So it is a very delicate situation. And certainly
the small amount of time I have given to it, I am not in a position to
advise anybody or to criticize what they have done, but it just strikes
me as something that can be unravelled.

Mr. TYLER. Well, I am certainly hopeful, Senator Curtis, and I think
people on both sides are, that we can resolve this because surely, we
in Justice do not have any right to expect to control the bulk, or even
a fairly large number, of IRS agents if it diminishes their more im-
portant, albeit somewhat less flamboyant, role of collecting the revenue
from people who are not involved in any criminal conduct.

Senator CURTIs. But it also-I think we should recognize that as a
practical matter, a lawyer-whether he be a United States attorney,
or an assistant, or on strike force, or in the Justice Department-that
he would not have to work too long on a case before he could come to
a fairly accurate decision that this case does or does not have tax
matters involved in it that would lead to the requirement that the
IRS should go into it very thoroughly.

Mr. TYL'i. That, I think, is true, although there are cases-witness
the example case-that Messrs. Alexander arid Tyler have used here
today where it was quite late that a determination could finally be
made. But on the whole, I agree with you, it does not take forever,
sometimes, to make that determination.

Senator CURTs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASK LL. Thank you very much, Judge Tyler. I appreciate

your coming. We will recess until 2 o'clock.
If you will leave your full statement for the record.
[Whereupon, at 12 :23 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 2 p.m., the same day.]
[The prepared -tatement of Mr. Tyler follows:]

TESTIMONY BY 1IoN. HAROLD R. TYLER, JR., DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am pleased to be here
today at your invitation to discuss with you the important role which the Internal
Revenue Service plays in Federal law enforcement, particularly in investigations
and prosecutions of official corruption, organized crime, and so-called "white-

- collar" crimes.
These financially-related crimes are frequently based on a series of complex

financial transactions, structures, and schemes intended to conceal the source
and ultimate use of the money for which the crimes were committed. After a
violent crime or theft, it is apparent that a crime has been committed and simply
a question of who did it. Witnesses, fingerprints, or other information supply
enough evidence to provide law enforcement agents with probable cause to
arrest a suspect. With a sophisticated financial crime, however, it may not even
he clear that a crime has been committed until financial specialists discover the
fault in a seemingly sound structure of transactions, by comparing tax returns,
corporate books and balance sheets, and the testimony of witnesses.

It is because of their unique financial expertise and familiarity with com-
plex transactions that the cooperation of Internal Revenue Service personnel
has been indispensable to the government's efforts against organized and white-
collar crime.

The need for cooperation among law enforcement agencies-including the
Internal Revenue Service-in order to attack organized crime was recognized
as early as May 5, 1966, by President Johnson, who noted in a memorandum
to heads of participating agencies and departments that:
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"The success of the Department of Justice in securing indictments and con-
victions In organized crime cases Is due to the ability of your many separate
investigative units to work closely together toward a common goal."
It was for the purpose of this Interagency sharing of expertise and information
that the organized crime strike forces were set up, beginning in 1967.

Cooperation and coordination of law enforcement in other areas has also long
been recognized as important. In Executive Order 11396 (February 7, 19068),
President Johnson d.signated the Attorney General to coordinate the criminal
law enforcement activities of all Federal departments and agencies, recogniz-
Ing that ". . . coordination of all Federal criminal law enforcement activities

. . is desirable to achieve more effective results."
The fight against organized crime is by no means won. In addition, only re-

contly the public has demonstrated renewed concern about official corruption
and white collar crime. Yet certain law enforcement agencies seem to have lost
sight of our common goal of enforcing the law. At this very time, certain persons
urge continued reduction of Internal Revenue Service cooperation in the in-
vestigation of such cases.

Such persons base their argument upon the premise that the sole purpose
of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Is to enforce Title 26 of the United
States Code. From this premise they draw the conclusion that time s)ent by IRS
personnel on cases which might not meet usual IRS standards for a tax prosecu-
tion is detrimental to the proper functioning of the IRS. They further conclude
that if a case on which the IRS is cooperating appears not to have significant
Title 26 prosecutive potential, then IRS personnel should cease work on that case.

This attitude has resulted in limits being placed on IRS- cooperation with
the Department of Justice. This lack of cooperation has maulfested itself i
at least two ways---cutbacks or severe limitations in IRS allocation of maun-
power to Strike Forces generally, and a perceived new IRS policy orientation
which severely limits the particular Investigations in which IRS personnel may
participate.

In the past, an IRS Regional Director or the agent in charge of a local of-
fice was willing to lhave agents participate in financial investigations with the
local U.S. Attorney if the matter under investigation had possible tax conse-
quences. IRS policy now appears to be that unless a U.S. Attorney can present
a provable or prima. face tax case at the time that he requests aid in n In-
vestigation, IRS personnel may not cooperate. Obviously, it is usually impos-
sible at the outset of an investigation to present a prima face violation of the
tax laws or In fact of any other laws.

At a conference of U.S. Attorneys two weeks ago, numerous U.S. Attorneys
reported that local IRS officials have refused to lend assistance to investigations
involving financial transactions because, according to these officials, IRS policy
precluded such assistance unless the U.S. Attorney could demonstrate clear
violations of the tax laws.

These investigations involved crimes such as bribery of public officials. traf.
flcking in narcotics and various kinds of white collar offenses, where IRS lnrPs-
tigators were necessary to pierce the veil of sophisticated financial transactions
deliberately designed to conceal these crimes. lI fact, thse investigations are
exactly the kind that the IRS in coordination with the Department of Justice
suicessfully investigated in past years.

Of course, U.S. Attorneys attempt as best they can. given their limited re-
sources, to Investigate and prosecute their cases on their own, but often serious
violations of law go undetected and unprosecuted because those who are uniquely
qualified to do this specialized work axe not available. This is simply intolerable.

The problem of IRS lack of cooperation is not new. A series of correspoud-
ence. beginning in early 1974. between Attorney General Xaxbe and Secretary
Simon outlines the problem of inadequnate manpower coninitmnents by the IRS,
particularly to Strike Force activities. We have supplied this correspondence
to the Oversight Sulommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee and
would be happy to supply you with a copy.

The effects of inadequate IRS cooperation are already being felt in Investiga-
tions of white collar and organized crime. Last Wednesday's Ncir York Times,
for example, reported that an investigation of a New York race track was being
discontinued "because of lack of evidence and cooperation among the Investigat-
Ing agencies." The ultimate effects-fewer prosecutions and convictions-will
be all too apparent in a few years.
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However, the premise of the IRS purpose and the conclusions drawn there.
from are misleading. No one would dispute that the mission of the Internal Reve-
nue Service is the fair and effective administration and enforcement of the tax
laws of the United States. Obviously, this process must be carried ol in a way
which does not imperil the Service's reputation for fair and impartial adminis-
tration of those laws. But IRS cooperation with other Federal law-enforcement
agencies in the investigation and prosecution of organized crime, official corrup-
tion and white-collar crimes Is entirely consistent with this mission.

White-collar criminal behavior cannot usually be categorized as Title 26 or non-
Title 26. Instead, it often includes elements of both Title 26 and Title 18 offenses.
In almost every instance of illegally derived income, tax fraud may-aloo be sus-
pected. Tat is, the tax return treatment of funds involved in such crimes i.
usually done in a way that is itself a crime, as where the recipient of a
bribe does not report it as income on his- income tax return, and thereby commits
tax fraud. The criminal should not be immunized from tax prosecution because he
had also committed non-tax offense. Nor should the possibility of additional
non-tax offenses preclude the IRS from working with other law enforcement
agencies on the total case.

As Mr. John Olszewski, former Director of the Intelligence Division of the
Internal Revenue Service, testifid earlier this year 1 :

"It is cetrainly possible that an IRS agent, while investigating a potential tax
violation by a loanshark operator may, while proving a likely source of income,
also establish a violation of the Extortionate Credit Law under Title 18. But thi
Is not inconsistent with the basic objective of proving a tax fraud crime ...
'Tei same principle is involved in Narcotics Trafficking investigations. Narcotics
traffickers and financiers are engaged in a high risk and unbelievably profitable
business. They are also universally tax evaders. I have never known a narcotics
trafficker or financier who has reported his profits or income front this activity
on his income tax returns. The untaxed profits are so huge, in the hundreds of
millions of dollars, that the IRS should be criticized if it did not attempt to
Identify and prosecute these blatant tax evaders. . . . Taxes-tax evasion-tax
enforcement cannot be treated in a vacuum. . . In my opinion it Is good tax en-
forcement to convict a tax evader who is also a narcotics trafficker, loansharker,
swindler, gambler, or public corrupter. Tf -this also contributes to the cure of a
social ill or problem-then it is the public which is the beneficiary."

The investigation of crimes involving illegally derived Income and sophisticated
financial transactions should not be solely the concern of the I)epartnett of
Justice. The IRS has a law enforcement mission. It is charged with the re.spon-
sibility of enforcing the criminal sanctions of the Internal Revenue C7ode. TI4
carry out that inission responsibly, tile IRS necessarily must allocate a significant
amount of its investigatory resources to organized white-collar crime, organized
crine and political corruption, because these are fertile fields for developing
tax evasion criminal cases which result in large recoveries of tax liabilities and
penalties.

If the IRS persists in its refusal to fulfill Its role in this regard, then Its law
enforcement capability should be given to the )epartment of Justice. This would,
of course, be unecessary if the IRS would return to the responsible policies it
followed in past years.

Undoubtedly. the revelations of misconduct and abuse by law enfqrcement
agencies trouble all of us. It would be tragic, however. if these revelatilons pre-
vented law enforcement agencies from vigorously )erfolrmling their colllnlon
mission of promoting and protecting a law abiding society.

AFlEMNOON SESSION

Senator I-I.sIrL. The hearing will recommence. Our first witness
this afternoon is the Honorable Mortiner M. Caplin, former Comnis-
sioner of Internal Revenue.

It is a I)leasure to have you here, sir.
I Statement of John J. Olszewski before the Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs

Subcommittee of the House Government Operations Committee.

60-411-76--4
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-STATEMENT OF MORTIMER M. CAPLIN, ESQ., FORMER COMMIS.
SIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Mr. CAPLlx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the committee inviting me to testify on the important

subject of IRS participation in general law enforcement.
For many, the word "taxation" suggests the revenue needs of the

Nation, the citizen's obligation to meet those needs, and the govern-
mental machinery to assure collection. For the Internal Revenue
Service, it is "to encourage and achieve the highest possible degree of
voluntary compliance with the tax laws" and to do "all things needful
to a proper enforcement of the law."

However, for law enforcement officers, and for large segments of
the public, taxation brings to mind one of the Federal Government's
most effective means for attacking racketeers and organized crime.
At times, it has been the only way the Government is able to catch up
with major criminals.

In the past, the Revenue Service has taken credit for the prosecution
and imprisonment of such figures as Al Capone, the Chicago gang
leader; Johnny Dio-John Dioguardi, as he is also known-of New
York; Michael Coppola of New York, Las Vegas, and Miami; "Boss"
Tom Pendergast of Kansas City; and many others. In recent years, it
has announced a Miami Strike Vorce investigation and tax conviction
of Ettore Coco and his associate, Louis Nash; the sentencing of Aniello
Dellacroce of New York; the conviction of Sam Cohen and Morris S.
Lansburgh of the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas.

Internal Revenue rightly has earned the Nation's praise for its re-
markable success in uncovering these tax crimes and in digging out
the evidence for conviction.

But, is it appropriate for the Revenue. Service to join forces with
other Federal law enforcement agencies in an organized crime drive?
The Department of Justice's Strike Force? The war on drug traffick-
ers? Is it consistent with the central mission of the Service? Does it
interfere with the proper functioning of the Service? Does it weaken
or strengthen public confidence in the IRS?

These are not simple questions. Able and well-informed people
differ broadly on the answers. To be sure, Congress can decide the
issue by marking where jurisdictional lines should begin and end; or,
as it has mainly done in tie past, it can leave the decision to negotiation
among different elements of the executive branch. In either event,
different and at times competing values must be weighed and bal-
anced: the need for sound tax administration, on the one hand and
the need for effective law enforcement, on the other.

If we were thinking only of the administration of the Federal tax
laws-the desire to achieve the highest possible degree of voluntary
compliance-Congress might direct the Internal Revenue Service to
end its participation in general Federal law enforcement activities,
or at least to curtail the extent of its present efforts. These investiga-
tions principally involve the IRS Intelligence Division, comprised
of some 2,700 special agents. Well-trained and highly specialized, they
are responsible for enforcement of all the criminal provisions of the
tax laws--tax evasion, failure to file returns, false claims for refunds,
false withholding exemption statements, failure to remit withholding
funds collected.
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In fiscal 1975, the Intelligence Divison screened over 150,000 allega-
tions of fraud: 8,730 investigations were completed and 2,760 prosecu-
tions were recommended.

The Intelligence Division does not function in a vacuum. It leans
heavily on the law enforcement community and today maintains close
personal liaison with Federal, State, and local law enforcement agen-
cies. This relationship produces many leads for the IRS, not only in
pursuing tax fraud violations, but in fulfilling its other tax adminis-
tration responsibilities.

The scope of the Intelligence Division's duties is extremely broad.
As the Commissioner's 1974 annual report points out: "Unfortunately,
tax fraud is not confined to any particular occupational or social
group. Instead, it reaches across a wide spectrum of industries and
occupations.".

A well-balanced tax fraud program has to be maintained as one
of the underpinnings of our self-assessment tax system; and Intelli-
gence's resources "must be used in an efficient manner that will have
the maximum possible impact on all who engage in criminal violations
of the tax laws." These constraints recently led the Servicert begin "a
reevaluation of its participation in investigations of organized crime
figures and narcotics traffickers to insure that its criminal enforce-
ment efforts are directed at the most significant violators of the income
tax laws."

I should say that it is this reevaluation that is at the heart of the
discussions today.

Now, while the Attorney General of the United States respects the
needs of the IRS, he necessarily views the matter from a different per-
spective. As the Nation's chief law enforcement officer, his focus is on
stamping out crime. His desire is to use the total criminal enforce-
ment power of the Federal Government against criminals of all sorts-
organized crime, racketeers, narcotics traffickers, gambling and loan-
shark operations, extortion, organized hijacking and other thefts, cor-
ruption of public officials, flow of illicit money to and from organized
criminal activity, criminal infiltration of labor unions and legitimate
business, political slush funds and other "white collar" crimes of indi-
viduals and organizations. In all of these efforts, the IRS has been a
major contributor-in manpower and results. And, as we heard today,
the Attorney General holds the IRS in high esteem.

For some years, IRS has been especially concerned about racketeer
infiltration of legitimate business and its impact on revenue collec-
tions. In 1971, the Service reported that it had information on approx-
imately 2,000 individuals and entities considered to be major racke-
teers, and that about 85 percent of them are engaged in legitimate
business activities covering a broad variety of occupations. The IRS
studies reveal the following number of racketeers engaged in each of
the following legitimate businesses: 217 in restaurants, bars, and
taverns; 186 in real estate and insurance; 116 in legalized gambling,
casinos, and racetracks; 86 in finance-banking, savings, and loans,
stock brokers; 82 in professions--attornevs, CPA's, doctors; 77 in en-
tertainment and recreation; 71 in construction; 68 in hotels and motels;
64 in manufacturing; 62 in food sales; 56 in automobile sales and
services; 52 in trucking and transportation: 51 in government em-
ploynent-Federal, State. and local; and 50 in liquor sales. All these
have been categorized by the IRS as major racketeers.
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Now, once infiltration into legitimate business occurs, it seems to
proliferate, not diminish. And there is every reason to believe that
these numbers have increased over the past 5 years.

The training and skills of special agents of the Intelligence Divi-
sion are uniquely suited to analyzing and auditing the financial
aspects of illegal transactions and to determining possible violations of
Federal tax laws. Just as the Revenue Service develops special ex-
amination programs for a variety of legitimate businesses and legiti-
mate activities, why should it not do so for law violators?

IRS classifies income tax returns into numerous categories and, as
we heard this morning, they select for audit higher percentages from
those groupings which IRS believes will, on examination, produce
the most additional revenue. While IRS leans heavily on its DIF-
Discriminant Function--computer program to select returns, other
techniques are used both in the selection as well as the tax examina-
tion process. For example, IRS recently announced a vigorous audit
program for 1976 with special emphasis on, one, tax avoidance and
tax evasion by corporations and corporate officers; two, abuses h-
volving tax shelters such as oil and gas drilling, cattle breeding, real
estate, motion picture and other industry shelters; and three, a Politi-
cal Campaign Contribution Compliance Project aimed at improper
tax reporting of fundraising by political organizations, candidates
and contributors.

In addition, the audit searchlight is placed from time to time upon
such activities as foreign transactions, oil company pricing, political
slush funds, executive fringe benefits, and expense accounts, tips of
waiters, waitresses, and cab drivers, and, in different areas of the
country, the tax practices of such occupational groups as teachers,
fishermen, airplane pilots, policemen, and others. IRS has even had
an audit program called ACE-aimed at attorneys, certified public
accountants, and enrolled tax practitioners.

Many believe that those engaged in illegal pursuits are inclined to
follow the same illegal conduct in meeting their tax obligations, and
the Commissioner underscored this today. With this in mind, the
selection for audit of a high percentage of the tax returns of those
engaged iii criminal activities not only seems to be a reasonable exer-
cise of administrative discretion, but also is consistent with customary
IRS practices and standards.

To characterize Mr. Justice Jackson's statement in the Iahriqercase on the gambling tax: "If Congress may tax or the IRS may audit
one citizen to the point of discouragement for making anl honest liv-
ing, it is hard to say that it may not do the same to another just
because he makes a sinister living'."' Nothing said by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the subsequent March etti case weakens the force of this
observation.

As an individual once said to me while I was Commissioner of
Internal Revenue: "Why is the IRS going after the little fellow ? Why
does it not go after the racketeers who are beating the game for
millions"?

In weighing these important and contrasting values in our society,
and to summarize, I reach the following conclusions: One, the Internal
Revenue Service should cooperate with the Department of Justice in
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its general Federal law enforcement efforts. In doing so, IRS should
limit its activities solely to the tax aspects of these joint investigations.

Two, IRS must be sure to maintain a balanced investigative program
so that it fulfills its total responsibilities for all types of tax fraud
violations. It must exercise a high degree of selectivity in investigating
nonracketeering cases and an extremely tight rein on the use of its
manpower.

Three, IRSnust determine its own proper workload and, after con-
sulting with the Justice Department, must be the final voice in select-
ing the tax returns and types of activities to be investigated by it in
these joint projects.

Four, IRS must maintain complete supervisory control over its
special agents, requiring the full reporting of their activities at the
district office level. Special agents should not be assigned to or placed
under the general control of the department of Justice or U.S.
attorneys.

Five, specialized training and techniques muA be developed for this
combined enforcement program, but they should not be carried over
to regular tax fraud investigations.

Six, IRS practices and procedures must at all times be lawful and
protective of the constitutional rights of those under investigation. It
must assure that due process of law is respected in its fullest sense.

Seventh and last, IRS must continuously maintain a proper balance
between respect for the rights of private citizens and zeal in the
detection of lawbreakers.

In reaching these conclusions, I have kept in mind the primary
mission of IRS-"to encourage and achieve the highest possible de-
gree of voluntary compliance with the tax laws." I do not believe that
these, IRS-Justice Department cooperative efforts interfere with the
achievement of these goals. Indeed, if this activity is undertaken with
good judgment, and with firm leadership and supervision, I see it as
reinforcing the standing and capabilities of the Revenue Service.
Public respect for the IRS will not be diminished; rather it will be
heightened.

These joint investigative projects are an integral part of a strong
and balanced tax enforcement program which, in turn, serves to
strengthen our self-assessment tax system. That they also serve the
interests of the Attorney General is not cause for denying the appro-
priateness of IRS's particilation. I hope that, Congress w'ill lend sup-
port to these efforts and will provide IRS with the necessary appro-
priations to carry out this special responsibility.

Too often in t'he past the Revenue Service has been assigned special
responsibilities but has not been given the resources-to carry them out.

Senator HASKEIL. Thank you, Mr. Caplin.
In following your statement, your item 3 there, "IRS must deter-

mine its proper workload and after consulting with Justice must be
the final voice in selecting the tax returns and types of activities to be
investigated by it in these joint projects." That seems to me to be the
thrust of the argument of the Internal Revenue Service this morning.

Would you concur? Were you here this morning?
Mr. CAPLIN. Yes, I was. But 1-don't think that was articulated as

the heart of the matter. I really think it goes deeper than that. I think
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that there is a basic philosophical difference of opinion that is at
stake here; and my pwn view is it really should not be at one end of
the spectrum or the other. It should be a middle ground. In other
words, I think there is room for IRS participation. Indeed, I think
it is a part of their responsibility. At the same time, IRS must be
careful that it is not devoting to these projects all of its 2,700 special
agents and many revenue agents--indeed, the participation of reve-
nue agents may be just as significant as the participation of special
agents. I think that what happens is that the Department of Justice
may identify a particular figure that the IRS will agree is worthy of
audit under its normal standards.

But then you get into what they call "satellite cases"--where they
say, having investigated the principal figure, now we, in the Depart-
ment of Justice, feel we oiultt to look into his associates, and then
after that, one step f~rtt, -t us look into his cousins, and his sisters,
and his aunts.

Now, the IRS, if it just went along that way after the Justice
Department coimnunicated its wishes, would find itself in a quagmire.
It would have too heavy a commitment. So. the IRS really has to be
a decisionmaker. It has to be in on the evaluation process; and this
involves the relative strength of the Attorney General, the Commis-
sioner and the Secretary of the. Treasury, and a willingness to sit down
and recognize the responsibilities and resources of each. It really
takes two people sitting down as reasonable men and resolving this
issue.

But, in the final analysis, the Revenue Service must be able to say
we can go no further: We think we can examine case A and B, but
not C; we do not think the last is worthy of examination.

Senator HAsIE1L. In other words, what you are saying, Mr. Caplin,
is that they should be master of their own house in the sense of investi-
gating A and B., should at least have some tax potential to it.

Mr. CAPLIN. That is right, and it ought to meet certain basic cri-
teria that the Service feels is necessary before it embarks upon, an
investigation.

In many of these situations the Service. as a human factor, probably
bends the criteria in some of these investigations; but it is a question
of how far that bending goes.

I should say that during the years that I was in Government there
was concern by the responsible people-the Senate Finance Committee,
the House Ways and Means Committee, the Joint Committee-in
terms of achieving the proper balance. I recall having discussions with
the chairmen of those committees, particularly the chairman of this
committee then Harry Byrd, Sr., of Virginia. He had a great sensi-
tivity towards the proper role of the Internal Revenue Service. He was
quite protective of its functioning in the right manner. One thing that
he felt was important was on the point that you are touching upon
right now-the issue of the IRS maintaining a balanced program
and ultimate control of its destiny, to make sure that it was not be-
coining an arm of the Department of Justice.

Senator HASKELL. This, I gather, would be your viewpoint as long
as they are in control of their own destiny and the investigation-at
least has some tax potential. There is very little harm and perhaps
much to gain by cooperation. Would that be your viewpoint?
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Mr. CAPLIN. Yes. I do not think the image of the Internal Revenue
Service is in any way injured by this. I think there is a certain public
pride in the efficiency of the Internal Revenue Service to really be
the final step in bringing some of these major criminals to jail. I
think that the program has an impact on the average citizen-that if
IRS is able to convict those criminals, certainly it can convict the aver-
age tax evader. .

Senator HASKELL. And I suppose, Mr. Caplin, you would also feel
that if it were important, that the public felt that there was at least
a preliminary justification to start in thinking of the protection of
the privacy element of a tax return, I assume that you would want
at least a prima facie showing of a possibility of a tax violation before
turning other people loose among tax returns. Would that be your
viewpoint?

M r. CAPLI . Yes, sir.
Senator HASKELL. Well, thank you. You have been extremely help-

ful and I appreciate very much y our comments.
Our next witness will be Mitchell Rogovin, who is a former Assist-

ant Attorney General, Tax Division, and also former Chief Counsel
of the Internal Revenue Service.

I appreciate your being here, Mr. Rogovin.

STATEMENT OF MITCHELL ROGOVIN, FORMER ASSISTANT ATTOR-
NEY GENERAL, TAX DIVISION, AND FORMER CHIEF COUNSEL,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Mr. RoGovIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Mitchell Rogovin. I have practiced law

in Washington for some 20 years. I am a partner in the firm of Arnold
and Porter. I appear here at the invitation of the subcommittee to
present my personal views concerning the appropriate role of the
Internal Revenue Service in general Federal law enforcement efforts.
To assist you in evaluating my testimony, you should be aware that
I held two positions relating to the enforcement of the Federal tax
laws, positions you enumerated at the time I came to the witness
stand.

At the outset, let me complement the chairman for scheduling these
hearings. The subject has, over the past 15 years, been debated within
the executive branch. It has not, however, in my view, received ade-
quate consideration within the Congress or by the public. It is par-
ticularly timely to air this issue when the appropriateness of the
activities of other Federal investigative agencies is also being exam-
ined closely by the Congress and the public.

Compliance with the tax laws depends in large measure upon what
Jane Jacobs, in another context, has called the "intricate. almost uh-
conscious, network of voluntary controls and standards among the
people themselves." The function of the Internal Revenue Service in
the enforcement of the tax laws is to reinforce those voluntary controls
on which our tax system, and indeed, the economic health of our Na-
tion, depends. Our tax laws provide "a system of sanctions which
singly or in combination were calculated to induce prompt and forth-
right fulfillment of every duty under the income tax law and to pro-
vide a penalty suitable to every degree of delinquency."
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Over the years a healthy public attitude toward our self-assessment
system, coupled with an ample selection of sanctions available to
induce compliance, has made our tax system the envy of the world.

This tax system and the agency that administers it has also been
the envy of other Federal law enforcement officers. Ever since Prohibi-
tion, when A1 Capone was convicted for tax evasion, attorneys general
have been declaring war on organized crime and in doing so, have
attempted to either enlist or draft the IRS into their wars. The
reasons for co-opting the IRS and its statutes are apparent. The broad-
hess in scope and flexibility in application of tax statutes makes them
significant weapons. In addition, unlike most other economic sanc-
tions, tax evasion is a relatively serious felony, carrying a maximum
prison sentence of 5 years on each count.

Physically the Service has some 85,000 employees operating out of
over 900 offices throughout the United States as well as abroad. It has
over 20,000 agents, 2,700 special agents, 1,000 lawyers and a data re-
trieval system second to none. These resources, coupled with IRS's
annual budget of over $1.5 billion, and its unique statutory authorities
for obtaining information, make it the worthiest of allies.

Based on such calls to the flag, the IRS served in many of these
holy wars. Indeed, if battle streamers were awarded, Revenue's flag
would be resplendent with the silk of past battles. It fought against
racketeers and communism in the 1950's; organized crime in the 1960's;
and narcotics as well as the enemies of the Nixon administration in the
1970's.

Because of the all-pervasive nature of Federal taxation, it is not
difficult to assert a tax interest-albeit indirect and not significant in
revenue actually collected-in any investigation of an alleged violation
of a penal statute. Indeed, the tax power, according to former Attorney
General Kennedy, provides a "jurisdictional base" for the intervention
of the Federal Government.

In the 1960's more than 60 percent of the racketeering convictions
stemmed from iRS intelligence agents. While a number of these suc-
cessful prosecutions involve serious tax crimes, many reflect a signifi-
cant departure from the historic standards applied by the Internal
Revenue Service in recommending criminal prosecutions. A good ex-
ample of this latter category is to be found in the case of Janko v.
Un ited States. The facts are simple. Mr. Janko, for 3 consecutive years,
improperly took as exemptions his two minor children, who were livingwith his estranged wife. The tax deficiencies in question were $134 for
1 year and $264 for each of the other years. Upon conviction, Mr.
Janko was sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment. The Janko case is
the only known instance of a taxpayer being prosecuted for claiming
an exemption for his own minor children.

Such prosecutions hold the Revenue Service and indeed the United
States up to ridicule. Clearly, the Janko prosecution served no revenue
purpose and one must question whether the majesty of the sovereign
was enhanced by such litigation. . .

It is my belief that the IRS should have but a single mission: to
administer our revenue laws in a fair manner. The IRS should not, in'
the name of governmental economies, be detracted from this mission.
If enforcement of nontax matters, such as the narcotics laws or eco-
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nomic stabilization program or Federal energy program, requires
additional manpower, the Congress should provide for it. These pro-
grams of a nofitax nature should not be added to the IRS's already
burdened shoulders. These nontax activities coupled with the ap-
parent misuse of manpower by the "strike forces," erode the admin-
istration of our revenue laws.

Such erosion affects the confidentiality provisions of our tax laws,
allows for the misuse of the very special jeopardy assessment provi-
sions and permits the securing of otherwise unavailable taxpayer
information through the use of the revenue summons. More is also
done. It affects the attitude of IRS employees with respect to the
evenhanded administration of the tax laws. You cannot sponsor
special tax enforcement programs whether they be keyed to drug
traffickers, Communists, members of organized crime or enemies of a
given administration, without doing serious harm to the standards of
fairness you seek to instill in your employees.

In closing, let me warn this committee to look closely at figures
submitted to it by those who claim such joint programs with Internal
Revenue Service pay their own way. It has been my experience that
the figures projected never materialize. Such programs merely shift
funds appropriated to the Internal Revenue Service for tax adminstra-
tion to those other agencies that seek Internal Revenue Service's
assistance.

These hearings, focusing on the role of Internal Revenue Serv.ice in
nontax law enforcement, are extremely important.. I hope the Service
will be given a clear congressional mandate that it should restrict itself
to tax collection. In any event, the will of Congress should be made
clear with respect to this-issue.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Rogovin.
Assuming that the IRS is master of its own house, if you use the

expression I just used with foriner Commissioner Caplin, and assum-
ing that circumstances surrounding a particular individual or organi-
zation would indicate additional tax liability to be collected, would
you see any objection to the cooperation by the IRS with the Justice
Department in looking into the organization or individual general-
ly, or would you erect that wall between them that Judge Tyler did
not want to erect?

Mr. RoGovi.x-. I am not familiar with Judge Tyler's testimony; but
I would be very leery of bringing the special circumstances, the special
statutes that the Congress has given the Internal Revenue Service for
the collection of revenues under the supervision and control of the
Department of Justice. I find it very difficult to assume a set of facts,
a realistic set of facts that would stand for the proposition that the
Internal Revenue Service would, in fact, be master of its own destiny
under those circumstances.

Senator HASKELL. You see, Judge Tyler testified this morning that
the Department of Justice did not care about early terminations,
jeopardy assessments, or administrative summonses. Ie said that the

RS haa some very competent personnel that did financial analysis.
Air. Rooo-vi. No question about it.
Senator HASKELL. His statement was that lie just wanted some help

from those folks.
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So, assuming he does want some help from those folks, and assum-
ing the Commissioner of Internal Revenue thinks that there may be
a tax deficiency or criminal activity involved, can you see any objec-
tion, to assembling one of these strike forces to go into both title 26
and title 18 violations?

Mr. Rooovi-x. Mr. Chairman, I am still very nervous about the simple
request of the Department simply for some'help because the IRS has
talented people. The fact is, the IRS has talented, capable account-
ants, lawyers, and investigators. If the Department of Justice needs
that type of talent, there is a market for it and they can go out in the
marketplace to seek out that talent.
-I amn veryv concerned about the relationships that develop, and I
think that ft, is on a practical level that such relationships have to be
viewed. Information is the currency of investigators. Once an investi-
gator is working with, not necessarily for, but with a Justice Depart-
ment strike force, the chances that he will get additional information
on the auiet without the formalisms that we seek in our regulations-
I think the chances of that happening ate high.

This Congress has concerned itself about the. confidentiality of in-
come tiax returns, and indeed, if it were not for the fact that wve have
an income tax law, the U.S. Government wVould not, have the enormous
amount of financial information that ift-i'iurently has with respect to
its citizenry. Now, that information is given as an aid to the Internal
Revenue Service in determining the correctness of the tax filed on an
annual basis.

I am very troubled that nontax investigators will find this data to
1)e an enormous value to them in the work thev are doing. I am not
making any case against the Department of Ju'stice properly investi-

I gating wrongdoers, wherever they are and under whatever title of the
IT.S. Code violations exist. I am particularly concerned that the IRS
will be contaminated by the types of investigations that are going
on outside of IRS. I believe very strongly that attitudes and people
change. The type of people who are interested in jobs with the In-
ternal Revenue Service changes by the picture that is painted with
respect to the strike forces and the crime fighting that is going on.
I think those people who do that type of work are to be commended.
But they ought not to be part of the Internal Revenue Service.

Senator HASKELL. Of course, Judge Tyler's viewpoint-I am sorry,
he is not in the room, but he is obviously busy-was that it would be a
waste of Federal money for the Justice'Department to have to employ
people who are as skilled as some of the Internal Revenue Service
agents. But I gather you would not necessarily-

Mr. RocovixN. Mr. Chairman, I am now serving as special counsel
to the Director of Special Intelligence. The very arguments that have
been made apparently this morning sound to me like the-arguments
that must have been made 10 or 15 years ago when the Central'Intelli-
gence Agency was brought intodom estic affairs . . . because it would
have been a waste of talent and a waste of money to have all of that
capability limited to foreign intelligence. These agencies-IRS,
CIA, Justice-all have particular misions. I think this country gets
in a lot of trouble when it starts mixing these missions and, in the
name of economy, tries to join the people together. I think we all lose
as a consequence.
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Senator HASKELL. Let me ask you just one more question. In a case
like this Janko case that I never heard of, what do you suppose the
impact of such a case is on the self-assessment system of taxation?

Mr. RoGovix. Well, first of all, you do not teach foxes not to eat
chickens. Mr. Janko was reputed to be an aide to a Mr. Workman of
St. Louis, a gambler. I do not think as a consequence of the Janko
prosecution similarly situated people, members of the rackets, decided
to give up their erring ways and file accurate income tax returns. I
think this was a last ditch effort to try to put Mr. Janko in jail. It
failed. The Supreme Court reversed-

Senator IASKELL. Oh, I thought it succeeded. I misread your
testimony. --

Mr. Rocovix. The footnote, I believe, indicates the case was re-
versed. The point is that Mr. Janko, in fact, had been tried before
two juries and convicted on both instances of the felony of evasion,
a case brought on the slimmest of circumstances, a case obviously tor-
tured by the Internal Revenue Service to serve a nontax purpose. I
get very nervous when the Internal Revenue Service, an entity that
has a selective prosecution program to be in with, selects prosecutions
that do not aid the enforcement of the tax faws.

Senator IIASKFJJL. You would not see any particularly material tax
purpose being served by the Janico case?

Mr. RoGovii-. None whatsoever, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Well, thank you, sir, very much for your thought-

fuil testimony. I would appreciate it.
Our next witness is the Honorable Sheldon S. Cohen, former Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue.
Mr. Cohen, nice to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN, ESQ., FORMER COMMISSIONER
-OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Mr. CoiEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation. I, too,
consider it an honor to testify before the committee to explore these
things, that, unfortunately, neither this committee nor any of the com-
mittees of Congress have gone into, as fast as I can remember. I should
start by saying I apologize for not having a statement. I have a case
to argue in court here on WVednesdav morning, and I did not have time
to prepare other than a few notes here.

Senator HASKELL. No problem.
1Mr. CoHi.N. I would like to applaud the views of my fromer Chief

Counsel and the man who represented me as an Assistant Attorney
General, Mr. Rogovin. I think I come out a little closer to his views,
than I do to Mr. Caplin's, although I agree with some of his also. I
would say I agree with some of what Deputy Attorney General Tyler
and the Commissioner said this morning, as I understand it, in their
summarized statement.

I suppose moderation is good in everything, and one should never
become too zealous about anything because we tend to go overboard
and we may be seeing a little of that on both sides right now. I will
try to explore a few ideas with you on techniques that we use and some
techniques that perhaps we used and I do not think are so good any-
more. I am sure there are better techniques today, but law enforcement
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and the IRS have been around since the beginning, of time, that is
since the beginning of the IRS at least and so it should be. When I
first became Commissioner I was concerned about the amount'of money
and time and effort that was spent on criminal law enforcement. Wras
it enough? Was it too much?

Arspecial agent on the average works one to three cases a year. A
revenue agent may work 50 or 100 depending on the kind of cases he
works. The amount of revenues ardsignificantly different. The purpose
of a special agent obviously is not to collect revenue; it is to make sure
the laws are enforced, ana whether the case warrants it on a money
basis or not he should pursue the particular case to determine whether
there is evidence of guilt or not.

But there are an awful lot of resources spent in criminal law enforce-
ment. It is a great deal of money to spend, and, so, with the coopera-
tion of the Justice Department and the Attorney General we undertook
a study of whether we could have taken some of those resources that
were otherwise applied to criminal law enforcement and put them on to
civil law enforcement. Increased revenue was our major mission. What
effect might that have on the system as a whole?You could, of course, put in civil penalties that would be in lieu of
some of the criminal penalties. You could make those civil penalties
subject to publicity.

All of those things were explored in the study which took quite some
time, in which several universities were used for surveying purposes.
Without going at length into it, our determination after the comple-
tion of that study was, yes, criminal law enforcement in the tax system
is essential. It probably is essential at about the level we were doing
it at the time, although nobody could say that scientifically. There is
something in the psyche of our people that makes the fear of the ulti-
mdte sanction, the criminal sanction in this instance, effective. It forces
them or coerces them, or whatever, to cooperate, at least those recal-
citrant people around the edges and perhaps even a few further in, so
that it is necessary to have criminal law enforcement in the tax systibm.

The Commissioner spoke, I guess, this morning about both the white
collar and the organized crime effort. The tax system, all of us will
say-and I think you have heard all of us say-is a national asset. It
is a tremendously valuable national asset. The first year I became
Commissioner was the first year we collected $100 billion. We are col-
lecting over three times that today. The budget of the Revenue Service
was, perhaps, one-third at the time of what it is now. We never had
enough resources, and I am sure that Mr. Alexander and his assistants
do not have enough resources today to do the job.

The measure of a good society probably can be measured by how well
its taxes are collected. If you look at those societies in the world the
free world, that have smooth running efficient tax systems, it is fiasi-
cally a healthy citizenry and a healthy society, and the opposite is
likewise true.

In order to have this system, we have had to give the Service a num-
ber of very special powers that Mr. Rogovin alluded to. One of the
fears that I have-and I think he expressed some fear-is the possi-
bility or probability that those special powers will be eroded if they
are abused. They will be eroded either by the Congress or they will be
eroded by the courts, but eroded they will be.
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The Department of Justice and a number of other agencies have a
number of laws to enforce. They by and large do a _god job. They by
and large do not have sufficient resources, and that is for the Congress
to answer also. I think the Service has no apology to give or make for
enforcing the tax laws against everyone and anyone, but in a fair and
relatively uniform manner. That is, we were often pressed as to why
we went after racketeers so heavily. Well I do not have to apologize,
nor does the present Commissioner, nor doany other Commissioners,
that if a person did not pay his taxes because he happened to be a
racketeer, you ought to get him for tax evasion if you can get him.

The problem with mi-xing the powers is a very troublesome prob-
len because it is an awesome power, this taxing, authority. It is
one that has respect and must continue to maintain respect. As a law-
yer, I am constantly worried, I suppose, by the admonitions that if we
dio not give the least of our citizens their rights, then we will not give
it to the rest of our citize s, something that Mr. Rogovin alluded to
before. If we can have special prosecutorial standards for some people,
then we can have enemies and friends. As long as I am the fellow who
is determining who the enemies and friends are, it is all right, but if
the other fellow is determining it, I would just as soon not have this
authority myself. That is the problem. There ought to be cooperation.
There ought to be joint efforts, and, yet, one must guard against that
cooperation or those joint efforts going too far.

I have had discussions with the Deputy Attoniey General in re-
gard to a project that he and I are working on together over coffee
about this issue. He needs-he, being the Department of Justice-he
and his agency need trained people, but the only trained people in the
world do not work for the Revenue Service. The oly people capable
of good, tight financial analysis do not work for- the Revenue Service,
or, if they do, they can be hired from the same pool of people by an-
other agency. The problem is that over the years the Department of
Justice has not given emphasis to gool, tight financial analysis. I
mean, after all, the FBI for years has had problems in controlling ex-
tortion crimes, crimes of bank embezzlement. It requires the same kind
of analysis that a revenue agent does.

The "I)epartment of Justice is giving second-class citizenship to its
F0 BI accounting agents and, therefore, the better ones do not stay, or,
perhaps, they do but they do not work as hard because they are not
being encouraged. What the FBI and the Department of ,Justice and
the Criminal Division must do is it has to get in and get good people,
give them good work and encourage them. It will not take very long
to develop a crew of experts. I am sure the Department of Justice
would have the cooperation of the Treasury Department and the IRS
in trainin those people.

Now, i they want the interplay of these unique talents and abilities
and the ability to get at the tax returns and the subpena powers and
the like. that is a more troublesome problem. If it is pure manpower,
as Mr. Rogovin said, I would say, again, give them more money.

Senator HASKELL. May I interrupt?
Mr. Cow..x. Certainly.
Senator HASKELL. This morning Judge Tyler indicated quite clearly

that as far as he was concerned, the additional statutory powers in the
Internal Revenue Code came pretty far down the heap, pretty far down
the totem pole. ..
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Mr. CoHrEN. Judge Tyler has never worked a case, sir.
Senator HASKELL. He is talking now as far as the use of-why he

wants the IRS in with him. He says the next thing was access to re-
tuvis. He did not put that very high up.

M.r. CoHEN. You would not put that very high up either because if
the bank embezzler files a return lie is not going to show his embezzle-inent on his tax return, so it is not ing to do very much good.

Senator HASKELL. I would not think lie would, but lie did say that
the important thing was these highly trained, sophisticated financial
accountants.

Mr. CoHEN. WVell, in my dim, dark, distant past I was once a, CPA,
and I have worked with the accountants in the IRS and find them to
be as good as I have ever worked with, but there are other good ac-
countants in the world.

Senator IIASKELI. I take it your view is that possibly the FBI either
has or could have -

Mr. CoHEN.-. It is authorized today to have-well, at one time the
criteria for entrance into the FBI was either a law degree or an ac-
countant degree. I do not know what the requirements are today, but
the problem was always that they did not treat their accounting agents
with the same degree of respect and honor and promotion, et cetera, and
therefore the better accountants tend to go to other agencies.S enator lHASKELL. WCell. I was just mentioning these things because
I gather you would have a little difference of opinion with Judge
Tyler on the necessity to having access to this pool of highly-trained
fiuincial people.

Mr. COHEw. Well, if, as lie says, and I will take him at his word,
that the subpena powers, et cetera, are not important to him-

Senator HASK.LT. He said it is 'ery low on the totem pole.
Mr. COHEN [continuing]. And the access to the tax returns are not

very important to him, then the only thing is the people. The people
are uniquely trained, only in the respect that over a period of time
they have gained skills, and those skills are teachable.

Senator HASKELL. I must say that is the way it came through to me.
Mr. CoHF.N.. I am sure the Treasury Department and the IRS would

be glad to make spaces in their next training program for agents
available to some people from the Department of Justice. That kind
of interagency cooperation has been going on for years and would

. not raise any specter of any problems whatever.
Senator HASKELL. Than you. Go ahead, excuse me.
Mr. COHNF.. I think that f would like to make one other point. Mr.

Rogovin alluded to this, and that is the standards of prosecution or
the standards of referral for prosecution of criminal cases. The stand-
ard of referring a case from the IRS Intelligence Division to the IRS
Chief Counsel's Office, and thence from the Chief IRS Counsel's
Office to the Department of Justice Tax Division, the Criminal Section
thereof, for prosecution ought to be the same for everyone because
we cannot bear to go through the wretch we have just been through of
different standards for different people. I am in favor of every crook
in the United States being prosecuted. I would rather lie be prosecuted
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for the crime he committed rather than a tax crime because I think
that is the way the laws were designed, but if it need be, hie ought
to be prosecuted for the tax crime. I think my record will sustain
that while I was in the Government, that is what we attempted to
do. But I am not in favor of a different standard of prosecutorial
judgment for that person which some group will designate as orga-

- nized crime because that lower standard might be applied to you and
me tomorrow.

Senator HASKELL. You Would not then feel that the Janko case was
brought in the public interest?

Mr. COhEN. Or the Accardo case.
Senator HASKE. What is the Accardo case?
Mr. COnEN. The Accardo case was a notorious hoodlum or allegedly

notorious hoodlum in Chicago who was prosecuted for taking too much
depreciation on his automobile, a. standard which we would not apply
to the normal businessman.

Senator HASKELL. You mean a fraud case was brought on taking-
Mr. COHEN. I do not have the case in front of me, sir, so I cannot

give you the detail-but it is a pretty flimsy case.
SenatorlIASKELL. Right.
Mr. CoHEN. I do not think anybody in the Service is necessarily

proud or should be proud, some of them may be, saying we got hill
for-it is like getting the town hoodlum for spitting on the street.

Senator HASKELL. Other people-nobody that has shown up today,
but I have heard other people say that access to tax returns are a great
help in finding leads. Ihave heard people outside of the hearing room
tell me that. What is your comment?

Mr. CoitFN. I suppose that may be so. Probably not, it is probably the
investigation that comes out of the tax return, rather than the tax
return itself, although when you were talking about a, universe of 85
million tax returns, I am sure you are going to find some leads. I have
seen cases where a bad person-we will use that title-rather than an
organized hood, reports sufficient income so you could not make a tax
ease on him. Whether it is right income or not, nobody knows, but it is
sufficient so that nobody could prove otherwise. The return might give
you the fact that he owns a particular piece of property which is a
lead to other activities. That is generally available other places; it
might make it a little bit harder,-but I doubt if that is going to have
much effect. A weight against that is this whole problem that has
been going on for many years. What degree of confidentiality are
we going to give a tax return. Who is going to have access to it? What
agencies? What kinds of people? Are they going to be for statistical
purposes only, or for law enforcement and State and local purp)oses.,

We had a set of hearings-this committee had a set of hearings last
year in which a number of Commissioners' of Internal Revenue, as I
recall, were arrayed across this table and I was sitting on the end.
being the youngest. I said at the time-and I think it was universal
amongst all of the Commissioners, former Commissioners who testi-
fled that they thought that the tax system would best be served by
the tightest kiind of confidentiality. It is not absolute, but the tighest
kind you could get, and we arrayed off of that.
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What are we going to decide? This committee, or ultimately the
Congress, is going to have to decide are we going to opt for what is
best for the tax system. I think a fair degree or tight degree of confi-
dentiality will bring in the greatest amount of revenue and make the
tax system work best. The other alternative is to try for the marginal
effect that you might. have in getting a few-and I say relatively few-
so-called hoodlums. Tie choice is a judgment call. No one can make
them with absolute certainty, and you will not know until long after
the events have occurred whether you were right or whether you were
wrong.

Senator HASKELL. May I gather, Mr. Cohen, that you would opt for
beefing up the FBI's, say, accounting expertise, financial expertise,
through incremental staffing as a method of pursuing organized crime
as opposed to increased involvement 'by the IRS

Mr. CoHEN. I would, sir. I think if the U.S. attorney needs special
trained people, then he ought to have them assigned. If the Depart-
ment of Justice needs a pool in Washington, whioh they can assign
around the countrT, then they ought to get them. But be careful of this
melding of functions. You can abolish the FBI and the Narcotics
Bureau, and let the IRS do it. Then you can abolish the investigative
arm of the Customs Service, and local police officers. because every thief
is committing a tax crime when he does not report his theft. I think we
are going to go too far, and once you start down the road, where do you
stop? Who is going to be the referee that makes the calls? Once we get
out of the strict rule area, who is going to make the close calls as we
move down that line? I do not like that.

Senator HASKELL. Well, I thank you, Mr. Cohen. I appreciate very
much your being here.

Our next witnesses are. a panel composed of personnel from the
Department of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service. Mr. Rudolph
Giuliani, Associate Deputy Attorney General; Jaimes O'Brien, Act-
ing Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Tax Division; William
Lynch, Chief, Organized Crime land Racketeering Section, Criminal
])ivision; Cono R. Namorato, Chief, Criminal Section, Tax Division;
Mr. Wolfe, Assistant Commissioner of Compliance, IRS; Mr. Clancy,
Director, Intelligence Division, IRS; Mr. Whitaker, Chief Counsel,
IRS; and Mr. Gaston, Director, Criminal Tax Division.

Gentlemen, if you could come forward, and the purpose of this panel
is not so much to discuss policy as it is nuts and bolts. First, who is
the boss? Who convenes a strike force? On what basis is it convened, 4
and then who reports to who? For example, how is the strike force
operated? How are cas;s originated? Who directs the activities ? What
is the role of the IRS special agent? How do revenue agents become
involved? WN ould withdrawal of aii IRS agent limit the capacity of a
strike force? Could the FBI assume a larger proportion of the IRS
rules?

Now, these are some of the questions that I hope to answer. I would
rather stay away from personal views as to whether or not we are
doing right at the present time. So how do you want to proceed?
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STATEM 3 S01 RUDOLPH GIULIANI, ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ATTOR.
NEY 'GENERAL; IAMES D. O'BRIEN, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL TAX DIVISION; WILLIAM S. LYNCH, CHIEF,
ORGANIZED CRIME AND RACKETEERING SECTION, CRIMINAL
DIVISION; CONO R. NAMORATO, CHIEF, CRIMINAL SECTION, TAX
DIVISION; SINGLETON B. WOLFE, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER,
COMPLIANCE, IRS; THOMAS 1. CLANCY, DIRECTOR, INTELLI.
GENCE DIVISION, IRS; AND DAVID E. GASTON, DIRECTOR, CRMI.
NAL TAX DIVISION, OFFICE OF CHIEV COUNSEL, IRS

.%r. LYNCH. Perhaps, Mfr. Chairman, as I can-
Senator HASKzLL. Would you identify yourself for the reporter?
Mr. LYNCH. Yes; I am William S. Lynch. I am Chief of the Orga-

nized Crime and Raeketeering Section of the Criminal Division of
the Department of Justice.

Since some of the questions you addressed related to the initiation
and the operation of strike forces and since strike forces are, in s sense
at least, field offices of the Organized Crime and Racketeering Sec-
tion, I thought it might be appropriate-to give you a little history. I
certainly will be able to answer some of the questions that you have
on the operations of the strike forces.

The strike force really was devised to improve the Federal response,
prosecutive response, to the problem of organized crime which has
been viewed by a number or congressional committees and by Con-
gresses over the years as a very serious law enforcement and social
problem. Organized crime is a sort of conglomerate of crime, engag-
ing in illegal activities across the spectrum of Federal violations,
with a designed purpose in a structured oragnization to'minimize and
neutralize the law enforcement efforts that are directed by the State,
local, and the Federal levels.

One of the problems underlying what was felt to be inadequate
Federal response was the fragmentation of the jurisdiction of the
various Federal investigative agencies. The IRS responsible for cer-
tain violations; the Secret Service responsible for certain violations;
the FBI, Customs and DEA, or its predecessor, Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs responsible for others. In 1967 a team, a task
force of supervisory investigators from each of the various Federal
investigative agencies and experienced prosecutors from the Depart-
ment of Justice were put together to focus the efforts of the Federal
criminal investigative establishment on the problem of organized
crime as it existed in a particular area. In this case it happened to
be Buffalo.

It was a successful effort. There were significant inroads made into
the criminal organization that did exist in the Buffalo area, and
thereafter tho additional strike forces were fielded from 1968 through
1971 when, I believe it was in April 1971, the last strike force was
established. There are 17 strike forces in all in 16 geographically
located areas, by and large the major metropolitan areas of the United
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States. They are manned by attorneys from the Organized Crime and
Racketeering Section. They have representatives from the various
Federal investigative agencies, in this case, from the IRS, the FBI,
Drug Enforcement Ageney, Secret Service, Customs, Bureau of Al-
cohol, Tobacco and Firearms, assigned, and the agents are, as re-quested, generally supervisory level agents who are experienced in
their field and are able to contribute to the combined planning that
goes into a Federal strike force effort.

Mr. Chairman, I think some of the other aspects of the enforce-
ment effort represented by strike force are sometimes obscured. I
refer to the fact that when you deal with the problem of organized
crime in the United States, in the different parts of the United States,
you are dealing with a problem of massing large amounts of money
outside the tax structure, in addition to the violations involved un-
derlying illegal businesses that they are conducting. This is a serious
law enforcement and social problem insofar as we view the problem
of organized crime in the United States. To the extent that you utilize
the various civil and other sanctions of the Federal law, including
Internal Revenue Service law, we view it as impacting on the prob-
lem of organized crime and depriving organized criminals of sub-
stantial economic power.

Senator HASKELL. Excuse me, Mr. Lynch, but the Governor of my
State is on the phone and I want to talk to him just a minute. I will
be right back.

Mr. LYNCH. Certainly. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Brief recess.]
Senator HASKELL. Excuse me, gentlemen. Go ahead, Mr. Lynch.
Mr. LYNCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was just about completing

my general overview of the composition of the strike force and how
they became established, and I was referring to the fact that it is not
simply-although a large part of the effort of the Department of
Justice, of the Criminal Division, of the organized crime strike forces,
are the response to the crimes of organized crime. But it is also a very
significant part and should be a very significant part of the Federal
response, to take cognizance of the fact that these vast accretions of
economic power outside the tax structure should be something that is
of interest not only to the Department of Justice but to the Internal
Revenue Service.

In that connection Internal Revenue Service has played a very sig-
nificant role from the very beginning when the first strike force was
established and Audit the Intelligence-Divisions were assigned to the
first, strike forces.

Senator HASKELL. Let us stop there. Glittering generalities are all
very well, but let us have a specific example of how a strike force works
and what the contribution of the IRS was in a specific case, one that is
over the dam, so that there is no problem of pretrial disclosure

Mr. LYNCH. Well, I think it was in 1968 when the Attorney General
requested of the Secretary of Treasury, and the Commissioner of In-
ternftl Revenue Service, that they supply investigative representatives
from the Internal Revenue Service's Intelligence Division and Audit
Division, Bureau of Alocohol, Tobacco and Firearms, ISecret Service
and Customs, and commenced a review of the criminal situation in
New Jersey.
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Among the conclusions of the group as they mutually planned what
needed to be done was a recognition of the fact that certain people had
significant criminal as well as political influence in the New Jersey

area. The Internal Revenue Service undertook investigations of,
among other people, Hugh Addonizio who was then mayor of, I believe
it was Newark, N.J., in conjunction with their investigation of the
Boiados who were rather infamous figures in the area in charge of
various gambling, loan sharking, and other criminal operations.

The net result of the Internal Revenue Service investigation was to
expose not only the Boiado criminal activities in the area of illegal
wagering, but also to expose the interrelationships of Mr. Boiado and-
Mr. Addonizio in the regular kickback of contracts that were let out-
by the city of Newark, and that broke up that particular organization
very significantly.

Senator HASKELL. Let me just interrupt you, Mr. Lynch, because it
is important to get the IRS's role.

How did they expose the kickback relationship?
Mr. LYNCh. They did a very thorough, longtime investigation of

the contracts let by the city of "Newark, N.J. The details of that I do
not know. But they founa the conduit corporation, they traced the
moneys from the conduit corporation into the political camps.

Senator HASKELL. OK, I understand their methodology. WhIy-dou-
the FBI not have done the same thing?

Mr. LYNcH. The FBI might possibly have done the same thing if
they had a jurisdictional peg to begin with and if they had the same
ability to go through the books and records of these various corpora-
tions that the Internal Revenue Service has. But until the Internal
Revenue Service developed this information from the investigations
that they undertook, there was no clear picture of bribery being paid.
Indeed. it, was only after the Internal Revenue Ser'ice's investigation
that they surfaced the problem.

Senator HASKELL. Sure. Once they got the books and records, they
could start tracing funds, right?

Mr. LYNcH. And doing the necessary third-party interviews and
contacts, yes.

Senator HASKELL. OK. Now, suppose you convened a grand jury.
Could they not have done the same thing.

Under grand jury authority, could you not have done the same thing
with the help of the FBI?

Mr. LYN.C. The short answer to your question is yes., but it would
clearly have been without the kind of financial and, indeed, tax exper-
tise that the Internal Revenue Service had.

Senator HASKELL. OK. So we are back to talking about expert fi-
nancial types.

Mr. LYNCH. With a predicate in their tax jurisdiction. That is to
say, you can have a fine, outstanding, very thorough CPA, but he may
not. know much either about tax processes or tax practices or how the
tax laws apply and work, and that is a particular and peculiar ex-
pertise that the Internal Revenue Services does supply.

Senator *HASKELL. So it is the expertise of the knowledge of the tax
laws combined with accounting and financial expertise.

Mr. LYNCiI. Yes, sir, that is as I view it.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir, that is it.
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Senator HAsKFuJ. Mr. Lynch, you may have heard Mr. Cohen, who
was here a moment ago, say that there are other folks who have the
qualities which you talk about. I am sure that if representatives of
Arthur Andersen or- Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., were here they
would say there are other folks who have that expertise.

What I am trying to get at is, why is it essential to use the Internal
Revenue Service?

Mr. LYNCH. Because vast amounts of income taxes are being evaded
by people whose regular profession it is, not only to engage in illegal
businesses such as loansharking and illegal gambling, but a necessary
comcomitant of their business is to take into account some way to
evade the tax on those profits from those businesses.

Senator HASKFL. Now, wait a minute. We are not talking about a
tax case. We are not talking about putting a person in jail because he
failed to report income. You are talking about extortion and kick-
backs, which I assume was

Mr. LYNCH. But income, also, Also, income.
Senator HASKELL. All right, so long as there is income, but suppose

there hadn't been? Suppose they had reported their income but used
something else?

They would not say, for extortion, x number of dollars, but they
might have said gambling at the racetrack, the same number of dol-
lars. Now then, they would have paid whatever tax was due the U.S.
Government, and then I do not think there would have been a neces-
sary-

ir. LYNCH. There probably would not have been a case, in that
circumstance.

Senator HASKELL. But there still might have been an extortion.
You mentioned extortion which would be a different criminal

statute.
Mr. LY CH. Yes, that is right.
Senator HASKELL. If there is tax deficiency involved, obviously, the

IRS should be involved; but where there may not be a tax deficiency,
cannot other people do things just'as well ?

Mr. LYNCH. Yes.
Senator HASKEL. That is all I want to know. Go ahead.
Mr. NA-MRATO. Mir. Chairman.
Mr. GUILTANT. Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. WVould you please identify yourself to the

reporter.
Mr. NATMORATO. M.v name is Cono R. Namorato. I am Chief of the

Criminal Section of the Tax Division.
It would be rare that you would run across an extortion situation

,'here the individual involved would be reporting it on his tax returns.
No. 1.990 times out of a 100 where you do have an extortion-type
crime you will also have a tax-related crime.

Secondly, if an individual does report an item on his tax return and
mislabels it, you could very well wind up having a violation of title
26. section 7206.

Senator HASKELL. You are a little ahead of me on these sections.
But suppose you have invoked a grand jury and found out a few of
these things; and you could tell the Internal Revenue Service so they
can take it from there and suppose the Internal Revenue Service, in
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the course of one of its audits, finds there is a potential violation of
an extortion section; surely they would let you know.

But the only thing which I am curious about is that there seems to
be an implicit assumption among many of you folks that everybody
has to work together right from the beginning. I just wonder if that
is absolutely necessary, in view you heard Mr. Cohen's statement and
Mr. Rogovin's statement which are different from yours.

Your assumption is that unless you all start working together from
the beginning, we are not going to come out with any kind of a success-
ful prosecution.

Mr. GIULIAXI. Mr. Chairman, my name is Rudolph Giuliani. I am
Associate Deputy Attorney General, and for the last 5 years I have been
a prosecutor in the Southern District of New York. I was in charge of
the Special Prosecutions Section that dealt with official corruption. I
was in charge of the Narcotics Section and I was executive assistant
in that office. And I think that probably is the largest U.S. attorney's
office, or at least Federal prosecutor's office, in the United States.

And I can tell you from personal experience that in any investiga-
tion of a sophisticated crime, probably the success or failure as to
whether or not you are going to uncover the criminal activity that is
often artfully concealed is going to turn on your ability to organize it
well at the beginning. You need a team. A lawyer, an experienced
investigator, and usually a man who is experienced in being able to
go through books and records and to try and unravel the web which is
usually weaved by those who are trying to conceal the financial trans-
actions that are involved in the crimes they commit.

Attempting to investigate those kinds of crimes by referring things
by memorandum to other agencies just does not work. You have to
work together and try to interpret the leads that you are getting as
they are coming in with a team that is familiar with all of the facts
of the investigation.

-Senator HASKELL. I could not possibly agree with you more. And
the only thing that I want to try and bring out is that you have to
have your lawyer, you have to have your investigator, you have to
have your financial man, you have to have your accountant. Why,
necessarily, does your accountant, your financial man, have to come
from IRS ?

Mr. GIUL4 ANI. I do not think he necessarily has to come from IRS.
I think as things work out, most of these crimes, crimes involving brib-
ery, crimes involving large dealings in narcotics, crimes involving ex-
tortion, generally also involve evasion of substantial amounts of tax;
because those who take bribes rarely, if ever, report those bribes on
their tax returns. So that the IRS-

Senator HASKELL. Oh, I agree with you, sure.
Mr. GIurmxN. So that the IRS is not just assisting the Justice De-

partment in fulfilling the Justice Department's mission. Their failure
to investigate and to allocate a substantial amount of their resources
to those crimes would be defeating their own mission, if they were not
doing that. So it makes sense for the Internal Revenue Sgrvice to allo-
cate a substantial amount of their manpower to these mnnds of investi-
gations. These are also the investigations that will obtain the most
publicity for the Internal Revenue Service, and that has a very bene-
ficial effect.
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There is anexample given by the Commissioner in this statement
that he submitted which I think puts it best, and I just think he comes
to the wrong conclusion.

He gives the example of, if there were a-choice between making a
tax evasion case against a major member of organized crime or a pro-
fessional, he would think that it might have more tax deterrent to
make the dase against the professional because taxpayers would iden-
tify better with the professional. -

The problem is, they would not hear about the professional being
prosecuted. Maybe five people would hear about that. It would be on
page 58 of the New York Times if it was in the New York Times, and
probably it would not be. I have prosecuted many, many tax cases,
many of them against doctors and lawyers, that never appeared in
the newspapers.

I prosecuted one tax case against a relative-in fact, a brother-in-
law of Vito Genovese-and that was on the first page of the New York
Times and I am sure had a lot more deterrent effect, not only on or-
ganized criminals, but on regular, ordinary taxpayers who see that
the Internal Revenue Service is sabstantia'lly involved in enforcing
the tax laws.

Senator HASKELL. Now, that is a judgmental thing. You may -be
right or the Commissioner may be right. I do not know who is right,
but th-t is judgmental.

Mr. GIU ,,AN-. I think the problem, Mr. Chairman, is, there are an
awful lot of agents in the Internal Revenue Service-and certainly
I know from experience, just. having spoken to all 94 U.S. attorneys,
certainly among most of the U.S. attorneys, that the Internal Revenue
Service over the. course of the last several years has deemphasized,
substantially deemphasized its effort to comlat organized crime and
has-I cannot quantify it-has put it. down the prior ity ladder as one
of those things that it'considers important in its mission.

Now, I do not klnow how important that should be in terms of num-
bers. I am not sure that I can dictate--and I do not want to-how
much manpower they should devote to that.

What I am saying is that given what they have done in past years,
they have cut back substantially on that mission.

Senator HISKELL,. Let me interrupt you, because I thinc maybe you
are just. the gentleman who could answer this.

Generally speaking, to what extent (1o U.S. attorneys use tax in-
formation as a starting point for financial investigations?

Mr. GIULa-Nr. I do not want to categorically say never. I cannot
offhand think of a situation that. I was either pers6nally involved in
or that I knew about where tax information was the starting point of
an investigation, except maybe a referral from an Internal Revenue
agent. who may have picked up a lead, but not the tax return itself.

Senator HASKELL. ("an anybody else answer that question ?
Mr. N,\mon,\ro. I would agree. with Mr. Giuliani. Based on m--ex-

perience. the need for tax return information would come afte5 you
have an indication that, there was bribery or after there are indications
of an exortion. It would be at that point that, you would request dis-
closure authority from the Internal Revemnue Service to examine .th.
individual's tax return to see whether or not the extortion or bribery
income was reported. But it would be rare at the inception of the
investigation.
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Mr. LYNCH. I agree with that.
Senator HASKELL. Well, that to me is quite a different thing' and

quite essential.
In other words, you have an indication that bribery has taken place.

It could be a hundred different ways. So you would have at least rea-
sonable grounds to believe it might take place. Now at that point,
obviously, you ask the IRS for their investigative help or their in-
formation. That is quite a different thing from having a generalized
thought that maybe somebody is doing something and getting all of
you folks together in a strike force. I would make that as a point of
distinction, saying to you, sir, as to whether or not right from the very
beginning, not do you need a well-trained accountant, but do you
need a well-trained IRS person?

Mr. LY NC. May I say, Mr. Chairman, in a number of cases the
investigation conducted by the Internal Revenue Service would in-
volve perhaps third-party contacts, not information from the tax
return at all. But on cof-poration A's tax return, investigation may
lead to third-party contacts which make it quite clear to the Internal
Revenue Service revenue agent or sometimes special agent that that
corporation or officers of that corporation are either victims of or are
committing certain violations, either extortion, loansharking, or vio-
lations such as that. And that happened quite frequently.

Senator HASKELIL. And at that time they should turn it over to you.
Mir. Lyxcii. That is correct.
Senator HASKELL. But there again, you see, it is not necessary that

everybody start out at the ground floor.
Now, let me ask you this. Is there any effort made in strike force

cases to coordinate IRS and FBI activity ?
Mr. LYNcH. Yes; and they do it quite successfully in a number of

cases.
Senator HASKELIL. Now, who does that coordination?
Mr. LYNxcii. Generally, the attorney together with the FBI agent

responsible for the case and the IRS strike force representative.
Senator HASK:ELL. W1ho is this attorney? Is he the man in chargeof

the particular strike force?
Mr. LYNcit. Or one of the attorneys on the strike force in charge of a

)articular investigation.
Senator IJASKELI,. And he would normally, I suppose, come from

Justice.
Mr. LYNcH. Yes.
Senator HASKELr. Basically, Justice is in charge of these strike

forces that are put together and then you have the IRS and the FBI
and the SEC )articipating? Is that the way it works?

Mifr. LYxCH. Yes; in charge in the sense that they are responsible for
the operation of coordination.

Senator H.SKELL. Coordination and direction, I suppose.
Mr. LY,,cii. That is correct, yes.
Senttor HSKEI, L. Now let. me ask you this. If you determine that

there is a certain illicit activity going on in Denver, Colo., who makes
the determination? WVho contacts who to get agency blessing on the
formation of this strike force? What is the methodology?

Mr. LYxcH. It really is an amalgam of information- from the vari-
ouis agencies, the various Federal investigative agencies, as well as a
review by the Department of Justice, that a particular area is so
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severely impacted that we ought to establish or take some more
affirmative effort in that particular area.

That was done when the strike forces were initiated. ThJ970 the
President appointed a National Council on Organized Crime, and that
body established priorities for the placement or the initiation of strike
forces. And the last one, as I say, was established in 1971.

Senator HASKELL. Let us use Salt Lake City, just for an example.
Suppose you have in this city a situation where you think there-is
substantial criminal activity. As the lead man in Justice, what do you
do I Who do you contact? Who do you get clearances from?

Mr. LYrNc-Well, I would initially, I suppose-say that that infor-
mation would come in from an agency, say the FBI or, indeed, the
IRS, that there is an acute problem that they would like us to take a
look at. We ordinarily would get together with the U.S. attorney in
the particular district and discuss it with him.

If circumstances warranted, we would then have one of our present
strike forces send a man over to Salt Lake City to confer with the vari-
ous investigative agencies and see if we can agree upon a proposed plan
of action.

Senator HASKELL. In other words, you have existing strike forces?
Mr. LYNCH. That is correct.
Senator HASKELL. You do not form new strike forces?
Mr. LYNcH. That is correct.
Senator HAsKELL. So whatyou are doing is assigning existing strike

forces to different situations as they come to your attention.
Mr. LYNcH. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. I See.
Well, now, going back to the financial investigation of some indi-

vidual that you think may be involved. In investigating him, do you
then ask the IRS for tax returns of his associates aspossible leads to
something else?

Mr. GrMLIANr. It would depend on the investigation. That would
not be a normal practice. Usually, the way a U.S. attorney begins what
I would describe as a sophisticated investigation, one involving bribery
or maybe a securities violation, is by first-obviously, you start with
a lead. That would come to you in any number of ways. Maybe some-
one alleges that a public official has received bribes over a long period
of time and describes in general the method by which the public offi-
cial received the bribe. You might very well begin by calling up the
Internal Revenue Service, by calling up whomever the appropriate
a agentis that runs the Internal Revenue Service in your area, and
discussing what you have available at-this point with him and ask-
ing him to supply you with an agent, both an intelligence agent and
a revenue agent.

One of the first things you might do is to request the tax return
of the subject of the investigation, the person about whom it is alleged
that he received the bribe.

Senator HASKELL. Sure.
Mr. GIULANr. To see if there is any handling of that on his tax

returns. I have never seen one reported on a tax return.
Senator HASKELL. I would not say it would be reported under the

heading of bribe.
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Mr. GIuLuNI. Right. And normally it is not reported in any other
way for fear I imagine, that it would alert someone to the fact that
there was additional mcome that is not explainable.

Senator HASKELL. And then, having gotten the subject's tax return
and say it shows he has got several partnerships in the corporation,
do you then ask for the partnerships' and the corporation's tax returns ?

Mr. GiuLuAxi. Usually at the same time you are doing that, because
that process administratively takes usually a month or 6 weeks to
obtain a tax return, you are pursuing whatever other leads might be
available-records of meetings, airplane" trips-whatever the infor-
mation suggests that you should be following up, and hopefully by the
time you get the tax return you have some picture of the way in
which the crime was committed and maybe even a witness or two.
that helps establish that crime. If, in fact, there were other cocon-
spirators involved in the crime, let us say this particular public official
received bribes by using an intermediary, you might-

Senator HASKELL. Well, let us say you cannot prove bribes. You still
think you have a bribe, butyou find him in the XYZ partnership. Do
you then ask for the XYZ partnership's tax return?

Mr. GIULIANI. You might do that. yes, sir.
Senator HASKELL. And then would you possibly ask for Mr. X's,

Mr. ,Y's and Mr. Z's tax returns for investigative purposes?
M.%r. GIULIANI. It would depend on whether you found any indica-

tion that they were involved.
Senator HASKELL. Or you thought.
Mr. GIULIANI. I think it would go a little bit beyond thinking. I

-cannot remember, really, just indiscriminately asking for tax returns
and being burdened by the delay just in order to look at the tax return.
Usually there would have to be some indication that satisfied you that
you were going to find something on that tax return that was helpful
to furthering the investigation of a specific crime nature.

Senator HASKELL. Now I have a document which I gather was
prepared in July by the Department of Justice concerning the use
of tax returns in nontax litigation. I will just read from this
document.

The tax returns are generally the starting point in tracing the flow of money
and stocks and identifying beneficiaries of any of the above fraudulent schemes.
Specific examples of uses cited by the U.S. Attorneys we surveyed include the
following: one, identifying the silent partners, mail and wire frauds. Tax re-
turns have been used to trace fraudulently obtained funds.
0I gather this would be one of the matters. And then it says, "Prov-
ing motive, tax returns have been used to determine the financial
position of putative defendants and thus establish a motive." And it
goes through a series of these.

Now, let iis hear from some of the people in the IRS. What happens
from your viewpoint. Of course, you already have personnel estab-
lished. Mr. Jones is a member of Strike Force A, am I correct, and
Mr. Jones is somebody in your office.

Mr. CLANCY. A Strike Force representative from Intelligence; yes,
sir.
. Senator IAsKyM.. All right. He is your representative. Now how is
he selected ? Who selected him and who selects his replacement?
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Mr. C wNCY. A'the present time they are decentralized either under
the regional commissioner or under the district director, depending
upon the geographic coverage of the strike force itself. That varies.
They are selected by the person that lie reports to, either the regional
commissioner or the district commissioner.

Senator J{ASKEJL,. So, the district director himself generally would
have authority I

Mr. CLA -cy. Yes, sir.
Senator HASKELL. And then who does he, the coordinating man of

the strike force, ask for some 'information? Does lie have full author-
ity to give whatever information is requested, assuming it is in your
files?

Mr. CArzcy. No, sir. He is limited to what he can provide the strike
force under the. disclosure law.

Senator I,\SKELI,. What is that ?
Mr. CLAxcY. That requires the, in the case of the strike force, the

Assistant Attorney General of the Crinminal Division to request a
letter to the Commissioner to provide information that we may have
on Mr.-Doe under the disclosure law itself, the statutory law.

Senator HASKELL. So then a letter has to go to the Commissioner
asking for all information you may have on Mr. Doe. Is a reason given
as to wvhy that information should be fortlhcoming?

Mr. CLANCY. Yes, sir, it is.
Again, as specific as the strike force attorney can give, he is to give

the reason that he is making this request.
Senator HASKELL. I underistand.
To your knowledge, has such a request for information ever been

turned down?
Mr. Cr,ANCY. I cannot, answer that to my personal knowledge. I know

that there. has been a great deal of discussion on this over the past
couple of years, and I believe the strike force attorneys and the U.S.
attorneys have been requested by the Attorney General to provide
more specificity in their requests so the Commissioner can respond to
them. I know for a matter of fact that in some requests letters are
written from the Internal Revenue Service back to the requesting
U.S. attorney to provide more background information on just why
he does need it before permission is granted.

Mr. LY.NCH. May I just interject at this time, Mr. Chairman?
Senator HASKELL. Certainly.
Mr. LYvcH. You may have a misconcel)tion that most bf the sug-

gested areas of Internal Revenue investigation come only from either
the attorney on the strike force oranother agency. Quite often, prob-
ably the majority, come from the Internal Revenue Service representa-
tive on the strike force. He is aware of the organized crime picture in
the area, and in discussions with the other agencies finding out what
they view the problems are, what their information is. He may then
decide that this is an area that is peculiarly susceptible to Internal
Revenue Service investigation and suggest that they go into an investi-
gation in that particular area, and will then initiate a request for dis-
closure.

Senator HASKELL. I see.
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Now, let me ask you again what kind of backup is there for the
Strike Force speciM agent? In other words, does the Audit Division
do civil investigations at his request ? What kind of help does he getI

Mr. CLANCY. Yes, sir.
The district organization in the strike force area, we have one

strike force representative that operates as a liaison, still a Revenue
Service employee, but he operates as a liaison with the strike force
attorney and the other representatives that are on the strike force
from the other enforcement agencies. That is the person that we just
discussed, that is generally selected by the District Director. But then
under the District Director lie has a Chief of the Audit Division and
a Chief of the Intelligence Division, and they develop their strike
force program on a yearly basis, based on all of the intelligence that
we have to identify those dividuals that we want to place in the pro-
gram, and to eitfier initiate examinations or investigations against
them.

Senator HASKELL. And so, the strike force representative might
request that, a civil investigation go forward on Mr. Doe because he
has a lead that maybe Mr. Doe in some way was involved?

Mr. CLANCY. Ys, sir. But again, the approval-before any exami-
nation or an investigation is made-is not because the strike force
representative provides that. name. That is only the beginning. Then all
of the background material is provided, and' if it warrants, if in the
judgment of the District Internal Revenue people, if an examination
and-investigation is warranted, one would be initiated at that time.

This is why it is quite important for us to maintain the integrity of
the Revenue Service in having the final decision on selecting the cases
that we, in fact, will

Senator HAS KE 1L. And this is where the District Director would say
yes or no.

Mr. CLANCY. Yes, sir.
Mr. G1,ULTANT. Mr. Chairman, just so that. there is no misunderstand-

ing as to the dispute, whatever it is, there is no suggestion from the
Department of Justice that IRS should not have final control over
determining whether they participate or do not participate in an in-
vestigation or a prosecution. Our dispute probably turns on the prior-
ity given by the Internal Revenue Service to what, we might generally
call cases involving illegally derived income. The statement that is
going to be given later by the Federal Criminal Investigators Asso-
oiation, substantially states at least one of the Department's concerns.
I can say easily 30 or 34 different U.S. attorneys-at the recent U.S.
Attorneys Conference explained to us situations in which they asked
for Internal Revenue Service participation in investigations mostly
involving crimes such as corruption, securities fraud, various kinds of
business frauds, where they asked for Internal Revenue Service par-
ticipation in situations in which they had been granted participation
before, not in situations where they were asking Internal Revenue
Service to investigate completely nontax crimes, but crimes that over
the years. have had a high potential for producing tax prosecutions,
and that they had been refused Internal Revenue Service participa-
tion in those cases.
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That is really our concern. We do not say that they should devote
all of their manpower to investigating these kinds of cases. What we
:a re saying is that the feedback that we get from the U.S. Attorneys and
strike forces is that IRS have substantially'cut back on what they had
been doing, and for that reason we are very concerned about it, because
there are many criminals who can only be prosecuted by utilizing the
criminal sanctions of the Internal Revenue Code.

Senator HASKELL. Now, explain to me why
M. Mr. GIuLIAwi. The Janko case was put probably as the most absurd

example that could be found.
Senator HASKLL. That was pretty far out.
Mr. GrumAzN. Yes. There are many examples of how the criminal

sanctions of the Internal Revenue Code have been used to prosecute
dangerous criminals who had immunized themselves from prosecution
for any other crime. The prosecution of Frank Costello, in the 1950's
is a perfect example of how the tax criminal sanctions constitute the
only way to reach some of the most notorious members of organized
crime. Frank Costello basically owned the city of New York. He
owned the members of the bench; he owned the major political party
in that city, and he was unreachable because he worked through a
chain of associates who protected him against any possible involve-
ment. There were no witnesses against him.

Senator HASKELL. Now, how did this tax thing help I
Mr. GIULIANI. Because he had spent so much money beyond what

he had claimed he had earned that he was prosecutable lor income
tax evasion on a net worth theory. The Government was able to prove
that Costello must have earned a great deal more money than he was
reporting because he was spending a great deal more than he was re-
porting in astronomical amounts.

Now, those are very difficult cases because you have to go back and
reconstruct everything that a person earned, and tWe everything that
he spent. That man would have-

Senator HASKELL. And it was only on a net worth case that they
nailed him, is that right?

Mr. GIULIANT. That is right. That is absolutely right, and I can
point to several other situations. A case that I was involved in many
years later involving a loan shark who had operated for many, many
years, and the FBI, in fact, had attempted on numerous.oecasions
to prosecute him, and it had even gotten into the grand jury with one
or two investigations of him. Lo and behold, witnesses were killed or
refused to testify when they arrived at tle grand jury. Two or three
went to jail rather than testify against him. The only way he was
successfully prosecuted was in a similar fashion by Internal Revenue
agents and auditors sitting down and comparing what he reported
he earned as against what he actually spent. Otherwise he would still
be operating as a loan shark in-New York City.

Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Chairman, Singleton Wolfe, Internal Revenue-
I do not think we have any disagreement over that kind of case. From
the Internal Revenue's point of view, let me say how we see it. One
is that when we get into one of these cases, we want a reasonable likeli-
hood that there is going to be a tax matter involved. Two, we do not
want to do other than title 26 investigations. If we get into a case and
determine that there is no tax matter involved, we are concerned
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as to whether we shouhtd'ontinue this case simply because there may
be some other crime .that has been committed which does not fall
within our jurisdiction. The third point I would like to make as far as
Revenue is concerned, is that thesw cases should have the same criteria'
as any other tax case should have, and that is how we see our policy
of work in this area.

Mr. LYNCm May I make a comment on that, Mr. Chairman?
Senator HASKELL. Let me just ask, if I may, one question. Would

it be helpful to you, Mr. Wolfe, if for example, from the IRS view-
point, authority over strike force personnel was centralized in a na-
tional office in the sense that requests for information were passed
on centrally to the national office as opposed to the many districts?

Mr. WoFE. No, Mr. Chairman, it would not. We had it centralized
there. I was Director of the Audit Division at the time it was central-
ized. I had 20,000 people reporting to me. There is no way, as Di-
rector of the Audit Division that I could possibly adequately super-
vise what was going on with the audit strike force representatives.

Now, what we need to do is to develop the procedures that our field
people can follow and then exercise oversight to see that they properly
follow those procedures.

Senator HASKELL. Yes, I understand.
Mr. Lynch, you had a comment?
Mr. LyNxc. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a comment on Mr. Wolfe's

comment on what he proposes as selectivity on prosecution. The former
Commissioner Cohen referred to a study that the IRS and the De-
)artment of Justice did in 1968, the Role of Sanctions in Tax Com-

pliance, and that related to a survey covering the fiscal year 1965
before the establishment of strike forces. That reflects that the source
of tax racketeering investigations then was as follows: About three-
fifths, originated from the special agents of the Internal Revenue
Service themselves; slightly over one-sixth, that is a little less than
17 percent, resulted from audit examinations; one-fifth originated
from the Department of Justice or other Government agencies; and
the remainder from informants.

If you take as a criteria for selectivity something other than the DIF
system that has been discussed, that is, 60 percent relying on the
machine kicking out the right audits, the kind of people who are en-
gaged in professional criminality are so well advised and have the
sufficient wherewithal to employ attorneys and accountants, their
filed returns are never going to be kicked out of that machine. They
know how to protect themselves from that kind of investigation.

Senator HASKELL. I am sure you are right there. But what-I am
sure you are right there. But on the other hand, I would think that the
IRS, well, where do we go from what you say? I am sure you are
correct. But a computer, they can outsmart the computer is what you
are saying, and I agree with you.

Mr. LYncI. Right.
Mr. Chairman, what we are talking about here is a question of or-

dering of priorities and maybe even more importantly, the per-ception
in the field of the ordering of priorities within the Internal Revenue
Service, and as Mr. Giuliani stated-although I was not at the U.S. At-
torneys' Conference, he brings back from that a perception among..,
them that the Internal Revenue Service commitment to this kind of
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complex investigation is being withdrawn. The perception I have,
and I think it is backed a little bit more by figures, is that indeed the
IRS commitment to the strike force in the organized crime enforce-
ment program has been diminished. I would say that the intelligence
commitment has been diminished from about 311 direct man-years in
1972 to 302 in 1973, and 286 direct investigative man-years ina 1974. I
do not have the figures for fiscal year 1975.

Senator HAsKFLu Thank you, Mr. Lynch. That bell was a vote. I
will go over and vote and be right back.

I will be back gentlemen. It will be just 5 minutes.
LA brief recess was taken.]

enator HASKELL. Mr. Giuliani, one question.
You, having been in the U.S. attorney's office, let us assume that

John Doe, in the Southern District of New York, is an object of your
investigation and you need some information from the Internal
Revenue Service on Mr. Doe and his associates.

Just sort of describe to me, physically, how you are going to go
about getting it.

Mr. GIULIANI. You mean information or investigative help, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator IHASKELL. Both.
Mr. GIULIANI. Well, if you needed investigative help you would

probably sit down with the regional directors, or someone like that,
and explain to him the proof that you had available, what investigative
plans you had, and generally you would get the help. U.S. Attorneys-=
at least in my experience in the Southern District of New York-gen-
erally did not want to waste their resources any more than they wanted
to waste the resources of the Internal Revenue Service. And usually,
judgments like that, that they are going to undertake a major investi-
gation, are only made because you have enough evidence available to
assure yourself that you are not wasting your time.

If you needed information, the problem you normally have is the
disclosure rules of the IRS. You would have to write a letter in which
you laid out the reason why you needed information. And that letter
would be signed by the U.S. attorney. And then, assuming it was
approved-and normally it was, because generally what you are ask-
ing for in the way of information were tax returns-4 , 5, 6 weeks later
you would receive a tax return.

Senator HASKEL., But if you needed an investigation you would
discuss this with the regional commissioner.

Mr. GIULTANr. Or the district director. Or, on some occasions, I
can think of situations in which Mr. Curran, as U.S. attorney, dis-
cussed the situation with the Commissioner-with Commissioner Alex-
ander-in order to straighten out some misunderstandings.

Senator HASKELL. And this investigation might be investigation by

the Intelligence Division, or it might be investigation by the regular
Audit Division; is that. correct,?

Mr. GruLTANi. That is correct.
Senator HASKE.LL. Would this include, possibly, third party in-

vestigations as well as your principal investigations, if warranted by
the other f
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Mr. GIULIANX. i am trying to think of an actual situation when that
was involved.

Yes, it would; it would involve that.
Senator HASKEJLL. And would it also, maybe, investigate your own

witnesses, the Government witness?
Mir. GIULIANI. Yes, sir.
If I could give you maybe one example.
Senator HASKELL. I think it would be very helpful.
Mr. GIu I,%xi. I will use as an example a case that has already been

completed. There were allegations about 2 years ago that the New
York City Narcotics Division-an-elite corps of detectives--were in-
volved in dealing with major narcotics offenders, were taking bribes,
stealing money, and doing all sorts of other things, perjuring them-
selves, arresting people basically with a view toward obtaining bribes
from them and not fulfilling their function.

There was substantial information to that effect, and the U.S. at-
torney put together what I guess could be called a task force that
involved then BNDD agents and Internal Revenue agents to in-
vestigate that situation. He did that by calling together the Regional
Director of the BNDD, the District Director of the Internal Revenue
Service, sitting down with them, telling them what he had available.

Senator H\SKELL. What is the BNI)l)?
Mr. GIULIANT. The Bureau of Narcotics, now known as the Drug

Enforcement Administration.
That investi nation lasted a year. Some of the subjects were pros-

ecuted for narcoticsoffenses; most of them could not be. Most of them
were prosecuted because. they had excessive amounts of money spent
on very low fixed incomes; earning $20.000 a year they were spending
$100,000 a year.

So it was the combined efforts of both that really enabled the U.S.
attorney to prosecute just about every single one of the agents, or
detectives, that had been assigned to that division, including the
commanding officer who was prosecuted for income tax evasion.

If there was a request like that made now, it would probably be
rejected on the local level. It would require discussing this with Mr.
Alexander and getting him to agree with you, and then get the Dis-
trict Director to go along with you, because the District Director
perceives that he is not supposed to involve himself in investiga-
tions like that any more, that Commissioner Alexander takes the posi-
tion that IRS is deemphasizini involvement in those kinds of investi-
gations. And therefore, it woui~d require going a lot further than the
U.S. attorney would have to go in the past.

Senator HASKELL. Let me hear from the IRS.
Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to get into an argument

over deemphasis. I would like to submit for the record the amount
of manpower that Internal Revenue Service has put into this pro-
gram from its inception through 1975. Those are the latest figures
that we have, both special agents and Internal Revenue agents, and
then you can see and look.

Senator HASKFLL. It will be received in the record.
f The information referred to follows:]
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MANPOWER APPLIED TO STRIKE FORCE PI(qomAM

Staff years '
Total revenueaent and

Fiscal year special agent Other

1968 ....................................................................... &112 38
1969' ..................................................................... 150 60
1970' ..................................................................... 370 154
19714 ..................................................................... 856 398
1972' ..................................................................... 1,066 443
1973 ................................................... 1056 470
1974 ................................................... 1,038 489
1975 ....................................................................... 904 333

I Includes all full- or part-time technical, clerical, and other support personnel,
* Only audit, intelligence not available,
3 Includes Department of Justice and other racketeer cases for audit (separate statistics not available).
4 Includes Department of Justice cases for audit (separate statistics not available).

Senator HASKELL. I would like to ask you, though, Mr. Giuliani
said that the request would really go to the Regional Commissioner,
or the District Director, normally, and then it comes-then, what the
heck happens? He goes and tells somebody to do something?

Mr. WVOLFE. He says that, as lie understands it-and I think it is a
judgment call on his part-that our people in the field would not
honor that request. And I question that.

I think if this has a reasonable likelihood of a tax case our people
have instructions to go ahead and accept it. And he maybe has in-
formation that I do not haA'e.

Senator HASKELL. I mean, I am just talking about the flow of
requests.

Mr. WrOLFE. Normally the District Director would make that de-
cision right on the scene. Now if it is a questionable one, where the
District Director is not'sure that there is a reasonable likelihood that
a tax case will develop, I think it probably would come in. He would
do one of two things: He would say, "No, I do not see that as a likely
case that we should get involved in," or, he would go up and seek
advice from the Regional Commissioner, and the Regional Commis-
sioner may come in and seek advice.

Senator HASKELL. And may say yes or may say no.
Mr. WonrE. Right.
Senator HAS.KELL. Suppose you have a-well, suppose you have a

situation such as Mr. Giuliani said, that they would occasionally re-
quest investigations of their own witnesses-I gather to determine
their credibility. That would be the purpose, would it not? Now, what
would you do in a situation like that?

Mr. WOLIFE. I do not think to check the credibility of their own
witnesses. I just do not think the Internal Revenue Service, unless it
involves a title 26, or a likelihood of a title 26 violation, that we should
be involved in that.

Senator HASKELL. Well, now the witness, of course, is not-presum-
ably is not-guilty of any crime,- or, let us make that assumption, but
nevertheless, you would kind of like to know, if you are a lawyer,
whether your witness is going to be turned upside down in a court-
room. And therefore, I can understand why a prosecutor would want
to know what his witness' background was. So I can see why the
request would be made.
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Now, can you tell me of your own knowledge, how the request
would be received by the Internal Revenue Service h

Mr. WOLFE. My opinion today is, they are requesting that--why
could the attorney not get his own witnesses in and question them
thoroughly as to what they are going to testify to, instead of having
our people do it?

Senator HASKELL. Are you saying, then, that the IRS has not, or
does not, or, to your knowledge does not conduct background investi-gations?

Mr. WOLFE. We have done it; yes, sir.
Senator HASKELL. You have done it in the past?
Mr. WoLFE. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. But your present policy is not to do it; is that

the case?
Mr. WOLFE. Well, I think it depends. If-it is a tax matter which we

are going forward on, we would permit our special agents to do this,
because this is all in preparation of that case that is to be presented.

Senator HASKELL. And it is not against the witness-the case is not
against the witness, it, is against the third party.

Mr. WoLFE. But it involves one of our cases. It involves a title 26
case.

Senator HASKELL. I understand.
M r. WOLFE. And we are very concerned about the successful prose-

cution of that case.
Senator HASKELL. I understand.
Well, Mr. Morris points out to me that under existing regulations

the Department of Justice can request certain information, whether
it be a tax matter or not. The section is, what, 6103? I presume you
honor the mandate of 6103?

Mr. WOLFE. Oh, yes.
If the Attorney General, or the U.S. attorney, makes a specifie-

request for a tax return, properly filed with us, we do honor that.
Senator HASKELL. Well, thank you, gentlemen.
Well, I do have one more questiontilr. Morris has handed me hero

for Mr. Lynch.
Apparently, under a section that I did not know existed, it is 1961

of title 18, you have certain authorities to get a court order seeking
divestiture of property, or ceasing business where there is criminal
activity, or a prima face case 6f criminal activity.

Mr. LYNCH. Yes, sir. Pattern of racketeering. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Now, if you have that authority do you ever use

the assessment and early termination authority in the Internal
Revenue Code which, of course, results in a seizure? Do you ever,
since the enactment of this statute here-section 1961'have you
ever rosortetAo what is called, I guess in the parlance, a boxcar as-
sessment with a subsequent seizure?

Mr. LYNCH. Well, Mr. Chairman, I understand the early termina-
tions and the jeopardy assessments were significant in the narcotic
taxpayer program which were not under my supervision, as Judge
Tyler testified. I agree with him that those particular techniques are
pretty low on the priority of things that we consider important insofar
as IRlS is concerned. We also have a forfeiture provision in the U.S.
Code title 18-section 1955-in connection with illegal gambling busi-
nesses. And that, together with this provision, gives us fairly broad
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forfeiture authority assuming we have proof beyond a reasonable
doubt.

Senator HASKELL. Did you have something?
Mr. NA31ORATO. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to add that before coming to the Department of

Justice I spent 5-years as a special agent with the Intelligence Divi-
sion of the Internal Revenue Service. Most of my experience was in
the area of organized crime and racketeering-type cases in the New
York City area.

Throughout this period I never once was involved with an early
termination or a jeopardy assessment. The procedures are rarely used
by the Intelligence I)ivision in strike force cases.

Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Chairman, in response to your earlier question,
from Internal Revenue's point of view, I know of no cases in which
they ask us to make an early termination on .a strike force case under
either section 1955 or 1961 of title 18.

Senator HASK ELL. Thank you.
Gentlemen, thank you very much, indeed. We appreciate your being

here.
Mr. LY.-('i. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator H.\SKErr. Thank you.
The next witness is.AIr. Sherwin P. -Simnmons of the ABA, Sec-

tion of Taxation.

STATEMENT OF SHERWIN P. SIMMONS, SECTION OF TAXATION,
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM S.
COREY, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE PRAC-
TICE, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. SIMMoNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The section of taxation welcomes the opportunity to share with

you its views on this most important subject. Appearing with--me here
today is Mr. William S. Corey of Washington, who is chairman of
our committee on administrative practice.

Senator HASKETLL. We are pleased to have you here, Mr. Corey.
Mr. SriM-.roNs. If you please, we have prepared a written statement

which we would appreciate having put in the record.
Senator HASKELL. It will be reproduced in full in the record.
Mfr. Sximioxs. The subject matter of these hearings is entitled "The

Role of the Internal Revenue Service in -Federal Law Enforcement
Activities."

This is a subject of vital concern to the section of taxation. We
have devoted a portion of our written statement to a discussion of the
involvement of the Internal Revenue Service in noncriminal matters,
for example, the economic stabilization program, oil allocation guide-
lines, and most recently, the child support obligations which were
given to the Service.

With your permission, we will not make any mention of those
activities during our oral presentation, and go to the more central
theme of this morning's presentation.

Suffice it to say, the American Bar Association does not favor the
Internal Revenue Service participating in completely nontax activ-
ities. We do not believe that the possible jeopardy to the critical con-
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'fidence of the public in our tax system justifies the diversion of Service
-personnel to extraneous law enforcement unrelated to the tax laws.

We believe that a succession of roles in which the Service acts as a
policeman for reasons other than the collection of taxes is bound to
erode the ability of the Service to earn the desired image of a fair
tax administrator. The "in terrorem" use of Service personnel in these
programs can scarcely foster the acceptance of Service people as
objective judges of our complex tax laws.

This problem is aggravated when considered in light of the specific
relationship between the Service and an individual taxpayer. This is
something we believe that the witnesses this morning have not focused
upon.

There is a large group-most taxpayers are not involved in criminal
matters, and we think it is these taxpayers that deserve some consider-
ation in thesehearings. After all, as has been repeatedly said this
morning, our tax system is unique around the world. And it is unique

because taxpayers annually assess themselves and file their own tax
returns.

We believe that this cooperation between the tax paying public and
the Internal Revenue Service rests, in large part, on the image of the
Internal Revenue Service as a fair tax administrator.

Now, where the activity involves only tangentially a tax liability,
the problem is more difficult. And this is particularly so when the
matter is a -nontax crime of high public visibility and social concern.
Ve believe that guidelines are badly needed to resolve the competing

considerations concerning IRS participation in investigations of these
matters. The decisions as to the primary responsibility for investiga-
tion, the desirability for Service participation, the supervision and
control of Service personnel and the use of Service appropriations and
the possible reimbursement thereof involve difficult policy and man-
agement considerations.

The participation of the Service also involves the balancing of cer-
tain things: The cost of the pai-ticipation in people, time, and money
against, the potential tax revenue; the importance of the particular
investigation against the impact of Service personnel being diverted
from the investigation of pure tax cases; and, the. desirability that the
public be assured that criminals pay their taxes against possible dis-
regard of traditional procedures and safeguards afforded to taxpayers
generally in audits by the Internal Revenue Service.

I would differ with Mr. Giuliani's remarks a moment. ago, and per-
haps the difference comes about because I have a different vantage
point-I practice law in Tampa. Mr. Giuliani observed that the deter-
rent effect from the prosecution of criminals is substantial. He said
it is more important to prosecute criminals-if I understood him cor-
rectly-than perhaps other taxpayers.

Certainly it is important to prosecute criminals, but I do not think-
as a practicing lawyer, if I may offer my personal observation-that
deterrence comes very much from the prosecution of criminals. Where
deterrence conies about is the prosecution of the local doctor, the
local lawyer, the local banker, the local bartender, the truck driver.

I haplpen to represent at this time a farmer in central Florida who
was indicted for tax evasion. His case was closed as a result of a plea.
I can assure you that every farmer for miles around knows that my
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-client was indicted, -and that as a result of a plea he was deemed guilty.
And I can assure you that the deterrent effect on the otherfarners,
and the suppliers of fertilizer, and so forth, in that area, as well as
his neighbors, is far more important than some well-known criminal
being prosecuted.

I think people find-they expect criminals to be prosecuted and sent
to jail, but when it is a doctor or a lawyer or a farmer, a neighbor,
that has a deterrent effect.

The FBI and the Drug Enforcement Administration, and other
agencies, have specific legal duties to investigate crimes within their
jurisdiction. In our view, these agencies should carry the principal
irresponsibility for the investigation of nontax crimes within their
particular areas. Only when the investigation arrives at a point that
it is determined that a particular taxpayer has engaged in activities
which may have tax consequences should the Internal Revenue Service
be brought into the case. And only then should the Internal Revenue
Service be faced with a determination of whether or not it should
accept the case.

Now please note that I said that an activity has tax consequences.
We have been talking an awful lot this morning about income not being
repcirted. Of course that is true. In many cases, income has not been
reported, but there are also many cases that deserve indictment that
involve excessive deductions, and that kind of thing.

Our suggestion does not mean that we do not think the Internal
Revenue Service should not cooperate with the other agencies. We
certainly believe it should provide investigative techniques, sugges-
tions, audit guidelines, that kind of thing to the other agencies. And
we recognize that our suggestion may well involve some,duplication,
but we believe it is justified in light of the Service's mission as a tax
collector, and not as a criminal investigator.

If these other agencies need the audit assistance of the Internal
Revenue Service for nontax matters, then we think that the Congress
should -provide them with the resources in men and money. We believe
also that in all of these matters the Service personnel should, at all
times, operate under the supervision and practical control of their
Service superiors.

I emphasize practical control because there is no doubt in my mind
that the administrative guidelines as presently in operation are fol-
lowed and that the supervision and theoretical control are in the
Internal Revenue Service. But it is clear, we believe, that from day-to-
day working in a team effort, the practical control goes to the team
leader on the local basis. We think that is wrong.

Let me emphasize it this way: The Service discharges its responsi-
bilities in a peculiar manner. It has built up, over the years, some good
will. It publishes procedures which give taxpayers administrative
rights and conferences and the like. These are well known and they
have provided a foundation for the Service to be accepted as a fair tax
administrator.

A distortion of these rights may well occur if the case is processed
outside the normal control of the Internal Revenue Service. For ex-
ample, it is standard practice for a special agent in a noncustodial
interview to give the taxpayer Miranda-type warnings. We do not
believe that that type of warning is given by the other agencies prior
to the custodial stage.
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* We think it is undesirable that taxpayers be denied -warnings like
this in tax cases just because the case starts as a nontax investigation,
and just because the practical control of the case is in an agency other
than the Internal Revenue Service.

We think it is equally damaging to the confidence of the public 4n
our tax system for the special enforcement tools of the Internal Rev-
enue Service to be used to achieve a nontax, although highly desirable

S social goal. The use of these special tools creates problems in tax cases
alone, much less in nontax matters.

The pro poed Tax Reform Act of 1975 contains two provisions re-
-lating to the termination assessment and jeopardy assessment and to

the administrative summons. It is our understandingthat both of these
provisions have been included to insure against what the Ways and
Means Committee believes to be excesses in the use of these procedures.

The Internal Revenue Service has overwhelming power, and if
these enforcement tools are used to supplement or complement general
criminal investigations, we believe their use may lead to further abuse.

The Service has already been severely criticized by some courts for
allowing these special tools to be so used, and we have set forth in
our prepared statement some citations and a quotation from one case.

Now, not only does this use violate the congressional purpose in
giving the Service these tools, but their use in such a way may further
tarnish the image of the Internal Revenue Service.

We suggest that if othe.agencies need comparable powers, then it
would seem appropriate for specific legislation to provide.

As the Commissioner said this morning, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice suggested and, at least in a tentative draft of tax reform legis-
lation last year, the Ways and Means Committee included an amend-
ment to title 21, section 881 (a), of the United States Code, which
would have provided for the forfeiture of cash and personal property
found in the possession of a narcotics trafficker. It is our understanding
that these special tools, particularly the termination assessment, are
used often in narcotics enforcement.

We are concerned, also, that agents participating under the prac-
tical control of other agencies may be subjecting the Internal Revenue
Service to further assault on its image as the result of potential in-
volvement in personal lawsuits brought by taxpayers. As you are
aware, the qualified immunity afforded law enforcement officers applies
to Internal Revenue agents. That decision was made very clear inV September of this year with O- ninth circuit in the case of Mark v.
Groff, which is cited in the prepared statement. Today, if the agent's act
is not within the course of his official conduct, he is not entitled to
qualified immunity, and he is not entitled to a good faith defense.

It is not difficult to conceive of an agent being swept up in a nontax
investigation and doing an act which may well be beyond the scope
of his duty and authority under the tax laws although it may be en-
tirel y appropriate for the agent of another agency.

We believe that the risk of this type of cl aim cannot be ignored in
evaluating' the participation of the Service in other agency investiga-
tions.
-- In summary, we believe that the Internal Revenue Service should not
be assigned any duties completely unrelated to the enforcement of our
tax laws. We believe, in general, that the Service should not be called
into investigations of nontax crimes unless and until the investiga-
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tion by another law enforcement agency shows that a particular crim-
inal activity may have tax consequences. We believe that the Service
should retain supervision and practical control over its agents at all.
times. And lastly, we recommend to the Congress that it provide the
other Federal law enforcement agencies with such resources, man-
power, and tools as may be -necessary to permit them to discharge their,
nontax investigations without availing themselves of the manpower,
and financial resources of the Internal Revenue Service or its special-
ized legal devices for the collection of tax.

Thank you.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Simmons, for a very thoughtful

statement. I see your viewpoinit. Do you think there is any possible
middleground for cooperation between the IRS and the Department
of Justice, or would you put it on the basis of when there is at least
a prima facie showing of a tax case being involved, before you would
have them come in?

Mr. SIm,.%toss. Yes, sir'. I think I would. The Internal Revenue Serv-
ice has too big a job and, if it, does not have the resources available to
it to discharge such job, it will not get done. We have cited in our
prepared. statement some figures relating to audits. Ve recognize that
numbers are not entirely conclusive, but when you compare the num-
ber of audits with respect to the number of tax returns filed, it is a very
small figure, and to the extent that the Service is diveited to nontax
activities, that audit program, which is the backbone of its enforce-
ment, is going to suffer more.

Senator ,SKELA So. basically, you would have the IRS retain final
authority to determine what criminal investigation to pursue?

Mr. SIMMt ONS. Yes, sir.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you very much indeed Mr. Sinimons.

Thank you, Mr. Corey, for being here.
[The prepared statement and material submitted by Mr. Simnmons

follows:]
STATEE'%'NT OF SHERWIN P. SIMPIONS, ON BEIIALF OF TIE SECTION OF TAXATION,

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

The Section of Taxation, American Bar Association :,
1. )oes not favor the participation of the Internal Revenue Service in con-

pletely nontax-related activities;
2. Recognizes the lack of clear guidelines as to thelproper role. supervision, and

control of Service personnel in activities which only tangentially bea-r-somne re-
lationship to collection of tax;

3. Recognizes the complex )olicy and management decisions and competing
considerations involved In the l)articipation by the Internal Revenue Service in
joint agency investigations of nontax Murines ; -

4. Believes that in general the Service should not le called into investigation
of nontax crimes unless and until the investigation by another law enforcement
agency shows that a particular activity may have tax consequencms;

5. Believes that at all times Service personnel should operate under the su-
pervision and practical control of their Service superiors;
. 6. Reonumends that the specialized tax enforcement devices of the Internal
Revenue Service not lie used for purposes unrelated to the collection of tax;

7. Recommends that the Congress provi(le the other federal law enforcement
agencies with such resources, manpower, and tools as may be necessary to permit
them to discharge their nontax investigative obligations without availing them-
-so,,es of tire manpiower and financial resources of the Internal Revenue Service
and Its specialized legal devices which were intended only for the collection of
tax;
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8. Recommends to the Congress that at the earliest possible date guidelines be
provided for the proper role of the Internal Revenue Service in enforcement
activities which are not closely related to the administration of the internal
revenue laws.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, as Chairman of the Section
of Taxation of the American Bar Association, I welcome this opportunity to
appear before the Subcommittee to present the Section's views on the role of
the Internal Revenue Service in federal law enforcement activities.1 Appearing
with me today is William S. Corey, Chairman of our Committee on Administra-
tive Practice.

The role of the Internal Revenue Service in federal law enforcement is a sub-
ject of vital interest to the Section of Taxation. As members of the practicing tax
bar, we are concerned that the administration of our tax laws will suffer by the
diversion of Service personnel and resources away from tax-related activities. In
February of this year, the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association
adopted a resolution of the Section of Taxation recommending ". .. to the Con-
gress and the Executive Branch that the Internal Revenue Service and its per-
sonnel be limited to the functions, responsibilities and duties which are pertinent
to the administration of the internal revenue laws . ." The complete text of
the resolution is set forth in the margin.2

This resolution was prompted by our concern over the impact of nontax-related
activities upon the Internal Revenue Service. Specifically. we were concerned
about (1) the intrusion upon the audit resources of the Service---money, man-
power and time, and, (2) the effect upon the Service's relationship with the
taxpaying public.

At the time of the preparation of the resolution in the winter of 1973-1974, the
nontax-related activities of the Service had contributed to a steady decrease In
the number of annual audits conducted by the Internal Revenue Service.' Indeed,
audit coverage of income, estate and gift tax returns declined from 5.3% in the
fiscal year 1904 to 1.9% in each of the fiscal years 1971 and 1972. We recognize
that mere numbers do not tell the whole audit story; and, that the quality of
the audit (including the type of taxpayer, the size and type of business or other
income producing activity, the time required for the examination, and potential
revenue impact) must be considered in any evaluation of the program. Neverthe-
less. by any standard, the number of audits as compared to the'number of returns
filed was very small. This was a disturbing development because the audit pro-
gram is the backbone of the Service's enforcement activities.

However, commencing in the fiscal year 1973, and continuing through the fiscal
year 1975, the number of annual audits increased to 2.55% of the returns filed.'
We believe that the reversal resulted in large part from the termination of the
Service's participation in the Economic Stabilization Program and the enforce-

' We have been asked to advise this Subcommittee that the Special Committee to study
* Federal Law Enforcement -Agencies of the American Bar Association has concluded that

the subject-natter of these hearings is beyond the scope of its responsibility, and, accord-
Inaly. has taken no position-with respect thereto.

2 "Resolved, That the American Bar Association recommends to the Congress and the
Executive Branch that the Internal Revenue Service and its, personnel be limited to
functions. responsibilities and duties which are pertinent to the administration of the
internal revenue laws.

"Fortlier resolved, That the Section of Taxation is directed to urge on the proper
committees of the Congress and on the proper departments and agencies of the Executive
Branch the enactment of statutes and the formulation and adoption of administrative
policies which will achieve the foregoing result." Resolution XVI, Summary of Action
of the House of Delegates, American Bar Association, 1975 Midyear Meeting, p. 31.

3 The most widely known and significant example of a nontax-related activity was the
administration and enforcement of the Economic Stabilization Program to which the
Service devoted 277 and 1.926 realized man-years during the respective fiscal years 1972
and 1973. A more recent example of nontax-related duties was the assignment of revenue
agents to ('heck prices charged by gas stations and to verify fuel allocations.

Another example of an unrelated retsponsibility is found in new Code Section 6305 (effec-
tive 7/1/75) added by the Social Services Amendments of 1974 (P.L. 93-647), which re-
quires the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate to assess and select amounts of
unpaid child support obligations certified by the Secretary of Health, Education. and
Welfare. Se generally Tax Section Recommendation N'o. 1974-18A. 27 Tax Lawyer 936
(1974) : see also Statement of the Honorable William E. Simon before the Subcoinmittee
on Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs of the House Committee Wti Government
Operations' May 14. 1975, BNA Daily Tax Report No. 95. p. J-1.

' Although there was a reversal as 'to total audits for the fiscal year 1973, field audits
continued to decline as a percentage of returns filed ; and, it was not untir the fiscal year
1974 that this trend was reversed.
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meant of oil allocation rules. We applaud this result and believe that it demon-
strates the validity of our first concern in recommending the resolution adopted
by the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association.

We are disturbed that the upward trend in annual audits will plateau, or worse
still, reverse itself. We understand that a reversal may well occur in fiscal 1976.
According to our information, the Service estimates that for the current fiscal
year the number of audits will decrease to 2.50% of the Income, estate and gift
tax returns filed. Thid result Is expected because the audit capacity of the Service
is not sufficient in view of the number of returns being filed. The audit percentage
will inevitably continue downward as the number of returns filed each year
increases 'unless there is a proportionate increase by the Congress of audit
resources of the Service.5 Diversion of Service personnel to nontax activities can
only aggravate this very serious problem.

Equally important is the effect of any diversion and reduced audit activity
on the Service's relationship with the taxpaying public. Public officials, both in
and out of the Executive Department and the Congress, have commented favor-
ably on the success, unique around the world, of the voluntary self-assessment
tax system of the United States. As you know, that success is best demonstrated
by the fact that a very low percentage of the total amount of taxes paid Is
collected through the enforcement process. A primary reason for this success
has been the ability of the Internal Revenue Service to maintain its reputation
as a fair and equitable tax administrator in the face of the obvious dislike of
most people to pay taxes and despite the fact that the Service suffers its share
of bureaucratic errors and abuses which result from time to time in incon-
venience to particular taxpayers.

We are concerned that this reputation and image may have been damaged by
the revelations of recent months regarding the Service's participation in es-
sentially nontax-related law enforcement which in some instances has resulted
in invasions of privacy and deprivations of personal liberty. We fear that this
loss of Image will make it increasingly difficult for Service personnel to gain
acceptance by taxpayers as objective and nonpolitical tax administrators.

Congressional spokesmen have expressed similar fears. For example, In S.
Rept. No. 94-294,' the Senate Appropriations Committee commented on the fact
that the Service had been ". . . . involved in nontax-related matters which
drained valuable resources from tax administration and seriously Impaired the
goodwill of the American taxpayer toward a tax system which Is largely
voluntary in nature. The dangers inherent in this type of activity are obvious, and
the committee expects that in the future the Internal Revenue Service will
confine itself to proper tax administration and enforcement . ..

The American Bar Association does not favor the participation of the Internal
Revenue Service in completely nontax-related activities. We do not believe the
possible jeopardy to the critical confidence of the public in the Service Justifies
the diversion of Service personnel to extraneous law enforcement unrelated to
the internal revenue laws.

In our view, the preservation of the public's confidence in the Service can best
be served by the discontinuance of enforcement assignments unrelated to the
principal purposes of the tax system. It has been the goal of Commissioners In
recent years to have the Service function in such a way as to entitle it to be
viewed as an agency that seeks to find the facts fairly and dispose of the issues
equitably. Obviously, this Is a critical element in gaining the acceptance of the
general population without which the tax system of this country cannot effec-
tively function. A succession of enforcement assignments in whtch the Service
appears to play the role of "policemen" for reasons other than the collection of
taxes is bound to erode the ability of the Service to earn the desired image.
Indeed, the "in terrorem" use of Service personnel in these programs can
scarcely foster their acceptance as objective judges of our complex tax laws.

This problem is aggravated when considered in light of the Service's specific
relationship with a particular taxpayer. It Is not likely that a taxpayer who
suffers sanctions at the hands of the Se~ice for violations of rules and regula-
tions unrelated to tax administration wM feel very sanguine about the agency
as a fair-minded tax administrator. That feeling may negatively affect that tax-

5The Section has previously expressed its concern over the failure of the Service to
receive through appropriations ndequate funding to permit it to maintain a high level
of tax return exajminations in the face of a significant increase in tax return filings. see
the American Bar Association Recommendation To- Restore Certain Amounts To The
Budget Request Of The Int,-vnn' Revenue Service, 23 Tax Lawyer 679 (1970).6 94th Cong., 1st Seas., pp. 18-19. 1
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payer's* attitude toward his continued voluntary compliance with the tax laws.
This result is even more likely when the same revenue agent proposes a sub-
stantial deficiency in tax against him. It might be difficult to assure the tax-
payer that there was not a bias on the part of the Service that in some way
Influenced the tax result. The cumulative effect of numerous cases of this kind
simply makesithe Service's job more difficult and indeed may very well erode
taxpayer confidence in the system.

There is no need to dramatize to excess this aspect of the problem. It Is enough
to say that regardless of the numer and cumulative effect of these Incidents, their
mere occurrence In any form and to any significant degree simply cannot be
tolerated over any extended period of time. The failure to recognize his fact can
undo all the salutary compliance inducement benefits that flow from an orderly,
apparently unprejudiced enforcement mechanism.

We recognize that the problem is more difficult where a general cirminal in-
vesigation only tangentially Involves a potential tax liability. This Is particularly
so Where the nontax crime under investigation is one of high public visibility and
social concern. Guidelines are badly needed to resolve the competing considera-
tions. The decisions as to the primary responsibility for a Joint agency Investiga-
tion, the desirability or necessity for other agency participation, the supervision
and control of participating other agency personnel, and the use of 'ther agency
appropriations and the reimbursement thereof, involve difficult policy and man-
agement considerations.

The participation of the Internal Revenue Service in these joint investigations
involves not only these very-difficult policy and management decisions, but also the
balancing of: the cost of participation (in dollars and manpower) against the
potential tax revenue from the investigation; the importance of the particular
nontax investigation against the impact of the diversion of Service personnel
from the investigation of pure tax cases; and, the desirability that the public
understand that criminals cannot avoid paying their taxes against the risk-of
loss of image resulting from a possible disregard of traditional procedures and
safeguards afforted taxpayers In audits by the Internal Revenue Service.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Drug-Enforcement Administration,
and other general law enforcement agencies are charged with specific legal
duty of investigating crime within their jurisdictions. In our view, -these agencies
should carry the principal burden of the basic investigation of any nontax crime
within their areas of responsibility. When the nontax investigation arrives at a
point that it is determined a particular taxpayer has engaged in activity which
may have tax consequences, the facts should then be given to the Service for a
tax investigation. To the extent that this suggestion produces some duplication,
we believe that it Is Justified In light of the Service's mission as a tax collector
and not as a criminal investigator. We also believe it important that at all times,
Service personnel operate under the supervision and practical control of their
Service superiors.

Il this connection, I must return once agnin to the Importance of the manner
in which the Service discharges its responsibility and Its effect on the success of
that perfromance. As you know, the Service long ago adopted and published pro-
cedures which govern the processing of tax audits and the activities of Its field
personnel. These procedures Include Important provisions for conferences, ad-
ministrative appeals, and other safeguards for taxpayers. These are w ell-khown,
are widely observed, and provide an important part of the foundation for fairness
on which the Service operates. These rules enq, )le taxpayers and their represent-
atives to know their rights, not only under tie "s-nttution, but also under the
published procedures of the Service. Distortion of those rights may occur if a
tax case Is processed outside of the control of the Internal Revenue Service.

For example, it is standard practice In any investigation by a special agent
of the Internal Revenue Service for the agent to give a taxpayer in a noncustodial
interview Miranda type warnings when an investigation is commenced.7 It has
been our experience that these warnings are not given in the usual case by gen-
eral criminal investigators prior to the custodial stage. We think it undesirable
that taxpayers be denied these warnings in tax cases Just because the case starts
as a nontax Investigation and Jhust because the practical control of the case is In
an agency other than the Internal Revenue Service.

The problem is aggravated by the further fact that some respectable biisiness-
men Involved in various transactions, particularly In those with widespread

I Handbook for Special Agents, Subsection 242.132, MT 9900-26 (1-29-75) Internal
Revenue Manual.
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participation, do not always know the full identity of character of some of their
business contact. If. a general investigation Is undertaken, then businessmen
and all others involved in the Investigation "should have the; right to prepare their
defense to any tax charge arising therefrom and otherwise avail themselves of
the procedural opportunities offered by the Internal Revenue .Serlice to taxpayers
generally. It may not be until the completion or perhaps the pubstanttal com-
pletion of a general criminal Investigation that it is known whether any tax crime
is involved. On the other hand, taxpayers know that certain procedural rights
apply to the examination of their tax returns. They know also that, at the point
the Intelligence Division of the Service comes into the investigation, certain
additional procedural safeguards and opportunities, including those involving the
Tax Division of the Department of Justice, will be available to them. The tax
collecting system will suffer severe damage if taxpayers are exposed to sub-
stantial loss of their procedural rights simply because they are caught up in
a general criminal investigation.

Equally damaging to the confidence of the public in the tax system is the use
of the special enforcement tools of the Service, particularly the termination 8 and
Jeopardy assessment procedures * and the administrative summons o, as devices
to get the gambling or narcotics money off the street. This result is undoubtedly

* a desired social goal, but tihe use of these tax enforcement tools to accomplish
it is' highly questionable.u -.

As Justice Blackmun has observed, the power of the Internal Revenue Service
is "overwhelming"." The use of that power in general criminal investigations
may lead to its abuse. The Internal Revenue Service already has been severely
criticized for allowing its tax collection devices to be used as summary punish-
ment to supplement or complement regular criminal procedures." Not only does
this use violate the Congressional intent and purpose in giving tie Service these
special tools; but it further tarnishes the image of the Service. If other agencies
need comparable powers, then it would seem appropriate for specific legislation
so to provide. Indeed, the Service has recommended and tile Ways and Means
Committee considered in connection with its 1974 tax reform efforts an amend-
ment to Section 881 (a) of Title 21 of the United States Code (relating to property
subject to forfeiture) which would have provided in effect that all cash and
other personal property found in the possession of a narcotics trafficker be for-
feited." This suggestion is at least one alternative to the use of the Service's
Jeopardy assessment procedure.

s 6851 (a).
S§ 6,61(a), 6862 (a).
§ 7602,

1 Even in tax matters, the use of these procedures is not without problems. We note
the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1975 (H.R. 10012. 94th Cong. 1st Seas.) contains a pro.
vision (Sec. 1209) for speedy judicial review of the termination and jeopardy assessment
procedures, a position which is in substantial accord with a prior legislative recommenda-
tion (1s amended) of the American Bar Association. Recommendation #11450-88
(195i-25). 11 Tax Lawyer 157 (1958). and 12 Tax Lawyer 21 (1959). Copies. of this rec-
onimendation and related report are being provided to the Chairman of this Subcommittee
under separate cover (see p. 87).

Substantial litigation has resulted from the use of the termination assessment as to
whether such procedure requires a deficiency notice. The question has been argued before
the Supreme Court and is how awaiting decision in the cases of Laing v. U.S., 496 F.2d
853 (2d Cir. 1974) and Hall o. U.S., 493 F.2d 1211 (6th Cir. 1974).

In addition, the proposed Tax Reform. Act of 1975 contains a provision (Section 1211)
whereby notice would be given to taxpayers on the issuance of an administrative sum-
nmns to third parties. This proposal is in principle consistent with the position (as
modified) of the American Bar Association relating to the issuance of administrative"summn.nes to financial institutions. Report No. 116. Summary of Action of the House of
delegates , American Bar Association. 1975 'Midyear Mleeting, p. 15. as modified by Report

No. 123. Summary of Action of the House of Delegates. Ameriefin Bar Association. 1975
Annual Meeting, p. 47. Copies of these reports are being provided to the Chairman of
this Subcommittee under separate cover.

12A1cxander r. "Anicricans 'nited" Inc. 416 U.S. 752 (1974) (dissenting opinion).
13"The IRS has been given broad power to take possession of the property of citizens

by summary means that ignore many basic tenets of pre-selzure due process in order to
prevent the lbss of tax revenues. Courts cannot allow these expedients to be turned on
citizens suspected of wrongdoiag-not as tax collection devices but as sumnmary punishment

to suipplement or complement regular criminal procedures. The fact that they are cloaked
in the garb of a tax collection and applied only by the Narcotics Project to those believed
to he engaged in.or associated with the narcotics trade must not bootstrap judicial ap-
proval of such use." Wllct8 i'. Richardson, 497 F.2d 240. 246 (5th Cir. 1974) See also
Aquilar r. U.S. 501 F.2d 127 (5th Cir. 1974); Rinterl v. Scanlon, 254 F. Supp. 469
(S.D.N.Y. 1966). 4

1 Sec. 516. House Ways and Means Committee Print No. 5 Title V-Administrative
and Miscellaneous Changes-of Tentative Draft of Tax Reform Bill (1974).
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We are also concerned that agents participating in general criminal investiga-
tions under the practical control of an agency other than the Service may be
subjecting the Internal Revenue Service to a further risk of assault on its image
as a result of their potential involvement as defendants in personal lawsuits
brought by taxpayers. -

As you are aware, no longer do federal officers, including agents of the In-
ternal Revenue Service, enjoy absolute immunity from damage claims arising
out of their actions. The qualified immunity doctrine established by the Supreme
'Court in Ro huer v. Rhodes,' for state officers has been extended by some courts
of appeal to suits against federal officers for a violation of Constitutional rights."
Under the qualified immunity doctrine of Scheuer, a federal officer performing
acts in the course of official conduct is insulated from damage suits only if (1)
at the time and in light of all the circumstances there existed reasonable grounds
for the belief that the action was appropriate and (2) the officer acted in good
faith. If the officer's actions are not in the course of official conduct, lie is not
entitled to any qualified immunity or good faith defense." There is a serious
question as to whether assignment to another federal agency avoids the problem
of proper scope of duty. -" -

It is not difficult, therefore, to conceive of an audit or special agent exceeding
the scope of his official duties under the internal revenue laws as a result of
being swept up in a general criminal investigation. His actions under tile particu-
lar circumstances there involved might be appropriate for another -federal officer
but may well be inappropriate for Service personnel.

In summary, the Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association believes
that the Internal Revenue Service should not be assigned any duties completely
unrelated to the enforcement of our tax laws. Further, we believe that in
general the Service should not be called into investigations of nontax crimes
unless and until the Investigation by another law enforcement agency shows
that a particular criminal activity may have tax consequences. We believe that
the Service should retain supervision and control over its agents at all times.
We recommend that the Congress provide the other federal law enforcement
agencies with such resources, manpower. and tools as may be necessary to permit
them to discharge their nontax investigative obligations without availing them-
selves of the manpower and financial resources of the Internal Revenue Service
and its specialized legal devices which were included only for the collection of tax.

In closing, the Section strongly urges that the Congress provide guidelines as
to the proper role of the Internal Revenue Service in enforcement activities
which are not closely related to the administration of the internal revenue laws.
Because of the critical nature of the problems and the potential damage to the
image of the Internal Revenue Service and to our self-assessment system, delay
only aggravates the situation. We most respectfully suggest the early resolution
of these very difficult and important questions.

,- -11 Tax Law-er 157 (1958)

REPORT OF TIE COMMITTEE ON PROCEDURE IN FRAUD CASES

IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS DURING THE YEAR

CASES AND RULINGS

Proof of Source of Income in Net Worth Cases. In United States v. Masse,-
U.S.-, 78 S.Ct. 495,-,. IM 2d(1958), the Supreme Court, in sustaining the
First Circuit's reversal of a tax evasion conviction in a net worth case, gave
some clarification of the requirement set forth-hi Holland v. United States, 348
U.S. 121 (1954) that the Government prove a likely source of income. One of the
grounds of reversal specified by the Court of Appeals in the 'Massel case was that
a likely source of income had not been established. This, said the Supreme Court,
is not necessary in every case. If all possible sources of nontaxable income have
been negatived, the Government need not prove a likely source.

1- 416 U.S. 232 (1974).
16 Mark v. Groff, -- F.2d - (th ir. 1975) : Apton v. Wilson, 5013 F.2d .93 (D.C.

CIr. 1974) ; Rotrlell v. MeMillan. 502 F.2d 1326 (4th Cir. 1974) ,States Marine Lines,
Ite. r,. Shultz, 498 F.2d 1146 (4th Cir. 19.4).

17Atark 17. (rofi supra n. 16: See also Hutchinson v. Lake O8wego School Dist. No. 7,
374 F. Supp. 1056 (D. Or. 1974).
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A similar issue was involved in United States v. Ford, 237 F. 2d 57 (2d Cir.
1956), cert. granted February 25, 1957. However, because of the death of the
taxpayer," the case became moot before the Supreme Court rendered its decision.

CoMmITEru AcTIvIm~s

In addition to the legislative recommendations set forth below, the committee
has initiated a comprehensive study of procedures involved in the formulation
and review of recommendations for criminal prosecution. A special subcommittee
is analyzing such matters as the advisability of the special agent's making a rec-
ommendation instead of simply submitting a factual report, and of freeing the
Regional Counsel's office from any necessity for obtaining the concurrence of the
Intelligence Division representatives before declining a recommendation for
criminal prosecution. This subcommittee has made an excellent start and will, it
is hoped, have some constructive contributions to offer during the coming year.

Consideration is also being given to the possibility of re-establishing a volun-
tary disclosure policy in the Treasury Department.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

1. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE EXISTENCE OF JEOPARDY WHERE A
JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT HAS BEEN MADE

Resolved, That the American Bar Association recommends to the Congress that
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and the Judicial Code be amended to permit
the United States District Courts to review the finding of the Secretary of the
Treasury that the assessment or collection of a deficiency would be jeopardized
by delay; and

Be it Further Resolved, That the Association proposes that this result be
achieved by adding section 6865 to the 1954 Code and amending sections 6861 (a)
and 7421 (a) of the 1954 Code and section 2201 of the Judicial Code; and

Be It Further Resolved, That the Section of Taxation is directed to urge the
following amendments or their equivalent in purpose and effect upon the proper
committees of Congress:

-.. See. 1. Section 6861 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as
follows (insert new matter in italics) :

(a) AUTHORITY FOR MAKING.-If the Secretary or his delegate believes that
the assessment or collection of a deficiency, as defined in section 6211, will be
jeopardized by delay, he shall, notwithstanding the provisions of section 6213 (a),
immediately assess such deficiency (together with all interest, additional
amounts, and additions to the tax provided for by law), and notice and demand
shall be made by the Secretary or his delegate for the payment thereof. The fact
that the period of limitation for the collection 'or assessment of the tax is about
to expire shall not be considered in the determination that the assessment or
collection of a deficiency will be jeopardized by delay.

Sec. 2. Chapter 70, Subchapter A, Part II, of the Internal Revenue Code is
amended by adding at the end thereof a new section as follows:
SEC. 6865. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

(a) REVIEW OF SECRETARY'S FINDING AND VACATION OF ASSESSMENT.-A find-
ing of the Secretary or his delegate that the assessment or collection of
a deficiency would be jeopardized by delay shall, without further proceedings in
the United States Treasury Department, be subject to review under section
2201 of Title 28, United States Code. Upon such review, if the court decides that
the taxpayer has, by a fair preponderance of the evidence, proved that the assess-
ment or collection of the deficiency will not be jeopardized by delay, the court
shall vacate and annul the assessment made under section 6861 (a) or section
6862 (a), and it shall be void and of no effect.

(b) STAY OF FURTHER PROCEEDINGS OF SECRETARY.-In an action for such re-
view, the court shall have the power to stay any further proceeding of the Secre-
tary or his delegate for the collection of the deficiency pursuant to the assessment
sought to be reviewed, pending the determination of such action.

(C) PREFERENCE ON CALENDAR ACCORDED TO REVIEW OF SECRETARY'S FINDING.-
Any such review pursuant to the provisions hereof shall be entitled to a preference
on the calendar pursuant to the rules of the district court having jurisdiction
of the proceeding.

Sec. 3. Title 28, Chapter 151, section 2201 of the United States Code is hereby
amended to read as follows (insert new matter in italics) :
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See. 2201. In a case of actual controversy within its Jurisdiction, except with
respect to Federal taxes other than a proceeding under section 6865 of Title 26,
United States Code, any court of the United States and the District Court for
the Territory of Alaska, upon the filing of an appropriate pleading, may declare
the rights and other legal relations of any Interested party seeking such declara-
tion, whether or not further relief is or could be sought. Any such declaration
shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree and shall be review-
able as such. In a proceeding under section 6865 the sole Issue before the court
shall be whether the collection of the deficiency will be jeopardized by delay.

See. 4. Section 7421(a) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended to read
as follows (eliminate the matter struck through and insert the new matter in
Italics) :

(a) TAx.-Except as provided in sections 6212(a) aild (c), 6213(a), and 6865
(b), no suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of any tax
shall be maintained in any court.

EXPLANATION

SUMMARY

The authority of the Secretary or his delegate to make a Jeopardy assessment
when he finds that assessment or collection of a tax will be jeopardized by delay
is not, under present law, subject to judicial review. The absence of independent
review permits the exercise of this authority in situations for which it was not
intended. The proposed legislation enables the taxpayer to obtain a review in
the district court of the question whether jeopardy exists, and authorizes the
court to annul the jeopardy assessment if the taxpayer proves that delay will
not jeopardize the assessment or collecti6n- of the tax.

DISCUSSION

Under present law, jeopardy assessments are made by the Secretary or his
delegate under § 6861. He is authorized to make them when he believes that the
assessment or collection of a tax deliquency will be jeopardized by delay. A de-
termination that jeopardy exists is not subject to judicial review (e.g. Lloyd v.
Peterson, 242 F. 2d 742 (5th Cir. 1957) ; Harvey v. Early, 66 F. Supp. 761 (W.D.
Va. 1946), aff'd 160 F. 2d 836 (4th Cir. 1947) ; Veeder v. Commissioner, 36 F.
2d 342 (7th Cir. 1929) ; Foundation Co. v. United States, 15 Supp. 229 (Ct. Cl.
1936). The statute relegates the taxpayer to two avenues of relief: (1) abatement
by the Treasury under § 6861(g), largely illusory because the decision to grant
relief stems from the agency imposing th assessment in the first place, although
there has been judicial admonition that this discretion should be exercised In
proper cases (Darnell v. Tomlinson, 220 F. 2d 894 (5th Cir. 1955)) ; and (2) by
posting a bond under § 6863 to stay collection of the assessment, nebulous, to
say the least, when all of the taxpayer's assets are tied up (see Kimmel v. Tom-
linson, 151 F. Supp. 901 (S.D. Fla. 1957), which characterized the right to post-
a bond in this situation as a "mockery").

Attempts at injunctive relief immediately run counter to § 7421 of the Code
prohibiting injunctions in tax cases. While it Is true that unusual circumstances
will justify an injunction (e.g. Communist Party, U.S.A. vs. Moysey, 141 F.
Supp. 332 (S.D.N.Y. 1956) ; Shelton v. Gill, 202 F. 2d 503 (4th Cir. 1953) ; Mid.
west Haulers v. Brady, 128 F. 2d 496 (6th Cir. 1942) ; Allen v. Regents, etc., 304
U.S. 439 (1938) ; Miller v. Standard Nut Margerine Co., 248 U.S. 498 (1932) ;
Mitsu Kiyo Yoshimura v. Alsup, 16T F. 2d 104 (9th Cir. 1948)), such relief is
granted on a strictly case-by-case basis (Homan Mfg. Co. v. Long, 242 F.
2d 645 (7th Cir. 1957). In any event, exceptional and extraordinary circum.
stances must be shown to exist, and indigency is not such a showing (Lloyd
v. Patterson, 8upra; but see Arnold v. Cobb,-F. Supp. -, 57-2 U.S.T.C. 9711,
1957 P-H Fed. 72,727 (N.D. Ga. 1957), where this relief was granted to prevent
the taxpayer from becoming a public charge). Furthermore, in the light of § 7421,
false jeopardy would not appear to be one of these exceptional circumstances.
Lastly, the fact that the imposition of the assessment leaves the taxpayer wholly
without means to contest the matter is, under the current state of the law, of
no moment (United States v. Brodson, 234 F. 2d 97 (7th Cir. 1695), cert. denied
354 U.S. 911).

Thus. the taxpayer who is subjected to a jeopardy assessment finds himself in
a position where he cannot secure independent review of the correctness of the
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Treasury determination that Jeopardy does in fact exist. Conversely, the Treas-
ury is in a position to use its jeopardy powers in an unintended fashion.

While it is generally considered wrong to use the threat of a jeopardy assess-
ment as a vehicle for extracting an extension of the statute of limitations from
a taxpayer, there appears 'to be some practice to the contrary. Section 6861 uses
the words "assessment or collection" in the disjunctive. In Veeder v. Collector,
8upra, it was indicated that the fact that the statute of limitations is about to.
run constitutes jeopardy.

Amendment to the law should be sought to afford the taxpayer a right to review
the Treasury's administrative determination as to the existence of jeopardy. Your
committee feels that such a review should be made available to a taxpayer under
the declaratory judgment procedure, because this would permit a speedy determi-
nation which might result in the release of needed funds to contest or defend the
action. The courts also should be granted power to stay any further proceedings
under the jeopardy assessment already made pending the outcome of the declara-
tory judgment suit.

Since this recommendation as well as recommendation 2 below, comprehends
the fields in which the Committee on Court Procedure, the Committee on Admin-
istrative Practice and the Committee on Federal Tax Liens and Collection Pro-
ceedings are working, both recommendations have been referred to those commit-
tees.

2. RELEASE OF FUNDS FROM JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

Resolved, That the American Bar Association recommends to the Congress that
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 be amended to permit the United States Dis-
trict Court to order the release of the taxpayer's property from jeopardy assess-
ment liens for certain purposes; and

Be It Further Re8olved, That the Association proposes that this result be
achieved .by amending section 6861 of the 1954 Code; and

Be It Further Resolved, That the gection of Taxation is directed to urge the fol-
lowing amendment or its equivalent in purpose and effect upon the proper commit-
tees of Congress:

See. 1. Section 6861 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by redesignating
the present subsection (h) as subsection (j), and by adding new subsections (1h)
and (I) as follows:

(h) RELEASE OF FUNDS FROM JEOPARDY ASSESSMIENTs.-Where a jeopardy assess-
ment has been made and notice of the lien or liens arising by virtue thereof has
been filed, the United States District Court for the district in which the taxpayer
resides, upon verified petition of the taxpayer, may in its discretion order released
from said liens such funds or other assets as are sufficient to enable the taxpayer-

(1) to retain the services of legal counsel and to provide for other necessary
expenses in the representation of the taxpayer in all matters, civil, criminal, or
both, relating to or affecting the tax liability asserted in the jeopardy assessment;

(2) to repair, maintain and preserve property against which a lien in favor of
the United States exists by virtue of the jeopardy assessment, including the satis-
faction of liens against such property which have priority over said lien; and

(3) to pay taxes (except taxes covered by the jeopardy assessment) owing by
the taxpayer whether due before or after the making of said jeopardy assessment.
Upon releasing such funds from such liens, the said court shall impose such con-
ditions, as in its discretion it shall deem advisable- to insure the application of
such funds to the purposeS for which they were released.

(i) NOTICE TO SECRETARY.-The verified petition of taxpayer shall be served
upon the Secretary or his delegate in triplicate at least twenty days before a hear-
Ing thereon. Subsequent to the mailing of such notice, tile Secretary or his delegate
shall have authority to release funds or other assets as requested in said petition
without regard to the provisions of subsection (g) hereof.

EXPLANATION

SUMMARY

The freezing of the taxpayer's assets by a jeopardy assessment has harsh con.
sequences which sometimes prejudice the interests of the Government as well as
the taxpayer. One of the unfair results is the denial to the taxpayer of the use of
his own property to defend himself against a criminal charge of tax evasion, or
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even to contest the jeopardy assessment in the Tax Court. Another is the legal
inability to obtain a release of funds to pay for needed repairs, fire insurance
premiums, and 'similar expenses necessary for the protection, preservation, and
maintenance of the property. The proposed legislation empowers the district
court, in its discretion, to release such funds as are necessary for the purposes
specified in the statute. The supervision of the court will restrict the release
of funds to proper purposes and protect the interests of the Government without
the unfair results which the presently inflexible statute produces.

DISCUSSION

The right to levy jeopardy assessments against taxpayers is one of the most
drastic and far-reaching powers vested in the Secretary of the Treasury. This
power is intended to be used sparingly, and only in situations in which there Is
good reason to believe that the taxpayer is planning to conceal his assets or
otherwise place them beyond the reach of the collection officers of the Treasury
Department. There have been many complaints that this power has been misused
by the making of jeopardy assessments for reasons other than any real jeopardy
to the assessment or collection of a deficiency, and that the amount of the assess-
ment has been arbitrarily determined at a level far above what the facts warrant.

Whatever the reasons which prompt its issuance, a Jeopardy assessment has
far-reaching and often disastrous effects upon the taxpayer, and at times the
interests of the Government are also jeopardized. For example, the freezing of
the taxpayer's bank account may prevent him from paying fire insurance pre-
miums on his property and from making necessary repairs, thus exposing the
Government as well as the taxpayer to a risk of loss. The Government's interests,
as well as the taxpayer's require some means of relief in this situation. Similarly,
the taxpayer should be permitted to make use of his property to pay his current
income taxes, as well as deficiencies for years other than those involved in the
Jeopardy assessment. -

Even more compelling than these considerations, however, is the necessity for
safeguarding the right of the taxpayer to make an effective defense- against a
criminal charge of evading the alleged tax deficiency on which the jeopardy
assessment is based, and to contest in the Tax Court the alleged liability for such
taxes. It is manifestly unfair to prevent a taxpayer from using his own property
in such situations; yet that is the inevitable and necessary result of a Jeopardy
assessment under the present law.

The problem is dramatically illustrated by the case of United States v. Brod-
son, pending in the United States District Court for the District of Wisconsin.
The district court, after lengthy but futile efforts to obtain administrative release
of funds from the jeopardy assessment, dismissed the tax evasion indictment on
the ground that the Government's action in tying up the defendant's assets
has made it impossible for him to have a fair trial, particularly since the services
of a qualified accountant were indispensable to a proper presentation of the tax-
payer's defense in a complex net worth case. (136 F. Supp. 158). This decision
was reversed on appeal by a 3-2 decision, in which the majority concluded that
the district court's conclusion was premature and tkat the question of whether
the jeopardy assessment had in fact made a fair trial impossible should have been
decided after, rather than before, the trial. (241 F. 2d 107.)

Following the remand, the district court made an order postponing the criminal
trial until after the taxpayer's appeal to the Tax Court from the jeopardy assess-
ment had been determined, notwithstanding the vigorous protest of the Govern-
ment that under a longstanding and consistently-followed policy the Tax Court
trial should be deferred until after the criminal charge had been disposed of
(58-1, U.S.T.C. 9183, 1958 P-H Fed. 58-352.)

The defense counsel in the Brodson case had been appointed by the court, but
regardless of the quality of court-appointed counsel and of the amount of time
which they can afford to donate, it is still repugnant to our concepts of Justice to
prevent a defendant from using his own property to hire counsel of his own
choice to represent him. Moreover, the courts have no authority to appoint ac-
countants to work for ittaxpayer, although their services are usually indispensable
in tax fraud cases.

Since the release of funds would be under the supervision of a district court,
there would be reasonable safeguards against unwarranted expenditure of funds.

Respectfully submitted,
SURGEON AVAKIAN, Chairman.
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12 Tax Lawyer 21 (1958)
* * * the net operating loss was sustained is not the same business or the

same type of business as the business from which the income against which the
net operating loss deduction is offset was derived.

Sec. 2. Effective Date. This amendment shall be applicable "~s if originally en-
acted as a part of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

(Motion to substitute alternative recommendation 4a on page 133 was rejected.)
5. Amortization period for corporate organizational expenses (Program, 133--

134), Adopted without change.

INCOME OF ESTATES AND TRUSTS

1. To provide that the tax on accumulated income of multiple trusts created by
the same grantor for substantially the same primary beneficiaries be computed as
though the multiple trusts were a single trust (Program, 140-145). Rejected. (Al-
ternative recommendation la on page 145 was not presented.)

2. To provide that for a period that cannot exceed 63 months estates are tax-
able as separate entities without allowance of distribution deductions and that
distributions of estates are exempt from income tax to the distributees (Program,
145-156). In lieu of the recommendation beginning on page 145, alternative rec-
ommendation 2a beginning on page 151 entitled "to provide that for a period that
cannot exceed 48 months distributions by estates shall be treated in the same
manner for Federal income tax purposes as they are treated for probate purposes
under local law, etc." was adopted without change.

PROCEDURE IN FRAUD CASES

1. Judicial review of the existence of jeopardy where a jeopardy assessment has
been made (Program, 157-160). Adopted with the following change: the words ",
without further proceedings in the United Statos Treasury Department," in the
3rd and 4th lines of proposed Section 6865 were stricken.

2. Release of funds from jeopardy assessments (Program, 10-162). Adopted
without change.

SALES, EXCHANGES AND BASIS

1. To provide for the deduction of litigation expenditures even though title to
property is involved (Program, 164-166).

Report No. 116, Summary of Action of the House of Delegates, ABA, 1975
Midyear Meetings, p. 15

* * * governmental action should be consistent with the principles stated
herein.
Criminal Justice (Report No. 116)

The first recommendation presented by the Section was approved. It reads:
Be It Resolved, That the American Bar Association reaffirms its Aupport for

the Uniform Alcoholism and Intoxication Treatment Act drafted by the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws;

Be It Further Resolved, That the ABA urges those states which have not
already done so to utilize newly-available federal funding (under P.L. 93-282) to
implement the provisions of this Uniform-Ac-;

Be It Further Resolved, That the ABA generally reaffirms its support for the
principle of decriminalization of alcoholism; and

Be It Further Resolved, That the President of the ABA or his designee be au-
thorized to contact every state governor, legislature, and state bar association,
and logical ABA-affiliated groups, to express Association support for the above-
named Uniform Act, and to request their support in its implementation.

The Section's second recommendation, to amend its by-law.s to increase section
dues from $10.00 to $20.00 per year, was approved.

The third recommendation preseot by the Section concerned opposition, in
principle, to S. 1401, dealing with mandatory--Muposition of the death penalty. The
recommendation was withdrawn by the Section.

In lieu of the Section's fourth recommendation, a substitute proposed by the
Section of Taxation was approved. The substitute reads:
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Be It Resolved, That the American Bar Association endorse in principle amend-
ments to the Bank Secrecy Act designed to protect the privacy of financial rec-
ords as proposed by Senate Bill 2200 (93rd Congress) and its identical House
Bill counterpart H.R. 9424 (93rd Congress) subject to the following modifications
and reservations:

1. The financial institution should be barred not only from disclosing informa-
tion regarding a customer's transactions to a federal, state, or local government
agency in the absence of an administrative summons, judicial process, search war-
rant, or consent, but a similar bar should also be provided with respect to dis-

%closure to other banks, other customers, the media, and the general public.
2. Where information is sought by a Federal Agency In connection with the

enforcement of the Federal tax laws, the law should require the information
demand to specify the names of the taxpayers under Investigation, the type
of tax, and the taxable period.

3. a. Prior to disclosure of documents or transactions by a financial institution
pursuant to an administrative summons, judicial process or a search warrant,
notice and opportunity to be heard should be given, In addition to persons to be
notified under S. 2200, to any customer of the institution in any transaction
involving another person if the customer is also the person under investigation.

b. Notice should not be required:
(1) To the payee of the check even though he Is a customer, if he Is not

the person under investigation.
(2) To the source of a deposit, even though he is a customer, If he is not

the person under Investigation.
(3) To the customer creating a trust, agency or custodian relationship or thelegal representative of an estate involving services of the financial institution,where the transaction is not between the institution and the customer.

legal representative of an estate involving services of the financial institution,(e.g., legatee, stockholder), even though he is a customer, If he is not the
person under investigation.

4. Disclosure should not be permitted where only one party to a multi-partytransaction Is given notice and opportunity to object, which has been over.ruled or waived by consent, where any other party not so notified is the person
under investigation.

5. Except as provided in paragraph 4, If the records sought are identified inthe administrative summons, Judicial process, or search warrant solely withrespect to one or more persons, it should be sufficient to give notice ?nd oppor-
tunity to object only to such person or persons (whether or not he is or theyare the person or persons under investigation and whether or not unidentifiedthird persons are involved) so specifically identified as are customers of the
institution.

6. Prohibition of disclosure without an administrative summons, judicialprocess, search warrant or consent should include those records maintained by
the financial institution as a service to the customer Involving transactions to
which the institution Is not a party.

7. The prohibition should not apply to records of property or rights to propertyin possession of the institution sought In connection with a levy made or aboutto be made on such property or rights by the government under Internal Revenue
Code -section 6233.

8. The financial institution should not be required to await a court orderdirecting It to comply with disclosure demanded of the financial institution
after both:

a. Establish records other than those required by regulatory authorities andb. Ten days or some similar appropriate period has passed without challenge
of the summons either Judicially or administratively by the person or persons
notified.

9. The Secretary of the Treasury should continue to have the authority to
require the financial institution to:

a. Establish records other than those required by regulatory authorities andthose required under the Internal Revenue Code (e.g., "large currency" records,
foreign exchange or purchase records)b. Retain for reasonable periods records or copies of records established orreceived in the ordinary course of business (e.g., checks, deposit slips, customer
loan records) even if such is not required by regulatory authorities.10. A financial Institution should be permitted to transmit to appropriategovernment agencies Information of possible criminal violations other than
against the financial institution itself.
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11. The American Bar Association reserves its position on the Fifth Amend-
ment problem which Is raised in *Section 4 (b) of the proposed bill.

Be It Further Resolved, That the President of the Association or his desiguee
be authorized to urge the enactment of this legislation before the appropriate
committees of the Congress.
The fifth recommendation presented by the Section concerned approval, in
principle, of the Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure, as promulgated by the U.S. Supreme Court on April 22, 1974, with
several changes suggested by the Section. In lieu of approving tile recommenda-
tion, the House authorized the Section to submit its views on the Proposed
Amendments to appropriate Committees of the Congress, provided that the
Section makes it clear that. the views submitted are those of the Section and
have not been approveff by the House of I)elegates or tie Board of Governor..
Family Law (Report No. 104)

The first recommendation presented by the Section. to amend its by-laws to add(
representatives of the Young Lawyers Section and the Law Student Division to
the Section Council, was approved.

The Section's second recommendation, to amend its by-laws to increase section
dues from $7.50 to $12.50, and to increase law student section dues from $3.00
to $5.00, was approved.
General Practice (Report No. 120)

The first recommendation presented by the Section, to increase law student
section dues from $3.00 to $5.00, was approved.

The Section's second recommendation was approved. It reads:
Be It Resolved, That the American Bar Association endorse federal legislation

and urge that the Congress and the President of the United States enact legisla-
tion' providing, in principle, as follows:

That the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 be amended to permit the deduction
of personal legal expenses not already, or otherwise, deductible or capitalized
under current statutory provisions and Judicial interpretations therof. That the
amendment permit the deduction from adjusted gross income of legal expenses of
a personal nature paid during a taxable year for legal representation and services
performed for the taxpayer, his spouse, and dependents and not compensated for
by insurance or otherwise. That the amendment include a deduction for legal
insurance premiums paid for purposes of insuring against potential expenditures
for legal representation and services with a ceiling limitation comparable to that
imposed for the deduction of medical insurance premiums.

That the additional deduction be made available in full to those taxpayers
with adjusted gross income not in excess of $15,000, with a simple phaseout for
those with adjusted gross income In excess of * * *

Report No. 123
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• $ * Section of Patent, 1Lfademark and Copyright Law-Department of Com-
merce (Patent and Trademark Offices) and Library of Congress (Copyright
Office).

Public Contract Law (Report No. 105)
The recommendation presented by the Section, to amend the Section's by-laws

to permit changes in the Section's regions, was approved by voice vote.
Real Property, Probate and Trust Law (Report No. 118)

The first recommendation presented by the Section concerned amendments to
the Section's by-laws. Upon recommendation of the Board of Governors, agreed
to by the Section, the amendments were further modified as follows: (1) Article
I. Section 2(g) to read: "(g) to initiate, sponsor and promote within the As-
-.oeiation legislation and uniform laws when necessary and appropriate in the
public interest;" (2) Article I, Section 2(h) to read: "(h) to provide, in ac-
cordance with Association policy, a forum, where appropriate, with other dis-
ciplines and with governmental and private bodies for the exchange of ideas and
opinions;" and (3) delete section 6 of Article VI, concerning proxy voting. In
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addition, Article IV, Section 1(d) was amended to add the following sentence
at the end: "All such nominees of the Nominating Committee shall have been
members of the Section in good standing for at least three years prior to the date
of such nomination." As amended, the amendments to the by-laws were approved
by voice vote.

The Section's second recommendation, for approval of the Principles Regard-
ing Probate Practices and Expenses, was approved by voice vote.
I'azation (Report No. 123)

The recommendation presented by the Section was approved by voice vote.
It reads:

Be It Resolved, That the American Bar Association further modify its Reso-
lution adopted in February, 1975 to "endorse in principle amendments to the
Bank Secrecy Act designed to protect the privacy of financial records as proposed
by Senate Bill 2200 (93rd Congress) and its identical House Bill counterpart
H.RL 9424 (93rd Congress) subject to... modifications and reservations" by de-
leting the reservation contained in subsection 11 thereof and substituting there-
for the following modification:

"11. The ABA opposes Section 4(b) of ite Bill which would purport to grant a
customer of a financial institution, in any proceeding relating to subpoenas, sum-
mons, and court orders described in Section 4(a) of the Bill, the same rights in
records maintained by the institution with repeet to him as if the records were
in his possession."
Young LawyJer8 (Reports No. 116 and 109D)

The House of Ielegates, by voice vote, declined to approve the first recom-
mendation presented by the Section, which concerned approval of unconditional
and universal amnesty for all Vietnam-era war resisters.

The Section's second recommendation, concerning treaties relating to specific
matters of international concern which would provide for the resolution of dis-
putes by compulsory arbitration, was withdraw by the Section without
objection.

For action on the recommendations submitted by the Section jointly with the
Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services, see page 16 of this
Summary.

AMi.ICAN BA& ASSOCIATION, SFcrioN OF TAXATION, RECOMMENDATIONS"

With respect to the Resolution of the American Bar Association on Proposed
"Right to Financial Privacy Act." (S. 2200 and H.R. 9424, 93d Cong.; 8. 1343,
94th Cong.)

The Section of Taxation recommends the adoption by the House of Delegates
of the American Bar Association of the following resolution:

Be it resolved, That the American Bar Association further modify its Resolu-
tion adopted in February, 1975 to "endorse in principle amendments to the Bank
Secrecy Act designed to protect the prlvacyN of financial records as proposed by
Senate Bill 2200 (931 Congress) and its identical House Bill counterpart H1R.
9424 (93d Congress) subject to . . . modifications and reservations" by deleting
the reservation contained in subsection 11 thereof and substituting therefor the
following modification:

"11. The ABA opposes Section 4(b) of the Bill which would purport to grant a
customer of a financial institution, in any proceeding relating to saibpenas, sum-
mons, and court orders (lescriled in Section 4(a) of the Bill, the saame rights in
records maintained by the institution with respect to him as if the records were
in his possession."
Brief Ba-ckground of ABA l'o.ition on J'ropo.qed light to Fina ial Prirael Act

The Section of Criminal Justice originally l)roposed that the Americaii Bar
Asoclation approve the proposed "Right to Financial Privacy Act" which was
introduced in the 1st, Session of the 93d ('ongreszi In 1973 as S. ,200 and J.R.
9424. The Section of Taxation introlu(,ed at the midwinter inveting of the ABA
House of Delegates on Fel)ruary 24 and 25, 1975, a resolution approving S. 2200
and H.R. IM24 subject to certain Iiodliflcations. This Resolution was adopted on
February 24. 1975, but was modified on February 25, 1975 by the specific reserva-
tion Iby the ABA of its position on the Fifth Amendment problem raised by See-
tion 4(b) of the proposed identical Bills. In connection with this reservation, the
House of Delegates requested the Section of Taxation and the Section of Crimi-
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tial Justice to report and make recommendations on Section 4(b) of the proposed
Bills at the 1975 Annua-Meeting in Montreal.

Section 4(b) of the two companion bills (which have been reintroduced in
identical wording in the 94th Congress as S. 1343) provides as follows: "In any
proceeding relating to mch subpenas, summons, and court order., the customer
shall have the same rights as if the records were in his pose don."
Study by the Section of Taxation

Following the mid-winter meeting of the ABA House of Delegates, an Ad
Hoc Subcommittee of the Committee on Administrative Practice, which had
previously considered and reported on S. 2200 and II.R. 9424, was reconstituted
to st1dy,-report on and make a recommendation to the Council of the Section
of Taxation on Section 4(b) of the proposed Bills. Views were obtained by the
Ad Ho. 8ubcon~mittee from a number of tax practitioners generally and from
tie Chaiulan (f tie Section's Committee on Civil and Criminal Penalties in
particular. A Report to Council was rendered under date of April 29, 1975
reconlmenlding that tile Section of Taxation recommend that Section 4(b) be
adolited as pr(sposed. The Report included the dissenting views of the Chair-
man of the Comuittee on Administrative Practice.

Following consideration of such Report by Council at its May meeting of
Comnt-il and Committee officers, on May 16, 1975 the Council unanimously re-
jecttd the Report of the Ad floe Subcommittee and recommended that the Ameri-
can Bar Association oppose the retention of Section 4(b) in the proposed "Right
to Financial Privacy Act."

Bakgrouwd on the Fifth A meldnnt
The Fifth Amendment provides individuals with a right against self-incrimi-

nation. The purpose of the privilege is to prevent self-Incriminating statements
from being elicited by inhumane treatment and abuses, and "the unwillingness
to subject those suslpected of crime to the cruel trilemma of self-accusation,
perjury, or contempt." Mfurphy v. Waterfront Coinmission, 378 U.S. 52, 55
(19(W). It is important to note that the Fifth Amendment privilege is a per-
sonal privilege: it adheres basically to the person, not to information that may
incriminate him. Couch v. United States, 409 U.S. 322 (1973). As Mr. Justice
lolmes stated.

".A party Is privileged from pro(lucing'the evidence but not from the produc-
tion." .ohnson v. United ,tates, 22 U.S. 457, 458 (1913).

The Constitution explicitly prohibits compelling an accused to bear witness
"against himself," but it does not proscribe incriminating statements elicited
from another. Compulsion upon the person asserting it is an Important element
of the privilege, anl prohibition of compelling a man . . . to Ie witness against
himself is a prohibition of the use of physical or moral compulsion to extort
communications from him." Holt v. United States. 218 U.S. 245, 252-253 (1910).
It Is extortion of Information from the accused himself that offends our sense
of justice. Couch. v. United States, supra.

Anticipated Effect of Section 4(b) and the Fifth Amendment
it is the intent of Section 4(b) to extend to the customer those rights which

he' would have had "if the records were in his possession." The purpose of the
subsection is to give the customer "the same standing he would have if the
records were In his possession." Section-by-Section Analysis. Right to Financial
Privacy Act, Congressional Record S. 5073-74 (March 26, 1975). It seems clear
that the Fifth Amendment would be made applicable to such records, because
(as stated above) the Fifth Amendment adheres basically to the person, i.e.,
a party is privileged from producing the evidence in his possession. Thus, the
Act has the effect of creating a statutory extension of the privilege against
self-incrimination. The courts have in effect taken the position that the Con-
stitution does not require the privilege to extend that far: by enacting Section
4(b), Congress would be providing such coverage by statute. Since such priv-
ilege is not of Constitutional origin, Congress could later modify or revoke
such coverage, without interference by the courts. It should be noted that. even
without Section 4(b), the Act would also extend to the customer a Fourth
Amendment right to be protected against unreasonable searches and seizures.
and a right to personal privacy that would extend to natural persons if not to
artificial persons operating through the means of natural persons.

Although the ultimate arbiter of the coverage of Section 4(b) will be the
courts, it would appear that all bank records would he subject to a potential
Fifth Amendment claim under the Act. Moreover, it is believed that it would
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be most difficult to redraft Section 4(b) to provide a limitation on any partic-
ular bank records and that if the proposal is a meritorious one, Section 4(b)
should cover all customer records maintained by the bank which are sought
by the Government. Moreover, any attempt to exclude some records from cov-
erage of the Act would in fact totally eradicate the Intent and effect of the Act.
Accordingly, since it appears that extension of the Fifth Amendment rights to
the customer is an "all or nothing" proposition, it is recommended that no at-
temit be made to modify the language of Section 4(b).
Arguments Againit Section 4(b) a8 Proposed

It is submitted that adoption of Section 4(b) would defeat the very salutary
purpose of the Bank Secrecy Act, that of allowing Government more effectively
to combat major crime by requiring financial institutions of all types to main-
tain records which would permit the Government to trace the financial transac-
tions and illicit proceeds of underworld operations, white collar crimes, narcotics
traffic, skimming activities and the like and bring the perpetrators to justice
for violation of tax, anti narcotics, anti-firearms, securities, and anti-trust laws.
It addition, there is a fairly uniform feeling among the responsible officials of
the Internal Revenue Service, shared by the other Treasury law enforcement
organizations, to the effect that the withdrawal of this authority or its sub-
stantial restriction would make enforcement of the criminal provisions of the
tax laws more difficult if not impossible.

More sjwiflcally, the need for bank records is important in developing, tracing
and prosecuting tax frauds, wvhite-collar and organized rinme eases, and the
Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice would ie greatly hamip-
ered by Section 4(b) of this Bill. The courts have held that the individual's
Fifth Amendment right does not extend to records held by a ltank. Compare
United Statcs v. Bisccgliz, 420 '7.S. -- (Feb. 19, 11.975) : ('alifornia Bank'rx As-
sotitios v. ,chtultz, 416 U.S. 21 (1974) ; lnit'd Statls v. Donaldson, 4W0 U'S.
517 (1971 ). To permit this proposed Act to extend the Fifth Amenduent. would
overrule those cases, without a slowing of justifiable need.

Moreover, it is believed that enactment of Section 40)b) would restrict the tax
collecting and enforcing agencies too severely in generally aidmini. terimg and
enforcing the tax laws and ensuring that all persons, pay their fair shar-s of
taxes. For a practical standpoint, providing a Fifth Amnendment privilege for
customer records maintained by a bank would add tremendous difficultit's in
any tax investigation requiring the Service to make contact with all third
parties who might have done blislines or ha( denlinas with the taxpayer.

It is ,also submitted that the present known ability of the Service to obtain
information about a taxpayer, particularly from his bank records, acts as a signif.
leant deterrent to potential tax "cheats." If this ability of the Service is ef-
fetively removed as to customers' bank records, there is a real possibility that
the incidence of tax fraud will increase. This in turn. will further undermine
our voluntary compl)lance system as otherwise law-abiding taxpayers se their
neighbors getting away with tax fraud.

It is un(loubtedly true, as contended by the proponents of Section 4(b), that
almvs have been committed by over-zealous investigators. However, and despite
the publicity given to isolated cases by the news media, it has not lwen demon-
strated that such abuses have been widespread in the case of the tax agencies.
Moreover, a significant number of such alu.es would he eliminated by reason
of enactment of the procedural safeguards contained in the l)rol-ised "Right
to Financial Privacy Act," without Section 4(b), particularly through the de-
terent effect. of such safeguards and the ability, after notice, to utili7ze one's
Fourth Amendment rights with respect to unreasonable searches and smizures
and other abu fs f l)rivacy. In this ('onnectioi. although it is reognized that
individuals must dual with banks, the mere fact that one has a lmsines.'s relation-
ship with an entity is not sufficient justification for extending the Fifth Amend-
ment to rec(or(ls retained by that entity. Finally. it would iK. anomalous if the
Vmiited States Congress. by enactment of Section 4(b). \were to imnke bank ae-
cournts in the United States "secret." while the Executive Brimmnch has been niak-
ing efforts with the Government of Switzerland to olen the secret vSwiss bank
accomts, which also allegedly harbor evidence of white-collar crimes.
Argiuments in Favor of Section.. i(b) as Proposed

In support of the enactment of S-etion 4(b) of the Bill, it mutIst be said that
the records of any citizen's or resident's financial transactions usually can give
a very complete picture of the business and professional activities, family re-
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lationships, political leanings and viewpoints in many other areas (such as
organized labor, religion, charitable activities, and the like) of the individual
concerned. It can also be said that if such records were maintained by the In-
dividual himself and were not in the custody or possession of a financial insti-
tution, he would have not only the right. to assert any Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrinination and any Fourth Amendment right against unreasonable
searches and seizures, but also the opportunity to do so in a seasonable fashion.
Moreover, lie would have the opportunity to maintain any right of privacy with
respect to his personal dealings that he may be deemed under the Constitution
to have, a right that has been upheld by the courts in such situations as the
exlectation of privacy that is violated in the overhearing of a telephone con-
versat ion.

Moreover, in the light of the Bank Secrecy Act and of the Treasury Depart-
ment regulations Implementlng it, together with the holding of the Supreme Court
in the ('lifornia Baiakers Association case, it must be pointed out that at least
as to the banking types of financial institutions such as commercial banks,
savings banks, savings and loan institutions, and credit unions, the residents
of this country are virtually forced to deal with one of these types of financial
institutions if they are to have any sort of significant financial dealings at all.
To force residents to deal with eash alone in order to be assured of retaining
any right to privacy, right against unreasonable searches and seizures, or right
against self-incrimination, appears not only to increase their risks of loss
through negligence or dishonesty in financial transactions but to impose an
unreasonable burden in terins of time and convenience. Morover, given the
required maintenance of certain customer financial transaction records In ac-
cordance with the Bank Secrecy Act and its implementing Treasury Department
regulations or even the maintenance of such records which is accomplished volun-
tarily by business efficiently with and on behalf of customers, it is f real pos-
sibility that notwithstanding the most well-intentioned agencies at various levels
including the Internal Revenue Service, there can be many abuses arising from
unlimited access to such records.

Conclu.ion and Rcconmmcndation
In sumnmary, the recommendation that the American Bar Association should

oppose Section 4(b) (of the proposed "Right to Financial Privacy Act" is based
upon the conclusion that the resulting impediments to the ability of the tax
agencies and other law enforcement agencies to administer and enforce the laws
which they are charged with administering and enforcing, outweigh the rights
of individuals to absolute privacy in their records maintained by financial in-
stitutions. In this connection, it is believed that the procedural safeguards which
voulld be added by the "Right to Financial Privacy Act" (without Section 4(b))

will significantly increase the actuality of individuals' rights to privacy and
other Fourth Amendment rights. Section 4(b) is needed in the Act onlW if Fifth
Amendment rights are to be extended to bank records relating to the taxpayer
and this does not seem appropriate in the light of the original purpose of the
Fifth Amendment which was to prevent elicitation of evidence through inhumane
treatment.

Respectfully submitted,
RICHARD H. APPERT,

Chairman., Scction of Taxation.
June 25, 1975.

Senator HASKEL. Our next witness is Mr. Robert, K. Lund, former
Director of the Intelligence Division of the Internal Revem Service,
and Mr. William A. Kolar. also former Director of the Intelligence
I)ivision. Gentlemen, I am sor-y to keep you so long. I appreciate your
l)eing here.

Mr. KOLAR. It is a l)leasure to be here.
Mr. Lu.xD. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. It is late in the day. We have

short statements, and I would like to add a couple of comments to prior
testimony, if I may, sir.

Senator HLASKELL. Certainly, anid if you wish to submit your state-
ment for the record-that will be fine.
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STATEMENTS OF ROBERT K. LUND AND WILLIAM A. KOLAR, FOR.
MER DIRECTORS OF THE INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE

Mr. LUN D. A little background. I retired in June of 1972 as 1)irector
of the Intelligence Division of Internal Revenue. My entire Govern-
ment career, which started in December of 1941, was with the Treasury
1)epartnment. I became a special agent in the Intelligence I)ivision in
1944, and I served in various positions, including Assistant Chief. San
Francisco )istrict. and in charge of the Los Angeles 1)istrict. I be-
ca m Assistant Director in Washington and served during most of
Mr. Kolar's tenure here.

The role of revenue in law enforcement, and particularly the crini-
nal enforcement function of the Intelligence I)ivision, has been dis-
cussed almost continuously since the Service was reorganized in 1952.
'1h (li scussion primarily relate(l to the investigation of the tax liabil-
ities of those that engaged in illegal activities. Periodically, especially
when national l)roblems related to criminal activity were highlighted,
IRS was directed to participate in drives as the. result of pressure
exelrted on the Service by Congress, several Iresidents, and the I)e-
partmtinent of Treasury, each of which recognized that most nonheinous
crimes are committee for profit which, in turn, have tax consequences.
I might add that in each instance during these years organizational
deviations were made or ordered to maximize coni rol and effectiveness
which, in turn, created difficult management and administrative prob-
lems.

We haove had what amounts to roller coaster peaks and valleys of
emphasis and chano,., philosophies as to tic IRS role, esecially that
of the Intelligence Division, in comlbatinc illegal activities, which at
times contributed to a somewhat wasteful' use of resources due to the
lack of a long-range commitment from Congress as to its role. Added
to that was the frequent demand for short-term results, rather than
attainment, of long-range goals. Despite these difficulties. I sincerely
believe, based on my years of experience, that, IRS, both criminally
and civilly, has made a significant contribution to general law enforce-
ment, as well as creating a positive and supportive atmosphere to-
ward the Service's administration of the tax laws.

It, is obvious that for the tax system to be effective, it must have the
public's confidence in seeing that all taxpayers, whether engaged in
egal or illegal activity, pay their just. share.To do this, IRS is, in my

opinion, more than a tax collection agency-it, is, and must, also be,
an enforcement agency enforcing the many civil and criminal statutes
of the code. This is especially true in today's ethical and moral climate.
In addition, IRS, and the Intelligence Pivision in particular, is also
in the unique position to play an even larger role in today's society
where crime, particularly white-collar crime, such as corruption, gam-
bling, infiltration of legitimate business, and so forth, is currently
being highlighted as a major social ill and enforcement problem.
Thus, by detecting and collecting taxes and/or prosecuting for tax-
related offenses, again emphasizing the area of white-collar crime, it
tends to instill confidence in the tax system, as well as contribute to
the containment of criminal activity in general.
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I might add hem it is my firm belief that if we do prosecute some-
one engaged in illegal activity, that the taxpaying public does relate
to it, in this way. They say, "ali, Revenue is just not after those of us
engaged in legal activities." I just. firmly believe that.

The forces to fight crime, be it tax evasion or otherwise. are limited.
Everyone has talked about that today. We continually hear that.
crimei-and I would include tax evasion-is on the increase. If each
agency maintained a l)rovincial polic, of confining its activities solely
to its own area of responsibility in a society where a cooperative effort.
to meet the menace is an absolute must, law abiding citizens are the
losers. Those who would violate the law, including the tax statutes,
deliberately secret their activities. To detect these violations, and again
I include tax evasion, calls for the cooperative detection and exchange
of pertinent intelligence. The key is intelligence. Further, and equally
imlortant, it calls for the various enforcement agencies engaged in
the detection, investigation, and prosecution of violations of the law
to be aware of, support and proinote the objectives and p)rograms of
each, as well as know their limitations, and not-I emph asize not-
live in their own vacuum or sphere of activity.

For example, in the case of corruption,'there are two worthwhlile
and needed objectives. One is to detect and l)rosecute for a title 18
criminal violation and the other is to collect the taxes due and prose-
cute for tax evasion. In this instance, I would suggest that this calls
for close cooperation anl coordination among the Tax anid Criminal
)ivisions of the I)epartitent of Justice, the Intelliceuce l)ivision of

IRS, and any other agency involved, in determining and working to-
ward these objectives, as well as agreeing on the methods to reach
them. In this way the. Revenue Systen, the Department of Justice
and/or other agency is demonstrating its determination to gain the
confidence, of and maintain integrity with the law-abiding citizens.
From nmy experience, it is only when; this is not prevalent that pl)ro-
lems and questions arse as to role playing and effectiveness as well as
questions of integrity and the level of confidence in their efforts.

I would like to repeat, based on my experience in the field and in
"Washington, it is only when we do not have this cooperation and the
people do not talk and agree and get together that you have the prob-
lem of role playing and disputes.

To conclude, I firmly believe IRS, and especially the Intelligence
Division, as a Federal enforcement agency, must be included in and
)e made an important cog in the fight on crime.. particularly white-
collar crime. It simply must assume responsibilities attuned1 to the
changing socioeconomic conditions. I would add. of course, that IRS
should not neglect the tax evasion engaged in by those engaged il
legitimate business which is. in my opinion, also a very serious
problem, but should strike a balance. Unfortunately, to detect those

violators engaged in illegal activities is more difficult and frequently
more time consuming.

At, the same time. IRS should, as many witnesses have stated today,
use its unique authority most judiciously and not use this authority
unless there is a possible tax consequence involved, either civil or
criminal. However, when evidence of other violations is discovered, as
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is frequently the case, this should also be used toward the common
goals of the IRS and the agency having jurisdiction over the other
crime.

There was a comment today made on the matter of control. With
respect to this, in Internal Revenue when each district is allowed to
determine on its own which of these cases it, is going to investigate,
when the matter is involved in a national problem, you are going to
have people who are going to place emphasis on this particular facet
and some who are. going to minimize it. You have no uniformity.
Therefore, a clear and forceful statement of policy toward IRS par-
ticipation in this type of activity is most certainly needed because it is
the attitude of the people out there who detect and investigate that
makes the program work or not work, written guidelines, notwith-
standing.

The other comment I would like to make is there was some testimony
about taxes collected versus expenditures. Now, in the area of prosecu-
tion we have never tried to equate the number or the dollars collected
with the cost, of prosecution because the mission and the objective
is deterrence and calling to the attention of the taxpaying public that
Internal Revenue is serious. They want all taxpayers to pay their just
share, and the second part of thie mission whicl is not written in it
when I was there, it, instills confidence in the honest taxpayers that
Revenue is doing a good job. So that is the purpose of prosecution,
not t he dollars it collects.

No one can detect how many dollars come in, as a result of a prose-
cution, whether it be in the legal or illegal business.

Second, no one can tell you how many people in either type of busi-
ness might have been tempted to evade their taxes had they not heard
of Revenue's action against others.

Thank you ver. much.
Senator IIASK.LL. Thank you. sir. I appreciate your statement very

much, and I am sure you are absolutely correct in stating that it is the
deterrent that is important.

Now. Mr. Kolar, do you have a statement ?
Mr. KOLAR. Yes, Mr. Chairman., I have a brief statement. I would

appreciate the opportunity of reading parts of it. and then we will
b)th be pleased to answer questions.

Senator 11ASKELL. The full statement will be made part of the
record.

Mr. KoJ..Ay. Thank you. I would like to give my background in brief.
I entered Federal service during World War II as a special agent

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I resigned 8 years later as a
supervisor in Washington, D.C. I then served in 'the Office of Price
Stabilization, and then as chief investigator for a Senate judiciary
subcommittee under the chairmanship of Senator Dirksen. My re-
sponsibility was to examine the administration of the Trading With
the Enemy Act. After the subcommittee submitted its final report., I
entered service with the Internal Revenue Service and served there
for about, 17 years as Director of Internal Security and then Director
of the Intelligence Division. I retired in 1970 after about 41/2 years as
Director, and at the present time I am an assistant professor at a
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local community college, and, in addition, I have served more than
7 years in private industry.I would like to inform the committee that in the last 40 years, spe-
cifically beginning back in tile 1930s, the Service was called upon in
order to effect, the investigation and prosecution of Capone and others.
This was followed by Senate hearings chaired by Senator Kefauver
into organized crime. I would like to note that the final rel)ort severely
criticized the Internal Revenue Service for failure to enforce the tax
laws in a vigorous manner against organized crime members.

The next Federal effort against organized crime resulted from the
arrest, of members who were holding a secret meeting in Apalachin,
N.Y., in 1957. This involved a commitment of Inte-iial Rlev'enue Serv-
ice manpower as a result of congressional and Department of Justice
pressures. The. (rive against labor racketeers led by the Senate Gov-
ernment Operations Subcommittee was another example, as was the
intensive drive against organized crime under the leadership of then
Attorney General Robert Kennedy. This latter drive caused Presi-
dent Johnisoni to publicly give th Service credit for the trial and
conviction of 60 lxrcent of the organized crime leaders brought to
trial. Most recently the Intelligence and Audit )ivisions have dis-
tingnishecl themselves in strike force participation under the general
leader-ship of tle. Department of ,Justice.

In spite of this outstanling record, or possibly because of it, a
debate has been going on for 40 years within the Tjieasu' Dep)art-
ment alld the GoV\'ernlmeVt as a Whole. as to whether the Service, in
carrying out its res4l)Onsil)ihities. should aid other units of the Gov'ern-
menit enforce the. laws under their jurisdiction. T feel the Service
should. under policies spelled out. by the Congress, continue to use
its rvsources as it. has in the past. as a part of, and not, separate from
tle rest. of the Government. This is not to suggest that. the laws
)rotecting the confidentiality of tax returns should be altered or
violated.

The. personel of IRS Iiitelligence and Audit. Divisions mist be
regarded as among the most. capable financial Investigators in the
world, and I night add that. under our democratic system 110 man
should bel subjected to investigation unless there is sufficient basis in
the eyes of reasonable men tlat he may well have committed a violet ion
of law. Given a tax return. they can determine whether a )esion ]has
violated our tax laws or some oilier of the laws passed to regulate our
conduct. I am not referring to laws tlat amount to trivia in the scheme
of things, but. to bribery, fraud. political corruption, alld organized
crime activities. with tle sul)sequent nullification of government, the
kinds of crimes that make citizens, and l)aricularly tle man on tle
street, los, respect for our leadership and our law enforcement.

The Internal Revenue Service expert ise is, in my judgment. uini-
equivocally needed as a )art of our overall effort to control crime in
our society.

Profit is the motivating factor behind the types of crimes I lave
named. Such crimes [id tax evasion generally: go hand in land. To
divorce the. enforcement. of one. from the other would be tantamount
to encouraging the commission of crime and inviting erosion of the
law. We must build more bridges between our enforcement agencies
rather than more walls.
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I believe that a stronger and more aggressive tax enforcement atti-
tude within the Department of Justice Tax Division and the Internal
Revenue Service would have revealed many of the scandals that have
plag-ed the country, and that a strong tax enforcement system and
participation in Government-led crime drives on the part of IRS will
prevent future scandals. It will further convince the average citizen
that all are equally sharing the burden of taxation.

W_*4 I regard the enforcement of our criminal tax laws as weak and dis-
criminatory. I say weak because of the limited number of special
agents, about 2,500 to do the job, and discriminatory because the en-
forcement is highly selective. I do not mean to infer that there is
political selectiwtvi. This problem is more complex than my statement
may imply, and I know that all law enforcement is discriminatory to
a point. I believe that the enforcement of criminal tax laws is more
discrimimtorv than others. However, it, is one reason why special pro-
grams must be created to investigate the tax returns that IRS has
not investigated under its own enforcement system. In making this
statement, I do not, attack the Audit Division of the Ser'ice. Their
primary function is the assessment of taxes rather than the investiga-
tion of criminal fraud. They are of valuable and necessary assistance
to the limited number of special agents in making the limited number
of fraud investigations that are made. I might add that in strike force
pa ticipation. I ama informed that taxes assessed per individual are
greater than those assessed under the general program.

I have some recommendations in my prepared statement that I
would rather not go over at this time.. I do not think they are par-
ticularly in point.; however, I believe they would contribute to the
better operation of the Internal Revenue service in the criminal tax
enforcement area.

I would like to conclude that I recommend that the system of IRS
strike force participation and involvement, in general crime drives is
the most practical, economical and efficient method of controlling
crime in our society.

Thank you.
Senator HAsKE1LL. Thank you, Mr. Kolar. I noticed that you did not

read one. of your recommendations which you made to the House
committee. You recommended that the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue should be. appointed for a period of 7 years. Now, I do not know,
whether 5, 7 or 9 years would be ap lropriate, but I think it, is a very
wolhwhile suggestion because it gives him a certain autonomy " which
I feel is necessarv.

Gentlemen, I do not have any questions of you. I 1i)ppreciate your
being here and I appreciate your statements. Thank you.

Mr. KoJAR. Thank you, Mi. Chairman.
Mr. LUvND. Thank you.
[Mr. Kolar's prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. KOLAR, FORMER DIRECTOR, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION,
INTERNAL REVENULE SERVICE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcomnmittee on Administration of the
Internal Revenue Code of the Senate ('omnittee on Finance. I appreciate the op-
portunity to appear before this subcommittee to give testimony on the role of the
Internal Revenue Service In Federal law enforcement.
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I entered Federal service during World War 1I as a Special Agent of the Fed!_
eral Bureau of Investigation. I resigned eight years later as a supervisor in Wash-
ington, D.C. Most of my time was spent investigating foreign directed espionage
against the United State This was a period when three nations were in a race
to see which could first develop the atomic bomb, and espionage activity within
our country was intense. After leaving the FBI in 1951, I served as Assistant
Chief of Investigations in the Office of Price Stabilization and Chief Investiga-
tor for a Senate Judiciary subcommittee that was empowered to examine the
administration of the Trading wilth the Enemy Act. After submission of the final
subcommittee report, I was employed by the Internal Revenue Service and sub-
sequently occupied the positions of Assistant Director and Director of the In-
ternal Security Division. In January 1966, 1 became Director of the Intelligence
Division, which is responsible for making criminal tax fraud Investigations, and
served In that capacity until my retirement in June of 1970. 1 am presently an
Assistant Professor at a nearby community college. I have also worked more
than seven years in private industry.

The Internal Revenue Service, specifically the Intelligence and Audit Divisions,
has been called upon each time this nation faces a law enforcement crisis. The
conviction of gangsters in the 1930's, such as Capone, is an example. Next came
•the drive against black marketeers during World War 11. This was followed by
Senate hearings chaired by Senator Kefauver into organized crime. His final re-
port severely criticized the Internal Revenue Service for failure to enforce the
tax laws in a vigorous manner against organized crime members. The nextYed-
eral effort against organized crime resulted from the arrest of members who
were holding a secret meeting in AppalachiA, New York in 1957. This involved a
commitment of Internal Revenue Service manpower as a result of congressional
,and Department of Justice presures. The drive against labor racketeers led by
the Senate Government Operations Subcommittee was another example, as was
the intensive drive against organized crime under the leadership of then At-
torney General Robert Kennedy. This latter drive caused President Johnson to
publicly give the Service credit for the trial and conviction of sixty percent of the
organized crime leaders brought to trial. Most recently the Intelligence and
Audit Divisions have distinguished themselves in Strike Force participation
under the general leadership of the Department of Justice.

In spite of this outstanding record, or possibly because of it, a debate has been
going on for forty years within the Treasury Department and the government as
a whole as to whether the service, in carrying out its responsibilities, should aid
other units of the government enforce the laws under their Jurisdiction. I feel
the service should, tinder policies spelled out by the Congress, continue to use its
resources as it has in the past, as a part of, and not separate from the rest of the
government. This is not to suggest that the laws protecting the confidentiality of
tax returns should be altered or violated.

The personnel of- IR Intelligence and Audit Divisions must be regarded as
among the most caapble financial investigators in the world. Given a tax return.
they can determine whether a person has violated our tax laws or some other
of the laws passed to regulate our conduct. I am not referring to laws that
amount to trivia in the scheme of things, but to bribery. fraud. political cor-
ruption and organized crime activities, with the subsequent nullification of gov-
ernment, the kinds of crimes that make citizens, and particuarly the "man on
the street" lose result for our leadership and our law enforcement.

The Internal Revenue Service expertise is unequivocally needed as a part of
our overall effort to control crime in our society.

Profit is the motivating factor behind the types of crimes I have named. Such
crimes and tax evasion generally go hand in hand. To divorce the enforcement
of one from the other, would be tantamount to encouraging the commission of
crime and inviting erosion of the law. We miust build more bridges between our
enforcement agencies rather than more walls.

I believe that a stronger and more aggressive tax enforcement attitude with-
in the Department of Justice Tax Division and the Internal Revenue Service
would have revealed many of the scandals that have plagued the country, and
that a strong tax enforcement system and participation in government led crime
drives on the part of IRS will prevent future scandals. It will further convince
the average citizen that all are equally sharing the burden of taxation.

I regard the enforcement of our criminal tax laws as weak and discriminatory.
I say weak because of the limited number of Special Agents (about 2,500) to do
the Job, and discriminatory because the enforcement is highly selective. I do not
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mean to infer that there Is political selectivity. This problem is more complex
than my statement may imply. However it is one reason why special programs
must be created to investigate the tax returns that IRS has not investigated
under its own enforcement system. In making this statement I do not attack the
Audit Division of the service. Their primary function is the assessment of taxes
rather than the investigation of criminal fraud. They are of valuable and nec-
essary assistance to the limited number of Special Agents in making the limited
number of fraud investigations that are made.

While the recommendations that I made.-in testimony before the Congress,
Consumer and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of the House Committee on Gov-
ernment Operations may not be totally on point, I would like to briefly report
them here as they are pertinent to the operations of IRS and its Intelligence
Division.

1. The Commissioner of IRS should be appointed for a period of .seven years
rather than a short term employee.

2. The Intelligence Division of the service, which is responsible for making
criminal tax fraud investigations should be headed by an Assistant Commis-
sioner for enforcement who would directly supervise a reduced number of offices
with greater efficiency and less cost. The organization should be centralized or
regionalized for greater efficiency and effectiveness.

8. The Intelligence Division should investigate civil as well as criminal tax
fraud cases.

4. The Intelligence Division should maintain a continuing organized crime
drive program coordinated with that of the Department of Justice.

5. Congress should actively and continually oversight the drive against crime.
6. The Intelligence Division should institute courses of training for state tax

enforcement personnel to encourage the states to discharge their own respon-
sibility to prosecute criminal tax evasion when it occurs. Such prosecutions are
generally unheard of today even though it is as much a crime to violate state
laws as those of the federal government.

I thank you for allowing me to appear before the committee to express my
views on the important matter under consideration.

Senator IKLslE.r,. Our last witness is Mr. Charles Fishman, who is
the Washington attorney for the Federal Criminal Investigators As-
sociation. Mr. Fishman, it is a pleasure to have you.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES FISHMAN, WASHINGTON COUNSEL,
FEDERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. FIsIIM\x. Thank vou. Senator. Rather than impose on you with
the total statement, I prefer to read a summary of it.

Senator ItASKEILL. It will be reproduced inl the record in full.
fr. FISHMAZ. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Federal Criminal Investigators As-
sociation I wish to thank the committee for this opportunity to al)pear
and testify on the role of the Internal Revenue Service in Federal
law enforcement. I am appearing today as the Washington counsel
of the FCIA-a voluntary nonprofit association of Federal criminal
investigators founded in 1969. Currently. there are more than 4.500
members of the. FCIA organized into (5 chapters throughout the
Nation.

A. number of the members of the FCIA are employees of the In-
telligence Division of the Internal Revenue Service. thence, th F(IA
has a substantial interest in the subject matter before this committee.
The views expressed here today are the official views of the member-
ship of the FCIA and rel)resent the best ju(lgnent of the men and
women who are called upon to daily enforce the Federal criminal laws.

On July 1, 1919, the Intelligence Division was created with a few
agents and given the mission of uncovering all tax frauds perpetrated
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against the United States At the close of fiscal year 1974 the Intelli-
gence Division had 2,577 special agents at more than 200 posts of duty.
During the past 56 years the Intelligence Division has been viewed as
the most sophisticated group of experts in the area of crimes of finance
in the world- For years the leaders of our Nation and the IRS proudly
proclaimed the accomplishments of the Intelligence Division as proof
of the fairness of our vohmtary tax system and as an effective deterrent
against those who would do less than the tax code requires. I refer you
to page 3 of my formal statement for examples of I RS statements in
support of the Intelligence Division.

Over the past 10 years Americans have become increasingly aware
of the epidemic of crime that is engulfing our Nation. Much. of that
crime is localized random violent. street crime which is the province of
our local law enforcement agencies. Unfortunately, a great deal of
crime committed in the United States is highly o0rganized--crimes
such as narcotic trafficking, gambling, and stock fraud. This form of
criminal conduct is not random or localized. It is national and inter-
national in scope and must be handled on a Federal level. The brunt
of this responsibility has fallen upon the Intelligence Division. It came
not from the desires of the special agents, but from the Oval Office of
the White House.

Here again, I refer you to page 4 of my prepared statement where
a number of Presidential statements calling for expanded Intelligence
Division role against organized crime are set, forth. Also, on pages 4
through 6 of my statement, you will see a discussion by IRS officials of
the contribution that the Internal Security alnd Intelligence Divisions
have made in the fight against organized crime and the "war" against
narcotics.

However, an abrupt change in this attitude occurred in 1974. In the
annual report for that year, a separate section of the IRS annual
report dealing with organized crime was dropped. While discussing
the Service's role in strike force activities, the following paragraph
was added at the end of the compliance chapter, and I quote:

In 1974 the Service began a reevaluation of its J)articipation in Investigations
of organized crime figures and narcoti(. traffickers to insure that its criminal
enforcement efforts directed at the most significant violatolrs of the Income tax
laws. While the Service will continue to cooperate with other Federal agencies in
the conduct of investigation of criminals who hare violated the tax laws and(
maintain a strong drive to enforce the tax laws against criminals, its efforts
in the future depend, of course. upon available resources. These resources must
be tsed in an efficient manner that will have the maximum possible impact on
all who engage in criminal violations of the tax laws.

The above statement was clearly a l)recursor of things to come. And
come they did. Today it is no secret that a state of bitter hostility which
often flairs into open warfare exists between the appointed m~ianagee-
ment and a signilieant portion of the career employees of the IRS.
especially those. assigned to the Intelligence and Internal Security
Divisions. The Commissioner hias made it clear in his words and actions
that he wants to limit IRS involvement in strike force activities and
the war on narcotics traffickers. lie has also suspended a number of
substantial investigations under the jurisdiction of the Intelligence
Division. Special agents, meeting in convention on October 12, 1975,
adopted a resolution setting forth their feelings and beliefs. They be-
lieve that the IRS management has been impugning the integrity of
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all special agents through the news media and within the Service by
improperly accusing personnel of illegal and reprehensible conduct;
that irreparable damage has been done to the morale of Intelligence
Division employees; that restrictions placed upon them have destroyed
their effectiveness as part of the strike force and the narcotic traffickers
programs; that the legitimate grievances of Intelligence and Internal
Security personnel have been ignored and their rights so trampled
that management has lost all credibility with virtually all career per-
sonnel; that management's hostility to the accomplishments of the
Intelligence and Internal Security Division has not only reduced their
present capabilities but has discouraged and prevented new activities
and programs relating to tax crime; that key career officials within
the Intelligence Division have, without cause, been removed or forced
into retirement; and that working relationships between management
and career employees of the Intelligence Division have deteriorated
to the point that it has affected the mission of the Service.

Obviously, these are serious charges, not, lightly made. Before pro-
ceeding to suggest a possible solution, I believe it would be helpful to
briefly review'the record of the Intelligence Division and the Service's
)articipation in the organized crime drive, and strike force activities,.

With respect to activities of the Intelligence Division, I have
compiled an 11-year history of statistical information, which sheds
some light on tle value of the contribution made by the Intelligence
Division. That chart appears on page 8 of my testimony.

For reasons of simplicity, the analysis is limited to t area of tax
f rand. In each year the Intelligence Division receives in excess of
100.000 possible cases from among the 75 to 80 million tax forms filed.
It makes substantial investigations in less than 10,000 and on the aver-
age recommends prosecutions in approximately 2,000 cases. Every year
apl)roximately 1,250 people are indicted for tax fraud and slightly
in excess of 1,000 are convicted. Taxes and penalties collected average
in excess of $100 million a year. All of this has been accomplished with
an average of 1,932 Intelligence Division agents at an average annual
cost of $48 million. I would also suggest that you take a look at statis-
tics presented on pages 9 and 10 for analysis of contribution that the
Intelligence Division has made to both strike force activities and war
against narcotics activities.

With this background, I do not believe it is an overstatement to
conclude that, the Intelligence Division has successfully fulfilled its
mission. Beyond the hard figures I have set forth above must be added
the deterrence value of the Intelligence Division's activities plus the
resources which society has saved because drugs have not reached the
street. or members of organized crime are in jail rather than plying
their trade on our streets.

What I am saying is that the Intelligence Division of the IRS
should be applauded and supported for a job well done. In some in-
stances. mistakes have been made, but. they have been relatively minor
and individual acts at odds with the policy of the Intelligence Division.
IUnfortunately, the Commissioner disagrees. Ie apparently believes
that strike force and narcotic activities are a misuse of 'time and
resources. Ilie has halted a limited number of other programs of th
Intelligence Division's ongoing tax fraud work.
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As a result of these actions and others the Commissioner has lost
the confidence of many career employees. Frankly, he is no longer
capable of leading them and the situation is deteriorating. Each side
regularly leaks detrimental stories to the press hoping to injure the
other. Each has scored points against the other, but each time a point
is scored the Service is injured. The leadership of the FCIA under-
stands this dilemma but is unable to control the wrath of many career
employees. Nor has the leadership been successful in attempting to
mediate the conflict with the Conunissioner. Something must be dole
before the situation deteriorates even further.

The national executive board of the FCIA has made a suggestion.
They recently passed a resolution setting forth the grievances of the
career employees and then suggested the following:

That the Secretary of the Treasury should, with the consent of the President
and Congress, exert his executive authority to begin the process of transferring
the criminal ifivestigutive functions of the Internal Revenue Service Intelligence
and Internal Security Division to the office of law enforcement under the Assist-
ant Secretary of the Treasury In enforcement, operations and tariff affairs.

It is highly unfortunate, but true, that given the history and the
personalities involved, these problems will not be solved short of such
a transfer of authority or the dismantling of the Intelligence and In-
ternal Security Divisions or the removal of the Commissioner. The
only alternative, continued conflict, is intolerable for all concerned.

Mr. Chairman, I wish my testimony today could have been more
encouraging. Unfortunately, it could not be that way. I do hope that
some good will come from the light shed at this hearing, but that
requires dealing with reality, or at least perceptions of realities, how-
ever bitter those perceptions may be.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Fishman. You have expressed,
of course, concern about the IRS management charging certain spe-
cial agents with illegal conduct, and you have referred to a loss of
morale within the Intelligence Division. I do not know whether that
is from talking to people in the Division or not, but there has been
a great deal of publicity concerning such activities and, assuming the
pulicity is correct, on such a thing as Operation Leprechaun and
Operation Sunshine, et cetera, it would seem to me that the IRS must
not condone illegal activities of overzealous agents.

Now, if that results in loss of morale, that would surprise me
because I would think that the vast bulk of the members of the
Intelligence Division would want things done in a proper and legal
manner. I wonder if you have any comments on that.

Mr. FisHMAN. Well, that certainly was not the thrust of my sug-
gestions. Clearly, if an agent engages in illegal conduct, that agent
has no right to seek protection from the Service or from the FCIA.
That is not our claim. What we are saying-and I think some of this
has come out already and I suspect, as I understand, at l-ast, more is
scheduled to come out even this week-that a number of agents have
been subjected to rather substantial adverse publicity in statements
by the Commissioner's office for reprehensible and clearly illegal con-
duct when, in fact., they were not engaged in it. That is the allegation.

Senator HASKELL. WVell that is, of course, an entirely different
story.
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Mr. FISHMAN. Yes, it is, and that is the allegation that the FCIA
has made, and that is the allegation which they are prepared to
substantiate.

Senator HASKELL. Have you pointed out in your statement where
allegations of improper conduct have been made? Do you have
information in your statement that contradicts those statements and
says what the facts are, because we have to deal in facts and not just
individuals throwing mud back and forth at each other.

MAr. FISnIMAN. Yes. I believe on page 7 of my statement, about six
lines down, they believe-"theiy" being the agents assembled in con-
vention that passed this resolution-ltat the IRS managenent has
been impugning the integrity of all special agents through the news
media and within the Service by improperly accusing personnel of
illegal and reprehensible conduct. I stress "improperly accusing".
Attached to my testimony is a resolution from which that was taken,
and you will find that paragraph on tie first page of that resolution.

Senator H-ASKELL. Well, now, let us just stopi a moment. I read
about Operation Leprechaun in the paper. I cannot believe that any-
body thinks that this is typical of what the Intelligence Division does.

Mr. Fxsibr,%x. Let me ask you something, Senator. When you read
that and statements that the Commissioner made, did you conic to the
conclusion that the agent involved in Operation Leprechaut was in-
volved in improper or illegal conduct ?

Senator HASKEII. WVel, I do not know that it, was the intelligence
agent, but if what I read in the papers was correct. somebody was
involved in illegal conduct. We will have to wait until the court tells
us who it was.

Mr. FisnAIAN. Well, in fact, that agent was not-and if I can ask
your patience-I believe you will find before the end of the week
through the information acquired by another congressional commit-
tee that, in fact, that was not the case. and that the Internal Revenue
Service knew it was nxot the case, and they knew it was not tie case
at the time the charges were made.

Senator HASKELL. If those are the facts, and if those come out as
the facts, of course, making such an allegation is not excused.

Mr. FISHMAN. If you would leave the matter open for a matter of
days.

Senator HASKEL. I will leave the record open for 2 weeks for any-
thing anybody wants to submit.

Mr. FISiTmAN. I am simply respecting the request of another con-
gressional committee that that material not be placed in the public
record until they do so.

Senator HASKELL. The record will stay open for 2 weeks if that
is sufficient time for that to be submitted. I do not think, as far as I
can see, that anybody is imputgning-at least certainly. no member of
this committee is impugning-the Intelligence Divislon of the IRS,
which has done a good job. The only point here is, what is the primary
purpose of the intelligence unit? Is it to enforce the tax laws of the
United States, or is it to enforce the general criminal laws? This is
an issue of great complexity, with a great deal to be said on both
sides, and I hope that further light will be shed on the matter in
subsequent hearings.

60-41176---- 8
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Mr. FIsHMAN. To some extent, it is a definition of problem, Senator.
The FCIA has a very strong position that they oppose the use of the
Internal Security or Intelligence Divisions for any use other than tax-
related cases. I think what you are dealing with here is a difference in
definition of what constitutes a tax-related case.

Senator HASKELL. That is correct. Thank you very much, Mr. Fish-
man. The record will stay open.

Mr. FIsiiM AN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement and material subsequently submited by

Mr. Fishman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLEs L. FISTIMAN, ON BEHALF OF THE FEDERAL
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Federal Criminal Investigators Association I
wish to thank the Committee for this opportunity to appear and testify on the
role of the Internal Revenue Service In Federal Law Enforcement. I am appear-
ing today as the Washington Counsel of the F.C.I.A.-a voluntary nonprofit asso-
ciation of Federal Criminal Investigators founded in 1968. Currently, there are
more than 4,500 members of the F.C.I.A. organized into 65 chapters stretching
from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Canadian to the Mexican borders.

A number of the members of the F.C.I.A. are employees of the Intelligence Divi-
sion of the Internal Revenue Service. Hence, the F.C.I.A. has a substantial interest
in the subject matter before this Committee. The views expressed here today are
the official views of the membership of the F.C.I.A. and represent the best judg-
ment of the men and women who are called upon to daily enforce the federal crim-

inal laws. These men and women are dedicated professionals. 'Many of them are
attorneys or accountants. All of them are committed to attaining the highest stand-
ards of professional conduct as criminal investigators. That level of commitment
may best be expressed by quoting from the F.C.I.A. Law Enforcement Code of
Ethics.

"-As a Law Enforcement Officer, my fundametal duty is to serve mankind; to
safeguard lives and property: to protect the inno(vnt against deception, the weak
against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful against violence or disorder;
and to respect the Constitutional rights of all men to liberty, equality, and justice.

"I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain coura-
geous calm in the face of danger, scorn, or ridicule; develop self-restraint ; and be
constantly mindful of the welfare of others. Honest in thought and (ieed In both
my personal and official life, I will be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land
and the regulations of my department. Whatever I see or hear of a confidential
nature or that Is confided to me in my official capacity will be kept evei-secret
unless revelation Is necessary In the performance of my duty.

"I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, animosities,
or friendships to influence my decisions. With no compromise for crime and with
relentless prosecution of criminals, I will enforce the law courteously andappro-
priately without fear or favor, malice or Ill will, never employing unnecessary
force or violence and never accepting gratuities.

"I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I accept it as
a public trust to be held so long as I am true to tile ethics of the police service. I
will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself
before God to my chosen profession-law enforcement."

On July 1, 1919, the Intelligence Division of the I.R.S. was created with a few
agents and given the mission of uncovering all tax frauds perpetrated against the
United States. At the close of F.Y. 1974 the Intelligence Division had 2,577 special
agents at more than 200 posts of duty. During the past 56 years the Intelligence
Division has been viewed as the most sophisticated group of experts In the area
(of crimes of finance in the world. For years the leaders of our nation and the I.R.S.
proudly proclaimed the accomplishments of the Intelligence Division as part of the
fairness of our voluntary tax system and as an effective deterrent againstt those
who would do less than the tax code requires. For example In the 1965 annual
report of the I.R.S. the role of the Intelligence Division was characterized as
follows:

"Through enforcement activities the Service seeks that all taxpayers pay their
Just share--no more and no less than the law requires. The taxpayer's confl-
dence that the Service Is indeed enforcing the tax laws in a fair and even-
handed manner is essential to voluntary compliance, the foundation of our self-
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assessment system. Consequently, a substantial portion of the resources available
for the administration of the tax laws is expended on activities such as. .. in-
vest igation of tax fraud . . ." (See p. 20.)

More recently the 1971 annual I.R.S. Report stated:
"The criminal prosecution of tax fraud cases is required as a deterrent to tax

evasion. Relatively few cases are prosecuted-around 700 or 800 a year-out of
75 or 80 million corporate and Individual taxpayers. The Service's objective is to
get maximum deterrent value from the few cases prosecuted." (See p. 29.)

Without the Intelligence Division the I.R.S. would he unable to discover a tax
fraud unless an employee of the Audit Division happened upon the fraud scheme
during a routine audit. Such a development would be the exception-not the rule--
since the Audit 1)ivision is primarily concerned with the system of computation
utilized and its accuracy. In fraud cases the numbers always add up. It's what the
Service is nit told th)at matters.

Over the past 10 years Americans have become Increasingly aware of the
epidemic of crime that is engulfing our nation. Much of that crime Is localized
random violent street crime which Is the province of our local law enforcement
agencies. Unfortunately, a great deal of crime committed in the United States is
highly organized--crimnis such as narcotic trafficking, gambling, and stock fraud.
This form (if criminal conduct is not random or localized. It is national and inter-
national in Scope and must be handled on a federal level. The brunt of this respon-
sibility has fallen upon the Intelligence Division. It came not from the desires of
the Special Agents but from the oval office of the White House.

In lHil the I.R.S. ordered the creation of an Organized Crime Drive within the
Intelligence Division. In response to President Johnson's May 5, 1966 speech on
crime that drive was substantially expanded. To quote from the 1966 I.R.S.
anmmal report-

"In line with the President's directive, the Intelligence Division Is now in the
process of es-tablishing the Organized Crime Drive as an integral part of regular
district operations, thereby making available to the Organized Crime Drive the
knowledge and skills of all intelligence division supervisory personnel. (See p.
20.)
Again, in 1970 at the urging of the White House the Service Increased its efforts
to combiat organized crime. Resources committed to that struggle were increased
and the fight against organized crime was given the highest priority. The Serv-
ice became an integral and important part of the federal strike forces that were
deploykel throughout the nation. As reported in the I.R.S. annual report of 1970:

The Internal Revenue Service's participation in the war against organized
crime retains a position of highest priority. Application of resources to the rack-
eteer segment of the Service's overall program has steadly Increased. Expertise
attainei in tax investigations of racketeers over a long period of time has en-
abled the Service to move Immediately Into any area singled out by the Depart-
ment of Justice for Strike Force actively. (See p. 49).
Each year since 1970, the Service has discussed the Strike Force and the con-
tribution of the Intelligence Division in positive terms. In 1971 the Service stated:

More than half the law enforcement manpower working at the Federal level
on the Organized Crime Is supplied by the Service.

The Government's initial plan to combat organized crime has been Intensified to
concentrate on illegal sources of income, such as: gambling, loan sharking, nar-
cotl", prostitution, and other forms of vice. The primary efforts are concentrated
In 18 Strike Forces strategically located throughout the country. The Strike Force
concept melds the energies and expertise of several Federal law enforcement
authorities under direction of the Department of Justice. Significant results
have been obtained In several major crime centers across the nation.

Strike Force operations in Newark, New Jersey, illustrate the effectiveness of
the concept. A Strike Force was established in that city in 1069 to eliminate a
vicois organized crime situation which premeated a major portion of the state.

The team discovered large scale gambling and shylocking operations coupled
with organized hijacking and other types of thefts. Labor unions were infiltrated
or controlled by organized crime and the corruption of public officials was a
principal means of achieving organized crime's ends. Among those Indicated for
income tax evasion as a result of the investigations were: 2 mayors, 4 city council-
men, 2 former city councilmen, 1 judge, 1 corporation counsel, 3 public officials,
2 construction contractors, and 8 racketeers.

In the 1972 Annual Report the Service characterized Its Strike Force activities
as follows:
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The Government combats organized crime through the Strike Force concept
Which melds the investigative resources of various Federal agencies. Although
all Federal law enforcement agencies participate, the Internal Revenue Service
supplies more than half of the agent manpower to the 18 Strike Forces strate-
gically located throughout the country. Agents from the Audit, Intelligence, and
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Divisions participated in the p~rogram. This year,
Service activity in the Strike Force Program established new records in criminal
and civil enforcement.

The success of any program is measured by its results. During fiscal year 1972,
investigative efforts by the Service helped to produce 355 indictments.

However, an abrupt change occurred in 1974. In the Annual Report for that
year the separate section dealing with organized crime was dropped. While still
discussing the Services roll in Strike Force activities the following paragraph
was added to the end of the Compliance Chapter:

In 1974 the Service began a, reevaluation of its participation in investigations
of organized crime figures and narcotics traffickers to insure that its criminal en-
forcement efforts directed at the most significant violators of the income tax
laws. While the Service will continue to cooperate with other Federal agencies
in the conduct of investigations of criminals who have violated the tax laws and
maintain a strong drive to enforce the tax laws against criminals, its efforts in
the future depend, of course, upon available resources. These resources must be
used in an efficient manner that will have the maximum possible impact on all
who engage in criminal violations of the tax laws. (See p. 27)

The above statement was clearly a precursor of things to come. And come
they did. Today it is no secret that f state of bitter hostility which often flares"
into open warfare exists between the appointed management and a significant
portion of the career employees of the I.R.S., especially those assigned to the
Intelligence and Internal Security Divisions. The Commissioner has made it
clear in his words and actions that he wants to limit I.R.S. involvement in
Strike Force activities and the "War" on narcotics traffickers. He has also
suspended a number of substantial investigations under the Jurisdiction of the
Intelligence Division. Special agents, meeting in convention on October 12. 1975
adopted a resolution setting forth their feelings and beliefs. They believe that.
the I.M management has been impugning the integrity of all Special Agents
through the news media and within the Service by improperly accusing per-
sonnel of illegal and reprehensible conduct; That irreparable damage has been
done to the morale of Intelligence Division employees; That restrictions placed
upon them have destroyed their effectiveness as part of the Strike'-Force and
time narcotic traffickers programs; That the legitimate grievances of Intelligence
and Internal Security personnel have been ignored and their rights so trampled
that management has lost all credibility with virtually all career personnel;
That management's hostility to the accomplishments of the Intelligence and In-
-ternal Security Divisions has not only reduced their present capabilities but has
discouraged and prevented new activities and programs relating to tax crimes;
That key career officials within the Intelligence Division have, without cause,
been removed or forced into retirement; and that working relationships between
management and career employees of the Intelligence Division have deteriorated
to the point that it has affected the mission of the Service.

Obviously, there are serious charges, not lightly made. Before proceeding to
suggest a possible solution I believe it would be helpful to briefly review the
record of the Intelligence Division and the Service's participation in the Orga-
nized Crime Drive, and Strike Force activities. With respect to activities of the
Intelligence Division, I have compiled an eleven year history of statistical inforina-
tion, which sheds some light on the value of 'the contribution of the Intelligence
Division. For reasons of simplicity the analysis is limited to the area of tax fraud
of each year the Intelligence Division receives in excess of one hundred thousand
possible cases from among the 75 to 80 million returns filed. It makes substantial
investigations in less than ten thousand and on the average recommends prosecu-
tions in approximately two thousand cases. Every year approximately one thou-
sand two hundred and fifty people are indicted for tax fraud and slightly in
excess of one thousand are convicted. Taxes and penalties collected average in
excess of one hundred million dollars a year. All of this has been accomplished
with an average of 1,932 Intelligence Division agents at an average annual cost
of forty eight million dollars. This information is presented in chart form
below:
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Tax fraud investigations 1 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 Total

Preliminary investigations ----------------------------- 9,846 10,520 10,436 10,663 29,739 28,273 28,068 2 7, 382 28,882 28,601 27,215 99,625
Prliiar nvs~idon ....................... 3, 796 3, 643 3, 772 3,193 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ----------

Full-scale investigtionls-------------------------------------- 3,6 3,4 3,77 3,9 NA7 2,A5 NA45 NA1NA237

Prosecutions recommended ---------------------------- 2,391 2 382 2, 418 2,015 1,620 1,139 1,11 368 1777 2,555 2,454 21237

Taxes and penalties (n millions of dollars) -------------------- 63. 3 12. 2 8. 9 72.3 109.6 126.2 54.3 107.7 77.9 126.0 212.7 1 180.5 1A

Indictments and information--.........................1,577 1,919 1,660 1,342 1,026 649 924 956 1,074 1,186 1, 2 3 ,214 ,5

Gult pea ad onicios------------------ 1,538 1,451 1,324 1,073 756 561 521 787 846 1,0 1,53 121
Guilty pleas and convictions ---- ------------------------ 1714 1,712 1,721 1,740 1,731 1,673 1,857 1,912 2,221 2 396 2,577 -----No. of Spec alI- t el c ......... ------- ------ ------- -- .... 1.4.0 8.5.9 1 740

Tax fraud and special investigation costs (in millions of dollars) . 31.2 32. 4 33.8 35.1 38.5 47.2 54.3 64.1 74.0 85.9 525.7

' Exclusive of wagering and coin-operated gambling device cases, alcohol and tobacco cases.
2 Represents only investigations completed
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Unfortunately, the public record is sparse oil details of the Organized Crime
Drive that functioned from 1961 to 1967. One study that was undertaken dealt
with the impact on tax payments of Individuals-investigated under the pro-
gram. The study covered a six year period from 1958 to 1963 In an effort to deter-
mine if more taxes were being paid after the program was instituted than before.
The study concluded that after the inception of the program major racketeers
Immediately reported 57% more average gross income than prior to 1961. By the
end of the program more than 6,000 tax investigations had been conducted which
resulted in 2,200 convictions with over 3 million dollars in fines and additional
taxes and penalties recommended for assessment in excess of 300 million dollars.

By 1970 the Strike Force program which was just starting was already produc-
Ing meaningful results. The Service characterized its own efforts as follows:

In connection with the Strike Force effort, there were 1,472 examinations in
progress by the Audit Division, 890 investigations being pursued by the Intelli-
gence Division and 161 cases being worked by the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Division as of the end of the fiscal year.

Tax investigations are time consuming, especially those involving racket fig-
ures and their associates. Customary business records are nonexistent, prorspec-
tive witnesses are uncooperative, obstructionist tactics are the rule. and audit
trails are carefully conceled. Unlike the situation where the investigation is coil-
temporaneous with the crime. Federal tax cases require the agent to dig out facts
and evidence from cold leads. The actual crime may have taken place several
years before assignment of the investigation and, depending on the theory of
proof, the agent may need to trace back several years beyond the actual year of
the tax fraud to establish evidence. Despite the inherent problems, a number of
key Strike Force targets have been successfully prosecuted or are under indict-
lnent for income tax evasion. They include three top echelon racketeer leaders
and four top lieutenants. The Service also has under scrutiny or investigation
all known members of numerous racketeering groups and their associates. Many
prominent racketeers have been investigated, indicted, and convicted for tax
violations in the major areas of criminal activity.

Millions of dollars in tax deficiencies have been recommended for assessment
in organized crime cases. The Service has contributed leads and expertise, such
as reconstruction of complicated financial transactions, which helped make it
possible for other Federal agencies engaged in the drive on crime to obtain
indictments for violations outside of the Service's jurisdiction.

By 1973, some 238 organized crime members and their associates had been con-
victed of various tax charges. Assessments for additional taxes and ponalties in
excess of 500 million dollars were levied. In addition 1973 was the second year the
Service participated in the "war" on drug traffickers. Investigations were recomn-
mended in 646 cases with 271 resulting in prosecution. Of those 122 indictments
were issued of which 52 were convicted for tax violations and given an average
sentence of 30 months.

By the end of F.Y. 194, when the Service announced it would reevaluate its
participation in the Strike Force Program it had recommended assessments grow-
ing out of the program of 737.6 million dollars in additional taxes and penalties.
Four hundred forty two organized crime members or their associates had been
convicted of tax violations during the preceding 8 years of the program includ-
ing 174 during 1974 at a cost of 31A man-years per conviction.

One point which I would like to emphasize is that all of the prosecutions, con-
victions and assessments referred to above resulted from tax crimes and sub-
stantive violations of the Internal Revenue Code. Thus, the F.C.I.A. dismisses as
spurious, the argument that Strike Force work is unrelated to the mission of the
Service just as they reject the argument that their Involvement in cases of al-
leged illegal campaign contributions are to enforce the campaign laws and not
the Code.

With the background I do not believe it is an overstatement to conclude that
the Intelligence Division has successfully fulfilled its mission. Beyond the hard
figures I have set forth above must be added the deterrence value of the Intelli-
gence Division's activities plus the resources which society has saved because
drugs have not reached the street or members of organized crime are in jail
rather than plying their trade on our streets.

What I am saying is that the Intelligence Division of the I.R.S. should be ap-
plauded and supported for a Job well done. In some instances mistakes have been
made but they have been relatively minor and Individual actio at odds with the
policy of the Intelligence Division. Unfortunately, the Commissioner disagrees.
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He apparently believes that Strike Force and narcotic activities are a misuse of
time and resources. He has halted and limited other programs of the Intelligence
Division's ongoing tax fraud work.

As a result of these actions and others the Commissioner has lost the confi-
dence of many career employees. Frankly, he is no longer capable of leading them
and the situation is deteriorating. Each side regularly leaks detrimental stories
to the press hoping to injure the other. Each has "scored points" against the other
but each time a point is scored the Service is injured. The leadership of the
F.C.I.A. understands this dilemma but is unable to control the wrath of many
career employees. Nor has the leadership been successful in attempting to me-
diate the conflict with the Commissioner. Something must be done before the
situation deteriorates even further.

The National Exectuive Board of the F.C.I.A. has made a suggestion. They
recently passed a resolution setting forth the grievances of the career employees
and then suggested the following:

That the Secretary of the Treasury Should, with the consent of the President
and Congress, exert his executive authority to begin the process of transferring
the criminal investigative functions of the Internal Revenue Service Intelligence
and Internal Security Division to the office of Law Enforcement under the As-
sistant Secretary of the Treasury In Enforcement, Operations & Tariff Affairs.

It is highly unfortunate but true that given the history and the personalities
involved, these problems will not be solved short of such a transfer of authority
or the dismantling of the Intelligence and Internal Security Divisions or the
removal of the Commissioner. The only alternative, continued conflict, is intol-
erable for all concerned.

Mr. CHAIRMAN, I wish my testimony today could have been more encourag-
Ing. Unfortunately, It could not be that way. I do hope that some good will come
from the light shed at this hearing but that requires dealing with reality, or at
least perceptions of realities, however bitter those perceptions may be.

Appendix A

FEDERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS ASSOCIATION

RESOLUTION
In convention assembled in the City of Detroit, Michigan, October 12. 1975,

through its members to the National Executive Board, the members of the Fed-
eral Criminal Investigators Association resolved that:

Whereas, there has been official impugning without factual basis, both through
the news media and within the Internal Revenue Service of illegal and repre-
hensible conduct on the part of Intelligence personnel so as to discredit irre-
sponsibly and indiscriminately the-integrity of all Special Agents in the public
mind and in the minds of other Internal Revenue Service Personnel;

Whereas,'tlteld. resources have been expended in endless investigations and
inquiries of Intelligejne Division personnel so as to cause irreparable damage to
the morale and esprit d6'corps which has been an Intelligence Division hallmark
since the original establishment asa separate unit in 1919;

Whereas, such restrictions have been imposed on the activities and priorities
of the Intelligence Division and Its personnel so as to reduce it long standing
effectiveness in the Strike Force Program so as to virtually curtail all participa-
tion in the narcotic traffickers program ;

Whereas, a large segment of Internal Revenue Service officials have been led
to view the purpose and legitimate functions of both the Intelligence and Internal
Security Divisions in such a negative and biased manner as to affect the credibil-
ity of Special Agents and Inspectors and make future harmony impossible:

Whereas, the legitimate grievences of Intelligence and Internal Security Di-
visions personnel have been so repeatedly ignored, the rights of individuals with-
In the divisions- so trampled and management's unwillingness to compromise,
being so apparent that top officials have lost their own credibility with virtually
all Intelligence and Internal Security personnel;

Whereas, top Internal Revenue Service officials have caused District Directors
and other managers through fear and threat of humiliation to place even further
restrictions at their discretion on the activities of Special Agents, and to thus ren-
der them less effective in the performance of their responsibilities in the criminal
enforcement of tax laws;
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Whereas, the confidentiality of informants has been placed in such jeopardy
within the Internal Revenue Service so as to severely impair the discovery of tax
violations among the criminal element, large corporate entities, international
operators, and corrupt public figures;

Whereas, top Internal Revenue Service officials have evidenced such a com-
pletely and consistently negative reaction to the Intelligence Division and its
accomplishments so as to not only reduce its capabilities but also to discourage
and even prevent new initiatives and programs relating to tax crimes;

Whereas, a deliberate pattern of harassment against Intelligence Division lead-
ership has taken place, including the removal and forced retirement, without
cause of key officials in the Division, who are yet held In high esteem by their
peers and other officials In the Internal Revenue Service and who were highly
commended by former commissioners under whom they had served;

Whereas, these cumulative actions have so severely hampered the performance
of the Intelligence and Internal Security Divisions, so damaged working relation-
ships with other law enforcement agencies and so needlessly tainted the crimi-
nal tax enforcement activities so as to cause grave concern about the future
of our tax system if Intelligence and Internal Security Divisions' activities re-
main in the existing organizational climate and structure;

Whereas, the members of this Association feel that in order to effectively en-
force the laws of the United States of America and insure equal protection for
all citizens of the United States, Be it resolved,

That the Secretary of the Treasury should, with the consent of the President
and Congress. exert his executive authority to begin the process of transferring
the Criminal Investigative functions of the Internal Revenue Service Intelligence
and Internal Security Divisions to the Office of Law Enforcement under the As-
sistant Secretary of the Treasury in enforcement, operations and tariff affairs.

CHARLES LOUIS FISHMAN,
ATTORNEY AT LAw,

Washington, D.C., December 24, 1975.
Senator FLOYD K. HASKELL,
Snite 4106, New Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HASKELL: At the close of your December 1, 1975 hearings on
the Role of the Internal Revenue Service (I.R.S.) in Federal Law Enforcement
Activities, you requested that I furnish, for the record, whatever information
I had to suggest that I.R.S. Special Agents were correct in their stated belief
that "I.R.S. management has been impugning the integrity of all Special Agents
through the news media, and within the Service by improperly accusing per-
sonnel of illegal and represensible conduct." You noted that this allegation, if
substantiated, raised serious questions that should be addressed.

I am transmitting this letter to call your attention to the bearings before the
House Ways and Means Oversight Subcommittee held on Tuesday, December %
1975. Unfortunately, I do not have access to a copy of the Ways and Means
transcript at this time. Therefore, the comments set forth below are as I recall
them or from my notes taken during the hearings. I would urge you not to
rely on my memory on such an important matter. Rather, the Committee should
review the sworn testimony contained in the Ways and Means transcript for
itself and come to Its own conclusions.

As I recall the substance of the testimony before the Ways and Means Com-
mJittee the following points were made:

Item: When operation Leprechaun first became public, I.R.S. officials came
before the Congress and the press and publically characterized it as an "abbera-
tion" "gutter tactics", and "reprehensible" notwithstanding the fact that no
I.R.S. investigation had yet been undertaken to determine what In fact had been
done or who did it. In effect I.S. officials contributed to the sensationalism in
the press coverage of Operation Leprechaun -by making strong negative state-
ments without a factual basis.

item: According to the hearings the Inspection Division of I.R.S. eventually
commenced an investigation of Operation Leprechaun and began the process of
systematically acquiring the Information necessary to analyze and determine
what did happen. Before that investigation was completed-indeed that investi-
gation was ongoing-the office of Public Affairs of the I.R.S.-not the (Jomma4-
aloners Offloe or the Ins peetion Dtv#s o--released an Inspection Division In-
terim Report that was highly critical of Special Agent Harrison and operation
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Leprechaun. The release of the Interim Report was, I have been informed,
accomplished by holding a press conference. I submit that the use of the office
of Public Affairs-a noninvestigative public relations arm of the I.R.S.-to
release a report on such a controversial subject has only one purpose-to gen-
erate more negative publicity about Intelligence Division Activities including
Operation Leprechaun and Special Agent Harrison.

Item: A letter was introduced into the record that shows that within weeks
of the release of the Interim Report referred to above Deputy Commissioner,
William E. Williams, instructed a regional I.R.S. official-a Mr. DeWitt-to
bring charges against Special Agent Harrison-in effect to formally accuse
Harrison of wrongdoing in a manner that would result in his unfavorable ter-
mination from the Service. Williams ordered this action notwithstanding the
fact that the I.R.S. investigation was incomplete and no review had been made
of the source material compiled by the Inspection Division. Mr. DeWitt requested
the assistance of a personnel specialists in preparing charges against Special
Agent Harrison. Jeffrey Shapiro of the I.R.S. Conduct and Appeals Branch was
assigned the task and traveled to Florida to review the material.

Item: According to the record Shapiro conducted the one and only review of
the actual source material concerning Harrison and Leprechaun and found no
substantial evidence of wrongdoing. Shapiro concluded that any violation of
I.R.S. rules and regulations were technical and procedural and even they were
surrounded by mitigating circumstances. Accordingly, Shapiro concluded there
was no basis to bring charges against Special Agent Harrison.

Item: Assistant Regional Commissioner E. J. Vitkus also testified about his
review of Operation Leprechaun. Vitkus also concluded that Special Agent
Harrison was without blame or fault and characterized early official I.R.S. state-
ment on Leprechaun as "premature and unfortunate."

Item: According to Shapiro's testimony he met with Deputy Commissioner
Williams to review the Shapiro report. Shapiro characterized Williams reaction
as surprised but concluded that Williams accepted the report and its conclusions.
However, Shapiro then testified that the rest of the meeting with Williams was
consumed with a discussion of alternative methods to force Special Agent IHarri-
son out of the I.R.S. notwithstanding the findings of the Shapiro report.

At the close of the House Ways and MIeans Committee Hearings chairman
Vanik told Harrison "the record up to this point clears you of any wrongdoing,"
and that "the common thread in Leprechaun and Tradewinds has been for the
national (I.R.S.) office to zero in on the agent-in-charge and to prosecute and
keelhaul him in public."

I submit that these tactics have been very successful. You may recall that dur-
ing your hearings you referred to your understanding of Operation Leprechaun.
which you apparently acquired in the public press, in substantially negative
terms.

I hope that these additional remarks are of assistance to the Committee. If
I may be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to call upon me.

Sincerely,
CHARLES LOUIS FISHMAN.

Fc-DERAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATORS ASSocIATION,
Forestville, Conn., April 18, 1975.

Mr. DONALD C. ALEXANDER,
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Room 3000, 1111 Constitution Avenue, NW.,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR COMMISSIONER ALEXANDER: I am the Executive Secretary of the Federal

Criminal Investigators Association which is composed of both active and retired
criminal investigators employed by the United States Government. We have ap-
proximately 900 Special Agents of the Intelligence Division, I.R.S., as members,
which we believe is approximately 50% of your Intelligence Division working
force.

I am writing to ask your assistance in my organization's attempt to determine
the validity of certain rumors regarding a number of your decisions which are
having a demoralizing effect on the investigative personnel of the I.R.S. and
thereby reducing its efficiency. I am not attempting to interfere with the pre-
rogatives of management of the I.R.S. as they have a difficult enough job. How-
ever, I am taking the liberty of appealing directly to you because I know that
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you are Just as concerned as we are In seeing that both the needs of your investi-
gators and the Government are served.

Let me give you an example of how an unfounded rumor was handled by
the F.C.I.A.

After the passage of the H.R. 9281 (21/2% retirement bill), we received numer-
ous inquiries indicating that various agencies were reviewing their criminal
investigator position to determine if the GS-1811 classification was Justified.
Part of the rumor was that Special Agents of the Intelligence Division would
be reclassified to general investigators and that their positions would be down-
graded or abolished. Our inquiries established that there was no validity to
this rumor and we passed this information to our membership by publishing
our endings in our monthly newsletter.

II wever, since that time, numerous other rumors have circulated causing
grave concern among our members and these rumors were buttressed by certain
actions of your office. Will you please take time from your busy schedule to give
us your comments on the following areas of concern:
1. Restrictions on Title 18 investigations

Your text material for a speech before the Annual Convention of the Tax
Section of the American Bar Association, Honolulu, Hawaii, on August 14, 1974,
Indicated a strong and drastic move away from the use of the Internal Revenue
Service as a "law enforcement agency." If this is to lie your policy for the
future, what role do you have planned for the Intelligence Division?
2. Restrictions# of Arrests by Special Agents

In numerous conversations you have indicated strong opposition to Special
Agents making arrests, particularly when shown photographs of suspected felons
in handcuffs. Are you opposed to the use of established law enforcement proce-
dures in tax cases, at the risk of the safety of the Special Agent and the arrested
individual? Would you prefer that criminal investigators in the I.R.S. not make
any arrests? If so, how do you expect the courts and the public to consider tax
evasion a serious crime (which it must, if voluntary compliance is to continue)
when I.R.S. does not consider it or treat it as a serious crime?
3. Prohibitions on Special Agents Participating in Raids

Improper conduct by a criminal investigator during a raid can generate
unfavorable publicity and possible law suits for damages. However, such isolated
Instances do not call for the complete abandonment of this investigative tech-
nique but, rather, are a lesson upon which to formulate future conduct. If one
of your investigators abuses his subpoena authority, does that mean that you
will forbid all Investigators from using this authority? Is there perhaps another
reason for prohibiting your investigators from participating in raids and arrests
with other Federal agencies, even wI-en they can gail valuable information on
a person they are investigating?
4. Dc-emphasis of Strike Force Program and Narcotic Traffickers Program

You have stated that the Internal Revenue Service has changed the criteria
for involvement in these activities in that they must satisfy the revenue and
professional criteria which have long been established within the I.R.S. as guides
for channeling its resources. Further, you have stated that in the future, special
activities will have to compete openly and equally for resources against the
regular tax administration activities. It Is the opinion of the Association that
the I.R.S. cannot and should not divorce itself from the needs of the government
as well as the public which It serves. In the areas of Organized Crime, Narcotics
Traffickers and Political Corruption, history has proven that numerous skillful
violators of various statutes of the U.S. Code have only been brought to justice
through the judicious use of tax laws. Therefore, to curtail or restrict such
resources from endeavors in these areas is to deny the public, for whom we all
work, the right to a fair, unbiased and impartial return on its investment and
to deny your criminal investigators the integrity of a system which should be
operated impartially. Is there not a need for I.R.S., as well as all other enforce-
nient agencies, to be vitally concerned with law violators? Should we not utilize
whenever and wherever needed, all our resources to combat crime? Is not the
I.R.S. one of these resources?
5. Restriotions on Premium Pay

This, above all else, has caused more complaints and rumors than any other
subject. We understand that the study by Treasury has been completed and its
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preliminary draft presented to you for comments. Will you follow the guidelines
published by Treasury? If not, what guidelines will you use? Can you put to rest
the persistent rumor that your restrictions on premium pay were designed to
defeat the new legislation making such pay part of the base pay computation for
retirement purposes?

Is it not to the benefit of the taxpayer that the investigation be completed as
speedily and efficiently as possible? Is it not to the benefit of the witness contacted
during an investigation that they be contacted in the evening rather than normal
daytime working hours when they might suffer a loss of pay? Does not premium

-14 pay save the government and witnesses both time and money in addition to speed-
Ing up the investigation?

11(w can premium pay be applied after the fact when regulations prohibit it?
What happens when an agent is required to interview a witness after hours, the
situation is uncontrollable and the agent is not on premium pay? Why is I.R.S. the
only U.S. Treasury law enforcement agency that administers premium pay (ltf.
ferently? On again, off again-more off than on, regardless of whether the case"
call for the investigator to be on premium pay.
6. Suspension of Information Oathering and Retriet'al, and Confidential Funds

Since the inception of the Intelligence Division, it has always been the policy
and DUTY to receive, evaluate, and when necessary, investigate fully any informa-
tion which has a tax consequence and comes to the attention of any Special Agent.
However, with the suspension and/or restrictions placed on Information Gather-
Ing and Retrieval and the use of Confidential Funds, you have removed your crim-
inal investigative personnel from contacts with informants and the surveillance of
organized crime figures, corrupt politicians and narcotics traffickers, since monies
for these activities comes from Confidential Funds. Even worse, you have pro-
hibited your criminal investigators from contacts with other law enforcement
agencies (in developing information on the aforementioned people) since Internal
Revenue Manual Section 9311.2(3) does not permit contacts outside of the I.R.S.
other than public records. I would be remis if I did not inform you that the sus-
pension of the Manual provisions permitting agents from gathering information
on people such as narcotics traffickers, corrupt politicians and organized crime
figures might raise grave questions concerning these suspensions.

No responsible management official can fail to understand the importance of
this function to any intelligence organization.

Will your future instructions limit the I.R.S. information gathering to merely
straight tax information? Is it not true that many significant income tax cases are
developed as a result of gathering information that appeared unrelated to taxes?
For example, former Vice President Agnew, Governor Hall and the Watergate tax
cases. Is it not true that a large part of the Intelligence Division inventory comes
from Information Gathering by the Special Agents? I am sure your Special Agents
are not interested In the sex lives of any individuals unless an individual pays
large amounts of money for this service and this expenditure is not commensurate
with his reported income. This should cause an agent to become suspicious of the
tax return and rightly so. Would he not be remiss in his duty if he did not attempt
to document this expenditure in any criminal tax case as a cost of living item in a
net worth case?
7. Poor and Iwdequate Communicaliona by the Commisioner's Office an4 Others

on Matters Affecting Employee Morale in the Intelligence Division
We have received allegations that the Director's comunications are often mis-

interpreted by your staff before they reach your office. We have been told that one
of your staff has stated that the Intelligence Division is "behind the times." A
further remark allegedly made by this same individual while he was in a district
was that he "one day would bring Intelligence to its knees." Would you please
explain these remarks, if true... and if not true, put this rumor to rest?
8. Adversary Posture of the Comnrsioner Toward OCdR Section of the Depart-

mnent of Justice
Numerous reports of conflicts between your office and the Department of Jus-

tice suggest an adversary relationship rather than the spirit of cooperation needed
to work together to perform effectively.

Since the Department of Justice handles the prosecution of all the criminal
cases of the Intelligence Division, is that adversary posture another way of
emasculating the Intelligence Division?
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9. Rcstriction8 on Legal Us#J of Electroei Surveillance
If the use of Electronic Surveillance ii. legal, why do you prevent your Intelli-

gence Agents fro using it D 1o you plan to continue this restriction?
10. Failure to Endorsc d ,Support A.lre.v. ir Fraud InurfigaattonA (of .lujor

Political Figurce, Organized Criminal Actiritic8 and Major ('Corporatioai
I would be reniss if I did not call to your attention the reaction (of the public

and media to your actions and statements that I.R.S. should prosecute the "little
guy" i.e., the butcher, the baker and Candllestick maker while organized crime
figures, narcotics traffickers an( timajor political figures are pushed into the tback.
ground. Is this a correct evaluation of your policy? If not, will you pl4tiase state
your policy in this area ?
11. Tran.Rfer of lWagering Enf oremi n t to I.1 7F

Why this wa.s donle we(' do not know. ll1owever, the eff(.4't i,. clear. a . your mien
and other law ezifrveient 1'(olde believe, that you did this because, you didl not
consider your llt'l ('alglilf" (if d'ing t his tYly * if illvesti atioll. ('ouh] 3-4)11 e.Xl ain
the reason for this transfer---siecially when the I.R.S. Agents were fully trained
and exlwrieneed in the field of wagering and BATF was forced to expend large
sills of 111ulley t ste its' agent-s to. s(h -'h4! du11ring a1 lori,,d \hei Il P r-ident is
calling for eeonoioy in government'

12. Retirement of the Director, Intelligef(e Dirixion
It has been alleged that th l )irec.tt ;)f the Itntelliiellce lDivi,( i l has i',tiri'.1l

because lie was leinrg pressured by yw i r iofi(. to 4(4 (l ict invst i-atiins ,i t-,'
"little guy" is oplios-d to his poilic'y o(f conducting investigations in accordance
vitli the mission of tile Intelligence I)ivision. This inissi.,in Is, in fact, the idejititi-
cati4,n (if and aggrtssij'e elIt'lllo-it (If lH ,c ts o1f II lI -'4Iliil t ian(e which ell-

Ollil a sM."S Nar(itic.s Trallick r, . (lroi. iize ( 'rime A(tiviti,4s -nid d it,l ir'al o-',r-
rupt ion. Will you advise vhet her 4ir Iot t b.st' all14'giti, ii .r'tt'o
13. Disoloq ur h of Idnti of ('on fidcn tiu In f ormint"s.

Another re('ent (level(olllw(ie t :r11-t th. t l .(istifills Irterrmal Audit :i I n -'riiiiimialI
divisionI is asking your criminal i nvst igators alout t lfir ('Ontict' wit It "con-
tfi (lntial ilfo manltllts" it'Viti [h1('Lli 1;4, ]l3yIiiit \':- Ilot4e too i i' inlf4prtinmilt. It
al'iw.'ars from the questions tlhat they a.re altonitelliug ti la tl'i the 1i111ilZ oif I,tese
informia nts. A, any cnmiml i ilivt v itiati r knov. 4on('e a n il fo rlillit?'s Ilille lll
|eenl digeolsed to another inlividual, O tliting usually o)i.cur' a the infomriant
i.s useless to the in\'letigatr from len on. an d 14) other inRf(rmanllts ii icven
thilt you divulged (a nl lle wit hr ilt tihe infor nt., lprmnission. a n thliy, t here-
fore. refuse to give you any further information.

The alove restrictions jIlus others instituted iy the I.R.S. prevent the Intelli-
gence Division from developing infoirinnts to Zive them iiifr ni114m41 on (',orrijit
politicians. organized crime figures and narcotics traffickers. llow is the foublic
g(ing to react to the preclusion of your special agents in investigating political
Corruption, organized crime and narcotics Cases! Will it not be a "black eve" fir
the entire agency?
14. Restrictions on Pre-Trial Publicity Far Byondi the Rcquircment. o.f the

Attorney eyeneral's Guidcline,
Is it your pxolicy to restrict lire-trial pullicity so that the public will not lie

aware that I.R.S. does prosecute tax evaders?
In summary, Mr. commissionerer, wliereas (aclh of tile (ir('umst ances nn irill(d

herein, taken separately may lie exld' ined as a ir(,pl'r exercise (f mlalnaw'lnerit ',s
dise.retion, the sum total of all of the,,e restrictims and '.urtalled a(ti\-itioe can
c-reate the impression that your intent Is to reduce the effectiveness of all crim-
Jnal investigative aspects of the Intelligence Division. Apparently you want
terminal investigations conducted lit more aloLr tile lines of an audit examia-
tion. In this manner, very fev-if dany--.riminal cases will lie maie against r-
anized Crime figure., nar(coitics traffic;ers or ('orrupt Politicians-but iuly oil

the lowv and middle income (lass l'ople.
Finally. all of the alove lend credence to the suspicions leing whispered that

it Is your intention to destroy the effectiveness of the Intelligence Division. long
recognized as one of the leading investigative agencies in law enforcement.

I am pleased to offer you the ser-ices of the Federal criminal l Investigators
Association to assist you in any way we can to fulfill your law enforcement fune-
tions and to enhance the professional level of Federal Criminal Investigators.
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I sincerely hope that our correspondence will bring about improved understand-
Ing and communication between your office and your employees. Your views on
these subjects will be disseminated throughout the Federal law enforcement es-
talliihrient.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN P. RYAN,

E.rccutire Scretary.

DEPARTMENT OF TIE TREASURY.
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
Washington, D.C., May 16, 1975.

Mr. J.b'I.N P. RYAN.

EXCcutirc Scr(tary. 'cdcrol ('riminal Inrcsigutors Association, P.O. Box 353,
F'orc,,4trilh, C'onnecticut

I bAR MIT. RYAN: C4,11missioner Alexander has asked me to reply to your letter
(if April 1S. 1975, conveying your cmncerits, and those of your membership, about
cer tain Iratters relaltive to lie IRS Intelligence I)ivision. In recent weeks, this
particular arin of the Service has received consideralle coverage in the news
media---inul (of it based (in incomplete facts and considerale misinterpreta-
tioni. Many of the issues raised in your letter are the same as those that have
been rteeiving a great deal of attention from the news media. I welcome this
opportunity to respond to the (uestims you have raised and, hopefully, help
disl-pl any rumors ior misititerpretations about the Intelligence Division and its
continuing role as the criminal tax law enforcement arm of the Service.

In (order to put my answers in proper perspective, I think that it would be
useful if I were to explain why we believe that the criminal Investigative role of
the Internal Revenue Service must be limited to the enforcement of the tax laws.
The reason is simply that we believe it is vital to the survival of the IRS as an
effective administrator of our self assessment tax system.

The Internal Revenue Service probably intrudes more deeply and more fre-
quently into the private affairs of more Americans than any other organization,
liulic b or private. Laqt year, for example, more than 83 million individuals (or
liduciaries) filed Federal income tax returns and over 1.76 million individual
anld fiduciary income tax returns were audited by the Service. It is essential to
the continued viability of our self assessment system, and to the effective civil
enforcement of the tax laws, that the public have confidence in the Internal
Revenue Service. I believe that this confidence will be severely impaired if the
Internal Revenue Service permits its civil enforcement powers and personnel to
be u.ed in mere fishing expeditions where there is, at best, a mere suspicion of
tax evasion, or if the Service begins collecting information about the subjects of
such suspicioms, or paying confidential informants for information in such cir-
cumstances.

I want to make it clear that we are firmly behind the efforts to eliminate
corruption in public office and other so-called white collar crimes, particularly tax
crimes. I am sorely disappointed when a Fe(leral prosecutor declines to prosecute,
or a Federal judge declines to impose a jail sentence in a tax evasion case because
of his/her view that tax evasion is not a serious offense. Whenever the Internal
Revenue Service uncovers any evidence of a violation of Federal laws other
than the tax law, we are quick to furnish that information to the appropriate
agency. 11owever, I also believe just as firmly that if the Internal Revenue
Service permits itself and its employees to become entangled in investigations
relating to those who are suspected of committing only non-tax related crimes,
public confidence in the IRS as the tax administrator will be shattered, and
our system of self assessment and our high voluntary compliance levels will be
severely damaged. Quite simply, our present revenue collection system cannot be
administered by-an agency which lacks public confidence, and the type of crimi-
ial law enforcement activities which are currently being urged on the Service
will destroy that confidence.

I am quite sympathetic with the budgetary and manpower pressures that affect
the Justice Department, and with the fact that they do not have enough quali-
fied people do their job. However, the remedy is not for the Internal Revenue
Service to do their Job for them, because of the adverse Impact this would have
on our job of administering the tax laws. The Service stands ready to aid them
in every way possible in acquiring the funds, personnel, and expertise which they
need. For example, we are ready to provide accounting and auditing training to
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Justice Department employees who may need, but lack, those skills. And when they
are able to develop sufficient indication of a criminal tax case, or when such an
indication is developed by our Audit personnel, our Intelligence personnel will
exert their full energies to bring the case to a successful conclusion.

I will respond to each of your questions in the order in which they were pre-
sented in your letter.
1. Restrictions on Title 18 Investigations

The Intelligence Division will continue to be the criminal investigatory func-
tion within the IRS charged with the responsibility of enforcing Title 26 viola-
tions. In addition, violations of Title IS provisions will be investigated when com-
mitted in contravention of the tax laws. However, Intelligence Division re-
sources will not be used to investigate violations of Title 18 which do not have
any tax implications. This in no way affects the status of the Intelligence Divi-
sion as a law enforcement agency. It is merely a position which focuses on the
specific investigative Jurisdiction and responsibilities which the Intelligence
Division is authorized to enforce.
2. Restrictions of Arrests by Special Agents

The IRS does treat tax evasion as a serious crime and on many occasions the
Commissioner has made very clear his position that tax violations are serious
and that there should be more severe sentences for convicted tax criminals. The
fact that tax cases are within the province of the Justice Department when
most arrest situations arise, makes it the responsibility of the United States
Marshals, not IRS special agents, to effect the arrests. Our position in this regard
does not lessen the seriousness of tax evasion, but does recognize the U.S.
Marshals as the proper arm of the Judicial system to make post indictment
arrests. Proper utilization of resources dictates that each agency within the
government perform those functions for which they are responsible.
3. Prohibitions on Special Agents Participating in Raids

As you recognized in your letter, improper conduct by agents conducting raids
Is one of our concerns. However, a more likely danger exists in exposing our
agents to possible legal actions involving alleged crimes and torts committed
by other participants In a raid over which IRS has no control. It is important
to note that the type raids you mention in your letter do not include IRS partic-
ipation in the planning stages, and as a consequence the IRS has little control
over the ultimate outcome. Furthermore, any tax-related information developed
as a result of such raids can be obtained by IRS agents after the raid.
4. De-emphots of Strike Force Program and Narcotics Trafflckers Program

The IRS will continue to participate in the Strike Forces and to investigate
significant narcotics traffickers provided the investigations are for tax law viola-
tions. The IRS cannot utilize its resources for the sole purpose of correcting
social ills. Such results often do occur, however, as a by-product of our tax law
enforcement activities. Nevertheless, we must bear in mind that the principal
responsibility charged to the IRS by Congress is the effective administration
of the tax laws, and our ability to discharge that responsibility can be impaired
by our engaging in other activities.
5. Restrictions on Premium Pay

The IRS will continue to abide by the Treasury Department guidelines regard-
ing premium pay. The present IRS policies on premium pay are temporary meas-
ures until the new Treasury guidelines are published. Any inference that the
present IRS policies regarding use of premium pay are intended to reduce retire-
ment benefits is simply not correct.

The IRS administers premium 1,ay according to the Civil Service regulations
which require periodic reviews to determine an employee's continued eligibility
for premium pay and prohibit retroactive determinations. Where those reviews
indicate that an employee should continue on premium pay, lie will continue to
have that status.
6. Suspension of Information Gathering and Retriem'al, and Confidential Funds

The recent suspension of the Information Gathering and Retrieval System is a
temporary measure. We are currently preparing guidelines for a new system,
which will permit special agents of the Intelligence Division to continue to meet
their responsibilities to seek and assemble Information necessary for the discharge
of their duties. The principal difference from the prior system will be a much
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greater emphasis on ensuring that the information gathered Is directly tax-
related. We have neither the duty nor the resources to assemble information
which does not, in some way, relate to ongoing or contemplated IRS investigative
actions. Rather than being a hindrance to law enforcement, we view the changes
in our information gathering procedures as a major step in making our law
enforcement activities more efficient.

With regard to the use of confidential funds, this is an area that is currently
under intensive study, both within the IRS as well as by outside agencies. Deci-
sions as to the ultimate continuance or modification of this practice have not yet
been made.
7. Poor and Inadequate Communications by the Oomnissioner's Office and Others

on, Matters Affecting Employee Morale in the Intelligence Divisioa
The establishment and maintenance of effective communications is perhaps the

most common problem faced by large, multifunctional organizations. The IRS hr
no exception. We are constantly seeking better ways to keep our employees
informed about the actions of management and, conversely, to keep ourselves
informed about the entire spectrum of IRS activities. The nature of our organi-
zation, of course, requires that communications pass through various levels of
authority en route to their ultimate destination. This fact may have contributed
to your inference that communications from the Director of Intelligence are often
"misinterpreted" by members of the Commissioner's staff before they reach Coin-
missioner Alexander.

What normally occurs is that the Director, Intelligence Division makes recom-
mendations to me or prepares correspondence to the Commissioner for my signa-
ture. If I elect an alternative course of action to that proposed by the Director,
Intelligence Division, it is not the result of misinterpretation of his views but
the choice of another option reached after considering the various alternatives.
I seriously consider his views when making any decision which impacts on his
area of responsibility.

You also quote an unidentified member of the Commissioner's staff as having
said that Intelligence is "behind the times", and that he "one day would bring
Intelligence to its knees." I do not know whether such remarks were actually made
by anyone. I can only assure you that they do not represent my views, nor the
views of the Commissioner.
8. Adversary Posture of the Commissioner Toward OCdR Section of the Depart-

mernt of Justice
First, I would like to point out that in the processing of our criminal cases our

relationships wtlih the Department of Justice continue to be excellent. It is in the
area of policy considerations in the application of IRS resources that we have
views that may differ from those of some Justice Department officials, particularly
in the matter of Strike Forces. I believe we are in agreement that the basis
concept of the Strike Force is sound and should be continued. However, I believe
our major contribution must come about through our enforcement of the tax laws
and tax-related Title 18 provisions. I think it is this posture that may have caused
some misunderstanding between our two agencies. However, to label this an
"adversary posture" is, in my view, a gross exaggeration of the situation.
9. Restrictions on Legal Use of Electronic Surveillance

The IRS does permit the use of electronic surveillance provided the consent of
at least one of the participants has been obtained and that certain designated
officials grant their approval. In order to conduct electronic surveillance without
any participant's consent, it is necessary to obtain a court order under Title III
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. The statute does not authorize
non-consensual monitoring to investigate violations of Title 26.
10. Failure to Endorse and Support Aggressive Fraud Investigations of Major

Political Figures, Organized Crimtinal Activities and Major Corporations
It is simply not true that the IRS wants to prosecute the "little guy" at the

expense of foregoing prosecutions of racketeers and political figures. There have
been a significant number of racketeers and political figures prosecuted since
Coyrndissioner Alexander took office. To achieve the maximum levels of voluntary
compliance with the tax laws, it Is necessary that criminal enforcement activities
be directed toward all segments of the taxpaying public. This would include
some attention to the "ordinary" tax criminals as well as those- involved in
organized crime or political corruption.
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11. Transfer of Wagering Enforoement to BATF
The decision to transfer this responsibility was made by top officials of the

Treasury Department. Before making the decision, they reviewed position
papers and proposals submitted by both agencies-IRS and BATF. The facts
cited in your letter regarding the availability of trained IRS personnel and their
prior experience in enforcing these statutes were among many factors that were
considered in making the decision. I have no doubt that IRS Intelligence per-
sonnel are fully qualified and capable to enforce the wagering laws, nor was
any such doubt expressed by the officials making the decision. They key factor
was to try to derive the greatest benefit from the effective deployment of
Treasury's law enforcement personnel.

12. Rctircnic nt of the Director, Intelligence Division
The Director has stated that he Is retiring for personal reasons.

13. Disclosure of Identity of Confidcntial Informants
Tie IRS Inspection Service has always had the responsibility to review the

procedures and practices of other segments of IRS to ensure adherence to
existing laws, regulations and rules. In the light of recent events, it has become
necessary to conduct a thorough review of the use of informants by tile Intelli-
gence Division. Such a review may require that Inspection be given the names
of certain, selected informants for purposes of verification of payments and other
procedures. This does not mean that complete lists of all informants used in a
given district will be disclosed to Inspection. It does mean that each Intelligence
Division Chief should maintain a list of informants and, upon receipt of a
duly authorized request, reveal the names of a selected few informants for test
check or verification purposes. This Inspection responsibility is not new, nor Is
the process of verifying transactions with informants. I believe the current con-
cern on this issue has been sparked, to a great extent, by the recent misleading
publicity regarding IRS informants.

1/. Restrictions on Pre-Trial Publicity far Beyond the Requirements of the
Attorcwy Gcneral's Gitidcllnes

IRS guidelines regarding pretrial publicity were designed with two principal
objectives in mind. First, they are intended to fix the responsibility for publicizing
these actions with the agency that has jurisdiction in the case--in this instance,
the Department of Justice. Second, the guidelines are designed to avoid prejudic-
Ing an individual's right to a fair trial by causing excessive pretrial publicity. Both
of these are genuine concerns that the IRS must recognize if it is to be success-
ful in its criminal enforcement efforts.

On the other hand, we recognize that a prosecutive action can be more
effective if it is publicized. For this reason, our guidelines are designed not to
restrict, but simply to control our publicity generating activities.

Mr. Ryan, let me assure you and the members of your organization that
both Commissioner Alexander and I are keenly aware of the need for a strong
criminal enforcement program as an integral part of our tax system. We also
recognize and appreciate the effective and efficient performance of the Intelli-
gence Division in this regard. It is unfortunate that recent events have presented
an unfair and distorted impression of Intelligence and of our views toward it.

Once again, I thank you for this opportunity to present our views on these
very important issues. Please convey them to your members, along with my
reassurance of support for the Important role of the Intelligence Division as one
of the top law enforcement agencies in the federal service.

With kind regards,
Sincerely,

S. B. WOLFE,
As&istant COmmissioner (Compliance).

[Whereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the subcommittee reeed, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SuBcom TrE ON ADMINISTRATION

OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Vashington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Floyd Haskell
presiding.

Present: Senator Haskell.
Senator HIASKELL. The hearing of the Subcommittee on Adminis-

tration of the Internal Revenue Code will continue. The subject matter
obviously is the advisability or inadvisability of use of IRS criminal
enforcement powers and personnel enforcing the general criminal laws
of the United States, or whether they should be confined to enforcing
the tax laws, or whether there is some happy medium ground. This is
the subject matter of the hearings, and I am very pleased to welcome
my colleague Senator Morgan of North Carolina.

- Senator, maybe we had better go vote and come back. What do you
say to that? We will be back very shortly.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator HASKELL. Let's see if we can continue without further

interruption.
It is a great pleasure to welcome the Senator from North Cdrolina,

Senator Morgan.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT MORGAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Senator MoRG.vN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to come this morning and express my position on the ques-

tion before this committee. I come without any prepared statement
or remarks, and frankly, without having a great deal of time to think
about my remarks this morning. But I feel very strongly about the
issue before this committee, and my thoughts are based on many years
of experience in the practice of law and as a law enforcement officer
for 6 years. I was the Attorney General of North Carolina, and in that
role I served as chief law officer of the State. Within my department
came the State Bureau of Investigation, which is charged with en-
forcement of the laws on the State level. The S.B.I. was involved in the
enforcement of all narcotics and gambling laws and many other areas

(125)
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such as that, as well as with rendering assistance to local law en-
forcement officers.

So you see my experience in law enforcement covers the whole field,
Mr. Chairman. I believe very strongly that if we are going to generate
respect for the law, then those of us involved in government, and
who are charged with enforcing the laws, must ourselves respect the
law. Our failure to do so, in my opinion, can only generate lack of
respect on the part of the public.

rn that connection, I would like to read just one quote of Justice
Brandeis, because L think it states my position very strongly.

Justice Brandeis said that:
Decency, security and liberty of life demand that governmental officials shall

be subjected to the same rules of conduct as the citizen. In a government of laws,
existence of the government will be imperiled if it fails to observe the law scru-
pulously. Our Government is a potent, omnipotent teacher for good or for ill. It
teaches the whole people by its example. If the Government becomes a law
breaker it breeds contempt for the law; it invites every man to become a law
unto himself; it invites anarchy. To declare that in the administration of our
laws that the end Justifies the means would bring terrible retribution.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that when we use the internal revenue laws
for purposes other than for which they were designed and enacted,
we subvert the law and we contribute to the lack of respect for law
which many of our citizens have today.

I realize, Mr. Chairman, there is the fine line between the enforce-
ment of the internal revenue laws and the enforcement of that broad
body of laws that we generally refer to as the criminal laws. But I
think the thing we must remember is that internal revenue laws were
designed for the purposes of collecting revenue and enforcing the tax
laws of our country, and not for the purpose of enforcing the general
criminal laws.

In that connection, the Internal Revenue Service and its agents are
given extraordinary remedies not available to the average law enforce-
ment officer. They are given extraordinary remedies which bypass due
process of the law.

For instance, an official of the Internal Revenue Service has a right
to examine a taxpayer's financial records without the aid of a subpena.
The Internal Revenue Service has the power to terminate a tax-
payer's tax year, and to make a jeopardy assessment which can, in
effect, tie up the assets of a taxpayer to such an extent that he has ac-
tually been deprived of his property without due process of law.

Now. Mr. Chairman, when I was Attorney General of North Caro-
lina I had as my director of the State bureau of investigation an en-
lightened young man. I brought him into the SBI on the first day
that I took office. And I instructed him on that day that we were not
to violate the laws ourselves in order to apprehend someone else we
thought might be violating the laws. I ordered all wiretapping equip-
ment destroyed; and, to the best of my knowledge, we lived within the
law while enforcing the laws.

But even with this enlightened director that we had, I found in the
last year or two of my administration that the bureau would suspect a
given citizen of being engaged in the narcotics traffic, or cigarette
smoking, or some other violation of the law, and yet they were unable
to obtain n evidence to prove that.
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In other words, it might have been a suspicion based on some rea-
son, but they certainly had no evidence. They had no probable cause.
And because they thought this individual, or these individuals, ought
to be punished they immediately would bring in the Internal Reve-
nue Service who would exercise these extraordinary remedies.' This
citizen or taxpayer would then have his property tied up in the courts
for a long period of time without having been affordedf the due proc-
esses the Constitution and the laws entitle him to.

I put a stop to the practice, Mr. Chairman. I called my director in,
and we had an understanding that if we could not, by legal means,
obtain sufficient evidence to go before a grand jury to get anindict-
ment, then we were not going to circumvent the law by using these
extraordinary processes. I feel very strongly about this. In the course
of enforcing the internal revenue laws legitimately, if violations of
other laws are discovered then I think it would be proper and indeed
perhaps neglect of duty, to bring these matters to the attention of the
proper authorities. But simply to use these processes because other evi-
dence cannot be obtained is unthinkable under our Constitution.

While I had little time to get my thoughts together, I would like to
bring to the chairman's attention the case of lVlit. v. Rich ardson,
and others, decided in the U.S. Court of Appeals in the Fifth Circuit
in 1974. I will file this for the record if the chairman would like, be-
cause I think, Mr. Chairman, it is a good illustration of how abuses
can occur.

[The information referred to follows:]
[ 953] Sharon Willits, Plaintiff-Appellant v. W. L. Richardson and A. J.

O'I)onnell, Defendants-Appellees.
U.S. Court of Appeals. 5th Circuit, No. 73-3163, 7/18/74.-(497 F. 2(1 240.) Rev'g

and ren'g District Court decision, 73-2 USTo 902, 362 F. Supp. 456.

[CODH SECS. 3851 AND 7421]

Injunctions: Jeopardy seizures: Purpose: Remedy at law.-The lower court
erred In holding that the taxpayer could not enjoin a jeopardy seizure of her
property. The seizure denied her all means of supporting herself and her children.
Moreover, the evidence showed that the purpose of the seizure may not have been
to collect the tax but to punish the taxpayer for suspected illegal activity. Back
references: 5607.01, 5779.615 and 5779.6378.

George D. Gold, 511 Biscayne Bldg., 19 W. Flagler St., Miami, Fla., for plaintiff-
appellant. Mervyn L. Amos, Assistant United States Attorney, Miami, Fla., Scott
1'. Crampton, Assistant Attorney General, Meyer Rothwacks, Cromble J. D. Gar-
rett, Ann Belanger, Department of Justice, Washington, D.C. 20530, for defend-
ants-alppellees.

Before WIsDwOa and CLARK, Circuit Judges, and GRooMis, District Judge.
CLARK, Circuit Judge: Sharon Willits sought injunctive relief from a Jeopardy

seizure of virtually all of her property by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) pur-
suant to a quick termination proceeding under 26 U.S.C. § 68512 At the conclu-

I In pertinent part, this section provides:
(n) Income Tax in Jeopardy.-
(1) In general.-f the Secretary or his delegate finds that a taxpayer designs quickly

to depart from the United States or to remove his property therefrom, or to conceal him-
self or his property therein, or to do any other act tending to prejudice or to render
wholly or partly Ineffectual proceedings to collect the Income tax for the current or the
preedine taxable year unless such proceedings be brought without delay, the Secretary
or his delegate shall declare the taxable period for such taxpayer immediately terminated,
and shall cause notice of such finding and declaration to be given the taxpayer, together
with a demand for immediate payment of the tax for the taxable period so declared
terminated and of the tax for the preceding taxable year or so much of such tax as Is
unpaid, whether or not the time otherwise allowed by law for filing return and paying the
tax has expired: and such taxes shall thereupon become Immediately due and payab*.
In any proceeding in court brought to enforce payment of taxes made due and payable
by virtue of the provisions of this section, the finding of the Secretary or his delegate,,
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sion of an evidentiary hearing on her motion for a preliminary injunction, the
district court found the cause to be barred by 26 U.S.C. § 7421(a),' which pro-
hibits Judicial restraint of tax assessment or collections. The trial court erred
procedurally in dismissing the action at this preliminary stage. It also erred
substantively in determining the proof adduced failed to show that the seizure
procedures utilized by the IRS, although in the guise of a tax, were intended
to harass and punish Mrs. Willits for her association with a suspected dealer in
narcotics; and in holding that she had failed to show a basis for equitable relief.
We reverse.

The following were the facts as found by the district court:
[O]n May 24, 1973, Officers Mosher and Ahearn of the City of Miami Police

Department, while driving in an unmarked vehicle, began pursuing the plain.
tiff, Sharon Willits, who was driving a 1972 Cadillac in the vicinity-.of the 79th
Street Causeway in Miami. Upon becoming aware that she was being followed
by an unmarked car, the plaintiff pulled over to the side of the street momentarily
and the unmarked car pulled in behind her. No one emerged from the unmarked
car and the plaintiff pulled away from the side of the curb and the unmarked car
containing Officers Ahearn and Mosher continued following the plaintiff. The
plaintiff then pulled over a second time when the unmarked car pulled up beside
her and she noticed police badges being waved at her by the occupants of the
unmarked car. Officer Ahearn then emerged from the unmarked car and ap-
proached the plaintiff. Officer Ahearn was not in uniform and was dressed in
very casual clothes. le had a full beard and long frizzled hair which was tied
in a ponytail in back. Officer Mosher also emerged from the car and was dressed
In a manner similar to that of Officer Ahearn.

Upon identifying himself as a police officer, Officer Ahearn asked the plaintiff
for identification, including her driver's license. Officer Ahearn asked the plain-
tiff if the address shown on the license was correct and the plaintiff responded
that she could not or would not disclose her correct residential address. The
address appearing on the driver's license appeared to be in Broward County and
the plaintiff was arrested in Dade County. Registration of the automobile which
the plaintiff was driving showed that the car was registered in the name of an
individual other than the plaintiff and the plaintiff explained that she was using -
the car with his permission. A check was made on the registration through the
police radio and the officers found that the address on the registration did not
exist. It was later found that there had been a typographical error in making out
the registration and the car was released to the registered owner.

Approximately six weeks prior to May 24, 1973, Officer Ahearn had stopped a
vehicle containing the plaintiff and a Mr. Rick Cravero. The plaintiff was also
driving that vehicle when it was stopped and her license was checked by Officer
Ahearn. Mr. Cravero had been under surveillance by the City of Miami Police
Department for approximately five months in that he was suspected of dealing in
narcotics. Neither the plaintiff nor Mr. Cravero were arrested by Officer Ahearn
on that occasion. Inasmuch as the plaintiff was unable to give Officer Ahearn a
specific address for her residence, she was arrested for speeding and was taken
by Officers Ahearn and Mosher to the police station some seventy blocks distant.
The time of this arrest was approximately 7:30 p.m. on May 24, 1973. The plaintiff
was not taken to the traffic section of the police department but was taken to the
narcotics section. Officers Ahearn and Mosher were not assigned to traffic detail
but were assigned at the time of this arrest to the narcotics section and took the
plaintiff to their office. Upon arriving at their office, the plaintiff was requested
to open her purse and at that time a pistol was observed. The plaintiff did not
display a permit for carrying this weapon and she was thereafter placed under
arrest by Officer Ahearn for carrying a concealed weapon and was advised of her
constitutional rights at this time. A more thorough search was then made of her
purse and certain tablets were discovered. These tablets were not placed in
evidence although there was testimony from one witness that the tablets were
made as herein provided, whether made after notice to the taxpayer or not, shall be for
all purposes presumptive evidence of Jeopardy. * * *

(b) Reopening of Taxable Period.-$ * 4 A taxable period so terminated by the Secre-
tary or his delegate may be reopened by the taxpayer (other than a nonresident alien)
if he files with the Secretary or his delegate a true and accurate return of the items of
gross income and of the deductions and credits allowed under this title for such taxable
period, together with such other information as the Secretary or his delegate may by
regulations prescribe. "

Tax.-Except as provided in sections 0212 (a) and (c), 6213(a), and 7428 (a) and
(b)(1), no suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of any tax
shall be maintained in any court by any person, whether or not such person is the person
against whom such tax was assessed.
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subjected to chemical analysis and were found to be barbiturates. Plaintiff claimed
at the time that these barbiturates had been purchased pursuant to a prescription
she had received from a. doctor. No additional evidence on that point was sub-
mitted by plaintiff. The search of plaintiff's purse also revealed an envelope
containing some slips of paper and approximately $4,400.00 in cash and a gold
coin and another small piece of jewelry. Plaintiff was wearing some diamond rings
and these were also surrendered to the police by the plaintiff at the request of the
police. The plaintiff was then taken to another section of the police station and
was charged with possession of narcotic drugs, unlawfully carrying a concealed

"k weapon and speeding. She was released later that night on $2,000.00 bond which
was posted by a friend.

On the morning of May 25, 1973, Officer Ahearn advised Mr. John Zahurak of the
United States Internal Revenue Service that Mrs. Willits had been arrested and
advised him of the charge of possession of narcotics placed against her. Mr.
Zahurak on that day went over to the City of Miami Police Department and viewed
the police report prepared on the arrest of the plaintiff and the description of the
materials taken from her purse. Mr. Zahurak was also advised by representatives
of the City of Miami Police Department that the plaintiff was an associate of
several persons who were suspected of dealing in narcotics. Mr. Zahurak was
advised by Officer Ahearn that the sum of $4,400.00 had been taken from Mrs.
Willits' purse and that the sum was in a white envelope which contained a slip
of paper with some names and figures on it. He further advised Mr. Zahurak
that Mrs. Willits had told him that she was not employed. Mr. Zahurak testified
that he then checked to seek whether Mrs. Willits had filed an income tax return
for the years 1969, 1970, 1971 and 1972. and the information he received was that
no return had been filed by Mrs. Willits for those years. Although the police
report indicated that only a few pills contained in two vials had been found in
Mrs. Willits' purse. Mr. Zahurak computed that Mrs. Willits had earned com-
mission income of $60,000.00 on sales of $240,000.00 worth of cocaine during 1973
and recommended to his superiors that Mrs. Willits' taxable period for the period
from January 1, 1973, through May 23, 1973. be terminated and that a tax be
demanded and if necessary assessed against Mrs. Willits for that period in the
amount of $25,549.00. Also on May 25, 1973, Officer Zahurak caused an adminis-
trative summons to be issued to the City of Miami Police Department for the
property which had been taken from Mrs. Willits' purse and person.

On May 25, 1973, at approximately 3:20 p.m.. a notice was sent to Mrs. Willits
by certified mail from the District Director of Internal Revenue Service in Jack-
sonville, Florida, advising her that her taxable period from Jlanuary 1. 1078
through May 23, 1973, had been terminated and that there was a tax due and

-payable from her for that period of $25,519.00. Mrs. Willits was further advised in
that letter that any unpaid portion of the tax would be assessed against her and
that administrative or judicial action to collect the assessment would he taken
immediately. On-Mn.y-25-,1973, an assessment In the amount of $25,549.00 for
Federal income taxes for the terminated period was made against Mrs. Willits.
On May 30, 1973, Revenue Officer Vincent lernola served a notice of levy and a
notice of seizure upon the City of Miami Police Department seeking the property
of the plaintiff. Sharon Willits, in their possession

The plaintiff, Sharon Willits. was divorced from her husband. Kenneth E. Wil-
lits. In .une 1972. Pursuant to the terms of that divorce, Sharon Willits received
$67.50 alimony per week and child support for her two children of $67.50 per
week. The plaintiff received-the alimony for five months and thereafter received
a settlement of $400.00 and no further alimony. The child support has continued.
Pursuant to the divorce, Ilaintiff also received the residence in which sie had
lived while married which was sold in the Spring of 1973 for $2.000.00 c-ash with
the purehnser assmlng the mortgage. Plnintiff had no other funds or substntitial
property at the time of her divorce. During 1973 and for an unspecified period in
1972 the plaintiff has been supported either by Mr. Rick Cravern or by winnings
from gambling and all money and property which she has received during that
period derived from one of these two sources-she testified that the Jewelry and
money In suit was provided by Cravero. No evidence was introduced which
would tend to show that she will not continue to be supported by Mr. Cravero.

Based upon these fact findings, the district court concluded that without regard
to the legality of ,Mrs. Willits' arrest or the legality of the initial police search
and seizure of her property. she had failed to show thnt under the mo.t liberal
view of the law and facts the government could not ultimately prevail on its
claim. The court further concluded that Mrs. Willits failed to establish that the
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immediate recovery of her property was necessary to prevent irreparable injury
because she did not negate that Mr. Cravero would support her in the future. In
addition, the court determined that Mrs. Willits had an adequate remedy at law
consisting of the right to file a return for the calendar year of 1978 and seek a
refund in the district court or a redetermination of her tax liability in the Tax
Court. Since these conclusions established that Mrs. Willits' action was barred
by the tax anti-injunction statute, Section 7421(a), under the tests laid down in
Enoohs v. Willians Packing and Navigation Co. [62-2 USTO 9545], 370 U.S. 1,
82 S. Ct. 1125, 8 L. Ed. 2d 292 (1962), the court dismissed the complaint.

PROCEDURE

At the hearing on the preliminary injunction the district court inquired of coun-
sel for both parties if it could be stipulated that the hearing then held could be
converted into a final hearing on the issues at controversy in the litigation. Coun-
sel for plaintiff declined to so stipulate, stating to the court. that a witness whose
testimony was considered essential to his case was unavailable at that time. There
was no showing or suggestion that this witness would not in fact give testimony
that wits material to Mrs. Willits' case. Thus, no issue as to the prejudice to plain-
tiff's case remains. Cf. Eli Lilly & Co. v. Gencrim Drug Sale8, Inc., 460 F. 2d 1096
(5th Cir. 1972) ; Nationwide Amusements, Inc. v. Nattin, 452 F. 2d 651 (5th Cir.
1971). The court entered no order of consolidation under Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(a) (2).
See C. Wright & A. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, § 2950, at 486-8. Con-
struing the evidence adduced in the court below most favorably to the plaintiff,
as we must on reviewing a dismissal at a preliminary stage such as this, we can-
not find the dismissal authorized.

SUBSTANCE

Indeed, the evidence adduced established such a gossamer basis for the drastic
actions of the Internal Revenue Service that they cannot be sustained. The proof
showed that the taxes assesed were based solely upon income which was attributed
to Mrs. Willits as a commission to her from the sale of six kilos of illicitly im-
ported cocaine. Agent Zahurak testified without dispute that the sole source for
connecting Mrs. Willits at all with income from the importation or sale of any
cocaine was Police Officer Ahearn. Yet, he further testified that Ahearn did not
tell him that Mrs. Willits had ever dealt with the speculative six kilos or more
or less cocaine or with the sale or distribution of any other narcotic. No basis in
fact nor foundation for any reasonable assumption was demonstrated in this
record that Mrs. Willits was connected with the smuggling or sale of this or any
other amount of cocaine or narcotics. Agent Zahurak testified that the IRS com-
puted the amount of Mrs. Willits' commission by supposing that she received a
commission of at least 25% of an assumed sales price of 40,000 dollars per kilo for
the putative six kilos of cocaine. This commission was arbitrarily selected by
Agent Zahurak as a "conservative figure" of what 'Mrs. Willits would collect if
she had participated in such a cocaine sale based upon a notation on the back of a
scrap of paper that Officer Ahearn found in her purse. The notation reads:

Ceon -3000
Ron 1500
Sit -2000
P 500
C 400
ME 5900

The revenue agent presumed this record showed a list of persons with dollar
amounts after their names and added to this supposition the further speculation
that the notation related to the division of income from a typical drug sale. He
furthermore assumed that "ME" referred to Mrs. Willits and, pyramiding all
these guesses, concluded that her commission on the theoretical transaction would
have amounted to 44%.

Agent Zahurak testified that le was ssigned to the Narcotics Project Division
of the Internal Revenue Service--a division lie described as working exclusively
with cases involving persons dealing in or using narcotics. While the overall pur-
poses and procedures of the IRS's Narcotics Project were not spelled out in this
record, it is transparently obvious that the action taken as to Mrs. Willits does
not represent an isolated instance wherein police information was utilized by the
Internal Revenue Service to protect the public fise. Rather, this record clearly
establishes that a seizure pursuant to the quick termination provisions of Section
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6851-a procedure which according to the contention of the IRS has the harshest
possible notice and correction consequences for the purported taxpayer-was
instantly clamped upon every meaningful asset of Mrs. Willits, based upon scanty
and largely inaccurate information " which, at best, amounted to nothing more
than a vague suspicion that she must have come by her jewelry and cash by
improper means since she admitted that she gambled for a living and was kept by
a man who police believed was dealing in narcotics.

This court's recent en bane decision in Lucia v. United States [73-1 USTO
16,075], 474 F. 2d 565, 573 (5 Cir. 1973), provides a succinct standard for appel-

late determination of the Enoohs issue in the case at bar.
Following Pizzarello v. United States [69-1 USTO 15,886], 408 F. 2d 579 (2d

Cir. 1969), this Court holds that a taxpayer under a jeopardy assessment is en-
titled to an Injunction against collection of the tax if the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice's assessment is entirely excessive, arbitrary, capricious, and without factual
foundation, and equity jurisdiction otherwise exists.

The proof made on the preliminary injunction established that the sole basis
for the seizure of Mrs. Willits' property was the altogether fictitious assessment
which Agent Zahurak implemented on the basis of Officer Ahearn's speculations.
Furthermore, Mrs. Willits alleged, and the proof she adduced tended to show, that
the seizure was sufficiently extensive to deny her all means of supporting herself
and her children. The district court's assumption that Mr. Cravero, who owed her
no legal duty to support whatsoever, would continue to voluntarily furnish the
necessities of life to Mrs. Willits cannot mitigate the financial ruin inflicted upon
her by this seizure.

If the IRS is correct in its contention that no notice of deficiency is required
in a Section 6851 termination procedure, the best formalisms of a refund suit or a
petition for redetermination would-take many months to process. The more
probable prospect is that, regardless of the lack of merit in the original assess-
ment, more than a year could be consumed before her property was freed. For one
in Mrs. Willits' circumstances, this does not constitute an adequate remedy at
law for such an extensive seizure.

The IRS has been given broad power to take possession of the property of citi-
zens by summary means that ignore many basic tenets of pre-seizure due process
in order to prevent the loss of tax revenues. Courts cannot allow these expedients
to be turned on citizens suspected of wrongdoing-not as tax collection devices
but as summary punishment to supplement or complement regular criminal pro-
cedures. The fact that they are cloaked in the garb of a tax collection and ap-
plied only by the Narcotics Project to those believed to be engaged in or associated
with the narcotics trade must not bootstrap judicial approval if such use.

The plaintiff has urged us to hold that the illegality of Mrs. Willits' arrest
vitiated tile subsequent tax proceedings against her; and further that quick ter-
mination proceedings under Section 6851 necessitate a deficiency notice in accord-
ance with Section 6212(a).' We expressly decline to reach either of these
contentions.

3 Zahurak was initially advised that Mrs. Willits had 2 grams of heroin and 2 grams of
cocaine In her possession at the time she was arrested. Though proof on the preliminary
injunction hearing was not free from some minor contradictions, It did show that this
information was totally erroneous and that at the time of her arrest and the seizure of
her property, the only drugs possessed by Mrs. Willits were 4 tablets her testimony estab-
lished to be medication (Desbutal) which had been prescribed for her by a doctor whose
ime she gave. As the district court found, the police laboratory determined these pills
to be barbiturates.

4 This is an issue which is the subject of extensive litigation with thus far varying
results in the several circuits that have addressed the problem.

The Second and Seventh Circuits have held that an assessment made under Section
6851 and Section 6201 is not a "deficiency" within the purview of Section 6211 for which
Section 6212(a) mandates that notice issue. See Laing v. United States [74-1 uSTc 9243]
496 F 2d 853 (2d Cir. 1974) [#73-2537 May 15, 1974], aff'g (73-2 usTc 96651 364 F.
$upp. 469 (D. Vt. 1973), petition for cert. filed, 42 U. S. L. W. 3679 (U. S. May 31. 1974)
(No. 73-1808) ; Chapman v. IRS [73-2 usTc 9638), 487 F. 2d 1393 (2d Cir. 1973) (de-
cision without opinion), aff' g 32 Am. Fed. Tax R. 2d 5027 (S. D. N. Y.) ; Irving v. Gray
173-2 STC 0581]. 479 F. 2d 20 (2d Cir. 1973; Williamson v. United States, 31 Am. Fed.
Tax R. 2d (7th Cir. 1071). Concluding that a tax declared under Section 6851 is a de-
ficiency within the ambit of Sections 6211 and 6861, the Sixth Circuit recently reached the
contrary result. Rambo v. United States [74-1 USTC 9242], 492 F. 2d 1b60 (0th Cir.
1074) :"Hall v. United States [74-1 USTC 9296], 493 F. 2d 1211 (6th Cir. 1974). This issue
may have been involved, sub silentio, in Lewis v. Sander, - F. 2d - (4th Cir. 1974
[#73-2185 June 6, 1974]. Currently. a number of appeals raising the question are pend-ing in this court as well as in the Third, Fourth and Ninth Circuits. See Boyd V. United
States, (E. D. Pa. 1974) (notice of deficiency not required) [33 Am. Fed. Tax R. 2d 1246
Apr. 16. 1074], appeal docketed, No. 74-1565. 3d Cir., June 10, 1974; Schreck v. United
states [69-2 USTC 9541], 301 F. Supp. 1265 (D. Md. 1069) (notice of deficiency re-
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senator MORGAN. I would like to recite these facts just briefly. A lady
in May of 1973 was driving a Cadillac automobile in Miami, Fla.,
when she noticed that she was being followed by another car. She
pulled her car over to the curb and stopped, and the car following her
pulled over behind her and stopped but no one got out.

She continued on down the road and after a short. distance she was
stopped and the other car came up and an officer held up a police badge.-
He asked to see her driver's license and the registration of the car.
The car was registered in the name of another person these officers
suspected of being involved in narcotics business. They arrested her,
not on any narcotics charge, but on a speeding charge.

They took her to the police department, not to the place where you
normally would take a speeding violator, but to the narcotics division.
Then they used a trumped up charge of speeding to examine her
pocketbook. They found some pills which were later analyzed to be
barbiturates, although it was never brought into evidence. She stated
they were prescribed by a physician. She was not charged with any
narcotics violation, but because she was driving the car of a. man they
suspected of being involved in the narcotics business they called in the
Internal Revenue. An IRS agent came down and he immediately ter-
minated her taxable year from January 1, 1973, until that date, which
I believe was in May or June of 1973. She had $4,000 in her posses-
sion. He immediately determined that she owed, on the basis of what
he believed to be profits she might have derived from narcotics traf-
fic, something like $25,000 in taxes, and imposed a jeopardy assess-
ment taking the $4,000 and all of her other property.

After lengthy judicial proceedings the courts returned it all back
to her, but only after she had gone through the Circuit Court of
Appeals.

Here is what the court said: "The Internal Revenue Service has been
given broad powers to take possession of the property of citizens by
summary means that ignore many basic tenets of preseizure, due
process, in order to prevent the loss of tax revenues. Courts cannot
allow these expedients to be turned on citizens suspected of wrong
doing, not as tax collection devices, but as summary punishment to
supplement or compliment regular criminal procedures. The fact that
they are cloaked in the garb of a tax collection, and applied only by
the narcotic project to those believed to be engaged in or associated
ouired). reaff'd on recon., - F. Supp. - (D. Md. 1973) [33 Am. Fed. Tax R. 2d 749 Dec.
10. 1973], appeal docketed, No. 74-1586. 4th Cir.. May 16, 1974: Clark v. Campbell
[72-1 rTSTC 9233]. 341 F. Supp. 171 (N. D. Tex. 1972) (deficiency notice required), appeal
(ocketed. No. 73-2147. 5th Cir., argued Dec. 4, 1973; Aguilar v. United ,tatcR [74-1
USTC 9173], 359 F. Supp. 269 (S. D. Tex. 1973). appeal docketed, No. 73-2454. 5th Cir..argued Dec. 4. 1973; Rodger v. United States, (S. D. FIn. 1974) (deficiency notice not
required) [#73-705-CIV-CA Jan. 29. 19741, appeal docketed, No. 74-1723, 5th Cir.,
Mar. 1S. 1974: Rogers r. O'Donnell, (M.D. Fla. 1974) (deficiency notice required)
[#72-246-ORL--CiV 'Mar. 5, 19741. appeal docketed. No. 74-1731, 5th Cir.. Apr. 18. 1974:
L .sfer v. M Canlesi [73-1 USTC 92991, 356 F. Supp. 398 (D. Ariz. 1973) (deficiency
notice required), appeal docketed, Nos. 73-2037 & 73-2038, 9th Cir., June 8. 1973: WoodR
r. MeVaeerer, (D. Ariz. 1973) (deficiency notice required) [32 Am. Fed. Tax R. 2d 5967
Oct. 16. 1973], appeal docketed. No. 74-1133, 9th Cir., Jan. 25. 1974; Williams v. Ulited
.States [74-1 USTC 91391. 373 F. Supp. 71 (D. Nev. 1973) (deflciency notice required)

,3 Am. Fed. Tax R.'2d 467 Nov. 16. 1973], appeal docketed, No. 74-1192. 9th Cir., Feb. 4.
1974, Arervi v. Sparley, (E. D. Wash. 1973) (deficiency notice required) [Civ. #3860
Nov. 16, 1973], appeal docketed, No. 74-1625, 9th Cir. Apr. 10. 1974. haw v. McKeerer,
(D. Ariz. 1974) (deficiency notice required) [33 Am. Fed. Tax R. 2d 1213 Mar. 22. 19741,
appeal docketed. No. 9th Cir. [notice of appeal filed ,May 17, 1974) : see also Musso v.
Commissioner [CCH Dec. 32,091(M , 32 CCH Tax Ct. Mee. (1973) (Section 6212 notice
of deficiency prerequisite to Tax Court jurisdiction to re(letermine taxes assessed after
Section 6851 termination), appeal docketed, No. 73-3016, 5th Cir, Dec. 12, 1973.
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with the narcotics trade must not bootstrap judicial approval of such
use."

Mr. Chairman, I know I have overstepped my time, but let me add
just one other thought.

In the Intelligence Committee hearings we have found that through
the years Internal Revenue Service has been used for many purposes
other than legitimate tax purposes. Testimony was that in one case, the
FBI did not want a certain college professor to attend the 1968 Demo-
cratic Convention, so they called on the Internal Revenue Service to
audit his tax return and to keep him so busy that he would not have
time to go to the Demiocratic Convention.

There is a memorandum in the files in the Intelligence Division, and
I will give it to the chairman later if you like.

Senator HASKELL. I would like to have that very much.
[The information referred to follows:]

FBI
Date: August 1, 1968.

at the following in ----------------------------------------------
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL -------------------------------------------------------
(Priority)

To: Director, FBI.
From: SAC, Midwest City.
Re: COINTELPRO-NEW LEFT, 18.

By routing slip, 7/11/68 the Bureau forwarded to Midwest City copies of the
income tax returns of Professor X (Security Index-Key Activist) for the years
of 1966 and 1967. An examination of these returns reflects that Professor X
claimed deductions which, at the very least, provide a basis for questioning by
IRS. For example, in the year 1967 he claimed total deductions of $6,565 from
a total adjusted Income of $16,689, or over one-third of his adjusted gross income.
Included in these deductions were automobile expenses, other travel expenses,
maintenance of office space in his home even though he has office space at a Mid-
west University and the Group A and Group B and charitable contributions.
Included in the latter item were contributions to the SPOCK Peace Fund, Coun-
seling Service (an anti-draft operation, Student Non-Violent Coordinating Com-
mittee and 'SDS.

Bureau authority is requested to call Professor X's returns for 1966 and 1967
to the attention of local IRS officials with the view of suggesting that that Service
may wish to afford his returns further auditing and examination. In so doing,
Midwest City further suggests that local IRS be advised of public source material
concerning Prof. X activities in the National Mobilization Committee, of which
he is a high official and the anti-draft movement with which he has been publicly
identified on numerous occasions. If the Bureau concurs with this recommenda-
tion it is contemplated that information concerning Prof. X would be called to
the attention of Inspector of the IRS office in Midwest City.
Inspector worked closely with the Midwest FBI Office in rela-
tion to other matters and he has been extremely cooperative, discreet and re-
liable during the course of these relationships.

In the event IRS decides it feasible to proceed with further examination of
Prof. X's returns, the following benefits could be expected to accrue therefrom:

1. Due to the burden upon the taxpayer of proving deductions claimed, Prof. X
could be required to produce documentary evidence supporting his claims. This
could prove to be both difficult and embarrassing particularly with respect to
validating the claim for home maintenance deductions when, in fact, he doubt-
less has only the usual type of study found in many homes rather than actual
office space. Validations of contributions to SNOC, SDS and the Hall Counseling
Service may also be productive of embarrassing consequences.-

2. If Prof. X is unable to substantiate his claims in the face of detailed scru-
tiny by IRS, it could, of course, result in financial loss to him.

3. Most importantly, if IRS contact with Prof. X can be arranged within the
next two weeks their demands upon him may be a source of distraction during
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the critical period when he is engaged In meetings and plans for disruption of
the Democratic National Convention. Any drain upon the time and concentration
which Prof. X a leading figure in Demcon planning, can bring to bear upon this
activity can only accrue to the benefit of the Government and general public.

The Bureau is requested to consider this suggestion and afford Midwest City
the benefit of its comments at the earliest possible time. No action will be taken
by this office pending receipt of the Bureau's response to this COINTELPRO
recommendation.

Senator MORGAN. The memorandum, which is from the FBI to all
its field agents, asks that all members of black student activist groups
be kept under surveillance regardless of whether they had engaged in
protests or not. And such surveillance was to include auditing of their
tax returns in accordance with Bureau instructions. Those Bureau in-
structions were to keep them so busy they could not engage in any-
thing else.

How willingly the Internal Revenue Service complied, I do not
know. But the testimony before our committee is that last year the
tax returns of over 29,000 taxpayers were distributed and used by other
agencies of the Federal Government.

Mr. Chairman, if our people are going to maintain confidence in our
Internal Revenue Service, and voluntarily pay the taxes that are justly
due, then they have to be assured that the information they submit to
the Internal Revenue Service is going to be used for legitimate tax
purposes.

I hope this committee will take these matters tinder consideration.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you very much Senator.
It seems to me that you have hit on the heart of the issue. If IRS

personnel, or IRS powers, or IRS information is used for peripheral
purposes, how can the taxpaying public have confidence in the impar-
tiality of the administration of our tax laws? I think that is the heart
of the whole matter.

I would like to get your reaction to this-yesterday Judge Tyler,
who, as you know, is the Deputy Attornel General of the United States,
basically said in his testimony that we put the use of piggybacking on
the IRS powers such as jeopardy assessments pretty low on the totem
pole, but we put the use of the skilled financial accounting personnel
of the Internal Revenue Service very high on the totem pole.

And also, I think, there was testimony that information in the files
of the Internal Revenue Service could be very helpful to other law
enforcement agencies. For that reason he wanted to be sure lat the
strike forces, which-as you are very well aware-are composed as an
interagency task force, were kept together. And it was his feeling that
to find other skilled financial people might be a duplication of effort
on behalf of the Government. And that was really his reason for want-
ing to continue the IRS's involvement.

I wonder if you have a reaction to that opinion of .Tudge Tyler's?
Senator MoRGAN.4. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman, and I feel very. strongly

about it.
There is no reason why accounting expertise cannot be developed in

the Federal Bureau of Investigation: and if it is an additional burden
or expense to the taxpayers of this country td have this duplication
of expertise. I think it is a small price to pay in order to preserve the
due nroceszes that every citizen is entitled to.

Mr. Chairman, when the new line of decisions of the U.S. Supreme
Court began to come out in the 1960's-the Escobedo case and the
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Miranda warnings for example-law enforcement officers all across
America threw up their arms and said they could not live with them.
But the contrary was true, Mr. Chairman.

What they did was to become better law enforcement officers. They
learned to live within the law and to develop techniques, skills and
expertise to do it themselves. But as long they could flout the law
there was no need to develop this expertise. I say'as long as the Federal

' Bureau of Investigation and other Federal law enforcement agencies
can call on the Internal Revenue Service, then they are not going to
develop these skills; and you cannot call an Internal Revenue Service
agent without him bringing into play information he has gained from
tax returns.

I question the wisdom of making available to the Justice Depart-
ment tax returns and criminal investigations unless they come through
the regular processes of the court. For instance, if a Government car
were to run into your car and you filed a claim against the Government
for damages to your car, more than likely one of the first things the
Government would do would be to send over and get your tax returns.
I know this for a fact, Mr. Chairman, I served in the Judge Advocate
General Reserves Office of the Air Force in the Litigation Division.
And every time a claim, a lawsuit, was brought in the Federal courts
against the U.S. Government by a private citizen, the first thing we
did was get his tax returns.

This information might be available to you and in private lawsuits
but it would have to be by subpena by due process. I think the same
procedures should apply to the Government that apply to an
individual.

Senator HASKELL. I cannot thank you enough, Senator, for coming
forward and testifying. Not only your long experience in practicing
law, but the fact that you were for d years chief law enforcement officer
of your State, gives what you have to say a tremendous amount of
weight. And I want to extend my very, very heartfelt thanks.

Senator MORGANz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you very much.
The next witness is the Honorable Ramsey Clark, former Attorney

General of the United States.
Mr. Clark, we are very pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF HON. RAMSEY CLARK, FORMER ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. CLAri. Tlank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is good to be here and I appreciate your holding these hearings.

This is not a field in which I have great expertise. I would urge you
to hear from Louis Oberdorfer and Mitchell Regovin who were the
Assistant Attorney Generals in charge of the Tax Division in the 8
years I was at tie Department of Justice. Regovin was also Chief
Counsel at IRS for a while, which gives him a unique perspective.

My views stem more from my sense of constitutional and legal pro-
priety and purpose than from any direct experience. I think the integ-
rity of the taxing power is directly involved. It is basic to govern-
ment, the price of civilization. Holmes once said anything that impairs
that integrity impairs government and the Welfare of the Nation.
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I do not think you can force this society to pay taxes any more
than you can force them not to drink whisky. People in the main are
going to pay taxes because they believe in their Government and they
care about their society and they believe that its purpose is fair and
just. To use the taxing power to attack unpopular people, to use it as
a means of focusing on individuals or groups that you fear or hate, for
any reason, to use the tax laws as a means of getting at someone who
you feel has been guilty of some other crime will erode and finally
undermine the integrity of the taxing power and do enormous damage
to the country.

So I would urge a strict prohibition in the statutes against the use
of criminal sanctions relating to tax laws for any other purpose than
the effective enforcement of those tax laws. That is easier to state than
to ap~ply.If you look at organized crime-I can remember as a youngster

feeling that getting Uapone through the tax laws was wrong. Capone
never was a hero of mine by any means. But, there is some failure of
system, some failure of integrity when a person-and I should not
use him as an illustration-is allegedly engaged in a whole range
of wrongful misconduct, including potentially violence, and the only
thing you can get him on is a violation of the tax law. There is some
misapplication of power there, and it should not be done.

That does not mean, however, that you can blink at the existence
of organized crime. You cannot ignore the fact that it is engaged in a
business for profit. Often high profits are involved and presumably
often without paying taxes, these people should have no special im-
munity from enforcement of the tax laws because there may be other
laws that even range higher in the priority of public safety than the
enforcement of the tax laws. They should, of course, be accountable
for violations of tax laws as well. But they should not be brought into
the focus of a tax investigation merely because they are believed to be
organized crime figures; where your real purpose is to get them for
illegal gambling or narcotics, or whatever their principal trade or
occupation may be.

Let me say a word or two as well about how you enforce the tax
laws themselves through investigation. I think it has been a premise
of this country. I hope so, and I think it must be a premise of a people
that intend to live by democratic institutions and enjoy freedom and
adhere to a rule of law that the law can protect the public and provide
for its needs by fair means, bv honorable means. If law enforcement
engages in dirty business it will finally imperil both the public's respect
for it and its own self-respect.

These are the foundations for our Government under law, and for
democratic institutions and, in my opinion, for freedom. That means
that lawmakers have a high obligation and a difficult obligation to
instruct the executive by law as to those activities that are permissible,
those activities that are prohibited, and those activities that fall in
between and afford some peril to freedom require regulation.

I would urge you, as I have urged other committees in the Con-
gress generallv, to assume that, responsibility.

In one of his most, powerful and articulate dissents. Justice Willi am
0. Douglas in the Wunderlit case describes the tvrrany of discretion,
a minor discretion there in terms of freedom. Tt had to do with the
finality clause of Federal contracts back in earlier years, of the rec-
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lamation programs. Douglas concludes that of all the devices of
tyrrany, uncontrolled discretion is the most dangerous. It is wrong for
the agents on the street, it is wrong to the public to leave to their guess,
to leave to habit, or perhaps erroneous assumption as to what has been
done before, decisions as to the types of investigative activities that
can be undertaken.

I urge the creation of a code prohibiting, where appropriate, in-
.o yoking criminal sanctions, those investigative activities that are in-

imical to freedom. I would urge in the twilight zone, strict regulation.
lVe have some history and a pattern, title- IT of the Omnibus Crime
Control Act of 1968 which gives us what I consider to be an inadequate
but, nevertheless, an existing regulatory experience with the phenom-. .
ena of electronic surveillance or wiretapping.

We have had long experience under the fourth amendment with
the judicial review of requests for search warrants. I think we are
going to have to go beyond that and take the hard questions of what
use of informants is permissible. I think we can devise rules. I think
we must devise rules. I think we have to lean to the side that believes
that the principles of this country involve an absolute necessity for
fair conduct by its agents at all times, and tender all circumstances.

I have no prepared statement. I do have-because of a longer in-
volvement with it-a statement that I will give to the Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence Activities this morning, or this afternoon,
depending on when they get to me. In it are nine recommendations
for legislation relating to investigative enforcement functions.1

While the focus there is primarily on the FBI, to which I have
had a closer and longer direct experience, and therefore some would
not be relevant, at least, in specific terms, I think the general principles
apply. I will leave you a copy of it, and say that I think to focus only
on one of more than 20 significant Federal investigative agencies at
this time in our history is a bad mistake; we need the same discipline,
the same effective and fair rule of law applied to all.

Certainly the Internal Revenue Service would rank high among
those.

Thank you, sir.
Senator IIAsiHELL. Thank you, "Mr. Clark. very much indeed.
.As you heard me mention to Senator Morgan regarding Judge

'Lyler's testimony ;I am sure that Judge Tyler and those who think
the way he does obviously would not advocate an unlawful use of the
powers of the Internal Revenue Service, nor I am sure, would they
advocate unlawful use of agents of the Internal Revenue Service's
Intelligence Division or otherwise.

But the thrust of his testimony was that the strike forces were
necessary, that the personnel of the Internal Revenue Service were
highly skilled, sophisticated financial accountants; that in some part
it was helpful to have access to tax returns of individuals. But pri-
marily he dwelled on the expertise of the Service's personnel as a
reason for involving personnel in an interagency group known as
the tax force.

This basically was the thrust, if I recall correctly, of his testimony
and the rationale. Do you have any comment on that -

Mr. CLARK. Yes, sir.
'See page 139.
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The strike forces were initiated while I was Attorney General. It
was something I believed in very deeply. The first strike force was
in Buffalo. The second was in Detroit. By the time I left office we had
had seven underway, and twice that many in the pipeline. If we could
get money-I was not sure and it is interesting and rather important
that I was not, but I found out this morning just by chance while I
was waiting here that IRS was involved in the original strike forces.

My judgment is that it would probably have been involved primarily
for a wrong reason, a reason of history, and that is beginning some
time, but certainly by 1961, IRS developed a great deal of what-we
would call intelligence or information about organized crime, and
that information, unrelated to the filing of tax returns, would be very
important to the foundation and the beginning of a strike force
operation.

I think that it is something that really ought to be examined care-
fully and I do not believe that IRS agents and other Treasury agents,
or agents from any other investigative agency should be used in a
strike force where there is not information approaching at least
probable cause to believe that the statutes they have responsibility to
-enforce are directly affected and being violated.

To shift manpower, to shift intelligence activities is a very danger-
ous business. I have great respect for Judge Tyler, but I have to dis-
agree. I think this is a question of fact so it can be readily determined.

If this assumption is that IRS has an accounting expertise that
would be wasteful to duplicate elsewhere, I think he is wrong. The
FBI-since I was-a kid-has always had large numbers of accountants.
I know when my father came to the Department of Justice you had
to have a law degree or be a CPA to be an agent. And if I had to
guess, I would guess that the number of CPAs and accountants that
the FBI presently has available to it as agents, would number up in

_-th--tlo-0usands.
The idea that there is a particular expertise unique to IRS, unless

you are talking about tax data, which is another subject, is contrary
to my understanding of the skills of Federal investigators in the FB'I
specifically. I do not see that. I have great trouble with the idea of
the use of tax returns and information produced voluntarily by
citizens in accordance with the law and in compliance with tax re-
quirements in paying their taxes for any other purpose. I think to
permit the use of that information for other purposes is very danger-
ous; first to the integrity of the taxing power which is essential to
government; second to the respect for government itself, it is an abuse
of power.

And I would frankly even have a fifth amendment concern about it.
I believe deeply in the underlying principle of the fifth amendment
that individuals should not be compelled to give evidence against
themselves either in the form of a direct accusation or indirectly be-
cause of a requirement of the tax code.

Senator HASKELL. Basically, I gather, it would be your view that
the IRS personnel should involve themselves only where there is
at least a good reason to believe there is a violation of tax laws of
the United States. Other than that, I gather you would feel that they
should not be involved in a general fishing expedition against some-
body suspected of violating criminal laws.
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Mr. CLARK. Insofar as your remarks apply to IRS, it. is accurate.
But I do not think anybody ought to be engaged in fishing expedi-
tions. I do not think it is a matter of whether or not some of the others
should fish, but not IRS. We should not fish. The IRS should not be
involved unless there is reason to believe there has been a violation
of revenue provisions. This kind of reason to believe there are viola-
tions should at least be on a parity with the required reason to believe
there are violations of other Federal statutes.

One of the nine things I have urged is, No. 6 here, is that the Con-
gress should strictly prohibit unauthorized agencies or private per-
sons from engaging in criminal investigation authorized to another
agency. That is not just a "plumbers" situation, where you pull the
people out of the agency that has responsibility under the 1aw for
enforcing a particular statute, and set them after people under that
statute. It is the shifting of personnel from IRS to a strike force or
to supplement FBI in accounting areas. The FBI has got an enormous
amount of accounting work it has to do that is totally unrelated to-
just take all the work they do for the Civil Division, for the Lands
Division and other divisions that are not related to the internal revenue
laws at all. These areas don't involve that tax laws, and the FBI has
acquired that expertise. We should not have agents floating back
and forth because it holds a potential for dangerous abuse.

Senator IHSKELL. Thank you, Mr. Clark, very, very much. I ap-
preciate your appearing here.

Mr. ( 4 Amn L. Thank you, sir.
I will leave this here.
Senator [ASKELr. If you would.
[The prel)ared statement of Ramsey Clark before the Select Com-

mittee To Study Government Operations With Respect To Intelli-
gence. U.S. Senate follows :]
STATEMENT OF RAMSEY CLARK BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE T11O STUDY GOVERN-

MENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, U.S. SENATE

Must we remind ourselves? This Is America. Freedom is our credo. Because
we overcame fear and live free, our imagination and energy burst across the
continent and built this incredible place. Fulfillment is the flower of freedom,
born of no other tree. Freedom Is the child of Mother Courage.

What utter outrage that as we approach our two hundredth anniversary of
the quest for freedom striving still to "secure the Blessings of Liberty to our-
selves and our posterity" we should turn, frightened, careless or unscrupulous,
to police state tactics. Have we forgotten who we are and what we stand for'

Recent years have seemed a constant revelation of growing abuses of freedom.
Frightened, hateful, insecure, craving power, a thousand ignoble emotions have
justified means to obtain ends. We have felt the hot breath of tyranny in America.
Many have found it comforting.

Some seeming paralysis grips us. Raised to believe the truth will set you free,
we are told the truth is to dangerous and not for the people to know. A year in
the wake of Watergate, the Congress has not enacted a single law to prevent its
recurrence, while a Senate Bill 1 imperils freedom from the Committee on the
Judiciary.

If we love freedom, we will demand a full accounting by government, federal,
state and local of past conduct threatening liberty.

Your partial disclosures about FBI efforts to destroy the desperately needed
moral leadership of Martin Luther King, Jr. are an important first service. We
need to know more. For years I have pleaded for full disclosure. Five years ago,
writing in Crime in America, I observed:

"There have been repeated allegations that the FBI placed bugs in hotel rooms
occupied by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and subsequently played the tapes of
conversations recorded in the room for various editors, Senators and opinion
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makers. The course of the civil rights movement may have been altered by a
prejudice caused by such a practice. The prejudice may have reached men whomight otherwise have given great support-including even the President of the
United States..The public has a right to know whether this is true. If it is, thoseresponsible should be fully accountable. A free society cannot endure where suchpolice tactics are permitted. Today they may be used only against politicalenemies or unpopular persons. Tomorrow you may be the victim. Whoever the
subject, the practice is intolerable."

What you have now revealed demands the creation of a National Commission,
empowered to Investigate thoroughly all governmental activity relating to MartinLuther King, Jr., his movement, family, friends, associates, church, the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, his activities and his murder. The Commission,
broad based and fully financed, with the power to subpoena documents and
compel testimony, should report to the Congress, the President and the People.
When the evidence warrants it, a special grand jury should consider its findings.The Commission should develop, draft and present legislation, regulations and
review procedures to prevent recurrences of wrongful conduct it uncovers.

We must recognize the far greater danger and injury flowing from government
misconduct than from any threat claimed to justify it. Government can only heeffective with the support of the people. The people will only support government
which earns its respect. People do not respect "a dirty business."

Law enforcement will not long respect itself when it engages in wrongdoing.
Integrity will be destroyed. Good people drawn to public service will abandon it.A mystique of cunning and surreptition will drive out objective, lawful investi-
gative priorities and practices. America, too, can be a police state. The only
special Immunity we have known has been our commitment to freedom.The notion that moderate Machiavellian means are required by dangerous con-
ditions and can prevail over a radical Machiavelli is twice wrong. An unbridleddiscretion in police power is the sure road to despotism. We should learn from
the words of a great and uniquely free man, William 0. Douglas:"Law has reached its finest moments when it has freed from the unlimited
discretion of some ruler, some civil or military official, some bureaucrat. Wherediscretion is absolute man has always suffered. At times it has been his property
that has been invaded; at times, his privacy; at times his liberty of movement;
at times his freedom of thought; at times his life. Absolute discretion is a ruth-less master. It is more destructive of freedom than any of man's other inven-
tions."

The only acceptable course is constitutional principle.
Now, as Lincoln urged at Cooper Union in the darkening year before theCivil War, "Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith, let us,

to the end, dare to do our duty as we understand it."
A society aspiring to freedom, to the rule of law and democratic institutions,

can prevent domestic insurrection, crime and wrongdoing within its own bordersby fair, lawful, honorable means. To adopt lesser means is to kill the American
Dream.

We gave some cause to the Soviet newspaper Tass to report as it did in Janu-ary of this year with regard to CIA-FBI activities: "And now it is obvious thatfundamental rights of citizens are flouted in the leading country of the 'freeworld.'" It is for you and me now to redeem our pledge to freedom for humanity.
And we must begin at home.

From a larger number of recommendations, I will outline nine proposals Ihave urged to control domestic surveillance, preserve freedom and protect so-
ciety. I urge the enactment of laws implementing them.

1. Specific statutes should authorize, prohibit or regulate every investigativeand enforcement method and practice for federal, state and local government.
Obviously, disruptive government activities such as those revealed in Cointelproor against the Ku Klux Klan should be subjected to criminal sanction. Every
authorized act must be founded in law. Government agents should not have to
guess what is permitted.

2. Police investigation and accumulation of data, files or dossiers should beprohibited except in criminal investigations initiated only where there is proba-
ble cause to believe a crime has been committed. Information retained by police
from public sources for general informational purposes, such as newspapers,should be kept equally available in its original form to the public and the press.

3. Where techniques inherently inimical to freedom such as paid informants
or electronic surveillances (I oppose both) are authorized by law, they shouldbe stringently regulated. Court orders meeting Fourth Amendment standards
should be required. Internal compliance, inspection and reporting to the highest
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authority should be rigorous and regular public reporting of times, numbers
and duration required.

4. Every individual and organization should be entitled to notice of, and on
demand to review, any information possessed by any investigative or enforce-
ment agency concerning him, her, or it, unless that information is part of an
ongoing criminal investigation where it should be subject to judicial rules of
discovery and full disclosure not more than two years after receipt.

5. When government agencies act unlawfully, responsible persons should be
subjected to criminal sanctions, civil damages and injunction.

6. Law should strictly prohibit unauthorized public agencies or private per-
sons from engaging in authorized criminal investigation.

7. Law should prohibit and punish leaks of information from government in-
vestigations which can either damage reputations or prejudice fair trials.

8. Freedom of Information Acts at all levels of government should open In-
vestigative agencies to public authority. Democracy is premised on an informed
public. Only rights of privacy and the integrity of ongoing criminal investiga-
tions should exempt information from disclosure.

9. Civilian Review Boards comprised of the broadest citizen representation,
with power to subpoena witnesses and documents and compel testimony should
be created for all police departments and investigative agencies. They should
oversee, check, initiate studies, review and determine complaints of wrongful
conduct and report regularly to the legislature, executive, judiciary, the public
and the Fourth Estate.

If this sounds burdensome, it is a small price to pay for freedom. Without such
safeguards we will enter our third century with liberty exposed to clear and
present danger. We must ask ourselves, in the words of Justice Hugo Black
"whether we as a people will try fearfully and futilely to preserve democracy by
adopting totalitarian methods, or whether in accordance with our traditions and
our Constitution will have the confidence and courage to be free."

Senator HASKEL4 L. Our next witness is the honorable Randolph
Thrower, former Commissioner of Intenial Revenue.

We are pleased to have you here, Mr. Thrower.

STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH THROWER, ESQ., FORMER COMMIS-
SIONER, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

MIr. ThOrowFuI. Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
My name is Randolph W. Thlrower of Atlanta, Ga., an attorney. I

was Commissioner of Internal Revenue from April 1969, to June 22,
1971. I am very pleased to be able to r-spond to the invitation from the
chairman to testify on the matters now before the committee. The in-
vitation came to me while I was out of the city, and I have not been
able to prepare a written statement. I did have the opportunity to
review some of the statements presented on Monday here before the
subcommittee, and could comment briefly on some of the questions
raised there.

The strike force concept was fully reviewed and approved by me,
and in the Treasury Department in 1969. After a very full discussion
and the arrival at an accord with the Department of Justice, we
agreed, subject to the availability of the manpower through increased
appropriations, to enlarge the operations substantially and to allocate
more manpower to it.

We agreed upon organizational matters and operational procedures,
and it was during my term a subject .of continued discussion and
-review. The basic concept of the organized crime effort, as I under-
stood, involved the cooperative and coordinated investigative efforts of
several investigative agencies. The objectives of each could more ef-
fectively be fulfilled in this particular area of concern to all, than to

60-411-7------10
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have it done separately and in an uncoordinated way by the several
agencies. Each of the participating agencies recognized, as did the
1RS, a heavy responsibility withinits own area of responsibilities in
connection with the several problems of organized crime. Each of us,
including the IRS, recognized that there were particular, special dif-
ficulties in carrying out its responsibility in the organized crime field,
and thus, the concept was that this cooperative and coordinated in-
vestigative effort would contribute best to the objectives of each of the
several agencies.

It has now been operating on an expanded basis for several years.
I think it is quite appropriate that this hearing be held. I think it is
quite appropriate for the operations to be reviewed. I would suggest
even, ifI may, Senator, that a careful study and full report on the
operations of the organized crime project or concept from its initia-
tion would be very useful. I would think that a staff, such as a staff
of the Joint Committee, could make a very useful contribution through
a thorough study, having available to it the files and information of
tie two agencies or departments. This is certainly fully within the
oversight responsibilities that the Congress has in the administration
of the internal revenue laws.

Several questions have been raised by the testimony. I think one
of the important questions would be the standards to be-used in evalu-
ating_the worth of such a program, how to justify it or find that the
effort is not justified. From the standpoint of the Internal Revenue
Service could it be simply the amount of tax collected or the amount
of indictments and convictions, the number-of indictments and con-
victions obtained? Would it include an appraisal of the impact on or-
ganized crime itself or general tax compliance secured, or the extent
of the tax deterrents established? Certainly it cannot be measured by
the usual standards in the application of revenue agent time, which are
time, cost, and tax collected, plus an appraisal of the deterrent value
of an IRS presence.

Yet, all of these need to be taken into account. Criminal cases, crim-
inal investigations bv the Internal Revenue Service within the or-
ganized crime field generally take a great deal more time than other
cases on the whole. They are certainly on the whole less productive in
tax collections than other cases. The number of indictments and con-
victions secured during the course of a jyear relative to the effort has
always been fairly low, I think around a thousand, perhaps, in the
entire Internal Revenue criminal field for a year.

The organized crime area itself represents probably the most dif-
ficult of all of the areas of noncomnplhance that the Internal Revenue
Service investigates. The question may be raised as to whether the
Internal Revenue Service has the responsibility to investigate so in-
tensively in the organized crime area. As a matter of general policy,
the Internal Revenue Service has focused attention upon any area, any
segment of our society, where it appears that there is significant tax
evasion. Where this is found or there is reason to suspect that such
evasion exists, attention is focused upon the area, and it does not make
any difference whether it happens to be waitresses at the moment, or
doctors, or lawyers, or members of organized crime, there is a focus
there. I think we do know from experience that tax evasion is rampant
in organized crime, and the avoidance of tax on the large gains from
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organized crime is an essential and indeed important part of the gar-
nering of moneys within organized crime. Much of the gain would have
to be returned. Much of the illegal gain would have to be returned if
it were properly subjected to tax.

Because it is a difficult area, though an area of rampant tax evasion,
should the IRS turn its back and walk away without an attempt at
thorough coverage. Assuming there were then justification for a con-
centrated, organized, and continued effort to secure compliance in the
area of organized crime and to detect and prosecute tax evasion in the
area of organized crime, should the selection of the cases and the di-
rection of the investigations be undertaken solely by the IRS, or as
now, through the cooperative strike force effort of the Internal Rev-
enue Service and the Department of Justice?

I would certainly welcome a report on the extent of the cooperative
effort of the several agencies which were committed to a joint effort
in the organized crime field. I do not know how extensive the cooper-
ative effort and how significant and how effective this has been. Has
it been on. the whole largely an IRS effort directed by the Department
of Justice? It was a source of concern, I would say frequent concern
on my part, that the cooperative aspects of the program were not de-
veloping to the extent we were all assured that it would when I re-
viewed and approved the expanded program. ..

I am certainly not suggesting that there was not an extensive co-
operative effort. On the other hand, I never felt assured that it was
entered into as fully by all of the agencies as I had initially contem-
plated or had been led to believe that it would. I think this would be a
question worthy of examination. If, in fact, it is not an effective, effi-
cient cooperative effort,, but simply an IRS effort directed by and in
which attorneys of the Department of Justice are actively pai.icipat-
ing. then I would question the continued program on this particular
basis. I would think serious consideration might well be given to a
return of it to the Internal Revenue Service.

This certainly does not mean that the attorneys of the Department
of Justice would not participate. The Department of Justice is the
lawyer for the Internal Revenue Service in all civil and criminal cases
in all of the courts, other than the Tax Court. Necessarily. there is close
communication and cooperation between the two agencies or depart-
ments, and this communication, of course, is not confined and need not
be confined solely to cases within the strike force area.

Another question discussed this morning is whether IRiS agents are
being used to investigate nontax crimes. I agree with what has been
said %with respect to the very broad summary of powers of investiga-
tion given to the IRS. An F13I agent, for example, has no such powers.
Without the assistance and powers of a grand jury and without se-
curing warrants from the court, other agencies could not examine as
fully or as summarily as the Internal Revenue Service agents are able
to (to. Beyond this. revenue agents are voluntarily given great access
to records for examination. Certainly these powers and privileges of
access should not be abused to conduct nontax investigations under the
guise of tax investigations. I think no one would take issue with that.
Consequently, whether the organized crime effort is in the Internal
Revenue Service or, as now, in joint strike force area, the IRS must
participate in the selection of its own cases and must, in the direction
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of its cases, have the ultimate decision and the right of veto as to its
participation and direction.

This is, as I understood it, implicit in the program that was planned.
The investigating agents remain under the direction of IRS group
supervisors and other superiors in the line. They are not taken out
from under the Internal Revenue Service responsibilities and merely
assigned to the Department of Justice. We do know that, as I have
mentioned, tax evasion is rampant in organized crime. It is an easy
assumption that, where there is reason to suspect the production of sub-
stantial income from criminal activities, it is not being reported, and
consequently, the drawing of the line might, in many instances, not
be an easy one. It cannot be drawn in accordance with any clearly
definable standards. Nevertheless, it should be made clear, I would sug-
gest, that the IRS not be used to do any of the work of the FBI.

I have a very high regard for the FBI. I think they can develop
and should develop all of the capabilities that are required for the
investigation of nontax crimes.

Anot er matter, I think, of greatest. importance, in whatever form
such a program is carried out, that there are maintained the same
strict and high standards of prosecution that the IRS observes in other
criminal investigations. A case is not recommended for prosecution by
the Internal Revenue Service until, one, its representatives are con-
vinced, satisfied of the guilt of the taxpayer and in addition, are satis-

•fled that they have acquired evidence which will demonstrate or prove
this beyond a reasonable doubt.

Only under these circumstances would a case be recommended to the
Department of Justice for prosecution. This was very thoroughly
discussed with the Department of Jiistice when the expanded program
was approved. It was agreed that, the same standards, that the same
reviews of the cases, would be observed as in the ordinary tax cases,
that is, at the several levels of review within the Internal Revenue
Service and within the Office of the Chief Counsel and at the General
Counsels throughout the country. There was no shortcutting of the
process and no lowering of the standards.

Also., we insisted upon a review as in other cases by the Tax Division
of the Department of Justice rather than a decision directly by and
solely in the Department by the Criminal Division. The only conces-
sion we made in this respect was to agree to an acceleration of the
process in those cases where the Department. principally through the
Criminal Division, indicated that a shortening of the normal time
process, which is generally very long. was imperative. But there was
no lowering of the standards on the part of the Internal Revenm Serv-
ice and no lowering of the standards on the part of the Tax Division
of the Department of Justice, which has also consistently over a long
period of years maintained very high standards in determining
whether to seek indictment in a tax case.

As a consequence of this, the number of indictments each year. as I
mentioned, has been consistently quite low. One -product of this, I
have found during mv time of service, was that the Department of
Justice and Criminal Division on occasion, not infrequently-my rec-
ollection is too frequently-would move ahead with nontax indict-
ments and would prosecute them and simply not wait for the full,
more thorough, I would suggest, examinatioii and review of the tax
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crime. Consequently, not infrequently, in important cases for prose-
cution in the organized crime field, there would be no indictment for
the tax crime. This clearly denied to the Internal Revenue Service, to
our revenue system, to the Government and to our Nation the deterrent
value of a tax indictment and prosecution in there cases.

I consider this to be a very substantial loss, particularly where there
are so few indictments and convictions each year. I felt that the Crim-
inal Division possibly did not show a sufficient appreciation of the
value to the revenue system and to the Nation of the deterrent value of
a tax prosecution. This was a source of not infrequent discussion. I
think in any thorough review, it would deserve attention. I would say
I appreciated Judge Tyler's comments upon the value and thorough-
ness and competence of the Internal Revenue's investigating agents.
I consider them to be a body of very able, very dedicated persons. I
think they frequently have been criticized without the respect being
accorded to them that any dedicated and efficient public servant is
entitled to.

Certainly, there is a tendency and temptation in criminal investiga-
tions for overzealousness at times to enter in. I had experiences of
this as any agency would. Certainly, I saw and felt and sensed in the
IRS as in the Nation a new spirit of respect for civil rights, for the
rights of individual taxpayers. On the other hand, the very processes
which I have discussed and reviewed were directed toward preserving
those rights. At the same time, there is an obligation to the entire
public which was accorded also very high respect in the IRS, to see
that the internal revenue laws are enforced, evenly over the entire so-
ciety, and that there is no segment of society which has an immunity
or is not expected and required to observe the internal revenue laws.

This is not confined to organized crime. We gave great attention to
the question of political contributions and the then Assistant Attorney
General Tax Division, Johnnie Walters, and Iand my Chief Counsel,
Martin Worthy, early in our administration saw that the fraudulent
reporting of political contributions as business expenses on tax returns
was a vice of serious concern to the country, far beyond the limited
dollars involved. The dollars were not great, but this too often involved
conspiracies between top executives in business and officeholders, or
would-be officeholders or their representatives, not only to evade the
laws with respect to political contributions, but then to evade the tax
laws in concealing it. That was not a great problem in terms of the
dollars involved, but it was a great problem so far as society was con-
cerned. We considered it justified that we give a great deal of atten-
tion and apply manpower to this and try to let the people know, both
in the political area and in business, lawyers and accountants as well,
that we considered this to be a very serious practice of petty evasion, to
be far beyond the small amount of dollars involved, and that we were
going to pursue it very vigorously. And we did, with close cooperation
and coopdination with the attorneys, of the Department of Justice. Al-
though Assistant Attorney General Walters and I and our staffs fre-
quently conferred about these programs there was no assignment IRS
responsibilities to others. It was not coordinated effort with other
agencies as in the organized crime effort.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to make these comments
and observations.
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Senator HASKELL. I appreciate it, Mr. Thrower, very much indeed.
I do have a few questions which are basically just matters of fact.

During the time you were Commissioner IRS personnel, of course,
participated in the strike force activities we have discussed. Were
there any other law enforcement efforts that you were called on to as-
sist in other than obviously the administration of officials of the Inter-
nal Revenue Service? In other words, were there any other law enforce-
ment efforts with outside agencies where your superior, the Secretary
of the Treasury, or anybody else called you to engage in.

Mr. THROW'ER. Yes. There were not infrequent calls or suggestions.
On the whole, I resisted them very strongly.

Senator HASKELL. What kind of calls would these have been?
Mr. THROWER. One involved the crises with respect to the hijacking

of airplanes. The immediate almost overnight answer provided was to
put armed guards on the planes with the consent and approval of the
airlines involved and the pilots, I suppose, of the several planes. There
was simply not manpower available in the country to perform this
function with so little notice.

Senator HASKELL. Was there any other?
Mr. THRowmR. We were asked to contribute and we did contribute.

I got the people back as soon as I could. Getting them back once they
were provided was difficult. There were proposals for the IRS in the
social field with respect to the negative income tax and with respect
to other social programs. I discouraged the use of the IRS manpower
for this purpose. While recognizing the value of such programs, I felt
the cost should be-

Senator HASKELL. This was a law enforcement request?
Mr. THROWER. No. This was not law enforcement. This was a pro-

gram under contemplation.
Senator HASKELLA. I was asking you what other law enforcement

requests you might have received.
Mr. THROWER. I do not recall any other law enforcement requests,

use of our law enforcement-
Senator HASKELL. You heard-
Mr. THIROWER [continuing]. Law enforcement personnel for nontax

crimes.
Senator HASKELL. You heard Senator Morgan refer to, for instance,

the narcotics program. I think you were in the room when Senator
Morgan testified. Were you asked to assist in the apprehension of nar-
coties violators?

Mkfr. THROWER. Yes; when the program was initiated it was discussed
during the latter part of my term, principally, after I had submitted
my resignation and was waiting several months for a replacement. A
program was designed largely in the Treasury Department. IWith re-
spect to the, not-narcotics program. it was approved and endorsed
by Assistant Secretary of Operations and by the Secretary an 1 Under
Secretary. I was asked to cooperate. I had misgivings, actually, about
the worth and value of the particular progi'mn and the way it was to
be undertaken.

In the first place. T questioned seriously whether tax investigations
would assist materially with respect to street crime of this sort, but
wtis assured that the target of evasion to be sought after was not street
crime but those behind the street criminals.
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It occurred to me that such a program, if it were to be undertaken,
probably should be part of the organized strike force program which
had a concern in this area, and it did relate to organized crime.

Nevertheless, we did initiate a program. I am not in a position to
evaluate it.

Senator HASKELL. I guess you were Commissioner at a time when
protests Took place involving the Vietnam War. I do not know if it
would be accurate to say t0hat protesting was at its height; but it
certainly was at a time of high activity.

Were you ever asked-to have groups who were anti-Vietnam war
groups investigated?

Mr. THRowER. No, sir. I have no recollection of an: such request.
And I feel I would have had a strong response to such a request.

Senator HASKELL. During your tenure, at least in 1971, I gather
that-

Mr. THROWER. Could I modify that?
Senator HASKELL. Certainly.
Mr. THROWER. To this I will expand my response, to this extent, so

there will be no misunderstanding.
There were groups which advocated nonfiling, openingly and

notoriously advocating nonfiling of tax returns or nonpayment of
certain taxes-as, for example, the telephone tax. 'We did give some
special attention, not a great deal, but some special- attention to those
cases simply because we could not ignore them.

But, for example, with respect to the nonpayment of income tax,
we simply would ascertain generally where people were employed, and
if there had not been withholding, there would be other reports on the
compensation. And there were very few prosecutions-in many in-
stances, simply a levy of the tax, a request for payments, and it would
be paid. The same with the telephone tax.

Senator HASKELL. I gather in 1971 the Internal Revenue Service
apparently supplied more than 50 percent of the manpower to t-Nhe
organized crime investigations. I gather that from a memorandum
that you wrote to Mr. Rossides.

Assuming it is a fact-first I guess I had better ask you, Is that a
fact?

Mr. TunowER. You gather this from a memorandum-
Senator HASKELL. You addressed this memorandum to Mr. Rossides

who was the Assistant Secretary for Enforcement. You say here:
"When one considers the participation of all Federal agencies in the
program, IRS now provides substantially more than b0 percent of the
manpower committed to battle organized crime."

I am reading this from your memorandum, so I assume-
Mr. THROWER. Yes; I did not intend to say, and if I had said it, it

would have been, I think, an overstatement, that more than 50 percent
of the IRS

Senator H-ASKELL. No. It says that the IRS now provides substan-
tially more than 50 percent of the manpower committed to battle orga-
nized crime.

That is not 50 percent of the IRS personnel.
But can you describe, in your opinion, the effect that that commit-

ment of IRS personnel might have had on the general compliance
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and enforcement of the tax laws, because this is a factor we have to
consider.

Mr. THROWER. My recollection is that the number of revenue agents
and intelligence agents committed would have numbered severalhun-
dred. It did cover a broad area, including the alliances found from
time to time, between business, political officeholders, and organized
crime. I would not want to discount the effort or the product in any
way. I think it was quite important. I think it was quite important to
the--for the IRS to assert a very strong presence in this area.

Senator HASKELL. Do you mean the organized crime area? You do
not think it detracted at all from your general enforcement of the tax
laws?

Mr. THROWER. I think it contributes to general enforcement to have
it demonstrated to the people that all segments of our society are
expected to observe the laws.

Senator HASKELL. I will just put the memorandum 1 following
your testimony in the record.

It probably speaks for itself.
Mr. THROWER. I think I had indicated earlier that I questioned

whether the IRS might not be called upon, or might not have been
called upon, to carry more than its fair share of the total load, or that
other agencies-and I frankly was directing this particularly at the
Federal Bureau-might not be doing as much as I, at least, had been
led to believe initially that they would.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you, sir.
The American Bar Association in February of this year adopted

the following position. I would like to get your reaction to it.
I quote: "The Internal Revenue Service and its personnel should

be limited to functions, the responsibilities and duties which are per-
tinent to the administration of the Internal Revenue laws."

Would you support that general principle, as a former Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue?

Mr. THROWER. No question. I think I would. It is at terrible cost that
a significant portion of the investigative personnel, revenue agents
and others of the IRS would be utilized, for example, in the price
control program; would be utilized, for example, in skyjacking pro-
grams; and only where the demand is imperative and the need is
shortlived and simply there is no other source available should the IRS
personnel be used for this.

People, I am-afraid, in asking for IRS personnel do not realize the
total cost involved in diverting the IRS personnel, The compensation
of the agents is quite small in relation to the total loss in revenue
resulting from diverting agents into other fields.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Thrower, very much indeed. I
appreciate your being here.

We will take a 5-minute recess, and then our witness will be the
Honorable Johnnie M. Walters, former Commissioner of Internal
Revenue.

Thank you, sir, very much.
[The following memorandum was submitted by Mr. Thrower:]

ISee page 149.
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Attachment 3

MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Eugene T. Rossides, Assistant Secretary for Enforcement and Operations.
From: Commissioner Thrower.
Subject: Proposed Narcotic Program-FY 72 Supplemental Request.

The President recently announced an all out effort to control the flow of
narcotics traffic wherever it may affect American citizens. We fully endorse the
concepts and the principles outlined in his proposal.

The Internal Revenue Service through its regular programs has already
identified narcotics violators as a by-product of its war on the racketeer segments
of society in this country. We welcome the opportunity to pursue this program
further in a more definitive fashion by attacking the financial structure of the
wholesaler. We believe this Is one of the keys to eliminating the overall problem.
However, I have reservations and am far from convinced that IRS is the
vehicle to produce substantial impact in this area.

There is no question that IRS has always been fully committed and has
always been a major contributor in terms of resources to those programs aimed
at eliminating syndicated crime. When one considers the participation of all
Federal agencies in the program, IRS now provides substantially more than 50%
of the manpower committed to battle organized crime.

In recent years congressional legislation in the exempt organizations, as well as
our continuing expansion of manpower commitments to strike force activities,
have severely limited and in many cases hampered our efforts to deal with main-
stream Service programs in the Audit and Intelligence activities. Our 1972 budget
request Indicates our willingness to participate in these special programs. How-
ever, even If the entire '72 budget request remains intact the impact of these
various programs on the Service during the past few years will not be offset by
one or even two years of uncut budgets.

The Service has gone as far as it can go in diverting manpower from our
mainstream programs and we have already reached a dangerous compliance
profile throughout the general population. Yet, no matter how one looks at It,
a supplemental request must still result in manpower diversions of some kind.
Newly recruited Special Agents and Revenue Agents need considerable time and
training before they can assume a fully mature and productive role in the Serv-
ice. Obviously, then, experienced manpower will be required to do the job in
FY 72 and beyond.

Narcotics traffic is largely endemic to the major cities in our country. As In
other special programs, this program will impact heavily in the large districts
where there is little or no manpower available for further diversion. This will
necessitate attracting needed personnel from other districts. We anticipate the
need to offer temporary promotions, premium pay, and of course, per diem. Even
with these inducements, we will probably have some difficulty in staffing properly
to meet the challenge.

Due to 'our limited experience in the proposed program, we cannot forecast
with any certainty upper and lower limits and resource requirements. We do be-
lieve, however, that our experience in all of our special programs requires that we
proceed with caution, so that we may have adequate time to develop and imple-
ment a proper operating program.

The attached supplemental request is not a recommendation but reflects the
ost of any given size program in multiples of 100 Special Agent manyears. I

want to emphasize that the Service feels an obligation to resist manpower com.
mitmnents until the supplemental request for replacement has been authorized by
Congress. We further recommend that the established task force consisting of
Service and Treasury officials convene as soon as possible in order to properly
evaluate the short term and long term needs regarding IRS contributions in the
overall program.

COMMISSIONER.
Attachment.

PLANNING AssuMPTIONS FOR A NARCOTICS PROGRAM IN INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

1. Internal Revenue Service will examine-or Investigate those engaged In nar-
cotics who generally have Insulated themselves against arrest on a narcotics
charge. This will be primarily wholesalers and financiers in the upper echelons.
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2. Only experienced agents are qualified to conduct these audits and investiga-
tions. In the initial year of a program, this would entail diverting manpower
from mainstream programs.

3. Other enforcement agencies having knowledge of narcotics trade will identify
and furnish rather detailed information on major narcotics figures.

4. After evaluating all available information on specific individual or indi-
viduals, the Service will make the decision whether investigation or audit is ap-
propriate. Investigation or audit will not be mandatory merely because an in-
dividual is known or suspected of being engaged in narcotics.

5. In the racketeer area, an average 1 of every 4 criminal investigations in-
itiated results in a prosecution recommendation. Civil tax liability is recommended
on a high proportion of all investigations. It can be assumed that the results of
narcotics investigations will be substantially the same as in other racketeer cases.

6. Due to lack of records, most investigations will focus on the "net worth"
approach which requires more investigative time than other types of financial
investigations.

7. Surveillance of individuals will be required to determine location of funds
and other assets and types of expenditures.

CoNcLusIoN

Based on the above assumptions, we can reasonably expect an experienced.
special agent to submit one prosecution case per year. Further, we estimate that,
on all cases under investigation (both prosecution and non-prosecution) Internal
Revenue Agents will recommend $75,000 in additional tax and penalties.

BUDGET INCREASES-FISCAL YEAR 1972
For every 100 Special Agents assigned to the Narcotic Program, the Internal

Revenue Service will require a supplemental appropriation of $7,200,000.
The cost of the Increase required was computed as follows:

Positions Man-years Amount

Special agent---------------------------------------------100 100..........
Revenue agent-----------------------------------------.. 100 100 ..............
Other .......................................................... . 71 71 ..............

Total permanent ............................................ 271 271 $2,988,000
Premium pay and overtime --------------------------------------------------------------------- 784,000

Total personnel compensation ............................................................ 3, 772,00
Personnel benefits --------------------------------------------------------------------------- - 268,000
Operating travel ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1,722,000
Training travel --------------------------------------- ----------------------- 631,000
Material and facilities .......................................................................... 807,000

Total .................................................................................. 7, 200,000

For every 100 Special Agent manyears, support personnel of 100 Revenue
Agent-66 field clerical-5 National Office manyears have been included.

One-time special costs for purchase of enforcement automobiles and two-radio
units for each enforcement vehicle have been included in the material and facili-
ties costs.

Cost rates for staff expansion have been used for the hiring of personnel to be
trained and eventually assume the duties of the personnel assigned to the Nar-
cotic Program. Increased costs of premium pay for administratively uncontrol-
lable overtime at the maximum rate of 25%, overtime pay for personnel other
than Special Agents and travel cosU for detail assignments have been included
for the personnel involved.

The above cost is based on full-year employment, therefore no lapse for part
year is shown.

If a decision is made to expand the Narcotic Program in the Internal Revenue
Service, the required Office of Management and Budget schedules for a supple-
mental appropriation estimate will be provided.

[Brief recess.]
Senator HASKELL. Mr. Walters, we are pleased to have you here, sir.
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STATEMENT OF JOHNNIE M. WALTERS, ESQ., FORMER COMMIS-
SIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Mr. WALTERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I have prepared and have filed a statement which I

can either read at this point, or attempt to summarize.
Senator HASKELL. That will be put into the record in full, so please

just summarize it and speak extemporaneously.
Mr. WVALTERS. I think, as the chairman knows from my prior ap-

pearance, my professional career has allowed me an unusual oppor-
tunity to see our Federal tax system working. Due to my experiences
in private practice and in government, both at Justice anid at IRS, I
have been fortunate in being able to see it working both from the in-
side and the outside.

I am quite confident, Mr. Chairman, that our voluntary self-assess-
nient tax system is truly a great national asset, but I am equally con-
cerned that we do not appreciate that fully. As I see it, if is a mainstay,
not only of our Federal governmenta.l and economic systems, but also
of our State and local systems as well. And certainly it is the envy of
other countries around the world.

Even so, however, our tax system is not perfect, and certainly it is
not invulnerable. Therefore, I think each of us should be concerned and
should strive in every appropriate way, not only to protect the tax sys-
ten, but to improve it and strengthen it.

Having said this, let me say what we have already seen demon-
strated this morning. There are two schools of thought as to whether
the IRS should participate in general Federal law enforcement.

The first school feels that to do so tends to erode our valuable tax
system. The second school-in which I place myself-feels that it is
important for IRS to participate in the general enforcement of our
laws.

The first school, as I understand it, thinks, that participation by IRS
discourages the would-be general law violator, or the criminal element,
or the corrupt official, from voluntarily filing his return and paying
the taxes due. And there is some merit for this thought.

Certainly it may be true, but, nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, it seems
to me that this ignores a very important fact. And that is the real im-
pact of a vigorous enforcement of our tax laws.

The criminal, the general law violator, does not file his return and
voluntarily pay his taxes in order to perform that function of a good
citizen. He does it out of fear; lie fears that if he does not do it IRS
will put him in jail. And that is simply the reason he does it.

I believe that in doing that he does not attempt to live up to his other
obligations. I think, therefore, that his fear will continue, and maybe
even increase, if he knows that IRS does participate in a proper way in
general law enforcement. I do not believe it will change his mind about
filing his tax return.

I also feel that we operate under a unitary Federal system. IRS
is one part-though P very important part-of that system. I believe
that as a part of the unitary Federal system, IRS should cooperate
to the full extent it properly can in the general enforcement of our
laws.
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No one-certainly not I-would argue that IRS should ever ignore
its primary responsibility, and that is the even-handed, but vigorous
administration of our tax law. That always has to be its primary
function. I would do absolutely nothing that would tend to decrease
or erode the effectiveness and fairness of our tax system.

On the other hand, I would do everything, I properly and appro-
priately could to enhance that system, because I think it is basic to
our way of life, our governmental system.

IRS does not have, and never will have, adequate resources to per-
form fully its assigned responsibilities. That being so, it always must
look for ways to achieve the greatest accomplishment in its primary
field that it possibly can with the resources available. It can extend
its potential accomplishment by utilizing fully the good will and the
help of citizens, and also sister governmental agencies. It is essential
that it do this, and insofar as some of the agencies-and I think par-
ticularly of the Department of Justice-it is absolutely essential that
agencies work very closely. It is not only essential, it is mandatory,
because-IRS is totally dependent upon the Department of Justice
for the final process in the enforcement of the tax laws; and that is
litigation of both the civil and criminal cases. Therefore, there is no
question but that we have to have cooperation in that area, Mr.
Chairman.

Going on, it seems to me today we are all concerned, all loyal Amer-
icans are concerned with the increase in crime rate and also the ap-
parent greater influence of organized crime. This being so, I am con-
vinced that it is essential that all of us-individual citizens and
government-do all we properly can to combat that. We must do it.

I think for any-one, either an individual or a Government agency,
iot to do all lie or it properly can is going to meet with contempt
and continuing criticism of the loyal Americans who expect us to do
it. That is another reason, I think, that IRS can never afford to back
off from a proper role in the general enforcement of laws.

What is the proper role? First and foremost, of course, it must
pursue tax matters. It should not engage in general law enforcement
where there is no tax function to be served.

In the area of organized crime, touching on some of the things that
were said earlier, it was noted-and I think it is generally acknowl-
edged-that in that area, in most instances where you have a massive
violation of general law you also find violations of the tax laws.

That being so, I have no reservation about the use of IRS to a
proper extent, and recognizing available manpower and restrictions.
Putting IRS7 in there -rrly in order to develop what very likely will
be a tax case, although not always a tax case, I think is essential.
I do not see anything wrong with that. I think the IRS derives an
enhancement of its image by participating in that kind of an inves-
tigation.

Besides, who is to argue against? Is it the tax violator, the would-be
tax violator, or the criminal? If that is what we are worried about,
it seems to me that we should not shrink from that kind of a shriek.
We should not be too sympathetic toward the lawbreaking person.

We all recognize---and it has been touched on already this morning--
that IRS, over the years, has been called upon to perform in some
areas where the sole issue is not taxes. It has been used in instances
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where-and in one case that was cited this morning, the Al Capone
case-where we were not able to convict an individual of other
crimes.

I personally believe, Mr. Chairman, that the image of the IRS
and its capabilities has been enhanced immensely from that kind
of a case. You can find that on the street today-one of the things
you will hear from people in all walks of life. Just yesterday I heard
it from a retired former high Government official, most respected, and
he referred to the Al Capone case as being the type of thing IRS should
do.

I do not believe we should do away with that kind of possibility,
although I would maintain, as others have, that in doing this kind
of work we have always to acknowledge the resources available and
use them wisely. We cannot afford to abandon the general tax field
purely for the criminal area.

Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, that, based on my experience,
particularly since 1969, 1 would say that the one recommendation
I would make, if you were to ask me what I would recommend to
improve our tax system most, I would say provide the IRS with ade-
quate resources to do its job properly. Then provide responsible con-
gressional oversight.

In the past years we have not had enough congressional oversight.
At the present time, Mr. Chairman, I suspect maybe there is too
much, and with some disadvantage. But I think we need to find the
right amount of both, and then apply it because then I think we can
accomplish great things with this tax system. And as we do so, we
need to work to improve it, not to diminish the great benefit of this
tax system which supports the entire governmental machinery we
have, not only the Federal system, but to some extent State and local
systems and also some foreign governments.

As citizens though, I think we rightfully can look to our Federal
system, our Federal agents to work constructively together. I think
when it appears they are not working constructively together, we are
puzzled and are worried because we recognize in that kind of a situa-
tion that we are not deriving the greatest constructive potential that
we should get. So I think it is absolutely essential, and particularly
where you have agencies so close and also mutually dependent, to
some extent, as the Department of Justice and IRS.

I would just like to close, Mr. Chairman, by noting again, as I
have for years now, that in my opinion the IRS is a superior Gov-
ernment agency. It truly is one of our great agencies. It knows its
basic responsibilities and generally performs well. It has performed
admirably in areas other than strict tax areas, and I think in the
future, uhiless Congress prohibits, it very likely will be called upon
again at times of emergency or immediate concern. It can do those
jobs well.

One reason it has been called on time and again is because it does
perform well, quickly. I think however in some of those instances
we would be well advised to stick more strictly to tax matters, but
in saying this I certainly would not diminish in the slightest the
retired cooperation between the Department of Justice and the IRS.

Think we must have that, sir.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Walters.
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I gather that you would, however, feel that there must be at least
a possibility of tax fraud before you get the IRS involved.

Mr. WALTERS. Well, it depends on what you mean by possibility,
Mr. Chairman. I think I would say yes; I think I would agree with
that because you are going to suspect fraud or else you do not want
to go. I would not insist upon probability.

Senator HASKELL. Would you leave it up to the determination of
the IRS as to whether a case was taxworthy

Mr. WALTERS. Yes, sir.
Senator HASKELL. I think that is important because obviously

people in crime do not just commit crimes outside the Internal Revenue
Code; they commit them inside the Internal Revenue Code. I think
there is a balance. Somebody here the other (lay said that in their expe-
rience a farmer had a fraud case brought against him which was re-
solved against the farmer. And he said farmers from miles around
started paying more attention to their income tax returns, which I
think is an effect we should bear in mind.

I appreciate, Mr. Walters-
Mr. WALTERS. Mr. Chairman, may I just add I agree with you

and the impact of your statement is that at least on a local basis'the
g eater impact probably will come from prosecuting the farmer or
the doctor or somebody who is not in white collar crime, but on a
national basis I think we ought to consider the national impact, maybe
even international, of getting a member of organized crime.

I know there is a contention on the part of some in the past, even,
I have noted that generally speaking the ordinary taxpayer is more
concerned with and impresed by what happens to his n eighbor or-
to his lawyer or to his doctor, than what happens to Al Capone. And
I can understand that and appreciate it.

However, as a nation, we do not hear about that farmer, but we
do hear about Al Capone. I think there are compensating features,
and what we need is a real balance. We need both.

Senator HASKELrL. Thank you, sir, very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walters follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHNNIE M. WALTERS

My entire professional career has been concerned primarily with our Federal
tax system. From January 1969 to August 1971, I served as Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Tax Division of the Department of Justice. And from
August 1971 through April 1973. I served as Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Both before 1969 and after April 1973, except for four years with the IRS Chief
Counsel's office (1949-1953), I have engaged in the private practice of law with
primary emphasis in the field of Federal taxes.

My experiences have afforded me an unusual opportunity to see our Federal
self-assessment tax system working from several vantage points. As a young
lawyer on the Chief Counsel's staff, I was privileged to participate in the draft-
ing of tax law and regulations. In private practice, I have represented tax-
payers, both corporate and individual, in a wide range of disputes with IRS,
both civil and criminal. At the Department of Justice, I participated in a large
volume of tax litigation, both civil and criminal. And, as Commissioner, my
responsibilities covered the entire spectrum of IRS and its broad assignments and
obligations.

I state the foregoing as a preface for saying that our voluntary self-asscssment
tax system is a great National asset. It is one of the basic foundations of our
democratic and economic systems. I am afraid that we as a Nation do not
appreciate fully this great asset. It is a mainstay not only of our Federal system
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but also of State and local systems as well; and it is the envy of other nations
around the world. Even so, our tax system is not perfect and certainly it is not
invulnerable. Thus, there is an ever-present need to improve and protect it. At
all reasonable costs we must keep the system healthy and in good working order.

Having said this, let me now narrow my remarks to the announced purpose
of these hearings--the appropriate role of IRS in general Federal law enforce-
ment efforts. On this issue there are two schools of thought:

(1) Some quite conscientiously believe that our tax system should be used
solely for the purpose of collecting taxes. Those who hold to this theory, with
some merit, say that IRS's participation in non-tax law enforcement activities
destroys confidence in our confidential tax system, thereby eroding it to some
extent,

(2) Others equally conscientiously believe that in its administration and en-
forcement of our tax laws IRS can and should contribute to the general enforce-
ment of the laws without damage to the tax system. Those who hold to this
theory see IRS as a vital part of the Federal Government. They feel that it makes
no sense to sanitize IRS from the overall enforcement of the Federal laws.
In their-view, for IRS to abstain from a cooperative effort in the overall enforce-
ment of the laws in effect protects criminals and invites criticism of IRS and
erosion of the tax system.

Those in the first school think that participation by IRS in general law en-
forcement discourages those who violate or may violate the general laws from
voluntarily meeting their tax obligations. This may be so; however, it over-
looks the impact of a vigorous administration of our tax laws. The criminal
does not file his returns and pay his taxes because he wants to live up to that
obligation of a good citizen. He does it because he fears that IRS will detect
his tax violations and send him to jail. His fear will continue, or maybe Increase,
with IRS cooperating in general law enforcement.

I place myself in the second school, amongst those who believe that IRS, as
a vital part of our unitary Federal system, can and should cooperate in general
law enforcement as that cooperation results from the pursuit of its primary
responsibility, i.e., the administration of our tax laws. I would do nothing to
erode the effectiveness and fairness of our tax system. I would do everything
I appropriately and properly could to enhance its effectiveness and fairness.

IRS's primary concern is and at all times must be the even-handed adiniistra-
tion and enforcement of our tax laws. It does not and never will have adequate
resources to accomplish the job. Accordingly, it must seek and utilize assistance
from others, including other governmental agencies. To abstain a meaningful
cooperation from other agencies, when it properly can IRS should assist those
agencies in their assigned responsibilities.

In this era when the crime rate is rising rapidly and influence of organized
crime appears to be escalating, we must do all we properly can to combat those
who violate the rules of society, whether those rules be tax or general, and
particularly when the violations are on an organized basis. I am confident that
for any citizen or government agency to do less will draw the condemnation and
contempt of that large body of law-abiding Americans who keep this Great
Nation in its world leadership role.

The important overall task is to protect the law-abiding citizenry from the
criminal without violation of law or the constitutional rights of the criminal.
IRS's Job is to pursue'the tax violator. Whatever it does it must do lawfully. Not
only should IRS conduct its business lawfully but also in all circumstances it
should act courteously and properly. If in the pursuit of its responsibilities IRS
contributes to the overall task by aiding and assisting other law-enforcement
efforts, who is to complain? Certainly we should not shrink from- the shrieks of
the tax violator or the would-be tax violator.

Over the years IRS has contributed in appropriate but limited ways to gen-
eral Federal law enforcement efforts. I doubt that its notable success has
detracted measurably from the accomplishment of its mission or the general
confidence in our tax system. And of one thing we can be sure: we cannot
measure the value or lack of value. of IRS participation in general law
enforcement programs in dollars.

If I were asked for a recommendation as to how best to improve the adminis.
tration of our tax system, I would say:

Provide IRS with adequate resources to administer the internal revenue laws
properly and provide responsible Congressional oversight to see that IRS accom-
plishes its mission responsibly.
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In past year, Congress has not exercised enough oversight. In this spasmodic
era it may be exercising too much, with disadvantage. We have a good tax
system. It is an absolute necessity in this real world that we keep it working
well. Our task is to strive for improvement and performance that generates con-
tinuing general confidence. To accomplish such performance, IRS needs the full
cooperation of its fellow law-enforcement agencies. IRS cannot de the Job alone.
When one needs and seeks assistance from others on a continuing basis, he must
cooperate with them to the extent he can--otherwise what should be a congenial
and prdouctive working relationship degenerates and loses Its constructive poten-
tial for all concerned. As citizens we rightfully expect our Federal agencies to
work together-properly-for the Nation's good; we are puzzled by and critical
of failures that appear to diminish the constructive potential. Thus, our govern-
mental agencies should work together within the framework of their respective
assignments and responsibilities.

The Internal Revenue Service Is a superior government agency. It knows its
basic responsibilities and generally addresses them effectively. It also has per-
formed admirably in some additional roles In periods of emergency and special
concern. With all the institutional experience at hand, we should be able to
judge the issue and set a sound course for the future.

Senator HASKELI. Our next witness is Mr. Richard M. Roberts,
formerly Deputy Assistant Atforney General of the Tax Division.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. ROBERTS, FORMER DEPUTY ASSIST-
ANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, TAX DIVISION

Senator HASKELL. We appreciate your coming.
Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I have no prepared statement. I feel

that the tax laws should be used generally to assist the Department of
Justice in enforcement--of overall enforcement of the laws, criminal
laws; not that the investigators should be assigned to other investiga-
tions, but that the use of the tax law should be brought to bear against
the organized crime area, against the organized criminal.

I do not think that the Revenue Service resources should be focused
only on organized crime. Part of my function as a Deputy Assistant
Attorney General was to supervise the Criminal Tax Section which
handles the tax prosecutions for the Department of Justice. Also as an
adjunct of that, I was the coordinator with the Organized Crime Sec-
tion of the Criminal Division. In work that we did we tried to assign,
and successfully did assign ultimately to each of the strike forces, a
representative of the Tax Division.

We did not have them in the field. We kept them in Washington, but
it was their duty to review the tax cases that were being developed in
the strike forces. And I can assure the chairman that in that review
there was no lowering of the standards of the Tax Division in the
review that it gave to tax cases. In fact, a number of cases were elimi-
nated at that early stage, so that the laws were not-brought to bear
against people who should not have been investigated by the Service.

And my understanding of the strike force operation is that the Serv-
ice persm nel is not assigned to the strike force as such. Their agents
were not separated from the Service physically and assigned to the
strike force where you have an investigative team made up of strike
force personnel.

Senator HASKELL. If I understood the testimony on Monday cor-
rectly, there would be a specific individual from the IRS, maybe a
specific individual from the SEC, maybe a specific individual from
some other agency that would meet together; whether you call that
official detachment or not I do not know.
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Mr. RoBEn. No, that is correct. There is one man front each of the
intelligence areas where there is a strike force who is assigned to a
strike force. It is his function to coordinate the Revenue Service activi-
ties. And what I understand his purpose is, is to receive from the strike
force general intelligence, criminal intelligence that is available to the
strike force, and to work with then in developing whether or not this
)erson who has been identified as an organized crime figure, whether

there should be the tax investigation.
Then once lie determines that there should be, it goes back to the

Service to conduct their investigation in their normal way.
Senator HASKELL. I presume they, of course, review his decision. He

might decide it is not worthwhile and lie might decide it is. Would that
be true? I am talking about his superiors in the Service.

MIr. ROBERTS. That-is true, or vice versa. And I assume they deter-
mine whether or not they should investigate in certain areas. Now once
the investigation has started, then there is an open investigation, then
we have our man who is assigned to that particular strike force co-
ordinate the effort that is being made tax-wise against that individual
who is a member of organized crime.

Senator HASKELL. Mr. Roberts, you have had tremendous experience.
If this sheet is correct, you were with the Attorney General's office for
13 years. Is this correct ?

Mr. ROBERTS. I was as a Deputy Assistant Attorney General for
those 13 years; for 11 years prior to that I was in the Tax Division.

Senator HASKELL. So you have a total of 24 years?
Mr. ROBERTS. In the tax area, not all in the criminal tax area.
Senator HASKELL. Then I would say that you must know this subject

inside out. Could the Federal Bureau of Investigation conduct some
of the inquiries that the IRS is now engaged in ?

Mf r. ROBERTS. If I understand the operation of the strike force and
the IRS agents, no, sir; because my understanding of it, in the true
strike force, that the effort is by the Revenue Service on its own. Now
there are other operations where they are known as joint operations
and they are not always strike force operations.

Senator IASKr.L. Describe those to me.
Mr. RoBmrs. If you get into a joint operation, you may have FBI,

you may have Revenue Serv.ice personnel, and it is a joint operation
where the Service and the Tax Division and the Criminal Division,
that there were probable violations of the tax laws as well as other
laws. and may be conducted under the supervision of a U.S. attorney
and may be conducted under Organized Crime depending on who the
person is who has been identified in the program that is being imple-
niented. There you would have joint effort, but I do not believe that
even there that the Revenue Service personnel would be doing work
that the FBI agent should be doing.

There may be that in some financial areas that because they are look-
ing at tlienb from a tax point of view, that they are analyzing bank
deposits or other financial statements, that they would give their
opinion to whoever is conducting that operation. And there you could
say that they have been doing something that maybe an FBI agent
could do also. But they were looking at it also from their own point
of view for tax.

00-411-76-11
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Senator HASKELL. It is your understanding that the IRS men and
women assigned to this strike force really represent the IRS and are
under the authority of the IRS, not under the authority of somebody
else?

Mr. ROBERTS. That is my understanding. I also must admit that
would only be closing my eyes if I did not understand or know that
from general operations of anything, you have dominant figures and
people who are not so dominant. I suppose if you have a dominant
strike force head that he may be able to dominate the head of intelli-
gence in that area, and therefore he may be more active in getting
information and exchanging information, and getting information
from the head of intelligence, and therefore he may be more vitally
into the investigation than another head of a strike force.

Senator HASKELL. That is human nature. Tell me something about
these joint operations. For example, right now we have the Gulf Oil
Co. situation where the SEC apparently uncovered huge'corporate
political contributions. Is this the kind of situation that possibly a
joint effort might be put into? Because theoretically, if Gulf Oil did
it, the possibilities exist that other corporations did it. Would that be
a subject of a joint effort?

M r. ROBERTS. It could be, if the thought was that there were other
violations other than tax, and I assume the thought is there may be
SEC, there may be-

Senator HASKELL. It could be all sorts.
Mr. ROBERTS. There could be a joint operation in that area; yes.
Senator HASKELL. You left ill ay of this year so I do not suppose

you know whether there is.
M[r. ROBERTS. I do not know whether there is.
Senator HASKELL. I will ask somebody who is currently with the

Department. The Bar Association adopted this general standard that
I read to Mr. Thrower, and I just wonder whether you, with all your
experience in Justice, would agree with the thrust of this. I will just
read it again:

The Internal Revenue Service and Its personnel should be limited to functions,
responsibilities and duties which are pertinent to the administration of the
Internal Revenue laws.

Is this a generalized standard that you would apply, or if not, what
would you apply?

Mr. ROBERTS. I would apply that, Mr. Chairman. I think they
should be limited to investigating tax offenses. I think also, though,
that unlike some people who have testified here and my former boss,
Mr. Clark, whom I have great admiration for, I do not'feel the Reve-
nue Service should operate in its own cocoon and keep the information
within its own confines if it determines-and this goes beyond strike
forces-if it, in the course of its investigation, discovers that a crime
has been committed. I believe they should share that information with
other enforcement agencies.

Senator HASKELL. I did not understand Mr. Clark to-
Mr. ROBERTS. If you only used their agents and if you, as I under-

stand the proposal of those w'ho might be called purists of tax laws, that
you would keep the tax information-and information by tax, infor-
mation by regulations is described as being any information obtained
in a tax investigation-that that would remain within the confines of
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the Service, unless, of course, they do ultimately prosecute for tax
evasion. Then it becomes a matter of public record.

Senator HASHERL. It is my understanding that as a matter of law, if
an Internal Revenue agent runs into something that looks like, let us
say, a bribe or some other crime, that by statute, as it should be, he
has to let the Department of Justice know. You are the expert; I am
not.

Mr. ROBF.RTs. My understanding is that the proposal would be that
they would not exchange information if they can exchange that kind
of Information under a statute. I know the administration proposal
that came up 2 years ago, or maybe 3 years ago, to amend 6103, would
have had written into the law the exchange and the allowance of ex-
change of information. But there is a school of thought that feels that
that jaw goes too far and that there should not be an exchange of
information that they develop in the course of their investigation.

Senator HASKELL. I am not familiar with that law, and I am not
familiar with that thought. I do know that there is a school of thought
that people as well as other law enforcement agencies, should not rum-
mage indiscriminately through tax returns because they are confiden-
tial information. We happen to be of that school of thought.

On the other hand, it would be darn foolishness if the Department of
Justice ran into something that looked like tax evasion and did not in-
form the IRS, or if the IRS ran into something that looked like a
bribery case and did not inform the Department of Justice. I hope
nobody is going so far as to make such a suggestion.

Mr. ROBERTS. Let me say this. In a prosecution, it would be after
1961, of either the mayor or city councilman in San Diego, evidence
developed by the Internal Revenue Service could not be given to the
local prosecutor for use in his case.

Senator HASKELL. For the record, where did that take place again.
I would like to look into it.

Mr. ROBERTS. This was in San Diego in the prosecution of either the
mayor or the chairman of whatever their governing board is in San
Diego. He was prosecuted for bribery, and it was determined under
6103-and I participated in the determination-as I read 6103 and the
regulations under 6103, the Service could not turn over to the local
prosecutor the information that had been developed. This was a local
prosecutor. This was not a U.S. attorney. This was the local county
prosecutor.

Senator HASKEML. I see. Well, that would be a different situation.
Mr. ROBERTS. Under the regulations.
Senator HASKEML. If lie could subpena, he could probably go to

court and get a court order to produce the man's tax return, I would
think.

Mr. ROBERTS. It was not a tax return. This was information gath-
ered by the Service in their investigation. The tax return did not dis-
close the bridge, but the Service, in its investigation, had developed
certain evidence that the local county prosecutor wanted to use, and
6103 and the regulations under it prohibited it. Under 6103, the re-
quest must come from the Department of Justice for disclosure. I
have not known-and I may be mistaken in this, but I would not oper-
ate in that area having been in the tax area-the Service to come to
the Department and say here is a violation of the SEC law we
developed.
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Senator HASKELL. Let me! ask you a little bit different question.
You have had 24 years of experience both in the criminal enforcement
and in the tax area. As a matter of general compliance, seeking com-
pliance by citizens of this country or anybody else who would have
to file a tax return, would you feel that it was important -to have
a balanced enforcement proceeding?, In other words, we focused here
basically on organized crime. There are lawyers, farmers, corporate
executives, union officials, all of whom from time to time probably
do file intentionally inaccurate tax returns. Do you feel it is important
to go across the entire spectrum of society, making examples of various
people? Would that be an effecetive method o? seeking compliance
or would you put your efforts on, let us say, organized crime I

Mr. ROBERTS. I think it should be across the board, and I believe
that it is across the board, Mr. Chairman. I cannot give you the exact
figures of the number of organized crime cases. They are available
I am sure. The chairman can get them if you ask for them from the
Department of Justice, the breakdown of their criminal prosecution
bet'een normal criminal tax prosecutions and- organized crime
prosecutions. And I think you will find it does not absorb all the time
of the Tax Division. I know it does not. I was there, and I know it
does not absorb all the time of the Tax Division. There is a balancing
effort and I am sure that there are some who would like it to absorb
more of the money and effort of the Revenue Service than it does, and
there are those ini the Service who have expressed at times-and I
would guess the memorandum you referred to earlier was probably
one of Mfr. Thrower's-that he expressed some concern over the
amount of time and effort that was being demanded by the organized
crime. This is a balancing, and I an not sure who should have the
ultimate decision.

Senator LIAsKELL. That is the next question I was going to ask you.
Mr. ROBERTS. The ultimate decision, I suppose, has to rest with the

heads of the agencies, meaning the Secretary of Treasury, who does
have supervision over the Revenue Service, and the Attorney General.
if you get lower than that, there are give and take between say the
Commissioner or the head of Intelligence is coequal in the Depart-
ment. But ultimately if it is a valid effort that is attempting to be
made by the Criminal Division, Tax Division, or some other divisions,
it will get to the Attorney General, and I assume he would go to the
Secretary of the Treasury and that the decision would be made
whether you do have an effort.

When Attorney General Kennedy came in, he started a drive against
organized crime. He was aghast at the Government's effort. He was
aghast at the lack of exchange of intelligence within their buildings
and had never given it to the Department of Justice. He started that
process, and ultimately, in an effort to make it more cohesive and a
better effort, Ramsey Clark devised the strike-force concept. As he
esplainel, there were two in being. They were about to start more.
They had more on the planning boards.

Senator HASKELL. Let me interrupt you. Speaking strictly about
information-how did the Internal Revenue Service happen to have
or what type of information did they have on organized crime that,
let us say, the FBI (lid not have? How come, and what type?
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Mr. ROBERTS. Well, you would have an investigation that they
would be running, and a taxpayer may not have filed a return iii a
given year, in a given location. Let us say he did not file a tax return
so they have started an investigation.

What do they find he is in ?
They find he is making serious loans. He is operating houses of pros-

titution. He is doing various things that would put him in with what
might be characterized as organized crime. He is in gambling. They
have that information.

Before Kennedy came in, there was no exchange of this I under-
stand. That is, on a general basis. Now there might be on a given
instance or two an exchange of information. But on a regular basis,
there was no exchange of that informa. ion.

Senator tHASKELL. It is my understanding that, under present law,
if th' IRS should find that some given individual is running a series
of houses of prostitution, they would have to let,'e Department of
Justice know. Is that also your understanding?

Mr. ROBERTS. They do under the strike force concept. But generally
I do not believe they have to.

Senator HASKELL. I mean, under statutory law.
Mr. ROBERTS. No, sir.
Senator HASKELr,. Our last witness is Mr. Eugene Rossides, former

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE ROSSIDES, FORMER ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Mr. Rossmus. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement for
the record, Mr. Chairman, which I will summarize.

Senator IIAsKFL,. The statement will be reproduced in full.
Mr. RossIDEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased to be

here, and particularly pleased at the interest of this committee in over-
sight of IRS, and I echo the comments of Commissioner Walters that
one of the most important factors that we need is a continuing, and
I would say aggressive, oversight by the Congress, of not just Internal
Revenue Service operations but agency operations in general. And I
think it has been lacking regarding the Revenue Service.

Mr. Chairman, let me give you a little background of how the nar-
cotics trafficker program developed because it bears on the relationship

wow between the Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice
and the strike forces and the Treasury and the Congress. Frankly,
it developed because the strike forces would not, at the time I became
Assistant Secretary, concentrate on drugs. To me and to the Secretary,
drugs were far more important-than gambling as far as what they
should be concentrating on.

We-suggested that the strike forces be oriented toward the drug
members of organized crime. We got nowhere from that stand so I
made a decision to see what we could come up with. And we made this
recommendation. I made it to Secretary David M. Kennedy and Dr.
Charles E. Walker, Under Secretary at the time, and they agreed to
move ahead with a pilot program. And Secretary John B. Connally
then asked that it become a national program and obtain special funds
from the Conjg'iss. And I think this is important when we talk about
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IRS resources. The moneys in the Treasury/IRS narcotics trafficker
tax program were specially appropriated for just this purpose and no
other IRS purpose so the comments on resources regarding the nir-
cotics trafficker tax program should take that into account.

The NTTP was organized in a way that resolved the major prob-
lems of the strike forces. No. 1 is the selection of targets. As you can
see from my statement, we developed a very carefully drawn proce-
dure to select the major targets in the narcotic trafficker tax program.
It was not left to any one agency, which I think is most important
regarding the selection of targets. When you have multiple agencies
reviewing and selecting, you have a cross-check, you have an account-
ability system built into it. We went, and we developed it in the field;
all agencies were represented at the State, Federal, and local level.
Targets selected in the field were reviewed again in the Office of the
Secretary, again with the Federal agencies represented, the Internal
Revenue Service,, e Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and
Customs.

On the selection-we had guidelines, Mr. Chairman, and this is most
important, because I do not know if there are guidelines for selection
of targets in the strike forces-there had to be what was considered
among the professionals, a major dealer in drugs. There had to be
some evidence of assets or else why have the tax investigation. But
once selected and referred to the Internal Revenue Service, it became
a tax investigation.

The second thing that we did, that we stressed, and another innova-
tion, Mr. Chairman. wvas to go after them criminally or civilly. Our
first emphasis on finding an indication of fraud was to go after the
target criminally. But too often in the past, we wasted a lot of time
trying to build a criminal case-I am talking about a criminal tax
case. if the criminal case is not a good one, forget it. Drop it. Move
civilly.

The program thus affected organized crime figures in two ways.
You put them in jail or take their money. We have not done enough
on the civil end.

The third reason I have trouble with the strike forces involves the
control of the agents. I am troubled-I listened to the response of
M r. Roberts, who I might say during his time at the Department of
Justice, was an enormous help in our prosecutions, under our nar-
cotics trafficker tax program in the criminal prosecutions, in the
priority that the Department of Justice gave.

It is'nice to have the guidelines, and I worked on the guidelines
when we set up the first Federal, State, city strike force and we ex-
panded it to the city, they were under control of IRS. His response
was most appropriate, that it depends oi the personality of the strike
force chief.

I have not analyzed it; I have not studied it. I would estimate 9
out of 10 times agents are being run by the strike force chief, and the
prosecutor, in effect, is an investigator. This troubled me. I did not
like this blurring of the image, the blurring of two separate functions,
the prosecutor's function and the investigator's function, which is in
the strike force's. I felt it could be done where the investigator does
his job, and if it turns out to be a. criminal tax case, and refers it to the
Department of Justice; if it is civil, and depending on which way it
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goes, the Department of Justice or the IRS chief counsel. But our
tradition on the investigating level is that the investigator does the
job and decides whether there is a violation of law, and the prosecutor
is supposed to look at it de novo. He is supposed to say well, is there
sufficient evidence. It troubles me greatly to see the two functions
merged into one.

I think the strike forces should move to adopt some of the basic
procedures and organization of the NTTP. It would obviate the prob-
lem of control of agents. Second, the very important question of fair-
ness of the prosecutor not assuming as well the investigatory function.
Another thing that we did, and it developed as the program developed,
we could not take a highly trained intelligence agent and a revenue
agent and spend a full-scale tax audit on a minor dealer. on a street
level pusher. But we-could take what we call tax action. Did lie file a
tax return? And, if there was cash and other valuables found, the use of
jeopardy assessment or tax year termination. It is very important how
this developed because these targets developed primarily from arrests.

Senator HASKEL,. Let me, if I may, interrupt you, because I think
that your point on narcotics is very important. When you talk about
the cost of a program versus the tax collections, this basically was a
nontax crime program.

Mr. Rossmj)s. No, M r. Chairman.
Senator HA\SKr.LL. See if this is true. I do not know whether it is true

or not.
For the 48-month period ending June 30, 1975, the IRS participation

in the narcotics program cost about $67 million, while tax collections
amounted to $38 million. I have no objection to going after narcotics
traffickers, but it seems to me that just the figures themselves show
it was a program designed to get the people selling or who push or
traffic a drug, rather than to collect taxes. I mean, just the figures
seems to show that, but maybe they do not.

Let me ask you this. The Treasury Department could have asked
for an amendment of section 881 (a) of title 21 to provide for the
forfeiture of cash by narcotics operators instead of using the back
door of the early terminations of the so-called box car assessments.
Why didn't Treasury seek separate and additional statutory remedies?

Mr. RossiDEs. Mr.'Chairman, I would say this. No one ever suggested
that at that time, No. 1. No. 2, that route has nothing to do
with major dealers. That route has nothing to do with t-he-major
narcoics dealers. You are not going to find cash amongst a major
narcotic dealer because you are not going to find narcotics on him.
This is the misconstruing !by Commissioner Alexander of the entire
program. This is only a minor dealer, a guy that, you find with some
heroin or cocaine and $10,000 of cash. If you want to put my forfeiture
into the law, a straight. forfeiture provision, that if you have narcotics
and you are found with narcotics and somewhere else in your apart-
ment or on your person or in a safety deposit box, there is cash in it, it
is automatically forfeited, all of it.'That is a. very serious suggestion.

It may be that that is a good proposal. But it has extraordinary
iml)licat ions.

Senator IIASKELL. I understand that.
Mr. RossiDEs. But it has nothing to do with the major dealefrtax

program.
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Senator HASKELL. Let me throw out another figure to you, if I may,
and see how you react to this.

Again, it is my information that more than $20 million over this same
4-year period was seized from thousands of individuals. Those fellows
must have been the guys on the street, not the ones we primarily want
to get hold of. How do you explain all this?

Mr. RossIDES. Very easily. That is one of the most important parts
of the program, and again, this is mythology from persons who are
not in favor of this program. Let me give you a quick answer.

I question the figures that Commissioner Alexander used, because
our figures show that we actually collected more than we spent. In the
last 2 years of the program there was a downturn because the Com-
missioner just cut it off, and particularly the 4th year. But the p oint on
the cash from the thousands of individuals is'that it is absolutely
essential to drying up the drug dealers' money on the street.. That aspect
of the program was one of the most important in drying up money on
the streets, so the dealer could not have three or four or five pushers he
was paying, and the pusher could not go into a bar and flash a hundred
dollar bill and be the big shot in the community. And, if there is any
place that anyone can show me that is more pertinent for the use of
jeopardy assessment and tax year termination and the concept of those
two instruments morp than this program on the minor target area, I
would like to know. It meets every criteria of the policy of these two
instruments.

Senator HASKEILI,. Let me see if I understand you correctly. Are you
saying that by seizing this cash in this way f rom the folks on the
street, you prevent the big shot in the penthouse from operating profit-
ably. Is that what you are saying?

Ml'. ROSSIfES. I am saying that had a major influence in that. I am
not saying automatically, absolutely, Mr. Chairman. Two things: onel
when the dealer, that smalltime dealer has suddenly, one of his pushers
has been arrested, and cash is taken, if you do not think that is spread
around the community and fast among these dealers. that automatically
anyone arrested with drugs was referred as a criminal matter, and they
have cash, that they are supposed to inform IRS of these things-most
of the times in other types of arrests they do not, but in this program
they did. That was one of the most important factors in my judgment,
if not the most important factor. plus our attack on the major dealers,
the fact that. we had a thousand of them under investigation on tax
audits for the heroin shortage of 1972. much more so than the suh-
stantive narcotics cases, of picking up some of the dealers on narcotics
charges.

Senator HASKELL. I ca n see how going in and using the jeopardy as-
sessment and the early termination is very effective, as long as it is'used
against the right folks. I can see how it can be helpful if used against
the right folks. But. I hope you were in the room when-Senator 'Morgan
referred the committee to a case in which it was not used against the
ripiht folks. Does that not bother you?

Mr. ROSSIDES. Yes. it. does; very, very much so. MNr. Chairman. I was
inot in the room at that time, but it does bother me. I will say that. at
the time I was Assistant Secretary no case was brought to my atten-
tion. That does not mean that some abuses were not there. But. Mr.
Chairman, that is the reason for more oversight by this committee. That
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is the reason for a greater oversight by the Office of the Secretary, and
that is the reason that the IRS operations must be aired year in ftnd
year out. Any abuse of that nature troubles me greatly. But that is a
simple operational problem of proper supervision.

If there is review on this abuse of the rules and regulations, if the
rules and regulations are not adequate, if they are too loose, if we do
not have strong standards or tight standards on the use, then it is a
question of the regulations and the law. And if it is a question of law
and it is in the courts, as I understand it now, certain aspects of this
law, the IRS, as I put in my statement, must bend over backwards to
be fair.

But, you do not use 1 or 2, or 10 or so abuses; and, in fact, the failure
to properly supervise the program, and then use that as an example and
use it, to cut the guts out of the entire program.

Senator HASKELL. Early termination is an extraordinary procedure,
as is jeopardy assessment. The potential for abuse is there. Do you
think, for example, that a greater showing should be made before you
invoke these extraordinary remedies?

Mr. RossID.S. I would be happy to submit additional comments
on the law and regarding more stringent requirements, Mr. Chair-
man. It is a complex area of the law. But I would say this, that in one
case I recall, they found a cocaine dealer in the Upper East Side who
had $4,000 in cash in his safety deposit box; a proper search warrant
by the city police found another $10,000. That is $14,000 in an East.
Side apartment with cocaine. This was a dealer. Before lie would just
be. out, lie would have money. using it for whatever purposes, includ-
ing more purchase of drugs. I think that would meet a criteria of
coming in and checking. Does this man have a tax? Did lie file a tax
return?

Sometimes you get them where they have not even filed the previous
year. It would also justify tax year terminations. If lie is going to
come out. lie is going to use that, money for something; we do not knov
where. it is going. But I would be for stringent tax standards. I under-
stand that is what they have now, but I would be happy to review
them and give the suggestions to you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator HSKELL. I think it would be very helpful because at least
there is, certainly we know there are abuses of everything, but cer-
tainly we know there are extraordinary remedies, and I do not know,
and goodness knows. I certainly do not know all there is, what pos-
sible tools the FBI has, the department of Justice and other areas.

o But, to my limited knowledge of the law, this is a very extraordinary
remedy, and whether it is subject to, if not used properly, is subject
to great abuse. and it is all very well to depend upon the good discre-
tion of law enforcement officers. But I think it is kind -of nice to have,
perhaps, probable cause showing in court orders and that type of
thing involved.

Mr. ROSSIDES. Mr. Chairman, I agree with you thoroughly on this.
I do not. want to leave it, to discretion. I want to have tough and tight
guidelines. But at least I want to make sure of oe thing, that I have
that money tied up until the tax process has been completed.

Senator HASKELJ. Do you not think it might be better to, if you
need that money as a law enforcement tool against drug traffickers, do
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you not think it might be better to devise some remedy where you can
tie up that money, but not do it through tax laws?

- - .. Mr. Rosswin. That could be fine.-You have no problems with that,
Mr. Chairman. I would have to think about the implications of for-
feiture because I think it is the idea that no matter what it is they
forfeit-

Senator HASKELL. But-
Mr. RossIDs. I am saying I have no qualms about that. The less

IRS has to do that other agencies can do, I am in. favor of.
Senator HASKELL. I am. too.
Mr. Rossmrs. Absolutely, because these men are tax specialists, as I

understand it, a tax matter was involved here. Furthermore, you are
not talking about an intelligence agent. You are not talking about a
revenue officer. You are talking generally about a procedure that is
completed in a day. It has to go to the District Director and so on
where they assert their jeopardy because of the fact that it is a criminal
violation, narcotics found and so on. This is the Collection Div ision.

Senator HASKELL. Its very simplicity along with the ruggedness of
the remedy is what I think would concern both of us.

Mr. Rossmns. I think the forfeiture idea may be a very good one
because, believe me, Mr. Chairman, the impact on the street is ex-
traordinary. What they are saying is, if I am going to get into either
gambling or narcotics, maybe I had better go into something other
than narcotics. That was the psychology we wanted to create.

Senator HASKELL. I am sure other members of the subcommittee
would welcome any suggestions you would have in dealing with that
specific problem of the drug tra ffic. I am very concerned that using
the tax laws which are designed for quite a different purpose in aid
of what you were after, which is a completely legitimate and good, but
different purpose, so any suggestions you may have I would appreciate.

Mr. RossIDnES. I would be, happy to pass them along. But I must dis-
agree with the chairman. That it is for a different purpose. In effect,

-What you are saying is that the IRS should not be involved in or-
ganized crime because narcotics-traffickers are the key organized crime
figures we want to get at.

Senator HASKELL. What I think I am saying is that I am very con-
cerned if these figures are correct, that $'20 million is picked up
fr om thousands of individuals over a 4-year period. You combine that
with the case that Senator Morgan talked about at the beginning of
today's hearings, plus some of the instances I have heard elsewhere,
and the misuse of these extraordinary remedies-concerns me a great
deal.

,Mr. RossiDEq. I am with you a thousand percent, Mr. Chairman.
But do not confuse that with the major target of investigatory tax
audits where we do to a limited degree use-the figures in the charts
show that out of several hundred investigations, to a limited degree
we use jeopardy assessment, tax year terminations, as we do with any
other taxpayer.

But my point is, when we are talking about organized crime, these
are the key members of organized crime that the Federal Govern-
ment should be going after far more than gamblers or others in the
organized crime area. I would hope the committee would focus ol
that, as well.
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I will give you a story that dramatized to me the great concern I
have on target selection. I think Mr. Roberts raised the question of
who makes decisions on priorities. Those decisions should be made by
two areas, one the executive, and that is the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, as far as IRS is concerned, not the Commissioner; secondly, the
Congress, and it has got to be the Congress and executive, not just
the executive selecting priorities and enforcement as well.

So it is a quesion of what is tax substantive policies, also tax opera-
tions. In Chicago, and I think this story illustrates to me one of the
great problems of the strike forces, In visiting with the target selec-
tion committee on the narcotics organized crime program, there were
several people there from IRS, ATF, Customs, State police, and local
police. Afterwards, the head of the Clicago IRS Intelligence wanted
me to visit the office and say hello, and I did. I visited with the agents
working on our cases. I went to his office, and in his office there were
two charts, one on the one wall was the organized crime strike force
chart; on the other wall was our Treasury-IRS narcotics trafficker tax
program chart. Literally, Mr. Chairman, never the twain shall meet.

I am suggesting problems I have with the strike force in the selec-
tion of targets. I am suggesting to the Congress and generally this
committee, we must get. a better target selection procedure. I think
most of the time spent by our IRS agents on the strike force would
be put to better use in organized crime activities if we had a coopera-
tive and coordinated target selection procedure.

Senator IIASKEXLT. When you talk about congressional participa-
tion, do you mean through the appropriations process?

Mr. Rossms. Yes, but also this committee's oversight function. I
am saying congressional policy. This committee is saying what it
feels in oversight. Where should the impact be?

For instance, a study as to the impact of deterrents, there is a
great, impact of deterrents when you pull in major criminals because
it gets publicity. The fireman does not; and in the appropriation
process, clearly the Congress acted in appropriating several hundred
men for this program. but I am thinking of both procedures.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you.
The hearing record will stay open for 2 weeks, and I would appre-

ciate-if this adequate time will keel) it open longer if it is not. I
would appreciate your suggestions as to how -our objective, which is,
of course, a national objective, of suppressing drua traffic can be
done without running into the dangers that you and I have discussed
here.

Mr. Rossiny.s. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you for appearing.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rossides follows-]

STATEMENT OF EUGENE T. ROSSIDES

I nm pleased to respond to the request of this Committee to testify regarding
the Treasury/IRS Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program (NTTP)" in which I was
involved while I was at the Treasury Department.

The NTTP was initiated as part of the overall effort to crack down on the
illegal traffic in narcotics. Recognizing that the huge profits of the drug traf-
ficking business are largely unreported and therefore untaxed, in late 1969 I
recommended to the Secretary of the Treasury, David M. Kenned., and to Un-
der Secretary Charles E. Walker, who had the responsibility for direct supervi-

I The nhbreviation generally used is NTP. I prefer NTTP in order to stress that it Is &
tax program.
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sion of IRS, that the Treasuiry develop a tax program aimed at the drug traffick-
Ing business.

Preliminary surveys In 1970 showed that among a group of suspected narcotics
traffickers several patterns could be olerved. First, there was a high Incidence of
non-filing of income tax returns. Second, a large number appeared to have life
styles which would require income far in excess of that on which taxes were
being paid.

As a result of these findings and our general studies and review, in late 1970
a Policy decision was made by Secretary Kennedy and Under Secretary Walker
to start a pilot program in one district. In early 1971, Secretary John B. Connally
directed that the pilot program be expanded into a national program. In the late
spring of 1971, Secretary Connally obtained White House.and Congressional ap-
1roval for the program and $7lAfnillion in appropriations.

FUNDS AND MANPOWER SPECIFICALLY EARMARKED FOR NTTP

Thus, this program had the full backing of the Congress and the Executive.
Monies were appropriated specifically for'the NT II P-monies and manpower
which would not have been authorized or appropriated but for this program and
were not authorized and appropriated for any other IRS activity.

NTTP IS AN INCOME TAX PROGRAM

The Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program is an income tax program. The goal of
the NTTP is to tax the illegal profits of the drug trafficking bfsine88, a major
area of tax -noncompliance. The program was carefully developed over a two-
year period and the results during the short time it was active--from July 1,
1971, to some time in 1974, including substantial start-up and training time-
denionstrate that it was extremely successful.

TAXING THE ILLEGAL PROFITS OF THE NARCOTICS TRAFFICKING BUSINESS

It is important and central to the NTTP program to understand that the in-
come from the illegal narcotics traffic business is taxable. And-it is the respon-
sibility of the Treasury Department to go after this taxable income. Drug traf-
ficking is a 11iine88. It is not some isolated activity.

It is damaging to the "voluntary compliance" concept of tax administration to
suggest that income from illegal activity should be given a lower priority than
income from lawful activity. The narcotics trafficking business Is a highly or-
ganized criminal activity which requires a sophisticated and comprehensive pro-
gram to identify the individuals involved and to determine the income which is
taxable. Are we to encourage unlawful activity of the most serious kind by our
failure to enforce the tax laws against the narcotics traffickers?

The enormous profits of the narcotics trafficking business constitute taxable
income to traffickers. To develop a program to identify major narcotics traffickers
and tax them is part of administering the tax laws. There is no meaningful dis-
tinction between this type of activity and the ordinary IRS methods of identify-
ing what is referred to as "pockets of noncompliance."

There is no difference in concept in deciding to select suspected major drug
traffickers for tax audit and in deciding to select waitresses and taxicab drivers
regarding gratuities income, corporate executives. individuals regarding interest
and dividends payments or tax resister groups, and other classifications of tax-
payers. Indeed, the incidence of tax noncompliance by drug traffickers is, I sub-
mit, higher than other noncompliance groups.

The significant point with respect to the NIT PP was that under such a tax
program we were able-for the first time on an organized and comprehensive basis
to get at major drug traffickers, persons who use intermediaries to insulate them-
selves from the day-to-day operations of the drug traffic. In this way, they achieve
virtual Immunity from prosecution under the substantive narcotics laws. The
Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program was able to get at many of the kingpins of the
traffic.

In developing the original program and thereafter while I served at the Trea-
sury. the program had the full support of three Secretaries of the Treasury,
David M. Kennedy, John B. Connally, and George P. Shultz; the excellent co-
operation and leadership of two Commissioners of IRS, Randolph Thrower aiul
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Johnnie M. Walteri -the support of the Tax and Crminal Divisions ot the De-
partment of Justice and tlieVarious U.S. Attorneys; and the full bipartisan sup-
port of the Congress.

CIVIL AS WELL AS CRIMINAL ENFORCEMNT

Important and central to the NTTP was the policy decision tb-strts civil as
well as criminal enforcement. This policy decision was a significant improve-
ment on previous uses of tax administration to go after profits from criminal 0-c
tivity. It was our position that tile illegal profits must be taxed and should be

b attacked either by civil enforcement ,or criminal enforcement. If a criminal case
could be made, fine. If not, then the decision should be made as soon as possible
and appropriate civil actelon pursued vigorously.

TARGET SELECTION PROCESS-MAJOR TEMFFICKERS

An important innovation in federal law enforcement was the development of
the major drug traffickers target selection procedure-a coordinated and co-
operative selection of persons to be audited.

As of July 1971, the paucity of information identifying known major drug
traffickers was appalling.

We developed a program for selection of targets, which once selected would
be turned over to the IRS for audit. We organized field target selection com-
mittees throughout the country and developed guidelines for target selection. Tl1he
persons selected had to be considered major traffickers and there had to e an
indication of assets to warrant a full audit.

The field target selection committees were composed of professional career
personnel from Federal, State and local agencies. On the Federal level, the com-
lnittees included personnel from IRS, the then BNDD, and Customs. On the
State and local levels, ite included representatives from the local and State po)ce.
The committees would meet periodically and pool their knowledge.

Targets selected would then be sent to Washington, D.C. for review and
final selection by an inter-agency target selection committee composed of per-
sonnel from IRS, BNDD and Customs and chaired by the Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary for Enforcement. This Treasury committee would meet periodically to re-
view the field recommendations and decide to accept, reject, or hold for further
consideration each field recommendation.

Once a person was accepted the file would be sent to IRS and from that point
on in the investigative process it was an IRS tax case and handled in accordance
with IRS operating procedures. After investigation if the decision was that the
evidence justified a criminal prosecution it was referred to the appropriate U.S.
Attorney's Office. Otherwise it was pursued civilly by IRS.

HIGH LEVEL TARGETS, INCREASED EFFICIENCY AND REDUCED POSSIBILITIES OF
CORRUPTION

Important byproducts of multi-agency analyses and review of potential targets
are that it insures selection of high-level targets, increases cooperation and ef-
ficiency ard reduces the possibilities of corruption In the selection process to a
minimum.

MINOR TRAFFIOKER TAX PROGRAM

The minor drug trafficker tax program was designed to go after th profits of
the minor dealer and pusher. It was designed to achieve maximum results with
a small outlay of manpower and resources. The individuals involved were pri-
marily lower-level drug traffickers-dealers and pushers-who were arrested by
State, local and Federal officials on substantive drug charges and where there
was cash found. We decided against a full audit of these individuals but instead
we took tax action; we stressed a tax check type of investigation-did they file a
return-and the use of tax year termination and jeopardy assessment procedures
on these individuals. -

This part of the program achieved outstanding success in taxing and reduc-
ing street-level profits.

The IRS has conducted an extremely successful program that identifies sus-
pected narcotics traffickers susceptible to criminal and civil tax enforcement
actions. Recently, the program has been assigned a low priority because of IRS
concern about possible abuses. The task force is confident that safeguards against
abuse can be developed, and strongly recommends re-emphasizing, this program.
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The IRS should give special attention to enforcement of income tax laws in.
volving suspected or convicted narcotics traffickers. (pp. 43 and 44)

The task force recommends that the Internal Revenue Service reemphasize
its program of prosecuting drug traffickers for violation of income tax laws under
strict guidelines and procedures. (p. 909)

,Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to answer any questions the Committee
may have.

TWELVE MONTH REPORT OF THE TREASURY/IRS NARCOTICS TRAFFICKER PROGRAM

'During the first year of operation-July 1, 1971, to June 30, 1972-the Treas-
ury/IRS Narcotics Trafficker Prograrj. has accomplished the following:

1. 793 major targets in 40 states, 53 metropolitan areas and the District of
Columbia were selected by Treasury's Target Selection Committee and referred
to the IRS for intensive tax Investigation (see attached Table I). Under the
direction of IRS Commissioner Johnnie M. Walters, 410 Treasury Agents and
112 support personnel are presently conducting the intensive tax investigations.

-lujaddition, 565 minor traffickers are under tax action.
2."$54.2 million in taxes and penalties have been assessed under the program,

of which ibre. than $8.5 million has already been collected in the form of cash
or valued properii.--Tluis is $1 million more than the $7.5 million appropriated
for the program by Conkress.WVe are now using the drug traUtokers' Wlegal profits
to put thenm out of business (see-at~tached Table II).

3. Six men have been convicted on'criminal tax charges; 15 other criminal tax
cases are pending in Federal District Courits-in New York, Miami, Detroit, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Indianapolis, Baltimori; aid Washington, D.C.; and
another 35 investigations have been completed with" irosaeution recommenda-
tions. Investigations were completed in an additional 78 cases with civil assess-
ments aud penalties determined In 64 cases.

We believe this represents a substantial achievement. By focusing attent-on-on
the persons responsible for the narcotics distribution, this program is making a
major additional contribution to the President's offensive against drug abuse.

The word for the drug traffickers is to get out of the illegal drug traffic or face
up to intensive tax investigation. This word should be spread in every city and
town in the United States. We have institutionalized this program. Everyone
in this illegal business should realize that they will be subjected to tough tax
scrutiny.

The program's objectives-to take the profit out of the illegal traffic in narcotics
and thereby further disrupt the traffic-are accomplished in two ways:

1. Major targets: by conducting systematic tax investigations of middle and
upper echelon narcotics traffickers, smugglers, and financiers. These are the
people who frequently are insulated from the daily operations of the drug traffic
through intermediaries.

2. Minor targets: by the systematic drive underway to seize-to be applied to
taxes and penalties owing-the substantial amounts of cash that are frequently
found in the hands of minor narcotics traffickers-those below the middle and
upper echelon level.

'omputers are now being used in this program to facilitate the year in, year
out scrutiny of the finances of these narcotics traffickers. By computerizing our
information, we will be able to examine systematically and quickly each major
and minor trafficker targeted under this program.

Although all of the penalties and taxes that have been assessed may not be
collected, the impact of this program on the narcotics traffic is already sub-
stantial and increasing each month.

MONTHLY REPORT SYSTEM

A monthly report system.-was developed to monitor the progress of this tax
program. That report system enabled the Secretary and me to follow the progress
of each element of the program. The monthly report listed the number of cases
by states and metropolitan areas and the status of the cases.

'Within the first twelve months of the NTTP, 798 major targets in 53 metro-
politan areas in 40 states were selected for intensive tax Investigation and 565
minor traffickers were put under tax action. Within seventeen months 1,175 major
targets were selected for Intensive tax investigation and 1,239 minor traffickers
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were put under tax action. Attached to this statement are excerpts from reports
I made after 12 and 17 months of the program and statistical tables which tell
the unique story of this tax program.

The success of the program stems from three groups of dedicated personnel:
(1) the target selection efforts of federal, State and local officials; (2) the
several hundred men and women in IRS-tax specialists performing a tax func-
tion-who took this program to heart and dedicated themselves to it; and (3)
the attorneys in the Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorneys' offices
throughout the country.

From personal visits t6 field offices throughout the country and meetings with
IRS personnel, State and local officials, and Department of Justice attorneys, I
can state that they were dedicated persons who believed in and who performed
outstandingly in this program. Those meetings, and the extraordinary morale I
observed, stand out vividly in my memory.

IRS-CoMIissIoNER DONALD ALEXANDER'S TESTIMONY

Commissioner Alexander has criticized the NTTP.
1. He states, in effect, that NTTP is not a tax program. The facts are other-

wise as discussed earlier. The enormous profits of the narcotics traffic business
constitute taxable income to traffickers. To develop a program to identify major
drug traffickers and tax them is part of administerig the tax laws.

2. He refers to possible misapplication of resources. The facts are otherwise.
The argument sometimes made about insufficient personnel and allocation of
resources does not apply in this case because Congress specifically authorized
and appropriated funds earmarked for this program. Even if this were not the
case, I would take issue with the Commissioner as a matter of policy on the al-
location of resources for this program.

3. He refers to the costs of the program from July 1, 1971, to June 30, 1975, as
$67.6 million, or $16.9 million per year, and collections of $38.3 million, $9.6 mil-
lion per year. He does not give any breakdown of the cost figures. I am not privy
to the cost figures he cited, nor the method by which they were arrived at, but
I submit that the figures from the 12 and 17 month reports discussed earlier are
to the contrary. Further, even if the cost is greater than the income, its Impact is
far in excess in deterring tax evasion and in disrupting the drug trafficking busi-
ness. The PNTTP, if allowed to continue, does not require an annual increase in

-.--. manpower because there is a finite number of major drug traffickers.
4-.e cited some abuses of procedure regarding jeopardy assessments and tax

year terminations.
'If there were abiisesi tey should be corrected-obviously. If it stemmed from

lack of supervision-corre-it.--If tt Is an issue of law-the courts will decide
and until they do, IRS personnel must0bend-over backwards to be fair. This must
be insisted upon. Such abuses, however, must notlbe-used to thwart the policy of
the Congress and the Executive as expressed in this program--

I might add that while I was at the Treasury, no instances of aiihse were
called to my attention.

THE NTTP STIOULD BE JIEACTIVATED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

I strongly recommend that the NTTP be reactivated as soon as possible.
This highly successful program was unique in the spirit of cooperation it

engendered among state, local and federal officials and among federal agencies.
No jealousies and no infringement of jurisdiction existed among the various
agencies cooperating in the NTTP. I submit that it ranks as one of the finest, if
not the finest, cooperative law enforcement programs in our history.-Mcan be
put back in operation and effective within months if there is a firm policy deci-
sion to move ahead once again.

rI was pleased to note that the Domestic Council Drug Abuse Task Force in its
recent Report to the President (September, 1975) "strongly recommends re-em-
phasizing" the NTTP program (pp. 43 and 44; p. 99) :

By focusing on the trafficker's fiscal resources the government can reduce the
flow of drugs in two ways. First, high-level operators, usually well insulated from
narcotics charges, can often be convicted for tax evasion. Second, since traffick-
ing organizations require large sums of money to conduct their business, they
are vulnerable to any action that reduces their working capital.
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TABLE I-12-MONTH REPORT

Completed
State Metropolitan areas Targets Investigations

Alabama ................................. Mobile ------------------------------ 2..........
Alaska ................................... Anchorage --------------------------- I..............
Arizona .................................. Phoenix, Tuscon, Yuma ................ 35 4
Arkansas -------------------------------- Little Rock ........................ . 2 ..............
California ................................ Los Angeles. San Diego................ - 39 10

San Francisco, Oakland ................ 33 3
Colorado ................................. Denver ----------------------------- 8..............
Connecticut .............................. Hartford ................................ 12 3
Delaware--------------------... Wilmington ........................... I ..............
District of Columbia- ..................... Washington ........................ 17 4
Florida ................................... Miami ....... ......... ......... 64 17
Hawaii ................................... Honolulu ............................. 10 2
Gerla ................................. Atlanta ............................... 19 6
Illinois ................................... Chicago .............................. 40 7

Springfield ........................ - 4 ..............
Indiana ....................... Indianapolis -------------------------- 8 2
Louisiana ................................ New Orleans .......................... 12 4
Maine ................................... Bangor ............................... -1--
Maryland ................................ Baltimore ......................... . 6 1
Massachusetts ............................ Boston ............................... 12 1
Michigan ................................. Detroit ............................... 53 6
Minnesota ....-------------- - St Paul, Minneapolis ------- 2 --------------..........
Mississippi ............................... Gulfport ------------------------------.............
Missouri................................. St. Louis, Kansas City ------------------- 1- 2
Nevada----------------------. Las Vegas ............................ 3 ..............
New Hampshire -------------------------- Portsmouth------------------------. 2 1
New Jersey ............................... Newark, Camden ...................... 52 6
New Mexico .............................. Albuquerque -------------------------- 9 2
New York ................................ Albany ............................... 4 ..............

Buffalo ............................... 9 ...............
New York City and suburbs ............. 130 30

North Carolina ............................ Greensboro, Charlotte --------- 16 1
Ohio ..................................... Cincinnati, Dayton ------------------ 9 --------------

Cleveland ................. ....... . 7 ..............
Oregon --------------------------------- Portland ------------------------------ 1 1
Pennsylvania.......... ........ Philadelphia ...................... . 40 1

Pittsburgh --------------------------- 15 5
Rhode Island ............................. Providence --------------------------- ..............
South Carolina ............................ Columbia ............................. 5 1
Tennessee ------------------------------ Nashville, Memphis .................... 5 ..............
Texas .................................... Austin, Houston, El Paso ............... 41 11

Dallas -------------------------------- 3 1
Utah ..................................... Salt Lake City ........................- 2..........
Virginia .................................. Richmond, Norfolk, Arlington, Alexandria. 24 ..............
Washinoton ............................... Seattle ............................... 11 2
West Virginia ---------------------------- Parkersburg -------------------------- 1..........
Wisconsin ................................ Milwaukee ............................ I ..............

Total .................................................................... 793 134

4
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TABLE II.-12-MONTH REPORT

Number Amounts

Major tar get assessments:
Regular assessments ........................................................ 18 $4, 373, 126
Jeopardy assessments I ...................................................... 19 18. 764, 281
Tax year termination assessments I ............................................ 23 7,974, 616

Total .................................................................... 70 31,112,023
Minor target assessments:'

Jeopardy assessments ...................................................... 36 863, 712
Tax year termination assessments ............................................. 529 22,256, 438

Total ................................................................... 565 23,120,150
Total assessments involving narcotic traffickers ................................................... 54, 232, 173

Major Minor
targets., targets Amounts

Seizures Involving narcotic traffickers:
Currency ..................................................... $1, 763, 213 $5,449,923 $7, 213, 136
Property ..................................................... 86, 738 1,249,828 1, 336, 566

Total dollars seized ................................................................... 8, 549, 702
Cases recommended for prosecution ...................................................... -- 3S
Criminal tax cases in U.S. courts awaiting trial .................................................... is
Criminal tax convictions ........................................................................ 6

Jeopardy assessments are assessments of taxes made where a return has been filed or should have been filed, but
where circumstances exist under which delay might Jeopardize the collection of the revenue.

2 Teribination of tax year is a computation of the tax due and assessment made where the time for filing the return has
not become due where circumstances exist under which delay might Jeopardize collection of the revenue.a These are assessments made as a result of seizures by other law enforcement agencies of cash or other assets againstcurrent income of narcotic traffickers where delay might jeopardize collection of the revenue.

SEVENTEEN MONTH REPORT OF THE TREASURY/IRS NARCOTICS TRAFFICKER PROGRAM

During November, Treasury Agents and support personnel of the Internal
Revenue Service seized and collected $2.4 million from narcotics traffickers and
made assessments of $5.4 million. In addition, 68 new major targets were selected
and 157 minor targets were placed under tax action.

In the Courts, 2 traffickers were convicted, and 4 indictments were returned.
The Treasury has recommended an additional 11 cases for prosecution.

The additional targets expanded the program into one new state, South Dakota,
and eight metropolitan areas-Aberdeen, South Dakota; Augusta, Georgia;
Peoria, Illinois; Annapolis, Maryland; Reno, Nevada; Chattanooga, Tennessee;
Forth Worth, Texas, and, Bridgeport, C.onnecticut.

The 17 months result of this program are as follows:

1,175 MAJOR TARGETS AND 1,239 OTHER TRAFFICKERS

In 46 states, 82-metropolitan areas and the District of Columbia, 1,175 targets
have been selected by Treasury's Target Selection Committee and referred to the
IRS for intensive tax investigation (see attached Table I). Under the direction
of IRS Commissionr Johnnie M. Walters, 550 Treasury Agents and 112 support
personnel are presently conducting these investigations.

The Congress has passed a supplemental appropriation of $4.5 million which
will increase the number of Treasury Agents to 648.

In addition, 1,239 minor targets traffickers are under tax action.

6e-411-76-12
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$82.5 MILLION ASSESSED-15.0 MILLION COLLECTED

$82.5 million in taxes and penalties have been assessed under the program, of
which more than $15.6 million have already been collected. The drug traffickers
illegal profits are being used to put them out of business (see attached Tables
II and III).

20 CONVICTIONS+44 INDICTMENTS+61 PROSECUTION RECOMMENDATIONS.125

Twenty men have been convicted on criminal tax charges; 44 other criminal tax
cases are pending in Federal District Courts in Atlanta, Miami, Detroit, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Boston, Indianapolis, Baltimore, and Washing-
ton, D.C., and in other areas; and another 61 investigations have been completed
with prosecution recommendations (see attached Tables II and III).

TABLE I

17-MONTH REPORT, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, TREASURY/INTERNAL

NARCOTICS TRAFFICKER PROGRAM

Results as of Dec, 1, 19721

REVENUE SERVICE

Completed
State Metropolitan areas Targets Investigations

Alabama ................................. Mobile ...............................
Alaska ................................... Anchorage ............................
Arizona ........................ Phoenix, Tucson, Yuma ................
Arkansas ................................ Uttle Rock ............................
California ................................ Los Angeles, San Diego ................

San Francisco, Oakland ................
Colorado ................................. Denver ...............................
Connecticut ............................. Hartford, Bridgeport ...................
Delaware .............................. Wilmington ...........................
District of Columbia ..................... Washington .. ...................
Florida .................................. Miami, Jacksonville, Tampa, Orlando ....
Hawaii ................................... Honolulu .............................
Georgia .................................. Atlanta, Augusta ......................
Illinois ............................... Chicago, Springfield, Peoria .............
Indiana .................................- Indianapolis, Gary .....................
Iowa .................................... Des Moines ...........................
Kansas .................................. Lawrence .............................
Kentucky ................................ Louisville, Covington, Newport .........
Louisiana ................................ New Orleans ..........................
Maine ................................... Banor ...............................
Maryland ................................ Baltimore, Annapolis ...................
Massachusetts ............................ Boston ...............................
Michigan ................................. Detroit ...............................
Minnesota ............................... St. Paul, Minneapolis ..................

---------------- Glfort ........................Mississ Ip ............................... : Gutfpor .................
Missouri ................................ St. Louis, Kansas City ..................
Nebraska ................................ Omaha ...............................
Nevada .................................. Las Vegas, Reno .......................
New Hampshire ........................... Portsmouth ...........................
New Jersey .............................. Newark, Camden, Trenton ..............
New Mexico .............................. Albuquerque ..........................
New York ................................ Albany ...............................

Buffalo, Rochester .....................
New York City ........................

North Carolina ............................ Greensboro, Charlotte ..................
Ohio .................................... Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus ...........

Cleveland, Toledo .....................
Oklahoma ................................ Oklahoma City .......................
Oregon .................................. Portland ............................
Pennsylvania ............................. Philadelphia ..........................

Pittsburgh ...........................
Rhode Island ............................. Providence ..........................
South Carolina ............................ Columbia .............................
South Dakota ............................. Aberdeen .............................
Tennessee ............................... Nashville, Memphis, Chattanooga ........
Texas ....--------------- - Austin, Houston, El Paso ...............

Dallas, Fort Worth .....................
Utah .................................... Salt Lake City ........................
Virginia .................................. Richmond, Norfolk, Arlington, Alexandria.
Washington ............................... Seattle ...............................
West Virginia ............................. Parkersburg ..........................
Wisconsin ............................... Milwaukee ...........................

13
I ... Q.........

61 9
3 .o.. .........

45 22
42 7
12 2
16 2
1 . -... .......

22 5
95 27
10 1
31 12
61 7
12 3
4 -..-......--.
I ............
6 ...-........

16 2
1 ....-.......

14 3
24 3
71 13
5 ............
3 .............

21 8
3 ...........
5 ............
4 i

67 7
11 5
14 1
20 3

157 55
17 1
17 ..............
24 ..............
3 .............

18 4
42 3
39 6
6 .............
5
1 ..........
8 ............

51 11
8 2
6 ....... ..

28 2
24 5
1 ..........
5 1

Total .................................................................... 1,175 239
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TABLE I1.-17-MONTH REPORT

Number Amounts

Major target assessments:
Regular assessments -------------------------------------------------------- 189 $11,052,523
Jeopardy assessments I ------------------------------------------------------ 43 19,450,434
Tax year terminations ................--------------------------------------- H 9,172,179

Total .................................................................... 283 39,675,136
Minor target assessments: 3

Jeopardy assessments --------------------------------------------------- 91 2.862,639
Tax year termination--------------------------------------... 1,148 39,997,320

Total .................................................................... 1,239 42,859,959
Total assessments Involving narcotic traffickers ............................................. 82, 535,095

Major Minor
targets targets Amounts

Collections and seizures involving narcotic traffickers:
Currency .................................................... $3,163, 904 $10,237,426 ..............
Property .................................................... 141,463 2,082 .999

Total dollars seized and collected ......................................................... $15,625,792
Cases recommended for prosecution ............................................ 61
Criminal tax cases in U.S. courts awaiting trial ........................--------- 44
Criminal tax conviction ....................................................................... 20

Total criminal cases ................................ 1.................................... 125

1 Jeopardy assessments are assessments ;f taxes made where a return has been filed or should have been filed, but
where circumstances exist under which delay might jeopardize the collection of the revenue.

I Termination of tax year is a computation of the tax due and assessment made where the time for filing the return
has not become due where circumstances exist under which delay might jeopardize the revenue.

3 These are assessments made as a result of seizures by other law enforcement agencies of cash or other assets against
current income of narcotic traffickers where delay might jeopardize collection of the revenue.



~TABLE 111.-17-MONTH REPORT

Major target program Minor target program
Metropolitan areas Dollars Dollars

Number Assessments seized I P.. . C. 4 Number Asseized Col ects

Atlanta, Ga ---------
Austin-ouston, l -a-so -Tex ----------------------------- 14 415. 977 $28 511Altimoe, oustnd Waso, D. ....------------------------ 15 1,576,515 54,200Baltimore, Md. and Washington, D.C - - -11 1,362,882Buffalo, N.Y ------------------------------------------------ 3 16,383 --------------Boston,Mas--------------------------------------------- 5 5 5561815 22,183Cleveland, Ohio - ------------ -- - --------- -Chicago, Springield, III----------- - ------ 0 311,713 16,850Detroit ,Mich --------------------------------------- 17 1,252, 1166 13,455Charlotte, Greensboro N.C -------------------------------- 3 163,922 15,240Miami, Jacksonville, Tampa, Fla --------------------------- 32 1,0183,653 1,300Los Angeles, San Diego, Calif ----------------------------- 25 915,441 59,238Newark, Camden, Trenton, NJ........---------------------------- 14 3,721,619 1,656New York City - ---------------------------------........... 53 7,503,738 1,621,027Philadelphia, Pa ------------------------------------- 5 206,195 16,000Phoenix, Tucson, Ariz --------------------------------- 10 280,422 5,620Pittsburgh, Pa ----------------------------------------------- 4 36,689 2,843San Francisco, Oakland, Calif ---------------------------- 12 760,888 79,684Seattle, Tacoma, Wash ---------------------------------- 5 137,838 35,000St Louis, Mo ------------------------------------------- 9 1,019,793 5,573Richmond, Norfolk, Aringtqn, Va --------------------------- 3 146,734 11 274Other -------------------------------------------------------- 33 4,100,742 274,114

Total -------------------------------------------------- 283 39,675,136 2,263.888 61
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136$, 7U7 $67,977
817, 487
44,789 93,63692,122

542,582 --------------
113,375 --------------
178,008
367,806 629 00053,989 10 052
593,594 142,877

1,325,802869, 319 ", .....

3,766,264 ..............
320,47

377, 765 -----------
120,752 8,144
452,163
122,204 -------27,071 --------------
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... .. .. , #- ;.1Mq , VON, 12, I, 320, 435 1, 041, 481U Dollars seized includes both property and currency. ;P I-Criminal cases in U.S. courts awaiting rita.% P.R.-Cases recommended for prosecution. C.-Criminal convictions.
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Senator HIs.LL. The hearing is adjourned, subject to the call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the call
of the Chair.]
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ROLE OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE IN LAW
ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCO 5M'ITITEE ON ADMINISTRATION

OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
OF TIlE CO flWITEE. ON FINANCE,

Washingtcrn, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:08 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Floyd K. Haskell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Haskell.
Senator HASKELL. The hearing of the Subcommittee on Administra.

tion of the Internal Revenue Code will commence. Today, we are con.-
tinuing our inquiry into the problem of whether the IRS tax compli-
ance powers and personnel should be used for general criminal law
enforcement purposes, or should be confined to enforcing the tax laws.

I am extremely pleased to welcome the very distinguished witnesses
testifying this morning. I wish to thank all of them for consenting to
take part in the development of a public dialog on this important
matter.

Our first witness is Louis Oberdorfer, formerly U.S. Assistant
Attorney General, Tax Division. Mr. Oberdorfer, we are very pleased
to have you present.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS OBERDORFER, FORMERLY U.S. ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL, TAX DIVISION

Mr. OBERDORFER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the invitation to be
here this morning, and to speak briefly about some random thoughts
with respect to the very iImportant subject that the committee has under
consideration.

It has been over 10 years since I have had any personal responsibil-
ity for tax administration, and I hope that my experience and knowl-
edge is not completely out of date at this point. I have watched in the
press the accounts of the work of this committee, the stories about the
apparent tension-and resolution of the tension between the Department
of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service concerning the allocation
of Internal Revenue Service resources and the responsibility for the
control of those resources in the investigation of interrelated tax and-
nontax criminal law concerns of the Government.

Speaking somewhat from the past, I thought that it is not inappro-
priate for me to take the odasion to read to you and to insert in the

(179)
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record, if it is not already there, some wisdom of the Supreme Court,
or at least Justice Jackson of the Supreme Court, in his decision in the
Kahrigher case, 20-odd years ago. I think he expressed there the
attitude, the reaction, or point of departure that most of us who have
had responsibility in this area -assume in analyzing problems like this.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, Justice Jackson, before he was en the
Supreme Court, had been Attorney General and before that he had
been Solicitor General, and before that lie had been Assistant Attorney
General in charge of the Tax Division. In the late 1930's lie was the
Commissioner o? Internal Revenue, and I remind myself now that he
was also Chief Counsel of the Internal Revenue Service.

He reflected his respect for the tax system and the way it was
administered, the public response to the administration of it, in the
JKahriger opinion, when he described that system as a system of
"taxation by confession." In other words, people write their own
assessments out of their own consciences and out of their own records.

He said the fact that "a people so numerous, scattered and individ-
ualistic assesses itself of a tax liability often in highly burdensome

-- nmoinits is'a-iveassuring sign of the stability and vitality of our system
of self-government," and he also said that what surprised him in once
trying to help administer these laws was "not to discover examples of
recalcitrance, fraud, and self-serving mistakes in reporting, but to
discover that such derelictions were so few."

"It will be a sad day," he said, "for the revenues if the good will of
the people tW1ward theirta xing system is-frittered away in efforts to
accomplish by taxation moral reforms that cannot be accomplished by
direct !legislation."

He was speaking there about a statute relating to gamblers. He was
not speaking to the particular subject before you, namely, the alloca-
tion of resources between those two departments, with respect to, which
he had had responsibility.Mr. Chairman, in making legislative proposals and in your oversight
of the people administering the revenue laws in the Internal Revenue
Service and the Department of Justice enforcing them, my basic
thought (and it is not original with me, but it is almost platitudinous
now), is that everyone with that responsibility should always bear in
mind that this self-assessment system, with all the mistakes it makes
and all the interstitial injustices that occur, does extract from the
American people who are not exactly a homeoeneous people, not
exactly the most law-abiding people in the world,lundreds of billions
of dollars of revenue every year.

I suppose the basic reason for that is the character and common-
sense and patriotism of the American people.

I think that more credit is due than is given to the accounting pro-
fession and the segment of the legal profession that engages in the
practice of the tax law. There is a very nice relationship-and I do not
mean cozy, but respectful and healthy relationship-between the tax-
ing authorities on the one hand, the tax bar, the tax section of the ABA
and individual lawyers,"and accounting firms. It is my observation
that the vast. majority of tax lawyers- and accountants teach their
clients, that the best business, the best decision, is to be straight and
square and forthcoming in their dealings with the Internal Revenue
Service, so far as tax returns and tax reporting are-eoncerned.
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Another vital reason why the system works as well as it does, and
it works well, is because the people who are running it, have tried to
be fair, and they have tried to be effective. One of the reasons for this
is that at the cutting edge of the tax system, where those who commit
tax crimes are prosecuted, there has, over the years, developed a really
quite good organization of intelligence or special agents in the Interna]
Revenue Service, and tough-minded, fair-minded prosecutors in the
Department of Justice.

It is through their efforts, I think, that the tax system has achieved
credibility in the sense that the term is used by those who are con-
cerned with foreign policy.

Most taxpayers believe, with good reason, that if they cheat on their
taxes, as the saying goes, there is a reasonable chance that their crime
will be detected, tried and punished. This credibility has been achieved
by the routine administration of the tax laws, the nitty-gritty, the part'
that does not get in the newspapers, and (joes not attract the attention
of the Hill. By routine, I mean the application of the criminal sanc-
tions of the tax laws to persons whose violations are first detected as
the result of a routine audit of tax returns and the natural flow of
information to the Internal Revenue Service from a variety of sources.
The result of this process, which ends up in recommendations of prose-
cution to the Department of Justice, is that. the Tax Division at Justice
authorizes prosecution of about 85 percent of the cases that are referred
to them by the Internal Revenue Service, and 90 to 95 percent of those
case in which prosecution is authorized result in conviction.

Most of those convictions are obtained on pleas of guilty and nolo
contendere. There is a good reason for that. When the Internal Rev-
enue Service recoinmenEs one of these routine cases to the Department
of Justice and the Department of Justice has investigated that case
and authorized the prosecution of it, it is generally a strong case, and
people who do not plead guilty and go to trial find that generally the
Government wins.

I have a statistic here from 1973, which was the latest report of the
Attorney General I had available to me on short notice: 18,6 or 77 per-
cent, of the 241 cases in which there was a plea of not guilty resulted
in conviction after trial.

The result is that as April 15 approaches each year, and taxpayers
and their advisers think about what they are going to put down on
the tax return, there is vivid in the minds of millions of them the pros-
pect that if they fail to do the right thing, if they cheat, omit. conspicui-
ously, deduct deliberately and erroneously, there is a good chance that
thnt error will be detected, and if it is detected, it will involve them
in the tender care of a special agent, and that process can very well
end up in a recommendation for prosecution, and when that happens,
generally, there is a conviction.

It is my view, Mr. Chairman, that the maintenance of this credi-
bility is the principal business of the Intelligence Division of the In-
ternal Revenue Service and of the tax enforcement elements of the
Department of Justice.

I do not have any real perspective or information or basis for deci-
sion or counseling about decisions such as resulted, or were reflected,
in the January 11 press release from the Department of Justice and
the Treasury about the allocation of resources in organized crime
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and white-collar crime investigations, one element of which is a tax
investigation.

I had one experience at Justice when I was there that I am pleased
to put on the record, because-I think it is a precedent both in result
and in reasoning process, which is meaningful, or can be meaningful,
to those making decisions and those who are trying to design some
rules.

During the time that I was at Justice a question arose. I suppose it
arose before that in other administrations, and possibly has arisen
since as to whether the Tax Division's authority to authorize prosecu-
tions of tax law violators would be shared with the Criminal Division
of the Department. This was an internal Department of Justice prob-
lem, but one, nevertheless, which has many implications.

There is obviously a tremendous public interest in detecting and
punishing criminals. It is reflected in the January 11 press release.
And no one argues that crime is not a yery, very serious problem. We
are a long way from managing it much less licking it.

There is always a tremendous public pressure to get at criminals by
identifying some category of people that are deemed to be criminals,
there is some evidence for believing they have violated some law or
another, and to organize an across-the-board investigation of all
their affairs, including their tax affairs, so that the Government as
a whole, the Federal Government, the Department of Justice, or the
whole prosecuting arm of the Federal Government can find some
crime that they have committed and prosecute them for it and punish
them.

There arc those who believe that that kind of activity requires an
ultimate control of all final decisions in such cases; namely, that the
authority to commence and to enter agreements after a plea bargain-
ing. if it occurs, should ultimately reside in the Criminal Division
in the Department of Justice.

On the other hand, during the period that we faced this question,
there was a danger that if tax prosecutions were authorized by the
Criminal Division pursuant to its standards for authorizing prosecu-
tions, and if plea bargaining could be conducted by the Criminal
Division with a tax count wrapped -up with the other things and
possibly used as-a bargaining chip, they might authorize untenable
or technically unsound tax changes or they might bargain away a
real tax count.

The public might get the impression that the criminal sanctions of
the tax laws applied to criminas. A fellow sitting in his study on the
eve of April 15 might fail to do the right thing by himself and by
the Government and by the-law by deluding himself on the proposi-
tion that the tax prosecution resources were all going to be used
against criminals and bad people. That taxpayer who loves his wife
and children and goes to church every Sunday, and has never been in
trouble and nobody would ever think as a person who was a proper
subject of a criminal tax investigation need not be too concerned about
his tax duties.

If that attitude become prevalent, the credibility of the tax system
might be somewhat diluted.

There is also, Mr. Chairman, for appropriate consideration by
this committee, I believe, a latent constitutional and moral problem
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about compelling taxpayers, under penalty of law, to supply infor-
mation about their affairs which can or will be used by the Govern-
ment to prosecute them for nontax crimes, or give prosecutors leads to
nontax crimes.

Finally, part of the credibility, part of the success of the criminal
tax enforcement activity of the Federal Government derives from
the respect which it has enjoyed, sometimes more and sometimes
less, but generally enjoys, with the Federal courts.

If the courts got the impression that people in authority were in
some respect playing games with the tax sanction and tax informa-
tion, the ability of the Government to win these convictions in court
when taxpayers stand up to the Government, might well be weakened.

Senator HASKELL. May I interrupt you, Mr. Oberdorfer?
Mr. OBERDORFER. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. You mentioned one thing, a possible constitu-

tional problem involved in making a person disclose information
on a tax return for the purpose of assessing taxes and the subsequent
use by the Government for some other purpose, in criminal conviction.

Mr. OBERDORFER. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. To your knowledge, have any courts ever spoken

on this question?
Mr. OBERDoRR. In the Ifahrger case that I mentioned, Justice

Black wrote a dissent which took that position, that is, that the gam-
bling tax statute was unconstitutional, because it compelled a tax-
payer to incriminate himself vis-a-vis the State government, if he
h-appened to be in a State where gambling was illegal.

There are possibly other decisions, Mr. Chairman, that are worth
investigating. Whether there are decisions or not, in my judgment, the
problem is latent.

Senator HASKELL. Yes; I would agree.
Mr. OBERDORFER. That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. I thank you.
I do have a couple other questions. Some people, of course, say that

the high advisability you get by putting a well-known criminal in jail
by using the tai laws, one case is Al Capone, operates as a deterrent to
all citizens who cheat on their returns. I have heard this proposition
several times, actually, during the course of these hearings, and I
wondered if you have any comment on that.

Mr. OBERDORFER. So far as the impression on the public mind is
concerned, I suppose all of us-

Senator HASKELL. Amateur psychologists?
Mr. OBEw)ORFFR [continuing]. Might testify on that. I reiterate

the concern I expressed that I would think it unfortunate if citizens
generally come to the view that the tax enforcement personnel were
so tied up in the prosecution of criminals, bad people, that it was
unlikely that someone with a previously good reputation would run

\.-any serious risk should he have to, should he make a serious mistake
on his tax returns.

Senator HASKF.LL. Yes. I notice that particularly in your testimony,
and I think it has considerable validity to it.

Mr. OBERDORFER. And, of course, apart from a sort of psychological
guesswork involved, the fact is that if too many people in the Internal
Revenue Service, or if too many of the best people in the Internal
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Revenue Service and the Department of Justice, or if too much time
of the people who have primary responsibility were consumed in
dealing with those kinds of target-type investigations, to that extent
the capability of the law enforcement personnel to deal with what I
call the routine case, which is what makes the system work as well as
it does in my view, that capability would be reduced.

Senator HASK.LL. Thank you, sir.
I guess I have covered the areas I wanted to discuss with you. I

really do appreciate your coming, and for your extremely thoughtful
testimony. It helps a great deal.

Mr. OBERDORFR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Oberdorfer follows:]

STATEMENT BY Louis F. OBERDORFER, WILMEB, CUTLER & PICKERING

My name is Louis F. Oberdorfer. I am in private law practice in Washington,
D.C. From January, 1961 through June 15, 1965, I was Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral in charge of the Tax Division of the Department of Justice.

My experience in tax law enforcement is now somewhat out of date. My knowl-
edge of recent developments is limited to news accounts about the activities of
the Internal Revenue Service and the apparent tensions that have developed be-
tween the Service and the Department of Justice.

My former familiarity and present distance from the problem does perhaps
give me some perspective.

In perspective, and responding to your invitation, I am reminded of the state-
ment of Mr. Justice Jackson writing in 1953 about the "important and contrasting
values in our scheme of government" which create problems with respect to the
"legitimate use of the taxing power." U.S. v. Kahriger, 345 U.S. 22, 34 (1953)
(concurring opinion). Justice Jackson had a unique perspective, having served,
prior to his appointm-nt to the Supreme Court, as Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Tax Division Solicitor
General and Attorney General. In his Kabriger opinion, Mr. Justice Jackson
complimented the tax system and its administration stating:

"The United States has a system of taxation by confession. That a people so
numerous, scattered and individualistic annually assesses itself with a tax
liability, often in highly burdensome amounts, is a reassuring sign of the stability
and vitality of our system of self-government. What surprised me in once trying
to help administer these laws was not to discover examples of recalcitrance, fraud
or self-serving mistakes in reporting, but to discover that such derelictions were
so few. It will be a sad day for the revenues if the good will of the people toward
their taxing system is frittered away in efforts to accomplish by taxation moral
reforms that cannot be accomplished by direct legislation." 345 U.S. at 36.

I believe that those of us who have worked during the past 20 odd years in the
Internal Revenue Service or the Tax Division generally share Justice Jackson's
confidence in the federal tax system. It is dramatic evidence of the stability and
vitality of our system of government and of the good will of the people to their
taxing system. The federal tax system is a vital element of national strength.

It is a modern miracle that, warts and all, the tax system extricates nearly 4

$400 billion of revenue from our people peaceably, quietly and with reasonable
efficiency.

There are many reasons why we have passed this miracle. Of course, the funda-
mental reason is the loyalty and common-sense of the American people. Another
reason, not often appreciated, is the respect which tax lawyers and accountants
have for the Internal Revenue Service and the underlying concept of the federal
tax system. In my view, an equally important reason for this miracle is the striv-
ing for essential fairness with which our tax laws have been administered by the
public servants and the courts responsible for their administration.

The tax system has largely achieved what our foreign policy aspires to achieve:
credibility. Most taxpayers believe, with reason, that -if they "cheat on their
taxes," as the saying goes, there is a reasonable chance that their crime will be
detected, tried and punished.

This credibility has been achieved by the "routine" administration of tax law
enforcement. By routine, I mean application of the criminal sanctions of the tax
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laws to persons whose violations are first detected as a result of routine audits of
their tax returns and the natural flow of information to the Internal Revenue
Service from a variety of sources.In the routine case, an ordinary Revenue Agent detects probable cause for
believing that a taxpayer may have committed a tax crime. By operation of a
long-established procedure, the Revenue Agent refers his lead and the audit file
through channels to a Special Agent for purposes of a criminal investigation.
This reference is made not because the individual taxpayer is an otherwise
notorious criminal or an otherwise controversial political leader, or a radical
activist. The reference is made because the Revenue Agent suspects violations of
the criminal provisions of the tax law.

If the Special Agent's investigation confirms the suspicions of the Revenue
Agent, and his recommendation is approved by Regional Counsel, the case is
referred to the Tax Division with a recommendation for prosecution. After af-
fording each taxpayer a conference (or an opportunity for one) the Tax Division
authorizes prosecution of about 85 percent of the cases it receives. Over the years,
90-95 percent of the cases in which prosecution was authorized resulted in con-
victions. Although most of these convictions derive from pleas of guilty or nolb
contendere, these results may fairly be attributable to the meticulous care with
which the Internal Revenue Service prepares criminal cases and the high stand-
ards applied by the Tax Division for authorizing their prosecution. Prosecution
is not authorized unless the Division is convinced by adequate admissible evidence
that the case should be prosecuted ahd that a conviction is probable. And in 1973,
186 (or 77 percent) of the 241 cases in which there was a plea of not guilty
resulted in conviction after trial.

The result is that each year, as April 15 approaches, millions of taxpayers and
their advisors engage in the arduous process of reporting income and paying
heavy taxes to the federal government with the knowledge that deliberate mis-
takes can be detected and prosecuted with a 90 percent chance that an indicted
defendant 'will be convicted. This common belief, based on fact, gives our tax
system the credibility that accounts at least in part for its miraculous success.

In my view, maintenance of this credibility is the principal business of the
Intelligence Division of the Internal Revenue Service and the tax enforcement
elements of the Department of Justice.

From my distance, I have no confident view about particular decisions with
respect to the diversion of functions and manpower from this routine activity to
the support of investigation and prosecutions of non-tax crimes. I would, how-
ever, unhesitatingly urge that each of those decisions should involve a careful
appraisal of the effect which it might have upon the heart and soul of our federal
tax system: its credibility.

I had one relevant experience with a decision in which these factors were
weighed. When I was at Justice a question arose as to whether the Tax Division's
authority to authorize prosecutions of tax law violators should be shared by the
Criminal Division of the Department. There is a great public interest in detecting
and punishing criminals. Crime is obviously a serious problem in this country.
We have never really succeeded in controlling it. Indeed, if enforcement of fed-
eral criminal law generally were as successful as the enforcement of our tax laws
has been, this country would lie a better place to live in. There were those; then
as now, who believe that "criminals" should be "targeted" for an across-the-
board investigation of all of their affairs with a view to detecting and prosecuting
any federal crime including a tax crime which may be discovered in the process.
In order to carry out this function correctly, it was argued, those investigating
the tax crimes of targeted persons should have final authority to decide whether
the cases developed merited prosecution.

On the other hand. there was a danger that if tax prosecutions were author-
ized by the Criminal Division pursuant t5dfts standards for authorizing prosecu-
tion, the public might get the impression that the criminal sanctions of the federal
tax laws applied primarily to criminals and other "bad" people. The tax sanction
might lose its credibility with respect to most taxpayers. There is a latent con-
stitutional and moral problem about compelling taxpayers to supply information
about their affairs which will be used by the government to prosecute them for
non-tax crimes with which they are compelled by law to supply leads. Further-
more, if the prosecution of some violators was authorized by different standards
from those applied in authorizing prosecution of other violators, the courts might
lose confidence in the fairness of tax enforcement.
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The then Attorney General decided not to divide the responsibility for final
decisions with respect to tax prosecutions. He continued the ultimate authority
of the Tax Division with respect to each criminal tax charge.

I think that decision was a healthy one. I think the reasoning and result should
guide the resolution of other issues arising with respect to the allocation of per-
sonnel, resources and responsibility between routine tax enforcement and other
applications of the tax law to criminal matters.

Senator HASKELL. The next witness is Mr. Boris Kostelanetz of
New York.

STATEMENT OF BORIS KOSTELANETZ, ESQ., NEW YORK

Mr. KOSTELANETZ. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank the committee, and you, Mr. Chairman, for

the invitation to come here. It is a great privilege for a New York
City lawyer to appear here.

In my notes to the committee, I noted a story told of Dean George
Kirchwey, who early in this century was dean of Columbia College,
and later in his career became warden of Sing Sing Prisonl. Whenhe
was asked about the differences in his roles, he indicated that he liked
the latter job better. He said, "At least the alumni do not come back
and tell you how to run the place !"

With this criterion in mind, I wish to say I am an alumnus of the
Justice Department. They gave me a postgraduate course in criminal
law and its administration. I was a very active young prosecutor, and--
I was an administrator in the Criminal, Division.

This probably gives me appropriate alumni credentials to come here
and give you some of my thoughts. Since leaving the Government,
except for _a brief stint with the Kefauver committee, that is, the
Senate Committee To Investigate Crime, back in the early 1950's, 1
have practiced law in New York, in a law firm, Kostelanetz, Ritholz &
Mulderig, which specializes in taxes and litigation. I suppose my es-
sential qualification is that I have had'on-the-job-training for about 40
years.

What I would like -to do, Mr. Chairman, at the beginning, is to
start out with a perspective as to how I see law enforcement in the
Federal tax area. My suggestion is, and I say this most respectfully,
that you are not going to make decisions based on a gravest kind of
crisis in the same way that a study might deal with street crime or
with narcotics where government efforts, State and Federal, seem to
be failing.

On the contrary, we are dealing with tax statutes which for more
than 60 years have been really very well enforced, successfully en-
forced. As of now trillions of dollars have come into the Treasury, and
they have been raised pursuant to these statutes, and this "self-assess-
ment system" to which Mr. Oberdorfer referred, a caption somewhat
misleading, because sanctions are really built into it to make self-
assessment work.

But it works very well, and it is a model for the rest of the world.
I think if we were to compare it with some of the other countries in
the world where tax assessment 4nd collection is a kind of an annual
sporting event, we ought to be very, very proud.

So if I have any message at all, I would say that we should try to
make a good system work better, rather than to look for ways and
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means of diluting what we have in order to achieve some objective
other than the collection of tax revenues.

I think I should go a little bit further and express a rather old-
fashioned thought that robbers ought to be punished for robbery,
extortionists for extortion, bribers for bribery, et cetera, under ap-
propriate statutes, and it dilutes the gravity and the seriousness of
revenue sanctions to use them as tools for everything that may be
wrong.

In this connection, and addressing myself specifically to the topic-
I think except in a most unusual situation, there should be a basic
theory of revenue administration that one special agent of the Intel-
ligence Division working on 10 possible tax evaders should be much
more productive for the Service than 10 special agents investigating
one taxpayer, no matter how socially undesirable that one taxpayer
may be.

I think, and I believe Mr. Oberdorfer alluded to it, that many of
us feel strongly; many of us are carried away by perfectly unlder-
standable antipathy for major crimes. We see the alliance of the
Intelligence Division in the drive on crime as something that will
solve all ills. Indeed probably our most respected senior officer of the
Government who has testified before you, said these agents have
unique expertise and familiarity with complex transactions, and they
are indispensible to the Govermnent in its effort against organized
and white-collar crime.

I really must respectfully dissent.
I think that white-collar offenses, which deal with books and

records, do require financial detectives, financial sleuths. I do not think
that in cases which do not involve title 26, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice has to supply them. In the FBI, the SEC, the Post Office and other
agencies, there exists some accounting talent which can be used in the
Government's struggle against crime. It would seem to me that in
extraordinary situations the Government might consider the training
of more accountants, or even possibly permit, pursuant to legislation
or regulation, the engagement of outside accounting firms, if that is in
order.

But it also does seem as if the limited budget of the Internal Revenue
Service should not be used to make drives on bookies, procurers, social
deviates, and what not, whose cases for the most part do not even
require any real accounting specialty.

WWe can all agree that in this country there are probably more law
violators than constables. It could be argued that if law violators
-and constables were eVen in number, everyone would be safe. I am
saying in this connection that there are probably, even with our self-
assessment system, many more tax evaders undiscovered than the
2,700 special agents which I think we now have.

So unless Congress is willing to multiply that force manifold, it
would seem that the Service is doing the proper thing in being frugal
in discharging its real fiscal responsibility and in even being miserly
in lending its assets for other purposes.

The other thing that I would like to suggest deals with the moral
soundness of the statutes which are being enforced.

In my days as a young tax prosecutor, tax rates were much lower,
and the number of cases processed by the entire Government were
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small. But there was an absolute requirementof quality, and an acquit-
tal was almost unheard of. Since that time, cases have multiplied, and
it may very well be that there is a balancing in favor to exposing some
people to the jeopardy of litigation whose transgressions could better
be determined by civil courts by way of penalty suits.

Of course, if you include allthe guilty pleas, the percentage of con-
victions is very high, but out of the cases which go to trial, I believe
the conviction rates run somewhere between 60 and 70 percent, usually
closer to 70 percent.

I think the ratio of acquittals in tax cases that go to trial is probably
higher in acquittals than in the cases of the other Federal violations.
By this I do not mean to say that Americans who are guilty should
not be prosecuted. Of course, they have to be. But, I think if cases
brought in the Federal courts were to serve as a deterrent to defaulting
taxpayers, the cases should involve facts where the prosecution would
not only be strong, but where the results would be morally certain.

Senator HASKELL. May I interrupt?
Mr. KCOSTELANETZ. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. I do not really know much about the percentage

of success in bringing criminal cases at any level, but, give the haz-
ards of litigation and given the vagaries of juries, close to 70 percent
does not sound bad to me.

Mr. KOSTELANETZ. It is not bad, Mr. Chairman, compared to, let us
say, narcotic cases, where I believe the percentage of conviction is-
before juries-tremendously high, it is not very good, either. Cer-
tainly in counterfeiting cases, and certain cases of that type, the ratio
of convictions, I believe, is much greater than you have in tax cases.

What I am really suggesting is that this is an unusual setup, where
the Service really has a choice of going two ways. They can go and
prosecute a civil penalty.

Senator HASKELL. For civil f fraud?
Mr. KOSTJEANETZ. Yes, a 50 percent penalty in one direction, and

they can prosecute criminally in another direction.
In the case of a criminal prosecution when successful, of course, they

get the civil penalty as ANell, practically automatically upon conviction.
There are very, very few violations, except perhal)s for customs

duties and things of that sort, where the Government really has a
choice of which way it could go. I am merely suggesting that when
they go criminally, the cases should be.-morally certain, and acquit-
tals, as I say, should hardy occur.

Senator -TASKELL. I understand.
Mr. KOSTELANETZ. I think, to go back somewhat to the original

text, that where the revenue laws are used to achieve other than revenue
ends, such as apprehension of criminals whose transgressions are not
concerned with revenue, my suggestion is that the ,deterrent effect,
really, of the intelligence mission becomes a little bit blurry.

For example, in maintaining the integrity of the statutes. it seems
the talent of the IRS personnel could be used more productively
elsewhere than in producing headlines such as we had in New York a
few iuonths ago. It involved a procurer, who had written and pub-
lished his autobiography, which was in all the stores, and he received
3 years for failure to file tax returns.
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If that is the best society can do for a moral deviate, ordinary tax
evaders are going to say the Service is interested in those kind of
people and "it is not interested in me."

As far as the procurers are concerned, they are not going to rush
to pay taxes, they will just avoid writing autobiographies.

Senator HASKEL. Do you think he filed a return on the royalties he
received from his autobiography ?

Mr. KOSTELANETZ. Now, I would like to give the Chair, if I may,
another instance of what I think is a misjudgment in prosecution,-
the effect of which is a dilution, or a diminution of the statutes.

I set forth in my paper questions asked recently by one of our most
esteemed judges in the Southern District of New York when a guilty
plea was offered for evading $427 in income taxes.

The judge said, and this is just a few weeks ago, a month or two
ago, "There seems to be some form of distortion that is going on here,
an unreality, to bring a matter of this kind into the Federal court,
requiring the services of a special practitioner, a judge, a clerk,
stenographer, a courtroom, and a lengthy, detailed report. Is there
not any sense of proportion involved in these matters," The Court:
"What excuse is there for bringing a man up on a Federal charge
involving $427.81? Are there not other adequate penalties than the
imposition of criminal penalties?"

Senator HASKELL. This brings me, if I may, to a question I had.
In a previously heard hearing, we had some examples of, for instance,
an undesirable or bad guy, as Mr. Oberdorfer would characterize
him, put in jail over a disputed payment for a dependent. Another
thing was, I think, deduction of a depreciation on an automobile.
So, may I gather you share Mr. Oberdorfer's view that this might have
an adverse effect on the Federal courts, as well as on the public?

Mr. KoBTELANETZ. Yes. I think that it is inevitable that prosecution
has to be selective in one sense, the quality sense, but when it becomes
selective in being used for some other purpose to bring people before
the court, it really makes the Government perhaps look poor in the
eyes of the court and the public, then it does not serve a purpose.

This really brings me to the end, if I may. My suggestion, to re-
capitulate, is really that the IRS should deploy its troops in support
of its primary mission, the assessment and collection of revenue.

Second, and I cannot see how anyone could differ with me, the em-
phasis has to be on the quality of the case, and some of the haste and
some of the so-called streamlining should not be the order, the No. 1
order, of the day. The order of the day should be the quality of the
specific case being prosecuted.

Third, it is my-view that the penal sanctions provided by Con-
gress to assist collection of revenue shofild not be diluted to enforce
some sociological policy, and obviously should not be applied to trivia.

Now, that is the end of my presentation. I think, again, we have a
good system, we have good people, and I think all our efforts, I most
respectfully suggest, our efforts should be to make the system work
better and to eliminate these small kinks in it. The mandate of Con-
gress, of course, is that the Service and the Government deal fairly
with the citizens, ahd overwhelmingly it does so. I would just like to
have it do better.

66-411-76-----18
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Senator HAsHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Kostelanetz. One thing
in the course of the certainty of result, it is my understanding that
when the intelligence unit makes a recommendation for prosecution,
they-at least from the knowledge that I have--are pretty certain
that a conviction will result. I cannot think of any case I have heard
of where a lesser standard was applied in the recommendation for
prosecution. -

Are you suggesting otherwise f
Mr. KOSTELAwwz. Well, I think in terms of recommendations, at

the Intelligence Division stage, I think you have a very, very separate
problem which is really a suitable topic of discussion in and of itself,
.and that is this. Of allagencies that I am familiar with, the FBI or
the Post Office, Alcohol Tax Unit, Secret Service, Food and Drug
Administration, the working investigators at the working level report
facts to a lawyer. He may report the facts to a Food and Drug lawyer,
or perhaps he will report it to the SEC, which finally makes a recom-
mendation, and that, of course, is staffed at the top by lawyers.

The only agency offhand that I know of, where an investigator
sits down at the end, and he may be 2 years out of accounting school,
and in effect makes findings of fact and conclusions of law, is the
Intelligence Division.

How that grew up, I just do not know, and I think it is a great
burden for an investigator to carry. My preliminary view, if you
will, because I have never really heard the subject fully debated, is
that probably the investigator should not make his recommendations
to Treasury lawyers.

He should state the facts to the Treasury lawyers, and then it is
up to the Treasury lawyers in analyzing the facts to come up with a
recommendation. I think that would probably tend to solidify the
quality of the work created within the IRS.

Senator HAS -- W. A ain, thank you very much, Mr. Kostelanetz,
for your statement. I feel that in view of your years of experience,
your testimony carries a great deal of weight. Thank you, sir.

Mr. KOSTELAN.ETZ. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kostelanetz follows:]

STATEMENT OF BoRIs KOSTELANETZ

Mr. Chairman, my name is Boris Kostelanetz and I am a New York City
lawyer. M1y appearance here recalls to my mind a story told of Dean George
Kirchwey who early in this century had been dean at Columbia College and
later in his career had become warden of Sing Sinprison. When he was asked
about the differences in his roles, he indicated that he liked the latter Job better.
He said: "At least the alumni don't come back and tell you how to run the place !"

With this criterion in mind, I wish to state that I received an excellent post
graduate education in the administration of criminal law from the Justice De-
partment. I was a very active young prosecutor and later an administrator in
the Criminal Division. This alone probably gives me the proper alumni creden-
tials to express some thoughts. Since leaving the Government in 1946, except
for a brief stint as special counsel io the U.S. Senate Committee to Investigate
Crime, then known as the "Kefauver Committee," I have practiced law in New
York as a senior partner in a small law firm, Kostelanetz, Ritholz, & Mulderig,
which specializes in taxes and litigation. Thus, my essential qualification, I
suppose, is that either as Government or private counsel I have had 40 years of
on the Job training.

I would like to start with what I respectfully suggest is a proper perspective
for law enforcement activities in the area of Federal taxes. My suggestion is that
the legislative decisions made by this committee will not be made in response to
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the gravest emergency need found elsewhere. This study does not deal with street
crime or narcotics where governmental efforts, State and Federal, appear to be
inadequate if not failing. On the contrary, we are dealing with tax statutes which
In modern form have been a part of the law for more than 60 years. They have
been most successfully enforced and vast sums of money, now in the trillions,
have been raised for the needs of the Federal Government pursuant to such
statutes. Our self.assessment system, a description somewhat misleading since
sanctions are built Into it to enforce "self-assessment," has worked well and is
indeed a model for the rest of the world. As we know, in some countries tax

C -collection and assessment have the aspect of an annual sporting event
If I have any message at all, it Is that I firmly believe that we should attempt

to make a good system work better rather than to look for ways and means of
diluting what we have in order to achieve objectives other than those directed to
collection of revenue.

Except in a most exceptional situation, It is a basic theorem of revenue admin-
istration that one special agent-of the Intelligence Division Investigating 10
possible tax evaders is more produe--tlve for the Service than 10 special agents
investigating one taxpayer, no matter how socially wmdesirable the latter taxi
payer may be. I suggest that many who may be emotionally carried away by a
fully understandable antipathy for major crimes see the alliance of the Intel-
ligence Division of the Internal Revenue Service in a crime drive as assuring the
solution of many ills. Indeed, a most respected senior officer of the Government
has stated that the Internal Revenue Service personnel has unique financial
expertise and familiarity with complex transactions which make them Indis-
pensible to the Government in its efforts against organized and white collar crime.
To this I most respectfully dissent.

Pershaps I should go further and express the old fashioned thought that
extortionists should be prosecuted for extortion, bribers and bribees for what the
appropriate statutes proscribe as Illegal, and so forth, and that It dilutes and
depreciates the gravity and the seriousness of revenue sanctions to have them
used as penal tools for everything which may be wrong.

I agree that white collar offenses, which deal with books and records, require
financial sleuths. I do not agree that In non-title 26 cases the Internal Revenue
Service must supply them. Unquestionably, within the FBI, SEC, Post Office, and
other agencies, there exists accounting talent which can and should be used in
the Government's continued struggle against crime. It may very well be that in
extraordinary situations the Government might consider the training of addi.
tional accounting sleuths or even permit, pursuant to legislation or regulation,
the engagement of private accountants to solve particular crises. But why use
the limited budget of the Internal Revenue Service to make drives on bookies,
procurers, social deviates, and what not, whose cases for the most part do not
even require any real accounting talent at all?

I suppose we can all agree that in this country there are probably more law
violators than constables; that probably if law violators and constables were
even In number, we would all be forever safe. I am merely suggesting with fair
certainty that there are more tax evaders In this country than our 2700 special
agents. Unless Congress were willing to multiply that force manifold, it is incum-
bent on the service to use its assets frugally in discharging real fiscal
responsibility and be most miserly in the spending of shch assets for other
purposes.

The second observation which I make deals with maintaining the moral
soundness of the statutes providing criminal and civil sanctions attendant to
title 26 violations. Here again, you are dealing with situations where by prosecu-
tive action and without real warrant there has been, I suggest, an unthinking
downgrading of violations. In my days as a prosecutor, tax rates were much lower
and the number of casee processed by the Justice Department for the entire
county was small, but there was an absolute requirement of quality with respect
to a proposed criminal case and an acquittal was almost unheard of. Since that

-time the cases have multiplied. There has been, I think, a balancing In favor
of exposing some to the jeopardy of a criminal trial whose transgressoions might
be better determined in the civil courts by way of penalty suits. While the per-
centage of successful criminal dispositions in total Is very high, by reason of
guilty pleas, the results in cases going to trial are quite different. Succes.4 is
obtained in some 60% to 70% of the cases. It is entirely probable that the ratio
of acquittals in tax cases which go to trial is considerably higher than the
acquittal rates of other federal violations.
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These observations are not intended to indicate that the guilty should not be

prosecuted. Of course, they should be. But. I do say that if causes brought in the
federal court are to serve as a deterrent to faulting taxpayers, the cases should
involve facts where the prosecution would not only be strong and just but where
the results would be morally certain.

streamlined " procedures which reject the possibility of analysis and some
exchange of information between the parties and which put a premium on haste
will in many instances preclude the government from meeting this kind of exact-
Ing criteria. The compulsion to keep traffic moving may sometimes be Just a bit
stronger than the desire to make a considered decision.

Where the revenue laws are used to achieve other than revenue ends, such as
the apprehension of criminals whose real transgression is not concerned with
revenue, the deterrent effect of the intelligence mission is blurred. For example.
in maintaining integrity of the statutes, it seems to me that the talent of the
internal revenue service personnel could be more productive elsewhere than in
producing headlines, such as one which we had recently in New York, involving a
procurer who had written and published his autobiography and received three
years for failure to file tax returns. If that is the best that society can do to a
moral deviant, ordinary tax evaders, professional and business men, might say
to themselves that the service is interested in those kinds of people and not in me.

To highlight a judicial view of a misjudgment in prosecution, the effect of
which is dilution and diminution of the statute, I set forth the questions asked
recently by one of our most esteined judges in the southern district of New
York, where a guilty plea was entered for evading $427.81 in taxes :

"The court: there seems to be some form of distortion that's going on here and
unreality, to bring a matter of this kind into the federal court, requiring the
services of a special practitioner, a judge. a clerk, a stenographer, a courtroom,
and a lengthy detailed report.

Isn't there any sense of proportion involved in these matters at all?

The court: what excuse is there for bringing a man up on a federal charge
involving $127.81?

The court: aren't there other adequate penalties than the imposition of
criminal penalties?"

All this brings me to the end of a round trip with respect to my views con-
cerning the role of law enforcement activities and the federal tax.

To recapitulate, the Internal Revenue Service should deploy its enforcement
troops wisely in support of its prime mission, the protection of the integrity of
the revenue process.

Secondly, the selection process where the service has a choice In its recom-
mendation between civil and criminal sanctions should underscore quality and
certainty of prosecutorial success rather than speed and "streamlining" of
procedures.

Thirdly. the penal sanctions provided by congress to assist the collection of
revenue Fhould not be diluted or even demeaned to enforce social or sociological
policies on the one hand nor to he applied to trivia on the other.

I have said before and I repeat, that our system of tax compliance is indeed
a good system which will merit respect just so long as government officials do
a proper professional job within their assigned tasks. In the last analysis thi
involves the mandate of congress to deal fairly and justly in the fiscal affairs
obtaining between the government and its citizens.

Senator I.\KELT.. The next witness is Prof. Robert. Blakey. director.
Organized Crimine Institute, Cornell University.

STATEMENT OF PROF. ROBERT BLAKEY, DIRECTOR, ORGANIZED
CRIME INSTITUTE, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

.\fr. BLAKE.y. Thank you. ,enator.
My name is G. Robert Blakey. I am a professor of law at Cornell.

and director of Cornell's Institute on Organized Crime.
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My appearance here today is personal, and nothing I say should be
attributed to Cornell or any other organization with which I am
associated.

My background includes service in the Department of Justice dur-
ing a period between 1960 and 1964 as a special attorney in the Orga-
nized Crime and Racketeering Section. Subsequently, I returned to
the Notre Dame Law School to teach. I was a consultant in 1967 to
the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice in the area of organized crime. Most recently, I spent 5 years
as Chief Counsel to the Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Pro-
cedures of the Senate Judiciary Committee, which has jurisdiction
in the Senate over much of the criminal legislation dealing with orga-
nized crime. I have been at Cornell since 1973.

I would like to express my appreciation to the Senator, and to the
committee, for asking me to come here today, and to share with it my
thoughts or perspectives on what is, I think, a very serious problem
that you are facing: What should be the role of the Internal Revenue
Service in the general Federal program to deal with organized crime?

I might say that this is not a new problem for me, either personally
or professionally. While this issue is now receiving congressional at-
tention, it has been something continuously facing those people con-
cerned with the Federal organized crime program, almost right from
the beginning.

I have had the opportunity to work in the field with Internal Rev-
enue Service agents, and with FBI agents, as well as other officers in
the Federal law enforcement establishment. It has always been a very
difficult task as a prosecutor working with agencies whose immediate
allegiance was to their own bureaucratic hierarchy.

So, this problem is not new to those concerned with organized crime?
Perhaps I should sketch for you, if only briefly. the history of the

Federal organized crime program, and then put the IRS pa rticipa-
tion in context.

The ti-uth is, until the early 1950"s, the Federal Government had
no concerted organized crime program. As I am sure you are aware,
Senator, the Federal law enforcement agencies have developed a great
deal like Topsy., "they just growed." Normally, they have grown
around special missions. They began. I think, with the Revenue Cutter
Service in 1789. The FBI developed around specific criminal statutes,
the Drug Enforcement Administration grew up around drug laws,
and so forth. The Federal Government, fortunately, has never had a
general Federal law enforcement agency. and I include the FBI in
this remark. The Bureau is not a general investigative agency. It is,
to be sure, multipurpose. but its purposes are. in fact, relatively limited.

What this has meant can be concretely illustrated. Let. me take a
non-IRS example to neutralize its possible overtones.

The theft and fencing of stolen property in this country is a serious
problem. Organized crime participates in it. at, the highest levels.

The Federal investigative involvement in theft and fencing some-
times comes in through the FBI. Interstate transportation of stolen
prope ty in excess of $5.000 is a Federal offense. The theft of Gov-
ernment bonds is a crime investigated by the Secret Service.

Now, what happens when an FBI agent., using, perhaps. informants,
or a. Secret Ser-ice agent, using. perhaps. informants, begins to in-
vestigate an interstate theft or the theft of Government bonds?
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Very often, the Secret Service informant will begin dealing with a
large fence, and he will want to purchase from the fence not stolen
property generally, but stolen Government bonds, because that is all
that lies within the Service's jurisdiction.

The FBI agent, on the other hand, will be worried about the value
of the property that has been transported interstate.

Each responds to the narrow investigative jurisdiction of his agency.
In fact, neither may be successful in investigating the fence because
neither is looking at his entire program or activities.

This is not a problem that is unique on the Federal level. The divi-
sion of responsibilities in general-purpose police agencies in large
metropolitan areas reflects similar problems; for example, an officer on
the robbery squad will interview an informant, and he will want to
hear about robberies. The informant may want to tell him about nar-
cotics, but the officer will say, "Don't tell me about narcotics, I want to
hear about robberies."

Conversely, down the hall, a narcotics informant will be telling an
officer about a robbery, and the officer says, "I want to hear about
narcotics."

Somewhere, somebody has to listen to both narcotics and robbery,
or the job of crime control doesn't get done, and this has been the
rationale of the Federal response to organized crime.

The turning point came in 1960 when the Attorney General was the
President's brother. He had had an important experience with or-
ganized crime here on the Hill with the McClellan committee.

He came to the Department of Justice and said, "I am tired of
hearing people talk about their limited problems. From the citizens'
perspective, organized crime is a serious threat; the corruption associ-
ated with it is a serious problem. I want somebody to know what the
left hand is doing and what the right hand is doing. I want to put
general-purpose people concerned with organized crime in the field
talking simultaneously with IRS agents, FBI agents, and the Bureau
of Narcotics agents, and I want them to look at the whole problem, and
not through the limited perspective of special-purpose agencies, but
f rom the general perspective of citizens worried about the enforce-
ment of all of the Federal criminal laws."

This new program from about 1960, through. I would say. about
1969, was singularly successful, in my judgment. It. had, of course. se-
rious problems and deficiencies,. but they weren't administrative; they
were legislative. One of the things that Senator McClellan asked Ine
to do as Chief Counsel of the Subcommittee on Criminal Procedures
was to examine that experience, and as an appendix to my testimony
today, I have made available to you, Senator, and the staff, a statistical
analysis of the Federal organized crime program's efforts in the years
between 1960 and 1969.

Included in that. material is a list of the. top 10 offenses prosecuted
against identified members of organized crime, and by this I mean
members of La Cosa Nostra. I do not limit the phrase "organized crime"
to La Cosa Nostra. Other groups are certainly involved. But, they are
the heart of the problem, particularly in the East. The-' are what the
President's Crime Comnniission in 1967 called "the core of the problem."

When you look at the prosecutions brought against hard-core or-
ganized crime, the offense that is No. 1 is tax evasion. In this
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regard, I would take serious exception to the drift of some of the tes-
timony I have heard this morning, which would leave you with the
notion that somehow racketeers are those who commit other crimes,
but not tax evasion. I would suggest to you that a racketeer who evades
his taxes is a tax evader, too, and simply because he is a racketeer, he
ought not be given special treatment and not investigated. It seems to
me that if one of his crimes is tax evasion, he should be prosecuted for
tax evasion.

Senator HASRELL I certainly wouldn't disagree with you that tax
evasion is a major crime, but what is your reaction to the instance
which Mr. Kostelanetz quoted in his testimony, where there was $427.36
invol ved for some minor infraction, or where there was a case involv-
ing a dependent, and the allegation was that it was a fraudulently
claimed dependency? Is that the kind of tax evasion you are referring
to, or are you referring to something a little different..

Mr. BIAI(EY. It would be presumptuous of me, Senator, to comment
on that particular case, without knowing the facts of it. It may well
have also been presumptuous of the Federal judge to comment on the
quality of the prosecution, when all that was brought to his attention
was what. was laid out in open court. I gather that this was a guilty
plea and that the figure was $400. I have no idea what the real figure
was. The real figure could have been higher than that, and this could
have being a compromise figure.

Let nme respond to your question by contrasting, if I might, two
prosecutions that I do have a good deal of familiarity with, and I
would suispeet at least some of the readers of your record might also
lhave some familiarity with them.

Focusing on Chicago, two major racketeers who have operated in
that area over the years have been Al Capone and Tony Accardo. As
I am sure you remember. Capone was ultimately prosecute(l and con-
victed for tax evasion. But the tax evasion was massive. He paid no
taxes on the. liquor his illicit liquor business, his bordellos and his gain-
bling casinos, and if you read the Court of Appeals opinion. While
in(leed it is a tax case, it is obvious that he was also a wholesale vi-
olator of all laws, State and Federal, but one of the major crimes lie
committed was that of tax evasion.

To somehow suggest, that this was a racket. prosecution and not a
tax prosecution seems to me to miss the central point of the prosecu-
tion. lie evaded taxes, too.

To contrast this prosecution with a case mentioned by Mr. Alexander
when he, testified before the coiiniittee. thie AI c .(,rdo case. This was. at
best. a marginal tax pro.:eutio . T)is was a man who h1ad a false
source of income, a sham source of income, The Foxhead Bear Co.. and
he was prote(itte for mi . tating hiis relationship with that company.
It wa.- a marginal tax prosecut ion.

What, I would sogyVe to von is tllat to take either the Capolne
prosecution as typical of all the cases, or take Accardo. as typical,
is unfair. You would have to take a sample of all the eases brouglit and
ztsl if 1tV are Accard(W-type ' or Capone-type cases.

What. has been left with yon this morning. however, is impressions
that none of the racket proecilt ions have validity, that they are all like
the Aceardo case.
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The Department of Justice, having as many prosecutions as it has,
will have some bad cases. But this is a, case of judgment; we all make
mistakes.

But on the whole, the tax cases that have developed out of the or-
ganized crime program have been for substantial tax violations.

The illustration given you of a pimp who didn't file returns for
several years is also misleading. He wasn't only a pimp. Ile was also
a massive tax evader, and I see no reason why- lie should have been
indicted and convicted for tax evasion. I see no reason why le shouldn't
have been indicted and convicted for being a pimp, too, but why do
we have to choose? This is not an either/or proposition.

As I was saying. tle organized crime program between 1960 and
1969 found that, tax evasion was onie of the top Federal offenses coin-
mitted by organized crime.. I (to not have more recent statistics. Sena-
tor. for the period 1970 on. This committee would have to develop
then. It may' well be that that or(ler lhas changed. In 1970. as I am sure
you rememlber, Congress expanded the Jurisdiction of the FBI in the
racket, area. and it may well be tliat the I.'Bl's participation in the or-
ganized crime l)rogram is proLhal lv Niw nore substantial tlan that
of the IRS. It is also true tlat t le inla.t of those tax cases led to. con-
trary to the p)rev'ious witness" test ionv. a stilstantial increase in tax
payllients. The Internal Revenue ,S;erA:ice testified before the Fascell
Committee in 1969 in tlie House that a .tud donee of racketeer tax re-
tirns indicated a 57-percent increase in declare(l income. Now. this
indicates two things. Tax case, will le lnore difficult to make in the
future. and second. tliat tlliip )rp'(rami dealing with racketeer:l has
in fact. increased the tax revenues.

The central point, though. that I want to make with you goes like
tlhjs.

If I may be candid with vou, Senator. I think much of what you have
heal'4t liei'e today ('can hbe l)Ce-t (lescril)ed as argimiients that flow from a
S)11'reall(riiat ic i mperat i '."

I don'tt (liarrel witi those wlio mce this a;s t1 real lolicv issue. I. too.
see it as a real policy issue. "- t idden behind the 1)1icy that is.
tle veneer of wilat Vou liave heard Ile'Ie about tax agent, lmust iivesti-
,ate tax crimes. 1,eliind] the velieer of seriollsne.,s of tile aruilnelit .there
is also "a bureaucratic imperative."

'1ie real issue lere is wlo controls the IRS ag.eltFs.
Are they controlled in soitie del(rree. or are thicir investigat ion, di-

rected in some degree. by outsiders. that is. people in tile Criminal Di-
visiili. who nIav or 1i1av not liave :d ilerert pei-'sletive tdhan the en-
for,.enIent Of tile tax Code ?

Tile test of wlietier tlis i.- a rl'v al-lmflent o(mt lie part. of IRS ad-
liliistrato(rs is 1,rollgiht out when we b )oked at tlie FBI's role ill the
or jtOized crime p)rol.1:l iii. T1ic I I B dot-STI't lave tile (oilyen ieyt excuse
Pot to pa ,ictipat e on tile gori(ii1ud that tliev are niot primarily involved
ill this area: they don't lhave tie tax ar~rirlumelit excuse. "'hiey can't say.
like the IRS. that they have a different mission. In fact. the FBI has
a primary mission in the racketeer area. Yet. tlev. too. have held back
froii tile sort of Strike force a))roach that I outlined to you. that is,
1wiiLring all the agencies together to look at a single problem.

If the FBI is or hias been at various times, less than a fill participant
ill time program. I sugrest t ) .yol that the real reason that both the
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IRS and the FBI are holding out has little or nothing to do with
taxation. It. has a lot to do with "a bureaucratic imperative." It is a
question of how agents are controlled and by whom.

If I give you two of my agents to investigate your priorities, I lose
power and control over them.

What I am suggesting to you, Senator, is that this argument is a
perennial one. You will hold hearings today, and tomorrow and later.
Will you arrive at what you hope is a fair and balanced decision? But
that decision will not hang together. Senator, no matter how you re-
solve this. The "bureaucratic imperative" will push it in another di-
rection at another time in another place. It is the kind of thing that
will go on and on. No one likes to .share control. No one likes to have
it :ail he is not, fighting organized crime.

Included in statistics I have given you is also an outline of the
performance of the Department of Justice, that is, the actual statistics
of man-days in court and so forth. Included in that is also an outline of
man-days of participation by the Internal Revenue Service in the orga-
nized crime area. It is put on a graph for you.

I would suggest to you that the single most important factor in in-
terpreting that graph is not tle policy question we are discussing now,
not the actual desires of the people in the field, but who was Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue and who was Attorney General. And if
tley gave a high priority to organized crime, then the IRS partici-
pated and they were happy.

When a new Attorney (wcneral came in. and lhe didn't give the same
priority to organized criime, the "bureaucratic imperative" took over
and the I1S pulled out. There was no change in announced policy but
tlev were a change in adniini-t rat ion. and you :an see it dramatically,
Senator. in the graph. After Robert Cennel died and the Presi-
dent's-I am sorry. After the President died and the Attorney General
no longer had a President for a brother. and when he spoke in Govern-
ment circles, he no longer spoke with the authority of an alter ego to
tle President, the normal tendency of tle bureaucracies began to, pre-
vail. Each one pulled back into its own limited sphere. You can see.
you ('an plot. you can almost tell exa('tlv at what time and at what
)oint. the various people part icipated and why.

The second major point that I want to imake wit!h you. Senator.
1,efore I leave. goes to the n"t u re of law enforcellient genierally. to the
quality of compliance with the role of law.

It is ny julgme(nt that the vast majority of the people, in this coiin-
try are indeed law al idtin,. and l:t c1Oteqiecht mueb of the a(lmin-
it ration of just ive is elirage(l in for the benefit of the law albiding. not
the lawbreakers.

Unless people have faith in tle ,general adnirnist ration of jusstice.
hmever. they will not be law albiding. Qo. I s ,,,rest to von far fromanalyzingr tax cOml)lialnce as a simple question of tax laws. I think von

have to analyze tax coml)liance in the context of all law compliance.
If a persrn is not law ailing on some questions. he also tends to be

not law abiding on all issues. I suggest to vou. on the other hand. that
a person who is law abiding is law albiding on most questions, includ-
in, tax.

Consequently. I must reject the perspective that has 1been brought
to von this morning that analyzes only the narrow deterrent impact
of individual tax prosecutions. Tiliat s,.s to me myopic.
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Senator HASKELL. It seems to me you have hit on a very important
question. I wonder, really, whether your basic premise is so, that peo-
ple who wear black hats when they file their tax returns, also do other
crimes. Would you say it is true generally?

Mr. BLAKEY. I think it can, and can't be, Senator. Certain people
aren't given the occasions for violations that others are. I will never be
convicted of embezzlement, not because I am not a thief, but because
nobody trusts me with their property.

This goes for a lot of middle-class people. The only crime that
usually comes to their attention is evasion of taxes. This is a middle-
class crime. The poor don't evade taxes. They have no income to pay
it with. The rich avoid taxes. They don't, evade them.

So. what I am suggesting to yoi is that each per on is law abiding
in his own way, but if he begins'systematically to lose faith in his gov-
erinent, and the essential justice, of his social system. we will see a de-
cline in voluntary payment of taxes.

I can tell you when tax time comes around. and I have to pay my
taxes, sometimes it bothers me when I don't like Government pro-
grams. and I don't always feel like paying to support them. So what
I am suggesting to you is a broader persl)ective that. says that alle-
giance to the law is important here. too.

It is not the only consideration. I agree with the lrevius witness
who suggested to von that there must 1,e a certain number of routine
tax prosecutions. of people who are IV-2. people who simply file W-2',.
There also has to be a certain munber of tax prosecutions brroiuLrht
against the professional people. who fill ,ot tlhe lon,, fm. Thee also
has to le a certain numl)er of tax prosecutions Lrought against corpora-
tions. I suggest to yon that there are also a certain number of tax pros-
ecutions that have" to be brought against prominent politicians and a
certain numnlner that have to be brought against proIMinent racketeers.
and if those i :x l)r<oecutions are not brought against prolninent
politicians and racketeers. the people will (leci(de tiat there are two
standards of law enforcement here. There is one law for the rich and
the powerful and another law for the rest of us.

And if they really believe that there are two standards. one for the
rich and the l;owerful and one for t lie rest of ujs. their general allegiance
to the law will decline.

Now. I can't prove this to you lby statistics. and I smmgdest that none
of the people who will follo-V me'or -who pr'ceded ine ('an prove the
contrary to you with stat isties. Nevertheless. it is tle general consensuls
of those people who. over their lprofes-ional life. have careflilly ex-
anined the question of law-altidinc behavior .

Let me quote to v,,u one p1isare from the National Adtvisory Com-
mission on Civil Disorders. The Commission was talking about the
impact of law enforcement in the ghetto, or tile abenceof it. I quote
from page 163 of the Commission s report :

With the father absent and the mother working, rniny chetto ejhil(lrej spend
the tiulk of their time on ow' str'. ts, ti , -tre(,e (if a crime-ridden. violei(w-,.-pr4,,,
and poverty-stricken world. The imaee of su(cess in this world is not that of the
solid citizen. the respectable husband and father, but rather that of the hustler.
who takes care of himself by exploiting others. The dope seller and the numbers
runner are the successful men because their earnings far outstrip those men who
try to climb the economic ladder in honest ways. Young people in the ghetto are
acutely conscious of a system which appears to offer rewards to those who II-
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legally exploit others and failure to those who struggle under the traditional
responsibilities. Under these circumstances, many adopt exploitation and bus-
tling as a way of life, disclaiming both work and marriage in favor of casual and
temporary liaisons. This pattern reinforces itself from one generation to the
next, creating a culture of poverty and an ingrained cynicism about society and
its institutions.

Let me parallel that quote with one of the concluding passages of
the President's Crime Commission on Law Enforcement and the Ad-
ministration of Just ice. I quote from page 209.

Organized crime is not merely a few preying upon a few. In a very real sense,
it is dedicated to subverting not only American institutions but the very decency
and integrity which are the most cherished attributes of a free society. ks the
leaders of the Cosa Nostra and their racketeering allies pursue their conspiracy
unmolested in open and continuous defiance of the law, they preach a sermon
that all too many kimericans heed. The government is for sale, lawlessness is the
road to wealth, honesty is a pitfall and morality a trap for suckers.

Now, I read these two quotes to you. Senator, because I think what
they do is that they sum up in a Special way the importance of one
aspect of the Internal Revenue. Service's function. I an referring to the
Intelligence Division now. They are the law enforcement people. Tle
law that. they particularly happen to enforce is failure to pay taxes, .
If that law is not adequately enforced against the racketeers in thli-
country, it will piach a serjiion to the .\ilerican p people ,hat will lead
to gelneral lawlessness on their lart as well as slp((ifically to tax losses-.The final point I would like to make to you, Senator, is that this. like

some things in life. is a question of balance. I don't suggest that the
major or total program of the Tax Division or the major or total pro-
gram of the Internal Revenue Service should be focused or concen-
trate(l on the racketeer program. and I woul(l hope that those people
who are seemingly arguing in absolute terms against the racketeer
program would not suggest that no racketeer prosv( tit ions be brought.
The important thing here is keeping a sense of balance.

h'le unfortunate thinc. however. is tibat racleteer cases are not like
(loctor cases and lawyer cases. You cannot evaluate a "quality racketeer
case I) using a "cost of collection ratio." as Commissioner'Alexander
did before you. These cases are not cost and collection ratio cases. They
are symbolic cases. It is important to have 10 special agents working
one good racketeer case, even tholl(iih those same 10 agents in term of
man-hours, could produce more income in the short run by working 10
lawyers or 1) doctors. Tlhis is a question of sinlbolism.

The same thing is true of the FBI. The FBI can use 10 agents work-
ing 10 interstate transportation of stolen car cases and produce statistics
of10 convictions, but the one racketeer will go free, and the impression
will be left t) the people that the racketeers are above the law. It seems
to me a balance has to be struck here.

The IRS's participation in the organized crime program is essential.
If it is withdrawn, it will be a major blow to the ability of the Govern-
ment to bring criminal sanctions to bear on racketeers, and I will tell
you. candi(lly, Senator, outside of the Federal Government, and with
exception of one or two major metropolitan areas, the. criminal law in
this country is not enforced against organized crime. If it is not en-
forced by tle Federal people. it is not enforced at all.

In the Federal enforcement program. there are three basic afrencies
that (o their homework' The FBI, the IRS, and the Drug Xdministra-
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tion. Others are involved, but these are the top three. If you take the
IRS out in a significant way, you will take out what, in my judgment,
is to a significant degree tie finest agents in the program.

My friends in the FBI and my friends ill the Drug Agency will give
me hell for what I am going to say now, but I will say it, nonetheless.
I have worked with a large number of FBI agents. a large number of
DEAL agents, and a large number of IRS agents in the Intelligence
Division. The imaginative agents in the Intelligence Division are
better inan for man than the other two agencies.

senatorr HASKELL. The other two agencies are going to give yol hell.MIr. BLAK.. I said individual agents. The general quality, of the
FBI is higher than in IRS. Buit I am talking about the financial agents,
the ones who can come in and trace cash flow. and caln imaginatively
pick apart a set of books. In my experience. tL.e IRS agents are the
best.

It ma" well he that yoU can train the FI q(.,ints to do this. I would
hope thiey can. I have a feeling in the long run the general purpose
FBI agent. even if lie concentrates in accounting. however, will never
mllatch the special expertise of the IRS agents. They have to be kept
in the field.

Part, of the problem here, too, Senator. is a natural expectation on
the part of IRS supervisors. They want to see their agents working IRS
,ases. riev want to, see hardwoi-king agents pr(liice IRS cases in the
end. But the candid truth is that ;n the major stages of racket investi-
aations, it is not pos.,il)le to determine what the iltinlate cnrille is.
You don't know whether the hest prosecution will be extortion or tax
evasion. That i, not an IRS decision. or an FBI deci.ion. That ilti-
matelv has to be the decision of the Federal prosecutor. who decides
which case is the best case to bring to court. This means. and it hap-
pened in my own experience, that cases were developed S0 to 90 per-
(.eat 1w thme IRs in goo , faith. l)reSsincr toward tax evasion prosecui-
tions , turned out in the end to be better as extortion or bribery pros.cu-
tions. That is unfortunate. It is unfortunate in the sense that the IRS
is not given appropriate credit for the hard work they did.

But from the perspective of the people of the Vnite States and I
take it that that is the perspective of the committee, and it certainly
o(lIht to be the per-pective of tile xvitnelses who come before you.
there is no special interest in brinrin.. criminals to book under one
staue as against another. If a man's life stvle. in fact. violates 10 or
1:, different crimes:. but lh 1est single case that can be lrou ,.ht against

in in the judgment of the experienced prosecutor in the field is brib-
ery. or extortion, or tax evasion, that is the one I want the experienced
pro.ecitor to l)rinf!. and1 ihe fact that t here is a biureaucratie arni-
merit that time invc-ti!_,qtive agency that did all the work didn't get title

Scredlit is sonmetthinir that bothers me little.
Thlnk voii. ,Senat or.
Senator HASKEI.L. Thank youl very much. Professor Blakev. I think

it is very important that I and other members of the eonmittee have
soMnC understandingc as to how this cooperative effort. sometimes called
a strike force. aenerallv works. I am goinz to ask von some questions
involving that because of your experience in that area.

Were you involved in the prosecution of .imnmny Iloffa ?
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Mr. BAxty. I was indirectly involved in it, Senator. In the early
stages before the Kennedy administration came in. and I go back
before the Kennedy administration, I was involved in the review of
the so-called Test Pleet case in Naslville. Subsequently, my one area
of expertise was in labor violations.

Senator HASKELL. It is my understanding that the IRS also was
involved.

Mr. BLAKEY. Senator, everybody wias involve( at one time or
another.

Senator HLASKELL. We need an undelrstan(ling of the mechanics o~f
how this works. Can you give for the record some idea of what the
IRS role was in that ?

Mr. BIAKE.Y. Let me answer that in two ways, Senator: finst by sav-
ing that included among tle materials that I asked to have inserted
in the record following my testimony is tle sumillarv of the Faseell
committee's findings on the nature of tie orgaiiized crime proleIn,.
the Department of Justice's efforts against it.! and tile IRs partieipa-
tion in it. So, to those of your readers who might waant a more detailedd
analysis of it than I can give you orally, I would ask they take a look
at the appendix to my testimony y.

As I said Senator. I was indirectly involved in the lIoffa case, that
is, there was a special unit set up in the Organized ('rime Section that
had as its general mission the examination of corruption in the Team-
sters Union. It was headed by a man named Walter Sheridan. and
I suggest to you that if you want the direct testimony of tlle man
most. centrally involved in analyzingo( the multilevel investigations by
the 1epartilnent of ,Justi(ce into tl 1eanmters lInion. of which the
Itoffa case was only one, Wfalter Slieridan is a better man to talk
to than I am.

Basically. what was done in that unit. enator. was that a number
of very able lawyers were put together who were then given general
jurisdiction over the 'eamsters Inion. Then the FBI. the Internal
Revenue Service. the Bureau of Lal)or Management Reports of the
Labor Department were all asked to give to this unit all the informa-
tion that they had about tle Team:sters 11nion. t lie various iiei ers
in the Teamsters Union. the alliance bet ween the Teamsters Union and
various organized crime figures: ffor exall)le. "l'uy 1ro'elnsano. who
has been in the paper recently in New ,Jersey. I(: is. or was. both a
member of La Cosa Nostra. according to istice Department testi-
iony. and a union official.

Senator IASKE LL. What kind of information were these agencies
asked to give? For example. what kind of information did the IRS
gi ve ?

Mr. BL.Kfx. IRS was a special lr)1olle1. because tleP' had limita-
tions on (liselosure of tax returns. Normally. wlat would happen ill
a case in which a general investigation was being made of a situation.
and one aspect of that investiation wa possible violation of taxes,
the appropriate series of letters would lbe exchaned 1)etween the
I)epartment of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service pursuant
to the relevant Presidential directives, and tle tax returns would be
released by the Service to the departmental attorneys.

As a general investigation of the man's activities. but let me say,
Senator these investigations were not fishing expeditions. They were
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normally based on sound, general intelligence that the man was a
racketeer, and some of the general intelligence went back, for example,
to the Kefauver Commission hearings in the 1950's, and, indeed, the
McClellan committee's hearings into labor-management discrepancies.
There had been public testimony as to who these men were.

Then the man's general criminal lifestyle was investigated, for ex-
ample, the relationship between a business agent and an employer,
who had a sweetheart contract. The man's general sources of income
were examined. It would be compared and contrasted to his tax re-
turns, and if the tax returns showed a substantial understatement in
income in reference to his general lifestyle, an effort would be made
to see if a net worth case could be brought against him. Some effort
had to be made to get a starting net worth. You would get a look at
his lifestyle over the years, the home he had, the lifestyle of his wife.
An effort had to be made to determine how much income he h.d, or
rather, how much expenditure he had, and then account for the income
by his tax returns.

If a net worth case could be made, it would be. Sometimes, when
a major payment of one kind or another would be made, that might
appear best. as a specific item tax prosecution. That specific payment
might also be an extortion case, or that specific payment miglt also
be potentially a bribery case. It would depend, as you developed the
facts, on a da,-to-dav basis, on which was the best.

If you had several witnesses. vliere ol e said. "I was bribed" and
the oiher side said, "I paid the payment through extortion." and in
your heart of hearts you knew both'were lying. but you couldn't make
up your mind, and you knew a j ury couldn't nmke up its mi)( bet weell
extortion or bribery, maybe the best way to handle that was a tax
evasion case.

On the other hand. if you had a clear shot at extortion you take it,
even though it may well have been that the facts about 'the specific
item were developed as part of a Lreneral net worth tax case. but when
the specific item began to develop itself, it turned out that there
was an extortion payment. Since your ultimate social goal, I take it.
was the incapacitation of these people, and the IIOBBS set offers yoi
a 20-year penalty, while the tax evasion offense offers you ony ,5 years.
and you can bring the action either way, there is certainly a tendency
to bring the extortion charge. I.\ l own judgment is that you ought
to bring both. I see no reason in giving a free ride on the tax evasion
because you are going to charge him for extortion. But some )eople
prefer simple cases.

So, information about tle in(lividual was brought in an(l collated
and developed, and as an individual agcr;it would bring in informa-
tion. the normal tendency was to let him work that aspect of it to
pursue his own leads. ie had talked to the banker, an,1 lie had talked
to the woman who ran the (lepartmelnt store. It was oily deep into
the investigation when you sat down to begin writing a prosecutive
memorandum that you would go back and analyze that investigation
and decide that when push came to shove it was a tax case, or an
extortion case.

Senator JIAsKELL. Are you saying. Professor Blakey, that before
you would ask for the tax returns you would have a pretty good idea
that. either extortion or bribery or'something like that was involved?
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Mr. BiKEY. I think-
Senator HAsKE.LL. Is that the way it would work?
Mr. BLAKEY. Senator, it is easy to talk in an offhand phrase about

extortion or bribery, because as a lawyer we tend to think in how the
law categorizes it.

In the early stages of an investigation, particularly against a rack-
eteer, what you generally begin with is a long police history on the
man. Someone says he is involved in sweetheart contracts, or he has
no regular employment, but he drives a big, black Cadillac.

So you begin to look into what he is doing. You may need to put
him under physical surveillance for a week to see who his associates
are. In other words, you begin with a generalized understanding of
his place in hierarchy of organized crime. You may hear something in
a previous case from one of the witnesses who broke and agreed to
discuss everything with you and he said, "Hey, you know who you
really ought to get is not, me, but -" and it gives you an outline of
a corrupt relationship between a union and a lawyer. ite doesn't know
the name of the man who took the money, or the date the money is
passed. Then you take this further and further.

Senator EIAS~iFL. Excuse me. Let me restate my question.
I am really interested in knowing at, what stage the IRS is brought

in. If somebody has no visible meansa of support and they are living
higll on the hog-you could assume that something funny is going on.
Is it at this stage that you ask the lRS to j reduce his tax returns?

Mr. BI3,.KFY. No, Senator. What i. wrong here is that what you are
asking for is a photographs of a motion picture. These things don't
have a simple beginning. There isn't one day in which he is not of
concern to vou. and then one (lay that lbe is. where you could analyze
the factors that make him a matter of concern. Most of the people
ena"aed in racket activities have been engza,.ed in them for substantial
periods of time. The IRS has had racketeer-type program of period-
ically auditing known racketeers for years. The question is. How does

man become a known racketeer !
lie enters tle rackets at a younr age and grows ul) and acquires

pu le} ?t at ion among police aencies.
Senator I t.he ,1 - '. I realize the racketeer doesnt jump up full blown,

Vou know. Ibut I think it is important to understand at what time tle
I :R> i F broil Ir]) t i n.

Now. let ine put it a little different way. I think people generally, if
they felt thlat their tax returns are being rifled through b-y

Mr. I3I.\K y. By curious prose,,ittrs.
Senator IIASmi:LL [econt inuinr]. B-y curious prosecutors, would feel

uneasv. and with great justification.
On' the oth er hand, if there i reason to believe that solmethinzr funnv

iZ going on, as I put it. I think the attitude might, e different.']']at s
,why I apt trying to find out when the i ets i the at fnd what
ther do.

.r. BTl:kry. Senator, strike forces and the strike force concept hias
its bureaucratic imperatives, too. You have a limited number of re-
sources, and you want. to put. the resources into a place that will give
you major payoffs, that is, major convictions against major racketeers.
So you don't fritter away your time looking into things with idle
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curiosity; you don't just pick every 10th citizen in the phone book
and pull is tax return to see what you can find.

What happens in a strike force is that the agent from the Bureau
of Narcotics, from the FBI, et cetera, will collie in and say, "Iet's se,
if we can't describe generally the racket. l)roblem in Plila(lel phia. Wio
are the major figures? Who are the major corrupt, union leaders'? Wio
are the major corrupt liticians? Who are the corrupt judges?"

The truth is, law en forcement, just by enforcing the law, requires a
lot. of hearsay, rumor. and good information--'-Who is back from
prison? Is he back in the business?" You lay out a group of people as
potential targets. You try to lay out who is the top guy, and who is
tie guy who is vulnerable.

Sometimes you have an FBI agent in the same room with an IRS
agent, and they will actually talk to each other face-to-face. There
is no need for this communication to be down through Washington
and hack out. to ti field.

The unique thing is that you have the investigative agencies talking
right in the room. Sonlie guy may have an informant. The IRS may
have a tax-related informant in an organized crime area. and the tax-
related informant may be able to give the FBI a key fencing case. The
IRS agent has never bothered to ask tlis key informant a fencing
quest ion.

So, the intelligence begins to build< up on whether the gliy is a wortli-
while target. Then preliminary investigations are made. It may lhe
started by debriefing otlhe, informants about this man. "Cii von
idlentifv his areas of activity C" " lien voll ideti Iffv tie a 'ls of ille(g:t
activity, the areas that may be Most vulnerable to a criminal
investigation.

So. it moves by stages.
But if the public ever gets the notion that Federal investigative

agencies, the FBI, IRS, and DEA. spend their time doing thing,
from idle curiosity, that would be most unfortunate. amli it would also
b)e most inaccurate.

Mv returns, for example, are pulled because they are strange looking.
I have seven children, which means that none of the statistical profiles
tl:it fit most people fit me. My monthly doctor bills are way out of
proportion. so my return tends to )e kick-ed out every year. It Is kicked
out on a statistical profile by the computer, and I think that is an
important and valuable way of enforcing the tax laws against normal
people like myself.

The way a racketeer's return gets kicked out is because he has become
known as a racketeer, based on hard evidence, associated with previous
criminal prosecutions and previous criminal activities as a racketeer.

Now, tlis i not to sav. Senator, and I wm-nt to he candid with -\-oi.
and I want, the record to be accurate, that all of the people who
received organized crime designations in the past were organized crime
racketeers. Some of the people who got on the OC list got on the OC
list, because the IRS wanted to get credit, for an OC win. and they g-rot
a good case near prosecution. and they decided. "Can't we call it an
OC case. so we get OC credit ?" So some people were called OC that
J)robably were not. Ultimately, however, that kind of problem worked
itself ouit in the Department. Today, the approach is pretty well
settled.
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Senator HASKzLL. Thank you, Professor Blakey. You have worked
out a good dimension to these hearings and I appreciate it. I look
forward to reading your appendix.

Mr. BLAji.Y. If I can be helpful in any other way by discussions
with the staff, I am available any time.

Thank you.
[The material submitted by Mr. Blakey follows:]
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Organized crime prosecution-charges in order of frequenoy: top ten
Number
cases witt
charge out

Charge: Of 579 O""
Tax evasion ----------------------------------------------- 46
Hobbs extortion ------------------------------------------------- 40
Narcotics ------------------------------------------------- 37
Conspiracy (not designated as to type) -------------------------- 26
Wagering ------------------------------------------------- 22
Obstruction of justice --------------------------------------- 21.
Liquor law violation ----------------------------------------- 17
Interstate travel In aid of racketeering (gambling) ------------------ 17
Perjury ----------------------------------------------- 10
Theft from interstate shipment -----------------------------

LIST OF ALL CHARGES FILED AGAINST COSA NOSTRA BY FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE

Charges-i
Assist in Offense Against the United States
Bribery
Cited for Contempt
Conspiracy False Statement
Extortion Conspiracy
Fraud
False Statement on SBA Loan Application

66-411 0 ° 76 - 14
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Intimidation of Federal Officer
IT Counterfeit Bonds
ITAR
ITAR-Conspiravy
ITAR-Gambling Loansharking
ITAR-Kickback Scheme
ITS-Money and Firearms
ITWI
ITWP
Migratory Bird Act
Moving Goods from Bonded Area
Postal Burglaries
Sale of Worthless Stock
SEC Act
Smuggling Contraband to Prisoners
Sodomy on Government Property
Theft from U.S. Malls
Transacting and Pledging Counterfeit ITT Bonds
Violation of Parole

O1arge"-
Alien Registration Voalation
Embezzlement
Threats of Extortion Conspiracy
Harboring a Fugitive
ITAR-Etortion
Operating a National Wireroom

Oharges-
False Statement on FHA Loan
False Statement on Savings and Loan Application
Firearms Violation
ITAR-BriberyITSP
ITSP-Securities
Theft and Passing of Stolen Travelers Checks

OhargeB-4
Ball Jumping
Bank Robbery
Conspiracy ITSP
Hijacking

0Tharge&.5
Loansharking
Mail Fraud
Taft-Hartley Act

Oharges-6
ITAR-Gambling Conspiracy

Ohargeo--7
Bankruptcy Fraud
Counterfeitihg
Extortion

Charge-8
Assault on Federal Officer

01arge-9
Theft from Interstate Shipment

Oharge8-O
Perjury

Oharges--1?
ITAR-Gambling
Liquor Law Violation
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Oharges-1
Obstruction of Justice

Oharges-22
Wagering

Oharge--6
Conspiracy (not designated as to type)

(Jkarge"-7
Narcotics

OCarges-40
Hobbs Extortion

Charges-46
Tax Evasion
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Name Indictment Disposition Sentence District

1 Accardi, Sam ---------- Aug. 15. 1955, narcotics ------------- July 20, 1964 --------- 15 years, U.S. Penetentiary, Atlanta, Oct. 29, 1964 --------- Southern district, New York.
2 Carbo, Paul John -------- Sept 22, 1959, Hobbs extortion -------- May 30, 1961 --------- 25 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Alcatraz, May 24, 1962; U.S. Pen- Southern district, Calfornia.

3ditentiary, Marion, IlL, Jan. 6, 1969.
3 alerm, Louis T ---------- -do ------------------------- do ------------- ears, DraIra-reversed Feb. 13, 1963 ------------------- Do.

Palemo, Frank --------------- do ----------------------------------- do -- 1years U.. Penitentiary, Lewisbur& Pa., Dec. 2, 1961, Fed- Do.
eral Prison Camp, Allenwood, Pa., Dec. 11, 1968.5 Sica, Joseph------------do ------------------------- do------------ 20 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Aug. 1, 1964 --------- Do.

6 Evola, Natale ---------- May 21, 1959, perjury, obstruction of Jan. 30, 1960 --------- 5 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Mar. 6, 1960; Mar. 21, Southern district, New York.
justice (combined with 10-year nar- 1966 MR.
cotics sentence).

7 Accardo, Anthony ------ Apr. 25, 1960, tax evasion ------------ Nov. 11, 1960: remanded 6 years -------------------------------------------------- Northern district, Illinois.
Jan. 5, 1962; acquitted
p .32, 1962.

8 Persico, Carmine -------- Apr. 28, 1960, Hobbs extortion ------- Ap t. , 1964, reversed 15 years ------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, New York.
July 30, 1965; May 28,
1968. convicted.9 Di Pietro, Cosmo -------- May 5, 1960, narcotics ---------------- June 25, 1962 --------- 20 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Terra Haute, Oct. 22,1962 -------- Southern district New York.

10 Galante, Carmine ------------ do ----------------------------------- do -------------- 20 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Jan. 7, 1963 --------- Do.
11 Ormento, John -------------- do ----------------------------------- do -------------- 40 years U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Oct. 10, 1962; U.S. Do.Penitentiary Maron, IlL, Jan. 16,1969.
12 Loicano, Angelo ------------- do. ----------------- - do --------------- 20 years, U.S. penitentiary, Atlanta, Mar. 26, 1964 ------------ Do.
13 Genese, Pasquale ------ June 1, 1960, mail fraud --------------- Jan. 11, 1961 -------- 1 l-year suspended sentence; 5 years probation --------------- Do.
14 Allegretti, James -------- June 30, 1960, possession of hijacked Apr. 24, 1962 --------- 7 years ,U.S. Penitentiary, Torre Haute, July 1, 1965 ---------- Northern district, Illinois.

liquor.
15 Usciandrello, Frank ---------- 0o ------------------------------------- do o------------- 7 years -------------------------------------------------- Do.
16 Verra, John ----------- OctL 13, 1960, liquor laws ------------- Oct. 25, 1961 ---------- 2 years, U.S. Penitentiary, LewisburgL May 3, 1962 ---------- Southern District, New York.
17 Provenzano, Anthony --- Nov. 15, 1960, Hobbs extortion -------- June 11, 1963 --------- 7 years ,U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, May 31, 1966 ---------- New Jersey.
18 Sisa, Alfred ------------ Mar. 17, 1961, tax evasion ------------ Mar. 17, 1962 --------- 3 years, U.S. Penitentiary, McNeil Island, May 27, 1964; U.S. Southern district California.

Penitentiary, Atlanta, Dec. 3, 1964.
19 Agueci, Vito ------------- May 22, 1961, narcotics ----------------- Dec. 28, 1961 --------- 15 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, Feb. 13, 1962; Federal Southern dist, New York.

Correctional Institutions, Sandstone, Minn., Oct. 15, 1969.
20 Valachi, Joseph ----------.... .do ----------------------------------- do ............... 20 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, June 17, 9160; Federal DO.

Corredtional Institution, Milan, Mar. 22, 1966.21 Caruso, Frank ---------------- do ------------------------------ Mar. 4, 1963 ---------- 15 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, Apr. 22, 1963 ------------- Do.22 Maneti, Salvatore --------- do ------------------------- do ------------ 15 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Terre Haute, Apr. 20, 1963; U.S. Do.
Penitentiary, Atlanta, July 12, 1965.

23 Mauro, Vincent --------------- do ------------------------------------ do ----------------- 15 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, Apr. 22,1963 ------------- Do.
24 Gagliadotto, Charles (died Arrested Sept 3, 1961, narcotics -------- Dismissed Dec. 6, 1966...

Aug. 22, 1968).
25 Troiano, Leonard -------- Oct. 26,1961, theft from interstate ----- Apr. 12, 1962 --------- 4 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta. Apr. 26, 1962; Federal Do,

Correctional Institution, Danbury, Jan. 16, 1964; Feb. 3,1965,
MR.

C
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26 Troiano, Frank ----- k----d----- do ------------------------------- Apr. 20,1962- 4 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, Apr. 26,1962; Federal Prison Pennsylvania.
Camp, Allenwood, Jan. 15,1964; Jan. 28.1965, MR.

27 Marcello, Carlos -------- Oct. 30,1961, conspiracy ------------- Nov. 22,1963, acquitted ------------------------------------------------------------ Eastern district, Louisiana.

Do o----------------- Oct. 31,1961, per jury ----- --- ...... August 1965, dismissed ------------------------------------------------------------- Do.

28 Coralio, Anthony -------- Dec. 7, 1951, obstruction of justice - June 16,1962 -------- 2 2 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Nov. 15, 1963; May 7, Southern district, New York.
1965, MR.

29 Ve ra, Anthony --------- Dec. 28,1961, obstruction of justice.._- Aug. 17,1962, acquitted --- ---------------------------------------------- Do.

30 Verra, John------------- do do 1 year and 1 day, concurrent with 2 years in liquor case--------Do.
31 Caruso, Frank-------- Feb.2, 1962, bail umlng ---------- Mar. 4, 1963 --------- 5 years, concurrent with 15 years for narcotics -------------- o.

32 Maneri, Salvatore ------ Continued Feb. 2,1 , bail jumpingur ------ do ------------ 5 years concurrent with 15 years narcotics-----------------Do.
33 Mauro, Vincent ..----------- do ------------- n ---------------------. o--------------------do ---------------------------------------------- Do.

34 Carlino, Leo ---------- Apr. 11, 1962,. tax evasion ---------- N Nov. 7, 1963 --------- 1 year and 1 day Federal Correction Institute, Danbury, Dec. Do.
1963; exp. GT Sept. 22,1964.

35 Do Lucia, Fred--------- Arrested Aug. 2, 1962, counterfetingL----- Mar. 17, 1965---------1I year, liSP, Lewisburg, Nov. 25, 1967, Federal Prison Camp, Eastern district, how York.
Allenwood, Pa.,Aug. 14.,1968; released Sept 18, 1958

36 Boreli, Frank ---------- Aug. 15,1962, narcotics ------------- Dec. 12,1963 --------- 20 years -------------------------------------------------- Southern district, New York.

37 Ciccone, Anthony ------------ do --------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------ .......... . ".....----------- DO.

38 ocaIo, Carmine ---------- do -----------------------------. .12,1963 --------- 15 years- .-------------------------------------------------- Do.

39 Loiscano Angelo --------- do ------------------------- do ------------------ do ---------------------------------------- Do.

40 MolaveroJoseph - "--------do ----------------------------- Dismissed Sept 19 1966 ------------------------.........-------------------- ------ Do.

41 Soavro Rosario---------- do--------------------------Dec. 12,163 --------- 15 years ------------------------------------------- Do.
42: . oo .............. ....... e l-- ----------------------------- do -------------- 10 years -------------------------------------------------- 0.
43 antillo, Harry -------------- do All----------------------------- con reverse-------------.d o 1---------------------------------------------- Do.

, Al convictions reversed
July 31, 1964; indict-
ment dismissed Janu-
ary 1967.

44 Napolitano, Joseph.--- Sept. 17, 1962, liquor laws ------------ Oct. 12,1962 ---------- 3 years, Federal Corrections Institute, Danbury, Jan. 9, 1963; Maine.
Aug. 17,1964, paroled.

45 Todaro, Richard -------- Sept. 21,1962, wagering ------------- Dismissed Oct. 15,1965 ------------------------------------------------------------ Western district, New York.

46 Cino, Stephen -------------- do ------------------------------------ do ------------------------------------------------------------------------- D o.

47 Ciancutti, Thomas ------ Sept. 26,1962, wagering ------------ Mar. 1,1963 ---------- 2 years suspended, 2 years probation ----------------------- Western district, Pennsylvania.

48 Sam, William ------------- do ----------------------------------- d o --------------------- do --------------------------------------------------- Do.

50 Giordano. Samuel------Oc 3,1962, bankruptcy fraud ------- Mar. 25,1964 --------- 18 months ---------------------------------- Eastern district, Michigan.

51 Rbino, Matthew - " - ------------------------------- Mar. 20, 1964, acquitted --------------------------------------------- Do.

52Provanzano Anthony.. Nov. 14, 1962, Taft-Hartley Act ------- D Dismissed June 24, 1966 ---------------------------------------------------------- Now Jersey.

53 Maccogon. James-- Nov. 15, 1962. harboring a fugitive. Apr. 23 16 -------- 5 years-------------------------------------Eastern dict, Michiga.
spreigindictment, Oct. 8, 1963.

54 Barate, Peter ---------- Jan. 8,1963, narcolcs ------------... Mar.20 1964 - .-._- 7 years, liSP, Atlanta, May 20, 1955 ------------------ Southern district, New YodL

55 Pecora, Joseph ..------- Feb. 20,1963, ITAR-gambling -------- A pr. 2,1963, acquitted ---------------------------------------------- Northern district, Wes Virg

56 Talglianefte,Louis------- Feb. 26, 1963, tax evasion ----------- Apr. 28,.1966--------- 7 months ----------------------------------------- Rhode Island.
57 Stiss, Joseph --------- Mar. 19,1963, narcotics; superseding in- Mar. 14,1967; new trail 18 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanita, Dec.1Ilkl967------------ Southern district, Teas.

dictment Nov. 1, 1963, ordered Apr. 14, 1S67;
June 28, 1967,
convicted.
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Name Indictment Disposition Santenc District

58 Schipnli, Joseph -------- Apr. 11, 1953, tax evasion ------------ Oct. 15,196; reversed 3 years ea rs...................................... Eastern district, Now York.
W96; Nov. 1, 1968

convicted.
59 Mdi Frank .------ Apr. 18. 163, embezzlement.-------- Dismissed May 4,1965 ------------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Michigan.
60 Lam6rZ *irmine ... Apr.29.1963. tax evasion ----------- Mar. 23,1964. convicted ------------------------------------------------------------ Southern district, New York.
61 Tortorello. Arthur ----------- do ------------------------------------------------------- I year, U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Aug. 24,1963; 1 year con- Do.

current with mail fraud case.
62 Do Fippo, Louis --------- do ------------------------------ Apr. 7,1964, convicted... 8 months, Federal Correctional Institution, Danbury. Apr. 29. Do.

1964; exp GT Nov. 10, 1964.
63 Finazo, Sam ---------- May 8, 1963, moving goods from bonded Acquitted Dec. 17, 1964 ---------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, MichdaM.

area.
64 Mannarino, Gabriel- ---- May 10,1961, tax evasion ------------ Acquitted, Dec. 10,1963 ----------------------------------------------------------- Western district, Pennsylvania.
65 Manadno, Samuel ---------- do ------------------------------------------------------- I year, I day. U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Sept 10, 1954; Aug.

- 1, 1965. min exp w/EGI I year, 1 day.
66 Sams, William -------------- do -------- ---------------------------- do --------------------- do -------------------------------------------------- Do.
67 Pagano, Joseph --------- May 27,1963, bankruptcy fraud -------- Dec. 30,1964 -------- 5 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta Mar 4, 1965- Federal Prison Southern district, Now York.

Camp Ailenwood, Pa., Apr. 2, 1968, fr U.i Penitentiary,
Lewisburg.

68 Castellana, Peter --------- do ------------------------ do ------------ 5 years, US. Penitentiary Atlanta, Apr. 15,1966; U S. Peniten- Do.
tiary Lewisurg, Mar. 1, 1967; Federal Prison Camp, Allen-
wood, Pa., May 22,1968.

69 Granm, Anthony ------- June 13.1963, narcotics --------------- Sept. 25,1964 --------- 20 years ------------------------------------------- Sothern district, Texas.
70 Sherman, Charles ------ June 26,1963, tax evasion ----------- May 12,1964 --------- 1 year 1 day, Federal Cqrrectional Institution, Milan, June 15, Eastern district, Michiln.

71 Caifano, Marshall --------- July 21, 1963, conspiracy, extortion ---- Feb. 7,1964 ---------- 10 years U.S Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Oct. 21,1966 --------- Southern district, California.
72 Lombardozzi John -------- July 22,1963, assault on Federal officer.. Nov. 26, 1963 --------- 20 months, U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg. May 7.1955 --------. Eastern district, Now York.
73 Marino, Daniel .......------- do ----------------------------------- do ------------ 20 months, Federal Correctional Institt, Danbury, Ap- 22, Do.

1965; Mar. 3,1966, exp GT.
74 Lombardozzi, Carmine._.. Aug. 22,1963, violation of parole ---- Aug. 23.1963 -------- 1 year, U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Aug. 24,1963; 1-year writ Connecticut

discharged June 17. 1964.
75 Aiuppa, Joseph --------- October 1962. Migratory Bird Act -------- Aug. 22, 1963, 3 months; 3 months ------------------------------------------------- Kansas.

reversed and remanded
Nov. 13,1964; June 21,

1966. convicted.
76 Lombardozz, John -------- Aug. 29,1963, conspiracy ITS P -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, Now York.
77 Martinell, Joseph G --------- do...... .. .......... ... .. ... .. .....--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
78 Lsciandrello, Frank ----- Sept. 19,1963, liquor laws ------------ Feb. 4,1964 ---------- 15 months. U.. Penitentiary. Leavenworth, Sept 11. 1964 ---- Northern district, Iinos.
79 Testa, Philip C --------- Oct. 25.1963, cited for contempt ------ Nov. 1,1963 ---------- Discharged Oct. 30, 1964 ---------------------------------- Eastern district, Peansylvanh
80 Gui P, Louis ----------- Oct. 28.1963, narcotics ---------------- June 271967, acquitted ----------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, Now York
81 Plumed, James -------- Oct. 28,1963, tax evasion --------.---- Feb. 9, 1965 ---------- 2% years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, May 20, 1965, Mar. 30, Northern district, Now York.1967, MR.
82 Do Pietto, Americo ----- Oct. 29.1963, narcotics ---------------- June 4,1964 ---------- 20 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Nov. 19,1964 ------ Southern district, Now York.
83 Bruno, Angelo --------- Oct. 31,1963, shylock extortion -------- Acquitted July 8,1964 ---------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Pensylvana
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do D o.

84 Tsta hili C -------------do-smissed, August I1 9 6 4---------------------------o
.......................................-........ 

N tfU district, mi .

8 4-Te s t. ,d op -1 9 ------- - - -. . .- --------------- . . . . -. ,- u 'y - " -- - ---- --------------------------------D._ Io .
SGiaca(oOw.. .. ..hon... ... eso .. .- ' 

... ..... qote s ,

86 aar. V5, 96. -- ---------------------- ------ : Northern
S--------- Dec..tax..----- Acquitted A. 5 1965 ----------- --------------- - - ----,- , e. 1 966; R ode I sla d

87 R ubl i .Leo - --- -- oan -----1- D i m s e4 o t s F ed eral c orrection s I'. . s u i r u r a t o o k

C Laan 17,1964, flreafm von 23, 1 - 4mn"is,
89 os de-e a .2 1 I.r-gambking- .....- OCt. 23, i ----- ...... May 27,1966 exp. ft. s n u NOW
go .... '--------- ion..............----------------------------------
91 Tortofeilo, Arfthr----January 1964. sale of worthles stock ----- ------------------

CWo

spircy. 1969, supreme court92 Aderic, pircy.remanded re effect Of
electronic surveillance. ---------------------------------------- Eastern district, Michigan.

......- Acquitted Apr. 8,1965- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..--------------------

9 3 D o ,e.t m e oi P . ....... -- -- - -' -s t t e m e n t ' F H A A c q u t e d F e b . v ........................

T5 G nentiihoay ------- M-eb. . 1964, ty use of Corrections, Hales Corners, Wis., Oct. 13,1963; Eastern district, Wisconsin.
94 an.expwonrmJDee.. 1964 .60 days H

9- GO. Savr- Ma. 16.1964. tax evasion ---------- May-- exp. erm e. Corct. 1n Institution, Danbury, July 1.1965. Soten dtct New York.
Nao-ita-, icholad... ar. ay 0165-m---- 2 years federal Correctil Institution, Danbury, Mar. 23,1965; Massacustb

m -Mar.eder--May26.1966arreonal institution, San Pedro, Calif., Southn district, Caifornia.

97HP180-Oad*-- ------ do -------------- Ma 11mn, F91 eease Soret.a 8,167 p. FT. Norh~ disrct. Illinob.

98 R .Micha e-------- Mar. 18, 1964, tax evasion ------- May 11, 1;,reeas s, ; " ------ ,o , d 'twYr
t a x e v a s i o n --------------M a y 2 3 , 1 9 6 5 - - - - - - - - 2 y e a r s p r o b a t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - S o u t e r n d i st r i c t , N 9 w Y r .

0 _.Unir ..... AnthonyMay 31,1964, T" ----........... Dismissed June 18 1964 --------- - f ------------------------" .ast disrct, NWov 3 6o;.

101 Le avenwontiaNov 3..19..

I 9 """lli An:;.- Rr---- MonIdM .u -------- n Sadtoe Yone NU r n disrict, NOWnYis-

100 Luciano. Fank - Apr. 09 nar"c------------

Peietay.er at.Mr 616 .-------------- other di rct, New York.11Trilleil John B ---- Apr. 14,1964 lTSP--SCulit ------- Jul iy 31,1964----- - R- ars, Tef. penitentar.2695-----------
102.C7,el...Josep.Apr.o171..4....AR--.--g.Fb. 17.1967.-------- 3 years-------------

------------------------------------- Ap--------- Aqitd e.1.--------------- --------------

103 NaPolltano, Antoy---- d----------------- AcqIjutce.. : uited Fe 171964.---------------------------------------- iiiW -adtn, --Min D " o.w iticId

Lo bannoi,Jltsy . pr.2y9, 1964, obtr ct f ..usti .. -- July2,
964 _ ........... 

i) ......... ............. ortu r district, llinei. .

104 oseo , h n -----------. d9. do --------------------------------- d t nstitut, a ndte, .

1 0 6 -o- -a- -n- -2- -19 4 .-Fa l- s t te m e n t .o n.J 2 3 , 1 9 6 5 - - - - - - - - - 1 I y r. F a d e r a

105 M ou , a ni May--, Oct 5 .,. ------ Oc 26,1965.
1-Oct.26, 6- Souten district Nw YorIL

. Act.----- ... 1965 ------------ s ................ ------------------------------------------ .

1J,1964. Taft-H Act---- - Oct2,19-. 7,- years pobat----------------------------- 
--- Do.

10 mCstld. aloyCl cotmt--------Juy-------- July 91964------- 2 ys----- ----------------------------

10 7 r o. rh r - July15, 196 , --- - - - - - - -- A ., 7 ,--- - 30 days- -- ------------- - - - - --. .- - -- - --N S o then district N OW Y oL .

1 1 0 o P- t A t - --n-r- -o -uly 2 - - - -- - - -2 y e r s c o n c u r r e n y w t i h 2 0 y e a r s i n n a r c o t i c a s e

111 aO 2al a - 1964 arbos ingFess n.oen e F.. . 2 years. U.S .p nitentiary. Leavenworth, May 17. 1968------- S d

li e palnst -the--- Unie d 7ug , 1964--- -- ,- U.S Penitentiary, Lew a , , Nov. 5,1964; vacated by D .

contempt------- Ags1496Sureme Court on Junk 6,1966. -- Wr district, New York

113 LA) Cicero. Charles --- August 11, 1964. tax evasion --------- Jan. 13.1966------- 1 months------------------------------------------- 
OUV itrc,~~

1 osan ...ncen .August 12, 1964, fals t .o on Acqitted, Jan. 26, 1• Do

115 PArmo, ose-----o----------- Jn 2,95-----5 yasU..enitentiary Lewisbuiri Octobe 21, 1966----Soutern district, New York.
savi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~. an onapiain----- ue2.95------1 ears' US' Penitentiary Atlanta. SSP. 18,1966; U.S. Pn o.....-- October 18,1--5----

116 r oG O W ----- ~ t 0 94 iircutiev-- o - -- -- -- -- - tiertoD116 Grammat, Str....---------- do ------------------------ -do ---------------- 18 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Aa, , 1 ---------
117 p a ce il .V in cen t _- ----- -- ------. d o -- -- -- --- ---- -- ----- -- -- --- ----- ---
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Nam Indictment Disposition Sentence District

118 Armone, Alfred ....... -------.do ........................ . Acquitted.d . Do.
119 Rom ano, A rnold .......... ... do ------------------------------- M arch 14, 1969 ---------- 30 y63 rs --------------------------------- D o.

120 Marcelo, Carlos --- ..... October 4,1964, obstruction of justice-- August 17 1965 acquitted -------------------------------- .................. Eastern

121 Pappadio, Andino -------- Civil contempt. October-3-,196 4; June6,2 ................... Soften

1966, vacated by
Supreme Court.

122 Lombardozzi, John -------- Nov. 24,1964, bankruptcy fraud ------ September 22,1967 2 years suspended. 5 years probation -------------------- Do.
123 Tramunti, Carmine ----- Civil contempt ----------------------- December 2,1964- June 1 year --------------------------------------------------- Do.

6, 1966, vaa by
Supreme Court.

124 Glimo, Joseph P -------- December 17,1964, Taft-Hartley Act- .... August 26,1965, dis- ---------------------------------------------------------- Northeir
missed.

125 Marino, Angelo A .. January 4,1965, tax evasion ------------------------------------------------------------------ Northerl
126 Balistneri, Frank ..-.... January 6, 1965, tax evasion ---------- March 23. 1967 southern 2 years, On appeal------------------------------- Eastern

district, IlL
127 Anguilo, Gennaro ------- January 15, 1965, assault Federal officer-. June 30, 1966 -------- I mouth, Massahusetls

House of Corrections- -... House of Corrections, Billerica, Massachusetts ------------- Mass&
128 Umone, Peter ----------- do ------------------------ do --------------- do --------------------------------------------------- Do.
129 Cammisan, William ---- February 12, 1965, liquor laws ------- January 7, 1966 -------- 2 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, February 28, 1966; Western

August 1, 1967 MR.
130 Simone Thomas (died Feb. 12,1965, liquor laws ---------- Dec. 20,1965 --------- 20 months, UVS. 0enitentiay, Leavenworth, Feb. 25,1966; Fed- Western

May,1968). eral Correction Institute, Texarkana,. Tex. Mar 9 1966.
131 Ciar James. ...---- -do ----------------------------------- do ------------ -20 months, U.S. Penitentary, Leavenworth, Feb. 2, 1966; exp. Do.

GT May 16,1967.
A"
133
134
135136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

147

district .L1111101a.
district, New YorkL

a district, linlds.

district WAMssoL

district, Missouri.

-cuoaerm, Henry ---------- o ---------------------- Jan. ZI, 1955, dismissed ----------------------------------------------------------- o.Lap., Joseph ----------- Feb. 26,1965, narcotics -------------- May 11, 1966 --------- 7% years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, Apr. 13, 1967 --------- Southern distrK New York.
BonannoSantore Vincent Civil contempt ----------------------- Mar. 2,1965 ---------- Released June 4,1965 ------------------------------------ Do.
Batta Charles --- Mar. 5,1965, Hobbs extortion --------- Jan. 20, 1967 -------- 10 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Feb. 14, 1968 ---- Arizona.

i-vatore-.... ------------------------------- D Dec. 9 1965 acquitted...
Rao, Vincent John ------ Mar. 17,1965, perjury --------------- Nov. 1D, 1967 --------- 5 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Nov. 22,1968 -------- Southern district, New York.
Conte Ralph ---------- Mar. 26, 1965, wagenng ----------- --- Aug. 6, 1965 --------- I year, reversed Mar. 4,1968; dismissed Apr. 19, 1968 --------- Do.
astean, Pter ------- Mar. 30,1965, tax evasion ------------- d--- do -------------------------------------------------------------------------- E astern district. New York.

Malone, Iet --------- Apr. 21,1965, wagering -------------- Apr. 12 1968, dismissed ---------------------- I ----------------------------- Do.
Romo, Arnold ------- Apr. 27,1965, bail jumping ----------. Ot7,1966 ----------- 5 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta, Mar. 19,1967 ---------- Southern disi, New York.
Tourine, Charles -------- May 13,1965, ITAR-gamblin ------- Oct 1,1966, acquitted ------------------------------------------------------------ District of Colombia.
Rbino, Matthew ------- May 20, 1955, tax evasion ------------ Jan. 29, 1969 ---------- 10 years, on appeal --------------------------------------- Eastern distrct, Miipn.
Giancana, Samuel ----- Civil contempt ----------------------- June 1, 1965 ------------------------------------------------------------------ Northern distrkt, liUWIL
Aiello, John J ---------- June8, 1965 tax evasion --------- Aug. 1 1967, dismissed ------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Wi.scOLa.
Quasarao, Raffaele -- June 30, 195, false statement on SBA Nov. 2,1965, acquitted ------------------------------------------------------- Eatern district, W

loan application.
Erra, Pasquale--------July 27, 1965, tax evasion ------------ Jan. 7,1966 --------- 8 months, Federal Correction Institute, Tallahassee, Mar. 11, Southern district, Florida

1966; exp. GT Sept. 23,1966.

'-A



148 Pranno, RoCCo ----------- Aug. 3, 1965, tax evasion ------- -------- 1958, dismissed .................................................... ------------ Northern district, Illtnos.
Do ----------------- Aug. 3,1965. extortion conspiracy ..... Mar. 9, 1966 15 years, U.S. penitentiary, Leavenworth, Oct. 23, 1966; U.S. Do

Penitentiary, Atlanta, Apr. 21, 1969.
149 Palms, Salvatore, died Sept. 2, 1965. ITS money and firearms Western district, ;i-sou--.

Jan. 6,1966. used in Houston robbe
150 Cappe , John A ------ Sept 13.1965, ITAR-gbl .-------- Nov. 10, 1966 --------- 1 yr probation ------------------------------------------ Eastern district, PennsylvalL

151 De Vito, Dominick A ------ do ------------------------ do --------------- do -------------------------------------- Do.

152 Narducci, Frank. --------- do --------------- ------- Nov. 10, 1966; May 24- . . ....do --------------------------------------------------- Do.
1967.

Federal Correctional Institute, Danbury, 1 year probation viola-
tion; U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisburg, June 13, 1967; Feb. 9,
1968, rin exp w EGT.

153 Lam Josph ---------------------------------- Nov.10,1966 -------- I year probation ------------------------------------------- Do.

154 Sindone, Frank ------------------------------------------------------ do --------------------- do --------------------------------------------------- Do.
155 Scandifia, Michal- Sept30 1965, IT counterfeit bonds ----- May 4, 1967 ---------- 6 years ------------------------------------------------ Southern distinct, New York

156 Giacalone, Vito -------- Oct. 6,65, tax evasion, wagering ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- E ern district. Miic ipi.

157 Bisogno, Joseph V ------ Oct. 12,1965, extortion --------------- Mar 17,1966 -------- Acquitted ---------------------------------------------- Southern district, Flloida.

158 Sasone, Ernest -------- Oct. 27, 1965, narcotics registration ---- June 27, 1966; reversed I year ------------------------------------ Northern district Illinoi
Oct. 10, 1967.

159 Pacelli, Vincent -------- Nov. 8,1965, obstruction of justice ----- Mar. 9, 1966 ---------- 2 years, to run consecutively with 18 years now serving for nor- Southern district, Now York.
cotics violation.

160 Vitali, Albert. --------- Dec. 3, 1965, theft from interstate ship- OcL 20,1966 ---------- 1 year, Federal Correctional Institution, Danbury, Nov. 1, 1967; Rhode Island.
n ent. exp.GI OcL 30,1968.

161 ---icEret------- Dec. 8, 1965, conspiracy ------------- May 10, 196------ erUS Penitentiary Terre Haute Aug. 10, 1967; U.S. Northern district, Illinois.
PenientiryLes;; ,Sept 26197.

162 De Piet ,Americo ........... do ........................ do------------ 5 years, on appeal ................................ Do. -

163 MiroJames - - o ------------- - - -o ...... o ............... do............................................ D
164 Dgurdi, Frank.......--Jan. 5,1966, narcotics -------- ------ July 1966 ------------ 15 years, U.S. penitentiary, Leavenworth, Nov. 16,1967.......---Southern distrct New York.
165 Ruggieretl , Louis -------- Jan. 18, 1966, wagering --------------- do --------------- do.............................Eastern district, Michian.

166 Picillo, WormnV ----- --- Feb 9 1966 operating national wireron ---- do------------------ do ------------------------------------------ Eastern district, Pensyla.
S J ------ i.. . 196, peury ------------- -Feb. 1, 1967 -----------. 5 years......----------------------------------- S ds

168 Picillo, Warren V ..... Feb. 18, 1966, operating national wire - d--- do ------------------- do -------------------------------------- Rhode Island.
room.

169 MaggioJoseph .------- Feb. 18,1966, narcotics .................. do ------------ 1-- 10 years ------------------------------------------------- Southerdistbit, New York

170 Mancusco, Anthony ---------- do --------------------------------- do ---------------------- do ............... ----------------------------------- 00Y
Mar. 2, Apr. 21.1966.

172 Varelli, John ........... Mar , 1966, false statement on FHA ... do -------------------------------------------------------------------------- Northern district, Illinois.
loan application

173 Lombardozzi, John ..... Mar. 14,1966,Conpiracy, smugglingcon-, Sept 22,1967 --------- 5 years' probation ...................................... Southern district, New Yok.

174 Anto, AngeA--------Mar. 16, 1, iTSP. do --------------- do ------------------------------------ Northern district, Ohio.

176 Di ri, Alexander - Mar. 24 1966, embezzlement --------- Mar. 8 1967 -------- years probation -- ------------------------------Southern district, New Yo

176 Rocco, Micael --------... Apr. 4, i966, assaulting Federal oficer.... A r. , 1966 -------- 3 years probation -------------------------------- MassachUsetts.

177 linfdice, Ernest..------- Apr. 7,1966,tax evasion ------------- I ------------------ l year ------------------------------------------------- Norther disrct, Illinois.

178 InserroVincenL ------------ do ------------------------------ May 31,1966 ........ y 2 ,ya. FederalCorrection institute, Sandstone, Minn.; Sept 15, Do.
1966; Mar. 4, 1968 MR.

179 Fronzese John ------- Apr. 12,1966, bank robbery ----------- Mar.3, 1967 ........... 50 years, on appeal.............................Eastern district, flew York

180 Matera, --- do ----------------------------------- do------------- 5 years, servinglife sentence in State prison, Raiford, Fla., for Do.
armed robbery.

181 Doaddano, William ........ Apr. 15,1966, hijacking ---..----------- June7,1967, acquitted -------------------.----------------------------------------- Northern district, Illinois.
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182 Infelice, Ernest ............. .do --------........ June 7,1967; reversed 15 years -------------------------------------------------- Do.and dismissed by
Supreme Court onFebl1 1969.

183 Varelli, John ------------------ do ----------------- -------------- June 7, 1467; reversed 15 years .................................................. Do.
and remanded for newtrial by Supreme
Court on Feb. 11, 1969.

184 Mefto, Nicolo --------- Apr. 20,1965, perjury ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Southern dst, New Yolk.
185 Dioguardi, John -------- Apr. 21.1966, bankruptcy fraud -------- Nov. 10. 1967 -------- 5 years; on appeal --------------------------------------- Do.
186 Scarra, Rudolfo -------- June 1965 wagering ----- ------ Apr. 26,1966 -------- $300 fine ..------------------------------------------- Rhode Island.
187 Do Lucia, Paul --------- Apr. 28, 166, perjury-------------Nov. 1967, acquitted ..................................................... Northern district, Illinois.
188 Manna, Louis Anthony .... May 16,1966, extortion .............. Mar. 17, 1967, acquittal .............--- .........-"--............................. New Jersey.
189 De f, Lawrence ........... do ................................... do ........................................................................... Do.
190 Principe, Thomas ------------ do .................................. do ........................................................................... Do.
192 Salerno, Uo ----- d ------------do ......---............. do.........................................................D.
192 Pdagsano, Vincent ----- May 16, 1966 extortion; dismissed Oct. 27,1966 ........ 1. months, U.S. Penitentiary, Atlanta Jan. 4, 1967, Federal SF. Florida.

July 18, 1966; dismissal reversed Prison Camp, Eglin AF Base, Fla., eb. 23, 1967; exp. GT,
Aug. 12 1966 Feb. 1, 1967.

193 Bonanno, Joseph ......... Apr. 14, 165, sealed; Apr. 17, 1966, un- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, New YodL
sealed; obstruction of justice.

194 Gimco, Joseph P ------- June 1. 1966, Taff-Hartley Act -------- Feb. 4, 1969 ---------- $40,000 fine ----------------------------------------------- Northern district Ilinois.
195 Guielmini, Frank ...- June 2, 1966, bankruptcy fraud -------- Nov. 30, 1966, reversed 5 years --------------------------------------------------- Eastern disti Newo YOrL.

and remanded, Oct. 24,
1967.

196 Piccolo, Frank -------- June 16 1966 wagering -------------- Jan. 31,1967 dismissed ------------------------------------------------------------ Connecticut.
197 Pateno, Rocco ------- July 7 1966, liquor laws --------------- Mar. 36, 196 ........ $1,000 fine ------------------------------------------------ Northern district, linoLs.
198 Caifano, Marshall ...... July 2, 1966. mail fraud ------------- June 22, 1967 --------- 12 years on appeal --------------------------------------- Do.
199 Luido, John A -------- Sept. ,1966, wagering ..-------------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------------- Eastern Michigan.
200 Allevato, Doominic .... Sept. 2,1966, wagering. .------------------- do ---------- ----------------------------------------------------------- Do.201 Lucido, Jack ---------------- do ----------------------------------- do ------------------------------------------------------------------------ D o.
202 Luddo, Sam P -------------- do ----------------------------------- do ------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
203 Rubino, Mah .- ........ do . . . . .. . . . . ..------------------------ do --------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
204 Santoh, Anthony P -------- Oct. 4,1966, ITAR-pamblinl ---------------- do -------------------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, New York.
205 Do Luna, Cad A ........ Oct. 5, 1966. theft from interstate con- Apr. 14, 1967, dismissed ----------------------------------------------------------- Oro.merfce.
206 Marceilo, Carlos ....... Oct. 7,1966, assault on Federal officer---- June 5, 1967, dismissed ------------------------------------------------------------ Eastern district, Louisiam.
207 Angloe, John D .......- Oct. 21, 1966, theft from interstate con- Sept. 20, 1967, acquitted ----------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, Nw York.

208 Mo, Vincent --------- O- Oct. 10, 1966 obstruction of justice ------- do --------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
209 Manredonia, John -------- Nov. 10,1966, wagering --------------- May 16,1967 1 year; --------------------------------------------------------- Do.

reversed 196s.
210 Cast-di, Anthony-....Civil contempt------------- Nov. 10,1966 --------- Released Dec. 16,1966 ------------------------------------
211 Trunmunti, Carmine ---------- do ------------------------------ Nov. 16,1966 -------------- do --------------------------------------------------- Do.
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, .. Souther istrict F id a.

212 art, William J - J u. 1967. Hobbs xortion - June 17 ,1967 - ---------- 7% years on appe a l S Do.

21 4 rt Wlliam p e murde.ed Jan. 
do 1967, T A------a m--- 

10 Yars O appeal -. 
"o

214 Matlo Pete °r, murdelre"d Ja.2, 1967, TAR.. ibig---------------------------------------pm i 
---------------............ . ..... 

distrct Now YOC .

Oct. 14 1W.
215 Gatto Joh - Jan. 26, 1967, ITAR-3blin - Oct. 29,1968- 3 years' probation -. 

D

O 1 15LeIaRmve......Oor29198h...Southern............dis........ic....,. 
New York.

217 Battaglia, Jm es-------an 30,1967, wa8 ing- 
d -

SoU19 district, Ilinois

216 Moelloa W----- e1,97,Mi Hobb exoton------Mary 9,19678----------15 Year, U.S. penitetiaY ry wol, IEK ,_ ,d Noo ditrit116

218 ~~~~~ ~ ~ Pntetay Maariioaul--- 
Fb 197 etrinn, IlL, 6eb. 20,1969.

219 AMoft, Josep --------------- ------ - ------------ do ----------- -15 years, Penitentiary, Leavenworth, July 22,1967 -------- Do.

•Oct. 
27, 1967 -------- 15 years, on

Do ------ -- - - - - - - - - Feb. 16,1967, H obbs t xtortion- 
L-- - ye ar , M tron. No.- - - - - - - --orn istri tD

220 P e , ... Nick ----------- do do 15 ya U. &PI itentiSuthenrn 
is.t r , 1........

221 Da, William---------- Feb.21, 1967, obstncti@0 o jie--------- do ----- do-------------------------------------------- 
SotendsrcFria

222 L mpas L.orenzo. Jr- Mar. 2,1967, false.staten..ton FHA on - do-------............------------on--p- 
. . . . . . DwO

223 Bradley, Jasp H------ Mar. 11 ,1957, postal burglaries, super- May 22,1967 -------- 15 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Mar. 22, 1968, U.S. Western district, Missouri

seeing indictne.t. Mar. 31,1967. Penitentiary, Marion, II, Jan. 16,1959. .

224 Foano, Nicolas ------ Mar. 13,1967 w -------------- No. 29 1967 ----------- do----------------------- 
Sot dist Now Y

225 m il Nicl--------- Mar. 23, 1967 = extortion ----------F-A do ------------------- do 
Missouri----------------------------------------- s .

226 Sc ndila ,Michael -- Mar. 23 , , transacting and pledging - U doo----------- d - - -----
cone I T bod .. 

5

227 ...... u ------- un 197 ta T baon s -------- d ---------------------- do ------------------------------------ co.

224 o o -------- May A, RD.wagerin--------------------- do. ------------------o- - -- d --o-.----------------------------------- " J .

227 Cau, Cro -------------- do--May- 4-1967t eo ----------------- do--------------------- do ------------------------------------------- 
.o dT..-- -- - ---.---......----.... 

....... .....do 
... .. .. ... .. .. .....

228 Gorardo, Rugdrew-------Ma 15, -------- Wagerin------------do---------------------- do ---------------------------------------- 00 -4
23Cearo ndrew . do " o ......... o................. ...

231 Marcelo. Carlos-------- June 1, 1967, assaulting Federal officer-~ Aug. 8, 1968, Southern 2 years on appeal ---------------------------------- Eastern district, Lousiana"

district. Texa, ----------------------------------------------- 
otendsrcfe ok

232 Gamv peW --------- June 5, 1967 caunteritng ---------- Mar. 31, 1969--------- 3% yer ------------------------------------------
o.ndsrct o ok

23 CladrccpJoep ---- JneS.197,HobsAct ITAR conspiracy - do---------------- do------------------------ -------------------- Do.

233 C uridruC, oseph-----Jue2M 97S TR-rbry------ ii , 196 ----- Kir, USP Atlanta, Mar. 29, 1969, Mans---------------- Do

2 35 C a t -R amon d - J --.... .......o .... .....---.... -- --- --- 8 -- -- -- - -
2 . , Mary - ..... _..... do-------on ... - -------- Do.

2a3 sse a, .R o .. do... . do----- -. ........ d- 26 years. U.S. Penitentiary. Terre at 1 ------- Westem district. Ne

236 Tae o eoU.S Penitentiary, L-e'orth Apr. 3, 9 ----- ---------- .

237 bnarco, Frede...ic ... Juno 2, 197 Hobbs. u

23 t tn Pasquale ------------ do -------- 3do ------------ 20 years, U.S. itentiary, Atlanta, Mar. 1,1968-------------- Do.

A. 

Do. 

O& .... "-

2 3 8 atal i lPas . . ..I d o - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -d- - - - - - - - - - ------ 2 0 y e ar s, & a ry , . D e c. U.S
2340 Para a j a n .....K ---June 2,196 Ho bbs exorio ... . ---.......... do -------------------------------------- 

Do. "

240 Moto. c - Jne9 1967,---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Do.

239 -- --- - d o H- - bbs- - extorti - - - - - - - - - - d- - -
D o.

241 Rizzo~l -do--------do------------------------------------------------------- 
----------------------------------- Do

242-------Nie ------------ 
1968, acquied --

243 realvatore-------June 29,1967, conspiracy --- ----------ob-. 2 Do.

I FZ ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notendsrc 1013

244 i16 ------------------------- j-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Soend. rc Fola

245 LUProto iSa ------ A ug. 9,.1967, ITAR gambling.------ --- an. 9 li, aqiii ------------------------------ 
O ititvlr

246 Massi , Pasquale A --- Aug. 16, 1967. sodomy on GOveInmen Jan.25 1W---------- 3 am, on appeal ---------------------------------- Western district Adkasl

247 Poteza Vincent -------- 967. teft and passing s ton N.ov. 9,1 96 --------- 5 yea s, U.S. Penitentiary, Lewisbu, Jan. 4, 1968---------Souft h d strict, N w Yor.

trveer checks.------------ do ------------------------do---------5 years-------------------------------------------- 
DO.

248 Spaolo----------------- do ----------------------------- do--------------~ 5 a ------------------------------------------ 
.

249... 
.. ..

Sp. 
.... .. .. ..

r 
f 

l,"o--------.----- do 
, ~m .. .. .. T
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250 Roseii, John ----------- Oct. 20, 1967 alien registration -------- May 23,1968 --------- 6 months concurrent, with 5 yearsin conspiracy case; on appeal.. Central district California.
251 Scalione Nick ----------- Oct. 24,1967, ITWP ------------------------ do -------------------------------------------------------------------------- Maryland, Florida.
252 Lauara, Augusine .---- Oct. 25, 1967, liquor laws ------------- Apr. 8, 1968 ---------- Dismissed due to death of Lazzare on Apr. 8, 1968 ------------- Do.
253 Fratianno James T ----- Nov. 9,1967 conspiracy false statement June 28,1968 --------- 3 years probation .......................................... South Dakota, California.
254 Sansone, Ernest ---------- Dec. 14, 196, conspiracy ------------ Feb. 12, 1969 -------- 18 months Federal Correction Insftution, Sandstone, Minn. North Dakota, Illinois.

Mar. 1, 1969.
255 Corallo, Antonio -------- Dec. 18,1967, ITAR--kickback scheme._. June 19 1968 - ------ 3 years on appeal ---------------------------------------- South Dakota, New York.
256 Daddano, William ------- Dec. 19, 1967, bank robbery superseding Oct. 3,i968---------15 years US Penitentiary, Atlanta OcL 8,1968 -------------- North Dakota, Illinois.

indictment Mar. 5, 1968.
257 Dipetto, Americo ------- Dec. 19, 1967, hijacking, bank robbery-.. Feb. 2. 1968 ---------- 7 years concurrent with narcotics and ITSP charges ----------- Do.
258 Roselli, John ----------- Dec. 21, 1967, conspiracy, tax evasion.... Dec 2 1968 ------- 5 years on appeal ----------------------------------------- Central district. California.
259 Pecora, Joseph N ------- Jan. 18, 1968, liquor laws. ------------ Sept 13, 1968 ......... 5 years probation ------------------------------------------ Western district, Wes, Virginia.
260 Aloisio, William --------- Feb. 1, 1968, passing counterfeit notes ... .... ... .... ... .... ...---------------------------------------------------------- Northern district, Illinois.

superseding indictment, July 3 1968.261 Cacioppo Frank C -------- Feb. 19 1968, theft from interstate com- June 12, 1968 -------- 3 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Torre Haute July 18, 1968; U S Peni- Western district, Missouri.
merce. tentiary, Leavenworth, Aug. 29,196i.

262 Timphony, Frank V - Mar. 8, 1968 ITAR-gambling -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Western district, New York.
263 Do Cavalcante, Samuel .... Mar. 21, 1961, ITAR-extortion -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- New Jersey.
264 Vastola, Gaetano D --------- do--------- --------------- ----..............................................................................
265 Panzarella Anthony ---- Tax evasion -------------------------- Mar. 22,1968 --------- 5 years, probation ---------------------------------------- Northern district, Ohio.
266 Tropiano, Ralph .......... Mar. 27 1968 Hobbs extortion -------- Nov. 15,1968 --------- 12 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Dec. 9,1968 -------- Connecticut.
267 Piccartt, Rene ------- Apr. 3, 1968, kobbs extortion ----------- do do-------------o-------------------------- ---------- Western district, New York.
268 Imbergia John ---- --- do ---------........ ---------------- do----------------do ............... do ------------------------------------------ Do.
269 Trtamella, Francso- April 1968, conspiracy. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, New York.
270 Fiordilino, ovanni ...- Theft from interstate shipmenL ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- DO.
271 D'Amato, PaulE ------- Corporate tax evasion ----------------- Apr. 22, 1968 --------- $500 fine ------------------------------------------------- New Jerse.
272 Randaccio Freoderico ---- May 2,1968, Hobbs extortion --------------------------------------------------------------- Western district, New York.
273 Natarelli, Pesquale ---------- do- ---.---------------------------------------------...................... . Do.
274 Cino,StepenA---------- do ---------------------------- -------.------------------------------------------------- Do.275 Mantredonia, John May 9, 1968, perjury ------------------ Oct. 11, 1968.....--------18 months ------------------------------------------------ Southern district, New York.
276 D Feo, Peter --------- May 10, 1968, conspiracy ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
277 Lanzeri, Edward ----------..... .do.. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. ...---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
278 Plumed, James ------------- do...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Do.
279 Cimini, Anthony J ------ May 14, 1968, conspiracy, theft from ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Michigan.

interstate commerce.
Do ------------------ May 15, 1968, ITSP ------------------- Nov. 15,1968 --------- 2 years --------------------------------------------------- Do.

280 Plumed, James -------- May 27, 1968, conspiracy ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Southern district New York
281 Plumeri Jamies------- May 29 1968 conspiracy ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Do.
282 De Rose, Salvatore- ........ Novemleri 167, theft from interstate June 18, 1968 --------- 7 years, U.S. Penitentiary, Terre Haute, July 10, 1968 ------- Northern district, Illinois.

commerce.
283 Strada, Ross .--------- June 24, 1968, conspiracy ---------- Nov.6, 1968 --------- 6 6 months 5 years probation; Medical Center for Fed Prison, Western district, Missouri.Sprinield, Mo., Nov. 12 1969.
284 Badalamenti, Emanuel .. June 27, 1968, interstate transportation Sp.......................... d. . . , Nov....... .1 ............................... Eastern district, Michigan.

of firearms.



285 Bruno, Michael --------- June 27 1968, ITAR, gambling -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- DO.
286 Marchesani, Bernard ---- June 2, 1968, intimidation of Federal ------------------------- 7.-------------------------------------------------------- DO.

officer. Northern district, Illinois.
287 Daddano, Wi.i am --- -June -, 1968, liquor laws ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, nw York.
288 Donara. Charles P ----- July 5,1968, conspiracy ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ S Do.
289 Greca, Angelo J ------------- do----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
290 Granlo, Salvatore ------- July 18, 1968, conspiracy -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
291 Plamed, James ------------- do..... .... ..... .... .... ..... .... ....------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Do.

Do ----------------- July 24, 1968, conspiracy -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
292 Lentne, Sam --------- July 31,1 968, liquor laws ------------ December 1968, ---------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Michigan.

dismissed.
293 Lentine, Liberty ---------- do ------------------------------ Dec. 24, 1968, convicted ------------------------------------------------------------ Do.
294 Bisogno, Joseph ------- July 31,1968, counterfeiting, superseding Mar. 4,1969 convicted ------------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, Florida.

indictment Oct. 9, 1968.
295 Mancuso, Thomas ------ Aug. 14, 1968, narcotics violator regis- Mar. 26,1969 convicted ------------------------------------------------------------ Eastern district, New York.

tration.
296 Meli Vincent ---------- Aug. 20, 1968, counterfeit money -------------------------------------------------------------------Eastern district, Mic n.
297 Lombrdozzi Carmine ... Aug.21 1968 ITSP ------------------- Mar. 12,1969 convicted ----------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, New York.

298 Augello, Anthony ------- Sept, 1968, Hobbs extortion...-. _. . .. . . . . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------------------------------- D o.
299 Falange, Anthony ----- -Sept. 0, 1968, conspiracy ----------- Feb. 21,1969 --------- 5 5 years -------------------------------------------------- Northern district, Nw York.
3w Passalacqua, Salvatore .- Oct. 16, 1968, counterfeiting ----------..----------------------------------------------------------------- Eastern diti Michigan.
301 Ruggireflo, Louis ------- Oct. 22,1968, firearms in interstate corn- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.

merce by convicted felon.302 Giacalone, Anthony- .....
303 Giacalone, .Vto---------
304 Agosta, Salvatore ------
305 Amorimino, Peter ------- Nov. 14, 1968, Hobbs Act; obstruction of .------------------------------------------------------------ .
306 Bucciero, Albert -------- justice; tax evasion.
307 Marcesani, Ber:rd.
308 doeli onl-------m309 Passalacqua, Salvatore.... Nov. 20,1968, counterfeiting ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Nw Yor .

310 Mannarino Giacento -- Nov. 27 1968, conspiracy, lISP -------- Feb. 14,1969 --------- 5 years ------------------------------------------------ Do.

311 Bonanno, aW-atore -..... Dec. 3, 1968, mail fraud, conspiracy, per- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
jury

312 Notaro, Peter ------- 0 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
313 Cappareli, Wiliam---Dec 4 1968 loansharking----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- DO.
314 Magaddino, Stefmno---Dec. 4, lid-, ITAR--gambling conspir ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Western district New York.

acy.
315 Magaddino, Peter ------------ do ,-----, --TA --- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Do.

316 Iicole.ti, Benjamin, Sr- do--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.

317 Butalino, Russell A ---- Dec. 12, 1968, conspiracy of IT SP ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.

318 Sacco, John ------------------. do"----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.

319 Mannarino, Gracento- Dec. 18, 1968, ITSP, theft from .S..................-------------------------------------Eastern district Now Yor
mails.

320~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~i Emorino Pilp------Dec---168-lqur-aw-------------------------------------------------------------------NrenditctIlnos
32 madn.Phli ----- e.,98i obs-,- Northern district Illinois.

321 Corallo, A itoni.o-------- Dec. 20,1968, Hobbs Act, -----AR-------ma---------------------------------------------------------- Southern district. New York.
fraud, conspiracy.

322 Lentine, Sam ---------- Dec. 24, 1968, superseding in. liquor Dec. 24, 1968 convicted ----------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Michigan.
laws.
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323 Coraluzo, Orlando ------ Jan. 14,1969, Taft-Hartley Act Hebs Act ct--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Southern mi tlNew York.
324 Dip t, Joseph ...... .Jan. 30,-1969,per---y--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Central t r C iform L
325 Deii, Louis ------- -Feb.. 16, false statement on loan ----------------------------------------------- -orthe-n district, llinois.

appcatimon.
3 2 6 C eo m e, Jo h n P ... .. .. .. .. Fe b . 6 ,1 9 6 9 , IT A R - am blin g c on sp ira cy -- --- ------ ---- -- -- . . .. .. . . .. .. ... . .. . .... ... . . .... . .. .. ... .. .... . . .. .. . .. . ... . .. ..- N o rth e rn d istrict. Il in o s.
327 An elinld Donald -------------- do ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- DO. W
328 A ureli, rank ............ ... do ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Do. $_ &
329 Bucciero Albert. ------ Feb. 18, 1969, loansharkinL . ... .... ... .... ...-------------------------------------------------------------------------- Eastern district, Michen. OD
330 Lucido, hak A ..... Feb. 18,1969, ITAR-gamblinL .........................------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
331 Randazrn, Frank -------- Mar. 6, 1969, bringing illegal alies and------------------------------------------------------------------------ Do.

harboring same from Canada into

332 Marchesani, Bswd- Mar. 6 1969 loansharking- -------------------..--------------------------------------------------------------------- Do.
333 Masielo, John -------- Mar. 1b, 1969, bribery ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Southern district, New York
334 Mlapone, Michael C- Mar.21 1969, ITAR-gambling loanshark- .... --------------------------------------------------------------------------- Wten district, Missouri.

inL, ITWl.

i
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CHARTS: WORK LOAD/ORGANIZED CRIME AND RACKETEERING
SECTIONs 1960-
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From U.S. Cong. Sen. Hearing, Measures Relating to Organized Crime, 91 Cong., 1st
Bess., 1969, pp. 119-123.
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[Excerpt: Federal Effort Against Organized Crime, H. Rept. No. 15T4, 90th Cong., 2nd
Sees., pp. 17-34 (1968)]
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FERAL EFORT-PwANT POSTURE

The present posture of the Federal effort against organized crime, within the
Department of Justice and in other Federal departments and agencies, is out-
lined below. The data upon which summaries were prepared were submitted to
the subcommittee by the departments and agencies listed.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The organizational structure of the Department of Justice (as it is pertinent
here) is as follows: The Attorney General is the head of the Department; he
superivses and directs the activities of the U.S. attorneys in the various Judicial
districts throughout the Nation. Nine Assistant Attorneys General, including
the Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, report to the Attorney General.
The Organized Orime and Racketeering Section is in the Criminal Division.

The Attorney General's authority is set out in 26 U.S.C. 501 et seq. Additionally,
the Attorney General has such power as is delegated to him by the President
consistent with the United States Code. The President in his "Meeting the Chal-
lenge of Crime in the United States" message to Congress of February 7, 1968,
stated with respect to the Attorney General:

"I signed this morning an Executive order designating the Attorney General
to: Coordinate the criminal law enforcement activities of all Federal departments
and agencies."

The authority of the Assistant Attorney General Criminal Division, and of the
Chief of the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section is derived from the power
of the Attorney General.

ORGANIZED CRIME AND RACKETEEaINO SECTION-CRIMINAL DIVISION: OCRs
RESPONSIBILITIES

The OCRS is charged with the responsibility of supervision of those criminal
statutes which are specifically designed to suppress organized illegal activity of
an Interstate nature. The section also supervises and assists in the enforcement
of the gambling and liquor laws, and Is responsible for the enforcement of the
statutes aimed at curbing racketeering influences in the relations between labor
and management.

OCRS STRUCTURE

In the first 4 years that the OCRS was in operation (1954-8) there were only
between two and four attorneys assigned to that task. The Department's major
effort against organized crime was carried on through U.S. attorneys. Thereafter
the complement of its attorney personnel increased quite rapidly, until 1964,
when it reached 63. By 2 years later, however, It had fallen to 48-even though
there is nothing to indicate that there was any corresponding diminution in or-
ganized crime's strength or activity.

The following table reflects the time OCRS attorneys spent in the field, before
grand juries and In courts:

Fiscal rear Fiscal fear Fiscal rear Fiscal year Fiscal ar Fiscal va

Days in court ........... 612 606 813 1,364 1,081 32
Days In field ............ 4,494 3, 480 4,432 6,699 6,177 5,076
Days In grand jury ...... 419 373 605 677 1,353 894

Incongruously, the decrease in prospective personnel took place shortly before
the President, in establishing his crime commission, told that body that organized
criminal activities were gaining despite the Nation's best efforts. By April 1968
the number of attorneys assigned to OCRS increased to 67. A total of 85 attorneys
is anticipated for fiscal year 1969.

OCRS tries to get 3- to 5-year commitments to stay from attorneys who enter
its employ. Its new attorney-employees are put under an on-the-job course of
training, and are provided with manuals on organized crime, and on the trial
of Federal criminal prosecutions, with which they are required to become famil.
iar on their own time. They spend about 6 months learning the operations of the
OCRS, and of the investigative agencies involved, the statutes employed and the
legal problems which can be expected to be encountered. They work with senior
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attorneys analyzing the Intelligence to learn the scope of the problems, and the
operations and techniques employed by organized crime, and familiarize them-
selves with all aspects of grand jury proceedings.

It takes about 8 years for a young attorney to become reasonably expert. In
addition to the work being difficult, it is very demanding. Much of it must be done
in the field, on assignments of too short duration to warrant an attorney's
moving his family to his site of operations, and yet long enough to disrupt normal
family life-particularly since an attorney can return to his home over weekends
or holidays only at his own expense, and salaries are not large enough to permit
such expense except infrequently.

The rate of turnover of OCRS attorneys averages about 12 a year. However,
this does not result intotal loss to OCR$, because some leave to Join the staffs
of U.S. attorneys' offices, and some have become professors of criminal law,
where they use their expertise in instructing students on organized crime prob-
lems. Most leave to enter private practice. None has defected to organized crime,
according to the testimony.

Upward of 25 Federal agencies contribute information to OCRS. This has
resulted in accumulation of intelligence information which OCRS attorneys an-
alyze and often disseminate to other interested agencies. Such information is
additional to the Investigative reports that are received fr( .a Federal agencies
in the course of, or at the completion of, critninal investigations made by some
of the agencies.

In the organizational structure of OCRS, the chief of the section reports to
the Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division. Two assistants to the OCRS
Chief share responsibilities for administration of the Department's efforts against
organized crime nationwide, each with geographical areas roughly divided by the
Mississippi River.

In addition to staff attorneys, there are two specialist units. The labor unit
concentrates on criminal activities in the labor-management area; the statu-
tory enforcement unit on antiracketeering, gambling devices, and liquor laws.
There is also an intelligence unit which catalogs information received concern-
ing organized crime figures and their associates. Approximately 400,000 index
cards have resulted from the indexing of reports of more than 12,000 investiga-
tions. The cards, which are manually prepared contain the names of racketeers,
their associates, their activities (known or suspected, legal or illegal), telephone
numbers, automobile license numbers and other similar data.

Permanent antiracketeering units have been established in the offices of the U.S.
attorneys in Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, Newark, and New York City." In
a number of other U.S. attorneys' offices one or more attorneys have been des-
ignated solely to handle organized crime problems.

According to the Jiistice Department witnesses, to increase the Department's
effort against organized crime would require more than Just increasing the
manpower of OCRS. They thought that doubling the OCRS staff conceivably
could produce Justifiable results, but that a point of diminishing returns would
be reached by merely increasing OCRS personnel; that what is needed is new ideas,
together with a constant renewal of effort and dedication to the established pro.
gram. They said that if the "safe streets" bill is passed, State and local commu-
nities will be able to undertake strategic intelligence operations on a larger scale,
and to establish their own organized crime units; and in that event the OCRS
would seek to enlarge its staff to handle the increased work volume created
thereby.

Further testimony was to the effect that while the OCRS is the focal coordinat-
ing point of the Federal fight against organized crime, the hard work that
requires substantial manpower Is done by the investigative agencies, and that
resources should be committed at that level. If more activity resulted therefrom,
the OCRS would then need more lawyers.

OCRs OPERATIONS

01RS analyzes all the intelligence information received for a given area, city,
or State, and decides on the investigative approaches that should best reach the
heart of a problem. OCR8 attorneys at times are dispatched to the problem

I The organized crime operations of the U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New
York are quite autonomous. The salaries and expenses of that office are paid from funds
appropriated to maintain the U.S. attorney's office. Some or all of the expenses to maintain
the units In other Jurisdictions are paid by the Criminal Division.
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areas with the objective of coordinating investigations Into the organized crime
apparatus there. Its operations largely have been on an ad hoc basis.

From time to time the Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, and
the head of OCRIS make field trips to meet with Federal, State, and local law
enforcement officials, as the situation warrants. At these zifeetings, policy deci-
sions are made for combating specific areas of organized crime, and with the
view to achieving fullest cooperation between all who are to be involved in the
effort.

As example of a fairly typical operation was cited at the hearing. Becoming
interested in a given metropolitan area, several OCRO lawyers were assigned
there, and spent about 8 months becoming familiar with the criminal activity
in the area. Thereafter the Assistant Attorney General, the OCRS head, and
the assigned attorneys met with the investigative agencies in the area, and
briefed them on the problems as the Department saw them. Suggestions were
solicited from the agencies for a problematic approach to the Whole scope of
the organized crime problems in the area.

Responsibilities for investigations were allocated between the agencies. For
example, three organized crime gambling operations were operating in the area,
one of them controlled by, the other two connected with, a major crime syndi.
cate. The FBI was requested to concentrate its forces upon the syndicate.
controlled operation, and the IRS was asked to concentrate on the two other
operations. Also, because there were substantial allegations of corruption and
of close relationships between the racketeering community and local public and
and police officials, the IRS was requested to conduct tax audits of the officials
and of some 70 top hoodlums in the area. The Department of Labor was requested
to investigate alleged labor racketeering. After launching the program, OORS
attorneys met weekly with the various investigative agencies and assisted in
such ways as getting search warrants and in conducting grand jury inquiries.

OCRS keeps seeking new and better means of coordinating the overall investi-
gative effort and prosecutive results against organized crime. Thus, in early
1967, as an experiment, it put together a task force consisting of 5 OBS
atttorneys, and supervisory personnel from several of the Government's major
investigative agencies. Its purpose was to concentrate and coordinate investi-
gations of an organized criminal syndicate in a particular metropolitan area.
The group had no direct investigative duties; its functions were to analyze all
available criminal intelligence data in that geographical area, to relate that to
the jurisdictional functions of each agency, and to make recommendations, Jointly
reached, to OCRS and to their own agencies concerning the best investigative
approach to the problems that could be taken. Grand jury inquiries in a number
of cities in the area supplemented these efforts.

That strike force used OCRS personnel, the U.S. attorney, investigators from
the Internal Revenue Service, the Bureau of Narcotics, the Bureau of Customs,
U.S. Secret Service, the Department of Labor, and the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation.' Its efforts, in cooperation with Canadian and local officials, resulted
In the indictment of 25 underworld figures. Its results were alluded to by the
President in his February 8, 1968, "crime" menage to the Congress. He stated
that-additional strike forces are being formed to be moved, without publUc notice,
into several parts of the Nation where organized crime now flourishes. He said
he has directed the Attorney General and the Government's law enforcement
agencies to give this program highest priority. At present time three strike forces
are operational, and another is contemplated for June 1968. Additional strike
forces are planned for the next fiscal year, and it is intended to locate strike
forces in all areas of major concentrations of racketeers.

As another technique, OCRS has put 4 group of five of its attorneys into
another eastern State, where through the use of grand jury proceedings and
conventional investigative techniques of the whole spectrum of the Federal
establishment of the whole scope of syndicated crime activities in that State is
being explored. This investigation covers the entire organization of gambling,
extortion, corruption of public officials, and labor racketeering in that State.

As another prong of ORS efforts, in early 1967, accent was directed toward
those activities that bring the racketeers great income: that is, gambling and

$The Assistant Attorney General Criminal Division, advised the subcommittee that
"While the Federal Bureau of Investigation is not a member of the strike force, we rely
heavily upon that agency for the intelligence Information critical to the operation of the
strike force. Also the strike forces work very closely with the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation where a violation of law within their investigative jurisdiction is indicated."
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narcotics. Since that program was launched there have been two developments
which can be expected to affect it. The U.S. Supreme Court has held provisions
of the Federal Wagering Act to violate constitutional rights, which, at least
temporarily, deprives the Government of an abtigambling weapon; and the
functions of the Bureau of Narcotics and of the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control
have been transferred to a new agency, the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs, within the Departmeit of Justice.

OORS also aids in the overall fight against organized crime by working with
State and local authorities. OCRS holds itself out as being ready to furnish
whatever assistance It can In response to such requests, so that by such unified
efforts a maximum reduction in the extent and influence of organized crime can
be achieved. Such cooperation generally Is on a specific basis, where either Fed-
eral or community law enforcement authorities have a special need for assistance
from the other.

For the most part, however, such cooperation Is effected by the on-the-scene
officers in charge of Federal investigative agencies, without the aid, and often
without the knowledge, of the OCRS. Ordinarily such liaison with local officials
Is made by the Federal narcotics agent, the U.S. Customs agent, the Labor
Department agent, or the FBI special agent In charge-as the case may be--
who is In the field, and while the OCRS encourages such relationships, the credit
for instituting such operations usually belongs to the field office of the investi-
gative agency.

This line of testimony was predicated upon newspaper accounts of assistance
that had been given by the FBI to local officials In Chicago, who made large
numbers of gambling raids and arrests. The Assistant Attorney General thought
that to be a typical example of Federal and local cooperation. The subcommittee
chairman, commending the Job that had been done by the FBI, wanted to know
what direction, if any, OCRS had given to that operation. The following colloquy
transpired :

"Mr. FAscELI. I am, of course, very willing to concur In placing that credit.
But what you uiy disturbs me, because I don't see where the direction comes out
of your office.

"Knowing that gambling Is a national syndicated operation, with tentacles all
over, it Is fine for the agent In charge of an Investigative agency to lead the fight,
so to speak, with respect to providing law enforcement in a given area. But,
except indirectly, how does that tie in with what you are trying to do-f you
have an overall plan of operation. * * * The point Is, who makes a policy deci-
sion, like "We are going to bear down on gambling In Chicago today"-or wher-
ever It Is, an overall integrated effort against organized crime?

"Mr. VImsoN. If I may make one other thing clear, Mr. Chairman. The co-
olperation of the sort you referred to-hard information that would enable a
local police force to seek a search warrant, for instance-is customarily done
in our business on the investigative level, investigator to Investigator, and not
prosecutor to prosecutor.

"But as far as emphasis on gambling in the national picture, we have a distinct
emphasis on that in every major city In the country.

"Mr. FASOMLu. I am sure you do. And I definitely got that understanding from
your testimony. But I wasn't quite clear about how this Investigative assistance
to local law enforcement effort Is related to the policy decisions which are made
by the Organized Crime Section. That is the think that I am not clear on yet-
when It starts and when it stops. Because it sounds to me as if you have the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, for instance, doing its job and carrying out
its responsibility-which It does extremely well-but doing it as the Bureau.
And, because of its Investigative emphasis in a particular area, or with respect
to a particular problem, it then, In effect, makes a policy decision which actually
ought to emanate out of the Organized Crime Section.

"Mr. VilqsoN. That Isn't a limited policy decision. That is a way of life.
"Mr. FASCLL In other words, this is a standard operating procedure that goes

on all the time?
"Mr. ViNsoir. Absolutely."
OCRS has no line authority. That Is, it has no statutory authority to order

or direct Federal agencies to conduct investigations or to take any other action
that ORS may believe to be helpful In the Federal effort. Such authority as It
has flows from the authority of the Department of Justice to represent the United
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States in litigation in the name of the United States, to conduct prosecutions of
federal offenses, anu such power in its dealing with Federal agencies that may

flow from the President's May 1966 memorandum (mentioned above) which
designated the Attorney General as the focal point of the Federal Government's
attack on organized crime, and Executive Order No. 11896, of February 7, 1968,
which designated him the coordinator of criminal law enforcement and crime
prevention programs of all Federal departments and agencies. Under the 1966
memorandum, the President wanted each investigative agency to provide the
Attorney General with periodic status reports on the progress of Its organized
crime Investigations "showing for each current or proposed Investigation the
planned area of inquiry, the number and type of personnel assigned, and the
expected prosecutive potential"; and to establish direct lines of liaison with the
Department of Justice, to enable the Attorney General to carry out his responsi.
abilities for directing the program. Neither the memorandum nor the Executive
order was Implemented by the Attorney General by the promulgation of any
formal guidelines to the agencies for the attainment of the stated objectives.

Compliance with the memorandum by agencies varies. Apparently each agency
makes its own decision on whether the memorandum applies to It, and to what
extent. Some report intelligence information to OCRS monthly, and immediately
if it is particularly "hot." Some furnish a quarterly report of current and con-
templated Investigations (as distinguished from intelligence). With respect to
whether the Intelligence is submitted automatically or is directed by OCRS, the
following exchange is expository:

"Mr. ST GERMAIN. It sounds to me as though this is a shotgun approach, how-
ever. You say you get this information in from approximately 25 Federal agencies.
However, Is this directed-in other words, do you tell them: "We want informa-
tion on John Doe or on this information"? 'Do the 25 agencies in various ways
go out and gather evidence and statistics and what have you on this operation
or on this individual or on this group of individuals? Or do you just wait and
they dump this into your laps and you analyze it, and from there you decide
who you are going to go after or what you are going after?

"Mr. VINsON. It works both ways. But it is not a shotgun approach, Mr. Con-
gressman. It Is the exact opposite because our effort is to focus and to choose
targets in a given area and then to discuss these targets with the investigative
agencies in their Jurisdictional limits; then to conduct grand Juries.

So it is the exact opposite of a shotgun approach, but I think where I may
have misled you, we get intelligence on specific people. We also get criminal
Intelligence."

Whether or not liaison was to be established by an agency, or the extent
thereof, with OCRS also seems to have been questions that were decided by
each agency. The answer to the questions apparently was made easier for some
agencies after the subcommittee indicated its interest in the whole problem,
because more have joined, or expanded their efforts, since the subcommittee's
hearings began.

Throughout the subcommittee's hearings, members were concerned with
whether there was sufficient understanding between the OCRS on the one hand
and the other Federal agencies on the other with respect to the relationships
that should exist between the agencies and OCRS, and between the agencies
themselves, with respect to the coordination of effort and the exchange of
information.

For instance, Congressman Edwards of the subcommittee sought to ascertain
whether, if an agency-for example, the Internal Revenue Service-obtains In-
formation concerning organized crime figures, that information is immediately
fed into the OCRS' data files. The testimony followed these lines:

"Mr. EDWARDS. Do you feel that you have satisfactory guidelines for these other
agencies so that you are convinced you are getting In the type of information
in a proper procedure to keep your section informed on the individuals?

"Mr. ViNsON. Generally, yes. However, I am not at all satisfied with our system.
We are now exploring the possibility of computerization of this intelligence sys-
tem in the Department.

"Mr. EDW~AMS. On the known or suspected criminal element?
"Mr. VxisoN. Yes, sir.

* * * * S

"Mr. EDWARDs. The guidelines that you are using, they are written? Do you
have some rules or procedures written out that you follow in your interagency
relationships?
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"Mr. VINaBo. That is a question that cannot be answered yes or no. We have

letter agreements with some. We prepare memorandums of understanding be-
tween investigative agencies to define their responsibilities."

As an example of the kitids of agreements that exist, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Vinson presented for the record a copy of a memorandum agreement entered
into between the Department of Justice and the Department of Labor with respect
to the separate responsibilities of each of these departments for investigations
and other actions under the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act
of 1959. That Interdepartmental agreement, however, arose because the functions
of the two Departments under the act could overlap. The agreement then was
not a general arrangement made between the two Departments for coordination
of effort, except as it related to the particular statute involved.

In other words, it was not a guideline established by the OORS or the Depart-
ment to coordinate the Labor Department's efforts against organized crime with
OCRS or with other agenefes. The Assistant Attorney General explained, how-
ever, that this was not a typical memorandum of understanding that would be
entered into between the Justice Department and other departments or agencies
and that more typical arrangements between the OCRS and other agencies are
much less formal.

For instance, IRS, which has had a leading role in the Federal effort against
organized crime, has no letter agreement nor anything else in writing from the
Justice Department concerning coordination. of efforts. The Internal Revenue
Service's witness responded to subcommittee questions in that regard as follows:

"Mr. ST GEaMAX. You mean you don't have anything even in the form of a
memorandum that points out guidelines to the agencies involved, such as I men.
tioned before-Internal Revenue, Justice, Customs, Immigration, and what-have-
you-that gives you the guidelines as to what general technique you follow when
any one of these agencies comes upon an individual or a group that they feel is
part of the organized group-and here is how we proceed from them, and at this
point we ought to call in Justice, or what-have-you.

"Mr. KOLAR. What we do-every time we decide that an individual belongs in
the organized crime drive, that the Department of Justice Is responsible for
administering, we write a letter to the Assistant Attorney General and advise
him this is our view. He writes back and tells us, this man will be included in
the drive, or won't.

"What procedure we will take within our own agency, that is pretty well
defined.

"Mr. ST GERMAIN. That is why I keep harping on this coordinating-the ques-
tion of coordination. Don't you feel that It would be beneficial to the agencies
Involved if they did have a general guideline, a memorandum, that could be
distributed to all the individuals concerned working In the field, so that when
they come upon something, though it might not ordinarily occur to them that
they have got something that is worth looking into further, and calling maybe
some of the other agencies in-this indicates to them automatically-well, here,
we should submit this situation to the Justice Department, to the Organized
Crime Section.

"Don't you feel that would be helpful?
"Mr. KOLAR. Yes, I feel it would be helpful, certainly. But I have not found it

to be a problem-II will put it that way-the lack of it. But there is no question
that the more clearly these things are spelled out, the more helpful they become."

The witness testified that in his relatively short term of office he found the
coordination and relationship coming out of the OORS to be excellent and that
he was enthused by the coordination OCRS has given IRS. He recommended that
it be strengthened, if that be possible.

The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division presented for the record the instructions
or guidelines it has Issued to all of its personnel for determining what should
be considered as falling within the organized crime program, and what the objec-
tive is .This guideline is spelled out as an agency manual supplement, for intra-
agency use. In the testimony of that agency's witness, he said that the OCRS
has assisted the agency through its accumulation of information and intelligence,
and through coordinating activities by OCRS' fleldmen obtaining information
from various agencies in aid of the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division, the fol-
lowing exchange took place:

"Mr. ST GERMAIN. According to the concept of the Organized Crime Division,
as now set up, they are supposed to be coordinating all of this. They have got
60 men to coordinate, just between your two agencies, the work of 2,600 men, and
to serve as laipon.
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"Mr. OAseY. I don't think they have enough manpower myself.
"Mr. ST GERMuAii. It seems evident, wouldn't you say?
Mr. CASZY. Yes, sir; I would agree with you.
Mr. FAsomL. Will you gentlemen yield at that point. The real point is that the

-Organized Crime Section cannot coordinate, because they have no line authority
with respect to investigations.

"Mr. CAsEy. That is correct, sir."
From the context of subcommittee hearings, it was clear that each agency,

particularly each investigative agency, operates within its own sphere of inter-
est, and obtains information from other agencies on request. However, such in-
formation, collectively, is not immediately available at any centralized points,
nor can the requesting agency be certain that It obtains all of the information
that the agency on whom the request is made has in its files on a subject. As was
stated at the hearings, "One never knows what he doesn't get. I only know what
we do get. * * * There is no question that we could give more and others could
give us more."

The following testimony is pertinent:
"Mr. FASCELL. In other words, what you are telling me is you do your own in-

vestigations and you are responsible for the successful prosecution of your own
case, other investigative agencies of the Federal Government, to the contrary not-
withstanding.

"Mr. KOLAR. I guess it could be put that way.
"Mr. FAscgu,. In other words, I have stated it correctly. So in addition to all

the other problems we have, now we find that every investigative unit is probably
duplicating investigations beyond belief.

"Mr. KOLAP. Let's say to the extent that the Organized Crime Section does not
see this duplication, or doesn't correct this duplication, it exists, I am sure.

"Mr. FASCELL. If the OCRS does not get the benefit of information from all the
investigations that are performed by either IRS or the Bureau, or whatever other
agency is involved, then they are processing and coordinating only a certain
percentage of the total sum of information being gathered and collected by all
these investigative agencies. If the OCRS sees only a percentage of this informa-
tion, it is likely that they are not even aware of much of the duplication. It seems
somewhat less than desirable for all this mass of Intensive investigative effort to
continue without some coordination.

• * * * * *

"Mr. EDWAIM. * Should there be a procedure whereby you would make
known automatically to these other investigative agencies that you are after a
given individual?

"Mr. KOLAB. It would be helpful from a disseminating standpoint. There is no
question about it.

"Mr. EDWARDS. But there is no present guideline that would call for that. Is
that what you are saying?

"Mr. KOLAR. I know of no present guideline."
The balkiness of some agencies to surrender any of their sovereignty of Juris-

diction or operation is evident also in the operation of the "task force" technique.
At least one agency refused to participate in the original task in the manner
desired until OCRS picked up the tab for salaries and expenses of that agency's
participants. Another, the FBI, participated, but on its own terms. In response to
the subcommittee chairman's inquiry about the FBI's position with respect to
the Department of Justice's "strike force" plan for fighting organized crime, the
Director of the FBI advised in his letter of November 24, 1967:

"With reference to your specific inquiry, we have maintained daily contact with
the Department's "strike force" (or "task force," as it is alternately called)
which has been assigned to the Buffalo, N.Y., area since November 1966, provid-
ing the members of that group with information coming to our attention regard-
ing individuals involved in organized crime. It is, therefore, certainly not true
that we have faled to cooperate with this task force, even though we do not at the
present time have any agent personnel assigned exclusively to work with it.

"The FBI has clearly indicated to the Department that we will handle any in-
vestigation which it dpsires us to conduct and which falls within our investigative

-Jurisdiction. Our position is that the supervision of these investigations should
remain within the FBI and that we continue to direct the activities and the as-
signment of our personnel so that the maximum utilization of available agents
can be achieved at all times.
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"Historically, our program embodied the separation of the investigative and
prosecutive aspects of the drive against organized crime and, as a general rule,
we have found it to be true that greater efficiency results and responsibilities be-
come more clearly established when investigators investigate and prosecutors
prosecute. Under this system, the supervisory direction and the assignment of
personnel are left in the hands of professionals experienced in the handling of
sensitive investigations in a most complex field of activity."

The Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division advised in
his letter of December 8, 1967, that it was technically correct that the FBI was
not participating in the strike force concept, because it-

"* * * has not detailed its agents in the manner required for full participa-
tion of any such task force. However, in point of fact, the FBI's contribution to
any such task force is very significant as the FBI is the only Federal agency
which is oriented to development of strategic intelligence in the organized crime
field. This intelligence, supplied to the Organized Crime and Racketeering Section
and to other agencies on a continuing basis, is indispensable to our organized
crime program. I might also add that the position of the FBI is that it will inves-
tigate promptly any matter within its Jurisdiction which is referred to it by the
strike force.

"* * * The other agencies which participate in the strike force-the Bureau of
Narcotics, the Bureau of Customs, Secret Service, and the Department of Labor-
all have small investigative staffs and have jurisdiction which brings them into
the organized crime field to a lesser extent. The strike force concept, among other
things, helps focus the contribution that they make to the organized crime field."

The FBI Director has pointed out in his letter that-"The FBI has been en-
gaged over the years in a continuing campaign against the hoodlum racketeering
elements throughout the United States. In addition to our own investigations,
which led to some 197 convictions during fiscal year 1967, we have regularly
furnished copies of our reports to both the Department and to the U.S. attorneys
around the country. We also disseminated more than 287,000 items of criminal
intelligence information to other Federal, State, and local law enforcement
agencies during the past year, which led to the arrest by these agencies of 3,748
hoodlum, gambling, and vice figures."

The OCRS organized crime intelligence files have been built up largely from a -
nucleus supplied, beginning in 1961, by the FBI, and since added to by submis-
sions from other Federal agencies and other sources, including private communi-
cations and those from State and local officials. The OCRS list of some 3,100
persons who have been identified as organized crime figures-with names added
or deleted as circumstances require-is disseminated to other Federal agencies.

To the Federal investigative agencies, the existence of OCRS has meant what
each agency wants it to mean. Mainly, it has meant that they incorporate the
OCRS list of organized crime figures into their own files; that they report intelli-
gence data to OCRS periodically; that they submit investigative information to
the OCRS on a case-by-case basis, either prior to or concurrently with submitting
it to U.S. attorneys; and that they participate in the conduct of special investiga-
tions or collaborate in such special projects as the OCRS task forces. Otherwise,
the operations of the investigative agencies have not been substantially changed
by reason of the existence of OCRS. They have their functions to perform and
they decide what investigations to make.

Most submit the results of their investigations to appropriate U.S. attorneys
and collaborate with other Federal agencies and with State and local law enforce-
ment officials pretty much as they did prior to the formation (in 1954) or revitali-
zation (in 1961) of the OCRS.

That is not to say, however, that the existence of OCRS has not had salutory
effects on the agencies. For example, OCRS conducts the first centralized orga-
nized crime intelligence center; it spurs Interagency cooperation; it attempts new
means of coping with syndicated crime; and it develops specialists in the combat
of organized crime. Perhaps what it does best was aptly described by the witness
for the former Bureau of Narcotics, who said that the OCR provides-"the over.
all Government thrust. In other words, they have agencies that, perhaps, were
not as interested as they should be in the organized crime problem working on it.
In other words * * * they are keeping everybody on their toes."

EF EOVEKES OF EFFOTS

It is difficult, if not impossible, to measure the effectiveness of Federal efforts
against organized crime. In 1965, President Johnson indicated his belief that
organized crime was expanding, and his Crime Commission, 2 years later, had to
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agree. On the other hand, the Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division,
asked by the subcommittee for his views on the extent to which organized crime
operations were increasing or decreasing, replied that although he had no way,
really, of gaging the results, he did not believe that they were increasing. An.
other witness, however (the head of the Internal Revenue Service's Intelligence
Division) expressed his belief that on information that came to him, and his
own knowledge, "we are losing (the war against organized crime) a little."

Statistically, the OCRS shows an increase in criminal indictments and Infor.
mations of from 45 in 1961, to 609 in 1966; an increase in individuals indicted
from 121 in 1961, to 1,198 in 1966; and an increase in individual convictions from
73 in 1961, to 477 in 1966.

In 1967, there were 704 indictments and Informations returned against 1,231
defendants. In 388 cases in 1967, there were 492 defendants convicted.

Statistics alone, however, do not adequately measure the full effectiveness of
efforts against organized crime. For instance, concerning syndicated crime
families, the statistics for the 8-year period 1961 to December 1967, show 232 in-
dictments, 127 convictions, 12 acquittals, six dismissals, and four reversals. These
totals are small, compared to the overall statistics; and their significance is not
fully measurable in the absence of detailed information regarding the nature and
extent of the crimes involved, and the relevant position each defendant occupies
in the syndicated crime hierachy.

According to the Department of Justice, the impact of its efforts is determined
by a continuous analysis of intelligence data, including information from inform-
ants. For example, in one major city, informants indicate that members of the
hierarchy of the dominant syndicated crime family have refused to assume lead-
ership for fear they will become targets of the Federal effort. In another area, a
family which formerly controlled the numbers activity in a major city has turned
over actual operation of that racket to another group, but still extracts a percent-
age of the profits from the present operators. (Query: Might this reflect not a
reduction in organized crime, but a mere substitution of one criminal group for
another ?) The Department's response continued:

"* * * Numbers of Individuals indicted or convicted by themselves are mean-
ingless in determining the effectiveness of our efforts, for the indictment or con-
viction of an underboss is far more significant than the indictment or conviction
of tens of pickup men. Only last month we convicted * * * the alleged head of
the New England * * * family, a most significant victory in the war on orga-
nized crime. * * * And on March 21, 1968, a Federal grand jury indicted three
men including * * * the alleged head of the New Jersey * * * family, on a
charge of conspiring to use interstate facilities to help carry out an extortion
scheme * * *."

The Department pointed to a 57-percent increase in income reported in tax
returns by racketeers in the North Atlantic region, and stated that undoubtedly
increased Federal attention to organized crime figures was a major force in ob-
taining that result. (In the absence of better information, could not this result
indicate the desire of racketeers to avoid becoming involved In income tax viola-
tions-or that there had been large increases in racketeer activities, licit and
illicit?)

The information submitted by the Department as means of measuring effective-
ness, while interesting, establishes quite clearly that no means are yet available
for measuring the genuine effectiveness of efforts against organized crime.

The President's Crime Commission pointed to the essentiality of our society's
being able to tell when changes in the amounts of crime occur, and what kinds,
and to be able to distinguish normal rate raises and volumes from long-term
trends. Whether crimes increase or decrease, and by how much, are important
questions for law enforcement, for the citizens who must run the risk of crimes,
and for the officials who must plan and establish prevention and control programs.
The Commission's surveys indicated, however, that no fully reliable methods for
measuring crime volume and trends have yet been found.

According to Department of Justice testimony, the rate of arrests for all crimes
is about 25 percent of reported crimes-"not a good average." The conviction
rate of arrested persons is high, averaging between 80 and 90 percent; however,
probably twice as much crime is committed as is reported. Any figures on un-
reported crimes are speculative, and probably more so as regards organized crime.

The Census and Statistics Subcommittee of the House Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service is conducting a study which relates to the Crime Coin-
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mission's findings of a critical need for a strong, effective statistical program
encompassing all aspects of the criminal process,

The Commission found law enforcement officials to be the only group with any
significant knowledge about the organized crime problem, and that other dis-
ciplines (social, economic, and legal, for example) until recently have not con-
sidered the possibility of research projects on organized crime. The Commission
recommended that the Department of Justice should "sponsor and encourage
research by the many relevant disciplines regarding the nature, development,
activities, and organizations of these special criminal groups."

TREAsURY DEPARTMENT

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION-IRS

The Intelligence Division (ID) of the Internal Revenue Service enforces the
criminal laws applicable to Federal tax laws-income, estate, gift, employment,
and certain excise taxes-with the objective of achieving maximum- voluntary
compliance. As of May 1967, the ID had about 1,700 special agents operating in
58 district offices spread throughout the Nation and in Washington.

The IRS has had what it calls an "inservice racketeer program" since the
prohibition era. The program was stepped up following the Kefauver commit-
tee hearings, the Appalachian meeting and the McClellan committee hearings. AS
a part of its program, the IRS maintains a continuing information file in its
offices on all identified racketeers. The ID reviews the tax returns of these
hoodlums each year, and may audit them every 2 years.

The ID's special attention to the tax affairs of racketeers and other persons
operating in illegal activities proceeds on the premise that such persons are
motivated to obtain profits illegally and without regard for sharing their por-
tion of the tax burden.

In 1901 when-as IRS views it-the Department of Justice's organized crime
drive began, the ID established a special group in its Washington office to co-
ordinate organized crime cases nationwide; and, in the field it established the
position of regional coordinator for each region. The ID maintains coordination
with the attorneys from the OCRS of Justice, at the field level throughout an
investigation. In figures provided by the OCRS the ID developed an expanded or
liberalized definition of persons to be investigated by including people operating
in a continuous fashion to violate the laws in a manner deemed detrimental to the
community in which they resided. The ID still investigates such individuals, but
since 1967 has conformed to the designations made by the OCR8 of organized
crime figures for investigation.

The ID finds the Criminal Division, and its OCRs, an excellent focal point
through which it obtains information which may be pertinent to its investiga-
tions which OCRS has obtained from other investigative agencies. The ID also
furnishes information to OCRS to the extent that such exchange is not prohibited
by the nondisclosure provisions of tax laws. The ID witness testified that the
coordination and cooperation of the Department of Justice is most helpful. It has
found, for example, that frequently there have been prosecutions of organized
crime figures which were based on evidence that was developed by ID, but dis-
closed crimes which were not under ID jurisdiction. The reason that the ID feels
the role of the OCRS has been most helpful is that OCRS operates from the top,
and helps to direct efforts. ID recommends that OCRS's operations be strength.
ened.

Since February 1961,. the ID has has made over 5,000 investigations in the
organized crime area, with 20 percent of its manpower being concentrated therein.
By the spring of 1967, this work resulted in 2,198 convictions, with 1,338 other
cases pending prosecution. Fines totaling about $3 million had been imposed, and
recommendations for tax assessments of $295 million in cases involving income
and wagering tax violations had been made. During this period 60 percent of all
Federal convictions against organized crime figures resulted from ID investiga-
tions.

2In a Mar. 5, 1968. press release that subcommttee stated that although basic data is
necessary for research and new technology for effective crime control and rehabilitation,
less than $1 million is spent on crime statistics.
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ID's investigation of organized crime racketeers is of greater depth than its
usual investigations. The ID looks for unusual angles in such cases The instruc-
tions for the commencementt of an investigation go to the district director from
the Assistant Commissioner for Compliance, who Is the only official that can
authorize the release of tax information to the Department of Justice. Every 45
days a report is written on the progress of an investigation, which is reviewed by
the IRS Regional Organized Crime Coordinator and the organized crime coor-
dinator in Washington, and then it is sent to the OCRS.

If an IRS special agent recommends prosecution, the report goes to the Assistant
Regional Commissioner of Intelligence In the region for review. The report must
then go to the regional counsel, even if the Assistant Regional Commissioner of
Intelligence does not concur In the recommendation for prosecution. If he agrees
with the recommendation for prosecution, the regional counsel sends the case to
the Tax Division of the Department of Justice, with a copy of the Criminal Divi-
sion; otherwise he sends the case to the Criminal Division with a copy to the
Tax Division of the Department of Justice. These cases are not closed without
the approval of the OCRS of the Department of Justice. In wagering cases, the
reports have beenfisent directly to U.S. attorneys.

ID has found that some whose names appear on the OCRS organized crime list
recently have become active In counterfeiting and forging of Government bonds.
These activities are carried out not by syndicate leaders but by "fringe" figures,
who engage in them as individual enterprises, and not as a part of the syndicated
crime operations.

It was pointed out by the Director of the ID that organized crime is successful
because It makes tremendous profits through monopolistic methods, terror, and
corruption of officials, while staying unseen in the background. He said that-

"Gambling, the financial support of organized crime, has the potential to destroy
our democartic way of life if we do not control it, and contributes to the poverty
which exists in many parts of the country. * * *

"A basic must in combating organized crime is more stringent enforcement of
gambling laws at the local and State levels. These governments have the laws
and the machinery to curb and control gambling. If the gambling profits which
finance most, If not all, organized crime activities were eliminated or materially
reduced mobsters would have difficulty financing their other nefarious enterprises
such as loan sharking, prostitution, and so forth. It would also substantially
reduce the extent of corruption of public officials, for without huge gambling
profits, there would be little incentive to corrupt police and public officials."

Another reason, he said, for the success of mobsters is public apathy, and the
failure of the citizenry to understand the nature of the stranglehold that orga-
nized crime puts on their daily life. This indicated, he said, the necessity that the
public needs to have officials appointed and elected who would not get involved in
corruption. He agreed with the conclusion of the President's Crime Commission
that most of organized crime gambling profits go untaxed, and that the proceeds
are difficult to follow because they are handled as cash.

He gave as his opinion that ineffective local enforcement constitutes the weak
link in the battle against organized crime, and recommended intensified law
enforcement at all levels. He favored the use of the OCRS to stimulate enforce-
ment Intensification. He recommended also that action be taken to protect wit-
nesses; that a statute which would provide immunity from prosecution under the
tax laws without excusing the payment of taxes would be helpful; that the De-
partment of Justice should collect data concerning the infiltration of organized
crime Into legitimate business in order to determine the nuances thereof; that a
continuing congressional committee operating In the oversight area to keel,
abreast of the crime problem would be helpful; and he favored the continued use
of undercover agents unless it should be determined that the Congress does not
support this investigative technique.

The Director stated he was not opposed to legalized gambling If it could be
properly supervised, but he professed some doubt that this could be done. He gave
his personal view that supervised wiretapping would be very helpful to the Inves-
tigation of organized crime cases, particularly with reference to cases involving
the use of the telenhone by gamblers in "laylniz off" bets on an Interstate basis.

He gave as his opinion that we are losing somewhat In the fight against orga-
nized crime, apparently because organized crime tax violations are Increasing

Senator HASKELL. The next witness is Mr. John D. Crowley, of Chi-
cago, Ill.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE D. OROWLEY, E , OHIQAGO, ILL.

Mr. CROWLY. Mr. Chairman, my name is George D. Crowley of Chi-
cago Ill. I am in private practice of law. I have been a member of
the Criminal Justice Council of the American Bar Association, and I
am a fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers and have been
for several years.

I am not speaking as a representative of either of those groups. My
opinions are my own.

In my earlier years I was with the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, the Department of Justice, as well as the Chief Counsel's Office
of the Internal Revenue Service. I am appreciative of the opportunity
which you have given me to appear before this committee today.

The issue before the subcommittee is whether or to what extent the
Internal Revenue Service should continue to assist the strike force pro-
gram of the Departmcit of Justice. This is a part of an overall ap-
praisal of the Service's enforcement program that was generated at
least in part by some of the disclosures made in the recent scandals of
the last several years.

By and large, I think the Service resisted the effort to politicize itself
during the last administration, but nevertheless, disclosures of enemy's
lists and unjustified audits and investigations made it clear even to
the casual observer that the power of the Internal Revenue Service
must be closely and objectively scrutinized if American liberties are to
be preserved.

The Service is the most pervasive agency of the Federal Govern-
ment. It possesses a dossier on every American citizen who files a re-
turn, and that dossier is updated annually under penalty of law. It has
powers of collection that can put almost anyone out of business with
the assertion of a jeopardy assessment. It has powers of audit that can
assess taxes and oblige the taxpayer to prove, at his cost, that the assess-
ment is wrong. It has powers to investigate so broad that a special
agent could be fairly described as a one-man grand jury, and it has a
series of criminal statutes covering almost every act, every conversation
with Service personnel, every line of every tax return that is filed, and
with a statute of limitations that stretches back 6 years. Those powers
were conferred by Congress to assist the Service in its awesome respon-
sibility of collecting $300 billion of taxes each year.

I find no fault, with this. The real question before this subcommittee
is whether Congress also intended those powers to be used to bring
down the general objects of the Federal criminal law-organized crime
figures, narcotics traffickers, and corrupt politicians.

The second question is what impact such use of the Service's power
has on its responsibility to collect taxes.

The issue is not the use of Service personnel. It is the use of the power
wielded by Service personnel. If it were simply a question of technical
assistance, the answer would be simple; that is, permit the Service to
provide such technical services until the strike force and/or the De-
partment of Justice are sufficiently staffed to provide it themselves.

I do not mean to minimize the technical capacities of special agents.
They are, in my opinion, the best criminal investigators in Govern-
ment. But that ii not their sole attraction to the strike force in its drive
against narcotics and its conduct of political corruption investigations,
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such as those in Baltimore, Newark and Chicago. These special agents
have access to income tax returns. They may use jeopardy assessments,
the y
ina may issue Commissioner's summons, they ma invoke the crim-

1 sanctions of the tax law as a jurisdictional backup for expanding
-Federal criminal jurisdiction. They may scour records ging back 6

years to find some technical violation of the tax law, thereby obtaining
a conviction for a false statement on an old return and convicting an
individual on it rather than the substantive charges they were investi-

4 gating.
Another attraction of IRS personnel to the strike force is their fa-

cility at building indirect methods in tax evasion cases which require
less proof than most other criminal cases, and where the burden of
proof has been subtly shifted over the years to force the defendant to
explain various transactions or "to remain silent at his peril." If this
committee told the strike force that it would authorize the employment
of sufficient technical personnel to act as substitutes for the IRS per-
sonnel now being used, it would not satisfy them. They want the power
that goes with the personnel.

The basic question, then, is the use of the power conferred on the
IRS to assess, audit, investigate, and recommend criminal charges
against selected individuals whose alleged crimes have little or nothing
to do with the tax laws of the United States?

I do not believe it should be so used. We require virtually every
adult American to file a tax return every year. If one of those returns
is used in a criminal investigation, it should be because questions have
arisen as to its accuracy. It should not be used as evidence or as the
technical basis of a criminal charge, simply because someone in the
strike force is convinced that the person who filed it is guilty of an-
other charge that at the moment he cannot prove. It should not be
used to confer Federal jurisdiction over State criminal violations,
such as when an alderman allegedly takes a bribe and they charge him
with tax evasion for not reporting it because they are not sure title
18, United States Code, section 1952 does confer jurisdiction.

Although I have never represented organized crime figures, as a
criminal tax fraud trial lawyer for over 30 years I can testify that
rules of evidence developed in tax cases involving organized crime
figures have proven to be traps for the doctors, lawyers, small busi-
ness executives, et cetera, who find themselves facing tax fraud
charges.

This issue is as old as the Intelligence Division of the IRS itself.
The Division was formed in 1919 by the transfer of six postal in-
spectors to the Treasury Department. Elmer Irey, the head of the
newly formed unit, recounted these early days in a book published in
1948. He states that: "When (Herbert) Hoover became President, he
sent out orders to get (Al) Capone." Hoover had been approached by
some Chicago citizens who complained about Capone, and Irey quotes
Hoover as saying, "That's when I gave the order to put Capone in
jail."

Almost all of the manpower Irey had was devoted to the task of
putting Capone in jail, and they were successful in so doing. Once they
did, their functions of protecting the integrity of the tax took second
chair to the investigations of the Capones, IFrank Nitti, "Big Bill
Johnson, Huey Long, Tom Pendergast, and the like.
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The criminal tax laws were considered merely a source of Federal
jurisdiction and a suitable snare for mobsters and politicians who
could not find a convenient category to declare their ill-gotten gains.
The Service was not protecting the integrity of the tax; they were
loaning their agents, their criminal tax statutes, and their talent at
proving violations of those statutes to bring down selected tare.

The strike force wants to use the IRS in the same way today. think
it makes for bad police work, a dangerous selection process, a misuse
of congressionally conferred powers by executive action, and a genuine
confusion in the public mind as to whether the criminal tax statutes
apply to everyone who files a return or only to gangsters and
politicians.

When you set out to put someone in jail rather than to investigate
a crime or a particular criminal activity, it is the law of the land that
ulimately suffers. It is no excuse that this conduct began with a no-
torious figure such as Al Capone. What applied to AI Capone, with
shifts in administration and attitude, can apply to Mr. Lawrence
O'Brien, whom John Erlichman wanted in jail, too.

If a man is guilty of trafficking in narcotics, the object of the Fed-
eral authorities should be to prove that he is, not to seek technical vio-
lation of some other statute. If the latter is the case, the only important
thing is that someone in the enforcement authority believes you are
guilty of trafficking in narcotics not that you are, in fact, guilty of it.

I do not believe that the power of the Federal Government should
simply be turned loose on someone to catch him in any violation,
whether his name is Al Capone or Jimmy Hoffa or anyone else. I be-
lieve the Chair referred to the Janko case where the strike force had
determined that this man was a notorious gambler, but apparently
there was a paucity of proof in their particul-ar case. So they charged
him with evading taxes on the basis of claiming as dependents two
children, and it wasn't that he didn't have two children or that he
didn't contribute to their support, but he didn't contribute more than
50 percent of their support, and he was indicted for 3 years. One year
there was $140 in taxes, and the other 2 years were about $240 in each
year.

He was convicted, and he was sentenced to 10 years in the peniten-
tiary.

Now, that is what I call a use of a technical violation on a special
targt. Now, potential for the misuse of power of the IRS by the
strike force is only one side of the issue. The effect of this use on the
primary responsibility of the Service to protect the integrity of the
tax is the other side. There are no statistics available that would doc-
ument the impact on the deterrence program of the Service by the
diversion of personnel to the strike force, but practical analysis would
indicate it has a significant effect.

First, according to Donald Bacon, Assistant Commissioner of Com-
pliance, in a statement reported in a 1971 article in the Wall Street
Journal, strike force investigations take six times as much time as in-
vestigations of ordinary taxpayers. For this effort, the IRS is obtain-
ing criminal tax charges against organized crime figures and corrupt
politicians.

The ordinary taxpayer is not deterred from committing tax offenses
by such prosecutions because be cannot relate his situations to the cir-

66-411 0 - 76 - 16
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cumstances of these kinds of cases In fact, he may be encouraged by
these prosecutions to believe that criminal tax charges are only brought
against such individuals and not against an ordinary taxpayer who
fudges on his expense account or turns off the cash registerlefore the
evening business is completed.

The IRS is then diverting significant manpower and man-hours to
the development of cases that have little impact on its deterrence pro-
gram, and possibly even a negative effect.

I would recomment that the IRS provide only technical and investi-
gative assistance on a diminishing basis to the strike force until such
time as the strike force has sufficient personnel to do the job itself. A
time limit should be set for the return of all IRS personnel to their
original and proper functions. I would suggest that I year would be
sufficient to handle the transaction.

It is my understanding that the FBI has 1,300 agents specializing
in the white-collar crime area, and I am sure they are qualified, with
minimal additional training to handle the tasks now being performed
by IRS personnel. The I should have exclusive authority to de-
termine the use of their manpower, the nature of their investigations,
and the overall enforcement policies to be accomplished.

The direction of their policies should be the development of cases
with significant deterrent effect on the taxpaying public, cases neces-
sary to theprotection of the integrity of the tax laws.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks.
Senator HAsknL. Thank you, Mr. Crowley. Are you aware that

in February of last year the American Bar Association adopted the
following position, and I quote: "IRS and its personnel should be
limited to functions, responsibilities, and duties which are pertinent
to the administration of the Internal Revenue laws."
J In your opinion, do you support this position; and if so, do you

consider it the best way of reducing possible misuse of IRS personnel?
Mr. CRowLmy. I am aware of the policy, and I endorse the policy,

and I believe it would result in the best use of IRS personnel.
Senator HASKFm. Another question: Do you think that the FBI

could be utilized to conduct some of the inquiries currently assigned
to IRS personnel?

Mr. CRowI Y. I am sure that the FBI has highly qualified agents
who, as a matter of fact, are engaging in investigations of financial
crimes already, and I believe there could be the allocation of that type
of personnel to the FBI to take over where IRS should be relieved
of its responsibility currently.

Senator HASKELL. Do you happen to know to what extent the De-
partment of Justice may have interest in nontax information that
you could obtain from returns, such as associates, and people you deal
with financially ? Do you know whether this is one *of the Department
of Justice's motivations in asking for cooperation or involvement of
IRS personnel in strike forces ?

Mr. CROWLBY. I am hardly qualified to determine the motivation of
the Department of Justice, but it would seem that they are interested
in getting anything they can out of tax returns.

Senator H-ASKF j. You were never in the Department of Justice?
Mr. CRowLxy. I was, but I hesitate to say how long ago it was. I was

with them in 1939 and 1940.
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Senator HAsxuL. All right, Sir. I thank you very much indeed, Mr.
Crowley, for your excellent testimony.

Mr. CROWLwY. Thank you.
Senator HAsxILa. Our last witness is Mr. Charles Davenport, for-

merly Project Director, Administrative Conference of the United
States.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES DAVENPORT, FORMERLY PROJECT
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED
STATES

Mr. DAvzmpoirr. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Charles Davenport. I am pleased to be here today at

your invitation. --
I have practiced and taught tax law for more than 15 years. From

July 1974 through June of 1975 I was the principal consultant to the
Administrative Conference of the United States and directed the proj -
ect which studied some of the procedures of the Internal Revenue
Service. Although the subject matter of these hearings was not in-
volved in that study, the views which I present are my own personal
views and were formulated during that period.

To the uninitiated the title of these hearings must -bear the marks
of Lewis Carroll. The role of the Internal Revenue Service in Federal
law enforcement. What could be more Alice in Wonderland?

The Internal Revenue Service has about 80,000 employees. It must
administer a law that contains more than 9,000 sections. Over 120 mil-
lion income tax returns are filed each year. Some 400 million informa-
tion documents must be processed annually. This year over 2 million
audits will be conducted and about 2.5 million delinquent accounts
must be collected. The revenue system produces some $300 billion of
revenue each year. By most any measure the Internal Revenue Service
performs these tasks well, but they are not viewed as being enough.
Instead, a number of people believe that the already overburdened
Internal Revenue Service should do more. Namely, many urge that the
Service continue and increase its part in law enforcement far afield
from the enforcement of tax crimes.

As a general rule when I find anything that operates as well as the
Internal Revenue Service does, I would advise that we leave it alone.
Perhaps those who urge general law enforcement on the Internal
Revenue Service are envious of its record in collecting revenue and
believe that it can be as efficient in investigation of criminals. For rea-
sons discussed below, it not only cannot be as efficient in catching
criminals as it is in collecting revenues, but also by engaging in crim-
inal investigation activities it will lessen its effectiveness as a revenue
agency.

WHAT THE IRS HAS

The Internal Revenue Service as a cop. What is there about the
Internal Revenue Service that causes the Department of Justice to
sing its praises I What magic makes the Internal Revenue Service so
efficient in the investigation of white-collar crime ? There are a number
of things that the Internal Revenue Service has that others who are
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more directly charged with the enforcement of criminal law seem not
to 'have. Let us start with them.

First, the Service has the power (and has exercised it) to require
the keeping of books and records with much confidential personal and
financial information. Much of this information is then sent to the
Service on tax returns. Failure to provide the information may result
in incarceration. Most of this information would not be compiled if
there were no requirement to file income tax returns.

In addition to these confidential tax returns, the Internal Revenue
Service has broad investigatory authority. It may inquire into matters
not mentioned on the return. It may also question about returns which
may not have been filed. It may question about other people. It may
inspect the books and records of any person, canvass districts for
those who have not paid taxes, and it may issue summons to compel
any person to give testimony or surrender evidence. These powers
were granted for the sole purpose of enforcing the revenue laws. [See
sections 6001, 7601, and 7602 of the Internal Revenue Code.]

In addition, the Internal Revenue Service has a number of extraor-
dinary collection powers. It may impose immediate assessments
when the collection of the tax is in jeopardy. It also has the power to
terminate a tax-year and make an immediate assessment. Under the
decisions handed down by the Supreme Court just last week this
power is approximately the same as that of the jeopardy assessment.

After the taxes have been assessed, the Internal Revenue Service
may put a lien on property and may seize and hold it for sale pending
an administrative or judicial determination of the tax due. The Serv-
ice thus may sequester a person's assets if it finds that the collection
of the tax is in any way jeopardized. As many know, this power has
been exercised even when there was substantial question whether any
tax was due or any jeopardy was present.

Finally, the Internal Revenue Service has a group of highly trained
specialists, special agents and revenue agents. These agents are usually
accountants who have had substantial experience analyzing financial
transactions and applying the-tax law to them. Undoubtedly they are
very skilled at unraveling the most complex financial transactions.

Senator HASKELL. May I interrupt you Mr. Davenport?
How important are these powers of the Department of Justice?
Mr. DAVE PORT. The Department of Justice largely takes the view,

as I read Attorney General Tyler's testimony last December, that
these powers are not the crucial factor which is important to the De-
partment of Justice. I think that in general they obviously were the
key, for iffstance, to some particular programs, such as the narcotics
trafficker program. One key to that was the so-called termination
program. I think they are useful.

I do not think, however, it is the primary motivation of the Depart-
ment of Justice, the use of these powers, that is, but I think they have
been very helpful to the Department of Justice. I 'have a little bit in
my statement on that, and having sort of summarized that question,
let me go on and deal with what seems to me to be the primary reasons
that the Internal Revenue Service gets into the investigation of general
crimes.

Senator HASKFLL. Yes, please proceed.
Mr. DAVENPORT. Instead, we are usually told that the Service's ex-

pert investigators are essential to criminal investigation. This con-
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fession is almost amusing. After more than 50 years as the envy of
the policemen of the Western World, the FBI has been unable to
develop the expertise to investigate complex money transactions.

Can this bet Do these hearings and all that surrounds them turn
on the FBI's alleged inability to train CPA's to understand financial
manipulations I Surely there must be something more involved. What
then makes the investigation of general law attractive to some per-
sonnel at the Internal 'Revenue Service and to a lot of personnel at
the Department of Justice?

FORCES URGING CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

One approach to this question is to ask who wants the Service in
general law enforcement. Generally we find that the Intelligence
Division of the Internal Revenue Service is interested in the Service's
conducting general criminal law investigations. Generally, speaking
over the years, this view has been opposed by the appointed head of the
agency and those career personnel whose responsibilities are turned
toward the civil collection of tax. The dispute inside the Internal
Revenue Service then finds the Intelligence Division pretty much ar-
rayed against the rest of the Internal Revenue Service. Most all tax
practitioners are also opposed to the Service's exercising its powers as
a general law enforcement agency.

What then are the motivations of the Intelligence Division? Cer-
tainly those in the Internal Revenue Service who desire to conduct
these investigations either do not know or have not told us. Some-
times they claim a special competence. At other times they rest their
case on the public interest. But surely other agencies must have com-
petent investigators, and surely the question of the public interest is
not to be decided by the Intelligence Division. There must then be
other reasons for this desire to investigate crime in general.

I will turn to them, and I am speculating at this point.
First, in the language of my children it is more fun to investigate

real criminals than to be concerned about those who have committed
tax crimes. Real criminals have done such things as extorted money,
committed frauds, and perhaps bribed public officials. These are real
evils and have a long tradition of being morally wrong.

Tax crimes are legislated evils with a history of less than three-
quarters of a century. Furthermore, many of these criminals are orga-
nized criminals, and we are informed that the war on organized crime
is at the point of being lost, if indeed it has not already been. Perhaps
just one more investigation by the IRS will turn the tide and prevent
our being in the hands of organized crime. Certainly fighting in a
cause so grave is far more romantic than investigating whether the
extortionist, the defrauder, the doctor, or the lawyer has merely failed
to pay his income taxes. There is more glory in the greater fig t. It is
then just more fun to catch criminals than to investigate tax crimes.

Also, It is more fun because there are less constraints on what the
investigating agents must do. If not confined to looking for evidence
of a tax crime, an agent may go off on any sort of a frolic of his own.
Nearly any curiosity can be satisfied in the search for white-collar
crime while fewer matters are relevant to the investigation of a tax
crime. There are simply then less constraints on an agent in a general
criminal law investigation.
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There is also more freedom in working hours. Criminal investiga-
tions do not always begin at 9 a.m. and stop at 6 p.m.. They may re-
quire more continuous duty., Who except the investigator knows just
when to start, or to stop? Why not continue surveillance another 30
minutes today and receive premium pay benefits or take compensatory
time ? Perhaps in that 30 minutes the vital link will be found.

Also agents who make this kind of investigation have more freedom
for another reason. Their masters are divided. To the Internal Reve-
nue Service they are working for the strike forces under the leader-
ship of an attorney of the Department of Justice. Yet, they do not
nominally report to the Department of Justice, and theDepartment
of Justice really does not account for them.

Do not misunderstand. I am not suggesting that the Service investi-
gators are derelict in their duties or take conscious advantage of the
situation. Rather, I merely suggest that they are less accountable in
working general criminal cases than they are in working tax cases and
that minimum accountability is a desirable working condition.

Furthermore, there is always a bureaucratic desire to grow. Every
person wants to build his own empire. This is not an impulse that is
limited to Government service or even the Internal Revenue Service
or its Intelligence Division, but it does exist, and general criminal law
enforcement gives a bigger world to conquer.

Finally, criminal investigators need real crimes in order to retain
their status as criminal investigators. Can one expect to remain a
criminal investigator if all his targets are mere local businessmen or
others who may have secreted a part of their income or taken false
deductions ?

No, real criminals are needed. Why remain a criminal investigator?
-]By a tradition based on the hazardous nature of the work, criminal

investigators reach retirement in 20 years. But so do the secretaries
and supervisors This tradition lives in the Intelligence Division, and
without real criminals-not mere tax cheaters-the tradition might die.

For all these reasons there is a natural human desire on the part of
criminal investigators in the Intelligence Division to choose investiga-
tions on the basis of whether they are dealing with real criminals-and
not just tax criminals. Taken alone, each of these reasons may seem
rather small and petty. Indeed, the suggestion of some of them almost
introduces a note of unintended frivolity. Added together, however,
'they offer an explanation of the Intelligence Division's desire to do
general criminal law work.

The motives of the Department of Justice are easier to discern. The
IRS agents who work general law enforcement cases are not on the
budget of the Department of Justice. The Department of Justice does
not have to account for their time. Justice obtains a group of specialists
who perform investigations with no cost and with no accountability to
Justice. Thus, if an agent of the Internal Revenue Service should en-
gage in illegal conduct, the press will write that the Internal Revenue
Service has done it again. The fact that the Justice Department is the
sponsor of the work is completely overlooked. It is simply a "Heads, I
win, tails you lose" position for the Department of Justice. It need
not train its own personnel. There are no risks. There are many bene-
fits. The cost is paid by another Federal agency.
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HARM TO THE INTERAL REVENUE SERVICE

None of the forces which wed the Internal Revenue Service and the
Department of Justice in investigating crimes--or really the Intelli-
gence Division and the Department of Justice--argues strongly
against the Service's participation. Indeed, there probably would be
nothing wrong with the Service's activity if the question were just one
of who pays for the work. But more is involved than that, General
criminal investigative work is detrimental in a number of ways.

First, the investigation for general crimes drains resources from the
tax law enforcement program. The agent is more likely to spend his
time wondering whether he has a good extortion case or a good fraud
case than whether he has a good tax case.

But even if a good tax case is developed, the general public does not
identify with organized crime, and there is very little deterrence from
cases in which organized crime figures are prosecuted. Indeed, instead
of identifying with those kinds of cases, the average taxpayer is likely
to conclude that only organized crime figures are prosecuted for tax
crimes and that tax crimes do not, in fact, apply to the average person.
This image is, of course, just the opposite of the deterrent effect that
would be created with the proper criminal tax program.

But this kind of investigative work will also drain off substantial
energies -in other ways. There will always be tension inside the Internal
Revenue Service between those who are interested in the collection of
civil taxes and those who are interested in investigating crimes. These
tensions inevitably boil over and consume considerable energies. In-
deed, how much better would it be for the Commissioner to be back at
the Internal Revenue Service worrying about a proper audit pro-
gram than to be. before this subcommittee explaining what the role of
the Internal Revenue Service is in the enforcement of criminal law.
Yet, it is the desire of the Intelligence Division and the Department
of Justice to continue a role in general criminal law enforcement, and
this desire results in the Commissioner's being here, the Assistant Com-
missioner for Compliance being here, the Assistant Commissioner
for Inspection being here, and so on. There is no end to the amount
of time and energy that is involved in this kind of bureaucratic
infighting.

Also, an Internal Revenue Service involved in criminal law enforce-
ment projects a police image to the public. A taxpayer who views the
Internal !Revenue Service as a policeman will be considerably more
frightened and distrustful of the kind of treatment he received in an
audit than if he did not think of the Internal Revenue Service as a
policeman. The police image is intimidating, and it is destructive of
the citizen's willingness to pay taxes and to trust the agency which is
collecting them. If the Service is given considerable, publicity for its
general criminal law work, there is no way that it can avoid this kind
of image. If it does the work, there is no way it can avoid the publicity.

Furthermore, the working of criminal cases affects the entire or-
ganization. The organization takes on what might be called the "Al
Capone syndrome." Many people believe that the Service's greatest
moment was the sending of Al Capone to prison and that Mr. Capone
got his just deserts. But that belief does not arise from his failure to
pay taxes. Rather, he was a well-known, notorious mobster directing a
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network of sinister criminal activities who deserved imprisonment in-
stead of the good life provided by his ill-gotten gains.

The public cared little about the ground on which he went to
prison. The Service, however, misread the public approbation and
believed that it did the right thing in "getting Al Capone" and that
it should do the same for other mobsters. The whole organization then
takes on the aspect of a policeman, and it begins to believe that it is a
policeman.

The working of these organized crime cases will also inevitably lead
to a transfer of confidential information in tax return files. If it is not
the information on the return itself, it will be the results of investiga-
tions based on the confidential information in the tax file. The knowl-
edge that one cannot trust his tax collector with his secrets breeds a
mistrust of the agency, A mistrust of the agency leads to a mistrust of,
and noncompliance with, the law.

Also, the belief that the agency is endowed with general criminal
law enforcement purposes leads to bad programs. A prime example
is the so-called narcotics traffickers' program which was recently laid
to rest. It resulted in a number of so-called termination cases. I believe
that Senator Morgan testified about at least one of those termination
cases when he appeared before you last December. That was but one
of the many cases which seem to be clear abuses of the termination
power.

Abusive cases may have a more profound effect on the law than they
do on individuals. Again, the narcotics traffickers' program provides
an example. The Hall case, decided last week by the Supreme Court,
arose from the NTP aimed, as Mr. Rossides testified earlier, at taking
the drug cash from the street-the so-called termination program.

Mrs. Hall's home was searched by Kentucky State troopers who
found illegal drugs. The next day the Acting District Director termi-
nated Mrs. Hall's tax year, assessed a tax of $52,000, and seized her
automobile. Mrs. Hall then sued for and obtained an order preventing
disposition of her property. She charged that termination assessments
were subject to the same restrictions as jeopardy assessments. The Serv-
ice had long contended that termination assessments were not so re-
stricted. The Supreme Court held they were.

There is no question but that Flall was only tangentially related
to tax administration, but closely related to the program designed
to take the drug cash from narcotics dealers. Yet the device used was
a revenue-related one-the termination assessment-and its validity
was judged in this nontax context. In his dissent, Mr. Justice Black-
mun opined that the equities of Mrs. Hall's case turned the outcome.
In other words, if Hall had not been a bad case from a bad program,
Mr. Justice Blackmun thought the outcome would have been reversed.

The Hall decision will have profound effect on the law. Certainly
the Service thought the issue at stake was important, for the Supreme
Court noted that 70 cases were pending. At an earlier time, some
200 cases had been decided or were pending. (See Willit8 v. Richard-
8an, 497 F.(2d) 240, 246 n. 4.) But this tax issue was decided in con-
text of a nontax case. In short, whether right or wrong on the merits,
the result was shaped by the nontax equities. This criminal program
then has influenced the course of tax procedures.
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Finally, there is a difficulty in knowing where to draw lines. Im-
mense discretion is imposed in any agent of the Internal Revenue
Service. If he is turned loose to work organized crime cases, perhaps
he will be turned loose to work unorganized crime cases. Maybe he
will work cases which involve Communist Party members. Perhaps
he will work cases which involve immoral people. Once some criterion-
other than the question of tax enforcement is involved, there is little
restraint on the agent.

Nor is there much restraint on the institution. It is not bound to
the principle that tax law administration is its only purpose: The
consequences are serious: Special Services staff, Operation Sunshine,
IGRU, Operation Leprechaun, and the numerous exposes that have
recently been in the newspapers. None of these would have occurred
had the agency and its personnel been imbued with the belief that its
sole purpose was the collection of revenue. Rather, over the years
the Internal Revenue Service has been permitted to engage in many
other activities and has ofttimes been commanded by the Congress
or the President to engage in other activities. The consequences is that
there is no basic underlying philosophy as to the general purpose
and work of the Internal Revenue Service. Thus, it is easy to stray
from its purpose.

This tendency meets less resistance when the straying is to prosecute
bad people. Bad people are those who might possibly be defendants
in white-collar crime, and they might also, of course, be merely war
protestors or others who somehow deviate from the norm. Thus, the
allowing of general criminal law enforcement activities by the Inter-
nal Revenue Service is distracting from its purpose, will lead to em-
barrassment of the Service, and will damage its effectiveness as a
revenue collection agency.

In closing, let me add that the powers used in these general criminal
law investigations were granted for the purpose of drug cash from
the street, to crack down on white-collar crime, or to prosecute bad
people. Their use for that purpose is lawless. A lawless tax collector
begets a lawless taxpayer.

I thank you.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Davenport.
I believe you were present when Professor Blakey testified. Take

the example of, as he said, some figure that is living very well, has
no business or visible source of income, and as Professor Blakey stated,
there would be reason to believe--or suspicion anyway-that
he wouldn't have filed honest tax returns.

In those circumstances where that valid suspicion exists, do you
see any reason why the IRS shouldn't participate in a strike force
investigation?

Mr. DAVENPOi'r. The real question is whether the selection is made
in connection with an enforcement program designed by the Internal
Revenue Service having in mind the entire world of possible tax
frauds. If this particular target fits within a program of the Internal
Revenue Service which is designed by people who are interested in
having an effective deterrent program in collecting taxes, there prob-
ably is no great difficulty in working with the strike forces on that
particular case. But working with the strike forces is a case where
you probably can't be a little bit pregnant.
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Once there is an assignment to the strike forces, the strike force
attorney will then have control of the cases, the selection of the tar-
gets, and the size and extent to which investigation should be made.
It does, as Mr. Blakey suggested-it does go to the control of the
program from the Internal Revenue Service to the Department of
Justice, and despite his comments, I think that is important, because
there really is very little that the Internal Revenue has outside of
some of these exceptional powers. They couldn't be duplicated in other
ways.

Senator HASKELL. You are aware, I am sure, that the Department
of Justiev-and-iR& have entered into a new procedure for investiga-
tions. I don't know whether you have looked at the guidelines, but
doyou consider this a temporary cease-fire?

Mr. DAVENPORT. I think it is a temporary cease-fire. I think the
Commissioner thought that was the best deal he could get at the
moment, and I think it is a deal that will be up for negotiation one
of these days.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Davenport, for your very help-
ful testimony.

[The prepared statement and letter from Mr. Davenport follows:]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES DAVENPORT

SUMMARY

Congress has endowed the Internal Revenue Service with a number of tax
enforcement tools which make it an efficient general law enforcement agency.
These include broad authority to investigate all persons or records and to
compel cooperation by a summons, extraordinary powers to sequester assets,
and a body of skilled investigators. The Department of Justice finds these tools
helpful to it. By using the Internal Revenue Service, Justice obtains a number
of investigators for which it is not responsible and for which it does not have
to pay.

General law enforcement is harmful to the Service, however. It drains off
resources which should be concerned with tax administration. It creates the
public image that the Service is a policeman. It may induce people to believe
that only organized crime is subject to criminal tax laws. It creates hard cases
which may create bad law. Most importantly, it frees Service personnel from the
principle that the Service administer only the tax law. Many extraneous pro-
grams result, and often they become embarrassing.

These factors are harmful to the Service's efficiency as a tax administrator.
We should not risk the revenue collection process for the minimal benefits of
having the Service act as an agency of general criminal law enforcement.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the ,Subcommittee: My name is Charles Daven-
port. I am pleased to be here today at your invitation.

I have practiced and taught tax law for more than 15 years. From July 1974
through June of 1975 I was the principal consultant to the Administrative
Conference of the United States and directed the project which studied some
of the procedures of the Internal Revenue Service. Although the subject matter
of these hearings was not involved in that study, the views presented here,
which are my own personal views, were formulated during that period.

To the uninitiated, the title of these hearings must bear the marks of Lewis
Carroll. The role of the Internal Revenue 'Service in Federal law enforcement.
What could be more Alice in Wondpriand? The Internal Revenue Service has
about 80,000 employees. It must administer a law that contains more than
9,000 sections. Over a 120 million income tax returns are filed each year.
Some 400 million information documents must be processed annually. This year,
over two million audits will be conducted and about 2.5 million delinquent ac-
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counts must be collected. The revenue system produces some $800 billion dollars
of revenue each year. By most any measure, the Internal Revenue Service per-
forms these tasks well. As a general rule, when I find anything that operates
as well as the Internal Revenue -Service does, I would advise that we leave
it alone. But some people are not willing to do so. These tasks are not viewed
as being enough. Instead, a number of people believe that the already over-
burdened Internal Revenue service should do more. Namely, many urge that
the Service continue and increase its part in law enforcement far afield from
the enforcement of tax crimes.

Perhaps those who urge general law enforcement on the Internal Revenue
Service are envious of its record in collecting revenue and believe that it can
be as efficient in investigation of criminals. For reasons discussed below, it not
only cannot be as efficient in catching criminals as it is in collecting revenues,
but also by engaging in criminal investigation activities, it wll lessen its
effectiveness as a revenue agency.
What the IRS has

The Internal Revenue Service as a cop! What is there about the Internal Reve-
nue Service that causes the Department of Justice to sing its praises? What
magic makes the Internal Revenue Service so efficient in the investigation of
white collar crime? There are a number of things that the Internal Revenue
Service has that others who are more directly charged with the enforcement of
criminal law seem not to have. Let us start with them.

First, the Service has the power (and has exercised it) to require the keeping
of books and records with much confidential personal and financial information.
Much of this information is then sent to the Service on tax returns. Failure to
provide the information may result in incarceration. Most of this information
would Aot be compiled if there were no requirement to file income tax returns.

In addition to these confidential tax returns, the Internal Revenue Service has
broad investigatory authority. It may inquire into matters not mentioned on the
return. It may also question about returns which may not have been filed. It
may question about other people. It may inspect the books and records of any per-
son, canvass districts for those who have not paid taxes, and it may issue sum-
mons to compel any person to give testimony or surrender evidence. These powers
were granted for the sole purpose of enforcing the revenue laws. (See Sections
6001, 7601, and 7602 of the Internal Revenue Code.)

In addition, the Internal Revenue Service has a number of extraordinary
collection powers. It may impose immediate assessments when the collection
of the tax is in jeopardy. It also has the power to terminate a tax year and make
an immediate assessment. Under the decisions handed down by the -Supreme Court
Just last week, this power is approximately the same as that of the Jeopardy
assessment. After the taxes have been assessed, the Internal Revenue Service
may put a lien on property and may seize and hold it for sale pending an ad-
ministrative or Judicial determination of the tax due. The Service thus may
sequester a person's assets if it finds that the collection of the tax is in anyway
Jeopardized. As many know, this power has been exercised even when there was
substantial question whether any tax was due or any Jeopardy was present.

Finally, the Internal Revenue Service has a group of highly trained specialists,
Special Agents and Revenue Agents. These agents are usually accountants who
have had substantial experience analyzing financial transactions and applying
the tax law to them. Undoubtedly, they are very skilled at unravelling the most
complex financial transactions.

Which of these makes the Internal Revenue Service indispensable to the
prosecution of white collar crime? Only rarely does anyone argue that confiden-
tial information on the tax return renders the Internal Revenue Service indispen-
sable. Sometimes the fruit of Investigations rooted in tax returns is said to be
crucial, but most adherents of criminal law enforcement would not rest their case
on access to tax returns. Some would have us believe that tlte power to investigate
is of some importance to general law enforcement. The power to investigate,
however, is not unique to the Internal Revenue Service although some of its tools
for investigation are. For example, the Department of Justice may have a sub-
poena issued only after convening a grand Jury. We are told, however, that is
not the administrative summons power of the Service which renders the Service
indispensable to criminal investigations. We have also been told that the ability
to place the alleged criminal defendant in a hammerlock by levying jeopardy and
termination assessments and tying up all his assets does not render the Internal
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Revenue Service Indispensable. Clearly, however, these powers were the key to
the termination assessments In the Narcotic Traffickers' Program.

Instead, we are usually told that the Service's expert investigators are essen-
tial to criminal investigation. This confession Is almost amusing. After more than
50 years as the envy of the policemen of the Western World, the FBI has been
unable to develop the expertise to Investigate complex money transactions.

Can this be? Do these hearings and all that surrounds them turn on the
FBI's alleged inability to train CPA's to understand financial manipulations?
Surely, there must be something more Involved. What then makes the investiga-
tion of general law attractive to some personnel at the Internal Revenue Service
and to a lot of personnel at the Department of Justice?
Forces urging oriminal investigations

One approach to this question is to ask who wants the Service In general law
enforcement. Generally, we find that the Intelligence Division of the Internal
Revenue Service is interested In the Service's conducting general criminal law
investigations. Generally speaking over the years this view has been opposed by
the appointed head of the agency and those career personnel whose responsi-
bilities are turned towards the civil collection of tax. The dispute inside the In-
ternal Revenue Service then finds the Intelligence Division pretty much arrayed
against the rest of the Internal Revenue Service. Most all tax practitioners are
also opposed to the Service's exercising its powers as a general law enforcement
agency.

What then are the motivations of the Intelligence Division? Certainly, those
in the Internal Revenue Service who desire to conduct these investigations either
do not know or have not -old us. Sometimes they claim a sj~eclal competence. At
other times they rest their case on the public interest. But surely other agencies
must have competent Investigators, and surely the question of the public interest
is not to be decided by the Intelligence Division. There must then be other reasons
for this desire to investigate crime in general. I think there are, and I will
speculate about them.

First, In the language of my children, It is more fun to investigate real crimi-
nals than to be concerned about those who have committed tax crimes. Real
criminals have done such things as extorted money, committed frauds, and per-
haps bribed public officials. These are real evils and have a long tradition of
being morally wrong. Tax crimes are legislated evils with a history of less than
three-quarters of a century. Furthermore, many of these criminals are organized
criminals, and we are Informed that the war on organized crime is at the point
of being lost, if indeed It has not already been. Perhaps just one more investiga-
tion by the IRS will turn the tide and prevent our being in the hands of organized
crime. Certainly, fighting in a cause so grave Is far more romantic than investi-
gating whether the extortionist, the defrauder, the doctor, or the lawyer has
merely failed to pay his income taxes. There is more glory in the greater fight.
It is then, just more fun to catch criminals than to investigate tax crimes.

Also, it is more fun because there are less constraints on what the investigat-
ing agents must do. If not confined to looking for evidence of a tax crime, an
agent may go off on any sort of a frolic of his own. Nearly any curiosity can be
satisfied In the search for white collar crime while fewer matters are relevant to
the investigation of a tax crime. There are simply then less constraints on an
agent making general criminal law investigations than there are in tax case&

There is also more freedom In working hours. Criminal investigations do not
always begin at 9:00 a.m. and stop at 6:00 p.m. They may require more con-
tinuous duty. Who except the Investigator knows just when to start, or to stop.
Why not continue surveillance another 30 minutes today and receive premium pay
benefits or take compensatory time off. Perhaps the vital link will be found in
that time.

Also agents who make this kind of investigation have more freedom for an-
other reason. Their masters are divided. To the Internal Revenue Service, they
are working for the Strike Forces under the leadership of an attorney of the
Department of Justice. Yet, they do not nominally report to the Department of
Justice, and the Department of Justice really does not account for them.

Do not misunderstand. I am not suggesting that the Service investigators are
derelict in their duties or take conscious advantage of the situation. Rather, I
merely suggest that they are less accountable in working general criminal cases
than they are in working tax cases and that minimum accountability Is a de-
sirable working condition.
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Furthermore, there is always a bureaucratic desire to grow. Every person
wants to build his own empire. This is not an impulse that is limited to govern-
ment service or even the Internal Revenue Service or its Intelligence Division.
But it does exist, and general criminal law enforcement gives a bigger world to
conquer.

Finally, criminal Investigators need real crimes in order to retain their status
as criminal investigators. Can one expect to remain a criminal investigator if
all his targets are mere local businessmen or others who may have secreted a
part of their income or taken false deductions? No, real criminals are needed.
Why remain a criminal investigator? By a tradition based on the hazardous na-
ture of the work, criminal investigators reach retirement in 20 years. But so do
the secretaries and supervisors. This tradition lives in the Intelligence Division,
and without real criminals (not mere tax cheaters), the tradition might die.

For all of these reasons, there is a natural human desire on the part of crimi-
nal investigators in the Intelligence Division to choose investigations on the
basis of whether they are dealing with real criminals-and not just tax crimi-
nals. Taken alone, each of these reasons may seem rather small and petty. Indeed,
the suggestion of some of them almost introduces a note of unintended frivolity
into these hearings. Added together, however, they offer an explanation of the
Intelligence Division's desire to do general criminal law work.

The motives of the Department of Justice are easier to discern. The IRS agents
who work general law enforcement cases are not on the budget of the Department
of Justice. The Department of Justice does not have to account for their time.
Justice obtains a group of specialists who perform investigations with no cost
and with no accountability to Justice. Thus, if an agent of the Internal Revenue
Service should engage in illegal conduct, the press will write that the Internal
Revenue Service has done it again. The fact that the Justice Department is the
sponsor of the work is completely overlooked. It's simply a "heads, I win, and,
tails, you lose" position for the Department of Justice. It need not train its own
personnel. There are no risks. There are many benefits. The cost is paid by an-
other Federal agency.
Harm to the Internal Revenue Servioe

None of the forces which wed the Internal Revenue Service and the Depart-
ment of Justice in investigating crimes argues strongly against the Service's
participation. Indeed, there probably would be nothing wrong with the Service's
activity if the question were just one of who pays for the work. But more is In-
volved than that. General criminal investigative work is detrimental in a num-
ber of ways.

First, the investigation for general crimes drains resources from the tax law
enforcement program. The agent is more likely to spend his time wondering
whether he has a good extortion case or a good fraud-case than whether he has
a good tax case.

But even if a good tax case is developed, the general public does not identify
with organized crime, and there is very little deterrence from cases in which
organized crime figures are prosecuted. Indeed, instead of identifying with those
kinds of cases, the average taxpayer is likely to conclude that only organized
crime figures are prosecuted for tax crimes and that tax crimes do not in fact
apply to the average person. This image is, of course, just the opposite of the
deterrent effect that would be created with the proper criminal tax program.

But this kind of investigative work will also drain off substantial energies
in other ways. There will always be tension inside the Internal Revenue Service
between those who are interested in the collection of civil taxes and those who
are interested in investigating crimes. These tensions inevitably boil over and
consume considerable energies. Indeed, how much better would it be for the
Commissioner to be back at the Internal Revenue Service worrying about a
proper audit program than to be before this committee explaining what the role
of the Internal Revenue Service is in the enforcement of criminal law. Yet, it
is the desire of the Intelligence Division and the Department of Justice to
continue a role in general criminal law enforcement, and this desire results in
the Commissioner's being here, the Assistant Commissioner for Compliance being
here, the Assistant Commissioner for Inspection being here, and so on. There is
no end to the amount of time and energy that is involved in this kind of bureau-
cratic infighting.

Also, an Internal Revenue Service involved in criminal law enforcement pro-
jects a police image to the public. A taxpayer who views the Internal Revenue
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Service as a policeman will be considerably more frightened and distrustful of
the kind of treatment he received in an audit than if he did not think of the
Internal Revenue Service as a policeman. The police image is intimidating, and
it is destructive of the citizen's willingness to pay taxes and to trust the agency
which is collecting them. If the Service is given considerable publicity for its
general criminal law work, there is no way that It can avoid this kind of image.
If it does the work, there Is no way it can avoid the publicity.

Furthermore, the working of criminal cases affects the entire organization.
The organization takes on what might be called the Al (Oapone syndrome. Many
people believe that the Service's greatest moment was the sending of Al Capone
to prison and that Mr. Capone got his Just deserts. But that belief does not arise
from his failure to pay taxes. Rather, he was a well-known, notorious mobster
directing a network of sinister criminal activities who deserved imprisonment
Instead of the good life provided by his Ill-gotten gains. The public cared little
about the grounds on hich he went to prison. The Service, however, misread the
public approbation and believed that it did the right thing in "getting Al Capone"
and that it should do the same for other mobsters. The whole organization then
takes on the aspect of a policeman, and it begins to believe that it is a policeman.

The working of these cases will also inevitably lead to a transfer of con-
fidential Information in tax return files. If It Is not the Information on the return
itself, it will be the results of investigations based on the confidential Information
in the tax file. The knowledge that one cannot trust his tax collector breeds a
mistrust of the agency. A mistrust of the agency leads to a mistrust of, and non-
compliance with, the law.

Also, the belief that the agency is endowed with general criminal law enforce-
ment purposes leads to bad programs. A prime example is the so-called Narcotics
Traffickers' Program which was recently laid to rest. It resulted In a number
of so-called termination cases. I believe that Senator Morgan testified about
at least one of those termination cases when he appeared before you last Decem-
ber. That was but one of the many cases which seem to be clear abuses of the
termination power.

Abusive cases may have a more profound effect on the law than they do on
Individuals. Again the Narcotics Traffickers' Program provides an example. The
Hall case, decided just last week by the Supreme Court, arose from the NTP
aimed, as Mr. Rossides testified earlier, at taking the drug cash from the street-
the so-called termination program.

Mrs. Hall's home was searched by Kentucky State Troopers who found Illegal
drugs. The next day, the Acting District Director terminated Mrs. Hall's tax
year, assessed a tax of $52,000, and seized her automobile. Mrs. Hall then sued
for and obtained an order preventing disposition of her property. She charged
that termination assessments were subject to the same restrictions as jeopardy
assessments. The Service had long contended that termination assessments were
not so restricted. The Supreme Court held they were.

There Is no question but that Hall was only tangentially related to tax admin-
istration but closely related to the program designed to take the drug cash from
narcotics dealers. Yet, the device used was a revenue related one-the terminal.
tion assessment-and Its validity was judged in this non-tax context. In his
dissent, Mr. Justice Blackmun opined that the equities of Mrs. Hall's case turned
the outcome. In other words, If Hall had not been a bad case from a bad program,
Mr. Justice Blackmun thought the outcome would have been reversed.

The Hall decision will have profound effect on the law. Certainly, the Service
thought the Issue at stake was important, for the Supreme-Court noted that 70
cases were pending. At an earlier time, some 200 cases had been decided or were
pending. (See Willits v. Rfchardo, 497 F. 2d 240, 246 n. 4.) But this tax issue
was decided in context of a non-tax case. In short, whether right or wrong on the
merits, the result was shaped by the non-tax equities. This criminal program then
has influenced the course of tax procedures.

Finally, there Is a difficulty in knowing where to draw lines. Immense discre-
tion is Imposed In any agent of the Internal Revenue Service. If he is turned loose
to work organized crime cases, perhaps he will be turned loose to work un-
organized crime cases. Maybe h6 will work cases which Involve Communist party
members. Perhaps he will work cases which involve Immoral people. Once some
criterion other than the question of tax enforcement Is Involved, there Is little
restraint on the agent.

Nor is there much restraint on the institution. It is not bound to the principle
that tax law administration Is its only purpose. The consequences are serious:
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Special Services Staff, Operation Sunshine, IGRU, Operation Leprechaun, and
the numerous exposes that have recently been in the newspapers. None of these
would have occurred had the agency and its personnel been imbued with the
belief that its sole purpose was the collection of revenue. Rather, over the years
the Internal Revenue Service has been permitted to engage in many other activi-
ties and as ofttimes been commanded by the Congress or the President to engage
in other activities. The consequence is that there is no basic underlying philo-
sophy as to the general purpose and work of the Internal Revenue Service.
Thus, it is easy to stray from its purpose. This tendency meets less resistance
when the straying is to prosecute bad people. Bad people are those who might
possibly be defendants in white collar crime, and they might also, of course, be
merely war protestors or others who somehow deviate from the norm. Thus, the
allowing of general criminal law enforcement activities by the Internal Revenue
Service is distracting from its purpose, will lead to embarrassment of the Service,
and will damage its effectiveness as a revenue collection agency.

In closing, let me add that the powers used in these general criminal law
investigations were granted for the purpose of tax law administration. They
were not granted to take the drug cash from street, to crack down on white collar
crime, or to prosecute bad people. Their use for that purpose is lawless. A lawless
tax collector begets a lawless taxpayer.

I thank you.
FEBUARY 27, 1976.

Hon. FLOYD HASKELL,
fuboommittee on Overeight, Senate Finance (Jommnittee,
Washington, D.C.

DE~aR SENATOR HASKFLL: At the hearings on January 22, 1976, you asked
several witnesses if IRS procedures were altered for cases arising from IRS
special enforcement programs. I think that they are.

When fraud is suspected, the Intelligence Division makes an investigation and
writes a report. A recommendation for prosecution proceeds from the District to
the region where it is reviewed by Regional Counsel. The purpose of this review
is to ascertain whether the recommendation is adequately supported by the
facts and law. In the routine fraud case, Regional Counsel's office will recom-
mend either for or against prosecution. If it recommends favorably, the case
goes to the Department of Justice. If it recommends against prosecution, the
case will go no further unless the Intelligence Division asks that the matter be
sent to the National Office. In this latter case, the National Office will then
decide whether the case should be sent to the Department of Justice.

In cases which arise from Strike Force activity, Regional Counsel reviews
them using the same standards that are applied to routine cases. If Regional
Counsel agrees that prosecution should take place, the case is sent to the Tax
Division of the Department of Justice. If Regional Counsel's office believes the
case should not be prosecuted, it will so advise, but the case is sent on to the
Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. Thus, in a Strike Force case,
once a recommendation is made by the District Intelligence Division, the case
will be sent on to the Department of Justice.

There are then different procedures for Strike Force cases. The review stand-
ards are the same, but Regional Counsel cannot "kill" a case. Instead, a case
which Regional Counsel finds unsatisfactory is sent to the Criminal Division
(rather than the Tax Division) of the Department of Justice.

I hope you find the foregoing helpful.
Sincerely,

CHLns DAVENPORT.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Friday, January 23,1976.*]

*The Jan. 23, 1976, hearing was printed as a separate volume entitled "Federal Tax
Return Privacy."
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TR&SURY,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

Wasehngton, D.O., January 11, 1976.
The Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice today approved

guidelines governing the participation of IRS personnel in Joint investigations
with United States attorneys and the Department of Justice.

The guidelines recognize that the IRS mission Is the fair and effective admin-
istration and enforcement of the tax laws in a way that best utilizes IRS re-
sources. The guidelines include a recognition that appropriate priority should
be given to investigations involving organized crime, major narcotics trafficking,
public corruption and white collar crimes.

Under the guidelines, activities of IRS agents working on Joint investigations
with the Department of Justice will be coordinated by the U.S. Attorney or Jus-
tice Department attorney in charge of the case.

However, IRS agents will be assigned by Service supervisors and the IRS
will, of course, retain complete control over its own operations.

Insofar as IRS cooperation with Strike Force investigations is concerned, the
Service will continue to assign a Special Agent of the IRS Intelligence Division
to each Strike Force as the IRS representative.

The Service will also designate an Audit Group Manager on an as-needed
basis, to act as a policy and program advisor to the Strike Force.

The guidelines further recognize that because it Is frequently impossible to
determine-at the outset of a Joint investigation what types of charges will result,
no premature decision will be made as to the eventual potential of a case under
investigation. It was agreed, however, that if it Is not reasonable to continue to
develop either a civil or criminal tax case that the Ills will normally with-
draw its personnel from the case. Further, in a case in which a guilty plea is
accepted every effort will be made to insure that any such plea will include a plea
to at least one tax charge.

The guidelines also provide for the exchange of information between the
two agencies and establish a Coordinating Committee, composed of three high
level officials from each agency, to monitor their application.

Members of the Coordinating Committee are: IRS Commissioner or Deputy
Commissioner, IRS Chief Counsel or Deputy Chief Counsel, IRS Assistant Com-
missioner (Compliance), or Director, Intelligence Division, Deputy Attorney
General or an Associate Deputy Attorney General, Assistant Attorney General
for the Criminal Division or the Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Crim-
inal Division, and Assistant Attorney General for the Tax Division.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE--INTERNAL REVENUE SERvIcE GuIDELINEs REGARDING
COOPERATION IN JOINT INVESTIOATIONS

1. GENERAL PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES

Department of Justice -The Atttorney General is designated to facilitate and
coordinate the criminal law enforcement activities of the federal government. In
accordance with that responsibility, the Internal Revenue Service has con-
sistently cooperated with the Department of Justice in criminal Investigations
and prosecutions involving civil or criminal tax consequences. The Attorney Gen-
eral has determined that priority must be given to the investigation and prosecu-
tion of organized criminal activity, corruption in government, narcotics traffick-
ing, and all forms of white-collar crime. Such crimes can be efficiently and ef-
fectively investigated and prosecuted by Department of Justice attorneys and
IRS agents working together in a spirit of cooperation toward the same goal-
the vigorous and Impartial enforcement of the law. Such cooperation Is often es-
sential to detect and to prosecute those persons involved in such activity.

(255)
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Internal Revenue Service-The mission of the Internal Revenue Service is the
fair and effective administration and enforcement of the tax laws of the United
States. This process must be carried on in a way which most effectively utilies
the resources of the Internal Revenue Service and which does not imperil its
reputation for fair and impartial administration of those laws. An important part
of this responsibility for tax administration is the vigorous enforcement of
the criminal sanctions within its Jurisdiction. To encourage compliance with the
tax laws, the criminal enforcement program should be equitably applied and
characterized by broad occupational and geographical coverage. The Department
of Justice shall continue to assist in the achievement of this mission by prosecut-
ing those criminal tax cases referred to it by the Internal Revenue Service which
the Department of Justice determines in the exercise of its discretion are appro-
priate for prosecution.

As part of the tax law enforcement responsibility of the Internal Revenue
Service, special agents and revenue agents, possessing a special expertise in the
investigation of crimes with financial aspects, will cooperate with United States
attorneys and Department of Justice attorneys in developing cases concerning
tax violations which are within the enforcement Jurisdiction of the Service.

This cooperation, which shall be consistent with the compliance objectives of
the Internal Revenue Service, entails the commitment of intelligence and audit
manpower to the investigation and prosecution of tax offenses related to or-
ganized criminal activities, corruption in government, narcotics trafficking, and
white-collar crime.

I. OPERATIONAL AND CONTROL ASPECTS OF INVESTIGATIONS WITH U.S. ATTORNEY AND
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ATTORNEYS

A. Supervision of IRS Agents
The investigative activities of IRS agents working on a Joint investigation

with the Department of Justice will be coordinated by the United States attorney
or Department of Justice attorney in charge of the case. IRS is to participate
in the planning and contribute to group strategy and operations through in-
vestigations conducted in its specialized area of responsibility. IRS agents will
be assigned by IRS supervisors and the IRS will retain complete control over
its own operations.
B. Selection of Cases for Investfagtion

Consistent with its compliance goals and criteria, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice will cooperate fully with United States attorneys and Department of Justice
attorneys in criminal tax investigations where there exists potential criminal
or civil tax violations.

In selecting cases for investigation and possible prosecution, DOJ and IRS
will:

(1) Recognize that appropriate priority be given to investigations involving
organized crime, major narcotics trafficking; public corruption and white-collar
crimes;

(2) Consider the limitations upon their resources including the availability of
personnel; and

(3) Recognize the IRS's policy of a balanced program of tax enforcement and
administration.
0. Oondtwt of Investigatiom

The Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice recognize that
it is frequently impossible to determine at' the outset of an investigation what
types of charges, suitable for prosecution, will result from the investigation. Con-
sequently, no premature determination regarding the eventual potential of cases
under investigation shall be made by either the IRS or the Department of
Justice.

During the course of an investigation, it may be concluded that it is not rea-
sonable to continue to develop either a civil or criminal tax case. If this occurs
the IRS will normally withdraw its personnel from the case. In the event that an
individual case presents difficulties or disagreements respecting withdrawal of
IRS personnel from any particular case, the difficulties or disagreements shall
be referred to the Coordinating Committee. In resolving such difficulties or dis-
agreements the Coordinating Committee shall consider, among other things, the
effect of such withdrawal upon the development of the case and the comparative
manpower needs and total enforcement resources of both IRS and DOJ.
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D. Partiopation in Strike ForceS
The Internal Revenue Service shall assign an intelligence agent to each StrikeForce to act as Strike Force representative who will coordinate Strike Force ob-Jectives with the district or districts in the cases under investigation. It will alsodesignate for each Strike Force an IRS audit group manager to act, on an asneeded basis, as policy and program adviser to the Strike Force. The Strike Forcerepresentative will remain under the supervision and control of IRS supervisors.However, their participation in Strike Force investigations will be coordinatedby the Strike Force attorney who will also assist in the formulation of enforce-ment policies and the selection of cases for potential investigation. However,final authority concerning taxpayers to be investigated by IRS will be vested inIRS. IRS Strike Force representatives will participate with representatives ofother agencies in the analysis and evaluation of organized crime activities, andIRS will be provided with all relevant information pertaining to potential crim-inal or civil tax cases. Disagreements concerning commencement of particularInvestigations may be referred to the Coordinating Committee.

E. Prosecuting a Case Involvtng Tax and Non-Tax, Offenses
In situations in which a criminal tax and a non-tax criminal casp involving thesame taxpayer, or arising out of the same set of circumstances, are referred tothe Department of Justice for prosecution, the Service and the Department ofJustice will make every effort to coordinate the prosecution for both the tax andnon-tax criminal cases. This coordination will manifest itself in obtaining, when-ever possible, simultaneous indictments and the prosecution of both types of caseswith equal vigor. For example, in any situation in which an attorney of the De-partment of Justice or an United States Attorney agree to accept a plea, everyeffort will be made to insure that any such plea accepted shall involve a plea ofguilty, other than a plea of nolo contenders, to at least one tax offense.

III. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
A. The Department of Justice, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation,shall supply IRS with any information that the Department obtains concerning

possible tax violations.
B. To the extent permitted by applicable law and regulations, the IRS shallsupply the Department of Justice with any information, obtained during a taxinvestigation, relating to the possible commission of non-tax crimes. NormallyIRS will-not further develop such information except with appropriate super-visory review and where further development is necessary and this can only

be accomplished by IRS personnel.

IV. COORDINATING COMMITTEE
A six man committee Is hereby established to monitor the application of theseguidelines. IRS shall designate the following as members of the Committee: (a)the Commissioner or Deputy Commisslonqr; (b) the Chief Counsel or DeputyChief Counsel; and (c) the Assistant Commissioner (Compliance) or Director,Intelligence Division. The Department of Justice shall designate the followingmembers of the Committee: (a) the Deputy Attorney General or an AssociateDeputy Attorney General; (b) Assistant Attorney General for the CriminalDivision or the Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division;(c) Assistant Attorney General for the Tax Division.The Committee, which is authorized to receive and consider communicationsconcerning the implementation of these guidelines and to discuss and negotiatetheir application to particular cases, is to serve as a focal point for the discus.sion of the nature and extent of each agency's participation in cooperative inves-tigative efforts and for the resolution of any other disagreements with respect tocriminal investigations, indictments or prosecutions.The Committee shall have no authority to meet and transact business unlessat least two of the three members of each agency's membership are in attendance.

Dated: January 8, 1976
HAROLD R. TYLER, Jr.
Deputy Attorney General,

Department of Justice.
DONALD C. ALEXANDER,

eomme ione.of Internal Revenue.
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SAN Drmoo, CALIF., December 17, 1975.
Attention Mr. MicHAEL STEN,
Committee on Finanoe,
Dirkaen Senate Offloe Buiding, Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ma. Smzi: I.S. should never be involved in any criminal law enforce-
ment except for the basic collection of taxes.

Anything else is Indeed a scary spector. Consider the I.R.S. laws being used to
investigate bank robberies, burglaries, smuggling, prostitution, confidence, kid-
napping, counterftjting, thefts, alien smuggling, and wetback to mention a few.The I.R.S. power would be unlimited in ferreting out every financial tid-bit con-cerning every citizen (i.e. for the purpose 6f catching eight million Illegal aliens).

Just as a good financial internal control system for a business firm requires aseparation of duties to prevent fraud and theft; so the various Governmentalagencies must have clear and separate duties to prevent any one of them from Im-
properly or illegally running with the ball.

The year 1985 could place the financial falling of a sparrow at the notice of theI.R.S. criminal investigators. All C.P.A.'s banks and Tax Attorneys could- un-knowingly become sub-agents for the I.R.S. Special Agent.
I can foresee the private business computers of the country being connected

knowingly or unknowingly by WATS lines to the I.R.S. computers for a continualperusal concerning certain or all taxpayers. This system would also be used forJeopardy assessments. The annual filing and review procedure would become
a daily computerized review.

I firmly believe that the sophisticated computer and the civil-criminal taxlaws could be used to "tie up" this country as you and I cannot conceive. Allof the other Governmental computers of the country could be reviewed by theI.R.S. computers for all information concerning every taxpayer-i.e. the changeof license plates and cars, the Real Estate tax roles, private airplane movements,
and the secret taping of the computers of other countries.All of the above computerized snooping would ostensibly be for the purposeof apprehending immediately white collar criminals, illegal aliens etc. It couldnot be Justified for the mere collection of a tax bill. If the I.R.S. weer to combinewith the F.B.I., the Justice Department, the C.I.A. etc. all 250 million of us
would be in bad trouble.

I sincerely hope that you can permanently "pull the reins". The I.R.S.
capability is probably only 10 to 15 years in advance of the other Federal-State
agencies.

Buy us the time-We need every minute.
Sincerely,

C. L. BEAsoN,
A former I.R.S. Special Agent.

MICHAEL STERN, SHAFTE, CALIF., December 2, 1975.
Staff Director, Committee on Finanoe,
Dirkeen Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: I am writing to express my concern for the current hearings on
WOW the role of the IRS in federal law enforcement activities.

It Is my opinion that any further expansion of IRS power is unwarranted andposes serious threat to the already beleaguered freedoms of our citizens.
I urge the committee to recommend withdrawal of the unconstitutional power

wielded by the IRS.
Very truly yours,

JoHNi A. RooERs,

MARY RO , PUBLiC ACCOUNTANT,

MICHAEL S-1 ERN, Winchester, Ind., December 6, 1975.
Staff Director. Committee on Finance, Dirksen Senate Offiee Building, Wash.

ington, D.C.
DEAR Sn: According to our Commerce Clearing House Federal Tax Guidebulletin, you are hearing reports and testimony on the roles of the Internal Rev-

enue Service in federal law enforcement.
For over half a lifetime I have been engaged in public accounting and taxreturn preparation for my clients, and I have Just returned from my annual
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participation In Federal tax instruction, this year at New York University's
Institute on Federal Taxation. This is a good school. But one of the most ominous
results was a continuing conviction that the Internal Revenue Service, and our
most knowledgeable tax specialists, both attorneys and accountants from all over
the United States, have widely differing interpretations of our complex Federal
tax structure. In my opinion this leaves the way open to wide spread violations
of the constitutional rights of American citizens.

I have always been of the opinion that the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Consti-
tution is violated when the Internal- Revenue Service arbitrarily demands to
rummage through all of an accountant's papers and records or arbitrarily in-
vades a client's bank account. Some courts have upheld this, what is in my
opinion, police state methods. Other courts have not, notably a Federal Court of
Appeals in Richmond, Virginia. See Exhibit B.

All Americans should be bitterly opposed to any division of our government
violating our constitutional rights.

I am also bitterly opposed to the Internal Revenue Service demanding a list
of our clients; also, in my opinion, a violation of the 4th Amendment. If nothing
else, these lists will Inevitably become the basis of tons of junk mail advertising.

I hope your Committee examines my exhibits. We are where it is at. We bear
the brunt of short-sighted tax laws passed by Congressmen, who, I suspect, could
not interpret their own laws even in a small accounting practice like mine.

Personally speaking, I have never had any serious difficulty with IRS agents
or examiners. With one exception IRS representatives have been uniformly
courteous and reasonable. Therefore this is a completely impersonal "gripe"
and not a personal one.

Very truly yours,
MARY Roz.

Exhibit A

EDrroaTALS AND COMMENT

"Where the Spirit of the Lord I, There Is Liberty."-II Corinthians 8:17
(James C. Quayle, Publisher)

This is my commandment, that ye love one another, as I have loved you.-
John 15:12

TO CURB THE MS BUREAUCRATS

One section of a tax revision bill being worked up In the House of Repre-
sentatives Ways and Means Committee would place a few long-needed restric-
tions on the investigative and seizure powers of the Internal Revenue Service.

The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution guarantees the right of the people
"to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures." A part of tnat right, as defined in the amendment, is that
a court warrant for search or seizure shall be issued only on a showing of
probable cause to believe that a crime has been committed and shall specify the
place to be searched and the person or things to be seized.

Many an obviously guilty thief or murderer has been set free because police
failed to observe the niceties of that right. But the IRS operates as if it did
not exist.

A bureaucrat in an IRS office, without consulting any court, can simply com-
mand a taxpayer to bring in his books, records or other data pertinent to his
federal tax liability. The taxpayer will ignore such a command at his peril.

NO VLLAINS

The Council of Wage and Price Stibility recently released a report showing
that after-tax profits of 16 large food store chains totaled nine-tenths of one per
cent of sales in the first nine months of 1974.

The Council found no villains in last year's 12.2 per cent jump in food prices.
It blamed the big increase in prices on the rising costs of farming, higher trans-
portation and fuel costs and problems in world agricultural production.

The IRS can also, simply on its own summons, gain access to records of the
taxpayer's bank account, or to the files of his accountant if he has one. The tax-
payer need not be notified of such action.
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With or without the demanded evidence, the IRS can make an arbitrary deci-
sion that the taxpayer owes more taxes than he has paid, also without involve-
ment of any court, and the taxpayer has no choice but to pay up if he can. If
he cannot pay, or refuses to pay, the IRS without court warrant can seize his
property, including money in a bank account, and can sell the property to satisfy
the tax claim.

The taxpayer can protest, but he must wait six months after a protested pay-
ment or a seizure of property before he can go to court to plead for relief.

The IRS simply by issung its own summons can inspect bank or accounting-
firm records in a random search for evidence of illegal activity.

The whole thing is more than arrogant. It is tyrannical.
The committee bill would curb those powers somewhat, though not enough.

The IRS would have to notify the taxpayer of any intent to search records held
by a third party and the taxpayer could go to court to try to stop it. The IRS
would have to go to court for "fishing license" search authority. The taxpayer
would be able to go immediately to court to contest a property seizure.

Those changes would help, and would open the door to putting the IRS on the
same footing of other investigative and taxing agencies.

Exhbit B

(From the NSPA Washington Reporter]

U.S. APPELS COURT CALLS IRS SUMMONS "FISHING EXPEDITION"

SUMMONS NOT TOOL TO POLICE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION

A Federal Court of Appeals in Richmond, Virginia, has ruled that "the Internal
Revenue Service is not to be given unrestricted license to rummage through the
office files of an accountant in the hope of perchance discovering information
that would result in increased tax liabilities for some as yet unidentified client."

This decision overturns an earlier finding reached by the U.S. District Court
In Greenville, S.C., in the case of U.S. v. Theodore.

Calling the Government's action "a fishing expedition", the 4th Circuit Court
of Appeals added that the summons demanding Theodore's records involving
some 1500 returns and accompanying documentation was "unprecedented in its
breadth."

The case, reported in the NSPA Washington Reporter of December, 1972,
followed a visit by undercover agents of the IRS during the investigations of
tax return preparers in 1972.

After the accountant refused to provide a list of clients for-whom the firm
prepared returns, an IRS summons was issued, but resisted. The District Court
had ordered that all accounting records, work papers, correspondence, memo-
randa and other documents in the possession of or used by the defendant in con-
nection with the preparation of all Federal income tax returns for 1969, 1970
and 1971, as well as all retained copies of those returns,

[From the NSPA Washington Reporter]

IRS COMMISSIONER To SPEAK AT 1973 NSPA CONVENTION

Commissioner of Internal Revenue Donald C. Alexander is scheduled to speak
at the NSPA Annual Convention in Montreal, August 20-24.

Mr. Alexander is slated to give the keynote address at the NSPA Past Presi-
dents' Luncheon on Thursday, August 23. The luncheon program is the traditional
event honoring the past leaders of the National Society.

$ * $
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Exhibit 0

MAay ROE, PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT,
Winchester, Ind.

Re Senate Bill 1401.
Hon. SENATOR ABRAHM Rmicorr,
Senate Finance (Jommittee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SI: One of the conditions which causes so much anxiety and outright
fear among American citizens is the unbridged gap which exists between our
lawmakers, and the practical effects of short-sighted laws which are passed by
Congress. In what I consider to be a demagogic effort to assist the great vote-
producing public, the final effects have, more often than not, the exact opposite.
Example:

A member of one of our respected multiple-office CPA outfits in Indianapolis
tells us that their minimum fee for any tax return is $250. An inquiry revealed
that the new H & R Block office in our community has a minimum fee of $10.
Do you and other members of Congress realize what you are doing when you try
to make whipping boys of all the commercial tax-preparers who are not attorneys
or accountants? You are pricing such services out of the reach of the very tax-
payers you think you are "protecting", and the taxpayer won't thank you for it.
They will only consider it to be one more rip-off.

Although I get just as bored with Mr. Henry Block's "seventeen reasons" why
his company should prepare tax returns, far from resenting an H & R Block
office moving into our community, we welcomed It. We are year-round account-
ants. We have year-round duties with a mind-boggling number of other tax re-
turns to prepare for our regular clients, and cannot function when the work load
is excessive. Neither can the CPA or attorney.

AgAin I must point out, as I did when I contacted every Senator and others
to try to head off your original and similar bill in 1973-S. 1046--the situation
has not changed. Again, to put it crudely, examinations to determine the ability
of tax preparers to interpret the tax laws are about as useless as female appur-
tenances on the belly of a boar hog. We attend tax schools in November each
year, but often between November and Jan. 1, rulings have changed and new laws
put on the books. We also attend ISPA Chapter meetings each month where we
are kept abreast of other aspects of taxation. We buy the best reference material
available, and find we must research the majority of our tax returns for one
reason or another.

These reference volumes have loose leaves. Since January 1, 1975, we have
removed and replaced pages which amount to a pile of discards at least 1" thick.
Under separate cover I am mailing these discards to the Honorable Russell Long
in order to substantiate my objections to Senate Bill No. 1401. I am also going
to mail him sample IRS forms which we buy from our reference source, and
which fill a large volume. Therefore it seems incredible that you are again asking
for an examination expected to be valid for five years, when one week later
some of the answers will be obsolete.

The only examination which would approximate sensible fairness would be
held under normal working conditions, with correct forms at hand, reference
material at hand, and office equipment at hand.

I have no connection with, and am acquainted with no one who operates an
H&R Block office, nor do I have any personal knowledge of any other office which
specializes in preparing tax returns. But I believe they are doing no worse than
the Internal Revenue Service (beset by the same problems we all are) in inter-
preting the very nearly incomprehensible tax laws. I am no particular fan of
Mr. Ralph Nader, but his tax research group announced that identical tax data
was submitted to 20 different IRS tax offices throughout the country, and the
result was 20 different tax figures, varying from a refund of $811.96 recommended
by the IRS office in Flushing, N.Y., to a tax due figure of $52.14 arrived at by IRS
office in Portland, Oregon. Do commercial tax preparers have a worse record?

Think. Think. Would requiring tax preparers to take unrealistic examinations
guarantee that they could correctly interpret the income tax laws for five years--
or five days?

I, personally, do very few tax returns for the general public, but confine myself
to returns based on records kept by us. I do not want to be known as a "licensed
tax preparer." I have been completely "turned oft" by wht seems to me to be
efforts to make spies, secret police, and enforcement officers of accountants or tax
preparers. I have bitterly opposed IRS having the right to invade an acountant's
office demanding to examine all of his clients' records. There is a grim parallel
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here with police state methods which, as Americans, we abhor, I would bitterly.
oppose being forced to give a list of my clients. Both of the above must surely
violate Article LV of the Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, One Federal Court
of Appeals in Richmond, Virginia, has ruled that "IRS is not to be given unre-
strioted license to rummage through the file* of an account in the hope of per-
chance discovering information that would result in increased tax liabilities for
some as yet unidentified client."

I have no quarrel with the ruling that a copy of tax returns be retained in our
office, and that one copy be given to the taxpayer for his record& We have al.
ways done this. Does IRS keep copies when assisting taxpayers? I also have no
objeotion to stating my employer's I.D.#, on any tax return I prepare. I have
always signed returns.

But I am also bitterly opposed to penalties being levied for carelessness which
is now being suggested as a means of whipping tax preparers into line. When we
have worked until we are skull-weary and nearly blind from overwork trying to
meet ta,-time deadlines, and we transpose a figure or misread a tape . . . is
that carelessness? Can you suggest a method of combatting this disabling weari-
ness, other than by assessing fines, or perhaps sending us to jail? Have you
ever worked 105 straight days from 7:00 a.m. or earlier, until you could no longer
see in the evening?

That, my dear Senator, is the ground level result of our widely proliferating,
canoer-cell-type tax laws. Wild is the record and now almost out of control.

As a child all I ever asked of my parents and other adults was that they be
fair; that they be Just. I sincerely believe that is what all Americans would
like their government to be. Fair. Just. Since the IRS disclaims responsibility
for the accuracy of tax returns prepared by them, commercial tax preparers,
CPA's, attorneys, licensed public accountants, and even what we call Kitchen
Table Operators, should be able to abide by the same set of rules. Otherwise, in
my opinion, the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution is violated.

If you really have the downright courage to work toward simplification of the
tax laws,-curing the disease instead of the symptoms--I have appended a series
of suggestions which would be of enormous help to the American taxpayer.

Respectfully,
MAY RoE

Exhibit D

[From the Zodiac News Service]

NADER FINDS IRS DELINQUENT

Washington-Ralph Nader's tax reform research group has conducted a study
to test whether Internal Revenue Service offices around the country give out
the same advice

The grup prepared 22 identical tax reports based on the fictional economic
plight of a married couple with one child.

The tax reform group then submitted the 22 Identical copies to 22 different
IRS offices around the country-and, sure enough, each office came up with en-
tirely different figures.

The results varied from a refund of $811.96 recommended by the IRS office in
Flushing, N.Y., to a tax due figure of $52.14 arrived at by the IRS tax office in
Portland, Ore.

Is this carelessness? Should the IRS be penalized?

KOBNFELD MOMILLrN PHILLIPs & UPP,
Oklahoma City, February 4, 1976.

Re Abuses of power and criminal violations by Internal Revenue Agents.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE's.
Subcommittee on Administration
of the Internal Revenue Code,
Room $2I,
Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DrA Sm: This letter is written in response to the announcement of your recent
hearings on the role of the IRS in federal law enforcement activities.

Enclosed herewith is a copy of a letter written by me on October 17, 1975 with
the names and other identifying information blacked-out. This letter was written
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with respect to a current investigation of a client by the Intelligence Division
of the Internal Revenue Service. This letter is enclosed for the purpose of demon-
strating severe abuses of administrative power, If not outright felonies, that
have been committed by Internal Revenue Agents during a current tax
Investigation.

Due to the fact that I completed six years of employment in the Office of
Chief Counsel for the Internal Revenue Service on September 12, 1975, I have a
very high regard for the Service, in general. However, during the five months
that I have been in private practice, I have been absolutely amazed by the
severe abuses of power and potential criminal violations that are routinely com-
mitted by Internal Revenue Agents every day. My recent shock at this deplora-
ble state of affairs causes me to now believe that all evidence of such trans-
gressions is carefully removed from the files before a case is ever reviewed by
Government counsel.

My primary concern about this matter is that the general public is virtually
defenseless against such transgressions by Government agents. Most people still
believe, and should be able to believe, that all investigations conducted by their
Government will be conducted clearly within both the letter and the spirit of the
Constitution and the laws of the land. I hope that your subcommittee will take
appropriate actions to once again justify this type of belief by the people.

Please do not hesitate to contact me If I can be of any assistance on this
matter.

Yours very truly,
TOM G. PAwaO

KORNFELD MOMILLN PHILLIPS & UPP,
Oklahoma (Yt, October 17, 1975.

Re

Mr.
Group Supervisor, Intelligence Division,
Internal Revenue Service,
Post Ojffce Box -

Dear Mr. - : This letter Is substantially briefer and more to the point
than I had originally anticipated due to two compelling reasons. First, I believe
It Is a very inequitable situation that requires a citizen of this country to have to
incur legal expenses in order to properly protect himself from what appears to be
perpetration of Federal crimes against him by agents of the United States.
Second, I believe that, in order to prevent other citizens, involved in this matter,
from having further potential crimes perpetrated against them, It is Imperative
that the subject investigation by Revenue Agent and Special Agent be brought
under the immediate scrutiny and supervision of Government counsel and of a
United States District Court Judge.

Briefly stated, I believe there now exists probable cause to believe that the
following Federal crimes have been committed by the subject examining agents:

I. During April or May of 1975, Revenue Agent , by trickery, deceit,
or misrepresentation, illegally obtained possession of certain private property of,
in violation of 26 U.S.C. J 7214(a) (3) ;

a. Such property is either subject to return pursuant to a motion under Fed. R.
Crim. P. 41 (e) or can be suppressed from use In a criminal tax prosecution,
under In re Leonardo, 208 F. Supp. 124, 62-2 USTO 9614 (N.D. Cal. 1962).

II. Commencing on October 1, 1975 and continuing to date, Special Agent
aided and abetted in the commission of the above crime, in violation of 18-USC
5 2 and 26 USC 7214(a) (8) ;

III. On October 9, 1975, at approximately 8:30 a.m. and at approximately
8:55 a.m., Revenue Agent - and Special Agent - corruptly endeavored
to influence, Intimidate, or impede a witness (-), who, at that time was
under an Internal Revenue summons, which had been served by said agents,
requiring him to appear and testify In an administrative hearing before the
Internal Revenue Service on October 14, 1975. This offense was committed in
violation of 18 USC 5 1505;

a. Unlike the other allegations made herein, I believe that there now exists
sufficient evidence to establish the guilt of Revenue Agent - and Special
Agent , in the commission of this offense, beyond a reasonable doubt.
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b. I was a witness to the commission of the offense at 8 :55 a.m. as was a -

Iy. On October 9, 1975, at approximately 7:80 p.m., Revenue Agent - and
Special Agent willfully conspired to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimi-
date a citizen in the free exercise or enjoyment of the rights secured to her by the
Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the Untied States, in violation of 18
USC 1241.

(a). Similar nighttime visits by British Soldiers led to the enactment of the
Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

(b.) Rule 41(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure requires a show-
ing of reasonable cause for the execution of a search warrant at times other than
daytime. A search warrant, however, is always issued under the authority of
the judiciary. How much greater showing of probable cause should be required
to authorize a nighttime interrogation by an administrative agent, when such
interrogation is limited only by the Judgment and discretion of a single special
agent.

In light of my professional background, I fully understand and appreciate the
gravity of the above allegations. Nonetheless, I believe that these allegations
constitute, at best, a very severe abuse of the administrative powers of the
Service, and, at worst, a grave indictment of the actions of the examining agents.

Based on my knowledge of this area, I am confident that upon the entrance of
Assistant Regional Oounsel in this case, the investigation will be conducted
within the limits prescribed by the Constitution and laws of the land. It is
unfortunate that our three separate requests that the examining agents seek
the assistance of counsel, pursuant to routine pre-referral procedures, were
denied. Had this been done, it is likely that none of the above transgressions
would have been committed.
. I fully recognize that all of the subject allegations are due primarily to the

actions of two young, and apparently Inexperienced agents. I also recognize that
a vast majority of the investigations conducted by the Intelligence Division are
conducted within both the letter and the spirit of the law. However, I believe the
subject investigation clearly demonstrates a need for the close supervision of in-
experienced agents until such time as they have proven themselves to possess
the maturity, judgment and responsibility which their position demands of
them.

Assuming, arguendo, that the above transgressions by the examining agents
have not equitably estopped the Service either from continuing with the criminal
investigation, or from asserting a civil deficiency, under Reineman v. United
States, 301 F2d 267, 62-1 USTC 9386 (7th Cir. 1962) and In re Leonardo, 208 F.
Supp. 124, 62-2 USTO 9614 (N.D. Calif. 1962), we believe that the following pro-
cedural issues must be resolved, prior to the commencement of any firther crim-
inal or civil investigations by the examiningg agents.

Pursuant to an International Revenue summons served on him on Septem-
ber 26, 1975, - , personally appeared at an administrative summons hearing
conducted at Room , In -, on October 14 at 10:00 a.m.
This hearing was conducted by Group Supervisor , Special Agent
and Revenue Agent

At the October 14, 1975 summons hearing, -, on advice of counsel, re-
quested that his required testimony be temporarily delayed, pending Judicial
resolution of his right to comply by submitting written answers, under penalties
of perjury, to written questionA propounded by the examining agents.

Pursuant to an Internal Revenue summons improperly served on , on
September 26, 1975, , as President of -, personally appeared at an
administrative summons hearing conducted at 3037 N.W. 63rd Street, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, on October 14, 1975 at 1:00 p.m. This hearing was conducted by
Special Agent - and Revenue Agent . The corporate books and rec-
ords of , which were designated in the Improperly served summons, were
present, and in plain view of the examining agents, during this hearing.

At the October 14, 1975 summons hearing, Mr. , as President of
requested, on advice of counsel, that his duty to produce the corporate books
and records, pursuant to the improperly served summons, be temporarily delayed,
pending judicial resolution of the issue of whether the Service can meet its bur-
den, under United States P. Powell. 379 U.S. 48 (1964) and United States v.
Pritchard 438 F.2d 969 (5th Cir. 1971), to establish "... that the Information
sought is not already within the Commissioner's possession .. .". United States
v. Powell, supra, at pp. 57T-58.
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In order to avoid a duplication of litigation, we would like to have the follow-
ing additional procedural issues resolved during either, or both, of the above-
discussed judicial summons enforcement actions:

1. The right of the custodian of corporate records to receive a witness fee of
$20.00 per day and mileage of $.10 per mile for each day that the corporate rec-
ords are examined by the examining agents, pursuant to a valid Internal Revenue
summons.

a. Supporting authorities:
United States v. Ooso, 515 F.2d 906 (9th Cir. 196) ; Roberts v. Untted Htate,

897 F.2d 968 (5th Cir. 1968) ; Rev. Rul. 68-645, 1968-2 .B. 599; 5 U.S.C. 1503
(b) ; and I.R.M., Sec. 9363.7.

2. The effect of the unauthorized or illegal actions of the examining agents on
the Service's right either to obtain Judicial enforcement of the summonses or to
continue with any further examination of the tax liability of

We are confident that the entrance of Government counsel In this case will
greatly assist us in our efforts to obtain an expeditious resolution of the above
procedural Issues and thereby allow us to proceed with whatever type of exam-
ination that is then deemed appropriate. At such time, wt feel confident that we
can persuade the appropriate supervisor or reviewer that any potential civil
adjustments to the taxable Income of for the taxable years 1972,
1973 and 1974 are totally and unequivocally devoid of any element of criminal
willfulness, whatsoever, by virtue of the full disclosure to, and complete reliance
on the advice of, a competent C.P.A., and by virtue of the high justiciability of
the potential income adjustments.

We look forward to the commencement of a cooperative effort to accomplish
a mutually satisfactory resolution of this case.

Sincerely yours,
Tom G. PAnorr.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREA.SUE,
INTERNAL REVENUE SEnVICE,

March JB, 1971.
MR. DoNALD W. BACON,

Assistant Commissioner (Compliance), Internal Revenue Service,
Waeh4ngton, D.O.

DEa MR. BACON: We have completed our study of the role of Internal Revenue
under the Strike Force concept and are pleased to submit the attached report.

This report represents the consensus opinion ofthe members of the Study Group
as to the ways In which the participation by IRS personnel can make a greater
contribution towards the overall objective of eliminating the cancer of Organized
Crime from society. We also gave much attention to the need for closer coordina-
tion between all the federal law enforcement agencies engaged in this joint effort.

Our report is not intended to criticize the past accomplishments in this area
but to bring together the many ideas an dauggestions that will result in a more
effective program.

Respectfully submitted,

WARD H. HOLLAND,
Oef, Audit Divsion,

Jacksonvile District.
BRENTON G. THORNE,

AR-ATF,
Western Region.

IvoY G. VENALE
Chie, Operations Branch,

Intelligence Division, National Ol*e.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL

The Strike Force concept of concentrating the combined force of Federal law
enforcement agencies against the criminal element In our society can achieve
meaningful results only when each participating agency makes a contribution in
the area for which they are organized. In order to carry out such a program we
must first determine the basic causes of crime and then devise methods to combat
it. All crimes are either crimes of anger, crimes of passion or crimes for profit.
Since Organized Crime falls in the latter category, our efforts must be concen-
trated primarily in the taking the profit out of crime. Internal Revenue, as the
tax collecting agency, has a major role In this program. Our participation in this
program should be handled through the established lines of authority that are
presently set up to implement our compliance and enforcement activities. The
superimposing of another managerial structure for this or any other separate
program tends to fragment our efforts and creates confusion at various levels of
management.

B. PLACES VISITED

During this assignment we visited twelve of the cities where Strike Forces are
located in addition to several trips to Washington. The cities not visited were
those where the Strike Force had been set up for only a relatively short period of
time or other special studies or action had been taken, such as Buffalo and
Chicago.

0. CONTACTS MADE

We wanted to get as wide a range of comments and views as possible so it was
arranged for us to talk with all levels of management as well as the employees
actually doing the work or serving as coordinators. Included in the 215 people we

(269)
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talked with concerning this program were the Commissioner, Assistant Commis-
sioner (Compliance), Division Directors, Regional Commissioners, Assistant Re-
gional Commissioners, District Directors, Assistant District Directors, Division
Chiefs, Branch Chiefs, Group Supervisors, Coordinators at all levels and many
front line agents. We also talked with officials from the Department of Justice to
include the Strike Force Attorneys. A detailed list of the contacts made are
included in section VI.

II. PURMPoE
The Study Group approached the assignment with two basic purposes in mind.
A. To make an analysis and appraisal of all aspects of the program as it per-

tains to Internal Revenue.
B. To make recommendations in the areas of redesigning. redirecting and

reshaping of practices, policies, and other factors so as to best correlate IRS
efforts with the overall objectives to destroy organized crime.

1I1. PaoORAM EVALUATION

Comments concerning an evaluation of IRS participation in the Strike Force
program to date has been limited in this report for the reasons set forth below:

A. The most complete information available at this time is included in the
quarterly report on Law Enforcement Activities. No purpose would be served in
repeating this information in this report.

B. A pictorial review of the targets identified and the action taken to date on
each one provides a better understanding of what actually has been done. The
charts that have been prepared on the activities of each Strike Force are included
in Section V of this report.

C. The time spent in each Strike Force City did not permit us to make a fair
evaluation of the effectiveness of the individuals involved or the separate Strike
Forces. This would have required a considerably longer stay in each city than we
felt was warranted at this time.

D. Comments concerning changes we think should be made in order to have a
more effective operation are included in our recommendations.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. OBJECTIVES

1. Establish short-range IRS oriented objectives that support the Strike Force
long-range plan of elimination of Organized Crime. The types of objectives we
have in mind are as follows:

a. Identify Organized Crime's source and disposition of funds and cut off or
break the flow through taxation.

b. Determine, assess and collect any tax owed by Organized Crime members.
c. Seek successful prosecution of Organized Crime members guilty of tax eva-

sion, with special emphasis on the top echelon of the LCN.
2. Develop a Work Plan to accomplish the objectives to include the actions

taken by organizational units and individuals.
3. Set up evaluation factors by which we can effectively measure our progress

and success. The following measuring devices should be used:

4. I MPAMT

(1) Discovery of corrupt public officials.
(2) Abandonment of criminal activities In a given area and relocation oi the

criminal element.
(3) Identification of infiltration into legitimate businesses by Organized Crime

members.
B. TRENDS

(1) The number of increased amended returns filed.
(2) Increased amounts of income reported by Organized Crime members in

subsequent years.
(3) Increased and improved efforts by local and state enforcement agencies

against Organized Crime members.
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0. STATISTICS

(1) Indictments.
(2) Prosecutions.
(8) Convictions.
(4) Assessments of tax.
(5) Collection of tax.

B. ORGANIZATION

1. Assign only one Strike Force Representative as the local coordinator and
place him under the line authority of the District Director.

a. The selection should be based on the best qualified applicant without regard
to his present geographical location. The current career program should be utilized
for this purpose.

b. Any promotion should be on a permanent basis and the person should be
assigned to the District involved. Where more than one district is involved
in one Strike Force, the key district concept should be used.

2. Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms role should be expanded to include intelli-
gence gathering through surveillance and undercover work to meet the needs
of Audit and Intelligence.

3. Collection Division participation should be expanded to insure that special
attention is given to uncollected accounts of Organized Crime members.

C. GUIDELINES

1. The role of IRS in Strike Force should be clarified with the Department of
Justice.

2. The roles of Strike Force Representative, Regional and National Office
Coordinators should be more clearly defined.

8. National Office should provide procedure and work techniques instructions
for personnel assigned to Strike Force work.

4. National Office should set forth conditions under which premium and over-
time pay would be authorized.

5. Personnel assigned to Strike Force work should not be assigned other pro-
gram work. The groups should remain stable and not be subject to periodic
rotation.

6. The meaning of the terms "Organized Crime" and "Strike Force Targets"
should be spelled out in more specific terms.

D. MANPOWER

1. Additional man years should be requested to the extent that Strike Force
activities take away from other programs.

2. Personnel assigned to Strike Force work should receive an orientation on
the importance of the assignment, the basic concept of Strike Force, and the
potential law violations under the jurisdiction of other enforcement agencies.

3. Promotional opportunities provided must be equal to that available in other
programs.

4. More care should be exercised in the selection of personnel assigned to this
type work.

E. INTER-AGENCY PARTICIPATION

1. Steps must be taken to assure full participation of all agencies involved if
the Strike Force concept is to be effective.

2. On site review of the criminal reports should be made by appropriate rep-
resentatives of Internal Revenue and Department of Justice so that the prosecu-
tion process can be accelerated.

3. Review should be made of IRS disclosure policies to insure that we are co-
operating with other agencies to the fullest extent possible In the exchange of
information.

4. The legal aspects of the use of information obtained from special Strike
Force Grand Juries and Title III activities should be studied.

F. COMMUNICATIONS

1. Frequent meetings of IRS Strike Force team consisting of Strike Force
representative, Supervisors of Audit, Intelligence and AT&F groups should be
held for the purpose of coordinating IRS efforts. Strike Force attorney should
be encouraged to attend these meetings.
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2. District and Regional managers should attend these IRS Strike Force team
meetings to the extent necessary to keep properly informed as to the Strike
Force activities and to demonstrate interest and support of the program.

& National Office Coordinators should plan their visitors to coincide with these
regular scheduled meetings.

4. There should be sectional meetings of the appropriate National and Regional
Office Coordinators along with the Strike Force representative on a semi-annual
basis for the purpose of exchanging ideas and techniques. These meetings should
be set up along the same geographical lines now used by the Department of
Justice. Strike Force attorneys should be strongly urged to attend these meetings.

5. The following lines of communication should be considered fully open and
unrestricted for purposes of exchanging information, reporting and offering guid-
ance between:

a. Strike Force Representatives and Strike Force Supervisors
b. Strike Force Representatives and Regional Coordinators
c. Strike Force Representatives and National Office Coordinators
d. National Office Coordinators and Regional Coordinators

0. MISCELLANEOUS

1. Information gathering techniques must be expanded to include specially
trained individuals on a full time basis. Certain required information concerning
the activities of this type taxpayer can be obtained in no other way.

2. The need for adequate funds readily available for the purpose of securing in-
formation was noted. The coordination of funds presently available to the vari-
ous agencies would help in this area.

3. A program should be initiated to educate the public concerning the insidious
influence organized crime is having on their lives.

4. Take a closer look at the types of legitimate businesses that may be in-
filtrated by the criminal element with particular emphasis on the news media
organizations and financial institutions.

5. Encourage a closer working relationship between the U.S. Attorney and the
Strike Force Attorney.

V. DISCUSSION

This section is divided into two basic parts. The first part includes the primary
targets identified by each Strike Force plus the action taken on each target from
the date the program was started in each city to on or about December 31, 1970.
The information is set up by city in the same chronological order as the Strike
Forces were organized. A list of targets for Baltimore, Pittsburgh and San
Francisco are not included because they had not developed a program as of
December 31, 1970.

The second part includes the reasons for the conclusions reached in our Recom-
mendations. We visited most of the Strike Force cities for the primary purpose
of finding out how the field felt about this program and to pick up any ideas
available that would make it more effective. We listened to what was said, we
tried to read their reactions, and we evaluated the suggestions made. Our Rec-
ommendations are based on this information. The topics are set up in the same
order as the basic recommendations and have been identified for easy reference.

"" A. OBJECTIVES

In our discussions we found most people were cognizant of the very broad
Strike Force objectives to eliminate organized crime. Their responses as to the
progress made towards the accomplishment of this goal were, with little excep-
tion, nil. They were of the opinion there would be a passage of several years
before any real evidence of "eliminating" would be available; most suggested at
least five years.

It would be of considerable help if the Justice Department would define the
mission for a Strike of Force when it is first set up. Often the city or area calls for
a different objective because of the prime targets identified (political corruption,
labor racketeering, LCN). This effort would go a long way to pointing the way
for the IRS objective and would certainly establish a command understanding for
all participant "Eliminating Organized Crime" is much too general for any
activity.

On how to achieve this objective there were two camps, one for incarcerating
the racketeer and the other for hurting him in the pocketbook (tax collection).

N
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There were, of course, some who thought the two-pronged attack was best, money
and Jail. The impression was they looked at these efforts as a work program
leading to the distant objectives of eliminating organized crime.

We discerned a frustration, or dissatisfaction with this goal; and of not being
able to measure against it. It finally evolved along these lines in the discussions;
(a) "elimination" was just too far over the horizon to be useful; (b) the neces-
sity to have something .to hang our hat on as to the needs of today. The Study
Group concluded short range objectives were more appropriate to our cause, and
so evolved our recommendation.

1. IRS ORIENTM OBJECTIVES

Study Group feels the absence of a uniform, documented goal as to where we
want to go causes confusion and disinterest. Supervisors and agents have diffi-
culty relating to the pie in the sky "eliminate organized crime". We therefore
recommend a planned approach to this and suggest a uniform managerial method
which is realistic and one to which all levels of the organization can relate.

We are not suggesting the "over the horizon goal" of eliminating organized
crime be discarded but that it be Identified as the long-range goal to be used as a
guide for establishing the more realistic IRS oriented objectives.

We suggest objectives be developed for IRS which (1) are meaningful to the
IRS work effort; (2) are achievable; (3) can be related to by organizations,
groups and individuals; and (4) can be measured. The examples of objectives
we have identified in the Section IV of the report meet the criteria we have out-
lined. There are probably others and they should be incorporated into the over-
all plan for IRS.

2. WORK PLAN

Once the objectives for IRS are established the next step would be the develop-
ment of a Work Plan. Although we envision the objectives as being uniform for
all Strike Forces, we feel there will be differences in the Work Plan from Strike
Force to Strike Force. Nevertheless, each Work Plan should be geared to the
Objectives. Also, Work Plans would not be the same for each of the functional
activities, Audit, Intelligence, Collection and Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.

With an Objective in mind, a Work Plan would have three mandatory criteria:
(1) WhatIs to be done!
(2) Who is to do it!
(3) When is it to be done!
We do not suggest the Work Plan is completely different from the Strike

Force programs we now develop and use. We do think it is a more practical,
and most important a vehicle with which groups and individuals will be able
to relate.

In other parts of this report we discuss methods of stressing the importance
of Strike Force and how to convey this message to those people assigned to the
Strike Force effort. Here we wish to stress the need for a Work Plan with
which each Strike Force participant can see what it is he has to do, when he
should do it, and how it contributes to an IRS objective.

8. EVALUATION

The final requisite of this managerial approach to Strike Force operation is
the establishment of Evaluation Factors. These need to be agreed upon by
everyone involved in Strike Force; that is, agreed that the factors do represent
a measuring device. It is critical to this plan, that in particular, IRS executives
and managers view the evaluation factors as representing the yardstick by which
we measure our progress and successes.

The Study Group has set out a number of evaluation factors, but we do not
necessarily believe we have provided every method of evaluating the IRS effort.

Like the Objectives, we feel Evaluation Factors should be the same for all
Strike Forces. This is necessary to any reporting system which may be utilized
and for the purpose of keeping management, Regional and National, informed.

4. CONCLUSION

Thus the Study Group has recommended: (1) settting objectives; (2) develop-
ing a work plan; and (3) using uniform evaluation methods.
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The three go hand in hand, the first says where it is we want to go; the
second tells us how to get there; and the third provides the means of telling us
how well we are doing--or when we have arrived.

The Study Group's observations found it took a Strike Force about a year to
a year and a half to become operational. We believe the development of uniform
objectives and clearly defined Evaluation Factors will reduce the time between
setting up a Strike Force and becoming operational. We would like to think that
management, armed with the Objectives and Evaluation Factors, could develop
a Work Plan in six to eight weeks and be operational in three months. If not,
someone should ask "Why not ?"

We touched upon the fact that IRS people are not relating well to the IRS
Strike Force effort. This is understandable in the light of our method of manag-
ing the program to date. Adoption of our recommendation should go far in
emphasizing the importance of Strike Force, eliminating the frustration of not
knowing where we are going, and never knowing how well we are doing.

The Study Group is confident any Strike Force audit or collection action will
in the future be more significant to the overall IRS effort and to individual
Revenue Agent or Revenue Officer performing it. We are of the opinion the
audit or collection wilt be identifiable with one or another of the Objectives;
and the performance of the act measurable by an Evaluation Factor.

A. OBJECTIVES

IRS MANAGERS

1. He thinks the goal of Strike Force operation is to make cases against the
bigger people in organized crime-included the labor racketeer and the corrupt
political. He feels the Strike Force has had an impact on organized crime in the
area. He believes there is a need for-greater awareness on the part of the public
as to the IRS contributions to the fight against organized crime.

2. There has been some difficulty in turning Audit people around so their
concern might be more directed toward the criminal aspects of a case as opposed
to tax collection. Strike Force efforts must be considered as the top priority
program within the District. The Intelligence Division should spend all of its
manpower on it. Criminal cases (fraud) on businessmen are not very effective.
Intelligence Division should depart from its present concepts to a straight
criminal activity. Fraud sentences are meaningless. No one has gone to jail.
Always ends up with a tax collection plus penalties.

3. He recognizes a need for a new approach toward evaluating Audit proce-
dures. He sees a great many of Audit examinations taking place (Strike Force)
but feels there may be little in the way of potential. The dollar return from
those audits are considerably less than those realized under the regular Audit
program. There is a doubt that the money realized from audits, including the
penalty factor, will be much of a deterrent to organized crime

4. The District Director (differs with the Chief Intelligence) believes criminal
prosecution is a deterrent to the general public. The public complies with laws
because of publicity on criminal fraud prosecutions.

5. Seems to be a difference of opinion on the definition of what organized crime
is. Management expressed the opinion that getting a crooked politician is as
important as getting a racketeer.

6. They cannot see the difference between Strike Force and what would nor-
mally be done by Audit and Intelligence pursuing their regular duties.

7. On the question of anticipated results, Management believed they were
not sufficiently knowledgeable to comment. The Mafia men living in this area
are retired, old men, and yet, they are included as Strike Force targets. Doubts
we can benefit much from such an approach. Does not feel anything comes as a
result of the Strike Force effort.

8. The Audit Division Chief was in an acting capacity and was not too
familiar at this time with the Los Angeles Strike Force operation.

9. The objective seemed to be to put the biggest dent possible in organized
crime. This simply means identifying those people in organized crime and going
after them.

10. The Intelligence Division has had several supervisory staffing changes in
the past few months; they are now sufficiently stable to get the program into
high gear.

11. In the future some measurements beyond statistics might be useful in
determining the effectiveness of the Strike Force effort. This will be primarily
based on evaluating information from undercover sources.
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12. Although our efforts or results may not be clear, it is important that we
keep pressure on so that we might have some assurance that organized crime
is at least not growing. We need to be particularly alert to the underworld
entering the legitimate business field.

13. Getting started in Los Angeles consisted of taking over work already
under the OCD Program an&t adding to it the name of crime figures furnished
by the Department of Justice. Nick Lacata, 72 years old, is regarded as the
principal organized crime man in this area. Los Angeles is different from other
areas in that they do not have an identifiable family. The organization here Is
different from that of the east. At present there is no information that it is
singularly controlled or how it is organized. There is some doubt that there is
any overall control or organization.

14. One of the major problems in the Strike Force operation is the racketeer
getting into many legitimate businesses. One such crime figure was identified
as having an interest in forty different legitimate enterprises. Such a situation
requires a great deal of audit time if the crime figure is to be fully checked out.

15. The program plan gives all the appearance of being short-range (two not
three years duration).- We need to revise our -thinking and our planning to a
long-range concept of a five or ten year duration or even indefinitely. If, at the
inception of the organized crime drive, or now the Strike Force program, such
projects had been made, we would be much further along and better able to
measure our success than we are now able to do.

We should very clearly state what it is we want to accomplish. The over-the-
horizon objective of eliminating organized crime is to far distant for the average
individual to grasp. This far-reaching objective should not be abandoned but
there should be established Intermediate goals of along-the-way which are
identifiable and measurable.

In keeping with a long-range plan, we should initiate action to infiltrate or-
ganized crime. All of the resources required should be identified and applied.
At the present, we would have no trouble In justifying manpower needs, partic-
ularly if we were to look at how much has been applied and wasted over the
past several years without sufficient accomplishment to show for it.

The need for more realistic goals is most pertinent to the field operations and
the individuals assigned to Strike Force work. It is possible to set up a chart
of the organization in any given city and state that individuals on the charts
are the immediate targets of the Strike Force. As succes, were had, the front-
line people and supervisors woud be able to identify with the succesess and
meaningfulness of the program. Through the elimination of organized criminals
from the scene and the collection of tax dollars, we would have legitimate yard-
stickr on which to base our success. Other measurements which would be avail-
able by this method would be changes in reporting income, reporting funds which
had previously been had, increase in Information being obtained, information on
where crime money is going and how it is being used, and information on the
corruption taking place.

16. Can't understand why it takes so long to get the program under way and,
in particular, the delay in setting up the targets. Can see the same thing happen-
ing in Baltimore.

17. There is a need to establish and set out goals that are reasonable and ob-
tainable. Putting family heads in jail i s such an objective and one that will hurt
the organized crime operation. Do not believe the organized crime structure pro-
vides for replacement of the top figures in organized crime.

18. Really wouldn't know how to measure the success of the program. Prosecu-
tion would not be a real measurement of progress. It is disturbing that, as
results go, it is difficult to get s. handle on Strike Force.

19. Personal feeling is that crime figures must be hurt in the pocketbook. More
effort needs to be made to find out where the money is and then tax it.

20. Revenue Agents have not been prepared for Strike Force work. What we
want to know is how the money gets in and out, and have not developed guide-
lines for making an audit which would provide this information.

21. Some of our targets are worthless as far as an IRS effort is concerned. It
appears we still have two programs going on, OCD and Strike Force.

22. The program needs to have defined how you measure success. Having this
guide would be of assistance in determining the manpower that should be
applied. Prosecutions and sentences have not resulted in any serious dent to
organized crime. To date, cannot see us gaining any ground on organized crime.
The tax dollar accomplishment has been poor.
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28. Would recommend time be applied to the corporation here we suspect
hoodlum money has been invested. This would be much more productive than try-
ing to work net worth cases.

24. Make clear that the program is long-range and that evidence of success are
not going to be measured over a short period of time.

25. There is something wrong with the system in that it is not providing the
information necessary to support the Commissioner.

26. Have had an impact on organized crime measures by convictions that have
been obtained. Some targets previously worked without success are part of these
convictions.

27. The program was initiated in June of 1969. Intelligence Division started
taking active part in April 1970. Had to say that up to the present time they have
been organizing and are Just now beginning to get books and records for
examination.

28. It is really only since July that IRS has been properly organized and
moving on the program. It is only at this time that plans are being made for
the Audit Strike Force operation.

29. Program is not viewed as being short-ranged. Feel the program should be
indefinite.

30. Paying too much attention to criminal Indictments and not giving enough
effort to locating and getting the money.

31. Did not get off to a good start because of the Strike Force Representatives
assigned. Slowed us for a year. Representatives were not very good did not get
along and failed to communicate.

82. Was shocked only Audit and Intelligence have programs. Understand it is
nationwide that other agencies have no program. How do they know where
they are going without a plan? How does Attorney relate to these agencies as
he can with IRS and a plan.

33. Think we need to be more interested in today. Stop looking at the past
of the organized criminal. Need to learn where the money is; how it is being
passed.

34. Have problem getting started. Intelligence Strike Force Representative did
not have program after one year; Representative was removed.

A. OBJEIOrVES

STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE FORCE ATTORNEYS

1. Setting of Objectives:
Listing of targets-individuals identifed as crime leaders.
Cooperation between agencies-who has best change of getting target

individual.
Program-Determine manpower needed for objective. Priority of atten-

tion to individuals.
Entry of Strike Force interests local and state police. They pay more

attention-cooperate.
Success measured in Jailing targets. Believe families less effective.

2. The objective of this program is to get rid of organized crime. In Los Angeles
it will require looking a little longer and harder than is the case in the eastern
cities. The biggest problem here which needs to be examined are the financial
operations and manipulations of an organized and illicit nature.

3 The Los Angeles operation should be further along than it is. It was a stow
start here due in part to the unfamiliarity of the Attorney and Strike Force
Representatives in this area. They had to take a long time to learn the area,
the people, and what organized crime was in the Los Angeles area. It is sug-
gested that Representatives be permitted a few weeks in an area with nothing t6
do except to familiarize themselves with the situation. It is also suggested that
spending some time in an ongoing Strike Force city in a sort of on-the-job train-
ing would be of considerable benefit. In isolated cases where this was done, the
Representative was better able to get the job moving. The Intelligence Represent-
ative said he tried to get guidelines on how to get started and was told he was
experienced and should use his good Judgment. There is a need for better and
more definitive guidelines and help from someone who has had prior Strike Force



experience. In calling other Representatives in other areas, the responses were so
varied that they were of litle use in getting set up in Los Angeles.

4. There should be more lead time between the decision to set up a Strike
Force and developing the program for any given city. There is too much empha-
sis into getting into a fully operational program without taking time to get the
feel of the area and the problems that exist.

5. There have been several changes in IRS management in Los Angeles which
have caused problems in continuity of effort. There is also the problem that
cases that have been assigned have already been worked and closed by the Dis-
trict. Cases that are now being worked on are not showing adequate progress Or
promise. There has been some criticism of the Attorneys and Representatives
for making suggestions directly to the working agent. They are constantly re-
minded that this must be done through the supervisor. Rule in effect requires
that an agent can be talked with only in the presence of his supervisor.

6. We could have less targets than is now the case and expect to cut down
the number in order to give better concentration to those that remain on the list.
Criteria for selection will be those which have the greatest impact on the area.

7. There are not enough guidelines at the forming of a Strike Force. There
is nothing to go on to base the formation of the operation or procedures to be
followed. Everything had to be developed by oneself.

8. Objective of the program is not clear. Unable to know whether we are mak-
ing progress or not. The statistics alone are not able to show what progress we
are making to deter organized crime. The only indicator we have thus far are
that violators appear to be exercising greater care.

9. Recognize that organized crime is not just LCN. Investigations and audits
being conducted have never been limited to LON numbers.

10. Concluded it is a waste of time trying to make tax cases on targets who
deal in cash only (bookies, loan sharks) and decided that Intelligence should con-
centrate on crime figures going into legitimate business. Gave example of attempt
to make networth case on loan shark which ended up being of little value ($187).
In the meantime, FBI made loan sharking case which threw IRS case out.

11. Discussions covered:
1. Objectives of the program
2. Jailing of targets
3. Strike Force as long-range operation (five to ten years)

12. Discuss setting up program and selecting targets. Question some of the
targets selected because of their age, being in bad health, are in jail, or inactive.
An effort being made now to give more attention to lieutenants of organized
crime.

13. Strike Force Program should be long-range with view toward eliminating
top targets and those identified as the successors to the bosses. Along with putting
them in jail, the assessment and collection of taxes should have more emphasis
put on it.

14. There is a need to evaluate the targets being worked on to be sure man-
power is being effectively used. There is a need for an evaluation process where
progress on a target determines whether to continue on a case.

15. There are 532 targets established at this time. We have not been in busi-
ness long enough to determine if the audits are adequate; so far, the cases closed
have not produced anything.

16. Didn't have a program for over a year and this was cause of slow start.

SUPERVISORS AND TWOHNICIANS

1. The operations to date have established valuable background information
on racket suspects. Surveillance has been particularly good--establishing infor-
mation on racketeers' way of life. friends, girls, expenditures and vehicles. They
feel they are in good shape to take off on making cases for prosecution. It will
probably be necessary to wait for two or three years before the fruits of today's
labor will be assessible.

2. There is a need for guidelines spelling, out just what organized crime is
and how you select targets for Strike Force pursuit.

3. They look at the purpose of the Strike Force as being a team effort going
after the organized criminal by making a tax case or to put them in jail.

4. There's been no criticism on the length of time investigations or audits
take, although the experience to date shows that much more time goes into this
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.:-- =typendit and that the change rate and dollar returns are less than under the
regular Audit Program. Supervisors have been supportive of the efforts taken
under this program and they are under the impression as individuals they should
cooperate to the maximum extent. The concern for tax return appears to be
secondary to getting the criminal behind bar.

5. Part of Intelligence mission is to get publicity on accomplishments. This
acts as strong deterrent to others.

6. Many of the targets are old men, gamblers, and minor figures in organized
crime. There are about 225 targets at present, but no one has ever explained the
importance of the target or his relationship to organized crime. We would do
well to eliminate about 25 to 35 percent of the present targets.

7. Agree change rate and dollar return is not being stressed. Cannot relate
cases being worked on to fight against organized crime. Strike Force lost of tar-
gets needs to be cleaned and the targets made more meaningful.

8. Believe objective is to put targets in jail. Would like to see clear guidelines
on the short and long range objectives of the program and be assured that other
agencies have similar goals.

9. Favor approach of putting violator in jail over collecting money because it is
most damaging to organized crime structure.

10. Believe present system might be improved. Instead of one or two Agents
working on five targets, would suggest five Agents working on one target. Believe
the efforts should be directed to fewer targets but with more concentrated
efforts on them.

PRESENT ORGANIZATION STRIKE FORCE
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B. ORGANIZATION

1. It is our recommendation that the action taken to Implement this change
be made when setting up any new Strike Force or as the temporary assignments
of the present Strike Force Representatives come to an end. This would provide
test areas for evaluation purposes and would not create an undue hardship on
those individuals to whom we hafe made other commitments.

At the present time we have 19 Strike Forces in operation and we have 89 indi-
viduals coordinating these activities. This includes three Strike Force Represent-
atives for each Strike Force, or a total of 57, a Regional Coordinator in each
activity for a total of 21, and 5 Audit, 4 Intelligence, and 2 ATF National Office
Coordinators. Since the program responsibility for Strike Force activities is
primarily that of the District Director and we already have an organizational
structure to control the work done by revenue and special agents it is difficult
to understand why we need so many coordinators at the local level.

The presence of 3 men to coordinate one program results in duplication of
effort, excess cost and greater delay and confusion in getting the Job done. We
are convinced that one Strike 'orce Representative is sufficient for Audit, Intelli-
gence and ATF. The principal supervisors would be the contact with the Strike
Force Representative. (See the Strike Force Team.)

_.j
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The elimination of 2 Strike Force Representatives at the district level is not
intended to cut the lines of communication to any activity management as ex-
plained more fully in the section on communications.

As we see the duties and responsibilities of the Strike Force Representative
we are convinced they can be effectively handled by one person. These duties
would include:

(a) Assist in planning the program in conjunction with operating officials and
the Department of Justice. This would place the responsibility where it belongs
since district officials are providing the manpower to carry out the program. This
also gets district management involved in an active manner and will result in
increased interest in this vital program.

(b) Secure information from other agencies and coordinate actions of IRS
as it pertains to targets under consideration. This should be on a continuing
basis.

(c) Serve as primary liaison between the Strike Force attorney and IRS. This
would mean that the attorney could look to one person for necessary coordina-
tion and proper action.

(d) Coordinate closing of Strike Force cases with appropriate IRS officials
as well as Department of Justice.

(e) Gather necessary information for National Office and prepare reports as
required for National Office Officials. It is hoped that the coordination activities
of the Regi6nal and National Office coordinators could keep formal reports.to a
minimum.

The size of the ATF group assigned to Strike Force work and the extent of
their activities are such that the local supervisor could readily perform his
supervisory duties and provide the coordination necessary.

This would result in an annual savings of $1,138,920 in salary and per diem
costs. (This computation is made on the base salary of a GS-14 and $25 per
diem.) There would be an additional $200,000 per annum saving for premium
and overtime pay under the present arrangement. Even more important it would
make 88 more people available for front line work where they are so desperately
needed in today's limited manpower resources.

One of the strongest criticisms heard of the present program was the fact that
local management had no say in the selection of the Strike Force Representative
and yet he is one of the keys to the success of the program. This change would
eliminate this complaint.

The strong factor in this recommendation is to make the District Director a
more integral part of the Strike Force program. The attitudinal problem noted
in most areas was not because the director was opposed to the Strike Force con-
cept in any way but because he felt left out of the planning and control of the
program. This is understandable when you consider the circumstances surround-
ing the setting up of a Strike Force.

(a) Strike Force was announced as a Department of Justice operation.
(b) Strike Force Attorney arrived and directed setting up the program.
(c) National Office announced the operation would be under the Assistant

Commissioner, Compliance.
(d) National Office selected and assigned the Strike Force representatives.
(e) Strike Force representative is more responsive to needs of the Strike Force

Attorney than the District Office.
() All reports were submitted directly to National Office with copies being

sent to district and region.
(g) Targets and program development was stated to be the primary respon-

sibility of the Strike Force attorney and/or the Strike Force representatives.
It is not reasonable for the District Director to have program responsibility

for Strike Force and not have any authority over the IRS individual who is work-
ing in such close daily contact with his supervisors and agents. A tabulation of
district management officials revealed that about 80% would prefer to have the
Strike Force Representative under their control. Some district officials were
divided on this question but we did not find any district where all the Manage-
ment people wanted the Strike Force Representative to remain under National
Office control. The general feeling was that this program should be directed by
the National Office but controlled by the district.

Under the present set up the Strike Force Representative has little or no super-
vision or control in carrying out his assigned duties. Only someone in the im-
mediate area can provide proper supervision and assistance. It is believed the
National Office Coordinators could provide a more objective monitoring and
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evaluation of the program if the Strike Force Representative was not under his
direct supervision. It is difficult to criticize any program for which you are
responsible or control.

It has been suggested that in those districts where the director has not taken
an active role in the Strike Force program, the placing of the Strike Force
Representative under his direct supervision would be fatal to the program.
There is another side to that coin and that Is by placing the Strike Force Repre-
sentative under his control you are removing his built in excuse or crutch that
this is a National Office program and he is not fully responsible for its execu-
tion. We also feel there is a better way of dealing with a director that does not
respond properly to any program initiated by the National Office.

The Strike Force Representative stated they could maintain their independ-
ence more if they were under National Office control. They also stated they could
be more objective In their approach if they knew they were not going to have
to work for a particular division chief when this program was over. Even though
these arguments may have some merit, it was our conviction the necessity of
getting the director more involved in this program must be the prime
consideration...

A. BEST QUALIVnD PERSON

Since the work required in Strike Force cases requires more investigative
knowledge and skills than regular examination work, this factor should be given
heavy weight In selecting the person to handle this assignment. Another factor
that is vital is that the person selected must have the ability to deal with others
in a persuasive manner, be tactful and yet be forceful in getting the job done.

Due to the Importance of the position of a Strike Force Representative, it Is
our recommendation we 'use our career program In order to select the best quali-
fied person available without regard to where he is presently located. This does
not mean that you should always select a local man. There are circumstances
where it would be desirable and necessary to have some one from another geo-
graphical area, but we do not feel that it should be a mandatory requirement
that he be an outside man. As a matter of fact, IRS Is the only agency that is
complying with this restriction at this time.

We feel that there are certain disadvantages in having an outside man that
often outweigh the advantages.

(1) When he has roots in another area, we found that it was necessary for
him to travel back home frequently and he was unable to be as effective as he
could have been.

(2) In order to get results you must have certain contacts and be accepted by
those with whom you deal. Building a reputation takes time.

(3) A knowledge of the_ area, targets, and personnel In a given area often
saves considerable time in getting any program off the ground.

(4) The cost and personal inconvenience of moving often prevents the best
qualified man from making application for the job. Whenever we accept less than
the best we are flirting with managerial suicide.

The placing of the Strike Force Representative under the director would also
place on him the responsibility for providing clerical help as needed. At the
present time, there is no provision for the Strike Force Representatives to have
clerical help and we found many instances where high paid technical men were
performing considerable clerical duties.

B. PERMANENT PROMOTION

The person selected for this program should be given a permanent promotion
and assigned to the area where he will work.

(1) The giving of a temporary promotion Implies it is a temporary job and
often the best people are not interested in a short-range assignment. It is diffi-
cult to visualize a de-emphasis on this work anytime In the near future to the
extent that we will not need this position.

(2) Temporary promotions also leads the agents assigned to work these cases
to conclude their work is of a temporary nature.

(3) If we select the right person for the job we will have no difficulty in
reassigning him to another job at that grade if that ever becomes necessary.

(4) If Strike Force work is as important as we say It is then let's make it
an integral part of our career promotional program.

(5) If the Strike Force Representative is going to work under the authority
of the District Director he would have to be assigned to the area.
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(6) This would save an additional $175,000 in per diem payment per year.

(This is based on $25 per diem for 19 Strike Force Representatives.) Comments
on premium or overtime pay for these individuals are covered in the Guidelines
section of this report. There are other factors that are involved in this per diem
payment that should receive careful consideration at a high level, We noted in
certain Instances where the Strike Force Representative had moved his family
to his new assignment and severed all connections at his old post of duty.
It is seriously doubted if he could properly claim per diem under these cir-
cumstances. There is also a question as to where he shows his post of duty in
the preparation of his travel vouchers. Since these assignments are of an under-
termined length, we have the problem of paying per diem for an indefinite period
of time Instead of only when a person is temporarily in a travel status. This could
result in a tax problem for the employee. We realize a study was previously made
at the request of the Assistant Commissioner, Compliance, which resulted in the
change from a flat $25.00 per day to a sliding scale based on the circumstances
in each case. However, the whole problem needs further study and guidance
given to these employees.

(7) This would result in moving expenses having to be paid when a person
was selected from outside the area as is done in any other assignment to a dif-
ferent post of duty.

2. The Study Group found a considerable vacuum existent in filling the IRS
Strike Force need for current information on the doings of Strike Force targets.
The fine concept of sharing information by agencies is not working. Either the
other agencies can't relate to our needs or don't care to bother filling them-
we suspect both.

We found one exception, in the Manhattan District, where an Intelligence
group was assigned to surveillance of targets. They were furnished with the In-
formation desires of Revenue Agents and Special Agents and then set about to
fill them. It was working very well.

The Study Group was led to its recognization ------------- * the efforts of
the AT&F Division. Unfortunately, they are relegated to firearms investiga-
tions of the low priority hoods for the simple reason that Mafia bosses, political
corruptees, labor leaders and their like do not go about armed. (There are excep-
tions, such as investigating hidden interests of racketeers in the legitimate
liquor industry.)

The Study Group does not necessarily suggest we abandon these pursuits of
AT&F, but that the role of AT&F be expanded to that of the apex for gathering
information critical to the needs of the Audit and Intelligence efforts. They
possess the skilled ana-able horses to conduct surveillance and bring back the
information we want on the current activities of Strike Force Targets.

The Study Group would also suggest the proven ability of the ATF Investigator
to go undercover not be overlooked. In all of these we are not proposing some
new pursuit for IRS, but that we do take advantage of the resources we possess.

-3. Too often a Strike Force target has gone to assessment without notifying
Collection in any way that special attention should .be given to this account. We
recommend that a procedure be set up so that an Organized Crime member ac-
count could not be 53'd without the personal approval of the Chief, Collection
Division.

A procedure should also be set up to take advantage of, the considerable in-
formation available to a revenue officer in the course of his day to day assign-
ments. This could be done through discussion with appropriate collection super-
visory people when information on a certain individual is needed.

More consideration should be given to taking necessary civil action in ap-
propriate cases before the criminal aspects have been disposed of. This should
be on a case by case basis, but we noted some instances where certain assets
were identified during the investigation but by the time we followed our normal
procedures in disposing of the criminal features before making any attempt to
collect whatever tax we could, the taxpayer had placed the assets beyond our
reach. We should ask ourselves if we are making use of jeopardy assessments in
appropriate cases or it may be the collection of the money may be a greater
deterrent than a light Jail sentence or possible probationary sentence.

IBS MANAGERS

1. There appears to be good cooperation between the Strike Force people and
the District Office. Believes the Strike Force Representative is a good idea and
should be continued the way it is with the Representative being independent.

• Copy illegible.
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He was not familiar with Strike Force Representative selection process, but after
having it explained, was satisfied the system was proper. Made no recommenda-
tions for change. He felt the Strike Force Representative was a considerable im-
provement over the defunct OCD Program in that now a man was provided to
coordinate in the gathering of information and its distribution.

2. He was not too enthusiastic on the use of a strictly undercover man. It
wouid,4ake several years to do this and to be able to measure the effectiveness

"_ of the effort. It would probably have a little success but would not be much more
than you can get from street talk. Not very enthusiastic about the idea.

3. Feel the Intelligence mission has changed to where they have primary in-
terest in keeping account of what is going on in the District. That is, surveil-
lance as opposed to making cases.

4. The general opinion of Management appears to be less than enthusiastic
about Strike Force.

5. The only difference notable about Strike Force is that it goes across agency
lines. Does not think it is working well in Los Angeles. Believes it may be that
leadership is lacking on the part of the Strike Force Attorneys and Repre-
sentatives. Lead Attorney is not the type of person who would get the type of
cooperation needed. A strong, personable man is required by this job. Very un-
impressed with the Intelligence Division Strike Force Representative. Thinks he
plays politics and is playing this Job off as bigger than it is. He's definitely not a
leader.

6. A District Director needs to be fully confident in leadership before he would
be willing to turn over resources without question. This trust does not exist
at the present time as it applies to the Strike Force Representative. There is
considerable doubt they know what they're doing, and this doubt extends to the
use of the manpower now assigned.

7. Would prefer to give this type of assignment to someone of our own people.
Believe we would be much better off using a local man, and particularly since
these people are considered to be of a higher caliber. The District would then
know the quality of the man doing the job. Believe the District man's knowledge
of the area and the people he needs to work with overshadows other selection
criteria.

8. The Regional Commissioner has made it clear he wants full cooperation,
and the District Management realizes they must support this program, but are
hindered on going all out because they cannot rely on the Representatives now
in Los Angeles. If this program is that important and requires the full District
effort, then District Management should be personally involved in the selection
of Strike Force Representatives. It is unreasonable for the District Director to
hold program responsibility and have no line authority over the Strike Force
Representatives.

9. There's a feeling that organizational change should be made, but no areas
were identified. There's a feeling there are too many "cooks." There's been a
lingering problem between the IRS and the Department of Justice on where
some of the cases belong, in the District or with the Strike Force.

10. One solution to the existing problem of responsibility and authority might
be to vest the authority at the National Office level and put all manpower used
under that authority. (This idea was not endorsed by other managers.)

A 11. There were several innuendos made regarding the National Office Coordi-
Anators that were not complimentary. Do not see the usefulness of these people

and they could very easily be eliminated from the structure.
12. There is nine and one-half million dollars collectable from identifiable

hoodlums. Even though some of these collectables are being 53'd, there is prob-
ably considerable valuable information coming to the attention of Revenue Of-
ficers that would benefit the Strike Force organization. Before closing these ac-
counts, they should be carefully examined for passing information to the Audit
and Collection groups dealing with organized crime.

13. Some of the best information comes from undercover efforts, and in all
cases it is more valuable than anything coming from informants. Informants are
considered unreliable and suspected of double dealing. In Las Vegas it took two
years to place an undercover man and have the information he was feeding be of
value. At present there is one particularly valuable informant who is on a six-
month, $10,000 contract which will probably be renewed for an additional six
months.

14. Regions should be allowed to select Strike Force Representatives. They
could do a much improved job of selection because of their superior knowledge
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of people applying for Strike Force Representative positions. There is absolutely
no justifiable reason why Strike Force Representatives need to be selected from-
outside the District or Region concerned.

At the expiration of the two year terms of the Strike Force Representatives,
the above mentioned system should be used for selecting the replacements. If the
incumbent Strike Force Representatives are to remain beyond the two year period,
it should be with the consent of the Regional Executives.

An example was cited where the Strike Force Representatives selected were
good men but they did not know the area, the IRS people, or the violators. They
did not become at all effective for a considerable time and then when they
became fully useful, they were on their way because of thi two year assignment
limitation.

"Strike Force Representatives liked th money and lack of responsibility, and
are trying to stay as long as possible."

Another instance was cited (Detroit) where qualified men were assigned, but
in this new area were completely lost. They don't know how to go about getting
familiar and had no help because they had no friends to assist. It is a very dif-
ficult arrangement.

None of the ARC's favored the use of the outsider, although they did identify
the seven arguments for his selection. They felt, however, that the criteria for
knowledge of the area outweighed most other considerations.

15. Strike Force Representatives should be reporting to the Regional Office and
not to the National Office, Strike Force Representative must be responsive to the
people who have responsibility for the program. Why Is it that Regions are respon-
sible for all programs and an exception is made for the Strike Force program?

Cases were cited where the Strike Force Representative made no contact
with the Region for weeks at a time. In one case, an example was given where the
ARC had not seen the Strike Force Representative for more than four months.

While the ARC has program responsibility, the Strike Force Representative
is being put into the position of Sub-ARC for the Strike Force program. Planning
for the program, including the assignment of resources, is done at the Region
and it is actually the Regional Commissioner who approves the program. These
things are inconsistent with the Strike Force Representative not being accounta-
ble to the Regional Office.

10. The Strike Force Representative is receiving a good salary, and on top of
this, per diem. He has a good job and no responsibility being accountable to no
one. Recommend the Representative be under District supervision. Can appre-
ciate the outside man; takes a fresh look at District operations but do not think
this is sufficiently important.

17. Raise questions on the need for a Regional Coordinator. Can't see why the
ARC can't keep abreast of monitoring the Strike Force Program on his own.

18. Look at the program as a District operation and do not see the necessity
for it to be run by or so strictly monitored by the National Office. Look at the
program as nothing different than the coordinating of large cases between Dis-
tricts and Regions. Cited the instance where an audit extends beyond a single
District and, therefore, key District or Region can be set up.

19. See a problem with the Strike Force effort because there is not good co-
ordination between Audit and Intelligence and because it is not fully under the
control of the District Director.

20. The only person who can really coordinate this type operation is the Dis-
trict Director. This is merely following the principal of getting the operation
down to the lowest level of responsibiilty who, in this case, is the District Direc-
tor. The only real success of any program is achieved where the District Director
has felt responsible and, therefore, gets himself fully involved. The Philadelphia
Strike Force is a good example. The present District Director is interested in
becoming personally involved to insure the success of the program. Inference
was made that the former District Director, holding himself aloof from the
program, did not get things moving and the program was a failure.

21. View the National Office responsibility is that of setting up good guide-
lines and then let the District run the program. Strike Force shouldn't be looked
on for effectiveness as being different from the way we proceed with other pro-
grams in the IRS where Districts have full responsibility. The National Office
has no more business being in operations than does the Regional Office. View
the Region's role of anticipating pitfalls and evaluating the program and helping
to solve problems.

22. Believe Collection should be in the Strike Force operation for the purpose
of getting as much money away from organized crime as is possible.
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28. Recommend the Strike Force Representative be from the local area and
under the control of the District Director.

24. After two years the Philadelphia operation is just getting started. For
considerable amount of time no one thought of it as a District program but
believiid it was one directed by the National Office. From the beginning it was a
very confused operation and even today there is serious questions on the targets
that are being worked.

25. Starting in September 1970, the District took a more active Interest in the
program including controls over it. The District took on work as requested by

the Representative who we felt was getting his orders from the Strike Force
Attorney. We believe the Strike Force Attorneys were in charge of the program

A and that they determined what the work effort should be. The District felt
they were to take on targets as given to them by the Representative without
question. The priority of targets of Audit and Intelligence were not the same.

26. Not able to see where Strike Force Coordinators are doing anything for the
District. We have discussed problems with them but they have not contributed
to solution.

27. Feel the present organization is good. Strike Force Representative should
be apart from the District.

28. Feel Strike Force is a National project-with the District having respon-
sibility for execution of the program.

29. Would recommend that no publicity be given at the outset of Strike Force.
It would be advisable to operate for about six months gathering Information so
that targets are not put on the alert. The program needs much more undercover
work and surveillance. Examples were given of how surveillance work has con-
tributed meaningful knowledge. ATF has provided surveillance which has helped,
but it would be better if Intelligence Division would do more surveillance because
of their familiarity with the need In developing tax cases.

80. ATF opposes the Idea of a Strike Force group for the identification of
Individual investigators of Strike Force people.

31. Question the need of a Strike Force Representative and particularly his
value for what it costs.

82. Would like to have some say in the selection of the Representative. Knowl-
edge of the area should be a selection criteria. Doubt that the best people are
being selected as Representatives.

38. Opposed to the idea of the Strike Force Representative coming from out-
side the District. Gave example of ATF man who was from District and working
out very well.

34. Advocated greater surveillance effort. Believe there Is Information in the
hands of other agencies which could be of value to IRS but is not betng pro-
vided. Gave examples of cases where the FBI actually withheld information.

35. Believe Strike Force could be set up as is presently the case, but that at
some point its being taken over by the District or Region, thus eliminating the
Strike Force Representative. There appears to be too many people riding herd
on the operation. With the addition of Coordinators at the National Office, we
should be able to keep track of what is going on and meet the needs of the
Commissioner and Green.

86. Fail to see why we need to monitor the regions (with Representatives)
when It has been made clear the Importance of thp program. Have this opinion
even though Districts have not bought the program one hundred percent.

37. From an Intelligence Divisfon point of view would prefer the Representa-
tive to be under the Region. The Region must take a stronger role In the pro-
gram because it is here responsibility lies and where resources are allocated.

38. The selection of Strike Force Representatives was learned by the Director
third-hand. There have been two selections made which he protested and had
cancelled. He feels that some method of selection must be adopted that would
Involve the District In that selection. He has no strong opinion on whether the
Representative be from within or outside the District. Integrity maybe a factor
to be considered, but believes some weight must be put on the man's knowledge
of the area. In Newark and other major cities there would certainly be a need for
a city-wise individual.

39. Strike Force concept is wasteful in that there are too -many good people
involved in a paper-shuffling job and not involved with actual case production.

40. Strike Force Representatives should be under the District Managers, and
the Region should be involved with their selection. If there Is concern that the
Representatives might be over-dominated by the District, they could be under the
supervision of the ARC.

66-411 0 - 76 - 19
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41. There is no complaint with the Representative assigned to Newark, but
in Philadelphia, no one knows what they're doing. They are too free-wheeling
without being responsible to anyone. The difference that has been found may
be nothing more than the individual differences of the Representatives and the
Strike Force Attorneys

42. There are serious consequences which may come about because the Repre-
sentatives do not appear answerable to anyone. There is not now even any de-
fined period for evaluating their performance and It Is difficult to see how this
could be done except by someone at the local level but not from the National level.

48. Program responsibility Is the concern of the District and the Region, and
at present has nothing to say about this most critical position of Strike Force
Representative. A!

44. Very strong opinions expressed regarding the selection of the Representa-
tives. Emphasis was placed on the need for Strike Force Representatives to be
compatible with the Regional people and responsive to their needs.

45. Believe the Strike Force Representatives are good. Agree with the concept
of selecting from outside the district.

46. Believe Collection should be involved although no procedure has been
worked out for controlling results of work going Into Collection Division.

47. There Is a special group of Intelligence Agents who work exclusively on
surveillance gathering Information on the activity of Strike Force targets.

48. The surveillance work was started In July, and the Information coming
out of this effort has been very good. It Is providing valuable information on the
key figure's movements, his associates, financial Interests, and method of opera-
tion. Surveillance Is i'ecognized as requiring special skills, and the men assigned
are selected on the basis of demonstrated ability in this area. The number of
surveillance requests that have been made has caused a backlog of work to be
accomplished, and there may be a need to increase the number of Agents assigned.

49. There is a need for an Increase in the motor vehicle fleet. Effort Is being
hampered by not being able to pursue surveillance on targets who reside or have
interests outside of New York City. Almost all cars available have been assigned
to Strike Force work, but this Is still not enough. A car coordinator Is being used
in order to get maximum use of vehicles available. For the seventeen men
assigned there are only six vehicles available. Have asked for an additional 25
cars and told two may be made available. ATF has not made much contribution
to the surveillance efforts because they are not working the same targets. To
date there has not been any close relationship with the ATF. Our only actual
contact with ATF has been through the Strike Force Representatives.

50. Information available at the start has been very meager.
51. Believe the Strike Force Representative should have been a man more

familiar with the local area. Those that are assigned are very cooperative and
work very closely with District supervision.

52. Agree the Strike Force Representative reporting to the National Office Is
best. Would not put him under District supervision.

_53. Collection Division should be more active in the program, but not neces-
sarily as a full Strike Force member. It would be more appropriate were there
a Collection Liaison Officer to maintain contact with other active divisions. Dis-
cussion was held on the advantages of hurting organized crime through the
collection of tax monies. There Is a need for a closer control to insure collection
after a change has resulted from the audit. There is probably a need to revise 0
the machinery for collecting taxes, notwithstanding our interests in criminal
prosecutions.

54. District or Region should have something to say about selection. Seems
the present criteria Is a willingness to travel and collect per diem. (one of the
new ones having a communication problem.)

55. Representative needs to talk more with the District Director. His contact
with National Office leaves District Director out in the cold.

56. Desirable the Representatives come In from outside with no preconceived
ideas on how things are working. Prefer man be from outside.

57. Strike Force Representative should be outsider, but District should be
Involved with selection through interview. Districts should participate in evalua-
tion of Representative.

58. There is a need for undercover operation for purposes of gathering In-
formation.
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STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE oVICE ATTORNEYS

1. Identifiable problems. Temporary promotion is not advisable. Feel a perma-
nent grade would be more in order. By doing so, per diem costs, which are
extremely high, could be considerably reduced.

2. The Department of Justice is strong on having assignments of individuals
from outside of the concerned District area. They feel this provides less in-
fluence on the Individual by either the District Director or Regional Office
management.

8. Field of cooperation and work with the District Office is very good. There
have been no problems to date.

A 4. The Supervisor of the Strike Force Representative is the National Office
Coordinator. Contact with the region has been very limited. The ARC gets
involved only to the extent of allocating manpower.

5. It would be difficult to be under the supervision of local management be.
cause there would be a constant worry over going to work for him at some later
date. At present it is possible to be completely frank and honest without concern
of future consequence. They did not feel their career suffers because of the Strike
Force details. That they were being given same promotional consideration as
ever.

6. The basic organization of Strike Force is sound and he did not have any
recommendations for change. Suggest the use of the Collection Division would
be of assistance if they were to go after assessments involving organized crime
leaders. Emphasis ought to be placed on TDA's which are the result of the Strike
Force effort. He would like to see Strike Force be given a go ahead into crim-
inal aspects in lieu of proceeding with a tax case. Tax cases take too long, while
there is a criminal violation pending. It would be better if the information de-
veloped by Audit would be given over so that a tax fraud or other criminal viola-
tion investigation might be pursued. He suggests a policy for procedure in thi-s-
area needs to be defined.

7. Enthusiastically recommends a pool of agents for undercover operations be
established. Money should be made available to finance such an effort without
concern for who has agency jurisdictional responsibility of the information de-
veloped. In other words, men and money to fight crime without regard to agency
prerogatives. The results obtained from such an undercover operation would
probably be cheaper than buying the information as we are doing now. There is
a need for a good surveillance crew without need to Justify the expenditure. The
information obtained would be of considerable value in Grand Jury hearings.

8. He believes that agents assigned to Strike Force should not be assigned to
regular District work.

9. Strike Force organization is most satisfactory in ATF where the Represent-
ative gives direct supervision to the investigators assigned. But this is not the
case in either Audit or Intelligence. The statistics on the time applied by these
latter two indicates that less time than is required is being applied. Also, Audit
and Intelligence have not set up separate groups to work exclusively on the Strike
Force program.

10. For the usual reasons of fresh look and not influenced by District or Re-
gional Management, the Strike Force Representatives should continue to be
selected from outside the area of Strike Force operation.

11. Recommend the use of undercover men because it has worked so well in
other cases (Pittsburgh). These assignments, however, result in the man being
forgotten and not being considered for promotions. Along with this is a need for
funds for buying information. There have been cases of informants who would
have proven quite valuable but there was no money available for paying. If money
were to be made available, it should be put in the hands of the agency and not
the Strike Force Attorney, and most specifically in the hands of the Strike Force
Representative.

12. It Is their opinion a program has the District Office in control. Strike Force
Representative is only advisory depending on the Distriet for cooperation. Strike
Force can be successful if the District will give full support to the effort. Strike
Force Representative is unable to get the Job done directly, but must depend on
persuading the District people to do the Job. The Representative has no authority
but he should have. This is contrary to one of the reasons for having Strike Force
whose theme has running through it a need to get the Job done through direct
dealing between agency and people. However, nothing has changed and there Is
considerable doubt that the Job that is being done will be improved upon.
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18. The concept of separate agencies cooperating Is too damn cumbersome and
recommend the idea be abolished and a single enforcement agency be set up to
cope with organized crime. Strike Force Representatives should be placed lu
charge and report directly to a National Office body. If adopted, this would end
most of the problems that now exist. There is an emphasis on direct supervision
by the Strike Force Representatives to get the job done. The basic structure
recommended would be from the Department of Justice to the Strike Force Rep-
resentatives to the field agents.

14. The Representatives talked of being in the Los Angeles area for nine
months and did not consider themselves completely oriented as yet. The two-
year assignment may prove to be too short. Nevertheless, they would not have
taken on this Job If it were anything but a temporary assignment. If Strike A
Force is permanent, (why do Representatives question its permanency?) It will
probably be necessary to make assignments permanent. This is admittedly a very
expensive way to operate. W

Contrary to District thinking, Strike Force Attorneys do not believe local man-
agement should have anything to say about the selection of Strike Force Repre-
sentatives. IRS corruption in Newark was cited as an example where corrupt local
people would have been involved with selections.

15. Further emphasis was placed on the need for Strike Force Representatives
having some authority to act. They suggested that a more efficient job could be
done with present resources if this were the case. There might be fewer cases but
the results would be far better. The way things are now, It is difficult to know
who exactly has responsibility for the job getting done. Someone should be asking,
"Who's answerable for lack of program effectiveness?"

16. The men assigned from Audit were not Interested In going on this work.
Audits involving Strike Force targets were assigned throughout the various
groups. It is mandatory that Strike Force audits be done in one place. In the
beginning there were no aids for auditors in use to approach or work on an audit
of this type.

17. The above is not true of the ATF work where there is little difference in
the effort made on a. Strike Force target compared with that made in other fire-
arms Investigations. Strike Force Representative is the catalyst for information
in getting action.

18. Unless the guidelines for the Strike Force Representative are made exceed-
ingly clear, Including the specifics of his duties and responsibilities, it Is a must
that the Strike Force Representative come from outside the region. Otherwise it
will be left to the Region to interpret the program and apply manpower to it as
they see fit. The guidelines would have to spell out what is required of a Region
or District contributing to a Strike Force operation.

During this discussion the usual reasons for Strike Force Representative being
an outsider were advanced. It should be noted that the ATF Representative Is a
local man.

It would not be possible to combine the three activities of the IPS and use only
one Strike Force Representative. The technical knowledges are too different to, 1,
make this feasible. There might be a possibility of one Representative for Audit
and Intelligence, in which case, the man with the Audit background should be
selected because of technical knowledge needed.

19. Method of selection of Strike Force Representatives might be improved
through the use of the interview process whereby District Management and $
Strike Force Representative concepts would be more In unison. District and/or
Regional people should have something to say about who is selected as Strike
Force Representative for their area. Candidates for Strike Force Representative
need to have made available to them more Information on just what the Repre-
sentative's Job Is all about. There is nothing really available now.

Representatives entering Strike Force work for the first time should spend a
few days with an on-going operation to learn just what-a Strike Force operation
Is and how the Strike Fprce Representative goes about getting his job done.

20. Believe the civil processes available to the IRS are being effectively used.
Would not recommend the assignment of a Strike Force Representative from the
Collection Division. Quick assessments have been entered and collections made.

21. Discussing the subject of a full-time Representative, the Attorney has
reservations on this need. Cited the ATF man with no other duties than coordinat-
ing Is not necessary to full-time work; Believe Strike Force Revresentatives could
get out and work cases and the Strike Force Attorney would be satisfied to have
a contact or liaison between his office and the District Office.
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22. Lean toward selection of Strike Force Representative from outside District
but was not too strong on subject.

23 Because of limited number of ATF people working on Strike Force, would
like to see the Representative supervl ,ing them. Have some question on the ATF
participation. Would probably suffice to ask for their assistance-only In special
circumstances

24. Strike Force Representative is a full-time job.
25. Believe It takes about two years to become familiar with an area. Would

recommend against -rotation of Strike Force Representatives. Weighing pros and
cons, believe Representative should be outside man.

26. Believe assignments of Representatives should not be terminated after two
years, but that they should stay on the Job as long as there is a Strike Force.
No strong feelings on where Representative comes from.

27. Would like to see some people assigned undercover work and be doing
nothing but this for a year or more.

28. Have clear understanding of the Strike Force chain of command and
realize evaluations of them are made by National Office Coordinator (the Intel-
ligence Representative had been dropped from the Central Region Promotion
Register). Actually, the Strike Force Attorney Is the only person in a position to
know what they are doing and how well.

29. See nothing wrong with being assigned to area providing they continue to
answer to National Office. Assignments should not be limited to two years.

30. Strike Force Representatives spend about six percent of their time on
liaison and coordination and about forty percent on case development.

31. Usual arguments were given for selection of Strike Force Representative
from outside District. Should remain on job period in excess of two years.

31. Regional Coordinator does not seem to serve much useful purpose. Obtain
their own information by dealing directly with other Itrike Force Representa-
tives outside area.

32. Opposed to local man being put in as Strike Force Representatives. Satis-
fled with the present structure and very pleased with the men now assigned.

33. Have no strong feelings on whether the Strike Force Representative is
selected from outside or from a local district. A local man could possibly have
the same advantages he is enjoying. Other agencies do not select from the outside.
Qualification of the man should be dominant selection factor.

34. Believe the IRS work is going along very well. Would like to be more sure
the surveillance effort of IRS is on people recognized as targets. Needs to know
the Information coming from that surveillance.

35. ATF contributions have been very valuable, particularly in the area of
after-hour bars and some of the legitimate Industry which appear to be racket
controlled.

36. Strike Force Representatives all claimed to be enjoying the work. Most of
them would not transfer to the New York area because of the high cost of living.

37. They had no strong objections to the concept of assignment being at the
Strike Force city so long as they reported directly to the National Office. Have
a concern over being dominated by District supervision with consequent loss
of their independence.

38. Strike Force was set up June 1969, but did -not get underway for almost
a year. Did not believe the assignment of a local man would have reduced this
interval of time.

39. The idea of a Collection Division Liaison man was endorsed as was the
need for more lenient disclosure rules.

40. ATF is working on the same targets as Audit and Intelligence. From the
basic list of targets ATF selects those most vulnerable to the firearms laws.

SUPERVISORS AND TECHNICIANS

1. The organization seems cumbersome. Group Supervisors should be more
free to check information needed by whatever means necessary. They would feel
better If there was one Representative to deal with. They doubt that the Group
Supervisor could act as his own Representative. There are just too many other
responsibilities and work for him to perform.

2. Believe Collection should be Included in the Strike Force effort. Revenue
Officers check records which could very well have Information pertinent to the
Strike Force effort. They should be as well informed as possible on the targets
that have been selected. It would be advisable that before Collection closes an
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account they get a financial statement. This would be valuable information and
could also lead to a potential fraud investigation. It is advisable that Identified
members of organized crime be given special attention In the attempts to collect
from them.

& Not getting enough information from people making surveillance on targets.
Made reference to information obtained by other agencies not getting to RA's.
(Gave example of Licavoll wedding where guests were insufficiently identified.
Why were they there? What is connection with Licavoli?)

4. Like idea of Strike Force Representative under National Office. Makes him
better independent and able to deal with other regions and National Office. He can
be critical of assignments made or agents engaged In effort. Not being account-
able to District makes them more frank and honest in their appraisals and rec-
ommendations.

. Feel the Representative should be selected from the local area.
6. Would like to see Strike Force Representative from District so that he would

be more familiar with problems of area.
7. Favor selection of Strike Force Representative from within the District, but

that he should report to the National Office. Consider the chain of communication
from National Offlce to District as being too long. (During discussion it was
evident these people did not have any clear understanding of Strike Force
organization.)

K In this area the Strike Force Representative covers four Districts and is.
therefore, not available. Between his visits to the four Districts and the amount
of reports he must submit, he is very often not available. May be that more than
one Strike Force Representative Is needed.

9. Strike Force structure seems awkward with too many layers and too many
coordinators. Not able to make recommendation for change.

10. Prefer Strike Force Representative be man from outside. Representatives
should not be terminated after two years. Believe if you eliminate per diem you
would not have as many applicants for the job.

GUmEIND=Z

1. ROLE OF INTERNAL BEVENUr SERVICE

The basic function of the Internal Revenue Service is to serve as a tax collect-
ing agency and through its efforts in both the civil and criminal field insure the
greatest extent of voluntary compliance possible. It is known that compliance on
the part of Organised Crime members is less than in any other profession or
occupation, and, in fact, only token compliance is being realized. If this low
degree is allowed to continue, Organized Crime operations will continue to attract
the criminal element and make the criminal operations worth the gamble. On the
other hand, if the profit from Organized Crime can be taxed then it becomes much
less lucrative and the vital financial structure of the organization will be badly
crippled. As we see it, this Is the most meaningful contribution that Internal
Revenue Service can make to the Strike Force effort.

We fear, however, that the Department of Justice attorneys in some Strike
Force areas look tiloon our personnel as investigators and auditors at their dis-
posal to use for whatever purposes needed. This attitude exists primarily be-
cause of Internal Revenue Service's sincere desire to cooperate and the immedi-
hie availability of our personnel. The full cooperation of other agencies would
help allevinat this problem (See Participation section of this report). We do not
intend to recommend that Internal Revenue Service lessen its cooperation. How-
ever, we recommend that the role of Internal Revenue Service be made clear with
the Deparfment of Juslee, thereby causing them to understand that if Internal
Revenue Service personnel ae used properly that the overall effort against Or-
ganized Crime will be more effective. The life blood of Organized crime is untaxed
money, and Internal Revenue Service can cut that line only by getting to the
heart of the source and certainly not by relative insignificant criminal cases
against the outer fringe personnel of Organized Crime. Our total effort must be
brought to bear at the center of the Organized Crime organization.

2. ROLES OF STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVE, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL OFFICE
COORDINATORS

Our study revealed that in some instances an uncertainty on the part of
Strike Force Representatives, Regional Coordinators and National Office Coor-
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dinators existed with respect to their duties and responsibllltie*. If our effort
is to be successful, these duties and responsibilities must be clearly defined. We
recommend that each functional director, in conjunction with Regional and
District officials, take necessary action to accomplish a clear understanding on the
part of these employees as to what is expected of them In this program.

The coordinators should be available when a new representative Is assigned to
a Strike Force to assist him in setting up or revising the program. They should
also help set up the selection of targets to be ,ertain they are in accordance with
the overall objective to be reached.

The study group will be happy to provide its other thoughts in this area, but
we do not feel that we should outline the responsibilities and duties in this report
because we feel that this should be flexible in order that each manager involved
may assure that their needs are met.

S. PROCEDURS AND WORK iTCHNIQUA xscTros
It Is generall; agreed that the techniques and procedures in Organized Orime

and/or Strike Force cases must be different from those used in general audits
and investigations if the fraudulent schemes of Organized Crime members are to
be exposed. A large percentage of our auditors and investigators are carrying
this type case for the first time in their career and quite frequently are lost in a
maze of terms such as: "in depth audits", "penetrating investigation". "banking
codes", etc.

It is recommended that each functional director take necessary action to cause
proper techniques and procedural guidelines to 1e made available to each em-
ployee assigned to Strike Force work. Classroom training may be needed in some
instances. We recognize that the Audit I)ivision is in the process of preparing
guidelines for this purpose. The guidelines should be completed and distributed
to all Strike Force personnel at the earliest possible date.

4. PRXMrrtM AND OVFRMfE PAY

Our study revealed that each Internal Revenue Service representative is re-
ceiving either 25% premium pay or equivalent overtime Iay. Premium pay is not
available to Internal Revenue Agents and it has been the practice of the Audit
Division in some instances to authorize overtime pay for their representatives
to the extent that the dollar value is equivalent to that received by their counter-
parts in Alcohol, Tobacco Tax & Firearms and Intelligence Divisions. This action
was taken since it was believed that the Audit I)ivlsion representative would be
requlrd to work overtime since he works closely with his Intelligence Division
counterpart in this Internal Revenue 'ervice team effort.

Based on our limited study of this matter. we believe that an in-depth study
of the entire overtime pay procedure is needed. We believe that special emphasis
should be given to determine whether or not thore is a continuing and constant
need for a pre-determined number of overtime hours or persentage of premium
pay. We recommend that the functional directors take necessary action to make
the recommended study and in addition, prepare standard guidelines for the use
of premium and overtime pay for representatives and employees assigned to
Strike Force work. The guidelines should fix responsibility for monitoring the
need for and the use of premium and overtime pay. It was noted that in some
areas, Revenue Agents are working considerable overtime and are not being
paid for the additional work. This situation should be corrected. We strongly urge
that compensatory time not be considered as a remedy to this problem because
it would take away man years from an already short supply.

5. PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO SrRICE FO(E WORK

Continuity is essential to the successful completion of Strike Force audits and
investigations. It is also essential that agents and/or investigators working in
the Strike Force area not be assigned duties in other Internal Revenue Service
programs since Strike Force casees require the agent's full time and concentration.
We recommend that agents assigned to Strike Force cases and Strike Force
groups remain on the assignment unless compelling reasons dictate otherwise.
The employee's career must be considered as a factor in such determination. (For
further discussion. see Manpower section of report.)

We recognize that it is not always easv to transfer all cases in process by an
agent at the time of his assignment to Strike Force work. However. an analysis
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should be made of each case in his Inventory and those cases that can be com-
pleted in a short time should be completed prior to assignment to Strike Force.
If it is found that the agent has cases which will require a substantial period
of time to complete, consideration should be given to reassignment of such cases.
We noted that in those Intsances where an Internal Revenue Agent kept non-
Strike Force cases in his inventory, he normally spent more time on this type
case than he did on his Strike Force assignments.

6. OROAUID CRIME AND STRIKE FORCE TARGVTS

The Task Group found the little information available to define Organized
Crime and the procedure for selecting targets was not adequate for the needs
of managers.

We have heard Organized Crime defined from LON to Black Panther. There
is no universal opinion on just what constitutes Organized Crime. Without such
a guide It becomes quite difficult for Internal Revenue Service to intelligently
initiate and pursue its Strike Force effort.. We do not suggest Organized Crime is
the same across the board in each Strike Force city. But we do feel that some-
thing more definitive is required if work plans are to be more intelligently
developed.

Related to the foregoing, Is a need for guides in the selection of Strike Force
targets. This may seem simple once you have defined Organized Crime, but we
found within a Strike Force where there was agreement on the definition of
Organized Crime there was considerable confusion on the selection of targets.

You will find in our notes several comments questioning why we are working on
several well known WLN members. The method of selection of targets also gets
considerable discussion from those we talked with. This sort of confusion deters
from the concentrated effort so necessary to an organized pursuit.

Organized Crime cannot exist without corrupt public officials and the exclu-
sion of these individuals from our organized efforts will mean we will always be
fighting the problem piecemeal.

Lastly, there needs to be some guidance on the priority which should be as-
signed the differing targets and types of Organized Crime. The Internal Reve-
nue Service manpower resources are not unlimited and if we are to use them
wisely we need to know where we should concentrate our effort. We might other-
wise go in all directions but never arrive anywhere.

We again note that Organized Crime will differ from Strike Force to Strike
Force; and so too will it differ in the selection of targets and priority.

In another section of this report (Objectives) we discuss the deveolpment of
a Work Plan. To do this Job in an intelligent manner we recommend guidelines:
(a) Defining organized crime; (b) for the procedure of selecting targets; and
(c) assigning priorities to individuals and groups.

IRS MANAGERS

1. Certain manual provisions are not conducive to or in tune with the efforts
of IRS. There is a need for reconsidering proceeding with a tax case while fraud
case is developing and getting it, and collecting tax where ax,-swnents have been
entered. The ide* that a fraud case will be jeopardized by tax collection needs
to be reconsidered.

2. To date Audit has not developed any real good cases as they anply to the
organized criminal. Racketeers have too well hidden their assets. They do not
keep books and records, and file tax returns that are difficult to challenge. They
are careful to live within their stated income and make it impowible to perfect
a net worth case against them. There is probably women need for training to over-
come these handicaps, but at this toint it is not identifiable.

3. The concept of the Strike Force is good with reference to the sharing of
information. A central pool of information which would be developed would be
of considerable value. A source of information. Grand Jury proceedings, is not
being made available, and this could be a valuable tool in pursuing identified
criminals. Also, there is a change needed in the disclosure rules. Information
available to IRS should be made more available to other federal agencies with a
less regard for discloseure.

4. Special authority is now needed by Collection Division to proceed to ensure
there is no Jeopardy to criminal prosecutions. In dealing with members of or-
ganized crime we should take collection action without being so concerned with
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prosecution. It is important that organized crime be hurt in the pocket as much
as possible.

5. There is a need for resuming electronic surveillance with the law loosened
on its application. In the past Information coming from such surveillance was the
best available and the best example was the information on funds leaving Las
Vegas destined for Miami and the east.

6. There is badly needed some better guidelines on Strike Force. Too much of
the information available has come from the informal sources and from the
minutes of meetings. Don't know who is actually running Strike Force. The
effort needs an operational man but doesn't seem to have one. No drive on our
efforts Is coming from the National Office.

7. The Strike Force Representatives today are not doing anything for the Dis-
trict. Their loyalties appear to be with the Strike Force Attorney and there is
no control over their activities. They have been wanting us to do a lot of work
which does not have a relationship to tax. We are apprehensive of criticism If
we do not go along with the Strike Force Representatives and Attorneys.

& Example was given of the ATF man undercover who was getting informa-
tion on everything except tax matters. The cost of this operation was approxi-
mately $40,000 without a single result for the IRS. Under the Strike Force con-
cept there is probably a role for the Representative but there's a need for every-
one to know what it is. Believe lie should be responsible to either the District or
Region. This would place some control over him and limit his free-wheeling as is
now the case.

9. Be more liberal in allowing electronic surveillance.
10. Some of these Chiefs were unfamiliar with the guidelines that had b1

issued on the duties and responsibilities of the Strike Force Representatives.
Felt the Strike Force Representative could be of more value if he would get
more information of value to the IRS. Believe he is more responsive to the Strike
Force Attorney than he is to the District.

11. Not able to see the value of the Regional Coordinator. He has not provided
anyhng to the District (ATF thought differently). This was also related to it
need for guidelines regardLng all participants in the program.

12. There is some question whether IRS efforts are going to result in tax
violations. Suggested we should be less concerned with this so long as we are
contributing to the Strike Force effort. Would like to see some meaws of giving
credit to the IRS for these non-tax efforts.

13. We should raise the question of Representatives collecting per diem and
premium pay, which is very costly.

14. In Newark there are actually two Strike Force operations In progres..
One of which is that as normally conceived by the Department of Justice anid
the IRS. The second is one whose targets would qualify and in other cities have
been under the direction of the Strike Force Attorney. This one. however, is
under the direction of the U.S. Attorney, the targets of which have been political
corruption. U.S. Attorney and the Strike Force Attorney do not get along at all
and this, plus the demands of the two operations, leave the IRS in the middle.

15. The U.S. Attorney is practicing selecting a geographic area and then
proceeding to develop political corruption cases. In his proc".sses through special
Grand Juries, he has obtained books and records belonging to the targets
of his effort. These records are by court order restricted to the office of the
U.S. Attorney. This makes it nece sry for IRS people to make their examina-
tions In that office. U.S. Attorney believes that the IRS people should be con-
cerned with this type of investigation, but from a normal standpoint, the IRS
is operating outside its normal boundary. 1.S. Attorney considers his office is
charged with investigating as much as is with prosecuting.

16. With d'Ve regard to the fact the IRS is operating in a non-tax area, the
success of the U.S. Attorney might indicate the IRS could consider departing
from its traditional practices and taking a line similar to that advocated by the
U.S. Attorney.

17. The District Director expects the Representative to assist in the develop-
ment of the program including:

a. Selection of targets.
b. Continuous evaluation of the program.
c. Keeping the District Director informed.
d. Helping with decisions on cases.
e. Evaluation of people assigned to the program and the cases being worked

by them.
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He considers the Representative to be hi# man and looks on him as really a
District employee.

& Under the present system there is a need for a Strike Force Coordinator
located at the Regional Office. This is the vehicle by which ARC's are kept in-
formed of program progress, and in turn, are able to advise the Regional
Commissioner.

19. Recommend the Strike Force Attorney has made clear to him the proce-
dures and restrictions that are placed on IRS involvement.

20. Recommend Joint guidelines be issued for both Intelligence and Audit, and
not separate guidelines for each activity.

21. A selection of the Strike Force targets was a cooperative effort between
the Strike Force Representatives and the District Supervisors.

22. Special Agents assigned are on premium pay and authority has been given
for allowing overtime for Revenue Agents. Many of the meetings held by the
RA's and SA's are held after normal working hours.

23. Did not select the targets, but were only asked to concur in the selection
made by the Strike Force Representatives. Believe Audit and Intelligence should
have more of a say In the actual selection.The original list which came from De-
partment of Justice should be refined during the next year. We are not certain
the present targets are the best possible.

24. Organized crime is viewed as being directly associated with the five
families existing in New York. If an individual cannot be related to one of the
families, he is not put into the Strike Force Program. Some identified organized
crime (Kennedy Airport, garbage disposal) have not been Included as Strike
Force work because family assocatlon has not been established. It is prottibly
time that we started thinking about an industry approach to organized crime.

25. The Regional Coordinator role has been diminished in comparison with
what It was under OCD. There is some question of the need for both a Coordina-
tor and a Representative. Perhaps his job could be meaningful were he to be
the Supervisor of the many Representatives in this area. On some occasions the
Coordinator has ben helpful in getting information and solving problems. His
primary function seems to be that of evaluating the program with particular em-
phasis on the use of manpower.

26. Have had good assessments from Audit but by the time we get around to
collecting the money Ihas disappeared. Our procedures too sloN , allows violator to
get rid of assets.

27. Believe all organized crime controlled by family or with their approval.
Strike Force targets are limited to LCN members.

28. Fully involved with target selection.
29. SA's and RA's working well together and improvement being sought. Plan

common library and housing for them.

STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE FORCE ATTORNEYS

1. Not sure that Strike Force RepresentativNs understand their responsibility.
There is evidence that there is some confusion to the point where some of the
Representatives are afraid to inave. Strike Force Representatives should know
everything that is going on and should keep in touch with Area Supervisors In
particular.

2. They feel the entire organizational concept needs to be changed, and the
roles for Representatives better defined. They had a feeling that the roles of
Coordinator and Representative is "screved up." They have found that different
districts look upon the role of Strike Force Representative in different ways.

3. There is a need to make clearer the role of the Strike Force Representative.
District Directors must understand the Strike Force Representative will le
making suggestions and that he should be listened to. Generally there remains
a need for improved cooperation. Strike Force Representatives do not need
more authority.

4. Strike Force Attorney concept makes for more vigorous prosecutions since
these Attorneys have a genuine concern for the program and Its progress toward
destroying organized crime. There are examples where the Attorneys lose sight
of their advisory capacity and often get too close to the working agent. The
role of the Attorney needs to be clearly defined and the limitations spelled out.

5. Organized crime is defined as any organized group dealing in illegal services
which has been going on for a sufficient amount of time to influence the power
structure (political). This would Include anyone and extending so far as to
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embrace the Black Panthers. Organized crime cannot be limited to direct con-
nection with the LCN. Example of Pittsburgh was referred to where crime and
political corruption did not Indicate association with the LCN.

6. We are not using our civil processes as well as we might. We should be
more aggressive in going after the money that has been assessed in cases
involving Strike Force targets. We should avoid compromising. At some later
date there will probably be a need for a Collection Division man to be either
on or associated with the Strike Force Group.

7. There is too much review of cases In IRS.
8. Recommend guidelines be issued. Representatives feel they have no yard-

stick with which to measure how well they are doing job.
9. Feel cases should not be settled by Audit or Appellate where a Strike Force

target is involved. Strike Force Representative should be included in settlement
discussions. Also feel tax deficiencies on targets should be set up and never
written off.

10. Do not see where the Regional Coordinator does anything for the Strike
Force Representative. (ATF felt differently saying ATF Coordinator was a
full partner in effort.)

11. Better guidelines with more detailed Information in the IR Manual.
12. There is a need for guidelines and better definition of the duties of people

Involved with Strike Force.
13. There should be a system to us the Grand Juries fa,ter. The IRS wants to

approve subpoenas, but would like the prx'ess of approval ,qxved up.
14. The IRS review pr-ocedure on cases needs to be made simpler and faster.
15. In this area Strike Force Representatives are Involved with joint inve*l-

gations which is a cooperative effort of the federal agencies. Joint investiga-
tions are those on which reliable information has been received and believed
worthy of the effort to be made. This would include a particular type of
of racketeering where a principal has been identified and then the agencies set
up a group to work on It. This is an unique effort having a lot of manpower going
Into it.

16. Though satisfied with the disclosure rules. would be more pleased to 1e
able to put more of this information in the hands of the local 1*ople.

17. Does not look upon LCN as being exclusively organized crime. Believes
anything organized should be included though not n( sarily worked by the
Strike Force. Can't say lie has really made a firm decision on this as yet. Partic-
ularly as It applies to criminal activitie,---the Kennedy Airport, garbage dis-
posal, and iprnography.

18. Would like to see things speeded up but realizes he must live with a slow
IRS procedure.

19. Representatives were knowledgeable on their responsibilities and the ob-
Jective of Strike Force. They view the operation as being one which must
continue for at least five to ten years.

20. When setting up the program the District supervisors were full partners
in selecting the targets. It was not done by the Strike Force Representative
with only the concurrence of the District people.

21. Would like to see efforts concentrated on LCN members. Have been spend-
ing too much time on gamblers that are not considered important or are that high
up in the organization.

22. Except to sit down with District people in effort to get them to concentrate
on LON members. Believe this is hard core of organized crime.

23. Strike Force Representative should have better guidelines. Should be more
clear on their procedures and to whom they are responsible. This would have
avoided problem mentioned above.

24. ATF works different targets but they are members of the family. Higher-
ups do not engage in the type crime in which ATF has jurisdiction.

25. Strike Force Representative's job is:
a. Liaison
b. Clearing house
c. Assist District people
d. Stay with case when it is important
e. Get information as needed
f. Furnish information to outside agencies
g. Orientations for District people
h. Act as information center for District
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26. Have good relation with District. Would like to have authority for add-
ing and removing targets. Would like to have some form of direct supervision of
the people in Strike Force.

27. Program is not limited to the family members. Anyone Identified as being
engaged in organized crime is classed as a target.

SUPERVISORS AND TECHNICIANS

1. Auditors viewed all examination as being of either a return, a taxpayer,
or a return to get information on a taxpayer. An expression endorsed by all was,
"When you tell me what you want, you have told me the techniques to be
employed."

2. They would like to have clarified the problem of information that is gained
during a tax return examination which leads to criminal charges. At present
there appears to be an inhibition over the requirement of warning the taxpayer
of his rights. There is an indication that many leads are not being pursued
as far as they might be. Employees on this detail felt that problems that exist
today are bound to grow. Difficulty of audit or investigation concerning rack-
eteers is difficult. Cases are not going to fall into your lap, a lot of digging is re-
quired and a lot of time that will have to be devoted. There should be an Audit
Fraud Group established with a clear understanding of its function.

3. Problem. When an audit is initiated on the basis of the Strike Force Pro-
gram, information on evidence that is developed may not be admissible because
the taxpayer was not warned of his rights. Can these audits be considered as
normal or are they directed toward proving frauds? A need for stated policy is in
order.

4. Using IRS people on criminal work is beyond the scope of IRS responsibili-
ties.

5. At the present time most auditors are carrying a mix of regular examina-
tions and Strike Force cases and they do not feel that this is wise. Auditors noted
that much time they spend on a joint investigation is wasted due to the fact they
are just going along with the SA and not making real contribution.

6. All are assigned to a separate organized crime group.
7. Audit groups were reorganized on January 1, 1970. Agents assigned brought

with then) unfinished regular audits and some of these are still being worked.
New cases assigned are not always Strike Force work.

8. Would like a better approach to what organized crime is now. Presently,
it is Angelo Bruno or Italian associated.

9. Most information of value is coming from the Intelligence Division and not
from the Strike Force Representative. Do not know what the Strike Force Rep-
resentative function is. Have not received any assistance from the Representa-
tive.

10. There is a need for guidelines applicable to all levels involved in Strike
Force. Gave example of those provided in the EO Program.

11. Selection of targets was by mutual agreement, which is also the case for
changes in the list.

12. They are planning some net worth training. Otherwise would not have any
need for guidelines or additional training.

13. RA's and SA's are enjoying a very good relationship. It is a completely
shared venture.

14. Need to make some type change on letting a statute run. Decision in this
area should be in the hands of Strike Force Representative than under pres-
ent cumbersome system for decision. Many cases with no significant dollar re-
turn are requiring work for statute protection. Also, it is embarrassing to be ask-
ing taxpayers for two and three 872'c.

15. Recommend a team audit approach be utilized in Strike Force exami-
nations.

D. MANPOWER

1. ADDITIONAL

In discussing the manpower being applied to Strike Force work district man-
agement expressed areas which were causing them considerable concern. Most
serious was the decrease in man years being applied to the general programs
because of the needs of the Strike Force effort.
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District management, fully aware that Strike Force is of the highest priority,
nevertheless, is apprehensive of a day when criticism will be leveled because
of Inattention to the other responsibilities of the Internal Revenue Service. It
would seem appropriate that two actions are necessary to alleviate the doubts
being lived with by district managers.

(a) They need, in writing, evidence that Strike Force is the number one
priority work of the Internal Revenue Service. Having it implied in speeches or
press releases has not filled the bill.

(b) They need assurance that the man years planned for Strike Force is fully
endorsed by the Regional and National Offices.

With the exception of one or two Strike Force attorneys everyone agrees the
amount of manpower being applied meets the present needs; that is, it is in
balance with the current work load. But, in every Strike Force, and most par-
ticularly in the Audit function, manpower needs are on the increase. Going to
work on a selected target sooner or later takes on a snowballing effect that not
only involves the ------. * Very simply, the man year needs for Strike Force will
be ever on the increase.

Finally, from a broad Internal Revenue Service outlook, some Strike Forces
are in the early stages with the full impact of manpower needs not yet realized;
and other Strike Forces not yet established. From our experience to date, we can
with reasonable accuracy determine the total number of man years we are apply-
Ing, and will be applying in the future.

In the pre-Strike Force years the Internal Revenue Service was hard pressed
to keep abreast of a work load ever on the increase because of the Nation's
Increased economic and population growth. The Internal Revenue Service, al-
ready short changing its regular programs. did not, need a new program to add
to its trouble. But, Strike Force is doing just that!

We cite two recent examples setting precedent for what must be done:
1. The FBI given new jurisdictional responsibilities in the bomb disruption

areas was appropriated funds for a thousand man years.
2. The Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms Division charged with administering the

explosives law was given an added 300 man years.
It should not be otherwise for the Internal Revenue Service. If we are to

properly attend our normal mission of tax compliance, we must be given the
supplemental funding for man years, space and travel for the added burden
of Strike Force participation.

The Task Group recommends the strongest possible efforts be made to obtain
this supplement.

2. ORIENTATION

The Task Group was not satisfied that adequate steps were being taken to in-
doctrinate those employees assigned to Strike Force work. Here and there we
found a few instances where participants met together to be advised of the role
of Strike Force. Some received talks on the laws enforced by participating agen-
cies and in two cases a brochure had been prepared on this topic.

But, there was no uniformity in procedure to orient the Internal Revenue
Service employees. The IRS people are not sufficiently knowledgeable on the
significance of Strike Force and this has caused a detraction of their interest.
Also, some real evidences exist which are detrimental to their being too enthusi-
astic. We refer to:

1. The prior decline of emphasis of the OCD Program which was similar to
Strike Force.

2. Noted lack of assistance coming from other agencies.
3. A less than called for enthusiasm by upper management. Probably more

imagined than real, but nevertheless the impression given.
4. In Audit, lower grades and an absence of promotional opportunity (more

on this later).
To overcome this condition the Task Group recommends:
1. An orientation session for every employee assigned to Strike Force work.
2. A booklet on Strike Force for distribution to these participants.
We suggest both orientation and handbook be similar In content containing

the following as the minimal information:
1. Statement of Commissioner (notes from speeches and meetings).
2. Statement of District Director (should open or attend session if possible).
8. The Strike Force concept.
(a) Presideat's vow to fight organized crime.

*Copy Illegible.
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(b) The organization. Relationship of Department of Justice and other
agencies.

(c) The operation. How' It functions--the Strike Force attorney.
4. The Internal Revenue Service role. Why we are In it and what we can do.
5. What to expect from others.
(a) Strike Force Attorney.
(b) Strike Force Representative.
(c) Other Agencies.
6. Your job. How it contributes to the objectives.
7. Your other job. Aiding other Internal Revenue Service functions and out-

side agencies. (List of Laws enforced by others.)

8. CAR OPPORTUNITY

The need for a promotion ladder and better grades is most critical to the
Audit Division where the Task Group found the situation less than adequate.

It is incongruous to tell people how very important the Strike Force effort is
(see above) and then place them in work which provides limited grades and a
sketchy promotion ladder. Revenue Agents for the most part are reluctant to go
into a Strike Force group. And good men are lost to the effort because to advance
their career it is necessary they leave Strike Force work.

The Task Group found some effort being made to cure this problem and there
was some success. But, better opportunity for advancement through an Im-
proved allowance of higher grades for Strike Force work needs an across the
board application.

4. SELECTION OF PER.5ONNEL

Here again the problems that exist are in the Audit function, not with Intelli-
gence and Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms people who all seemed enthusiastic about
Strike Force assignments. But, the Revenue Agents held attitudes covering the
full spectrum from "this is the greatest" to "Just another job." The Task Group
believes if the career opportunities are improved, for the most part the attitudes
and enthusiasm of Revenue Agents will likewise be heightened. But, more im-
portant, we think better people will seek to get into Strike Force groups and
will be more inclined to stay with it.

Once the career ladder is strengthened managers will be in better position to be
more selective. It is now time to give more consideration to listing selection
criteria (standards) for identifying agents we desire to work on Strike Force.
Ability is, of course, a first requisite. What we mean by ability in this case are
the qualities of the most successful and productive agents now assigned fraud
or Strike Force work. An examination and evaluation of their talents would
automatically produce the ability standard.

The next most valuable characteristic would be the agent's enthusiasm for the
work. His interests should be geared to the Strike Force effort, where his success
can often only be measured in the part he plays in an overall effort and not the
measurable and concrete change rate and dollar return. He needs to be more the
suspicious prober, never quite satisfied he has completed the task. And finally,
as told to the Task Group, he must have the overriding ability to "think dirty."

IRS MANAGER

1. It was not easy to program the number of people necessary in a Strike
Force operation. It is dependent on the situation at the time and it is different at
different times.

2. District Director is concerned with how much manpower needs to be applied
to Strike Force, and how long it will be before we can see results. He 3s particu-
larly concerned as this applies to the Audit Division efforts.

3. Auditors assigned to Strike Force work are doing that at the exclusion of
other assignments. Feedback indicates the individuals so assigned are very in-
terested in this work. From the Intelligence Division standpoint, Audit appli-
cation is productive and the referral rate is very good. There is some question
that Audit people are not finding the work as sexy as they !magined it would be.
The change rate is not as productive as anticipated. Information is not being sent
to them from other activities. Revenue Agents have been sold by management on
the Strike Force concept of criminal violations as opposed to dollar return. Dollar
production on Strike Force examinations Is below regular examination. Coopera-
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tion of District management and the Strike Force group Is good and working
smoothly.

4, People assigned do have a commitment to the program since they view it as
a District operation.

5. We need to be able to get a better fix on manpower requirements at the
beginning of a year so that we might build it into the overall District program.
A substantial application of manpower to the Strike Force operation would re-
sult In the regular program showing up badly, and this could result in unwar-
ranted criticism. It is an existing fear of District Management. In Las Vegas a
large amount of Audit time is being applied to joint investigations which has a
serious effect on the regular program. It is, of course, permissible to deviate from
the fiscal year plan so long as notification is given at the earliest possible time.
Intelligence Division plans to put 50% of their time on regular work. 25% on
Strike Force, and 25% miscellaneously applied. This is actual work time and
does not account for trainees. Despite the above comments, neither Audit or In-
telligence feel there is a real conflict or that there will be criticism on the use of
resources.

6. In addition to Strike Force there have been other special programs and
all these together are taking a considerable amount of manpower away from
the general program. At this time cannot measure or give an opinion on the
manpower that Is being applied to Strike Force. Regardless, in Strike Force we
will probably have to continue to apply a generous amount of manpower.

7. The only recommendation for training would be to instill in the auditor to
think "dirty."

8. Have concern for the manpower that is being applied to the program. Audit
has 25 percent of their people on Strike Force and, as a consequence, the other
programs are suffering.

9. There remains a lingering doubt about the manpower that is being applied
to Strike Force which is causing a neglect on other programs. I'here is a sus-
picion that some day criticism will te leveled.

10. Insure that grades of Revenue Agents in Strike Force are equal to those
in other Audit work.

11. The District Managers and the Strike Force Representatives meet every
two weeks to discuss the Strike Force operation and plan for the future. There
is a concern about the manpower being applied to the Strike Force Program. The
needs of Strike Force keep going up and, as a result, manpower applied to the
regular programs is decreasing. This problem has been brought to the attention
of Don Bacon and the Commissioner. However, it was clear that the Commis-
sioner considered Strike Force a number one priority program.

12. Manpower predictions to date 'ave been reasonably accurate. Thus far the
demands of Strike Force have not exceeded what was anticipated. This is not to
mean that it is not recognized that manpower contributions to Strike Force are
taking away from the general Audit program and that the average yield on dol-
lars and change rate is poor in comparison. It has also been noticed that man-
power requirements are slowly increasing.

13. The Strike Force concept seems to be an improvement over the OCD Pro-
gram, if for no other reason than the emphasis that has been placed on our par-
ticipation. It is significant that the Administration. Commissioner, and Regional
Commissioners are emphasizing the importance of Strike Force.

14. Out oft he Grand Jury hearings on corruption in Hudson County, the
U.S. attorney has a room full of records; the best estimate available is that it
will take three years to audit these records. Later, these records will have to be
reported on and returned to the sources from which they were obtained. Again,
by estimate, 50 to 20 man years per year will be required to get the Job done. And
even now, a new U.S. Attorney is anticipated for Newark with the result the IRS
may get itself into a serious bind.

15. RA's and SA's assigned are the best qualified for this type work. All of
them are volunteers and the promotions have been high.

16. The 45 RA's are adequate for the Strike Force, but this leaves only 150 men
for all other Audit programs. If Strike Force demands keep increasing, there will
be further letting go In the general program.

17. The shortage of manpower has made it necessary to take less than the
best people to work on Strike Force. Would prefer to have people experienced in
fraud work. Presentlyusing some people who are still in a trainee status. Do not
consider RA groups to be fully productive as yet.

1& Management is looking at Strike Force program the same as they look at
the general program: overage cases, dollars, change rate.
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19. Revenue Agents selected for the work are those who have indicated an
interest in fraud work and some who indicated interest by the number of refer-
rals they had made to Intelligence. Two-thirds of the auditors volunteered for
the assignment. Criteria used for selection, for the most part, a genuine interest
In this type work and the talent for it. There is an opposition to rotating agents
in the Strike Force.

20. The workload does not seem to be more than what can be handled. There
are about 5,000 names in the pot, but this has been narrowed to about 1200 people
who will be given audit attention. Of these 1200 there has been a priority placed
on them in categories of A, B, and C. The highest category has about 300 names.
Example was given where an "A" target would not be indicative of productive
work, so the effort would be sufficient to a "C" target in order to work up to the
"A" man.

21. As expected, proceeding in the Audit program has a mushrooming effect
Working on an individual leads to learning more of his financial interests and
associates, and thus, requires further audits of these entities. As a consequence,
it is probable considerably more manpower will be needed in the future, but this
may be offset by knowledges that will permit being more selective of targets.

22. Program is revised every month with names being added or eliminated as
we become more knowledgeable. At present there are many more names being
added than deleted.

23. The people assigned to Strike Force were considered most able and were
among the most experienced, and this has caused a loss in other program areas.
Because of the high priority of Strike Force there was little else that could be
done.

24. In the process of establishing an Enforcement Branch in the Audit func-
tion with the hope of providing a new and improved grade structure at a GS-12
and 13 level. This should provide opportunities equal to those elsewhere in the
Audit Division. Looking to have a promotion ladder in this fraud work which
would keep good men on the work rather than their going elsewhere for promo-
tion. There is also hope that supervisors assigned would be at the GS-14 level
(now have 3 of 9).

25. RA's and SA's must break from traditional approach; need to cope in new
way with the organized criminal. We need the benefit of knowledges that have
been gained by organizations that have been investigating organized crime (FBI,
local police).

26. Participated in selection of targets. Wanted to be sure we could handle the
number. A little worried we may be adding more than can be handled.

27. Worried about the whole Compliance Program slipping without relating it
to cause by Strike Force. We need a complete and fresh look at everything we are
doing and how it is being done.

28. Consider the Strike Force Program as No. 1; the Commissioner has made
that clear.

29. Major concern with taking on more targets than can be handled. What is
to come out of program If new targets are put in? Could be a need for more man-
power assigned,

30. Program is long-range effort. Presently expanding and should grow con-
siderably during coming year. Will require application of more manpower. No
doubt reflecting on general program.

31. Have Audit Group working exclusively on Strike Force--13 men. Will have
serious manpower problem -cause of Strike Force and airport case.

32. Selection of Agents for usual reasons. Their people on program would
rather be elsewhere due to lack of interest in work and promotion limitations.
View program as long-range.

STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE FORCE ATTORNEYS

1. The workload of the District Office conflicts with the Strike Force need for
manpower and resources.

2. There is a manpower problem evident by there not being enough Agents
assigned for the total job. Often previous priorities take precedent and a current
request must be deferred. In time it will be possible to project with accuracy the
manpower necessary for the Strike Force effort. Even though these are the cir-
cumstances as they exist, there is a general feeling that the right amount of
manpower is presently being applied.

3. Although realizing it is a necessity, due to the nature of the work, he feels
investigations take a long time for completion. Because of his criminal back-
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ground and experience in other fields, this causes him some frustration. He sees
a problem where Audit people work too many different cases: that is, a combina-
tion of Strike Force cases and the regular workload. This causes a loss of time
and lengthens the time for completing the investigation. He suggests there is a
need for a greater number of auditors working on Strike Force.

4. There are some evidences that progress is being made toward a more effec-
tive operation. The Regional Office is very responsive to requests for manpower,
and the District Office is moving toward special groups to work on Strike Force.
An existing problem is the need to go to Region for manpower rather than being
able to go direct to the District Managers. This is a requisite according to Na-
tional Office guidelines.

5. To improve the Strike Force operation, it would be advisable that better
grade be permitted for RA's. Some auditors have been told that the type of audits
being conducted do not Justify higher grades. Suggest it would also be advisable
if the mani assigned to the Audit Strike Force Group did not do any of the regular
Audit work, which Is now the case.

There is no big training need. Perhaps a little extra effort on the methods for
developing net-worth cases; some briefing on examining bank deposits.

6. We suggest that auditors not be assigned to the program if they are en-
gaged in law or CPA study, which is an indication the auditor maybe -------- *

7. Audits being conducted are proving very effective. The change rate is high
although the dollar return is not. Revenue Agents assigned have been advised on
what to look for and given special guides on conducting Strike Force audits.
Believe the auditing will be further improved when all RA's are located in one
group and doing Strike Force work exclusively. There is some indication that the
individual workload may be getting too heavy. It will be necessary to be more
selective or add more audit manpower. In starting a Strike Force, would recom-
mend that the targets be limited in number.

8. Manpower from the Intelligence Division has been hampered because of its
diversion to work on bomb threats and sky marshal duties.

9. Of the 45 Special Agents assigned there are no more than 20 working on
Strike Force. Audit has a large volume of cases but appears capable of keeping up
with workload.

10. Would like to see an undercover operation and have been asking for this
since arrival.

11. Consider relationship with District Management good. Feel the new Direc-
tor and Assistant are more interested in program than was case in past.

12. Feel more manpower could be applied which would enable Strike Force to
take on more of the targets.

13. ATF man is good and has excellent contacts in the area. The trouble is
the targets are not involved with liquor and do not carry guns so ATF will have
difficulty making cases. Actually, this is true of most Strike Force agencies. The
ATF cases that have been made are all minor figures of organized crime. A pres-
ent case involving undisclosed interest in the liquor business should be a good one.
Because of past relationships with local and state police, ATF is providing excel-
lent intelligence.

14. Do not believe the District regards Strike Force as the number one program.
Believe District should furnish more manpower, but they have said they are
unable to do so. ATE is the same. This is the case despite the fact the Commis-
sioner has spoken here and made clear the importance of the program.

15. People assigned to program have an attitude which is generally acceptable
but is not an enthusiastic one. The attitude in the District is a reflection of the
District Directors' feeling. One District Director is high on the program, a second
is against the program, and the other two are lukewarm.

16. Manpower problem is serious, due mostly to the drain of manpower by the
U.S. Attorney who seems to have priority. lie is going from one case to another
keeping a large group of Agents tied up and there is no control by Strike Force
on the investigations he is conducting. Many of the things he has IRS people
doing should be done by the FBI because the work is investigative and not tax
related. We have had to shortchange work on some high priority targets because
we cannot get enough manpower. Some relief is in view as we understand the
District has authority to hire ten to twenty SA's for Strike Force.

17. U.S. Attorney has requested the examination of the records of 300 con-
tractors.

*Copy Illegible.

66.411 0- 76 - 20
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1M Consider the quality of the agents assigned to Strike Force as very good.
19. Should provide those participating in Strike Force work with information

on the duties aud responsibility of other activities.
20. There have been demands when the manpower was not sufficient and there

are things that we have not been able to do. This has resulted in our having to
take extra care to take on only as much work as we have manpower to handle it.

21. Cooperation of IRS has been excellent to the Viint we sometimes feel we
may be overdoing our requests.

22. Commissioner Trower had visited the New York District people and stressed
the importance of the Strike Force work. This had a lot to do with getting the
cooperation of the IRS and cut away many of the problems that exist in other
Strike Forces.

23. Sees a problem in the future when additional requests for manpower are
needed. Wonders whether all of the branching out that IRS is doing will be suffi-
ciently staffed.

24. Feel we are making an adequate contribution to the Strike Force effort.
It appears we will have some very valuable cases which will contribute to the
fight against crime. In our efforts we are already running into crimes that are
referred to the other agencies. The Strike Force concept makes us completely
knowledgeable (of other agencies' respownsltoilitiesa;t.ling us to ioass on good leads
for their investigation. We are trying to put together ii Ickage on other agencies'
responsibilities for the use of everyone working on Strike Frce.

25. See the workload as being manageable. The porincilpal targets needing im-
mediate attention are getting it, and those of lesser stature are in it proloer
priority and will receive attention as resources are available.

To date we have limited our attention to the I"N members. In the future, orga-
nized crime outside the IXAN will get attention. Suspect that most of the (irgalized
crime boeing talked about does have an assc 'iation with I'N. but cannot be
directly associated at this time.

26. Satisfied the District is applying the right amount of manpower. IRS has
the greatest commitment to the program and has applied mare manlojwer than
anyone else.

27. Need more man years supplied for program. There are additional cases
that should ie %worked but manpower limitations jirevent this. Agents assigned
have been pulled off f(or Air 'Marshal (lties. These assignments should have been
given to other people. All but one ATF man was assigned to Air Marshal duty.

2A. We nee(d to Ie going after more (of the targets. Though working on the
leaders now, more of the lieutenants i eed m r attend tion, districtt has said they
cannot put more mien in the program because other programs are suffering nov.
Intelligence feels 32 men are required nw. Believe it takes two RA's for every
SA assigned. Case load being carried by RA "s is too much for this tyle work (10-
12 cases).

29. Would like to have less formality in getting targets added. Pr('edure for
doing this is too (uINl -Isol. D istrict is cm ,.,,'rative but are not giving targets
proper attention because of iiian3o(iwer limitations

30. ATF has no manp)wer prtmhlems. If investigatijis are generated, man-
power % ill loe supplied.

SUPERVISORS AND TECHNICIANS

1. Revenue Agents felt they were detached and not involved in a group, effort.
They have a need for niore kntowltdge of what others are vorkirg ton in order
to coordinate their efforts and share i nfornoation coming toi their attention. They
recommend meetings (one a month to, review accomplishments, know uendinmg
vases and names that are Ieing worked on. Suggest revenue Agents an( Siecial
Agents lie housed together so they might share knowledge and ideas, They would
like to see a reference file of rmimme, t-tahlished uich cone int,, ilay during an
audit or investigation.

2. These pbarticilmnts seemed know dgeaile f the Strike Force effort and
(uite interested in it. Auditors talked and gave evidence of having god tech-
niques for getting the job done i was impressed by this group's enthusiasm.

3. Problems: Audit examination work is not nearly as Pr(oductive as regular
examination. Grades are restricted. The situation af getting a large change
corporate case is absent. They are leery of criticism of time being expiended (in
fraud audits. The standards of measurement (in the effectiveness (of audit need
to lie revised and new criteria applied to organized crime examinations. There is
some feeling that the program is not considered highly ty the District. There is
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a lack of recognition for their efforts. In some cases they feel promotion oppor-
tunities are limited. The Audit effort is a field of the regular Audit concept of
change rate and dolar return. Strike Force efforts may be just another side pro.
gram of the IRS and that in two or three years it will be forgotten. Management
must demonstrate by word and deed that this is an important program.

4. In forming Strike Force groups the best men were selected. There is no
plan for rotating them so long as these agents show an interest in the work and
the ability to perform It well. They will be given the same consideration for
promotion as anyone else. Selections for promotions thus far have been based on
merit without consideration for present assignment. Some of the men assigned
have doubts about this and have expressed them, but believe this is a throwback
to the past when agents assigned to the Fraud Program were all but forgotten.

5. Auditors feel there is a need to pick the right man for the job since most
audits under the Strike Force program have an objective differing from the
usual practice of change rate and dollar return. The auditor needs to feel a sense
of accomplishment not related to dollars and have a genuine interest in the
criminal aspects of the cases.

6. Individuals assigned to Strike Force work have no feeling that pro'.wtion
is limited.

7. Nothing special has been brought to the Strike Force program. The cases
are being worked (audited) in the same manner as their regular cases. Some
auditors feel that it is just a new program titled for the same work. Their experi-
ence leaves them to suspect this is a program like so many in the past and too
often in two or three years is dropped. Management says they are behind this
program and emphasize its importance, but have iot been convincing. They
have heard the stories of the Buffalo operation which was reported as being not
very successful, and as of the latest information not being continued.

8. Program needs to be given greater emphasis through a better promotional
plan by supervisors and managers, and that would mean right up to the Com-
missioiier of Internal Revenue. There's much disillusionment with court actions
and the example was give that only one Judge in Los Angeles would give sentences
on a tax case.

9. Detroit Strike Force since 1967, but not every effective until about January
1970. Just now starting to work top figure, Licavoll. In January 1970, new super-
visor assigned. Grades improved. Some RA's removed because of lack of interest;
new men assigned based on having fraud experience. Agents now assigned are
interested; willing to tackle any Job, accept new challenge. Some supervisors do
not like Strike Force work because it is not a field of normal Audit concepts.

10. Reorganization of Strike Force group brought about because former super-
visor had no interest in Strike Force type work. People coming into group have
genuine interest and not for promotion alone. Believe they can really do a job
here. Supervisor willing to try new ideas; gives agent. a lot of freedom. Do not
see any concern for change rate or dollar return. Would be surprised if there
was an criticism based on change or dollars.

11. RA's need to know more about laws enforced by other agencies; they might
be able to offer informational assistance to them. Information which has been
given on other's responsibilities has been helpful.

12. Strike Force audits are a little more difficult. Experience best teacher; no
special training needs identifiable. Recommend Black agents be obtained; would
be extremely helpful in narcotic and bookma-lIng targets.

18. Suggest occasional meeting or seminar to (1) learn all laws of participat-
ing agencies (2) get examples of specific successes, techniques (3) exchange in-
formation, direct contact for questions or information.

14. Individuals under investigation are associated with organized crime. The
number of cases is adequate, agents are not over burdened.

15. Of the five groups in Detroit, two are working Strike Force material, one
on organized criminals and one other on wagering. For the future it appears the
case work will be more than present assigned manpower can handle, mostly be-
cause Audit is getting to good referrals.

16. Believe Intelligence Division Chief has conflict on assigning manpower
because of needs in Strike Force and regular fraud workload. Have heard
Chief complain about Strike Force using too much manpower. He is strong person
who wishes to run own programs; he questions contributions of other agencies.
He does consider Strike Force as a top priority program.

17. Agents assigned on basis of talent and interest in organized crime. They
would not prefer regular fraud work. Feel promotion opportunity is greater on
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Strike Force assignment. Do not believe Strike Force is second rate or a tem-
porary program.

18 See problems in Audit. Talent not what it should be. Promotion restricted-
know of man transferring out of Strike Force group to gain promotion. Some
leaving were best-qualified to do fraud work.

19. RA's on Strike Force are not volunteers. We tried that and couldn't get
enough manpower.

20. Selection of people is based on their ability, skills, and interest in the
work. We operate with the belief that we do what we are told to do and nothing
else. We have no say in what is done or what the program should be. The thing
is that there are other programs more important than Strike Force. Strike Force
would probably rank second or third in importance.

21. Opportunities of the RA's working on Strike Force was much less than
those working on the regular Audit Program. As a result, promotion is slow in
Strike Force and we are think of a rotation system to improve this.

22. Audit has serious questions on promotion opportunities when assigned to
Strike Force. Size of cases being worked are not significant and tend to suppress
grade. If given the opportunity, most auditors would avoid Strike Force
assignment.

28. Strike Force Program has caused low morale with the reasons given as:
Revenue Agent grades, overtime, retirement benefits. Believe Strike Force Pro-
gram is looked upon as second rate and is not attracting the best RA's to it.
Reference is made to the OCD Program which was discontinued after a few years
and never provided an adequate grade structure.

24. Workload has been increasing and manpower applied has also increased.
25. Agents assigned like the work and there have been no problems. Assign-

ment is not a detriment to promotion.
26. Strike Force cases are more difficult to work because of the reluctance of

witnesses and the lack of books and records. Would get more satisfaction making
an LCN case than the regular type. Find the work more challenging.

27. RA's believe they are moving more toward being an Investigator.

E. INTER-AGENCY PARTICIPATION

1. FULL PARTIQIPATION

As we viewed the overall operations of our Strike Force we were often forced
to come to the conclusion that we were trying to fight organized crime with a
disorganized effort. The assignment of representatives from various enforce-
ment agencies to the Strike Force does not automatically result in a team opera-
tion. We noted many areas of misunderstanding and confusion as well as certain
areas of open non-cooperation.

(a) There must be a better understanding of the role each agency can play
in the overall accomplishment of the Strike Force objectives. Each agency must
understand what information the other agencies need if a team effort can ever
exist. Most of the information exchanged to date has been of very limited value
to other agencies. IRS people felt without exception that we were giving much
more than we were getting.

(b) Jurisdictional authority should be tempered with the keen desire to see
that we get the Job done by whichever agency has the best chance to make Its
charge stick.

(c) The actual participation by each agency should be made kn-own to the
representatives of the other agencies. There were many indications that IRS felt
they were providing 80% to 90% of the effort and yet we are certain some other
agencies feel that they are carrying the burden of the program. The lack of
information creates dissension where so much cooperation is needed.

(d) The representatives assigned to this program from other agencies must
have this as their sole or at least primary duty. The continuous pulling them off
for other assignments makes them Ineffective and they quickly lose interest in
the program.

(e) The Strike Force attorney as the principal coordinating agent must under-
stand and recognize the role of each participating agency. We noted strained
relations in some instances due to failure of the attorney to fully understand
the strengths and limitations of the agencies involved.

(f) Each agency must assign a person who has the ability to get along with
others if we are to have an effective organization. This is not the place to assign
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Ineffective or hard to get along with individuals. If it becomes a dumping ground,
the program will suffer.

(g) The representative should have a direct line to someone in authority in
his own organization so that action can be taken promptly as necessary. Nothing
destroys confidence as much as inaction.

(h) The representatives should be as permanent as possible. It takes time to
build up trust between individuals from different agencies. The constanL rotation
of these people has a strong deterrent effect on active cooperation. This is
particularly true with reference to the Strike Force attorneys assigned to the
program.

(i) Many individuals felt although the FBI cooperates with the Strike Force
they are not really a part of it. It is believed that a full time representative from
the FBI would go a long way towards convincing many people that this is really
a cooperative effort by all enforcement agencies.

(J) A contact should be established at some level, probably at the National
office, to secure information from governmental agencies that are not an official
part of a Strike Force. What we have in mind is information from SEC or HEW
and similar agencies.

(k) Regular meeting should be held where there is a free exchange of in-
formation concerning the targets under consideration. This should include a
discussion as to the best way to take enforcement action against an individual
Organized Crime member.

2. ON SITE REVIEW

If we are to have an effective enforcement program we must find a way to
reduce the time lapse from the comparison of the examination to the time of
the final decision concerning prosecution. We submit that one way of doing
this would be to institute an on site review of all Strike Force cases on which
criminal prosecution has been recommended. It is our conviction that this ap-
proach would result in the following benefits:

(a) By getting all concerned parties together at one time, we could resolve
questionable items on the spot and thus not only speed up the review process
but have a more comprehensive review. Nothing beats having a face to face dis-
cussion with the agents who did the work and not have to rely solely on the
written word.

(b) The enthusiasm of the investigative personnel would increase if they could
see a prompt decision on their recommendation. This would create a more vigor-
ous and active participation on the part of the agents. Interest is lost when it
takes an extended period of time to realize the culmination of a lot of hard work.

(c) If criminal action is not recommended, then aggressive steps can be taken
to institute necessary civil action. This would improve our chances of collecting
any tax determined to be due.

(d) More information will flow in if prosecution is instituted immediately
upon conclusion of the examination. The momentum-generated by a vigorous in-
vestigation will carry over into a prompt prosecution. This should reduce the time
necessary to prepare for trial if we strike while the iron is hot, and increase
our chances for a successful prosecution. -_

(e) Witnesses developed by the agents should be of more value if their serv-
ices are utilized within a relatively short period of time. Delay in bringing
any case to trial invariably works in favor of the defendant.

(f) We recognize the added cost of having various review personnel as-
semble at one place, plus the possibility of having to make visits to several dif-
frent locations within a reasonably short period of time. We do not feel that
there will be a sufficiently large number of cases that fall in this category to
create any problem in this area. The putting away of any organized crime mem-
ber even a few months earlier would justify any inconvenience we may ex-
perience.

3. DISCLOSURE POLICIES

Are our traditional disclosure policies compatible with the Strike Force con-
cept? We need a study made and guidelines issued so our pepole will know the
action they should take in this area.

The following conditions were noted during our visits:
(a) We found that no two Strike Forces had the same understanding as to

how much information could be disclosed by IRS to other agencies. Some
felt our disclosure prohibitions were limited to only information on the return
whereas others felt it extended to any information secured during the course of
an examination.
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There Is also the problem of bringing in local and state police. Many fe,1l we
can never control organized crime without bringing them in to some extent.

(b) There was a reluctance in some instances to request authority to disclose
information concerning related taxpayers. This results in a feeling of distrust on
the part of the other representatives when we appear to be giving them only par-
tial information.

(c) Under the present method of operation we could be faced with the necessity
for the revenue agent to advise the taxpayer of his constitutional rights when he
makes his first contact. Just how much is Intelligence involved before the exa-
mination is started? We need guidelines In this area.

4. USE OF GRAND JURIFS AND TITLE III INFORMATION -

Do we really have a problem in this area or is this another of our self-inflicted
wounds that we so often impose on ourselves to make our-job more difficult?

(a) There is a strong feeling that we have placed an unnecessary obstacle in
our dealings with the criminal element by not taking advantage of all the legally
secured information by the use of special Strike Force Grand Juries and Title
III activities. We cannot limit ourselves to the old established procedures for
securing information in dealing with a taxpayer that is using illegal means to
keep his activities hidden.

(b) it--isessential that all members of the Strike Force team be familiar with
current laws dealing with the securing of information so that a good case will
not be lost because of a technical violation.

E. INTERAGENCY PARTICIPATION

R S MANAGERS

1. To his knowledge, all agencies are cooperating in the Strike Force effort,
and this includes the FBI. Recommendation for a more effective operation that
local enforcement effort needs to be embraced into Strike Forces; however, in
Cleveland they have had an experience indicating local people were leading in-
formation of Strike Force activities. -

2-People assigned to the Strike Force program are dissolutioned with the
amount of information contributed by non-IRS agencies.

3. District Director thought the Strike Force was a united effort by all of the
involved federal agencies, but it has been coming to his attention that this is
not the case. Other agencies are not cooperating.

4. There had been a recent meeting of all Agency Representatives to review
responsiblities of each. Cooperation between agencies has not been too good. It
appears at this point that the only work being done is that of IRS. There are
serious questions of the U.S. Attorney being on the team. From his comments
he does not believe in the Strike Force concept. He has stated that he liked the
Intelligence Division as long as they stayed on their regular work, but couldn't
see-their devoting time to the Strike Force effort. There is a considerable rift
between the Strike Force Attorneys and the U.S. Attorney.

5. Not able to see where there is much exchange of information between agen-
cies. It seems the IRS is carrying at least 70 percent of the workload.

6. An example of non-cooperation is the FBI participation in Las Vegas. The
agent sits in the meetings, takes notes, but offers nothing.

7. Jurisdictional rights do not help in the exchange of information. Agencies
are careful_.n..Ljo give away information on something under current investiga-
tion.

8. In the efforts to date it appears that the Strike Force concept has been
lost in this area, as it pertains to a concerted effort by federal agencies. It ap-
pears the IRS is doing it alone.

9. Strike Force is an IRS operation.
10. There seems to be little information that comes from the other activities

in Strike Force. Investigations are started with little or no background informa-
tion on the targets.

11. Do not believe the program is developing as much information as is needed.
Does not appear other agencies are contributing as much as they could. Strike
Force appears to be an almost total IRS effort. The files are showing little more
than what is being contributed by the IRS. Everyone was of the opinion that
everything is going out but nothing coming in. Many complaints were registered
on this subject.
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12. Do not feel other agencies are fully participating. Consider Strike Force
effort 80 percent IRS.

STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE FORCE ATTORNEYS

1. There is more cooperation now than there was in the past. Relationships
seem to be coming around (comments of the Coordinators left me with a feeling
that there is a long way to go).

2. Examples were given on Strike Force meetings that are held and which
include IRS and those from outside IRS activities. In some areas non-Federal
agencies are included such as the A.B.C. in Florida, and the local police in New
York and Buffalo. In these cases care is taken on discussion topics to Insure dis-
closure rules are not violated.

3. Cooperation between participating agencies is rated as excellent. The best
of it is a result of the close personal relationships between individuals that are
developed. A concern that exists is what happens to these relationships if re-
assignments are to be made every two years. It would then appear that the same
relationships would have to be developed with a consequence the assignments
are little more than a two-year training period. As various Representatives work
together, they become more familiar and therefor more trustful, and con-
sequently, become much freer with the Information they have. The most sig-
nificant aspect of the Strike Force concept may be this mutual trust which devel-
ops. Also, through their association the Representatives become more familiar
with the responsibilities of other agencies.

4. There was discussion about the U.S. Attorneys and their lack of cooperation.
An example was given where local people from other agencies (FBI, Customg)
were sat down by the U.S. Attorney and told they deal with Strike Force at their
peril. As a consequence, several of these Strike Force Representatives are not
committed to the Strike Force.

5. Comments on other activity Representatives:
Customs' man is from outside the local area. He is not given any men to

assist by local management. He is now on and has been on Sky Marshal duty for
the past four weeks.

In the case of the Secret Service Representative, there is a belief U.S. Attor-
ney got in the way of his being effective. There is an individual in the U.S. At-
torney's office who finds law enforcement officers guilty of anything and every-
thing. Since the start of the Strike Force operation, there is no evidence the
Secret Service man has done any work.

Believe he is operating with fear. Previous Strike Force Representative was
removed because U.S. Attorney did not want him in the area.

Labor Department Representative does not have the time to do a sufficient
amount of work although he has made a couple of good cases.

Post Office Representative has too many other duties.
Immigration Representative is doing a good Job and is considered best that the

Lead Strike Force Attorney has seen. He works the cases by himself.
The FBI Representative does not participate very much. He brings only what

is required, attends meetings, but doesn't say anything.
Narcotics Representative not In the best graces of his local office. He's hard

working, but somewhat disorganized. He does not get very much help from the
local office, and only recently was admitted to meetings of Narcotics people. He
needs a couple of men to work with but the assistance is not forthcoming.

Local District Attorney will give information responded only to the specific
question asked. Nothing is volunteered.

6. With regard to the entire Strike Force Representative organization, trust
has not been built up as yet.

7. Major advantage of the Strike Force concept is united effort of the vari-
ous federal agencies against organized crime. The ATF Representative cited
firearms cases that have been made on the basis of information obtained from
other agencies which they would not have otherwise made. The cooperation be-
tween the agencies in this area is very good and the other Strike Force Rep-
resentatives appear to be well qualified.

8. There Is no FBI Representative on the Strike Force.
9. FBI cooperates with the Strike Force but Is not a part of it. They do

not have a man assigned. No one attends the regular meetings of Strike Force.
10. What little information comes in from other agencies has not proven of any

value.
11. Need more and better information from the FBI.
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12. The FBI does a lot of surveillance and should be providing useful Informa-
tion, but they are not turned to the needs of the IRS. Information that is avail-
able Is shared as it is with other participating agencies.

18. All participating agencies have Representatives assigned full time. Strike
Force Representatives meet every Monday for review of cases and exchange of
information.

14. Believe FBI has to become more involved in the Strike Force operation in-
cluding the assignment of a full-time Representative. Regard the attitude of
FBI as being aloof. Information available to them Is withheld if they have pos.
sibility of making a case. Most Information comes on a private basis rather than
in his official reports. FBI is reluctant to include financial information in their
reports and their present policy is to exclude such information from all written
reports. There is a 40-man FBI force working on OCD doing nothing but gather-
ing Information.

15. There Is no Representative on Strike Force from the FBI, although the
Attorney keeps in touch with them all the time. FBI files have been made avail-
able and on an Individual basis FBI Agents are responding to our needs.

16. Would like to have a contact at the National level of the Social Security
Department for Information on target's employment.

17. Information is coming In from other agencies particularly the FBI, but
would agree the IRS is giving more than it Is getting. The information that is
available that does come in has proven to be of value on many of the audits
conducted (a difference of opinion with the District people). The information
is passed to the agent through his supervisor. It is sometimes an oral com-
munication and at others It has been put in writing. The process is to inform
the Agent there is information available for him and he then goes to the Strike
Force Offices to pck it up.

18. There Is no FBI man permanently assigned to Strike Force.
19. Think there should be an FBI agent permanently assigned to Strike Force.

Need to have a man available on a daily basis.

E. INTERAGENCY PARTICIPATION

SUPERVISORS AND TECHNICIANS

1. It does not appear anyone is doing any work except the IRS. Coordinated
effort is a myth since it appears other agencies are not Investigating, nor do
they show an interest in the program. Information exchange Is nil, all of it
coming from IRS. There is no information on who other agencies are investigat-
ing in order to tie in the IRS effort.

2. Other agencies are not cooperating.
8. Strike Force Representative makes information available. Feel Representa-

tive is necessary for Batson between IRS and Strike Force Attorney. Not satisfied
with the amount of information coming in.

F. COMMUNICATIONS

1. FREQUENT MEETINGS OF IRS FORCE TEAM

2. ATTENDANCE BY DISTRICT AND REGIONAL MANAGERS

8. ATTENDANCE BY NATIONAL OFFICE COORDINATORS

We find that It is essential for Internal Revenue Service personnel assigned
to Strike Forces to function as a team, and that frequent discussions and meet-
ing should be held In order that all components of the team are aware of the
goals, needs and general direction being taken. A danger, of course, If that a
Strike Force Representative becomes bogged down with meetings and keeping
interested Internal Revenue Service officials properly briefed. To circumvent
this danger to the extent possible, we recommend that District, Regional and
National Office officials attend these scheduled meetings, when possible, for the
following reasons:

a. The Strike Force Representatives will be able to keep appropriate officials
briefed and be able to do so in groups rather than individually. This will con-
serve the representative's time for other essential duties.
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b. Attendance by Internal Revenue Service officials will further demonstrate
their interest and support of the Strike Force program.

We found that in most Strike Force operations, the lead Department of Justice
attorney holds meetings on a weekly basis with all representatives from partic-
ipating agencies. The purpose of these meetings is to exchange information
between the representatives which has come into their possession as a result of the
activities of their respective agency. We do not recommend that thin meeting be
discontinued but do recommend the addition of Internal Revenue Service person-
nel only as outlined.

4. SECTIONAL MEETINGS

Our discussions with National Office and Regional Office Coordinators and
Strike Force Representatives established that a definite need exists for the ex-
change of ideas, techniques and procedures by the Strike Forces. Such an ex-
change, of course, can be accomplished to a limited extent through National
Office Coordinators. However, a more satisfactory exchange will be accomplished
if semi-annual sectional meetings of these officials are held. The National Office
sectional teams, that is, Department of Justice deputies, Audit, Intelligence and
Alcohol, Tobacco Tax and Firearms Coordinators should be responsible for ar-
ranging these meetings and outlining discussion programs which will be meaning-
ful and bring out the necessary exchange of procedure, etc. We feel that this
recommendation is necessary because there are few established techniques and
procedures relating to investigations of taxpayers operating in the Organized
Crime area. If one Strike Force operation finds an effective method of dealing
with the problems which develop in this type work, such methods should be made
known to all personnel interest in Strike Force investigations.

5. OPEN LINES OF COMMUNICATION

If our recommendation as set forth under the Organization section of this
report is adopted, then a direct line of authority will be cut between the func-
tional directors in the National Office and the Strike Force representative.
Although the direct line of authority will be cut, we do not intend that the line
of communication be cut, since it is essential that there be a free and unre-
stricted exchange, especially between Strike Force Representatives and National
Office management. It is the normal procedure for a National Office representa-
tive to first contact the District Director prior to discussing any matter with
personnel working under the direction of the District Director. However, it is
our recommendation that this policy be abandoned In Strike Force operations.
We feel that the National Office Coordinator must be able to deal directly with
the Strike Force Representative because of the many sensitive and critical
situations which develop on a daily basis in the Strike Force operation. National
Office Coordinators are responsible for keeping top management of Internal
Revenue Service, including the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, briefed on a
current basis of all such sensitive and critical developments. This can only
be accomplished if the National Office Coordinator has free access to the Strike
Force representative.

IRS MANAGERS

1. We should let the public know more on the IRS participation in Strike
Force.

2. Communications are the biggest problem on the Strike Force. The basic
problem is keeping everyone informed.

8. To date Audit and Intelligence have not coordinated their efforts. They
have a different order of priority. Seems the Audit and Intelligence Representa-
tives are not talking to each other. It appears we take a great deal of effort
to hide information from each other. Suspect organized crime knows more than
our own people. Would recommend we let everyone know who the Strike Force
targets are so they could be on the look out for these names as they go about
their regular work.

4. When starting on a target, we do not have any information except what
we get ourselves. There should be some system for feeding information into a
central point.

5. Strengthen the liaison with the U.S. Attorneys.
6. Examples were given where District people were getting information on

Representatives.
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7. Recommend meeting, between Districts to compare operating procedures.
& A team approach is used in both Audit and Intelligence and is proving

very beneficial. Biggest benefit comes from the exchange of ideas and methods of
working on cases.

9. These are three types of meetings being held:
a. Management: Between Strike Force Representatives and Branch Chiefs

with either the District Director or Assistant District Director attending.
b. Monthly family meetings of Area Supervisors, Branch Chiefs, and Agents

assigned, and
c. Quarterly case meetings for the review of particular cases for the purpose

of reviewing present progress and laying plans for future efforts.
10. Biggest advantage of Strike Force is the communications existing within

the IRS, which had not been the case under the OCD Program. The Strike Force
Representatives and Agents have an added advantage of being in touch with
people from other agencies which proyidee Information which had never been
available before. Theer is a very close contact between the Strike Force Repre-
sentative and the working agents.

11. Difficult for District Director to be current on Strike Force. Use a quarterly
review getting case by case presentation by the Representatives along with
Division Chiefs, Group Supervisors. Get copy of Representative's reports going
to National Office. In between we get information on significant matters.

12. Regional Coordinator could be in more communication with District. Un-
less we see him at a party we don't get to talk very much.

18. Same is true for Attorney.

STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE FORCE ATTORNEYS

. As the National Office Coordinator, the example was given of hearing
from him about every four weeks and that only for the purpose of gathering
information. Feel visits from him are adequate and did not need to be in-
creased unless there were problems that developed that needed to be resolved.
Amount of guidance coming from National Office is adequate.

2. Representatives recommended that periodic meetings of Strike Force Rep-
resentatives from the various parts of the country were in order. This would
provide for a better and meaningful exchange of information, ideas, etc. Due
to the number of Strike Force Representatives that there are, it would be ad-
visable that the meetings be either by activity or by geographic area. These
meetings would be of particular value to Representatives who have most re-
cently been assigned to a Strike Force.

8. The channels of communication are too long and It would be better if
Attorneys and Strike Force Representatives had more direct access to the
SA's or RA's assigned. They see too many people between the Attorneys and
the front-line workers for getting thejob done.

4. The organization setup in IRS and the guidelines for going through channels
is a special difficulty for Strike Force Attorneys. It takes a year for a new
Attorney to become familiar with the IRS structure.

5. It is the opinion that the Los Angeles program is not being properly
coordinated from the National Office. There Is doubt the National Office knows
what it is doing or what is going on. Calling the National Office does no good
and it Is Impossible to get any clear answers to the problems being encountered.
Likewise, they are not being kept informed, but are left with a feeling that they
are out of the picture and are not considered. There is a definite lack of com-
munications between Los Angeles and the National Office. (Audit took exception
to these comments, but felt there is still some need for improvement in
communications.)

6. Length of communications is confusing. Reports do not come in direct
from the National Office but must be filtered down from the Regional Office. An
example was given (the Flamingo case) which was regarded as coming under
the Strike Force and yet the Strike Force Representative did not know anything
that was going on In the case because it was closely controlled by the District
people. Some cases regarded as National Office projects should have been made
part of the Strike Force operation, but this has not been done.

7. AT? was pointed out as being a particularly effective operation. Mostly due
to the Strike Force Representative exercising line authority. When problems
have existed, they have been resolved through meetings with a very cooperative
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local management. Similar meetings have been held in Las Vegas with Audit
and Intelligence Managers, but not in Lou Angeles.

Strike Force Attorney and Representatives noted the value of the discussion
that was being held today with the Task Group members. Lead Attorney said
this discussion made him more aware of the problems that exist and brought to
light some that he didn't know existed. He feels this example of discussion
ought to be followed through and made a regular practice for the relationship
between the District Management and StrikeForce people.

& xchange of information with the Region utilizing the office of the Regional
Coordinator has been good. The experiences of one area and the methods of
operation are passed without delay to a second Strike Force city. It does not

* appear that the exchange between regions fares nearly as well. There does not
seem to be a clearing house at the National level to adequately provide for this
exchange. There is a feeling that it is the Strike Force Representative's re-
sponsibility to make known good techniques they have discovered in their area.
Once they make this information known to the National Office Coordinator, it
becomes his responsibility to pass it on to other regions.

9. Communications with other Strike Forces is just about nil. There is a need
for regularly scheduled meetings between Strike Forces on either a geograsphic
of activity basis.

ATF has no problem in this area since they use the FTS to alert areas on
the movement of suspects. Also effective November 1, a central system was
started for gathering information and keeping it on file. The TWX system is
being utilized for this purpose and the information is being stored in a computer.

10. Communications with Coordinators have been extensive. They keep them
advised of what's going on in the area and are in turn being fed good informa-
tion by the Coordinators. The Regional Coordinator has been extremely helpful
in solving Strike Force problems. He has the ability andcontacts necessary to
open doors within the Region and across Regional lines

11. Meetings we have with District Management are mostly a waste of time.
12. Have not had much to do with National Office Coordinator. Same is true

for Regional Coordinator.
13. We do not have much contact with anyone; seems we are just sitting out

here. Would like to have more meetings with the National Office Coordinators
and other Strike Force Representatives from this area.

14. Someone paying more attention to the Strike Force Representative.
15. The Strike Force Attorney makes himself available even going so far as to

discuss problems with individual IRS Agents.
16. We should have better access to the National Office Coordinators, and

they should make more visits to the field to see and discuss the problems. Also
recommend meetings with other Strike Force Representatives.

17. Need a speedier method to obtain information from the Service Center.
18. In the discussion of the periodic meetings that are held, it was pointed out

the RA or $A is often put in touch with the FBI Representative to discuss in-
formation on a particular target.

19. RA and SA must come to Strike Force Representative at least once each
quarter to review the file of the target he is working on.

20. Representatives consider themselves IRS-oriented. They spend most of
their time gathering and passing information and feel they are more concerned
with keeping the IRS people knowledgeable than the Strike Force Attorney.

21. Communications between Strike Forces in other regions is done either by
phone or written communication. Gave one example on having gone to Las
Vegas personally to get information.

22. There are no regular meetings of Strike Force Representatives. Over the
past year there have only been two or three meetings. There has been a turnover
of Attorneys-five Attorneys since the start of Strike Force. Coordination with
other agencies is informal, mostly through meetings in the office or visiting them
at their office.

28. Recommend meetings be held with other Strike Force Representatives out-
side this area. Suggest meetings every two months. Suggest meetings at Na-
tional Office one to two times a year. Would make it along Activity lines.

SUPE3VISOBS AND TECENICIANS

1. People assigned to Strike Force need to have every bit of information that
is available on any subject under audit or investigation. It would help if the
Strike Force Attorneys were made more available to group meetings where the
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Revenue Agents and Special Agents could make known their general and specific
information needs. It would also provide-a better avenue of communications with
regard to the needs of the Attorneys for preparing their cases. It would be
better if there were direct contact between RA's and SA's as well as Representa-
tives from outside agencies. This would permit a more direct and quicker means
of getting information as opposed to the lengthy communication processes now
in effect.

2. The procedure for closing a case is not good. The Attorneys have final
authority for approving closing, but the layers between the Agent and the At-
torney are so vast the Agent is never sure he has a completed case or the reasons
why he might not have one. The organization and means of communication Is
in bad need of simplification. The information is not getting where it is needed.

8. Audit does not see the work as being different from the normal Audit pro-
cedure. The only difference they can Identify Is the need for al the Information
available on the person under examination. Although not able to be specific, it
is evident that some type of central information center is required.

4. There is some confusion as to what a Representative or Coordinator is
with many of the auditors thinking of their Group Supervisor as the Coordinator.
There has been very little, if any, contact with the Representatives and Attor-
neys. Relationships with the SA's have been very good and generally considered
as a partnership effort although controlled by the SA because of the recognized
fact the criminal case takes precedent over the tax case. There was a discussion
about past conflict existing between auditors and SA's most of which concerned
Importance of work, detraction from Audit productivity, and night hours. In-
telligence Division people felt it would be a better procedure for two SA's being
assigned to- a case and Revenue Agent brought in only as was necessary. This
would make it possible for the SA always to have assistance without having to
schedule his time to mesh with that of the RA.

5. Information available Is insufficient and not Immediately available. Need
for a central file to which they could go. Suspect information Is not filed or
passed to them because It can't be related by individual obtaining it.

. The first Strike Force Representative was effective because he kept abreast
(was involved) of cases being worked. He furnished information to agents on
the targeted individuals. He had good informants who provided information
on suspects. Other Strike Force Representatives have not done as well. Appears
communications have stopped.

7. Would like to have more meetings with Strike Force Representative. It
would be best If SA's could have direct contact with Strike Force Representative.
Some of the agents don't know who, or what, Strike Force Representative Is.
Strike _Force Representative is often not available; has continuing interests
in home region and his visits there are disruptive. He needs to be more involved
In day-to-day operations.

8. Not getting enough information on targets.
9. Recommend Agents have more direct contact with other people working In

Strike Force in and out of the IRS. Suspect the filtering of information by the
Strike Force Representative keeps a lot of Information from getting to us.

10. Would like to see Strike Force files made more available.
11. Strike Force Representative assigned has been of help providing informa-

tion on assigned targets.
G. EVALUATION

IRS MANAOEBS

1. He feels there Is some curbing of funds available to organized crime and
cited examples.

2. Evaluation of the Strike Force efforts can only be by the number of cases.
There is no other apparent measuring means available. There are no indicators
avilable by which the Strike Force operation can be measured as to Its Impact
on organized crime.

8. Strike Force effort is getting off to a slow start, and as a consequence, the
measuring of effort to date is not possible. These officials were not able to pin-
point the cause for the slow start.

4. Measurement of deterrent. It is impossible to measure. It will always be
as difficult as our efforts to measure compliance where the gap of a grey area
Is unknown. We will probably be limited to a measurement of cases, indictments,
and sentences. We-may never be able to say that the results are from the Strike
Force.
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5. Thus far, there have been some results coming out of Strike Force. The most
notable of which was the indictment of Alesio in San Diego The IRS got quite
a bit of publicity in this case. There are continuing good cases in the San Diego
area which cannot be said for Los Angeles. Since the operation has been in
existence for only six months, it is too soon to talk results. In the next year
there is an expectation that some very large cases involving significant members
of organized crime will be made. However, most of these results have and will
come out of actions initiated under the OCD Program.

6. While there have been some cases coming out of the program, no evalua-
tion is possible at this time because there has not been any prosecution.

7. Have had indictments but no prosecutions as yet. Expect court results to be
better than under regular fraud program.

STRK FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE FORCE ATTORNETS

1. Comments on the various Strike Force operations:
Buffalo-a horrible example. Conflict. United States Attorney, District Direc-

tor, Strike Force Attorney.
Boton-a weak program. Question of the strength of the Audit Strike Force

Representative. Not forceful. Seems afraid of District Director. Representation
is a local man. Time is down on applications to Strike Force.

Newark-Conflict between U.S. Attorney and Strike Force Attorney. Cases
made in spite of the conflicts. High production Strike Force.

Manhattan--Different problems; good operation. Regional Commissioner has
genuine interest.

PhladelpMa-Probably smoothest operation in country. Have had good suc-
cess. Good cooperation.

Detroit-Good Audit Representative. Working without good Intelligence Rep-
resentative.

Oleveland-Good operation. Experienced Representatives work well together.
A new Strike Force. Not too much on paper yet, Just getting operational.

Brooklyn-Slow-should be further advanced. Changes in personnel has hurt.
Chicago-New District leadership. Very large and complex operation. District

Director tied up with District problems.
Loo Angeles-Still in formative stage. A Department of Justice problem. At-

torneys dealing too much with IRS people.
2. IRS participation In the Strike Force operation by Itself will not eliminate

organized crime, but it's making a proper contribution. There is no way of
evaluating the Strike Force Program at this time. Even after a considerable
amount of time, the statistics may be all we will be able to show. Information
coming from undercover sources will give some additional information on our
effectiveness. There should also be other signs available which will be helpful,
such as increases in the stated income of racketeers, increase of publicity and
a change In tax returns from labor organizations. The role of the Representative
is one of coordination feeding information after screening the same. They view
themselves assistants to the Area Supervisor in determining who will be work-
ing on them and how. They expect they can make contributions regarding allo-
cation of manpower and in the broad field of liaison between Attorneys and the
District Director.

8. In Cleveland there has not been a sufficient amount of time In the operation
to determine the impact on organized crime. In two or three years it should be
measurable.

4. Those people among the general public who have a concern for organized
crime have knowledge and are aware of the IRS contributions. The business
community has such an awareness. He suggests publicity of prosecutions and
involvement of the IRS could contribute as a deterrent to racketeering. You
cannot always measure results by indictments, cases, etc., but you must con-
sider that these do have some impact. A box score is no way to measure success.
Crimes such as narcotics violations or theft are not of a nature to be deterred
from publicity, but a tax case does have such an Impact on the public.

5. There Is an importance to deterring the criminal organization when a con-
viction of a labor racketeer is gained. It demonstrates to members of organized
crime that they are not infallable and the leaders, to remain leaders, must con-
stantly demonstrate that they are untouchable.

6. There has been an impact on the Strike Force operation in the San Diego
area where many public officials have been or will be indicted. This cannot be
said to be true anywhere else in the Los Angeles Strike sphere. An effort of the
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Strike Force should be to put people in Jail and cause disruption in the organized
crime ranks. In the San Diego operation there was not a single IRS caused in-
dictment issued, but believe that our participation and the publicity surrounding
It has had impact.

Not sure you can measure the effectiveness of Strike Force by indictments, but
nothing else is immediately available. Street crime, whether It goes up or down,
will never be a measure of the effectiveness of Strike Force.

If a person has political clap (influence) and is prosecuted, there is a belief
this will have an effect on organized crime. These people depend on their being
untouchable for much of the power they hold, but when prosecuted, serious
questions are raised as to their influence.

7. Perhaps by fear measurement alone some good is coming out of the Strike
Force effort, but It Is doubtful we are getting out of it all that we should.

& It is too soon to determine if Strike Force audits have been effective, but
it can already be identified that success will be dependent on the attitude of
the Revenue Agent. There is a need to have auditors willing to go further into
cases than has been our past practice. It Is a question of desire without regard
to special training. Thus far, cases that have been completed have washed out
with no really good production to point to. None of the foregoing Is indicative
that the efforts of Audit have not been satisfactory, but only that the cases have
not been productive.

9. There appears to be some changes taking place in the organized crime scene
of Detroit. Several of the top wheels have left for Florida and are going into
business there. Bookmaking in Detroit is being taken over by the Blacks. There
have been some changes in the income reported by crime figures with the stated
Income continually Increasing.

10. IRS cases are Just coming through now. They take longer to make than
other -type criminal cases. After 21/2 years there has only been six indictments,
and these are not very good cases.

11. Expect it will take five or six years to do the Job here.

SUPERVISORS AND TECHNICIANS

1. Believe the efforts to date are having some success. An example was the
crime figure who filed a return showing income of $17,000 and then later an
amended return for $50,000. Believe thigh was a consequence of his knowing he
was being worked on and thus needed to be more careful. They suggest this
example will be repeated many more times in the future.

2. They feel Investigations under this program are disturbing the criminal.
He does not want to be worked on to begin with, and is particularly apprehen-
sive when the audit or investigation requires contacts of legitimate business
people with whom he is doing business

8. Group now concentrating on narcotics dealers. Have been examples of
amended returns being filed indicating violators concern with audit. One showed
income of $135.000; later filed amended return with income of $W0,000. Can
recall use of quick assessments resulting In collection of over a million dollars.
Narcotics dealers showing much higher incomes today than in past. The crime
figures are aware of Strike Force effort. Have been several newspaper articles
on Strike Force; publicity seems adequate.

The comments In this section are in the nature of observations as well as
recommendations.

1. INFORMATION GATHERING

The lack of books and records and the failure to produce what Is available by
this type of individual makes It necessary to secure information from some other
source. Consideration should be given to setting up a surveillance group under
National Office control and available to Strike Forces on request or providing
additional personnel at the local level for this purpose. This is particularly
valuable in determining which targets should have priority and in securing
pertinent information before the investigation Is started. The use of ATF agents
for this purpose is covered in another section of this report.

2. SPECIAL FUNDS

Most of the Strike Forces indicated a need for funds with which to pay for
Information. The very nature of the Strike Force concept creates certain problems
in this area because the funds that are presently available are for the use of a
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particular agency and they are reluctant to spend their money for information
for another agency. In order to get the maximum utilization of these funds, there
should be close coordination to be certain we are not duplicating payments or
working at cross purposes with some other agency.

8. PUBLIC APATHY

The consensus of opinion was that the public as a whole was not aware of the
role IRS was playing in the fight against Organized Crime. There also appears
to be a form of resignation on the part of the people that Organized Crime has
always been with us and always will be so why get worked up about It.

We recommend that action be taken to try to make the public more aware of
the effect of Organized Crime on their lives through increased cost of living,
monopolistic control and corrupt public officials. If we can arouse the public we
can make a contribution by getting rid of some of the cancer on society through
the ballot box.

4. LEGITIMATE BL'SINESS

All of the Strike Forces showed concern about the extent of infiltration of
legitimate businesses by the criminal element. Of special concern was the Infor-
mation that there are indications they are taking over financial institutions and
the news media to some extent. The fact that the stock -of most of the corpora-
tions controlling these industries are listed on the stock exchange make it rather
easy for untaxed illegal funds to be used for this purpose. This possibility makes
it all the more an absolute necessity that we make a concerted effort to identify
the source and disposition of funds by Organized Crime.

5. ATI'OBNEYS

We found in more than one Instance where there were strained relations
between the U.S. Attorney and the Strike Force Attorney. This places IRS in
the middle in many instances and creates confusion and doubt in the minds of
our people as to the importance and value of the entire program. Where we
found a close working relationship between the U.S. Attorney and the Strike
Force Attorney we invariably found a more effective Strike Force operation.
We realize this program is relatively new and the setting up of a new structure
in any organization always creates problems, but fighting Organized Crime
presents so many obstacles we must have the full cooperation of everyone
involved.

0. MISCELLANEOUS

IR8 MANAGER

1. There's been very little publicity on the Strike Force operation. The public
is neither informed nor Interested.

2. A major problem existing In Los Angeles is the "in-fighting" in the Depart-
ment of Justice. The U.S. Attorneys and the Strike Force Attorneys are totally
opposed to one another. The Los Angeles Attorneys are not permitted to go
on the same floor where the U.S. Attorney's office is located. In San Diego, Tax
Division Attorneys are turning down cases that the Strike Force Attorneys would
like to have had prosecuted. (U.S. Attorney in San Diego Is suspect.) These
Department of Justice actions detract from an IRS effort because our people
are being put in the middle of the struggle.

3. Most pressing need of the Strike Force Representatives In this area Is
a clerical one. Most clerical work is now being done at the District or by the
Representatives themselves.

4. It is doubtful local police action will be very effective for some time to
come because of the evidence that local police and local politicians are being
bought off.

5. The use of IRS manpower on criminal type work is a little difficult to
explain. We have trouble living with applying time to work which benefit
other agencies but produce no tax dollars or statistics for IRS. There is a need
for a procedure Involving statistical accounting of time which produces no IR
result. Strike Force Attorneys are interested in criminal prosecutions so attempt
to influence IRS people in applying time to this effort.

6. Made reference to an address delivered by an FBI man on the subject
of LCN wherein he made strong anti-Italian statements. Most of the agents
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assigned to the program are of Italian descent and resented these statements
to the extent that several of them considered asking to be relieved of Strike
Force duties.

7. Strike Force was a take-over of the OCD Program.
8. Provide a special funding for the fight against organized crime with emphasis

toward supporting local and state police efforts.
9. Their information indicates the Strike Force Representatives are over-

burdened with reports required by the National Office.
10. See the advantage of the Strike Force Attorney in getting prosecutions

in a much shorter time than was the case with U.S. Attorneys.
11. The Strike Force Attorneys and Representatives are considered excellent.
12. A pending problem is the 50 cases before the U.S. Attorney for indictments

and prosecutions. If these IRS cases are not brought to trial, the program is
going to suffer as a consequence. If nothing is done, even RA's and SA's assigned
to ,Strike Force will raise questions on their own efforts.

18. Strike Force Attorneys have visited office and are helpful. Strike Force
Representatives are excellent .

14. There are no identifiable training needs although for the purpose of helping
newer agents assigned to the program, work shops are being planned.

15. The feeling Is that the Strike Force Attorney has a real interest in tax
cases. He appears to be extremely cooperative.

16. Do not feel we are very far along the road to reaching the objective of
eliminating organized crime. Have not learned what is going on within the
criminal organization. Don't even know who the prime movers are. Only a very
meager knowledge of the opposition. Don't know how long it will take to get
such information. Have informants but doubt how good they are.

17. Not in agreement with publicity; may be harmful. People read how little
we are collecting and must laugh. Raises further questions on our integrity.

STRIKE FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND STRIKE FORCE ATTORNEYS

1. They recommend that funds for the purchase of information are needed
to a much greater extent than has been available to date. Probably there needs
to be an unlimited amount available because Information on racketeers Is
extremely costly.

2. It Is recognized that part of the Western problem is the geographic spread
which makes cooperation and communication extra difficult. This, again, is
another example of the difference between Los Angeles and other Strike Force
locations.

3. General -public does not know we are here or have any idea of what Strike
Force operation is all about. The publicity has not been good. Procedures require
that all publicity be handled by the U.S. Attorney, and in Los Angeles, he doesn't
even want us here. Believe that sometime in the future when a Grand Jury
is called to look into organized crime, some good publicity will come out. Feel
the ATF publicity should be played down because the gun laws are unfamiliar
to the criminal element and publicity only tends to alert them and gives them
time to get rid of their guns.

4. See no need for more legislation, assuming a wagering law will be passed
in the near future. The recently enacted Title IX (Investme-itlo-fegal Money
in Legitimate Business) will be very valuable to our efforts. Regulations do
sometimes get in the way and particularly there was reference to the disclosure
rules. It has been noticed that some of the disclosure letters seem to be getting
lost or at least there is no action being taken. In cases where disclosure Is to be
allowed, the information needs to be transmitted immediately to the Representa-
tive and not through channels. Although he originates the request, the response
gets to him through Regional or District channels.

5. Believe the Strike Force Representatives are doing an adequate job, but
that they are In dire need of clerical assistance. The ATF Representative made
a case for having at least one clerk assigned to him since some of the work
they are doing would otherwise be done by the Branch Office. The dependency
of the Strike Force operation on District people Is not good. Strike Force should
be provided with the men and materials necessary to getting the job.

6. Although requests have befn made, there has been no Information coming
from the overseas operations.

7. Publicity has been very good. There was a period of time when you couldn't
pick up a newspaper but what it contained an article on Strike Force.
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8. A bad Telationship which existed two years ago between the U.S. Attorneys
and the Strike Force Attorneys had disappeared with the issuance of guide-
lines on the handling of prosecutions issued by the Department of Justice. Rela-
tionships with other agencies could still stand some improvement. It would
be helpful if the Strike Force Attorneys were more knowledgeable of the laws
enforced and responsibilities of the agencies involved. Have had no problems
regarding a need for clerical assistance. What typing is required has been
handled by the Strike Force Attorney secretaries. ATF is having their reports
done at the Branch Office. Reports being prepared by Strike Force Representa-
tives are very minimal.

9. With the increased powers of the FBI (wire tap, gambling) the role of
the IRS may be decreasing. They can make cases fast while the process of a
tax case takes so long.

10. This is the third lead Attorney assigned to Philadelphia since the start
of the program two years ago.

11. Have good relationship with the U.S. Attorney. He has been very
cooperative.

112. Considers IRS cooperation to be very good and the Strike Force Representa-
tives to be excellent.

13. Would like to see the wagering law enacted. Although FBI is making good
progress, believe the IRS would be much more effective with wagering.

14. Would like to have a fund for the purchase of Information.
15. Intelligence Representative is not happy in his position and he is looking

forward to completing the assignment. Appears this Is due to his being dropped
from the Central Region Promotion Register.

16. There is a need for a Purchase of Information Fund identified for the
exclusive use of Strike Force and controlled by the Strike Force Attorney.

17. There is a need for clerical assistance. Strike Force Representatives now
do an excessive amount of clerical work,

18. Have had a good relationship with the local police and other authorities.
They have provided much valuable information, and on occasion, manpower
assistance. New York has had $250,000 made available to them from the LEA
for use on Strike Force with the fund being handled by the Strike Force At-
torney to use as he sees fit. $150,000 Is for use In the investigative effort of
buying information or using as "show money." The money may also be believed
to pay the local police when they are called upon for a special effort.

19. Have a great deal of faith In the local people who are participating In
the Strike Force effort and feels they can be trusted fully.

20. Attorney started in June 1969. He had the advantage of being from the
New York area having served as an Assistant Attorney in New York. He has
many close contacts, some of whom he attended law school with. (Impressed-
this maybe best Strike Force Attorney we have talked with.)

21. Can see that some of our cases will -be prosecuted, but not able to evaluate
what the impact to date has been.

22. There has not been too much publicity as It applied to the IRS, but the
Strike Force itself has been given good coverage. The Strike Force Attorney
is highly regarded In the area, and anytime he does or says anything, it makes
the newspapers.

28. Adequate clerical assistance is being provided. Five girls are available,
three of whom come from the IRS on loan. In instances where the clerical work-
load has become excessive, the District has provided additional assistance.

24. Gave story of Strike Force Representative who had trouble with the Dis-
trict and was removed. Strike Force Attorney was quite upset by these circum-
stances feeling that Strike Force Representative was in the right. Did not feel
National Office backed up Strike Force Representative properly.

25. U.S. Attorney Is cooperative although he would like to have Strike Force
operation In his office consult with him every Friday to give him rundown of
efforts.

26. Recommend an undercover operation. Also would like to see a fund made
available for the purchase of information which should be in the hands of the
Strike Force Attorney. Funds in the Region are difficult to get and not adequate
to Strike Force needs. Believe fund should not be IRS because information
being obtained is not always IRS business.

66-411 0 - 76 - 21
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SUPUvIOGM AND TECHNICIANS

1. There were no recommendations on Identifiable training needL After more
consideration It might be found that there were minor needs, but for the most
part they could only recognize a brushing up of techniques.

2. They are not hung up on the dollar return from examinations or the time
being expended in making Strike Force examinations. They seemed to take an
approach in looking at the bigger picture and the advantages of a long term
gain.

8. There is a need for an organized effort to inform the public on organized
crime and the efforts of the IRS. They suggest bringing home to the public
how organized crime affects and costs the public (taxes, corrupt officials, crime,
loss of revenue).

4. The above would do much toward gaining the cooperation of the public
where there is now a reluctance by It to give information for a variety of reasons
they view as legitimate. The public needs to know how they are being hurt.
There is also the problem of getting proper legislation because it appears on
the surface to be against the rights of the public. The courts are not giving
meaningful sentences which could go a long way toward deterring crime. They
are lenient to the point of being suspect of being under the influence of orga-
nized crime.

5. Recommend developing a system of getting information by paying for It.
There is a need to get closer to the people who have inside knowledge on the
workings of crime. This would require large sums of money.

6. Real assistance could be gained if the public's interest could be increased
by Public Information Program. Informants with special knowledge are needed
if you are to gain information not available by the examination of books and
records some of which are non-existent. Such informants are available but
would be very high priced because of the need to outbid the benefits available
through organized crime. Informants referred to are those known to be close
to illicit operations but will not give information on the basis of money IRS
is offering.

7. Referred to problem of Lazarus: He claimed IRS people were crooked.
This sort of thing makes agents a little leery when on crime suspect case.
Worried of similar accusation. Too many people inclined to listen to this type
accusation.

8. In establishing targets the ongoing OCD suspects were adopted. The Strike
Force Program was nothing but a new name for the OCD.

9. Believe Strike Force Representative impaired because of paper work requi.
sites. National Office report requirements too heavy. They are continually asking
for Information saying it was requested by National Office.

10. Discussed the RA who had received a threatening phone call. Though
never proven, it came from a Strike Force target which caused considerable con-
cern to all RA's doing Strike Force work.

VI. NOE

The following are the notes made by the Study Group as they were discussing
Strike Force In the field. The notes are arranged by subjects coinciding with our
recommendations. They are also segregated by the level of organization we were
talking with.

One of our Study Group members was capable of taking shorthand, so you
will find most of the notes the near verbatim statements of those Interviewed;
at the least the gist of the statement made.

We feel the greatest value of these notes is in enabling the reader to "hear"
for himself what Is being said In the field.
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CoNAmTs IADZ
WaeMngton:

Commissioner-Randolph Thrower
Assistant Attorney General-Henry

Peterson
Assistant Commissioner-Compli-

ance-Don Bacon
Deputy Assistant, Commissioner-

Compliance-Leon Green
Director, Intelligence Division-

Bob Lund
Director, Audit Division-Singleton

Wolfe
Executive Assistant, Audit Divi-

sion-Bob McCauley
OC&R, Department of Justice-

William Lynch
Acting Director, ATF Division-

Rex Davis
Executive Assistant, Intelligence

Division-Dick Nossen
Coordinator, Intelligence Divi-

sion-Bill Parker
Coordinator, Audit Division-Dave

Williams
Coordinator, ATF Division-Tom

Hines
AR7's IntelUgenoe:

Central Region-Harold Holt
Mid Atlantic Region-Bob Manzi
Midwest Region (Acting)--John

Olszewski
North Atlantic Region-Alan Mc-

Bride
Southeast Region-Ed Vitkus
Southwest Region-Bill Beloate
Western Region-Herman Kuehl

Oleveland:
Assistant District Director-Mike

Sassi
Chief, Intelligence Division-Eldon

Meyers
Chief, FA Branch-Charlie Shea
Strike Force Attorney-Kurt Mul-

lenberg
Strike Force Rep. Audit-Jim

Ruckreigle
Strike Force Rep. ATF-Bob Rowe
Strike Force Rep. Intelligence-

Ray Wilwant
G/S Intelligence-Bill Wilson
8 Revenue Agents-Special Agents

St. Louis:
District Director-Eugene Coyle
Asst. District Director-Aldon Mc-

Canless
Chief, Intelligence Division-Henry

Rachet
Chief, Audit Division-Ralph Al.

brecht
Exec. Asst., ARC-i-Thomas Mar-

tin
Chief, Intelligence Division-De-

troit-John Olszewski

Asst. Chief, Intelligence Division-
George Keesizier

Regional- Coordinator-Arthur Ru-
benstein

FA Branch Chief-George Mar-
cinko

Group Supervisor, Intelligence
(St. Louis)-Glenmore Lowe

Group Supervisor, Intelligence
(K.C.)-Ralph Kieser

Group Supervisor, Audit-Julius
Taake

Strike Force Rep., Intelligence--
Norman Hemphill

Strike Force Rep., ATF-Andy
Potts

Strike Force Attorney-William B.
Jones

Las Vegas:
Chief, Intelligence Division-Jim

Moody
Actg. Chief, Audit Division-Jur

Muyres
Group Supervisor, Intelligence-

Tom Dorst
Group Supervisor, Audit-Homer

Peterson
Special Agents-Ken Meece, Char-

lie Spears, Glenn Telgren
Revenue Agents-Jim Koch, Rich-

ard Ehrensing
Los Angeles:

Asst. District Director-Ralph
Short

Chief, Audit Division-Elmer
Kletke

Actg. Chief, Intelligence Division-
Vernon Hansen

Reg. Coordinator-Intelligence-
Al Keeney

FA Branch Chief-John Robertson
Group Supervisor, Intelligence--

Ike Echeverria (LA)
Group Supervisor, Intelligence-Ed

Wardell (San Diego)
Group Supervisor, Audit-Paul

Sled (LA)
Group Supervisor, Audit-Jack

Farris (LA)
Group Supervisor, Audit-John

Gallogly (San Diego)
FA Branch Chief-Les Clark (LA)
Special Agents-Lee Bennett, Dan

Foley
Revenue Agents-Bob Obels, Dick

Knapp
SFR Audt-Gordon Jalleston
SFR Intelligence-Naurbon Perry
CPR ATF-David Conroy
SF Attorney-Alfred King
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Detroit:
District Director--Tom Cardoza
Asat. District Director-Roger

Schockeor
Chief, Intelligence Divislon-John

Olssewski
Ast. Chief, Audit Division-Ber-

nie Zafferan
Group Supervisor, Intelligence--

Tony Getto
Group Supervisor, Intelligence-

Art Milne
Group Supervisor, Audit-Ted

Eckhard
SF Attorney-Jim Richie
SFR Audit-William Koestekey
SFR Intelligence--Ernest Tiberino
SFR ATF--Thomas Lambert
Special Agents-Dennis Pope, Al

Marek, Dan Beaghan
Revenue Agents--George Zak,

Larry Greg, Joe Miller
Manhatta:

Acting Regional Commissioner-
Bill Williams

ARC Intelligence-Alan McBride
ARC Audit-Bill Wolfe
Asst. District Director--Ellott

Gray
OChef, Audit Division-Chick

lacullo
Chief, Intelligence Division-A. E.

Walters, Jr.
SF Attorney-Daniel Hollman
SFRs Audit--Oscer Beldner, Ray

L. Brown, Charles Pacheco
SFRs Intelligence-David Egan,

Hilton Owens, William Lynn.
SFR. ATF-Kendrick Sayer, Ken-

neth Fagan, Lou Schaab
Branch Chief, Intelligence-Domi-

nic Dignich
Branch Chief, Audit-Joseph Le-

vine
Group Supervisors, Intelligence-

Joseph Ferrise, Floyd Ostrager,
Harry Masse, Rosario Glunta,
William O'Donnell

Group Supervisors, Audit-Walter
Haber, Lawrence Donis, Albert
Franceschun, Edward Hanley,
Nicholas Tryforos, Lawrence
Leubt, Gerard Welngartner, Bid-
ney Bloom, Harry Gruber, Ed-
ward P. Dolan

Brooklm:
Asst. District Director-Eugene

Sturdevant
Chief. Audit Division-Raymond

Maller
Chief, Intelligence Division-How.

ard MeHenry
FA Branch Chief-Richard Ros-

man
Group Supervisor, Audit-Leon

Unger

Group Supervisor, Intelligence-
Jerome Hart

Group Supervisor, Audit-Joseph
Delfino

SF Attorney-Denis Dillon
SFR, Audit-Coleman Raines
SFR, Intelligence-Fred Krysa
SFR, ATF-Walter Korsow
Revenue Agents-Harry Heller,

Stanley Pollack, Arthur Purcell
Special Agents--Lawrence Lucey,

David MacGregor, Louis Nah-
mias

Newark:
District Director-Roland H. Nash,

Jr.
ARC, Audit-Dwight James
ARC, Intelligence-Bob Mansi
Chief, Audit Division--George Al-

berts
Chief, Intelligence Division-John

O'Hara
Chief, SF Branch-Joseph Leahy
Special Asst. to Chief, Intelligence

Division-Nicholas Viola
Group Supervisors, Audit-Frank

Adamo, Bernard Moskowitz
Group Supervisors, Intelligence-

Irving Dubow, Charles Rapa
SF Attorney-John Bartels
SF Audit-Walter J. Homa
SFR, Intelligence--Thomas Eaton
SFR, ATFP-Desmond O'Neill

Boaton:
Acting District Director, Boston-,-

Frank J. O'Connor
District Director, Providence-

John J. O'Brien
District Director, Portsmouth--

Frank Murphy
ARC, ATF--Edward Fox
Chief, Intelligence Division, Bos-

ton--Robert Calhoun
Chief, Intelligence Division, Ports.

mouth--Artur McAlled
Chief, Intelligence Division, Provi.

dence-Charles A. Harmon, Jr.
Chief, Audit Division, Ports.

mouth-Roger Charpentier
Asst. Chief, Audit Division, Bos-

ton-Max Singer
Chief, Special Inv. ATF-Victor

Pesir
Group Supervisors, Audit-Ray

Riuh, George Saraflan
Group Supervisor, Intelligence-

William Riley
SF Attorney-E. F. Harrington
SFR, Intelligence-Guy Wetherell
SFR, Audit-Henry Bileski
SFR--Louis Borrelli
Revenue Agents-Norman Ceder,

Bob Guarino
Special Agents-Charlie McNally,

Joe Bishop
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Regional Commissioner-Ed Fits.
gerald

District Director-Al Whinston
Asst. District Director-Bill .Daniel
Chief, Audit Division-Charlie

Kostenbauder
Chief, Intelligence Division-Steve

Balan
Supervisor, ATF-Harry Mattera
Chief, PA Branch-Rollin Wash-

ington
Group Supervisors. Intelligence-M

chael Kelcourse, Joseph Kane
Group Supervisor, Audit-K. W.

Schwertzer, Herman Bell
SF Attorney-Richard Spriggs

SFR, Intelligence--Mervin Boyd
SFR, Audit--Walter Slade
SFR, ATF-Allan Cole
Revenue Agents--Edward Boyle,

Edmund FYltr trck, Ingual
Melt

Special Agents--Edward Kelly,
Louis Ruch, James Trout

ATF Investigators-Harry Goss,
William Drum

Atlanta:
Regional Commlssioner-W. J.

Bookholt
ARC, Audit-Harold Bindeeil
Regional Coordinator, Intelligence-

John Mask
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